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PREFACE 
I THIS volume contains the final investigations of the Anthropo

logical Department on the Ashanti! It is the last of a trilogy 
which includes in the series the volumes entitled Ashanti and 
Religion and Art in Ashanti. 

Some six years ago, when a branch of Anthropological research was 
first inaugurated in the Gold Coast Colony, I expected to give pre
cedence to the subjects which now form the contents of this, my final 
report. A knowledge of Akan-Ashaxtti Law is of paramount impor
tance to the local Administration, engaged as it is in framing' Native 
Jurisdiction Ordinances', in schemes for the working of' Native Tri
bunals', and in plans for' Indirect Rule '. I did, in fact, set out to 
blaze this trail, which some 'of my readers may have followed thus far, 
by making the studies mentioned above my first and immediate 
objective. I had intended to follow up these legal investigations by 
inquiries into religious and social problems, and I hoped finally to 
examine Ashanti Arts and Crafts. It will be observed, ho:wever, that 
the sequence of the programme as originally projected has been almost 
reversed. The reasons which influenced me to change my original 
plans may be set down briefly as follow. 

I soon found myself, in pursuance of my earlier intentions, con
stantly confronted with words in the Ashanti language, which, although 
primarily associated with religion, were nevertheless continuously 
found in connexion with Legal and Constitutional procedure. With 
regard to the exact significance of these terms, moreover, neither 
previous writings nor local authorities could throw very much light. 
In consequence I was constantly being held up in my inquiries and 
compelled to endeavour to determine, if possible, the exact mean
ing of words, phrases, or rites, apparently of religious import, but 
obviously in some way associated with Legal and Constitutional for
mulae. At the outset I came to suspect, what later on I was to dis
cover to be an indisputable fact, namely, that Ashanti Law and Ashanti 
Religion were intimately associated. It became advisable, therefore, 
to try to understand and explain the latter first, in order that the 
former could be described with a better prospect of making a useful 
contribution to this difficult subject. Hence those excursions in pre-

I With the exception of a collection of Folk·taIes which is now in course of prepara
tion. 
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vious v;olumes into matters which at first sight may seem to have ha 
little bearing upon this, the ultimate goal of these researches. 

The Supreme God (Nyame); the lesser deities (abosom); fetishl 
('suman); ancestral spirits (,Samanfo); fairies and forest monste] 
(mmoatia, sasabonsam); the patrilineal exogamous divisions of til 
Ntoro; religious rites and beliefs; the significance of certain aI 
parently material objects, such as Stools; birth, puberty, marriagl 
death, and a future life; the religion that still lingers in Arts an 
Crafts; the rhythm and ritual of the drums i-all these and man 
other aspects of Ashanti religion have an intimate bearing on til 
contents of this volume, which, without a knowledge of these subject 
could hardly have been written. 

To state, as I have not any hesitation in doing, that the Law an 
Constitution of these people were evolved, and finally based, upon tl 
indigenous beliefs, is to suggest something that goes deeper than tl 
exposition of an interesting academic theory. It is to state a fact e 
considerable significance in the field of practical West Mrican politil 
to-day. Upon the correct application of this knowledge must, I be 
lieve, depend our satisfactory tutelage of this people, and ultima tel 
their own success in self-government. It is necessary here for me 1 

make a brief digression before I elaborate this point. 
There are, at the present time, two schools of thought as to the linl 

on which the progress of the West Mrican should be directed. 
The.older school would relegate all that curious spiritual past whic 

it has been my endeavour to set forth, if not to the Mrican's 0\'1 

kitchen middens (suminaso), at least to the shelves and glass casl 
which have become accepted as the mausolea of dead or dying cu 
tures, where, if I may draw .another analogy which my Ashan 
friends will understand, the souls of the peoples whom our civilizatio 
has robbed of these heritages now seek a -lonely and unhonoure 
refuge. This school, working by what seems to me a standard e 
purely material and economic prosperity, argues that, because tl 
Mrican's beliefs appear to have served him but indifferently well i 
the past, as stepping-stones to real progress, his culture has been trie 
and found wanting. 

For these beliefs, this school would therefore substitute Europe~ 
civilization and thought. There is much of course to be said for su( 
logic and methods, which are frank and clear cut; they would pre£' 
a tabula rasa on which to start afresh; they are free from sentimenta 
ism, and are purely materialistic. This school offers to the African, l 
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ready-made, the experience and fruits which our race has ,gathered 
through centuries of labour, bloodshed, and suHering. It is Eng
land'. best that it oHers. Its exponents in fact, perhaps unconsciously, 
desire that the West Mrican should commit a kind of racial suicide, 
not the less deadly in eHect because it will be merely spiritual. 

The direction of modern thought, both at home and in West Mrica, 
within the past few years, has been veering round happily to an atti
tude of mind which is ·the direct antithesis to what I have just de
scribed. This school of thought is a whole-hearted adherent of the 
slogan, • the retention of all that is best in the Mrican's own past 
culture '. The main difficulty of course lies in the fact that we and 
the educated Mrican alike know so little of what that past really was. 

Some rather vague thinking and vaguer talking have resulted. The 
African himself can assist u&-at present--{)nly indirectly. 

Those few .who possess the requisite knowledge, which we would 
give almost anything to obtain, are illiterate, and in consequence 
generally inarticulate for practical purposes, except when approached 
by the European who has spent a lifetime among them and has been 
able to gain their complete confidence. The literate Mrican, who is 
the highly educated product of one of our Universities, has had to pay 
a certain penalty for the acquisition of his Western learning, for he 
has of necessity been cut oH in great measure from his own country, 
customs, and beliefs. Of these it is true he may have some slight 
knowledge, but, with rare exceptions, it is only a fraction of what is 
possessed by the untutored ancients, who are the real custodians ofhis 
country's traditions and learning. Again, he is apt to regard with 
luspicion the well-intentioned eHorts of European enthusiasts, often 
ill informed, for his race. He sees in their endeavours either a ruse 
to • keep him in his place', or, at best, so vague a scheme, which seems 
hardly worth substitutillg for the Western studies and beliefs, where 
he feels at least that he arid the European are on familiar ground. 

He is, moreover, already beginning to find it difficult to reconstruct 
his own past, and is therefore sceptical of the ability of the European 
to do 10. He wonders also, perhaps vaguely, • To what end 1 '. I 
hardly know a more difficult or delicate question than that to answer. 
It always lavours of patronage to describe the best of the so-called 
• denationalized' Africans as 'highly intelligent' and 'cultured'; 
nevertheless that is high praise, and it might well be asked, For what 
more need he seek 1 Yet he seems to lack that indefinable something 
which often ennobles his wholly illiterate countryman, and raises him 
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considerably above the common herd. I do not know exactly how' 
describe what it is that the one often possesses and the other seeI 
to miss. It appears to me like some hand reaching out of the past aI 
linking him with it. It gives the illiterate man confidence in himsc 
at times when a man feels quite alone, which he is apt to do in tl 
presence of strangers of an alien race or when in a foreign land. Tl 
cultured man has dropped that friendly contact, and, I believe, fee 
often lost in consequence, and is never quite at home anywheI 
whether in the society of Europeans or of his own countrymen. 
the educated Mrican possesses an' Inferiority complex " a study, 
his own past must surely help to dispel it. 

I now return again to my main theme, with an apology for wh 
may seem an unnecessary digression. The followers of the new, 
school of opinion are generally whole-hearted advocates of what h 
come to be known as ' Indirect Rule'! 

They see in it a remedy for many of those ills of' denationalizatioI 
which they dread; they have focused their attention on that part , 
West Mrica where this form of Administration has proved successf 
(at least up to a point), but have often failed, I think, to realize tl 
one salient factor that, in my opinion, has there assured it success. 

In Northern Nigeria, those who framed the Administration on tl 
existing foundation were also fostering legal institutions which we: 
based on the existing religious beliefs. In that country, however, tb 
religious foundation of the legal and constitutional system remainc 
unassailed and unassailable, because 'it is against the GovemmeJ 
policy to permit Christian propaganda within areas which are prl 
dominantly Muslim '.a The respect which we show in Nigeria to tl 
tenets of Islam could hardly be expected to be accorded in Ashan 
to a religion which, up to a few years ago, had been branded as one. 
the lowest forms of worship--' fetishism'. IJI. the latter country, it 
deed, there is some indication that its inhabitants may embra( 
Christianity-at any rate in a superficial and outward form-in yea: 
which may not be very remote. In introducing Indirect Rule in! 
this country, we would therefore appear to be encouraging on the or 
hand an institution which draws its inspiration and vitality from tl: 
indigenous religious beliefs, while on the other we are systematicall 

1 • The methods of rule which shall give the widest possible scope to Chiefs and peop 
to manage their own affairs under the guidance of the controlling Power' (Sir F. I 
Lugard, The Dual Matrdate in British Tropical Africa). 

• C. K.. Meek, The Ntwtflmt Tribes of Nigeria, vol. ii, p. 247. 
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destroying the very foundation· upon which the strlicture that we are 
striving to perpetuate stands. Its shell and outward form might re
main, but it would seem too much to expect that its vital energy could 
survive such a process. 

A living Universe-the acknowledgement of a Supreme God-sanc
tity and reverence for dead ancestors-religion which is inseparable 
from law-these were the foundations on which the old order was based. 

Are there not, then, any other alternatives except scrapping the 
African's past en bloc and the frank acceptance of European civiliza
tion in its widest sense, or making well-meaning efforts' to preserve 
the best of the old culture', but without the courage, or perhaps 
the knowledge, to realize the fact that to the Mrican ' religion' was. 
coextensive with every action and thought; that it is not possible to 
pick and choose from his culture and say, 'I will retain this and this', 
if at the same time we destroy that which gave the whole its dynamic 
force; or realizing this, is the administrator to say to the Missionary 
Bodies, 'We are compelled to restrict your activities in the best in
terests of tribal authority; we find that the development of this 
people along their national lines is wholly incompatible with the 
tenets which you preach' 1 In other words, are we to decree that the 
Mrican is not to be Christianized because thereby he becomes de
nationalized 1 

The first of these suggestions must be dismissed except by those 
who are prepared to sacrifice most of the inherent characteristics of 
the Mrican race. 

The second suggestion is in many ways even more dangerous, for it 
is based on half-knowledge; it would preserve the outward form, 
without inquiring whence it derived the power which must lie behind 
every human effort if it is to. be a success. It would retain a delicate 
machine and expect the mechanism to function when .the original 
motive power had been removed and an entirely new driving force 
substituted, one not wholly suited to the old type of machine. It 
would be better, in my opinion, to advance on modern Western lines 
than to retain this parody of the old system. 

We come now to the third suggestion. I had better confess at once 
that it is undesirable and impracticable. Ashanti might in time have 
produced its prophet, who could have elevated the ' it may be in
spired elements' in the religion of this people into a cult which would 
have called forth the admiration, or at least commanded the respect, 
of men of other creeds, and thus made possible a policy similar to that 

3350 a 3 
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adopted in Nigeria, where the activities of Christian Missions are re
stricted. 'It has not done so, however, and in the words of the 1921 

annual report for Ashanti, , in certain parts of Ashanti something in 
the nature of a" mass movement" towards Christianity has set in '.1 

It might therefore appear that we have reached a point at which, 
to be frank, Christianity seems the stumbling":block in the way to pro
gress. I am convinced, however, that in this very factor lies the means 
'by which our ideal may be attained, and that it is from Christianity 
and Christian Missions Colonial Administrations and Mricans who 
love their own country will yet' come to draw that inward power 
which alone will justify the retention of' the best in the Mricans' 
culture and beliefs·'. The suggestion I now advocate has been made 
before, but I think has .not been given anything like the publicity 
which its importance demands. 

It is not easy perhaps for those at home to grasp the idea that the 
Christianity of England and our fathers is not suitable for Mrica. Yet 
many of those who would deny this are constantly reiterating the 
necessity for remodelling Western ideas of education to suit the 
Mrican's particular genius. 

Mr. Charles Harper,~ a former Chief Commissioner of Ashanti, and 
the man at whose instigation the Anthropological Research Branch 
was first inaugurated in Ashanti, in his Report for 1921 expressed an 
opinion which deserves to be widely known. 

, It may be' (he wrote, in speaking of the' mass movement' to 
Christianity to which I have just referred)-' It may be, and Missions 
are alive to this fact, that such a movement has attendant dangers. 
Possibly set native habits of morality and the valuable and it may be 
the inspired elements in nlZtifJe religion 3 will be cast aside in an access' 
of momentary enthusiasm without anything lasting or substantial to 
take their place. 

'fJ'here will probably be found much in natifJe custom and habits of 
thought which can be carried OfJer into a Christian community,4 and 
while, therefore, this great impulse towards Christianity is stirring 
. among the Ashanti, there is the need of the constant guidance and 
supervision of European Missionaries fJersed in and sympathetic towards 
natifJe customs and beliefs.' 

The most notable contribution to this question, which I believe to 

I RepDl'I on Ashanti /DI' I92I, paragraph 61, p. 15. 
• Now Governor of St. Helena. 3 The italics are mine throughout. 
4 The African himself must, I think, guide us as to what should be retained. R. S. R. 

'r 
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be vital in Africa to-day, is, so far as I am aware, to be found in a 
book written by a Christian Missionary.' His chapter on ' Christianity 
in Moo • is, in my humble opinion, a classic, and his argument is in 
favour of all I would like to advocate, did I possess the eloquence or 
the theological erudition which would fit me to do so. 

, Our ideal " writes Mr. Edwin W. Smith, , is not a Christian world 
made of a uniform pattern throughout, but one that preserves within 
its unity all the diversities that the Almighty has given to the indi
vidual peoples. In the essential things let there be agreement, but in 
the forms which embody them let there be variety.' 

Again: k What can be done, then, to naturalize Christianity in 
Africa 1 ••• It is necessary to urge that our religion be presented to 
the Africans, not in antagonism to, but as a fulfilment of, their aspira
tions .... It implies not a paganization of Christianity for the purpose of 
making it easier to Mricans, but the Christianization of everything that 
is valuable in the Mrican's past experience and registered in his customs.' 

With a few more such advocates, I feel that the campaign, which 
has hardly been begun, will yet be won. It is on these lines that the 
Anthropologist will, I believe, find the most interesting and fruitful 
field for his researches-the interpretation of' the idiom of the soul' 
of the people among whom he labours-for it is to him that the Ad
ministrator, the Educationalist, and now the Missionary, will look for 
information. His responsibility is therefore great, and it is with a 
full consciousness of it, and of my own shortcomings, that I now 
present this, my final report. 

In one sense only is it final; in another, I regard the information 
contained in it, and in previous reports,a as only the framework upon 
which I trust that others will now begin to build. It is almost a plati
tude, in work of this nature, to state that once the existence of a 
particular custom or belief has been established and details concern
ing it have been secured, it is then a more simple matter to obtain 
further particulars about it. It is the breaking open of fresh ground 
and the building up of a sound foundation which present the initial 
difficulty, and upon which the success of further investigation so 
largely depends. 

I hope, therefore, that my methods may be proved to have been 
justified, and I now fulfil the promise I once made,' and call upon my 

I Tiu GoMers S/Ool, by the Rev. Edwin W. Smith. 
• AsluJltIi, published in 1923; Religw.. aM Art ifJ ASMfJli, published in 1927. 
J See AsMffIi, preface, p. 7. 
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brother officers, and more especially Mricans themselves, to take up 
the threads where I have dropped them and continue investigations 
in that particular branch of inquiry in which they find themselves to 
be most interested. In this manner alone will the labour and expense 
of this experiment be justified and the work carried to its logical 
conclusion. 

With regard to the contents of this volume, very briefly, the plan 
adopted throughout, is as follows. I have tried to trace the growth 
of'the undivided household' and its head from its original simple 
beginning until we arrive at the present-day territorial (as opposed 
to kindred) groupings under a Head-Chief, of which, I believe, the 
simple family group under the house-father was the early prototype. 

The whole of the present volume, in tact, has a more or less direct 
bearing on the conception of the kingly office in West Mrica. It will, 
I trust, make it more clear to us wherein lay the real source of the 
power of a Chief in olden times to command service, obedience, and 
respect. Not the least pertinent of the questions which it suggests is 
one upon which I have already laid some stress-the inevitable reac
tion whi.ch is likely to take place when an Ashanti becomes a convert of 
one of the local Missionary bodies, which has not been at pains to 
impress upon its convert that the adoption of Christianity need not 
lessen the respect due to tribal authority. 

About two-thirds of the book deal with the Constitution and His
tory of many of the most important Ashanti Territorial Divisions, and 
the concluding portion with Akan-Ashanti Law and Procedure, a sub
ject concerning which our previous information is particularly scanty. 

I would draw especial attention to the chapter on Land Tenure, 
which contains, I believe, some new and important data. 

Acknowledgements: It may seem an impertinence to thank the 
local Administration under which I have had the honour to work, but 
I am under a very special debt to its officials, although they may not 
know it. The success of work of this specially difficult scientific nature 
lies-at least, that is myexperience-on its freedom as far as possible 
from the fetters and trammels of Departmental interference. To the 
successive Chief Commissioners under whom my work has been 
carried out, ~ho allowed me to carry on in my own way-a policy' to 
which I attribute any succes~ that the Department has achieved-I 
accord my sincere thanks. The Local Government and the Colonial 
Office have also been very generous in the .matter of' leaves', to en
able me to write up the material collected in the field-a part of the 
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work which it is almost impossible to do in the somewhat arduous 
conditions under which of necessity this task must often be conducted. 
I am again much indebted to my University, which in a sense is the 
father of this branch of scientific research, and in which I received my 
early training. Dr. Marett very kindly lent me all his valuable notes 
on ' Primitive Law' before I commenced to write the present volume. 
Mr. Dudley Buxton has read all the proofs and helped me in many 
other ways. The Clarendon Press has again come forward with offers 
of such financial assistance as may be found necessary for the publica
tion of this volume, and I thank the Delegates once again on behalf of 
the Gold Coast Government. I feel that the constant reiteration of 
my thanks to my brother-in-law, Sir Henry New, must have become 
monotonous to his ears, but as he has read this book through several 
times in proof, thus giving me the benefit of his valuable literary criti
cism, I am compelled again to thank him publicly for all his invaluable 
assistance. 

I have left to the last the most important acknowledgement of all. 
It is to the Chiefs and people of Ashanti who have admitted me 

to their homes, their friendships, and confidences. As Dr. Danquah 1 

rightly says, if I have been fortunate and' accurate' in my presenta
tion of their life it is because I have been' well informed '. They have 
been my collaborators in this and in the previous volumes, and the 
debt which lowe them I cannot express at all adequately. 

Finally, I should like to make it quite clear, if I have not done so 
before, that when I have spoken of' religion " which occupies such a 
wide setting in this and my previous volumes, I do not imply by that 
term the teaching or practice of right conduct or of righteousness 
from ethical motives--primitive ethics are very different from Chris
tian ethics. 

I think and maintain, however, that' religion', in the sense in which 
it has now been portrayed, brought about somewhat similar results, 
and originally (before our civilization began to break down pure 
native customs) guaranteed standards very similar to these set by 
the higher form of Christian Ethical teachings. 

This is the part played by , primitive religion' in Ashanti in the 
past; and surely in some way, which, even yet, I do not fully under
stand, it has served-and may serve-a noble and a useful purpose. 

R. s. R. 

I See Wesl Af,iea, 12 March 1927, No. 528, vol. xi. 
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I 

THE FAMILY, OR' DOMESTIC ESTABLISHMENT' 

THE farther back we can grope into the social organization of any 
race, the nearer we shall approach the origins of those compara

tively advanced laws which we find in operation among that people 
at the present day. Could we follow this process of evolution through 
all its stages, we could perhaps bridge the entire gulf that appears to 
lie between the Austinian definition of law as ' the expression of the 
sovereign will, depending upon sanctions imposed by the State', and 
primitive law, in its earliest conception. The latter seems difficult to 
define in terms that would be acceptable to a modern jurist. The 
fundamental principles upon which our modern definition rests do not 
appear at first sight to exist in primitive law-'-there is no Sovereign, 
and there is no State--and such sanctions as there are seem very unlike 
our modern conception of punishments imposed by a central authority. 
Again, our simple and natural classification of offences into 'Civil' and 
'Criminal' does not appear to hold good, I and the outlook which re
gards religion and morals as being subjects with which the law is not 
actively or directly concerned would be unintelligible to the primitive 
custodians of the unwritten, uncodified, unclassified rules of conduct 
which they had been accustomed to follow almost unconsciously from 
time immemorial. The word' custom', indeed, seems at this stage 
almost too definite a term to describe observances which were followed 
instinctively or by force of' habit '." As to this very early stage we 
can perhaps only guess. For the next phase--whe'n the instinctive 
habit of unconscious obedience tended to become more difficult or 
even irksome, owing to the expansion and wider distractions and 
interests of the social group, when the unconsciously obeyed restric
tions on the general and individual conduct and freedom of the 
memben of a family became' customary laws', binding a larger group 
-we shall find some tangible evidence in these pages. 

Ashanti law has almost certainly passed through the hypothetical 
period postulated above, and not so long ago but that the process may 
in some degree be retraced. It is, moreover, still in that interesting 

I This is not to say that the Ashanti had not any legal classifications or categories of 
ollences-such did exist, but they were dillerent from our own; see Chapter XXV e/ seq. 

• See Maine's Aruimt LaIlJ. 
D~ B 
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period of transition-through which all laws have possibly passed
when tribal religion, tribal morals, and tribal laws are considered as 
inseparable. The result of this is that breaches of what we should call 
.' the civil law ' are still punished by religious sanctions and vic~ versa. 
'J1le immense influence of primitive religion on primitive law has 
not, I believe,' been sufficiently grasped; certainly not in Ashanti, 
where religion is the keystone of the whole legal structure! As I have 
already stated elsewhere, it was considerations such as these which 
influenced me to delay the examination of Ashanti Law and Consti
tution until the local religious beliefs had been fully examined.z 

I have stated in the opening paragraph of this chapter that it is in 
the social organization of a people in which lie the germs of the legal 
system which they are later to develop. If this hypothesis be correct, 
then it will be well to begin our investigations with an examination of 
the centre of that social system. This, in Ashanti, is not the King, or 
Chief, or Clan, or Tribe, or even the individual; it is the family.3 
I think that it will be possible to prove" that from such a unit may be 
traced most of the later ramifications and existing practices in the 
Ashanti Law and Constitution. It is hardly possible for anyone to 
investigate the status and potestas of an Ashantifie-wura (house-master) 
and the position of the other inmates of his menage, without observing 
how ,the present-day position and power of sub-Chief, Chief, Head
Chief, and finally of the Asante Hene (King of Ashanti) himself, flis-a
flis his subjects, have been modelled upon this simple pattern and 
developed from this humble beginning. 'The Sovereign Power " so 
indispensable to our modern conception of law, will thus be s.een to 
have had its prototype in the primitive community. The sovereign 
power in Ashanti, it is true, is still somewhat different from the final 
form which it was to take in Europe. In Ashanti it is apparently 4 em
bodied in an oligarchy, and its functions were seldom, and are not 
even now, to initiate new legislation. 

The essential difference between the family (fieJo, house-folk) and 
the clan or kindred group (abusua) in Ashanti is, that while the latter 
is unilateral, the former must, from the nature of its composition, be 
bi- or possibly multilateral. A typical family, all living in one com~ 

I See Miss Kingsley's West African Studies. 
• See Ashanti and Religion and Art in Ashanti, preface. 
3 By this term I mean what is sometimes called' the undivided household', or ' the 

domestic establishment' • 
4 I write' apparently 'J for ultimately all power lay in the hands of the people. See 

Chapter XXXVIII. 
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pound or group of adjacent compounds, might comprise the following 
individuals : 

(a) The head of the household, a male, whom we shall call A, 
whom the Ashanti term Agya (father) or fo-wura (house
master). 

(b) His wife or wives, who, owing to the rule of exogamy, must be of 
a different clan from the husband, but need not necessarily 
themselves be all of the same clan. 

(c) The unmarried children of both sexes, who belong to the mother's, 
not to the father's clan. 

(d) Married sons and their wives and children, A's grandchildren, 
(nana) who mayor may not be of the same clan as A. 

(e) Possibly A's mother and his younger brothers and unmarried 
sisters. 

(/) Possibly sons and daughters of A's married sisters, all of whom 
are of A's clan, and later-

(g) Household pawns, slaves newly acquired, and descendants of 
other household slaves, who, by a kind of legal fiction, which 
will be described later, will possibly be classed as belonging to 
A's clan. 

The first point to notice is that A is not only a 'father' but an 
• uncle '. The various degrees of paternal and avuncular authority 
which A exercised over the various members of his household will 
presently be examined in detail. His power over his establishment, as 
I have already suggested, is not dissimilar to the authority later to be 
wielded by a Chief over his subjects. The prohibitions and restraints 
he imposed over each member ofhis family in varying degree became 
later the customary laws and duties which were observed by the ter
ritorial groupings; his utterances became the themistes of his descend
ants who were to become Chiefs and Kings. Such households or families 
possibly formed originally more or less insulated,if not isolated groups. 
The head of such a group had not necessarily succeeded to his position 
owing to the observance of the law of primogeniture in the strict 
meaning of the term. The selection, it is true, was confined to candi
dates from among a particular' l;>lood', but he was not appointed 
merely because he was the eldest member of his clan. He had been 
brought up in a circle where all enjoyed almost equal privileges, and 
the only semblance of a claim to aristocracy was conferred by clans
men on one of their members in virtue of outstanding wisdom, or 

BZ 
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bravery, or usefulness. Th~ law of primogeniture, it is true, applie( 
in so far that he would ordinarily have been chosen from the eldesl 
branch of the female side, but he need not necessarily have been the 
eldest son of that branch. These rules still apply to-day in the choice 
of a successor to be head of a family, and they apply as stricdy, as we 
shall see later, when the candidate for selection is not a mere' house· 
father' but is a King. A dying house-father had, and still has, withiI 
certain limits, the right to influence the nomination of his successor 
and he may express a wish to pass over his next eldest brother 01 

nephew. In such a procedure we possibly have the germ of testa· 
mentary disposition, of which we have still a better example in the 
samansie (will), which will be noted later. It may be well in thi 
place to discuss briefly what it is to which the head of such a famil) 
succeeds. The estate that devolves upon him is somewhat differenl 
from anything of which we have a conception at the present day. Hi 
succession is perhaps rather to obligations than to tangible assets, t< 
duties rather than to rights. Upon him devolves the onerous task 0 

acting for his blood relations as intermediary between the kindre( 
group and its departed spirits. At this stage, I believe that there ma) 
possibly even be a distinction between succession to such a position 0: 

political and spiritual authority, and ordinary succession to such minOI 
articles as, among primitive peoples, form their only movable per· 
sonal property. My reasons for such a suggestion are prompted by the 
fact that, in Ashanti, the uncle seems in theory the heir to the persona 
property of his nephews, but almost invariably in practice he waives hi 
right in favour of the deceased's next eldest brother. Succession t( 
be head of a household, with its implied obligations and politica 
authority, seems one thing, succession to such scanty movables a; 

formed a man's personal property is another. Besides his duties a: 
custodian of, and mediatot between, the ancestral ghosts, he is ad· 
ministrator of all the family property, custodian of the family tradi· 
tions, and arbitrator in the family quarrels. The group over which h. 
is head is a democracy, but a democracy very different from those 
in modem Europe. In one sense it is a communistic body, yet i.I 
another the rights of each unit to individual enjoyment of propert) 
are absolute during his actual enjoyment thereof. This is a poin; 
which is not perhaps sufficiendy recognized, and it is a litde confusing 
It will be dealt with more fully later. 

I have mentioned that the head of the family acted, when need be 
as arbitrator in family disputes, but his interference in such matters wa: 
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influenced by the opinion of his household, who were consulted, so that 
his decisions were seldom, or perhaps never, his own arbitrary com
mands. His judgements in case of disputes were possibly at first not 
backed up by any but religious sanctions. They were also regarded, not 
80 much as delivered from his own store of wisdom, as being those of his 
dead ancestors. The latter were almost certainly buried beneath the 
floor of the hut where the present head ate, and lived, and slept; for 
them at every meal he put aside offerings of food and poured libations; 
to them he offered up family prayers .. Perhaps in all this we have the 
origin of the' Divine Right of Kings'. Serious matters in dispute 
were brought before this head by the curious but simple expedient 
whereby the aggrieved person demanded what he or she considered 
his or her right, by an invocation that, if the request were not granted, 
then some catastrophe--5uch as had once in the past overtaken his 
ancestor or himself-might be called to mind, or even might pos
sibly again fall upon agya (father). The' father' was naturally 
ready to avert such a disaster, or was sorrowful I at its being called 
again to his recollection. He caused those persons who had invoked 
such unhappy memories to be brought before him, and punished, 
or at least reprimanded, those who had dared to endanger his life or 
limb by the semi-supernatural sanction invoked or implied. The dead, 
not less than the living, are supposed to resent the calling to mind of 
some unpleasant event in their career, and it is thought would possibly 
vent their anger upon their living representative, did he not take steps 
to deal with the delinquents. In this simple procedure, which is still 
common in Ashanti households, we have the origin of the ntam, the 
so-called' oaths', which are such a marked feature of court procedure in 
AshantP What were the disputes that were likely to upset the har
mony of auch a little community as that with which we are here con
cerned 1 I think it is always a mistake to consider early man as having 
been essentially a wild, savage, brutal, fighting fellow, ready on the 
slightest provocation to say or do what his feelings or bad temper 
prompted. I think the real picture is probably the reverse of this to 
a certain extent. I believe that primitive man, as yet unspoiled by· 
ambition, wealth, and war, very soon learned that his existence and 
the existence of his family depended on the observance of certain rules 
of conduct. To such an extent was this the case, that his life became 
hedged in by so many • don'ts' and • must nots ' as to remove it very 

I Sonow and anger are, in Asbanti, almost synonymous terms. 
• See Chapter XXII in ReligioN /1M Art if! Ashami. 
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far from that primitive state of freedom which we are apt to picture a 
constituting savage existence. All the old Ashanti declare that withil 
traditional memory there was a time when war, in its modem sense 
was unknown,' and when capital punishment was unheard of. Th 
chief sources of possible trouble in those days were (this we can safel; 
surmise from the fact that they still are) women; sexual offences; dis 
putes as to the possession of such trifling articles as alone could be hel, 
as personal property (i. e. weapons, tools, clothes, ornaments) ; sacri 
lege; violation of taboos; common assaults; witchcraft; and laSl 

but perhaps most common of all, quarrels arising out of persom 
abuse. The procedure in all such cases was alike; the matter in dis 
putewas either settled privately between the parties (i. e. if the quam 
arose between members of the same' blood '), and was thus in the natur 
of what we would call' a private wrong', or it was taken before th 
'house-father' by theprocess already described of' swearing an oath 
when, irrespective of the nature of the original dispute, it becam 
what we would term' a public wrong '. Disputes, which betwee 
members of the same kindred group were one thing, became wholl 
another matter when the litigants were members of separate group: 
These latter were the earliest clashing of' international' affairs, f( 
the quarrel became not one between the individuals concerned, bt 
between the whole of the rival households in which each was repn 
sented. Even disputes within a particular family were not quarre 
which alone affected the individuals concerned, but were considered 
matter affecting the entire family. Certain offences, even those VI 

should consider as essentially personal or family affairs, were deeme 
as being the concern of an even wider circle. A large part of th 
volume will be taken up with a description of the procedure an 
methods of punishment in connexion with the offences that have bee 
mentioned. An endeavour will be made to trace the growth by whic 
many of these offences, at first regarded as purely family affairs, cam 
with the expansion of the family, to be considered as offences agains 
and involving, the community as a whole. 

Before I leave the subject of the 'house-master' or 'father'-to u: 
the Ashanti terms-I think it is well to point out that although b 
position seems privileged in many respects, he enjoys no more right ( 
property in the movables or immovables of the family than illlY oth, 
member of his household-with perhaps one exception which willi 
noted later-a point which is often lost sight of at the present da: 

• Disputes between tribes were once settled by single combat. 
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in the curious clashing of Mrican and European ideas. I refer· to 
the position now taken up.by certain Chiefs, who seem to regard their 
position as rulers as conferring a status from which they may possibly 
derive personal or pecuniary advantage, while formerly, as we shall 
see later, the reverse might possibly be the case. The varying 
degrees of paternal or avuncular authority which the 'house-father' 
exercised over individual members of the family will now be 
examined in detail. 

The 'father' of such a household ruled over and controlled the 
following members of his establishment, subject always to consultation 
with its senior members, who in turn consulted those below them: 

(a) His younger brothers and sisters, and sisters' children. 
(b) His grandchildren by his sons who had married his nieces, i. e. 

who had married' cross-cousins '.1 
(c) His household slaves and all the children of his female slaves, 

or of male slaves who had married his own female slaves; 
and, in a somewhat modified degree, 'pawns'. 

Over his wife or wives, his own children, his grandchildren (with the 
exception noted), he had considerably less control. All these belonged 
to another clan, and in spite of the fact that the incident of marriage 
had brought them under the roof of one who was not a clansman, and 
into a new territory or locality, they, in all really important matters, 
would seek advice and, if need be, assistance from the head of their own 
family who resided elsewhere and ruled over just such another family 
group. In so far as this was the case, the authority of their immediate 
• house-father' was lessened. This point is of importance. Later we 
shall see how it had its exact parallel in those larger organizations and 
territorial groupings which were modelled on combinations of just 
such simple units as are here described. I propose now to examine in 
the following chapters the position of the head of the 'domestic 
establishment': (I) as a father, and (z) as an uncle. 

I See Religion and A" in Ashami, Chapter XXIX. 



II 

THE FAMILY (continued) 

Father and Children. 

T I}E exact status and position of an Ashanti father (in a litera: 
sense) is somewhat difficult to understand. Armed with a know

ledge that the blood-tie is the one factor that really counts, we are ap1 
to fall into the plausible error of supposing that he must belittle more 
than a figure-head in his own family.I A study of Akan-Ashanti laVl 
certainly tends at first sight to confirm this-a wife's property is hel 
own; a child may not (generally) succeed to a father or a father to hi! 
child; a father may not pawn or sell his child (without full consen1 
of the mother and her clan); the children are not concerned with the 
male parent's ancestral ghosts, and when they die may not be buriec 
in the same place of burial; they do not contribute to the father'! 
family funds or levies in the event of his family incurring a debt 
renwo nni CV'/e do not beget children that we may profit by them; 
is a well-known Ashanti saying. All these social laws, however, like 
many others of a similar nature, appear subject to considerable modi
fication in actual practice, for, when they seem most unnatural or un
just, influences or sanctions come into work which may easily be over
looked, but which will explain the apparent difference in theory and it 
practice in the position of an Ashanti father in relation to his children 
The mitigating influence in this case is the supposed power of the 
father's ntoro or nton. Readers of Ashanti and of my last volume, 
Religion and Art in Ashanti, will know what is understood by thi! 
term. Very briefly the ntor.o is the male totemic spirit which every 
child, male or female, inherits from its father. Like all supernatural 
elements it is powerful. It is of and from the father. It (the ntor( 
spirit) might possibly resent any too high-handed action, based OIl 

their strictly legal claim, on the part of the mother or mother's clans
men, to children of their own blood. 'The nton or ntoro has powel 
over children even in the lifetime of the father.' ' The saman (ghos1 
after death) of a father has great power over children,' said my Ashanti 

• The late Sir A. B. Ellis in his Twi-Speaking Peoples of the Gold Coast, p. 10, wrote . 
• Children belong to the mother and the father has but little claim over them'. Sarbah 
the historian of Fanti Customary Laws, was nelller the truth when he wrote, • During th. 
lifetime of the father. the sons and sons' children are in subjection under him' • 
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informant, and then quoted the proverb, Die fIIahye fIIO ti' sene ono na 
IIbo no (He who moulds your head as a potter does a pot, it is he who 
can break it); 

There is another well-known maxim with reference to the position 
of children in the event of separation or divorce: W 0 yere nko mma 
mmera (Your wife may go off, but the children will come (to you», 
'because the mother is afraid of the father's sunsum (spirit) " added 
my informant. I have collected a large mass of ma terial in the form of 
answers to questions as to the position and rights of a father over his 
children, and I think that more light will be thrown upon the ques
tion by quoting what Ashanti fathers and mothers and uncles them
selves have to say upon the subject, than merely by an examination of 
abstract prerogatives. During infancy,. said one informant, the child 
is of course with the mother more than with the father, but when it 
can walk, if a boy, it will begin to follow its father, and when old 
enough will go to the {arm with him. Later on it accompanies him 
when trading and earns money for him. All profits derived from the 
work of children go to the father, not to the child's abusua (clan). A 
father should, however, not 'mix' all such profits with his own, but 
should put some of them aside to help to pay the marriage expenses of 
his son or any taxes or claims made against him, e. g. ayiasika or ahentuo, 
but, added my informant, 'you will not tell your son this, as it would 
be shameful'. 'All the money thus earned by your children is your 
l'ery own and does not belong to your abusua, and you may tell the 
latter when you die that you leave it to your sons.' A father may also 
hand his son some capital with which to trade on his own account. All 
profits thus made will be put aside and given to him when the father 
dies or when the son marries. 1 

A father has to find a wife for his son,2 and to pay' head-money' 
for him even if his son has money. The father will give his son a 
Jampon (sleeping-room) in his own house, and a pato 3 (open three
walled room) in which the wife will cook. He will stay with his father 
until his father dies, and then may go to his own uncle. His father and 
mother alone may punish him, not his uncle without the permission 
of his parents. An Ashanti father has a small pair of tawse (mpere), 
made out of an antelope skin, with which he may chastise his children 
on the buttocks for pilfering or speaking abusively. 'If you have any 
tlwumatlie (profession), e. g. are a hunter, weaver, drummer, or black~ 

I Compare the Pe",lium relieved from the incidents of patria POltslas, in Roman law. 
• But see p. 20. 3 See Chapter VII. 
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smith, you will train your son to be that too, and this without his 
uncle's permission. If you have a son who will not obey you, you 
will send him away to his uncle.' 

The person who gave me this information was possibly speaking 
from the point of view of a father, and as such it is perhaps rather an 
lx-parte statement. The following is the view of an Ashanti uncle, 
whose position will presently be examined more fully: 'An uncle can 
remove his woJase (nephew) from his father's care should the latter be 
too poor to bring his child up properly. He will call his nephew and 
point out how poor his father is, and how, when he (the father) dies, 
he will not succeed even to the little which he possesses, for all will go 
to the father's brother or uncle. On the other hand, an uncle will 
advise his nephew to stay with his father if the latter is well-to-do. 
The Ashanti have a saying, r enwo nni (We (men) do not beget children 
to enrich us). A child will remain with his father only if he loves him. 
Children when they grow older will begin to take more interest in 
their uncle's property, for they will know it may one day be theirs, 
while all the father possesses will go to his abusua (blood relations).' 

, If a father cannot get money to bring up his own children properly, 
the uncle m.ay send them on his (the uncle's) business. An uncle will 
generally allow his nephew to follow his father's trade, because he, the 
son, was born already with his father's kra (spirit) or obosom. I If the 
father of a child is rich and treats his son properly, an uncle will not 
interfere with his marriage. Your sister may take her husband's part, 
if you, the uncle, interfere too much with her children. If children 
. are very young when a divorce takes place, they may follow the mother, 
but if they are older they may remain with the father. A father will 
give his son a bit of his own land to farm.' a 

Again: 'A father has no real (legal ?) power over his grown-up 
children. If they wish to go to' their abusua (blood), he cannot pre
vent them. In the case of very young children, when a man divorces 
his wife, she will take them with her; when they grow up a little, they 
will come and visit you (the father) and stay with you some days at 
a time. If a man, who divorces his wife, has young sons, they will re
main with the father if they wish, and the mother will not take them 
by force lest the father's nton (totemic spirit) should kill them, and she 
should thus lose them altogether. Daughters will generally follow the 

I It will be seen later how this idea was developed in the case of the gyase subjects of 
a Chief. 

• This point will be dealt with fully later; see Chapter XXXIII. 
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mother, and will certainly do so if very young (i. e. on separation or 
divorce). There is no law abou t sharing children. A man knows, r enwo 
nni (We do not beget children to profit by them). The saying Wo 
yere nko mma mmera (" Your wife may go, but the children come", i.e. 
remain with the father) means they will do so of their own accord, or 
because the mother and her abusua (clan) fear that the father's spirit 
(nton) would take revenge by killing the children should their clan take 
them against the father's or their own wish.' 

Again: 'The proverb yenwo nni' (said Kwaku Kodia, an ex-Ko 'ntire 
Hene) 'really means that however much you are in debt you cannot 
pawn or sell your children to pay it. Obi nfwe obi 'ba (" One person 
does not look after (bring up) another person's child "), i. e. a father 
looks after his own children better than the uncle. A father may 
chastise his children. If a father does not reprove naughty children, 
the neighbours will upbraid him and tell him he does not know how to 
bring up (tete) a family. Obarima hye obarima 'ba, na obahye oba ("The 
training of a boy should be done by a man, and that of a girl by a 
woman "). A male child who has been brought up by a woman is 
called Dba 'ba (a woman child), and is laughed at. 'Suppose a man 
exclaims EnD e! (" oh mother!") e. g. when something bites him, or 
something falls out of his hand, instead of Agya e! (" oh father! "), 
he will be laughed at all his life, and called Dba 'ba (a woman child). 
(perhaps rather our term" girlie-boy".) The converse, however, does 
not hold, for a woman who exclaims Agya e! (" oh father! ") is 
merely considered as a 'ba 'barima (a mannish woman), "she is brave", 
11' ani ye den (lit. " her eyes are strong "). A male child is discouraged 
from associating too much with his mother and told, if he does so, that 
he will grow up into a fool.' 

<[raining of children: It is difficult to find any trace of the syste~ 
matic training of children.I There were not any schools in the 
modern sense in olden times, but almost every/hour of the daily life 
young children were undergoing unconscious instruction, mostly per
haps by a process of imitation of their elders. The bringing up of a 
boy seems naturally to have fallen on the father, and to have begun 
very early in life. The uncle does not appear to have had much say 
in the matter, or to have exercised any control at this impression
able age. Again I shall quote -largely from the statements of the 
Ashanti themselves. 

• The young children attached to Chiefs' treasuries were, however, systematically 
taught the weights used for gold-dust. 
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, A male child will sleep with his father as soon as he ceases to be 
suckled., A father will teach his infant son to go behind the wall of the 
hut to ease himself, and his mother will clean this up each day and take 
it to the sumina (kitchen midden). Should the child at first wet the 
sleeping-mat during the night, the father will not flog him, but will 
call in small boys and girls about his son's own age and tell them to 
come and catch his boy and make him dance a dance called honsua 
hono. He will be tied up in his bed-mat, taken to "the bush ", and 
dressed in nsansono (a kind of nettle); water will be thrown over him 
and the boys and girls will sing: 

'I worodohia e! wo si wo kete anadwo. 
'Iworodohia e! wo si wo ntama anadwo. 

(You wash your sleeping-mat in the night. 'I worodohia e! you wash 
your cloth in the night.) He is then taken to an elder of the family and 
taught to say, Me ka wo nan se menyon nyonso anadwo hio, (" I men
tion your leg that I will not make water again at night "). He may also 
be led to the village gyadua (tree) and bade to say, Nana gyadua, me 
ka wo nan se menyonso anadwo hio (" Grandfather gyadua, I mention 
your leg that I will not wet again at night").' 'Sometimes a child who 
has not a strong sunsum (spirit) will die after such ridicule. In such a 
case the father will be punished at the instigation of the child's 
mother, who will tell the father that if he did not wish his little son to 
sleep with him, he should have sent him to them' (i. e. to her clan). 
We have here an example at an early age of the use of the strongest of 
primitive sanctions, i. e. ridicule.1 A child is punished for kroma
kroma, i. e. pilfering within the family circle. 'He may be punished 
for this by having red peppers put up his anus.' a This seemingly 
somewhat drastic punishment was excused by my informant on the 
plea that: Agya adie me fa, ena adie me fa, krono ha, i. e. 'I take 
something belonging to father, I take something belonging to mother, 
that is how stealing is learned.' Herewe have an example of the,belief 
that an offence committed within the family comes under a different 
category from one committed outside that circle. 

A father may say to his son, C Pick up my stool and follow me to the 
Chief's house' (ahenfie). A mother will say, 'Follow me to the farm'. 
The father will get his way. A child carries his father's stool and sits 
down behind him and listens to all that is said; wa te ne kasa, 

, See Chapter xxxv. 
I This is also the Ashanti method of treating constipation. 
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'listens to his voice', is the Ashanti idiom. An Ashanti father will 
teach his son whom especially to respect. 'That man is the chief's 
soul-washer; that one a stool-carrier.' I He is taught the names of 
trees and plants as he walks in the bush. He is warned not to use 
the words ntam kele (great 'oath ') and various terms of abuse. 
Children learn about the abolom (lesser gods) and 'Iamanfo (spirit an
cestors) at the Adae ceremonies, and at the annual festivals, from 
which, it is noticeable, they never seem to be debarred.a Obi nkyere 
abofra Nyame (No one teaches a child about the Supreme God), 
added my informant. A son is warned by his father against the evils 
of masturbation, owo tit kote afeko (making a pestle of his penis); ifhe 
is seen, as a child, to be too familiar with anyone who stands to him in 
a prohibited degree of relationship, he is told' about the little boy 
who had his head cut off for such conduct'.3 He is taught to reply 
to his elders, Agya (father), or Nana (grandfather), and to remain 
silent in their presence. A child may see some one with his ears or 
lips cut off,4 and Will ask the reason. He is told it was because of 
something he said. 

The following are some of the earliest lessons in etiquette taught to 
an Ashanti child in olden times: 

Not to smoke or use a chewing-stick in the presence of his elders; 
to remove any head-dress in their presence; never to break wind in 
public; 5 to use the left hand always for toilet purposes; to use the 
right for eating and gesticulation; and both in receiving any gift ; 
never to use such abusive epithets as ole (your father), oni (your mother), 
okwasea (fool); not to stare in any person's face unless he is actually 
addressing one; always to wear an etam or dania under the cloth 
(respectively the loin-cloth worn by female and male); to say ago' 
on entering anyone's house, and not to enter until the reply ame has 
been given. A large part of a child's training is derived from listening 
to the Anansesem (Spider Stories) and later reciting them. An espe
cially naughty or unruly child' might be handed over to the care of 
some one who was well known to be good at managing young children'. 
There is a well-known story in Ashanti of a mother who handed over a 
bad child to King Kwaku Dua I to be trained~ When she returned 
later to inquire after it, she was informed by the King,' I ordered the 

I To assault these officials was formerly a capital offence • 
• They were warned, however, to keep out of the way at funeral customs, • lest they 

should be killed' • 
J See Chapter XXX. • See Chapter XXXV. 5 See Chapter XXXV. 
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executioners to kill the child'. 'But,' exclaimed the mother,' I sent 
you my child to be trained.' 'Yes,' said the King, 'that is how I 
train children.' 

This story,however, creates a somewhat wrong impression. Without 
a doubt, the curious position of children, having the choice of two 
homes, that of the male parent and that of the uncle, tended towards 
mildness and kindness of regime. 

Ashantielders in olden times, in giving wine to ancestral ghosts, 
would often pray that the members in their household might not ever 
say anything that would bring trouble upon them. This exemplifies 
the idea of that corporate responsibility which underlies the commis
sion of all offences by the individual. This idea will constantly be 
brought to our notice in these pages. 

We have now seen, that even in the nursery, the Ashanti child is 
trained to avoid those pitfalls which in later life constitute his chief 
danger of coming within the arm of the law, i. e. he has been ad
monished to avoid sexual offences; to be careful to guard his tongue; 
to respect other people's property; he is also at an early age instructed 
in the matter of taboos. I have already mentioned in these pages 
the exogamous divisions on a patrilineal basis known as the Nt()TO or 
Nton, to one or other of which every Ashanti belongs. Readers of 
Asbanti I will recollect that membership of these groups involves the 
rigorous observance of certain food taboos. One of the earliest lessons 
taught to a child is therefore what he or she mayor may not eat. Such 
taboos are wholly governed by the nt()TO which the child has inherited 
from his father. Undoubtedly this common observance, shared by 
children with their male parent, must form a strong bond between 
them, a bond which in some measure mitigates the gulf formed by the 
different blood-ties binding each, which separates the parent from 
the child. 

I have already, in a previous work, referred to the fact that it is only 
a person of the child's nt()TO who may name that child.a 

We have now examined in some detail a father's rights to chastise, 
to instruct, and, in the event of a divorce or separation, to have the 
custody of his child. These rights are claimed, it will be noticed, 
more in virtue of natural laws and equity than by any legal process. 
Legally his position is a weak one. That this is so is not wholly un
fair, for his legal responsibilities are correspondingly few. The child's 

I See Ashanti, p. 47. 
• See Religion and Ar' in Ashanti, Chapter VI. 
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ahusua (blood relatives) are ultimately responsible for the debts, I torts, 
and crimes of their clansman. 

A child may own property over which the father has not any con
trol, and it has been already noted that even the proceeds ofhis labour 
seem more or less considered, morally at least, to belong eventually to 
him.a There is a custom called Etiyidie (lit. that which isfrom the shav
ingofthehead)whichis as follows: On the occasion when a son's hair is 
completely shaved for the first time-about the age of four or five-a 
father will present his son with a sheep and a small quantity of gold
dust. The father cuts off the first tuft of hair, when the sewa (lit. 
female father, i. e. the paternal aunt) completes shaving his head. The 
hair is then placed in a pot which is placed in the father's sleeping
room. The progeny of the sheep and any interest or profit derived 
from the gold belong absolutely to the child. The father cannot 
claim them, nor the mother, and on the son setting up house, the 
capital and interest are handed over to him. Should the father ever 
misappropriate any of this, it is a manson (cause of a dispute or legal 
action). An Ashanti father might, in the old days, besides giving his 
children the use of a plot ofland to farm, which eventually reverted to 
his, the father's, abusua, make a gift to one or more of his children of 
trees, e. g. kola. The father's abusua (blood relations) were informed of 
the transaction; the gift was made in the presence of witnesses, and 
the essential aseda (thank-offering in return) was made. Such a gift, on 
the death of the donee, belonged to his heirs. This gift of trees did not 
however confer any title whatever to the land upon which they grew. 
This distinction is of great importance and illustrates the Ashanti con
ception with regard to the impossibility of alienating land. It will be 
dealt with more fully when treating of the law of property.3 

An Ashanti father on his death-bed might call his abusua (blood 
relations) around him, inform them that his son had served him well, 
and that when he died he wished him to be given some of his (the 
father's) personal private property. Such a bequest is known as 
Samansie (that which is left, or set aside, by the ghost). A father 
might not, however, leave his inherited weapons to his son. They went 
to his brother or nephew. It will be seen, later, how a claimant, who 

• Should a father pay a debt for his son, the latter becomes his pawn, unless he makes 
it clearly understood that the payment of the debt was in the nature of a gift, in which 
ease the son's abWUIJ will take care to pay asetla. 

• But see Sarbah, FaJlii Customary Laws, p. So. 
I See Chapter XXXIII. 
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wishes to be considered for selection to a vacant stool, speaks of' taking 
the gun of the deceased '_ 

It is a grave offence for a son to assault his father. The crime i! 
known as bo woho dua (clubbing yourself with a stick). The child u 
fined a sheep, for which his uncle has to pay. 'If such reparation i! 
not made, you will say to your son, " When I die, do not fast "~ whid 
means that my ghost will get him.' 'If you make your mother weep 
so that her tears fall on her breast you may also die,' added m, 
informant. 

The foregoing notes may seem to refer more especially to mal~ 
children. With regard to girls, they appear naturally to come mor~ 
into the mother's province, and to be reared and trained under hel 
more immediate supervision. 'I will watch my daughter'S. health,' 
said an Ashanti mother to me, ' lest an obayifo (witch) " get" her. ] 
will give offerings to the ahosom (gods) to protect her until she read 
puberty, and promise them a sheep when she does so; I teach hel 
how to play at cooking (nkurobo); how to wash her body; remove 
sleep from her eyes; soap herself from the head downwards and bath~ 
two or three times a day; how to wash her clothes; respect every one, 
be polite even to a slave. 'Iekyerema bedie eJa die esm ahootlenfi 
(A woman's tongue gets things more surely than a strong man),' sh~ 
remarked. Sheis taught farm-work, 'and when puberty approaches, 
informed about the change ~hat will come over her. She is warned 
never to call a man KwtUea (a fool). The penalty for this wa! 
formerly death. She is liable to be whipped or confined to the com
pound for minor offences. 

The old lady who told me the above concluded, , I do not want tc 
come back (i. e. be born again), as mothers these days are no longer kind 
to their children '. This motherly old woman, who was a QueeD 
Mother, had once, at the funeral custom of someone she loved dearly, 
cut off the heads of two slave-girls with her own hand. 

The Ashanti child, it will be noted, was very far removed from th~ 
status of the Roman filius familias. Patria potestas in Ashanti dwindle! 
to rather vague unsubstantial claims, based on the natural, no les! 
than the supernatural, forces at work in his favour, but opposed by alJ 
the r,nan-made customary laws of the tribe. An Ashanti father's right! 
seem few, but, on the other hand, so are his obligations and legaJ 
responsibilities. An Ashanti father of course never had the ius fJittU 
necisque, and even corporal punishment seems limited to mild chas
tisement, nor could he ever pawn or sell his son; but this is after all 
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only the logical consequence of the fact that a son could hardly en
danger or compromise his father. It seems all the more curious there
fore to find that an Ashanti father could apparently benefit by a son's 
labour, which fact Sarbah also recalls among the Fanti. The informa
tion supplied by my informants on this point seems, however, to in
dicate that there was at least an obligation to consider the father as 
having only a life interest in any profit so derived. 

The one factor that must undoubtedly have influenced mildness in 
the paternal regime was the fact that a son could, to put it vulgarly, 
always to a certain extent • play the father off against the uncle " 
though ultimately the latter had the only real power. It would per
haps not be far from the mark to suggest that an Ashanti passes through 
two distinct periods in his life: childhood and youth, which ate spent 
with the natural father, to whom he gives a natural obedience and 
affection; these are later to be weakened by the materialistic and kin
dred considerations which are to draw him ever farther from his 
natural parent and towards his uncle, whose successor he is ultimately 
to become. I shall deal with the status of the latter in the next 
chapter. 



III 

THE FAMILY (continued) 

Uncle,x Nephews, and Nieces. 

A LMOST all the features of similarity which we have found lacking, 
.ll.in a brief comparison between patria potestas in Ashanti and in 
ancient Rome, will be seen to exist when we come to consider the 
power wielded by uncles over their uterine nephews a~d nieces. Here, 
patria potestas became avuncular potestas; at any rate, the two institu
tions appear to have had much in common. There was the ius vitae 
necisque (within limits); the power to alter the personal status of cer
tain individuals by selling or pawning; the power to chose a wife for 
a nephew and a husband for a niece, and to compel their divorce. 

The authority vested in the uncle is in virtue of his position as 
chosen representative of a group, bound together by the common tie 
of blood. The power which he possesses is very great, but its force and 
ultimate sanctions lie in the fact that it is a kind of corporate authority 
in which all the blood relations have a voice. He administers an estate 
in which every member of his kinsmen has a stake, but in which his 
position really does not confer on him any special monopoly. His 
status is in these respects, as I have already suggested, exactly similar 
to that of the Chief. 

In one sense the estate which he administers is the joint property of 
all the kin, in so far as individuals may enjoy the exclusive use of cer
tain parts of it; its composite parts are, however, in another sense, as 
much those persons' private personal property as in a country where 
individualism is the order of the day. This is an important point, for 
it will be seen that the ultimate transition from joint, if not com
munal, ownership is gradually being achieved through the family. 
The alienation of such property outside the limit of the blood-group 
is impossible and unthinkable at this stage. It is the business of the 
head of the family to see that nothing alters this law, which consti
tutes a perpetual safeguard that living clansmen, and as yet unborn 
generations of' the blood " will never be reduced to poverty. 

This is one reason why, up to the present, we have not had any 
paupers or workhouses in West Africa. 

I When I use the word • uncle' in these pages I refer. of course, to the maternal 
uncle. 
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Let us now make a more detailed examination of the various points 
which the power of an Ashanti uncle seems to have in common with 
the potestas of a Roman father. The ius vitae necisque did not of 
course survive the growth of a central authority which claimed that it 
alone should' possess the knife', as the right to inflict capital punish
ment is called in Ashanti. 

It is, indeed, very doubtful whether the house-father, even when 
not under subjection to any higher authority, ever resorted to the 
actual decapitation or killing of an undesirable clansman. I There were 
other indirect ways, however, of punishing such an individual ~hich 
entailed practically the same result. 

Expulsion from the clan (pae abusua) was one such method. This 
procedure withdrew the protection which membership of a kindred 
group alone afforded. The expelled member was outlawed; at best 
he could only hope to become a slave in the household of some other 
group. Later on, as we shall see, such persons were handed over to the 
chief for execution or enslavement. His kindred thus avoided the cor
porate responsibility which they would otherwise have had to bear for 
his offence, from which his death alone is considered to absolve them. 

An uncle had the power to pawn his nephew or niece. The whole 
legal position of pawns (nwowa) will be examined later in detail under 
that heading. An uncle was expected to give the father of the person 
he wished to pawn ' the first refusal', that is, to ask him if he would 
not himself like to take his own child as his pawn. In any case, whether 
the father desired to do so or not, he might not protest or interfere. 
My Ashanti informants state that the person to be pawned would not 
wish him to do either, and remarked, Oba ose ose dome abusua (' A 
child may resemble his father, but affection (duty) is for the blood 
relations,); and again, Gyadua si abontene ne hi wo fie ('The gyadua 
(tree) may stand in the street, but its roots are in the house). 'His 
uncle may not beat or punish your child while he is under your care, 
but, on the other hand, you may spend much money on your children, 
consulting the gods, yet when their uncle's house becomes poor he will. 
sell them.' 

An uncle, on his nephew and niece reaching a marriageable age, 
would in olden times arrange for them to marry his daughter and so~ 
respectively. The question of such marriages has been carefully ex
plained in a previousvolume,a and to this I would refer my reader. For 

I W' adie nye a, ""'Ma lJ)odea (Where something you possess is bad, it is yours never· 
theless). • See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapter XXIX. 

C2 
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my present purpose it is sufficient to note that such authority existe, 
This statement may seem at variance with that already made, i. e. ' 
father has to find a wife for his son " but it will be noted that else 
where I was informed that an uncle will not' interfere' with tli 
marriage of his nephew if the latter's father' is rich and treats his so 
well'. As a matter of fact these somewhat conflicting views may ~ 
reconciled, for the interest of fathers and uncles in such cases tend t 
become identical. The point of view of the children whose spouse 
were thus chosen for them is exemplified in the following statemen 
which also further illustrates the power ascribed to an uncle: 'Eve 
in olden times our children did not like to marry our nephews an 
nieces, because they (the children) thought of our nephews and niece 
(i. e. their cousins) as being our slaves, and felt when they marrie 
them that they would come under our power because of our positic 
as uncle of their spouses.' 

ff70fase eye dum (' Nephews are your enemy') runs an Ashan 
saying, which was explained to me thus: 'they wish you (the und 
to die, in order that they may succeed.' The croel bad uncle al! 
figures in Ashanti folk-tales. 

An uncle had the power to compel his niece to divorce her husban 
so that he might pawn her to raise money to ' buy the head' of one e 
his abusua. He would give her husband the option to advance tl 
money, taking his wife as a pawn, but if he could not or would not c 
so, two courses were open to him : 

(a) To put white clay upon his wife's back, i. e. divorce her, 1 

enable her uncle to pawn her elsewhere, or, 
(b) Pawn himself or his nephew to pay the debt of his wife's uncl 

My informant added, , If you refused to do either of these thing 
the uncle would" swear an,oath " upon you to buy your wife for son 
large amount (tramma), for your wife is the property of her uncle, s1 
is his agyapadie (inherited ancestral property).I 

Again: 'My nephew cannot and will not refuse to marry II 
daughter, but the difficulty may come from my daughter refusing 1 

marry my nephew. I will ent'reat her to do so. My niece I can orde 
to marry my son; if she refuse, I can tell my son to fetch a pot e 
palm wine for Aseda (bride-price) and she is then married.' 

The following note is in reference to succession: 'An Agya (hous 
I Wo sie m' agyapadie (You are spoiling my ancestral property) is said by an uncle 

the husband of the former's niece, by whom she has no children; in olden times 
could compel her husband to divorce her. 
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father) will not necessarily name his eldest surviving kinsman to succeed 
to his wife and gun, but will name the one whom he thinks will serve him 
(i.e. his ghost) best. He will call his abusua around him and say, "When 
I die, I wish So-and-so to give me food". The sons of the senior sister 
ordinarily succeed to him, but not the eldest if he is a bad man, and if 
all the sons of the eldest sister are bad men, all may be passed over, and 
the Stool go to a son of a younger sister. The succession is ultimately 
decided upon by the family, i. e. blood (abusua). In the case of succes
sion to a Stool, it is the mpanyimfo (elders) who decide.' 

While the power of a house-father in Ashanti would appear most 
often to be exercised at the expense of his nephews and nieces, it must 
not be forgotten that, theoretically at least, it is equally great over 
other members of the family circle who are of his own blood, i. e. 
younger brothers and sisters and grandchildren by sons who have 
married their father's nieces. That such persons should not figure so 
largely in any picture which strives to portray the power of the 
• wicked uncle' is probably largely due to the fact that they were 
placed by the incident of birth in an age class which removed them 
just above--in the case of brothers and sisters-and just below-in 
the case of certain grandchildren-that age where they could most 
conveniently be sacrificed for the common cause. I refer especially to 
the case where a member of the family had to be pawned to meeta family 
debt. The person so pawned, or even sold outright, need not always 
have been the one who had actually incurred the liability; it was 
more than likely to have been a nephew or niece rather than an elder 
brother or sister (whose age and position would give them a seat in 
the family council), or a grandchild, who would be too young to be 
of much value as a pledge. . 

I have now dealt briefly with father and child, two of the individuals 
who go to make up our family circle (with one of them in his dual 
capacity of father and uncle). In the next chapter the position of the 
wife will be examined. 



IV 

THE FAMILY (continued) 

'Ihe Wife. l 

I T was perhaps the institution of exogamy and the advent of the w 
in the husband's house which gave rise to a certain disintegrati 

which resulted in the formation of such a bilateral family group as' 
have already conceived. Clans (abusua) in Ashanti are, as we alrea 
know, exogamous; the wife retains her own clan identity and nan 
and transmits both to her offspring; marriage mor~over is patriloc: 
-the wife goes to reside with her husband. At first sight, when' 
consider all that this means, and the possible results socially, the j 
novation seems in the nature of a revolution. To borrow an analo 
which will later be apparent, she appears not unlike the subject 
another King, who has left home to go and reside in a new territoI 
division ruled over by another sovereign. She does not, however, I 

nounce her allegiance or obligations to her former overlord (althou 
she cannot claim complete extra-territoriality). Her position (ap: 
from the contract mto which she has entered) appears to be one 
almost complete isolation and independence, among strangers, for t 
very children she may bear will not belong to her new lord. To 1 
husband she does not appear to be bound by any tie that-in Ashal 
-really counts, not even by the ntoro relationship that will later sel 
as a loose spiritual bond between her children and their father. f. 
private property remains her own; her former overlord may ev 
compel her husband to divorce her, and may pawn or sell her to SOl 

other man. In relation to the clan among whom she has come, shf 
also the potential mothe{ of children who may possibly be hostile 
that clan. Such appears to be the status of a wife in Ashanti in re 
tion to her husband. ' 

Let us now, however, examine her position from a somewl 
wider standpoint, and in relation to what has already been discuss« 
I refer to her possible relationship to her husband's father. At fi 
sight he appears merely to be her father-in-law (ase). It has alrea 
been noted, that in considering the status of this individual, it 
necessary to view it from two positions, i. e. that of a father, and tl 

I I have also dealt somewhat fully with marriage in Religion and Art ill Ashallti 
which I would refer my reader. 

• With, occasionally, faint traces of matrilocal unions. 
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of an uncle. In his latter capacity, as I have tried to demonstrate, 
both in these pages and more fully elsewhere,! he had the right to dic
tate to his nephews and nieces whom they must marry, and it has been 
seen how and why his choice would fall upon his daughter and son as 
spouses for these persons. Now let us reconsider the position of the 
• wife'. She is, it is true, still wholly unrelated by • blood' (in the 
Ashanti sense) to. her husband, but she is not only of the same 
• blood " i. e. clan, as her father-in-law, but is actually his niece and 
under his potestas. The children whom she bears to his son now there
fore go to swell his,i.e. thefather-in-law's,clan,not that of a stranger. 
The advent of the wife under these circumstances will be seen to be 
very far from being in the nature of a revolution or as tending to dis
rupt the family ties. The union, in fact, now.forms a new bond be
tween father and son, whose relations have appeared so at variance 
with all the laws of nature. The legal disabilities which a father seems 
to suffer in the first generation with reference to his own offspring are 
thus adjusted in the next. A son can never be of the father's clan or 
succeed to him, and seems lost to that clan, but, underthe circumstances 
outlined, in the next generation everything appears to be righted and 
the adverse balance repaired. Biological and other reasons, it is ob
vious, must sometimes have rendered this ideal impossible of fulfil
ment. When cross-cousin marriage broke down other unions were 
contracted which possibly were never originally contemplated; the 
outward formalities of marriage remained the same, but the legal 
machinery no longer suited the new conditions, thus leaving us, as is 
often the case, confronted with results which appear to us either 
unnatural or grotesque. 

The next question to be discussed is the legal status of the wife 
in her new surroundings. This question, in Ashanti, can only be an
swered by an examination of the actual marriage ceremony upon which 
the parties entered. There appear to be at least some six forms of 
marriage in Ashanti, all of which constitute more or less legal unions 
of the sexes. These are: 

(1) Adthyt awadit, sometimes known as Hunu awadit. 
(2) Afona " or Odonko awadit. 
(3) Awowa " 
(.~) Aytte " 
(5) Kuna " 
(6) Mpma " 

I See Religion 11M .4.r' i" .4.s"",,", Chapter XXIX. 
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(I) AdehJ,e awadie (th~ marriage of a free man with a free woman): 
Such a union is, from the woman's (not necessarily the man's) point of 
view, the highest or most desirable form of marriage. It consists of 
a minimum of formalities, simply the giving and acceptance of Aseda 
by the" contracting parties. Aleda (lit. thanks) is a word that we shall 
constantly meet throughout these pages. It figures so largely in 
Ashanti legal parlance, that it may be as well now to give its exact 
definition and significance. " 

Aleda is a thank-offering given to the person or persons from whom 
some gift or benefit has been received, not so much with the basic idea 
of showing politeness by tendering thanks, as to serve as a record for 
all concerned that such. a gift or benefit has been conferred and ac
cepted. Its presentation and acceptance make it difficult or impossible 
for either the donor or donee later to repudiate the transaction. 
Briefly, it is to ensure having witnesses. In marriage ceremonies the 
Aleda may perhaps loosely be termed' the bride-price', although 
this term may easily create a somewhat erroneous impression, for in 
no way is the wife ' purchased' in the literal sense. All that is bought 
and sold is a sexual prerogative, coupled with the benefit of her services 
and later those of her children, the last two within strictly defined 
limits. The' bride-price' does not even enrich the parents of the 
bride, for it is distributed among many individuals who thus become 
the witnesses to the contract. 

The following are some of the definitions of this term given by 
various Ashanti whom I have questioned concerning Aleda in mar
riage: 

Ya Amponsa, a Queen Mother (see Fig. 45), stated that Aleda is 
given to the parents on the marriage of their daughter. 'For my
self', she continued, 'I prefer s?metimes not to take it,for then I can 
get my daughter back without any trouble or expense should the hus
band not treat her properly.' A trifling gift, such as a pot of palm 
wine, may constitute legal Aleda. 'When Aleda is either not paid or 
accepted, the husband has not any right to claim damages for adultery, 
but on the other hand he does not become liable for his ' wife's' debts 
or torts. 

Again: Aleda is paid by the father of the man to the father 
of the girl. The latter gives part of it to the abusua of the bride, 
including her uncle, who takes a half. I t is shared among the 
males of the abulua. Aleda may never be paid directly to the 
bride's mother; it must be given to her father, or if he is dead, 
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to his heir. Oba ngye aseda (Women do not receive Aseda) is a legal 
maxim.1 

• Even the sewa', i.e. the bride's paternal aunt (lit. female father), 
my informant remarked, ' does not receive Aseda.' A portion of the 
Aseda wine is given to the' samanfo (spirit ancestors), who thus become 
witnesses along with the living to the contract. 

The payment and acceptance of Aseda is all that is necessary to con
stitute a strictly legal marriage. Its non-payment or non-acceptance, 
however, as we may note from the statement of Ya Amponsa (and 
many others whom I have questioned), while rendering a union in a 
sense irregular, did not, in olden times, necessarily seem to brand a 
couple who lived together operily as man and wife with the same 
stigma which in civilized countries would attach to a couple living 
together out of wedlock. The cause for this is twofold: first, that con
siderations of immorality simply do not enter into the question at all, 
any more than· they will be seen to do in cases of what we term 
• adultery'; secondly, that owing to the incident of clan descent being 
traced through the female, the children by a union which with us 
confers no legal status are, in Ashanti, not penalized or deemed 
illegitimate.' I shall allude to this again when discussing Mpena 
awadie. 

Before proceeding any farther let us summarize the preceding 
paragraphs. By the payment of Aseda for a wife, the husband acquires 
the following legally enforceable rights: 

(I) To claim damages, in event of his wife's infidelity, from the co
respondent, who might be sold by his abusua to pay the debt; this is 
another way of saying that by the payment of Aseda he acquired the 
exclusive right to the woman's body, a right in which customary law 
would now support him. 

(2) The right to profit by the fruits of her labour and later that of 
her children.3 Such a right does not by any means entitle the husband 
to order about either wife or children like slaves, and in reality amounts 
only to the mutual assistance that persons living together and sharing 
a common minage would naturally accord to each other. 

The husband incurs the following liabilities: 

I The bride's mother may be given a special gift (called afayie), by the bridegroom to 
recompense her for ' having taken her daughter from her side' • See also p. 53. 

I See however Sarbah, Fanti Customary Laws, p. 44. He is, I think, confusing the right 
of a son to the house of his father with rights of succession on the mother's side. 

s See also Miss Kingsley's West African Studies. In the case of the wife, the 
Ashanti look upon this right as the natural corollary of being responsible for her debts. 
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(I) He becomes liable for his wife's debts and torts and for her 
maintenance and that of her children. 

(2) He takes into his house some one over whom neither he nor his 
clan ultimately have control, and one whose acceptance of her position 

. seems largely to depend upon the kind of treatment she meets with in 
her new surroundings. 

The wife is 'free' so far as the husband and his blood-group are 
,concerned. Her very freedom, in this sense, however, depends on her 
almost total subjection (with the corresponding protection implied) to 
another blood-group, for individual freedom, in our conception of 
that term, in this part of West Mrica, would almost immediately spell 
an even more complete servitude. This is a point which I shall deal 
with more fully when discussing slavery. 

It is perhaps almost a platitude to state that marriage in Ashanti 
is not so much a contract between the individuals directly concerned, 
as one between the two groups of individuals whom they represent. 
Of this we shall presently have tangible proof. This makes it all 
the more difficult to judge of the results of such a contract 
in -actual working practice. The details I have striven to collect 
regarding the customary laws upon this and kindred subjects are 
possibly as full as any which have hitherto been available concerning 
a 'primitive' people. Their perusal, however, leaves me dissatisfied 
and depressed at times. I am aware how all such concrete facts are in 
Ashanti modified in actual practice by many extraneous social factors, 
the ramifications of which it is hardly possible to foresee or follow. 

All that we can do is to avoid dogmatizing from data, however 
accurate and apparently complete, and to try to realize that primi
tive law when put into operation seems to result in a constant striving 
to adapt the ius gentium tQ the ius naturae and so to achieve that 
essential balance which appears to be the law after which the world 
is striving. 

Before leaving our examination of AJehye awaJie, it may be noted 
here that the expression came later, when applied to the marriages of 
Chiefs, to acquire a somewhat special significance. The new construc
tion put upon the term is, however, really in strict accordance with its 
original application. It still means the marriage of a man with a free 
woman. A Chief is, however, in his relative position to all his subjects. 
regarded as their master (wura), and they conversely are-in theory at 
any rate-his slaves (nkoa) ; in relation to himself they are therefore 
not' free '. A union of a chief with a woman who is his own subject. 
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but otherwise in' every sense a' free woman " is therefore not termed 
an Adehye awadie. This expression now only refers to the marriage of 
a chief with the subject of another chief, i. e. with a woman who is free so 
far as her husband's potestas over her is concerned. The marriage of a 
chief with his own subject, i. e. with a woman over whom he is, at least 
in theory, master, is now classed figuratively in the same lower category as 
that which comes under my next heading and is known as Afona awadie. 

(2) Afona awadie: This, when applied to the unions of commoners, 
means the marriage of a free man with a woman who is not free in the 
sense that she is already under the potestas of her husband. Such a 
marriage generally referred to the union of a master with a slave 
woman. As this form of marriage (with the exception noted above) is 
also concerned with the status of 'slaves', it (with Odonko awadie) 
will be considered later under that heading. 

(3) Awowa awadie: This implies that the wife is either also the hus
band's or some one else's pawn at the time of the marriage, or that she 
later became so. The position of such a wife will be examined when 
the subject of pawns is under consideration. 

(4) Ayete' (Sororate): This form of marriage at the present day appears 
to be almost obsolete,' except among Chiefs. Ayete means the sub
stitution by the wife's family of another woman to take the place of a 
wife who has died (or, sometimes, the exchange of a young for an old 
wife), the substitute being generally the sister of the deceased wife. 
New Aseda is not paid; the husband nevertheless continues to enjoy 
all the rights (no less than obligations) which the original payment 
conferred. This procedure clearly indicates that the original contract 
into which the parties entered is not considered as being terminated 
by the death of the wife (nor in fact by that of the husband, for the 
levirate, which will be described presently~ appears only to be the con
verse of the Ayete custom). If the deceased wife's sister is already 
married, she is (in the case of a Stool subject) expected to divorce her 
husband. The marriage of two or more sisters contemporaneously to 
the same man is not called Ayete, but is termed Ahen' awadie (Chiefs' 
marriage). At the present day a commoner may not enter upon such a 
union.a We may perhaps infer in both such cases, from the fact that they 

I It survives, however, in certain cases where the man has • bought his wife', and may 
even he practised, I am informed, in cases • where the abusua of your late wife love you 
very much'. The derivation of the word ay.,. is said to he y.', • wife ' , and I., • to patch·, 
'to mend'. 

• Sororate, among commoners, is in fact considered a crime, the offence heing known 
as atueb .... jie l see ChapteI XXX. 
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are now the recognized prerogatives of Chiefs, that the house-father 
once upon a time possessed similar privileges. A man still calls his 
wife's sister' my wife', but a Chief may not do so unless he be actually 
married to her, 'as no one would then ever dare to marry her '. 

(5) Kuna awadie: I This term, which means literally' marriage with a 
widow', generally implies the inheritance of a widow or widows by 
the heir of the late husband. It is the levirate and is the natural con
verse of Ayete. Strangely enough, the former practice has survived 
generally among all classes, whereas, as we have seen, Ayete is now 
almost entirely confined to chiefs. ' 

When a man dies and leaves a wife and children, it is considered 
proper for his heir,fa ne kunafo, to take his widow (or widows); not 
to do so is musuo (an evil or unlucky thing), and the saman (ghost) 
of the late husband would be expected to take revenge. Public opinion, 
indeed, would be quick to condemn the man who shirked this respon
sibility. A year must elapse before the heir has sexual intercourse with 
such a woman. Even when the widow be a very old woman, the heir 
may go through the required ceremony, although he does not intend 
to cohabit with her. A younger, wifeless brother-not the heir-may 
sometimes take or be given the widow in preference to his elder rela
tive. Should a woman refuse to marry her late husband's surviving 
brother or other heir, she will not be compelled to do so (the saman 
(ghost) is left to deal with her), but the Aseda and all presents have to . 

. be returned to him unless there are children, in which case' you may 
give these things to them '.2 The widow and children remain in the 
house which they always occupied, and are maintained by the late 
husband's heir. 'The one who takes the gun of the deceased also takes 
his Widow', is an Ashanti proverb. The following are the words ad
dressed to the ghost of the late husband before the heir begins co
habitation with his widow. Pouring wine upon the ground, he says: 

A sumasi, ye se adere bu a, ye bo bi poma m;? nne na wo ye', ye 
de no ama me, me sere wo fwe me ne no so fwe pa. Ma nkoda 
yi nye yiye ne ma yen som me; ma menwo 'ba, bi nka wodie yi ho. 

(' So-and-so, they say that when a cutlass breaks, they put a new 
shaft to it; to-day they have taken your wife and given her to 
me, I beg you to look well after me and her. Let these children 
prosper and serve me, and let me beget others to add toyourown.') 

I The taking of a widow as part of the ayibuadie on the death of Kings or Chiefs is 
possibly an adaptation of this custom. 

• Possibly for fear of the saman (ghost) 
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It would appear that the rights of the contracting parties are 
tending to some inequality. The husband of a woman who dies 
(unless he be a Chief) can apparently no longer claim her re
placement by a sister, yet, in the event of the husband's death, 
the support of his widow and children remains, at least as a 
moral obligation, upon the heir. What follows is mainly a trans
lation of what an Ashanti laid down as being the law on this custom. 
• The heir says, Ma fa me nua anase me wofa akunafo; or Me ko 
kyekyere me nua anase me wofa yere abaso (i. e. "I have taken my 
brother's or uncle's widows; or I went and bound beads on their 
wrists '').' It will be noted that the word' marry' is not used, as the 
widows in a sense are still considered as married, the original contract 
not having been dissolved by the death of the husband. 'It is a man's 
heir who succeeds to his late kinsman's wives, i. e. his brother, or 
nephew, or grandson.' If such a one does not take them, people say, 
Wafa n' akyiri adie, na wa ka ne yere ne ne mma (' He has taken 
that which he left behind, but he has abandoned his wife and children '). 
The saman (ghost) of the deceased husband is expected in this case to 
kill the heir.' The widows, in fact, consider such conduct in the nature 
of defamation of character, for they may demand a public declaration 
on the part of the heir to the effect that they had not caused the death 
of their late husband. In case a man refuses 'to take' the wives 
of his late kinsman, these wives have a right to take all the children 
away with them. If the widow, on the other hand, refuses ' to be 
taken', the heir can claim all the customary expenses that the 
deceased had incurred in connexion with the marriage. If the widow 
is very old she has every right to remain in her late husband's house, 
and will possibly insist on doing so, declaring, Me ware me kunu 
saman C'I shall mate with the ghost of my (late) husband '). If a man 
had married his wofa 'ba, i. e. his cross-cousin, and on the death of his 
uncle became the latter's heir, unless he be a chief, he may not marry 
his uncle's wife, for he has already married her daughter.z In old days 

I The following is a concrete example which came under my notice. A certain man of 
the Beretuo clan, resident at Beposo, neglected to take his kinsman's widow, but instead 
gave five sheep to his brother's saman. Later it was ascertained through an obosom 
(lesser god) that the dead man would not accept this, but insisted on the woman • coming 
back into his house'. By this time, however, thewoman was already married elsewhere, and 
the heir soon after dying, his death was ascribed to his neglect to take his brother's widow. 

• There are, however, many alleged cases of chiefs having done so, e. g. Safo Kantanka, 
who married Aberefi Va and also her daughter Kwadu Vadom; Kobina Dwumo, who is 
alleged to have married Nyantakyi and her daughter Afua Pokua; Owusu Sekyere, who· 
married Denta and Afrakuma. 
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the heir did not claim the widow for a year; at the end of that time he 
would send a domma (7s.) and gyanie beads, and if the widow bound 
the beads on her right wrist, that was a sign she would marry the heir. 
This was all the marriage ceremony required. The heir's 'samanfo 
(spirit ancestors) were then informed and asked to bless the union. 
Until a year had expired, anyone having sexual intercourse with a 
widow was said to have had sexual intercourse with the wife of a 
ghost, and he would be fined. If the heir, who has the legal right to 
inherit widows, does not himself wish to take them all, he may pass 
them on to his younger brothers or nephews, or nana (grandchildren), 
but not to anyone else.' 

Where the heir to widows is a woman, she will address them 
as her' wives', and before she allows them to return home (i. e. to 
their abusua) she will make them' swear an oath' that they have 
never been unfaithful to their late husband. 

The last form of marriage to be examined, (6) Mpena awadie (lit. 
the mating oflovers), may not seem to us to fall under the category 
of a marriage ceremony. Even in Ashanti there are important distinc
tions between this and the strictly legal marriages which have been 
discussed. I have included it among regular marriage formalities be
cause I think that in older times it constituted a more or less recog
nized form of union. Such a ' marriage' consisted in the open and 
permanent living together" of a man and a ,woman but without the 
payment of Aseda:1. The children of lllich ;a'"]mion are, as has been 
noted, legitimate and have equal rights of succession with those born 
from strictly regular unions. A womari living thus with a man had 
even certain advantages over her legally wedded sister; e. g. she could 
leave her husband if he ill-treated her without her clan incurring any 
expenses. Even in such an even"t, I am informed the children might be 
permitted to remain with the father, on account of the respect in 
which his Kra was held. Esie nye akurofo na ye tu tu so (' Fathers 
are not like some deserted village, that our belongings should be re
moved from them '). 

The essential difference between this and the previous unions 
examined stands out in the fact that 'the husband' cannot claim 
damages from any other man who might commit adultery with 

I The present Omanhene of-, when he came to the Stool, is alleged to have called 
all his predecessors' wives before him and said, • You see I am already an old man; if 
you do not wish to remain, you may go'. All save one elected to stay. 

S Chiefs are not supposed to do this. 
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'his wife '. Whether such a union was once considered as strictly 
regular it is difficult to say. I am inclined to think it was! There 
lies, at any rate in the mind of the Ashanti even to-day, a vast gulf 
between a union of this nature, based on voluntary mutual consent, 
intended to be permanent, and carried out openly, and casual pro
miscuous intercourse with a woman who is a recognized prostitute, or 
the practice of concubinage, the evils of which have been attested by 
many witnesses, which became so common at a much later period than 
that with which we are here concerned. 

Before we pass on to examine the place of slaves and pawns in the 
family, the position of the wife may be summarized briefly. She is not 
a member of her husband's kindred group, nor are the children whom 
she bears him, and she is ultimately under the power of her uncle, who 
may even pawn her. The contract into which she and her group have 
entered absolves them from responsibility for debts and torts incurred 
by her while actually residing with her husband, but her own clan lose 
her services, in that they are now at the disposal of her husband, who 
can personally benefit by them. The property she possessed before 
marriage remains her own, and on her death reverts to her blood 
relations, not to her husband. He is responsible for her maintenance 
and for that of her children. He can recover certain expenses should 
the marriage be dissolved owing to the wife's misconduct, but not 
when the marriage is discontinued owing to his culpability. The con
tract entered upon is one between two groups, not between two 
separate individuals, and originally, as we can see by an examination 
of the customs called Ayete and Kuna awadie, was not considered as 
terminated by the death of either of the principals, as a new member 
of either group stepped in to fill the gap caused by death. The position 
of apparent weakness in the status of the husband in relation to his 
wife and children is found in actual practice to have been strengthened 
by the power ascribed to his NtDro spirit, this ever immanent super
natural sanction taking the place as it were of a court of equity and 
adjusting the disadvantages caused by the difference in blood between 
a father and his wife and children. We have seen how the authority in 
a household is matripotestal (i.e. in the hands of the maternal uncle), 
and how the wife of the son of the house-father may often have been 
the latter's niece, a position which must considerably alter the con
ditions existing when the son's wife was a member of a wholly un-

I In this I am in agreement with Sarbah. See Fanti CUSlOtnMy Laws, p. 41, but see 
also same author, p. 42, el seq. 
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related family-group. In the former case the offspring of the union 
are actually considered as the reincarnation of former members of the 
clan to which the house-father himselfbelongs.I 

Enough, I think, has been said to show the danger of trying to under
stand the workings of' primitive' law qua law, and of neglecting to take 
into consideration the effect upon it of religious beliefs. Undoubtedly 
in Ashanti the purely legal status of wife and children, vis-a-vis hus
band and father, is considerably modified by the influence of these 
religious beliefs act~ng upon the more purely secular law. We may 
perhaps trace to this cause the dawning recognition of paternal as 
opposed to avuncular authority. Such a shifting of power was not, in 
Ashanti, brought about by, but rather in spite of, man-made laws, and 
was apparently growing up almost imperceptibly owing to a belief in 
the power of ancestral ghosts and in the male transmitted spirit-the 
Ntoro. Nor can we, I believe, grasp the significance of the position of 
the house-father-the status of the free members of whose household 
we have now examined-until we also come to regard him as having 
been originally a spiritual head-the representative on earth of the 
departed, and the interpreter of their commands-rather than as one 
invested with temporal power resting on human sanctions. Originally 
his only claim to exercise authority over free men, all of whom were 
regarded as equal, arose from a closer association with the dead-the 
only aristocracy then recognized-than that possessed by the ordinary 
individual. 

I See Religion and Art in A~l11ltlli, Chapter XXIX. 
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THE FAMILY (continued) 

Slaves. 

I T will have been observed already that a condition of voluntary 
servitude was, in a very literal sense, the heritage of every Ashanti; 

it formed indeed the essential basis of his social system. In West Mrica 
it was the masterless man and woman who ran the imminent danger of 
having what we should term' their freedom' turned into involuntary 
bondage of a much more drastic nature.I 

I have seen it stated a that slavery cannot be classed as a primi
. tive institution. If this be so, then I have not any right to. in
clude it in a survey of my early hypothetical family group. Much 
depends, however, on our definition of the term. I think slavery pos
sibly existed at a very early date in one or other of the several forms 
which will be described presently. Its introduction need not neces
sarily have synchronized with the advent of wars, or awaited the 
humane practice of sparing the life of a captured foe instead of cutting 
off his head, or have been contemporaneous with the realization of the 
value of wealth as represented in human labour. 

Slavery may, I think, very possibly have been the outcome of a 
desire to extend to the domain of human beings a strongly marked 
characteristic among primitive peoples, i. e. the wish to possess some 
object over which they might enjoy an individual and undisputed 
control, instead of merely sharing it with many others as coparceners.3 

, I preferred my slave wife and my children by her to my free wife 
and free children because I had undisputed right over them,' said an 
old Ashanti to me. As we shall see presently a man's children by such 
a union are the only offspring over whom he possesses any real potesta!. 
The first essential to the proper understanding of this highly important 
and interesting subject, is to banish from our thoughts the familiar 
pictures conjured up in our minds by the popular conception of slavery 
as it existed in Europe and America prior to its abolition.4 I have 

I There are several proverbs illustrating this, e. g. Wu nni wrwa, aboa kyo wo (' If you 
have not a master, a beast will catch you '); Akoko gy. no ho gya. a akroma ky. no 
(' When a chicken separates itself from the rest, a hawk will get it '). 

• See E. Sidney Hartland, Primitiv. Law. 
I A King in Ashanti would not have dared to deprive even a slave of his own personal 

belongings without just cause. 4 See Sarbah, Fantl Customary LafllS, p. 6. 
DP D -. 
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stated that, in Ashanti, a condition of voluntary servitude was the 
essential basis of the whole social system. In that country there 
existed no person or no thing without a master or owner. There is a 
well-known proverb which runs: Eka ewo kura so na eni wura, odekuro 
dea; adie wo kuro so na eni wura, odekuro de. (' If there be a debt in 
a village that owns no master (i. e. for which no one can be found 
responsible), it is a debt of the head of the village; if there be a thing 
in a village without an owner, it belongs to the head of the village '). 

There are two distinct phases in the history of slavery in West 
Mrica: first, the indigenous institution as practised from time im
memorial, and, secondly, its later development under exotic influences. 
It is with the former that we are here concerned. 

There are at least five separate 'terms to describe the various condi-
tions and degrees of voluntary or involuntary servitude in Ashanti : 

(I) Akoa. (4) Domum. 
(2) Awowa. (5) Akyere. 
(3) Odonko. 

(I) Akoa (plural nkoa): This term, which is now often somewhat 
loosely applied by interpreters to mean 'slave' in the degrading 
European sense, to the Mrican mind meant originally nothing worse 
than that condition of voluntary and essential servitude in which every 
man and woman stood in relation to some other person or group. A 
man's nephew and niece are their uncle's nkoa, a man's wife is her 
uncle's akoa, a man's children are their uncle's nkoq, a subject of a 
small Chief is the latter's akoa, while the small Chief again is the akoa 
of the greater, and so on in an ever ascending scale, until, at a later 
date, we reach the era of the great Amanhene (petty Kings), who in 
tum became the nkoa of the central authority at Kumasi, the Asante 
Hene (King of Ashanti). He was the akoa of the 'samanfo (spirits) and 
of Nyame (the Supreme Godr ' 

The word' subject " with all the obligations it implied, is the best 
rendering of this term, I in which there was originally nothing espe
cially derogatory. By a simple process of analogy, the word also 
came to be applied to a class of persons over whom an individual, as 
apart from his group, exercised almost complete authority. Thus the 
nephew (who was the akoa of his uncle, who was in turn later the akoa 
of his Chief, and so on up the scale), when he came to possess a person 
over whom he had individual control (during his lifetime), als~per
haps out of consideration for his feelings-dubbed that person his 

J It appears to be the equivalent of the Latin word familia. 
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akoa (subject) rather than odonko (slave)! The process did not 
even cease here, for this akoa might, as we shall see, actually come to 
possess a person who was under him, whom he in turn would call his 
subject. In this final adaptation of its original meaning, the term be
gins to merge very nearly into the odonko, the slave proper. This latter 
term originally designated a person who had been' bought', and was 
of a race other than Ashanti. 

An akoa therefore in its original sense may be defined briefly as ' a 
person born into a natural condition of subjection in relation to some 
one else who is termed wura (master)'. Birth, as will be seen later, 
settled the status of an Ashanti for all time. 

(2) AWOfJ)a: This designates the status of a person who, hitherto 
an akoa, becomes the pawn of an individual or group outside the 
circle to which he owed natural subjection. The subject of pawns and 
pawning will be dealt with in another chapter. 

(3) Odonko (plural nnonko or nnonkofo) applied strictly to a man or 
woman, other than an Ashanti, who had been purchased with the 
express purpose of making him or her a slave. The term was even once 
loosely used to describe all the inhabitants of the Northern Territory 
of the Gold Coast, who were once considered as being the potential 
slaves of the powerful Southern Kingdom. The main physical charac
teristic of an odonko in the Ashanti mind is summed up in the fact of 
his bearing tribal marks? 

I In the second generation the term akoa would always be employed, even for the 
descendants of an odonko • 

• The pure Asbanti, of course, never tattoo or mark the face or body with keloids or 
cicatrices. A person thus disfigured could never become a chief. I am informed that, in 
the old days, an Ashanti who went to the Coast and returned with Fanti, Akyim, or Accra 
tribal marks (+; 8; /; respectively on each cheek) would have been liable to be 
killed by the King for amanJraJo yobea (introducing a foreign fashion). I once asked an 
Ashanti if a master would wish to compel his slaves to mark their children; at this he 
laughed heartily, and said that the nnonkoJo themselves spent much time trying to rub out 
their own tribal marks with a rough-backed leaf called nyankyere. The next generation 
of slaves, nnonkomma, would object to be so called; they were MOO, and would gradually 
come to consider themselves as Ashanti, owing to a process of adoption which will presently 
be noted. An exception to the rule thai the Ashanti never resort to the use of tribal 
marks has already been noted in the case of the Begyina 'ba (' the come-and-stay-child ') 
(see Religion and Art in Ashanli, p. 65). Since that work was written, I have been in
formed of the manner in which the ceremony was sometimes perlormed in olden times. 
, When an old man or woman died, the child was taken to where the akyere (slaves) were 
being killed, the marks were cut in the child's cheek, some of the blood of the sacrificed 
slave was rubbed into the cuts, and the child told, Wo ka se fIJI) be wu bio a, ye be twa wo 
Ii II oyi (If you ever say you are going to die a second time, we shall cut your head off 
as we have this person's).' 

DZ 
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The female odonko is called odonko 'ha or odonko afona. The deriva 
tion of odonko was given me as do, to love, and ko, to run off, i. ~ 
some onewhom you love but who may run away, but such an etyma 
logy seems at least doubtful. The big slave-market in olden times wa 
at Salaga. The following is from an account given me by an Ashan1 
who had often visited this centre: 'There were stands in the market 
place for slaves, cattle, sheep, and merchandise. The slaves wer 
fastened to a long rope which was attached to another rope around th 
waist of each, and there were also iron shackles on their legs. If yo' 
wished to buy a slave you first inspected him or her and bargained fa 
the price. You had previously disposed of your kola for cowries, for i 
is with the latter you must pay for the slave. Having agreed upon th 
price, you pay down tramma I (earnest money), zs. for a female, IS. 6~ 
for a male. (Formerly 1,000 cowries were worth IS.; but later th 
exchange dropped to 6d.) You then took the slave back to you 
hOllse and were given a aay in which to examine him. You call i 
some friend who can understand the slave's language, and, if a femal 
slave, a woman to examine her. Next day, if you have decided you d 
not want to conclude the purchase, you return the slave and forfei 
the tramma. If you buy, you pay the price agreed upon. The usm 
price for a male slave was the equivalent in cowries offour and a hal 
apakan Ooads) of kola, 9,000 nuts. A female wasworth about 14·,00 

nuts. Not every slave whom I used to buy would reach Ashant: 
Some ran away on the journey home, or even after one has reache, 
home. In the latter case, this is often due to the bad treatment ac 
corded to your slave by your wife. Before you reached Ashanti, yo' 
had power of life and death over your purchase. If your slave refusei 
to follow you or gave you trouble, you might kill him. It is true yOI 
would lose your money, bu.t you would do so in any case, if you let hill 
go., and before killing him you could always call upon your mother' 
saman (ghost) and say, Ena akoa me de no amane (" Mother, I all 
sending you a subject "). You will report to your village head what yOI 
have done. Once you reached Ashanti, and did so, you would hav, 
been guilty of murder. Here, if you wished to kill a slave, you had tl 
ask the permission of the Chief, who, if he agreed, would send his OWl 
executioners.' 

An odonko might also have been a prisoner of war from a foreigl 
state, and was then known as (4) Domum, or have been received as , 
form of tribute from a subjugated foreign power. We cannot trac, 

I See p. 53, note 2. 
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the ill fortune which brought the odonko to the foreign slave-market at 
Salaga. He may possibly have been sold to the slave-dealers because of 
some crime which he had committed. When we come to examine the 
process by which a free-born Ashanti came to reach a status almost 
exactly similar to that of the alien odonko, we have ample data upon 
which to draw. Such a slave was always distinguished from the imported 
variety, and was known as akoa piz or akoa tororo (a subject who is in a 
state of real servitude). 'He might have become so in one or other of 
several ways. He must, prior to reaching the condition of complete 
servitude in which he now found hims~lf, have been a member of some 
group all of whom traced descent from a common female ancestor. As 
such, his status was assured, and he was protected against all ordinary 
mischances. He might, however, have been an unruly member of his 
ahusua, and constantly have been getting them into serious trouble, 
for all were jointly responsible for him. It was a general principle that 
a clansman would be assisted twice by the joint contributions of his 
kindred, but that the third time he was liable to be pawned or sold. 
The clan consulted together, the senior member presiding, and the 
troublesome man might be got rid of and all further responsibility 
avoided, by handing him to some individual outside his own blood
group, in liquidation of the debt the family would otherwise have had 
to settle. He ceased to be a unit of his family group, who could not 
now in,the event of his death even remove his body for buriaP He 
now became as much the slave of the person to whom he had beep. 
given as an odonko purchased in the manner described above. Again, 
as the logical outcome of a belief which considers wrongdoing as a cor
porate act, a perfectly innocent member of a family group might be 
sold as a slave or given as a pawn in liquidation of a debt incurred by 
his senior. "That is why it is a good thing to be the head of a family,' 
naively remarked my informant. 

Like the odonko, a free-born Ashanti might also have become a slave 
by being captured in one of the many civil wars that at a later date 
rent the country. An Ashanti slave possibly might be redeemed and 
thus again become a member of his kindred group, but otherwise there 
was apparently little difference between his status and that of an alien 
odonko. The former would probably eat with his master, ' because he 
would know how to wash his hands '. Both were equally liable to he 

I The owner need not even infonn his late clansmen of the death; the latter are not 
permitted to hold any funeral custom and may not even give the deceased a cloth 
without the permission of the late slave's master. 
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as a man's natural prerogative. Where a female slave married a free 
man, other than her master, any children of the union belonged to her 
master. 'When a master married his own slav~-girl, he would pay 
Auria to the Chief, if he wished to be able to claim adultery fees; if she 
did any wrong, he could sell her to the Chief and she would possibly be 
selected as a sacrifice at some funeral custom. All the children of such 
a marriage were the father's slaves, whom he could sell without con
sulting anyone. The children of these children in the female line were 
considered slaves for ever.' 

Again: 'If I married my slave-girl and had children, I would not 
give them my own clan name, for if I did so, and gave them to my 
nephews and nieces to marry, there would be trouble.' Slave children, 
the descendants of bought slaves, are already adopted into the 
family. They take their master's clan name in many cases, although 
persons who are aware of their descent may laugh and in private refer 
to their clan as ' a left-hand clan' (abusua benkum), or make a kind of 
pun out of the real name, e. g.Beretuo may be calledBereto ('I am weary 
of having bought you '), or Oyoko become Oyoko sasa l 

(' So long a's 
the descendants of your slaves served you, you would never disclose 
their origin; you only did so when they would wish to cease to serve 
you, when you were at liberty to disclose their real status '). Obi 
nkyere obi ase (' No· one must disclose the origin of another ') is a legal 
maxim of tremendous import in Ashanti: as we shall see again and 
again. A Irian's children by a slave-wife are treated just as well as his 
free children. The father has now more authority over the former 
than their uncle over the latter.' If I had bought the mother myself, 
then I could pawn or sell her children without consulting my uncle; 
he would have to consult with his abusua before doing the like to his 
nephews and nieces. I would not t>penly say so, but I preferred my 
slave children to my children by an odehye awadie.' 

Property held by slave: Slaves could, and often did, amass consider
able wealth and attain to considerable power. A master encouraged 
his slave and helped him in every way to do so, because ultimately 
everything the slave possessed went .to the master. A master could 
not deprive his slave of his self-acquired property.~ An Ashanti pro
verb sums up the situation tersely, ifnot very elegantly, thus: Akoa 
didi me a, na no wura, okom de no a, ne die no afuhye (' A slave may eat 

, Sasa, the rag in a red clay pot • 
• Were he to do so, the slave would' swear an oath' saying, M. ka ntam s. ohm. "'fa 

me (' I swear the oath that the Chief must take me '). 
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to repletion while his master remains hungry, but what the slave has 
is, after all, only wind in his stomach '). Later a Chief adopted exactly 
the same attitude, and occupied the same position with regard to his 
subjects. A master would give his slave a piece of land to cultivate, and 
this would belong to the slave as surely as it would in case of a free 
man. Old family slaves apparently sometimes became familiar, for 
we have the well-known Ashanti proverb, the translation of which 
runs: 'You give your odonko a piece of land to cultivate, and the 
next thing you find him doing is clearing the thicket of the ghosts' 
(i.e. the clan burial-ground, which must never be cleared for cultiva
tion. See Fig. 142); and again, ' If you play with your dog you must 
expect it to lick your mouth '. King Kwaka Dua I is reported to have 
had a Dagomba slave called Kra Birempon, a eunuch, whose hammock 
he caused some of his own sons to carry. I A slave who became very rich 
was known as odonko sene Kanis (' a slave who is more powerful than 
an Alan '). There are also well-authenticated cases of slaves bringing 
and winning successful actions even against chiefs. A slave might 
acquire sufficient wealth to enable him to purchase a slave of his own. 
In his capacity as master of this slave he would himself receive (or 
pay) the Aseda on his (or her) marriage and would inherit ~ property 
on his death. A master of a slave who himself owned a slave would 
not, if he wished. his establishment to run smoothly, give direct 
orders to the latter, but would pass them through the slave's slave
master. A slave might claim the protection of the law and' swear an 
oath' a and have one sworn upon him, but always the master is ulti
mately responsible should the case go against the slave, and, in the 
event of inability to meet his obligation, might actually have to 
place himself in a position of bondage and become one of the Chief's 
Gyasefo.3 A slave might dfink abosom, i. e. might be a competent sworn 
witness in a case .• 

SlafJe ~ hei,. to master: I have referred to this custom in Ashanti 
(see p. 43). That a slave, or a slave who was a descendant of a slave, 
should have succeeded to his master's property, to the exclusion of 
the latter's own children, no longer seems so extraordinary once we 
have grasped the rules of descent in Ashanti. 

A slave in Ashanti had the following remedies in the event of his 
being cruelly treated by his master. He could await an opportunity to 

I The fact must not be lost sight of, that, in Ashanti, the sons of a King are not 
• princes' in our sense of the word, as they are not of the royal blood. 

I Generally perhaps only with his master's permission. 
s See p. 56. 4 See Chapter XXXVI. 
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run away. Trusted slaves made long journeys from home, trading for 
their master; a slave could run away and seek sanctuary by throwing 
himself on the mercy of a god (e.g. Dente), or the 'samanfo (ancestral 
spirits) at some Barim (mausoleum). He might 'swear an oath' that 
some other master must take him, in which case the new master 
would have to recompense the original oWner. A recaptured run
away slave was not necessarily punished, but was generally' made to 
drink the gods,I before the chief, that he would not run away again'. 

Such briefly were the rights of an Ashanti slave. They seemed in many 
instances practically the ordinary privileges of any Ashanti free man, 
with whom, in these respects, his position did not seem to compare so 
unfavourably. The chief danger in which his peculiar status placed 
him appears to me to lie in the fact that the slave was generally a 
solitary creature more or less at the mercy of a single individual. 
Every one around him was in a sense' the slave' of some one, but such 
persons had always behind them a whole group of relatives, whose 
numbers and wealth and power were ever at their disposal. The 
slave was not ordinarily possessed jointly (a position which would 
have ensured certain safeguards); at least, not when a member of a 
family had purchased him with the proceeds of his own individual 
labour. It seems probable that circumstances generally would have 
tended towards his kind treatment. An Ashanti slave, in nine cases 
out of ten, possibly became an adopted member of the family, and in 
time his descendants so merged and intermarried with the owner's 
kinsmen that only a few would know their origin. One outstanding 
fact, however, remained, i.e. that the status of a slave, i.e. an odonko, 
could never be lost, and, when necessity arose, or the terrible practice 
of human sacrifice became the vogue, an otherwise kind and consider
ate master would turn instinctively to the man who had no friend in 
the world, in order to satisfy the need for money or for a victim. The 
liability to be sacrificed at funeral customs may have been an ever
present fear in the mind of a West Mrican slave. Many persons in
deed were inevitably condemned to such an end. This idea was, as 
time went on, developed in an extraordinary degree. Whole villages 
existed ~ where all the inhabitants were looked upon as a human reser
voir from which, when occasion arose, sacrificial victims might be 
drawn: Such villages were called Akyere kurom' (village of Akyere). 
Akyere means a slave who, instead of suffering immediate capital 
punishment for some offence of which he had been found guilty, was 

I See Askan/i, pp. J09-JO. • See the Stool Histories, Chapters XVII-XXIII. 
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held over till his unhappy services were required. Meanwhile the 
person thus condemned went about his or her ordinary vocations, 
possibly was kept waiting for death for many years, married, brought 
children into the world, who again married and bore grandchildren to 
the original culprit. All these descendants (through the female line) 
inherited the liability of their ancestor to suffer capital punishment 
at any moment, and helped to swell a reserve of potential funeral 
victims. 

Crime we have seen, no less than every other individual act, was a 
corporate deed; it therefore involved the innocent as well as the 
guilty. Here we have further extension of this theory as exemplified 
in the fact that should the guilty person be permitted to continue to 
live and reproduce the species, such offspring were liable to share in 
the sentence once passed on their parent. This custom raises. an in
teresting question: Was the child liable to punishment because of the 
act of his parent, whose guilt he or she was now considered to have 
inherited, or was he punished because he was considered to inherit 
an inevitable propensity to re-enact the crime for which the parent had 
been condemned to death? The latter is, I believe, the notion in the 
West Mrican's mind. An Ashanti once remarked to me, ' An otoJo 
(criminal who has been executed), if he or she" come back", will 
"come back" as an otoJo '. 

The rights of a slave in an Ashimti family have now been examined 
and also the heaviest of his disabilities, i.e. the ever-imminent possi
bility of his having his head cut off at a funeral custom. There were 
several other disadvantages resulting from his inferior status which it 
may be well to record. Apart from the especially fortunate position 
of some favourite slaves, an odonko was never supposed to mix too 
familiarly with free men. Odonko opo bebrebe a, ye de no ko ayi 
(' When a slave gets very familiar, we take him to a funeral custom '), 
grimly runs an Ashanti proverb. A slave might not go to a Chief's 
house (unless he were the slave of that Chief). Odonko nsiesie neho ete 
Ie ne wura (' A slave does not dress himself up like his master '). A 
slave was not allowed to wear any gold ornaments, a rule later extended 
by Chiefs to their' slaves', i. e. subjects. A slave generally wore a jerkin 
of blue and white material, called koboaka, drawers (kadana), and a 
metal or stone bangle on the right upper arm. Such a dress was not 
compulsory. My Ashanti informant stated that even when an odonko 
dressed like an Ashanti he could always tell him by the way he wore 
his cloth. 
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Slaves performed very much the same tasks as other men, ' but had 
to work harder ',x and they were naturally given any especially un
pleasant duty. Atantanie nti na ye to odonko (' We buy an odonko 
because of filthy work '), runs an Ashanti saying. An odonko would 
carry his master's boto (bag of food) in war, but not a gun. A slave 
might not drink the palm wine known as bedom. Odonko kyiri bedom 
(' An odonko taboos bedom wine '). A slave might not ordinarily be 
buried in any samanpow (burial-ground) reserved for free men.a A 
funeral custom was not held for a slave; at most, 'a master who was 
sad might fast for a day and give him a fowl to help him climb the 
hill '. It has already been noted how the kinsmen of an Ashanti who 
became a slave and died in servitude;'! might on no account claim the 
body, for this would be tantamount to claiming his estate. Funeral 
obsequies in Ashanti are inseparably associated with the rights of in
heritance. A master might pawn or resell his slave without authority 
from any other person. In this respect his power was only similar to 
that held by any Ashanti uncle, but it could be exercised, in the case 
of the slave~owner, on the promptings of individual caprice. 

We have seen that the head of a family is responsible with the other 
members for the delicta and torts of any of the individual units. It 
has also been noted how the corporate responsibility could be avoided 
only by relinquishing all claim to the person of the offender. A slave
master was in an exactly similar degree finally responsible for the acts 
of his bondsman, with one apparent exception: Odonko nni awu na 
yen ku owura (' A master is not killed because his slave has committed 
murder'). The slave was simply handed over to be killed, and the 
owner escaped further liability.3 ' 

A slave was liable to be pawned to another master, but this practice 
was apparently not very common. Odonko awowa yensi (' We do 
not place an odonko in pawn ') is an Ashanti saying. The reason for 
this was stated to me to be as follows: 'If the slave who had been 
pawned was not well treated by his new master he would run away. 
One of our own abusua would put up with things, for he would know 
it was a family obligation.' 

Manumission: I have already stated that an Ashanti-born slave 
might possibly recover his lost status. His liberation could not, how

I Odonko adwuma is an expression in Ashanti which is synonymous with • hard work' • 
• Another of my informants ,stated that an old and faithful odonko might be buried 

near his master's cemetery to enable him to wait on the latter when he died. 
S Compare the procedure in Roman law whereby the paterfamilias could avoid like 

responsibility for the act of son or slave by handing over the delinquent., 
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ever, be directly achieved. A slave could not pass from a condition of 
complete bondage to· one of complete freedom; he must do so by 
stages; he must first traverse the intermediate way which lies between 
servitude and freedom by becoming a pawn. Theoretically the posses
sion of a person or thing which had been bought was assured absolutely 
to the emptor; his right to such might never be impugned. This was 
the customary law. That a precept might be brought into harmony 
with the demands of equity and the needs of society, primitive man, 
like his successor the modern jurist, early resorted to what we term 
'legal fictions '. The slave who was to be freed had never been a 
slave; he had only been a pawn, for whose redemption the law had 
always made provision. The ceremony of manumission will be de
scribed in full when the subject of pawns comes under consideration in 
the next chapter. The freed slave (Akoa) re-entered his family, and 
without further formalities (save a notification to the ancestral spirits) 
reassumed all his former rights, privileges, and obligations.I 

Anthropologists, and other'students of the early law relating to 
slaves, have sometimes expressed doubts whether the inclusion of this 
class, as recognized members of the family group, is admissible. In 
Ashanti we have, I believe, ample proof that it is so. Our evidence 
for this assumption lies in the fact that the slave was always a possible 
successor to the head of the family. . 

Whatever may have been the motives or causes which first gave rise 
to this institution among the Ashanti-and I think they were not 
necessarily wanton or brutal-they would appear ultimately to have 
been lost sight of in recognition of the outstanding fact that the posses
sion of slaves was one of the surest and most satisfactory means of aug
menting the members of the family who would come directly under 
the potestas of its head. I will not be misunderstood-I trust least of all 
by my Ashanti friend~when I state, that, in my opinion, the physical 
and mental characteristics of this race must have been profoundly in
fluenced by the influx of' slave' blood within comparatively modern 
historical times. I would even go so far as to hazard the opinion that 
it is this factor which may partly account for the marked warlike 
superiority of the more northern Akan stocks over their southern 
neighbours, to which so many historians have borne witness. The so
called ' slave' blood in this instance consisted of a fine strain drawn 
from the more' primitive', poorly armed, unorganized, but intelli
gently and physically magnificent tribes in the North, many of whom 

I Compare the Roman law of Ius postliminii. 
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had Arab or Fulani blood in their veins. The marked diversity of 
types which will be noted in the portraits which are included in the 
present volume may possibly be due to this cause. 

Note on ' answer-names' for slaves. 

Slaves in Ashanti were often given what are known as 'Answer-names' 
(Nyeso din). This means that a slave, when called by his master, instead of 
merely replying what would be the equivalent of' Yes, sir', was taught to 
quote a saying or proverb in response. Each slave would be given his particu
lar saying (or password), which he must use only when replying to his master. 
E. g. the master calls ' Kofi '; Kofi will reply by his ' answer-name', which 
may be Biako eya (' To be alone is sorrowful '), or Ade nyina wo Nyame 
so (' All things are with God ,), or Barima e na (' Heroes are difficult to 
find ,), to select but a few of many. Sometimes the' nyeso-name, or part of it, 
was used to call the person, who replied in the same words, or, where the sen
tence had only been begun, would respond by filling in the ellipsis. To-day 
in Ashanti many fathers still give their sons these names; the boys must not 
use them when called by their mother unless the father, as a favour and to 
please the mother, allows them to do so. Chiefs' attendants also often possess 
these' answer-names'. 
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THE FAMILY (continuet!) 

Pawns. 

A WOW A (plural nwowa) means in Ashanti a person or thing 
given to a creditor (osikant) by a debtor (okafom) as security for 

what he owes, on the understanding that, on repayment, the person lot 
thing will be returned to its original owner. The practice is known 
as Awowasi, and the verb is si awowa. 'lon, a word now used for' to 
sell', I am informed originally meant' to pawn', the expression 
formerly used for' to sell' being te no tramma; conversely, to, now used 
for 'to buy', formerly meant' to receive a thing as a pledge or pawn '. 

In English law we should term immovable property so given as a 
'mortgage;', and the movable thing or 'chattel', a' pledge '. The 
Ashanti class both indiscriminately as awowa, but also include in this 
term a third kind of security which is unknown in our law, i.e. 'per
sons '. The law relating to the mortgage of land will be dealt with 
elsewhere;:I the rules governing pledged articles will be treated under 
the law of property. 

The human' pawn' in an Ashanti family occupied a place some
where midway between that held by a free man and a slave. The cus
tom of pawning may possibly have arisen from the extreme reluctance 
on the part of the West Mrican to part absolutely with the property 
in, as well as the ownership of, his belongings to another. 'Even 
when something which you possess is a bad thing, it is yours neverthe
less', we have seen to be an Ashanti maxim. In the custom of pawn
ing the Ashanti found a middle way; thereby he at least retained his 
ownership in his belongings even ifhe temporarily surrendered its pos
session to another. A European has expressed the opinion that' we 
have always regarded this. system of pawning as much worse than 
actual slavery '.3 Such a conviction, however, displays some ignorance 
of West Mrican psychology, not less than of the details of the respec
tive institutions themselves. 

The status of the free wife and of free children has already been 

I Or rights surrendered in regard to the person, e.g. in case of a married woman who 
had been pawned to her husband. 

• See Chapter XXXIII. 
, See Sarbah, Fanti CuslO11lllf')l Laws, p. 9; he is. I think, quoting from Cruickshank. 
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examined, and also that of the wife and child in complete bondage. 
The position of these persons, when they were pawns of the husband 
and father respectively, was different from either condition. It will 
also be necessary to consider their status in relation to the husband or 
father when they were pawns of yet a third party. The footing of 
other members of the family group (e. g. brothers and sisters) as pawns 
will also have to be examined, and finally that of a slave. 

Wife as pawn of her husband. It has already been remarked that 
~he lower the status of the wife the more desirable from the husband;s 
point of view and the more in conformity with European ideas of 
marital authority did' his position apparently become. This was seen 
to have been especially the case with regard to his children, those by 
his slave-wife being, in a sense, the only offspring over whom he had 
any real control. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that many 
women formerly stood in the double relationship, to their husbands, 
of wife and pawn. 

A head of a family group (kindred group) had the power in olden 
times to place any of his abusua in pawn. He had not any power to 
lodge a free member of any other abusua as a pledge. Obi nton obi 
abusua (' One does not place some one of another abusua in pawn ') 
is a legal maxim.' It may be well here to recapitulate briefly the 
causes which might lead up to a person being put into servitude of this 
nature. These might be : 

(a) A debt incurred by the person actually pawned. 
(b) A debt incurred by any other member of his family (blood 

group). 
(c) As a punishment for bad behaviour. 
In the case of (b), the persons most likely to be pawned were the 

following, in order of priority of selection: 
(I) Married sisters and married nieces. 
(z) Unmarried sisters and unmarried nieces. 
(3) Nephews. 
(4) Brothers. 
(5) Mother. 
(6) Slaves. 
A member of a humble household might have been pawned to raise 

a sum, the equivalent of as little as from £z to £6; in case of an odehye 
I We shall see later, however, that Chiefs, by virtue of the BllalOgy of their position to 

that of the agya (house-father), sometimes pawned their own subjects, quite irrespective 
of any cognate relationship. 
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(member of the royal blood of a reigning Stool), a liability of £16 
might bring about a simi4r necessity. When such a course had been 
decided upon, and in order to raise the required amount, all the blood 
relations met in council, including the member whom it had been 
decided to pawn. The head then approached the husband of his 
married sister or niece, informed him of the straits in which his wife's 
family were placed, and suggested that he should advance the money 
and fa 114 ye' si babi (put his wife by his side), i. e. place her in such a 
position as would ensure his having a hold over her.J The husband 
would then consult his abusua, and all being in agreement, the money 
was advanced. A s,um equivalent to about 6d. in the pound (known as 
ntiant) was deducted from the amount lent. This was divided into 
three parts. The family of the pawn received a third, that of the 
creditor a third, and the remainder was distributed among the wit
nesses (b~gwafo), who did not belong to the families of either of the 
contracting parties. The kinsman of the pawn publicly declared the 
terms of the transaction. These generally embraced the following 
provisions: 

(a) Half of any treasure trove found by the pawn was to belong to 
the husband, half to the pawn. (Had the wife not been a pawn, she 
was entitled to the whole.) 

(b) The husband to have authority to take the wife on trading ex
peditions without consulting any of her abusua. 

(e) The wife henceforth to have no alternative but to reside in her 
husband's home." 

(d) The Wife was now under a definite obligation' to rise up when 
called upon and accompany the husband to his farm, to cook for him, 
and to perform the household duties'. Hitherto she would ordinarily 
have carried out these tasks, but she was apparently under no legal 
obligation to do so; a man's mother often cooked for him. 

(~) The husband now became liable for only half (instead of, as 
formerly, the whole) of any debts contracted by his wife, her abusua 
being responsible for the other half. Ordinarily, the husband was not 
responsible for debts incurred while the wife was resident with her 
abusua or visiting her own home; now he became liable for half of the 
debts. 

(/) The wife was now compelled to disclose to her husband the 

I A man whose wife occupied the dual portion of pawn and wife might describe his 
matrimonial affairs by saying, Ma to me ye (' I have bought my wife '). 

• We _m here to have an indication that matrilocal unions were not unknown. 
n~ E 
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amount of her personal property and to share all future profits derived 
from it equally with him, instead of, as heretofore, the whole belong
ing to herself. 

(g) The legal status of all children born before she 'became a" pawn 
remained unaltered.' 

(h) In the event of the wife dying before the loan was repaid, two 
courses apparently might have been followed. 

(I) Half the borrowed sum might be remitted by the creditor on 
condition that he retained the children; or, 

(2) The creditor might reclaim the full amount, and, if the debtors 
were not in a position to repay it, one of the children might be 
pawned in place of the mother. I have also been informed 
that the woman's abusua might substitute a sister of the de
ceased, but some Ashanti deny that such was ever the case. 
Perhaps the latter alternative was only oflocal application. In 
any case repayment would not be claimed until a year had 
elapsed after the death, the debt now being known as Awuka 
(a debt caused by death), and interest would not begin to run 
until such a period of grace had expired.z The pawn's clansmen 
had absolute right to remove the body of a pawn for burial, 
and to carry out all the customary funeral rites. Should a 
creditor have dared to bury the body of his pawn, he was 
liable to a fine of ntansa (gold dust to the value of £24). Ob, 
nsi obi funu (' One does not bury the corpse which belongs to 
another ') is one of the many legal maxims so common in 
Ashanti. A creditor who was wise would always summon his 
pawn's abusua before the latter's death, to enable the relatives 
to check their property, and thus remove a very possible 
cause of dispute after d$:ath. 

(~) The husband must treat the pawn with a certain amount of 
consideration. He might not publicly address her as his 'pawn', much 
less as his' slave " or maltreat her in any way. If he did so, the pawn 
would report to her family, and, if the ill treatment continued, would 
ask them to release her by finding the money due, or she might ask 
that one of her children be pawned in her place. If she ran home to 
them, interest on the loan would immediately begin to accrue. Should 

1 I am not quite clear what the law was with regard to children born after she became 
a pawn. One informant stated that in the event of the wife being redeemed the husband 
'shared the children equally'. but I omitted to ask what exactly was their status • 

• The debtor was also called upon to pay interest if the pawn ran home to her abusua. 
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her abusua have refused or been unable to assist a pawn placed with a 
cruel creditor, she might possibly run away.·A creditor who, under 
these circumstances, went to the debtor to demand payment of his 
loan, would have been told, Su wo sika, ma me su me nnipa (' Weep 
for your money and let me weep for my human being '). The pawn's 
clan was now no longer responsible for the repayment of the debt until 
the pawn had been recovered. The creditor had to bear all the ex
pense of the search, for it was considered that the pawn would never 
have run away had not the creditor broken that part of the contract 
which stipulated for kind treatment. Should the pawn never be 
found, the pawnee became liable to heavy penalties. In the event of 
the pawn having committed suicide the creditor became responsible 
for all the funeral expenses, and the debt was also cancelled. 

Children as pawns: When a father held his child as a pawn his 
position conferred upon him the following rights and i.mplied the 
following lia bili ties : 

(a) He now became responsible for half of all debts the child might 
incur, the pawn's abusua being liable for the other half. The father 
of an adehye wo (free child), as we have seen, did not incur any 
liability on his child's account. The greater the control which one 
individual wields over another, the greater the risks he hazards for 
the actions of the subordinate. I 

(b) The father now shared, to the extent of one half, in all the pro
fits made out of his child's individual property, and in half of any 
treasure trove. (Hitherto both had belonged entirely to the child.) 

(e) The father had now a legal right to the child's services, and, as 
in the case of the wife-pawn, might take him away on trading expedi
tions without asking the permission of the abusua. He might beat 
him if he refused to obey. Osikani ne panyin (' The creditor is the 
elder '), i. e. he has the power. A husband was always expected to take 
his wife in pawn, and a father his child, should it have become neces
sary for the abusua to pawn these persons. Not to do so was con
sidered disgraceful. 

The position of a daughter pawned to her own father was as follows: 
The man who wished to marry her had to approach the father and 
obtain his permission, and he would receive the largest share in the 
Aseda. The father had more control over the daughter than either the 
husband or the woman's abusua. Her position with regard to the latter 

• This is well exemplified in the case of master and slave. 

ZE 
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was somewhat peculiar. The. husband was responsible for all his 
wife's debt~, neither her own father, whose pawn she was, nor her 
abusua being held liable. I All profits made out of her individual 
property were, however, shared equally between her father and 
herself. 

When a father would not or could not advance the money to his 
child's abusua, taking his own child as a pawn in return for the loan, 
that person might now be pawned to some one else, who might be (a) 
a man, (b) a woman. In case (a), and where the person pawned was a 
woman, the creditor had full tight to ' marry' her, i. e. have sexual 
intercourse with her. To do so did not' burn the ~ebt ' (hye ka), to 
use the idiom of the vernacular. In view of what Sarbah has to say on 
this question,z I have been at some pains to find out the Ashanti law 
on the point, and was invariably informed it was as stated above. One 
informant quoted a legal maxim bearing on the question, Obi nto 
akokonini ma no mmon kuro so (' One does not take a cock as a pledge 
that it may crow in some one else's village '). Any children born of such 
a union belonged wholly to the woman. Unless AserIa had been paid, 
the' husband' might not claim damages for adultery from her seducer, 
but he, in his capacity of creditor, would go to the debtor's family, 
complain that some one had seduced his pawn, and demand back his 
money. The debtor would then sue the adulterer for damages. The 
creditor could of course make the marriage wholly legal by paying 
AserIa. 'This is our law: even if you bought a slave-girl at Salaga With 
the proceeds of carrying kola, and married her, unless you paid AserIa 
you could not claim adultery damages.' A creditor had a right to give 
his female pawn in marriage; he would generally give her to his 
nephew. He would share the AserIa with the pawn's abusua. The 
woman then became the wife of one man while still the pawn of 
another. . 

(b) When a woman was given as a pawn to a woman, the creditor 
had the right to her work and to give her in marriage, receiving some 
of the AserIa (an exception to the rule already noted).3 'She would 
give her to her son in marriage.' 

PaWning of person alrearIy a slave (OrIonko awowa): It has already 
been observed that the pawning of a slave was not considered a very 
satisfactory procedure, but the practice was not wholly unknown. 
The slave was handed over by the master to the creditor. Any debt 

• This may possibly have been because the creditor lost the services of his pawn • 
• See Fant; Customary Laws, p. 9. 3 See p. 25· 
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or liability incurred by the slave was now shared between the slave's 
master and the creditor, as also was any treasure trove found by the 
slave. 'An oaonko awowa. would have to work much harder than an 
ordinary awowa, and would be given the sumina (midden heap, whieh 
was also the women's latrine) to clean.' I 

The status of a pawn might again have been altered by either of 
two events: 

(I) The pawn might have become a slave. 
(z) The pawn might have been redeemed, and again become a free 

person. 

Pawn to slave: When a family fell into further debt and were un
able to raise more money by pawning, they would then possibly sell the 
pawn outright. A member of the family might have been pawned for 
l.4> his family might wish to raise l.4.more, and this they would do by 
selling the pawn outright. The abusua of the vendor and purchaser, a 
representative of the Chief, and several persons not connected by blood 
to either of the contracting parties, would all meet at the buyer's house. 
The person to be sold was brought forward by the abusua, and the head 
of his family would say to the purchaser, Oyi nank1'a w' awowa, nanso 
nne ehia me nti to no te ne t1'amma (' This one was formerly your 
pawn; to-day, owing to my being in need, buy him outright '). The 
buyer would reply, Ma pene so j me so me te no t1'amma (' I also wish it 
to be so; I will buy him outright '). The Jotuo (leather bag contain
ing the gold weights) (see Figs. 1-2) and scales were produced and the 
t1'amma weighed out, IS. 6a. for a male, 21. for a female, and this was 
shared out among those present, one-third to the buyer's abusua, one
third to the seller's abusua, and the remaining third to the independent 
witnesses.z The price was then paid over and the Chief's representa
tive would say, , So-and-so is now no longer of such and such an 
abusua, he now belongs to such and such a one; he is a t1'amma nnipa 
(bought man) or akoa 11'01'01'0 (real slave)'. I asked if the 'samanJo 
(spirit ancestors) would have been informed of the sale, and was told, 
'No, the 'samanJo had not helped about the debt '.3 

I A free·bom Ashanti dislikes nothing more than to be given this kind of work. I am 
informed that Ashanti convicts who have been given the task, while in our prisons, of reo 
moving latrine pans are not permitted to eat with their family for six months or longe~ 
after their release. 

I The Ir,.tnfIUJ is in addition to the selling price; it was paid by the purchaser. Nti,."i, 
the money given to the witnesses in a pawning transaction, was deducted from the sum 
advanced. 

J • In olden times a nephew or niece would not refuse to be sold. If they did so, we 
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Redemption of pawn: An awowa (paWn) was considered redeemed 
upon repayment of the original sum lent, without interest. The ser
vices of the pawn were deemed to be in lieu of interest as long as he 
r~mained with the creditor. A seda was, however, paid in order to have 
witnesses of the reinstatement. Interest (nsiho), as we have seen, was 
also due as soon as a pawn left his master without authority and re
turned home, ,but on the death of an awowa it did not begin to run 
until a year had expired. 

Redemption of a person who, first being a pawn, had later been sold 
outright: In Ashanti law there were' only two kinds of property that, 
having once passed to another outright by a sale (tramma) transaction, 
could again be recovered by the vendor. These were land and per
sons. The redemption of a mortgage on land has been dealt with in 
Ashanti,I and also in this volume; with regard to manumission, the 
procedure was as follows: The Chief or Queen Mother was approached; 
the tramma was repaid; 'a sheep was cut ',which meant the payment 
of £1 3s. 6d. to the Chief, and about 20S. was given to the witnesses. 
This converted the status of the slave to that of a pawn. Two or three 
days were now allowed to elapse, when the parties again met, and the 
debtor made a public statement to the effect that he wished to redeem 
his pawn. This was carried into effect in the usual manner, except 
that the debtor would hav~ to pay a sum considerably in excess of the 
amount he originally received at the sal~ometimes, I am informed, 
as much as double. If the slave had meanwhile given birth to children, 
these remained the exclusive property of her master. A person who 
redeemed his clansman from slavery was not permitted to say, Me ko 
twa guan na ma gye me tramma (I went and cut a sheep and redeemed 
my kinsman whom I had sold outright), but must say, Me ko twa guan 
na dane no awowa (' I went ana cut a sheep and turned him into a 
pawn '). It will be noted that the ceremony described could only be 
performed legally through an intermediary, in the person of the Chief. 
This was because it was' a big case' (asemkesie). 'You have bought 
something with your money over which you have absolute power, and 
now you are asked to give it up.' Wo kari wo sika to aboo a, wo we 
(' When you weigh out your gold-dust and buy a stone you are at liberty 
to gnaw it '). You may not wish to give it up, but when the Chief 
implores you, you must do so; it would be musuo (ill fortune) to 

should have threatened to sell them to the Chief, who would possibly have used them as 
akyerl (sacrifices); they would also be afraid of the anger of the' saman/o (spirits) if they 
refused to obey their uncle.' I See Ashanti, pp. 236-7' 
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refuse. The ahusua who had redeemed their member would pour 
wine for the 'samanfo, and also make a libation to the ahosom (lesser 
gods) in recognition of their assistance. 

I am of the opinion that originally, both in conception and in prac
tice, the custom of pawning human beings to raise funds to meet 
extraordinary family commitments was not nearly so pernicious a 
habit as at first sight the institution appears to have been. The pro
cedure was probably originally confined entirely to families already 
closely related by marriage. Here the constant interplay of mutual 
social obligations would almost certainly alter or mitigate those abuses 
in the system which became manifest as soon as the custom became of 
wider application and members of a family were indiscriminately 
placed as pawns in households wholly unrelated to that of the debtor 
by either ties of affinity or consanguinity. Like many other primitive 
institutions, when they first come under the notice of the European 
investigator, this custom already bore the stamp which exotic in
fluences had imposed upon it. This made it difficult to visualize the 
law in working practice under the conditions in which it was originally 
intended to function. 



VII 

THE FAMILY RESIDENCE 

I T may be of interest, before proceeding farther, to give a descrip
tion of an Ashanti house in which, at the present day, a family 

group not dissimilar from that which has now been described lives. 
It can only be suggested that the dwelling of the early family pos-
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OMANHEN.E~ m~CE' 
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Fig. 3. 

sibly resembled this structure of modem days. Illustrations in Bow
dich prove that the typical Ashanti house has remained unchanged 
'through the last hundred years. The residence (or perhaps rather 
block of residences), of which a picture is here drawn, is one of the few 
still remaining old ' palaces' of an Omanhene (paramount Chief). It 
has been elaborated and enlarged to meet the requirements of his 



FIG. 4. Bukyia (cooking hearth) 

FIG. 5. Atweni dan (drum room) 



FIG. 6. Corner of the gyasewa FIG. 7. Pat!), containing the state umbrellas 
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increased tninage, but anyone of its composite blocks, if detached, 
would exactly constitute the less pretentious abode of the modern 
family, in which conditioI1r-5ave that slavery and pawning are no 
longer openly practised-are still almost identical with those which 
have now been described. The following is the key to the numbers on 
the plan.x (See Fig. 3.) 

. (I) The main entrance, called ntwuronom kesie; the doorway is made 
wide enough for the state umbrellas, when open, to pass through. 

(2) An oblong courtyard called the gyaJe kesie (big gyaJe). Here 
the Chief sits and presides over important cases and holds big recep
tions. The typical and simple form of an Ashanti house consists of 
just such an oblong or square courtyard, round which are placed the 
various closed-in rooms (nampon, singular dampon) and three-walled 
open veranda rooms (pato). This courtyard in every house is known 
as the gYaJe, a word which means literally 'beneath, or below the 
hearth '. In this yard, in an ordinary home, the younger members of 
the family play, and here the wives work and prepare the food, which 
is cooked on the raised floors of one of the pato, on the bukyia (cooking 
stones). (See Fig. 4.) Here the household slaves and pawns also sleep 
and labour. These people became known as the GyaJifo (i.e. 'the 
people round the hearth '). Later, as the establishment increased, a 
trusty slave was put in charge of them. From this humble beginning 
we can trace the origin of that important official, the GyaJe He1lll, 
who to-day is major-domo in an Ashanti Chiefs' palace', and com-. 
mands all the' palace' retainers and servants. 

(3) This is an open room (pato) containing, in this case, the Chiefs 
mpintini drums.a ltwas built by the subjects of the Ko'ntire andAk
wamfl Chiefs,3 as were 4, S, and 6. 

(4) A pato containing the kete drums.4 

(5) A pato, called atwme Jan (drum room), occupied by that section 
of the GyaJifo called Akyeremadefo (drummers). (See Fig. S.) 

(6) A pato, in which the Chief sits after an aJae,S or on other im
portant occasions, and serves out wine; built by Ko'ntire and A kwamfl 
Chiefs. 

I Capt. C. L. M. Douet, of the Survey Dept., very kindly drew the plan which is here 
reproduced, from a rough sketch made by me. There is, of course, no attempt at accurate 
alignment in the original structure, nor is the drawing more than approximately to 
scale. 

• See Religion and Art i" Ashallli, p. 285. 
• See Religion and Arl i" Asharati, p. 282. 
5 See Asharati, Quopren V-IX. 

3 See p. 88. 
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(7) A lesser courtyard, leading out of the gyase kesie, and calle, 
adwaye (lit. the washing-palace); lesser disputes among the' palace 
officials are heard here by the Chief in his capacity of ' house-father' 
Only the gyase folk and ankobea 1 have access to this yard. 

(8) A pato used as a kitchen for the sodolo (cooks), who in this in 
stance were ;llso the Chief's adwarefo (bathroom attendants). 

(9) A dampon (closed four-walled room), in which the bathrooD 
attendants sleep. 

(10) A pato, where the Chief sits and oils and dresses himself afte 
his bath. 

(II) The bathroom, containing a bath, a white Stool, and twl 
elephant tusks; on the last-named the Chief will place his bare feet tl 
avoid contact with the ground. In old days, on the death of the ChieJ 
the necks of the young bathroom attendants used to be broken ove 
these tusks, in order that they might accompany their late master tl 
the spirit world. 

(IZ) A pato for the young ahenkwa (lit. Chief's young nkoa) and fo 
the person in charge of them. Apartments 8-IZ were built by gyas 
subjects. 

(13) A courtyard, known as Barim kesie aduho (the approach to th 
big mausoleum). . 

(14) A dadan (sleeping-room) of the Barim Hene (Chief of th 
mausoleum). 

(15) A pato where the Barim Hene eats. 
(16) A pen for sheep and goats to be used for sacrifices at the Barim 
(17) A pato, facing the inner courtyard. Here the Chief sits at th 

adae ceremonies, when first rising up after the rites in connexion witl 
the blackened Stools.~ 

(18) A dampon, containi~g the blackened Stools of the Barim Chie 
and his other belongings. 

(19) The Barim gyase (courtyard of the mausoleum). 
(zo) A pato; here sit the asene (heralds) and kwadwumfo (minstrels 

at adae ceremonies. 
(ZI) Barim, the open courtyard in front of the Barim. 
(zz) Nkonuafieso or Barim dan (the Stool, or Barim house), con 

taining the Chief's ancestral blackened Stools; built by the Ankobe, 
Chief. 

(z3) Five nnadan (closed sleeping-rooms), used by the Bari'TJ 
(mausoleum) attendants. 

I See p. go. • See Ashanti, Chapter V, et seq. 
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(24) Saman dan I (room of the ghosts). Here are the skeletons of 

the dead Chiefs. The yard immediately in front is known as saman 
fieso. 

(25) A pato, containing the local odwira suman.? 
(26) A pato, where the Chief sits at ceremonies held in connexion 

with the 'samanfo (spirits). . 
(27) Pato 'sa or gyasewa(the three-pato yard, or little gyase). Here 

all the lesser ordinary court cases are heard. A corner of this court
yard is seen in Fig. 6. 

(28) Banma (a narrow raised ledge). 
(29) A pato. Here the Chief sits when cases are being tried before 

him. It is built by the Sana Hene (the Chief's treasurer). 
(30) A pato. Here sit the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs during the 

hearing of court cases; it is built by these functionaries. 
(31) A pato. Here sit the Akyeame (Spokesmen, the so-called' lin

guists' of the Chief); built by the Akomfore Hene. 
(32) An open space where small boys attending the Chief's wives 

play. 
(33) Pato ko' or adidi dan (the single pato or dining-room). Here the 

Chief eats; built by the Ankobea Hene. 
(34) Pato kurom (the pato village). Here any subject of the Chief or 

any stranger might come in olden days and partake of hospitality at 
the Chief's expense; built by the Ankobea Hene. 

(35) A dampon, facing away from the yard, containing boxes of the 
Chief's clothes. 

(36) Dabere kesie 3 (the big sleeping-place). 
(37) A pato, containing eating utensils. 
(38) Dadan kesie (the big sleeping-room). Here the Chief sleeps. 
(39) Patowa (the smallpato). Here sit the Chief's wives who come 

to visit him. On the walls are arranged many pairs of the Chief's 
sandals. 

(40) Dabere kyiri (the yard behind the sleeping-quarters). 40-5 are 
built by the Gyase Chief. 

(41) A pato, where the Chief eats when he wishes to be alone. 
(42) A pato. Here the Chief's wives may come and sit. 
(H) A dampon, containing the Chief's boxes. 

I See Rtligilm and Art in A.banli, p. nS. 
S Ibid., Chapter XII. 
3 The tlabert is also sometimes known as atuntuma or awiriwa. No one may pass into 

it without authority; it is regarded as a kind of retreat against unclean women and sons 
who have had sexual intercourse with their wives and not yet bathed. 
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(<<) A dampon, containing a table and a chair. 
(45) A dampon, sometimes. used as a sleeping-room. 
(46) A dampon, used as a larder, in which are kept yams, plantains, 

salt, meat, &c. 
(47) Kantamereso (the yard leading to the lavatory). In this yard 

rations for the household are issued, and sheep slaughtered. 
(48) Kantamereso (the Chief's lavatory). 
(49) Asuman dan (the suman I (fetish) house). 4~ are built by the 

Gyase subjects. 
(50) A pato, where the state umbrellas are kept. (See Fig. 7.) 
(51) Abenase; A courtyard in which the Chief and his elders sit to 

iscuss matters in private before they are finally made public; the 
rooms around it are built under supervision of the sana hene (treasurer). 
A corner of the abenase courtyard may be seen in Fig. 8 .. 

(52) A pato. Here goldsmiths sit and work for the Chief. 
(53) A pato, containing guns, chairs, belts, &c. (See Fig. 9.) 

. (54) A room curtained off from 53 and containing a bed. Here the 
Chief sits and rests in the evenings and receives any complaints from 
his wives. 

(55) A dampon, containing clothes, boxes, guns. 
(56) Asuman dan. A room containing suman, but also used as a gun

powder store. 
(57) The entrance to the mmam' (harem), lit. ' among the women'. 
(58) A street running all round the back of the palace, facing which 

are the houses of the Chief's wives. 
(59) Farms worked by the Chief's wives. 
(60) Exit, leading to the kitchen midden (sumina). 
(61) Exit, leading to the place where water is drawn. 
(62) Saman yere dan (the room of the ghost wives).z 
(63) and (64) Private ways leading from the dabere kyiri (40) to the 

sam an jie!o (24)' 
Figs. 10-12 illustrate some of the mural decorations of these rooms. 

The walls are made of wattle and daub, or ' block swish', i. e. a layer 
of mud built up about three feet high, left to dry, a second layer built 
on top, and so on. The Ashanti now often roof with wooden shingles, 
but also continue to use grass. I am informed that formerly roofs of 
leaves were the 'fashion; they were first sewn, overlapping, upon a 
framework, and were pieced together on the ground. Such thatching 
is occasionally still seen in use. 

1 See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapter II. • See ibid" p. uS. 
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I have already suggested that in olden times Ashanti families lived 
in 'insulated', if not' isolated' gIoups. Traditional and archaeo
logical evidence is available on this point, and indicates that there was 
a time when the family dwellings seem to have been congregated in 
gIeat camps or settlements, instead of being more widely scattered as 
isolated homesteads or distributed in many small villages as now tends 
to be the case. The traditional evidence for such a supposition rests 
on the fact that the names of' seventy-seven' streets or quarters, said 
once to have existed in such towns as 'Santemanso,1 Kumawu,2 Kumasi, 
and elsewhere, are still preserved in the tribal memory. These tradi
tions are confirmed by the existence of mounds of earth and kitchen 
middens, marking the sites of ancient habitations, and stretching far 
beyond the confines of the present townships. We shall see presently, 
when dealing with the clan, what an interesting problem is suggested 
by these facts. 

I See Ashanti, p. 12 i. 
• The following were the names of these' seventy-seven' streets (abrono) at Kumawu: 

Abenasonkwanta, Aboratia, Abosuso, Abotianim, Abotiayase, Abrodim, Adengyasu, 
Afiramkyo, Motom, Agyewa, Akosuankwanta, Akuamienu, Akyerekyerease, Ampabame, 
Ampontuasu, Ankase, Anwanafo, Apebia\<yere, Asaman, Atasua, Atewani, Atobiase, 
Atuabontwumase, Awerewaso, Ayagyase, Bankokosu, Breman, Branum, Dadease, 
Dadeasetanosu, Damaboase, Dawuboye, Doniafa, Fegyaso, Fotinim, Gyaduabirimpon, 
Hyiawu, Kobiriso, Komase, Konkromase, Kubease,Kuntunso,Kuofase,Kwagyemponso, 
Kwakunkromase, Kwayease, Kyakyemponsu, Kyeremeso, Kyeremim, Kyidadease, 
Kyinbyiem, Merebetamu, Mmoronto, Mpapirim, Nhyieso, Nkukuasoro, Nkwantaman, 
Nnipankon, Nsenkyiri, Nyaduata, Obokyem, Obopikyiho, Ohenedeam, Onwamsu, 
Onyinamponase, Osekyeresemewu, Owuoamenim, Pampatia, Papase, Papeatiase, 
Pewuako, Pikyiho, Serapase, Subontire, Tabosiasu, Tanosu, Tom. Fig. 13 shows the 
present town of Kumawu. 
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THE CLAN 

THE society, the composition of one of whose units has now been 
sketched, was regarded not as being composed of so many persons, 

but as consisting of an aggregation of units, each of which was a family 
group. These families possibly lived in close proximity to one another, 
but each was an imperium in imperio, having its own head, whose 
utterances were the only law binding his group. Each family was 
possibly at first insulated from its neighbours, save only on special 
occasions when temporary contact was effected to allow the settle
ment of some inter-family dispute or to permit of some inter-family 
amenity or ceremonial. The tie of a common blood alone conferred 
the privilege to command obedience and alone imposed an obligation 
to obey commands. The incidence of casual, or even permanent, resi
dence in an alien household seemed to be ignored, for free persons 
resident in such a habitation appeared to enjoy a certain claim to 
extra-terri toriali ty. 

The family was a corporation; action and even thought were cor
porate affairs. It is not easy to grasp what must have been the effect 
on West Mrican psychology of untold generations of acting and think
ing, not in terms of oneself, but in relation to one's group. The 
Ashanti's ideas of what we should term·' moral responsibility for his 
actions' must surely have been more developed than with peoples 
where individualism is the order of the day. 

All the germs of the more advanced system of government, the de
velopment of which will presently be followed, already existed in the 
little family democracy.I For example, the methods by which dis
putes were brought before the family head for settlement were the 
exact procedure of later days, when a higher central authority came 
to supersede the more or less irresponsible commands of the house
father. The routine, the half-formulated rules binding the individuals 
in the family, rules relating to property, inheritance, ownership of 
land, collection of family contributions, became the customary laws 
governing the larger group. The lares et penates of the house-father 

I A democracy, however, in a sense different from that with which we are now 
familiar. See Chapter XXXVIII. 
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became the sacred agyapatlie (heirlooms) of the Stool; the various 
duties assigned to the different members of the family gave rise, as 
these duties became more onerous, to the appointment of individuals 
whose business it became to supervise and to be responsible for their 
performance. Various family groups, in course of time, came under 
the head of one particular family, to whom, in all important matters, 
appeals were made. This process of amalgamation went on in inde
pendent localities, and in this manner numerous Territorial Divisions 
grew up under different heads, independent and often rivals of each 
other. The lesser of these again tended to be merged into the greater, 
and, at the period when Ashanti history begins, we find this people 
grouped into the five or six great Divisions whose history and growth 
will be dealt with in these pages. To use a metaphor upon which I 
shall later enlarge in more detail, the family was like a circle. Later, 
lines of contact-at first weak and undefined-stretched from the 
centres of many such circles, and converged upon a point which was 
the centre of another, but greater, eccentric circle, the house-father of 
which now came, at least nominally, to control the heads of all the 
lesser circles. These latter now assumed very much the nature of 
satellites grouped around a greater body. This central body was it
self ever expanding and throwing out greater and yet greater con
centric circles, each new ring embracing fresh systems, until, finally, the 
circumference of the largest circle of all formed the boundary of a 
kingdom. Its centre remained our original family group-now the 
royal house-its head was still a house-father, but now also a King 
(Asante Hene). He governed a nation, but on lines exactly analogous 
to those on which, as a 'father " he still ruled his family. 

The family had expanded into the Clan, the Clan into the Tribe. 
, A clan is an exogamous division of a tribe, all the clansmen or 

members of which are held to be related to one another and bound 
together by the common tie of clanship.' This tie in Ashanti is, 
for all ordinary purposes, belief in a common descent from some 
ancestress; reaching back still farther, it was belief in a common 
descent from an ancestress who was descended from some animal. I 
was many years in Ashanti before I discovered that clans had ulti
mately this totemic origin. 

The family, as we have seen, is bi- or multilateral the clan is uni
lateral. 'A number of families do not make up a clan or a number of 
clans a community, i.e. members of any particular clan may belong 
to many communities, but the community is composed of various 
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families and clans.' J The Ashanti appear to be grouped in eigh' 
dans. 'Reindorf give their numbers as seven and their names a: 
follows: 

(I) Asekyiri, (2) Asena, (3) Agona, (4) Oyoko, (5) Aduena, (6) Asokore 
(7) Abrade (Asenee). 

Sarbah gives them as : 
(I) Nsonna, in some localities known as Dwimina. 
(2) Annona, Yoko, Aguna, Eguana. 
(3) 'I widan, Eburotow. . 
(4) Kwonna, Ebiradzi, or Odumna. 
(5) Aburadzi, Eduana, Of urn a, Egyira. 
(6) Ntw'a, Abadzi. 
(7) A dwinadzi, Aowin. 
In Ashanti (see pedigree chart) I gave the Ashanti clans as follows: 
(I) Aduana, (2) Agona, (3) Asinie, (4) Asokore, (5) Asona, (6) Beretuo 

(7) Ekuana, and (8) Oyoko. 

Sarbah'slist of clans is given for the Fanti, and, accounting for th~ 
differences in dialect, contain several names which are recognizable ill 
the Ashanti. This is not surprising, as they (the Fanti) are considereq 
as belonging to the same stock as the Ashanti. 

Both Ashanti and Fanti are generally considered to have migrated 
from a common centre in Northern Ashanti near Tekiman, where th~ 
Brong, who are generally thought to be of the same stock, still reside. 
I was surprised therefore to discover that the pure Brong are 
apparently wholly ignorant of these Ashanti and Fanti clan names, 
and that their exogamous divisions seem based upon an entirely dif
ferent model. In Tekiman one does not ask, 'To whatabusua (totemic 
clan) do you belong? ' but.' In what street (abrono) do you reside? ' 
There, such exogamous diVisions as appear to exist apparently take 
their names from streets or quarters in the towns. If my information 
be correct, we have here a problem of considerable interest to students 
of Gold Coast history. It is one which I have so far been unable satis
factorily to solve. I can only hazard two tentative suggestions. One 
is that, in accordance with the common belief, Brong, Fanti, and 
Ashanti had a single origin, and that all originally had this local or 
, street' organization (in place of the totemic groups); that Fanti 
and Ashanti moved south, separating from the parent stock, and at a 
much later date, possibly due to some contact with another culture, 

I The lla-speaking Peoples of N.W. Rhodesia, p. 283. 
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adopted their' present totemic clan organization. The traditional 
evidence of the survival of street names, mentioned in the last chapter, 
seems to be some proof of this supposition, unless of course these were 
the relics of another civilization. My second suggestion is that the 
Brong and Ashanti were not from the same original stock:; that the 
Ashanti were an alien race who overran the Brong, bringing with them 
their own clan organization and passing southward, and settled down, 
ousting, or exterminating, or absorbing the local Brong inhabitants, 
and later, to strengthen their position, which was that of mere 
usurpers in the land, they encouraged the fiction of a common descent 
from the real proprietors, or alternatively, and again ignoring their 
own origin, declared that they had sprung from the ground which 
they had in reality appropriated. I commend this problem to other 
students of Gold Coast history! 

I have stated that clans in Ashanti had a totemic origin, but that 
I was formerly unaware of this fact. I was, of course, aware of a truth 
which every European knows, namely, that many chiefs use emblems 

. on the top of State umbrellas, and elsewhere, which are generally 
accepted as being the clan totems. Careful inquiry, however, elicited 
the information that these anthropomorphic, zoomorphic, phyto
morphic, or hylomorphic representations do not necessarily exhibit 
the clan eponym. In none of my inquiries have I encountered greater 
reluctance to discuss any subject than the question relating to clan 
origins. Obi nkyere obi ase (' One does not disclose the origin of 
another,) is the usual reply to all such inquiries. First-hand informa
tion has, however, been obtained from certain clansmen themselves, 
and I now, with all reverence for the feelings and susceptibilities of 
my venerable informants, record what I have been told. 

• We really believe (as do members of all other clans) that we were 
descended from some animal.a This is one of the greatest mysteries of 
the clan, and it is told in secret to the Chief on the occasion on which 
he is for the first time permitted to enter the room containing the 
blackened Stools.3 The OkyeamIJ (Spokesman) will say, Ma mIJ bi,.ibi ma 

• There .. as a .. ell-authenticated record of a migration, in comparatively modem 
times, of Brong from Tekiman to the Gold Coast, .. here they became Fanti. One old 
Ashanti once told me that the Fanti and Brong .. ere one, but not the Ashanti. The 
Tekiman Fanti might possibly in the course of a fe .. hundred years have adopted their 
present clan organization from the neighbouring tribes. 

I Ashanti folk-lore contain many stories of persons changing into animals and vice versa. 
, A 'royal' (odeAye) is never permitted to enter the Stool house until he becomes a 

Chief. 
D~ F 
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me nka r'kyere wo biribi (" Give me something that I may tell you 
something ''). It would be impossible for a member of a clan to kill 
its tweneboa (totem animal). Young children of the clan are admonished 
at a very early age to respect the particular animal from whom their 
race sprang, but they are not told the reason.' 

A Queen Mother stated: 'If I ever ate an --, which would be im
possible, I should be destooled, and the whole nation would come to 
harm. We 'are proud to be called the -- people' (mentioning the 
sobriquet of her clan), 'but if anyone in olden times called us the--' 
(mentioning the real totem) , people he would have been killed, and 
even to-day it would be a very grave offence. No one looks back whence 
he came. No one ventures to ask another, Wo tweneboa I ben? (" What 
is your totem animal ?"), but will put the question, Wo bo abusua ben? 
(" To what clan do you belong? ''). No one would have dared to 
make a crest representing his real atweneboa; in olden days anyone 
doing so would have been killed.' 

Again: 'I would not kill an --; he is my brother, my blood; if I 
were hunting with another man and he wished to kill it, I would ask 
him not to.' I asked this informant if he would bury an -.- if he 
saw it dead. He replied, 'I would not even look at it; I would run 
home, drink a little, and not eat until evening '. 

The following are the totems given me as being those of the various 
clans: 

Aduana, atwere (the Frog). 
Agona (?). 
Asenie, Asenewa (the Bat); also a bead (bodom). 
Asokore (?) 
Asona, Anene (the Crow). 
Beretuo, Afwea (the Mole). 
Ekuana, Eko (the Buffalo). 
Oyoko, Ako (the Parrot), who dipped his tail in the red oyoko pot; 

or just possibly sansa (the hawk), but I am inclined to believe 
the former is the correct one. 

During my last ' tour' in Ashanti, traces came to light that what 
anthropologists term ' the dual organization' (i. e. the division of an 
entire tribe into two endogamous clans) once existed in Ashanti. This 
discovery, which I venture to think is of some interest,Z was made 

I The word ahoboa (beast that is oneself) is also sometimes used. 
• I believe I am correct in stating that the dual organization was not known to have 

existed in Africa. 
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possible owing to the chance survival of certain proverbs (abubesem). 
These particular sayings were to the effect that' Persons of such and 
BUch clans are filthy or depraved people, for they used to marry each 
other '.1 Of the two moieties mentioned, the first is one or other of 
the commonly known clans, but the second is some name which is 
seldom or never heard, and is that of a clan to which few now appear 
to belong. On making further inquiries, I was informed that most of 
the present-day clans once upon a time had a twin clan (moiety) with 
which it was always coupled, and that persons of one of these moieties 
always married into the other half. Later on, they state that Komfo 
AMtche a made a law that such marriages were to be discontinued, as 
an individual belonging to one of these moieties was the' brother' or 
'sister' of a person belonging to the other. The result apparently 
was that these' halves' became merged into each other, under a name 
formerly applied to one or other of the moieties, one thus tending to 
become extinct, or, where it survived, instead of, as originally, being 
the only clan into which a member of the tribe could marry, became 
the only clan with which that person might not legally mate. 

These moieties, so far as I have been able to ascertain, were as 
follows: 

Aduana and Atwea (Abrade 1). 
Agona .. t['oa (Adome 1). 
Asenie 3 .. -1 
Asokore .. Ekuana? 
Asona 
Beretuo 
Ekuana 
Oyoko 

.. Dwum. (Dwumana or Dwumina). 

.. t['ana. 

.. Asokore 1 
" Dako.4 

While clans in Ashanti thus appear to bear the stamp of typical 
totemic institutions f?und elsewhere, there would still appear to be 
one important exception. The child in Ashanti, though thought to 
inherit its mother's clan, i. e. blood, apparently also inherits the ntoro 
totemic spirit of its father. All the numerous food taboos that every 
Ashanti observes (with the exception only of the clan totem avoidance) 

I Oyoko fie Dako ""ipa tlapafo (or kwabusufo busua) fill "e de afllQl'e. 
• See Chapter XXIV. 
, Asenie, I was informed, had never any moiety •• This clan sprang from a bodombead, 

which later gave birth to bats.' 
• Osai K IIJ(Jme, an Oyoko, son of Kantanka, is alleged to have married a Dako woman 

from Kuntenase and to have been destooled in consequence. 
FZ 
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are regulated not by the clan, but by the ntoro relationship.I I have 
dealt fully with these patrilineal exogamous divisions in a previous 
volume.z In this place I will only again refer to them in connexion 
with what appears to be a parallel in these institutions with the old 
dual organizations in the tribe. As soon as I became aware of the fact 
of the previous existence of these moieties, it appeared to me to be a 
logical conclusion to expect that a similar dual organization might 
once have existed in connexion with the ntoro. Direct inquiries re
vealed the fact that such was the case. In Ashanti I gave a list of nine 
ntoro exogamous divisions. It has since been discovered that many of 
these had a subdivision or branch division entailing the same food 
restrictions, but apparently having a different totem. 

(I) Bosommuru (which is also known as Bosummuru pa3 or Busummuru 
Adufodie, i. e. the real Cpa) Bosommuru, with its other moiety 
Bosommuru Asafodie. 

(2) Bosompra and Bosompra Awiri. 
(3) Bosomtwe and Bosomtwe Atwedie. 
(4) Bosommaram and Bosommaram Nnuamoa. 
(5) Abankwadie and Abankwadie Asankadie. 
The tendency here seems again, as in the case of the dual clans, for 

one moiety to become merged into the other, for unless one inquires 
very particularly, e. g., to which Bosommuru ntoro a person belongs, that 
person will not make any distinction, but will merely reply' Bosom
muru " and in many cases will not even have heard of the other 

. moiety. 
The result of the merging of the two clans or two ntoro has been, as 

Mr. Dudley Buxton pointed out, to enlarge the inbreeding group.4 
We have seen that in theory all. persons bearing the same clan name 
were considered as being descended from a common ancestress. In 
practice, however, as memQers of a kindred group, became more and 
more widely dispersed, they established new family groups which in 
time came to boast a more limited and localized descent from the 
female whose descendant had founded the new offshoot. This more 
modern ancestress now headed a new genealogical tree, and, as the 
process was ever continuing, it soon became impossible to link up all 
these females with the ancestress originally common to all. 

, See Ashanti, p. 47. 
• Ibid., Chapter II. 
3 Sometimes also Bosummurll aninie • 
• See Religion and Art in Ashanti, pp. 380 et seq. 
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For administrative purposes on a wide scale, the clan organization 
would appear always to have been breaking down, leaving the kindred 
group again all-powerful; for, although theoretically the head of a 
particular kindred group (or his successor) might have been expected 
to remain head of all the offshoots of his kindred, i. e. of his clan, how
ever numerous and widely scattered they became, in practice this did 
not apparently occur. 

Beyond an implied recognition of the original tie which bound them 
all-practical evidence of the existence of which remained in the pro
hibition to marry a person bearing the clan name, however remote her 
residence, or impossible the tracing of any blood affinity-the claim 
of any single clansman to rule an entire group of persons because all 
bore his clan name appears never to have been raised. Later, when 
amalgamations of household groups took place, and a common head 
had to be chosen for this new community, these amalgamations were 
based on territorial groupings and considerations and were not carried 
out with any idea of arranging groups according to clan descent, each 
under a chief of their own clan. The germs that gave rise to expansion 
and amalgamation on these lines were already planted in the bi- or multi
lateral family group, the ambition of whose head it seemed ever to 
have been to bring the' conventional' members of his household more 
and more under his direct control~ If there ever was a time in Ashanti 
when entire clans were united qua clans for political or administrative 
purposes, I cannot now find any trace of such organizations, and it 
would appear, as I have suggested, that, as the kindred groups threw 
off new branches and spread out in ever-widening circles to form a 
clan, the authority of the head of the original kindred group over his 
more remote clansmen ceased altogether, unless he happened also to 
have become Chief in the territorial sense. 

The main characteristics ofthe clan system inAshantiappear, then, 
to be: 

(I) All persons bearing a common clan name, resident however 
widely apart, are held to be related by blood. In consequence, they 
are considered to stand to each other in a prohibited degree of rela
tionship with regard to marriage, and to be bound together by a senti
mental tie of brotherhood. 

(2) The heads of the various household groups exercise complete 
control only over these members of their clan who are directly reb ted 
by a blood-tie that is practically, not theoretically, capable of demon
stration, as being traceable to a common female ancestress who founded 
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that particular family group; in other words, their authority extends 
only to the nearer kinsmen. 

(3) Clan descent alone confers the right (a) to inherit property; 
(b) to perform the sacra for ancestral spirits; (c) to succeed to cer
tain offices; (d) to be buried in a particular cemetery; (e) to unite in 
the performance of certain funeral rites. 

(4) The clan tie cannot be lost or broken save by expulsion from the 
clan. 

(5) By a legal fiction, clan relationship might sometimes be acquired 
otherwise than by birth. 

Some of these points may now be examined in more detail; others, 
e. g. rights in relation to property and succession, will be investigated 
later. -

Clan exogamy has been discussed in Ashanti,I to which I would 
refer my readers. With regard to the sentimental tie existing between 
all persons of the same clan, the following is taken from statements in 
the vernacular: 'When a man goes on a journey and arrives in a 
town, he will find out in course of conversation- where persons of his 
clan reside. He will go to them and be received as a brother; he will 
be introduced to the wife of his host as her" husband".' Again: 
, My brother once went trading and came to Akyim Taffo, where he 
put up at the house of one Kwesi Abtlkyi. On hearing that iny brother 
belonged to the Beretuo clan, his host told him he was also Beretuo. 
He made my brother his wofase (nephew), and gave him his daugh
ter in marriage. My brother settled there and died: we went to fetch 
his skeleton, but Kwesi Abokyi told us the Government would not 
allow skeletons to be removed.' 

Clan burial-grounds: 'If there are only two clans represented in a 
village, one would have the samanpow (thicket of the ghosts) on the 
right, the other on the left. If there were a larger number of clans, 
there would be a larger samanpow marked out in plots, one for each 
clan, the plots being separated by fences of nkrandudua, ntome, or 
nsomasa sticks.' 

, A head of a family, with special permission from the Chief, and 
after presenting him with sheep and wine, ~ may receive permission that 
when he dies,he may be buried under the floor of his sleeping-room. 
His successor will then be able to place a sleeping-mat over the grave, 

I See Chapters I-II. 
s These gifts are for the 'samanfo (spirit ancestors) of the Chief, and ensure that the 

promise will not later be repudiated. 
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and will be comforted by the knowledge that his predecessor is sleeping 
beneath him.' 

Expulsion from, and adoption into the clan: When the head of a 
kindred group decides to repudiate the debts or offences of one of its 
members or to sell one of the clan, a public declaration was made to 
the effect that this person was no longer one of their clansmen. The 
ceremony was called pae abusua (to split off from the clan). Such 
action in olden days would generally amount to sentence of slavery or 
death. Adoption into a clan was achieved by the slow and almost im
perceptible process of time rather than by any public ceremony. It 
applied almost wholly to the descendants of slave women and to their 
descendants, who grew up to consider themselves members of the clan 
which had originally purchased their ancestress. Such persons, though 
nominally free members of the kindred group to which they now be
longed, never entirely lost their original status, which would always be 
known, at least to the head of their family.I 

Such is briefly the history of the Ashanti family and clan, and their 
extension into the tribe, which is a unit consisting of many families 
belonging to many different clans; the central authority which has 
now made its appearance attempts, so far as lies in its power, to regard 
them all, not in terms of ~uch, but as one territorial entity.a 

I Adoption of a child already belonging to the adopter's clan, but not to his particular 
kindred·group, should not be confused with the above. 

• Since this chapter was written, I returned to the Gold Coast and was stationed at 
Kwahu. On investigating the local traditions, I discovered that the Kwahu tribe 
had emigrated from Ashanti some centuries ago as two compact endogamous c/ans, i. e. 
BereluD and Tana-a most valuable confirmation of what was already WIitten. 



IX 

THE ASHANTI CONSTITUTION AT THE PERIOD 

IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE BATTLE OF FEYIASE.I 

I N the preceding chapters we have seen the simple family unit, ruled 
by the house-father, expand into the larger territorial group con

sisting of many such units, comprising members of many clans, and 
eventually coming under a single head. The community was now a 
tribe under one chosen patriarch and his sister or mother, i.e. under a 
Chief and Queen Mother, and governed by them, assisted by the more 
important heads of the lesser groups, who :were at first known simply 
as the M panyimfo, i. e. the Elders. Many such communities had grown 
up in widely separated areas. Each of these lived in its own great 
settlement, and was independent of all the rest, and subsisted by 
hunting and fishing in the forests surrounding its township, which 
it came to consider as belonging to the tribe. The custom ad
ministered was still the custom of the individual family groups; the 
interference of the chief with internal family affairs was possibly very 
slight, and his authority in most matters ~mly nominal. 

As the tribal settlements grew too large to support all the tribe, 
members of certain kindred groups broke away and wandered farther 
afield in search of new hunting-grounds. This was the history of the 
founding of such settlements as Kokofu, Juaben, and Kumasi. 
Migrations on a larger scale also took place, and whole settlements 
decamped en masse and settled in new areas, e.g. the Mampon, who 
originally had come from Adanse, the Nsuta and Kumawu, who had 
travelled from Santemanso. The pressure in some cases may possibly 
have been due to other causes than lack of food. It is suggestive 
that Ashanti migration, which had originally almost certainly been 
from north-north-west to south, now tended to flow back from south 
to north. It is safe, I think, to hazard the opinion that, about the 
seventeenth century, more powerful and better armed and organized 
tribes south of Ashanti had begun to press upon their northern neigh
bours. Be that as it may, towards the end of the seventeenth century, 
we know that Ashanti proper was subject to a southern state called 
Denkyira, and that tribute was demanded and paid to it by the various 
Ashanti divisions. 

I About A. D. 1700. 
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These territorial groupings were, as we have remarked, quite in

dependent of each other. Even at this period, some half-dozen of such 
territorial units had assumed sufficient size and importance to cause 
them to be known locally as the Amanto, i. e. group of Aman or tribes. 
These were Assumegya, Juaben, Kumawu, Kumasi, Mampon, and 
Offinsu. Nsuta, Kokofu, and Bekwai, though in existence, were still 
comparatively unimportant. About this time, gunpowder and 'guns 
began to be known and used in Ashanti, and to supplant the sword 
(afona) and shield (' kyem), and their introduction marked the advent of 
a revolution in Ashanti internal affairs. 

Nominally, as we have remarked, under Denkyira, but wholly in
dependent of each other, these larger tribes began to undertake war
like expeditions upon lesser divisions. The experience gained in local 
forays was the training for the greater campaign about to come. Their 
intercourse with, and subjection to, a tribe in touch with the littoral, 
and thus with Europeans, must have had a considerable educative 
effect. The value of gold became known; the barbaric pomp and 
splendour of the Southern Kingdom would have become known also and 
imitated. Osai Tutu is reported to have served at the court to Ntim 
Gyakari, the King ofDenkyira. The priest Anotche (Komfo Anotche), I 
the maker of modern Ashanti, had certainly travelled south and had 
possibly visited the coast. 

This is but a short rhume of Ashanti traditional history of this 
period, a fuller account of which will be found in the historical chap
ters of this volume,a but it serves to indicate how the ground was pre
pared for the struggle which was now beginning, and to explain how 
the Ashanti, who, possibly one hundred years before these events, were 
in a state not far removed from neolithic culture, came to be able to 
unite and to overthrow a powerful well-organized state such as 
Denkyira. 

The part taken in these events by the priest Anotche cannot be 
overestimated. His biography, collected from such scanty materials 
as still remain, will be found in a later chapter. Here it is only neces
sary to suggest, that with a true insight into the psychology of the 
people with whom he had to deal, he realized that the only way to 
unite independent and mutually jealous factions was by playing upon 
their superstitious beliefs. He achieved this difficult task; .Ntim 
Gyakari was defeated at Feyiase, near Kumasi, on the Lake Road, and' 
Ashanti entered upon'the post-Feyiase period with which we are here 

I See Chapter XXIV. • See Chapters XVI et seq. 
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mostly concerned. In that period, the constitution as we now find it 
was finally evolved. This new constitution was, however, only an 
elaboration of that which had preceded it. The family had expanded 
into the clan, both had merged into the tribe, now the tribes were to 
merge into the nation under a King; but the King stood in the same 
relation to the great Amanhene as they had previously stood to their 
sub-Chiefs, as sub-Chiefs to village headmen, as village headmen to 
the family heads, and as the family heads to their respective house
holds: 



X 

THE ASHANTI CONSTITUTION AT THE FEYIASE 

AND POST-FEYIASE PERIOD 

THE amalgamation of the hitherto independent TerritorialDivisions 
into a single fighting unit with which to meet the Denkyira inva

sion necessitated the organization of these divisions on a new military 
basis. Mention has not hitherto been made of any warlike disposi
tions in the early days when the family organization held the field. 
The reason is this. Ashanti traditional history everywhere records a 
time when wars were unknown, and serious disputes between groups, 
which could not be settled by discussion or arbitration or the 
handing over of the member who had been responsible for the quarrel, 
were decided, not by an armed conflict between the whole of the rival 
groups, but by a kind of' ordeal by battle' between the leaders of the 
hostile factions. The weapons used were sword (aJona) and shield 
('kynn), and the fight was seldom a combat Ii outrance. This method 
of settling disputes did not possibly survIve the growth of the family 
and clan into the tribe, for, as has already been J;loted, we hear at a 
later date of warlike expeditions of tribe against tribe, which pos
tulates the subsequent growth of military formations. Whatever the 
process of evolution was, the germ of such an organization was already 
in existence in each tribe. It was necessary, however, for Osai Tutu, 
the Chief of the Kumasi Territorial Division, to unite the various in
dependent divisions under some system of unity of command. He 
therefore appointed the head of one territorial division as generalis
simo, another as leader of the right wing, a third as leader of the left 
wing, and so on. The military organization of the Ashanti will later 
be examined in greater detail;1 here it is sufficient to note that 
these commanders not only gave orders to their own immediate sub
jects, but, for this national effort, became leaders of other divisional 
Chiefs and of their subjects, over whom they had not formerly exer
cised any control. This point is of importance. Mter the fight at 
F eyiase, the making of the Golden Stool, and the acknowledgement of 
the Territorial Division of Kumasi as the head of a kind of Confederacy, 
we enter upon a phase where the parallel to feudalism, as known in 

I See Chapter xv. 
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Europ€1, appears to me to be very striking. In a previous examinatiOI 
of' Ashanti Land Tenure and Alienation', 1 I had already drawn atten 
tion to this coincidence. At least one of my learned legal friends hal 
quizzed me for straining to find such an analogy. I was intereste< 
therefore to find the following (some time after that chapter wa 
written) in Sir Henry Maine's classic, Ancient Law: 'Feudalism, J 

have repeatedly asserted, was a compound of archaic barbarian usagl 
with Roman Law; no other explanation of it is tenable, or even in· 
telligible. The earliest social forms of the feudal period differ in littll 
from the ordinary association in which the men of primitive civiliza· 
tion are everywhere seen united.' 

Osai Tutu, Chief of the Territorial Division at Kumasi, and hither 
to holding a position similar to that of any of the surrounding chiefs 
(Mampon, Kumawu, Offinsu, Juaben, Assumegya), now became more 
than a primus inter pares, which at most he may already have been 
he became Asante Hene (King of Ashanti). He succeeded to a triba 
organization which he strove to form into a state. The Territoria 
Divisions of many tribes became a kingdom, the men of many tribe: 
became its citizens; the oath of allegiance superseded the kindred tic 
which had hitherto alone' conferred the privilege to command obedi· 
ence and alone imposed the obligation to obey commands '. A silen1 
and unnoticed revolution took place with regard to land tenure whicl 
was in conformity with the main characteristic of feudalism. A kine 
of multiple proprietorship arose. The King became the superiOl 
owner of all land, i. e. soil, in the kingdom, but this claim coexistee 
with many grades of inferior ownership right down a descendin! 
scale until the inferior property of the family land-holder wai 
reached.a There were other analogies of the feudal system. Lik! 
William I, after Hastings, ,Psai Tutu found himself surrounded by ~ 
number of powerful lords, and a host of notables in his own territoria: 
division at Kumasi, who demanded recognition for their services 
Mampon was made Chief of the 'Silver Stool'. Kumawu and As
sumegya were accorded certain privileges. An interesting develop
ment now arose. The Stools of Bekwai, Kokofu, and Nsuta had 
p,itherto been of small importance. Bekwai at this period' had only 
thirty guns '. Upon these Stools, however, sat members of the Oyokt 
clan, to which Osai Tutu himself belonged. These Chiefs thus be
came' brothers' (in the classificatory sense) of the King of Ash anti 
(Asante Hene), and they rose quickly to power. Their position vis-d-

I See Ashanti, Chapter XXI. l See Chapter XXXIII. 
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flis such Stools as Mampon, Kumawu, and Assumegya was, however, 
always clearly defined, and it iiPonly since British occupation that they 
came to be classed as Amanhene. Juaben, on the other hand, seemed, 
independently of its royal blood-connexion, to have been already of 
some importance, in its own right. 

I have referred to the Mpanyimfo, that group of Elders who helped 
and guided a Chief in the administration of his Stool. They were the 
successors of the senior members of the kindred group who had always 
acted as advisers of the' house-father'. Some of these Mpanyimfo may 
possibly already have borne distinct titles. Almost certainly we had 
the Gyase Bene, to whom reference has been made, and possibly also 
the Okyeame or Spokesman. Mter Feyiase, we have the inauguration 
of a whole series of new and high-sounding titles to designate these 
, Elders '. In this manner, among others, were created the titles of 
Ko'ntiri Bene, Akwamu Bene, Benkum and Nifa Bene, Ankobea, 
'lwafo, Kyidom, Adonten, and so on. All these were titles having 
reference to a military organization, and the title-holders were the 
leaders of their particular units in the event of war, while in peace 
they continued their original functions as the advisers of the Chief. 
Every Territorial Division now became organized on similar lines. 
Each had its own army in which every adult male had to serve. Each 
army was so organized that it could take the field as a separate self
contained unit, with advance guard, flanks, main body, and rear-guard. 
In a national campaign, however, the whole of such a force ceased to 
function in this manner, and automatically became a part of the na
tional army. In addition to these military functionaries, an official came 
to be appointed, whose particular designation varied according to the 
Stool to which he was attached, but whose generic title was Abusua 
Bene (Clan Chief).l His special duty was to look after the members 
of the royal clan belonging to the particular kindred group from 
which the Chief and Queen Mother were selected. At Kumasi, for 
example, he would be the Oyoko Bene, at Mampon the Beretuo Bene, 
and so on. A whole host of minor officials also came to be created in 
addition to the officers already enumerated. All will be considered in 
greater detail when the personnel of a typical Ashanti Territorial Divi
sion comes up for examination. These appointments were held directly 
from the Head-Chief, and were, with a few exceptions, in the hands of 
members of certain Stools tracing descent through the female line. 
Each of these office-holders took an oath of allegiance to his Chief and 

I See also Chapter VIII. 
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held office subject to his own good behaviour and proven loyalty. 
They formed an intimate body who were always in closest touch with 
the Chief as his Councillors, and advisers and commanders in war. As 
a Chief's wealth and power increased, so they, as his immediate 
associates, came to have a growing prestige. 

One result of the appointment of an Asante Hene was that each 
independent Divisional Head-Chief (later to be given the title of 
Omanhene) took an oath -of allegiance to the King at Kumasi, and 
henceforth nominally held his Stool and land subject to the King's 
good pleasure. 

I have already hazarded the opinion that the subjects who now 
comprised the citizens of a Territorial Division once lived in large 
settlements. Offshoots from various kindred groups again formed iso
lated villages, and the inhabitants of these, for protection and adminis
trative purposes, n~w came under the direct control of their original 
family head, who had now possibly become one of the Head-Chief's 
Mpanyimfo. These Mpanyimfonow claimed similar allegiance from 
the scattered members of their family and came directly to rule over 
certain outlying villages founded by their subjects, who thus came to 
serve the Head-Chief indirectly through them, exactly as they in turn 
served the Asante Hene (King) indirectly through their chief. 

We have thus a Territorial Division comprising a capital town in 
which resided a Head-Chief, who ruled directly over its inhabitants, 
but also ruled indirectly over outlying villages which owned as their 
direct head, not the Chief, but one ofthe Chief's Mpanyimfo (Elders). 

There still remain other important units in a Territorial Division 
under a Head-Chief. In the neighbourhood of the head -quarters of the 

. A manto resided Chiefs only slightly less important and less powerful than 
those whose names figure more largely in historical traditions. These 
lesser Stools possessed an organization identical with those of the greater 
Divisions, and were originally no doubt independen t of them. One after 
another, however, they came to aclmowledge the superiority of the 
greater Divisional Chief, either accepting the condition of vassalage 
peacefully and voluntarily, or being forced into a position of depend
ence by arms. Hence it is that we find, besides those villages under 
the Head-Chief's Mpanyimfo, one (or more) Divisional units, of only 
slightly lesser importance than th~ Head-Chief's Division, now in
cluded within the boundaries of tIle greater Territorial Unit, owing 
allegiance through its chief to the paramount Chief of the Head 
Division. 
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These Chiefs of Divisions within a Division were known as the 
Birempon of the Head-Chief, just as the latter in turn became 
Birempon when compared with the Asante Hene. 

The status of these lesser Birempon of a Divisional Head-Chief was 
wholly different from that of the latter's Mpanyimfo or Nsafohene. 
Each had his own court, courtiers, and war organization, built up on 
exactly similar lines to that of his superior. This distinction in the 
relative positions of Birempon and of the Nsafohene of the Head Divi
sional Chief is important for a correct understanding of the Ashanti 
constitution. 

I have now outlined the various units which comprised a typical 
Territorial Division under a Paramount Chief. Its centre was the 
Stool of the individual now known as Omanhene. He, along with the 
Queen Mother and his Mpanyimfo, resided in a town which was recog
nized as the capital of his Division. In that Division there were many 
other lesser towns and villages, and, nominally, all these appeared to be 
under the Head-Chief in equal degree. Again, of the many thousand 
individuals who resided in the Division, all might, in an equal measure, 
appear to be his subjects. On closer scrutiny, however, it will be 
found that this is not the case. 

I will take first the case of the towns and villages. 
(a) A town might come directly under the Head-Chief for adminis

trative purposes, as e. g. the capital where he resided. 
(b) It might be a town over which the Head-Chief had only in

direct control, i. e. it might be one which belonged to one of his 
Elders, or to some one under that Opanyini. In such cases the Head
Chief had not any direct dealings with its inhabitants except through 
their own immediate Chief. E. g. A is an Omanhene; he has an Elder 
(Safohene or 'Panyim) B, who had founded a village X, where B either 
resided in person as Chief, or had placed D as a village headman, 
directly responsible to himself, B. If A, the Paramount Chief, wished 
to give an order affecting the village X, he would do so through B, 
who in turn, if some one else were in charge of his village, would pass 
the instructions on to D, who would see to it that the villagers of X 
obeyed, but would resent either A or B giving these orders directly to 
the people in the village, whom D considered his immediate subjects. 
If it were an order affecting an individual, let us suppose the slave of 
a slave, the headman would pass it through th~ 'house-father " who 
would give the order to the slave's master, who would inform his 
slave, who would finally take the necessary action. 
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(c) Again, within the greater Division there might be many towns 
under the Divisional Chief's Birempon; all orders affecting such 
would be given by the Head-Chief through that Birempon, who would 
then pass them on through his Safohene in the manner described. 

With regard to the individuals who comprised the inhabitants of 
the Division, all these, from the greatest of the Birempon down to the 
last bought odonko (slave), were comprehensively grouped under the 
term nkoa I (subjects), but the actual authority of the Head Divisional 
Chief over them varied considerably. 

The Head-Stool possessed direct control over (a) the Birempon, 
(b) its own Nsafohene, but only an indirect control over the subjects of 
these, and a still more indirect control over persons who, although 
resident within the Division, were in fact subjects of another inde
pendent Territorial Unit.3 These might embrace two classes of in
dividuals; (a) strangers, passing through or only temporarily resident 
in the Division, or (b) residents who were subjects (nkoa) of another 
wholly independent state. The latter would include women who had 
gone to reside with husbands who were subjects of our Chief, and all 
the children of such, down the female line, theoretically, for ever. 

The whole position, I think, thus becomes comparatively clear. 
The small state was ever confronted with the kindred organization 
which was always insidiously undermining its authority .by placing 
certain persons outside its jurisdiction. It could only hold its own, 
therefore, by throwing out an ever-widening circle to embrace those 
loyalties which were lost to it owing to the workings of the old tribal 
organization which had survived everywhere. 

Carelessness in making a distinction between these various grades of 
towns, villages, and subjects, resulting in neglect to pass an order 
through the correct official channel, was a frequent cause of disputes 
in olden times, and a knowt'edge oj these conditions, which still exist 
to-day, is essential to sound government and to the successful and smooth 
running oj the Native Administration. 

Two facts now stand out clearly; first, that decentralization was 
the dominant feature of the Ashanti Constitution, and, secondly, that 
the old family, clan, and tribal organization survived in the new 
regime, which was ~ver sfriving .to make territorial considerations, and 
not the incident of kinship,' the basis of State control. 

I See Chapter V. . 
• The status of such persons within the Division in which he resides does not, however, 

imply the right to claim complete extra-territoriality. 
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TIlE CONSTITIJTION (continuer!) 

tfhe Personnel of a typical Ashanti tf erritorial Division 

THE following were (and still are) the more important office
holders, in the order of their precedence, in a typical Territorial 

Division: 
The Chief (Ohene; later he came to be called Omanhene, lit. 

Chief of an Oman, Tribe, but this title, the Ashanti inform me, was 
introduced from the Coast). He was a member of a particular clan, 
which from time immemorial had supplied the person who sat upon 
the Stool. He traced his descent, through the female line, from some 
ancestress who was supposed to have been the founder of his kindred 
group. This woman had often a mythological origin; 'she descended 
from the sky'; 'she came from the ground '.1 The Chief's office has 
already been traced back to the simple 'house-father' who ruled over 
his 'undivided household', who was' priest' as well as 'father'. In 
this respect his position has altered but little, for a Chief is still the 
intermediary between the'samanfo (ancestral spirits) and his subjects, 
and performs the customary ceremonies at the Adae festivals.z His 
person, so long as hewas on the Stool, was sacred. His judgements were 
largely held to be the decisions of his spirit ancestors. 'The King can 
do no wrong' is an axiom which every Ashanti can well understand. 
Thus it was that he was accredited with almost supernatural powers; 
a slap from the Chiefwould cause the recipient' to become mad', 
hence a Chief must never strike a subject. In spite of the reverence 
and religious awe in which his person was held, his subjects had never
theless very distinct ideas as to the manner in which he should exer.
cise his authority. In Court, his role was and is that of a judge who 
sits and permits others to do most of the talking, he himself only inter
fering at times to correct some irregularity or to guide the case. An 
Ohene okyeame, i. e. a Chief who takes upon himself the duties of his 
Okyeame (Spokesman and prosecutor), was and is a term of opprobrium 
all over Ashanti. A Chief's duties and limitations are strictly defined 
by a whole series of instructions (which are publicly recited before him 

I Perhaps a more euphemistic way of saying the ancestress was related to some bird 
or beast. • See Ashanti, Chapters V-IX. 
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on the occasion of his enstoolment), of which the following are typical 
examples. "The Birempon and .Astifohene will rise up, and through the 
Okyeame will say, Ka kyere no se : 

rempe .Asekyere 
r empe .A tendidie 
r empe .Ayamonyono 
rempe .Asodine 
r empe Kwaseabuo 
r empe .A tim'sem 
r empe Kumasesem' 
r empe Ebe ba se, 'kwan nni ho, 'kwatl nni ho 
rempe.Apo 
r empe Popo.' 

, Tell him that: 
Wedo not Wish that he should disclose the origin of any person. 
We do not wish that he should curse us. 
We do not wish greediness. 
We do not wish that his ears should be hard of hearing. 
We do not wish that he should call people fools. 
We do not wish that he should act on his own initiative (lit. out of 

his own head). 
We do not wish things done as in Kumasi. 
We do not wish that it should ever be that he should say" I have 

no time ", " I have no time". 
We do not wish personal abuse. 
We do not wish personal violence.' 

The ceremony of enstoolment will later be described in detail; 
for our present purpose the most important of these instructions is 
the admonition never to act without the advice and concurrence of 
his councillors, who included the Queen Mother. Failure to accept 
such guidance and advice was a legitimate cause for destoolment. To 
all outward appearance and to superficial observers, who included the 
populace, the Chief was an autocrat. In reality every move and com
mand'which appeared to emanate from his mouth had been discussed 
in private and been previously agreed upon by his councillors, to 
whom every one in the tribe had access and to whom popular opinion 
on any subject was thus made known. Such, at any rate, was the ideal; 
serious departure from this custom would eventually lead to destool
ment. Although nominally the Ashanti Constitution was intended to 
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appear to be autocratic, in correct practice it was democratic to a 
degree. The person of a Chief was, moreover, invested with sanctity, 
just so long as he sat upon the Stool of his dead ancestors. This is 
the reason why there was a reaction the moment a Chief was destooled; 
when that happened, insults, abuse, and even personal violence, were 
used, and all this upon one who, the moment before, was invested 
with almost the sanctity of a god. On the Stool he was almost a god; 
oft it, i. e. after the official ceremony of destoolment, he became an 
ordinary being, who at any rate might be soundly abused for his 
past misdeeds. 

There is a rite which takes place on the death of one Chief and upon 
the installation of his successor to which I shall allude briefly in this 
place, although it forms a part of a series of ceremonies which will be 
described in full in a later chapter. It is impossible, I think, to witness 
or to read of this rite without realizing how intimate the association 
between the living and the dead must seem to be to the older Ashanti. 
When we read of it we begin to realize the position which a Chief 
occupied in former days, and still holds in the eyes of the older of his 
subjects. We can guess how much authority and respect he must be 
denied, once such a ceremony ceases to have religious significance to 
his people. This must be especially so when the admonition to ' ren
der unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's' has not been inculcated 
in the teaching of a new religion which tends sometimes to cause the 
more unthinking Mrican to regard what I now describe as nothing 
more than a barbarous and heathenish' fetish' rite. This ceremony, 
which has not, I believe, hitherto been disclosed to the European 
inquirer, is as follows : 

When a Chief dies, and after the customary ceremonies of dressing 
and preparing the body, and, in old days, the slaughter of attendants 
to wait upon him in the spirit world, the corpse, dressed in its most 
gorgeous attire, is set upon an asipim chair I or laid reclining on a 
couch in one of the palo (open rooms) which face the courtyard in an 
Ashanti compound.z Here a feast is prepared, attended by all the 
officers of state and the outlying Birempon. The whole paraphernalia 
of a state banquet is in evidence: the young ahenkwa (attendants) 
hover around the dead body, fanning it; messengers go and come, 
bending over the corpse, whispering imaginary intelligence in its ear, 
and in imagination receiving orders which they rush oft pretending 
to obey. Every kind of acceptable food is displayed before the corpse, 

• See Fig. 277 in ReligjOfl and Art jn Ashanti. • See Fig. 3. 
GZ 
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and the guests, who have brought their plates, make pretence of shar
ing in the feast. Mter this banquet with the dead is over, the Elders 
advance one by one, and standing before their late master, naked to 
the waist, unsheathe the ceremonial sword (aJona) and swear an oath 
before him, declaiming: Me ka r aoada, me ka ntam kesie; se nyo 
Odomankoma Owuo na abe fa wo, na se dom ana na wufiri mu se yie, 
nankra se' man yansa ha; ya me ka ntam kesie, me ka r aoada I (' I 
speak the forbidden name of Thursday, I mention the great forbidden 
word, and say that had it not been the Creator's Death who came and 
took you away, but had it been in the mouth of battle that you went 
forth like this, and had I and this Tribe not perished there with you, 
then had I violated the great forbidden word, then had I violated the 
forbidden name of Thursday,). 

Among those who make this declaration is the A badiakyiri (i. e. the 
heir apparent, lit. the child who follows behind), before whom just 
such another declaration will presently be made. The link between 
the living and the dead must thus seem very real indeed. 

Again, the enstoolment ceremony proper, which in many cases only 
a select few ever witness, consists in the new Chief being led forward to 
where the most important of the blackened Stools of his dead ances
cestors is placed. This Stool, as readers of Ashanti are aware, is the 
shrine in which a departed spirit rests. Upon it the new Chief is 
placed for a second, and lifted up; and the process is repeated three 
times. Then and not until then has he been' enstooled '. From now 
onwards he is invested with all the sanctity and the power of the dead, 
until such time as he dies or is destooled, i.e. made to sever by force 
this spiritual connexion. 

Such is the outline of ceremonies of considerable importance to the 
correct understanding of the relationship between Ashanti Chiefs and 
their subjects. 

Succession to a Stool: A new Chief is generally chosen from that 
particular kindred branch of the clan to which the Stool belongs. 
There may be, as we have seen, many separate kindred groups all 
tracing descent from a common ancestress, but as a general principle 
the line from which the Chiefs are chosen is confined to one branch. 
There are exceptions, however, and sometimes a clear' jump' is made 
and succession transferred from one kindred group to another of the 
same clan. Again, the Chieftainship may pass alternately from one 
branch to another, or even in rotation the heads of three or four dif-

I Or whatever the particular Divisional' oath' may be. 
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ferent kindred groups holding the office in turn. Some further in
teresting exceptions even to the above irregularities will be noted 
when I come to give the genealogies of certain of the more important 
Stools, but I shall not enlarge upon this subject in this place, as it is 
with a typical normal constitution founded upon orthodox lines that 
we are here concerned. As in the case of succession to a 'house
father " there is not any strict adherence to the rule of primogeniture. 
The eldest son of the senior woman of the royal family mayor may 
not succeed. Brother may succeed brother; nephew, uncle; grand
son, grandfather; I and the younger may be chosen before the elder. 
Who then decides who shall be next Chief, assuming all these possible 
aspirants to the Stool? During the lifetime of a Chief there is generally 
a member of the royal house who has been marked out to succeed the 
reigning Chief on the death of the latter. He is the heir apparent and 
is called in Ashanti the Badiakyiri. His selection is, to all outward 
appearances, in the hands of the Chief and the Queen Mother. In one 
sense, therefore, it would appear that they select the successor. This, 
however, is not the case. There is in the vernacular one of these say
ings or proverbs, which have all the force oflega1 maxims. It states, 
Odehye nsi 'hene (One of the royal blood does not place a Chief on a 
Stool). It is true that the Abediakyiri may and often does succeed to 
the Chief, but if such be the case, it will only be because he has been 
selected independently by the flOteJ of the majority of the M panyimfo, who 
must include the two officials called the Ko'ntire and Akwamu. Nomi
nally, it will be seen that it is the Queen.Mother who does so, and 
for a long time I beli.eved that her wishes in this matter were absolute, 
but I know now that such commands would not be constitutionally in 
order, and that although in every enstoolment it· is she who publicly 
nominates the successor to the late Chief,she does so only after discus
sion, consultation, and agreement in private with the Mpanyimfo, 
who in turn take good care to find out the wishes of the majority of 
the popu1a£e. Democracy is again triumphant, though ready to allow 
autocracy to boast the semblance of power. This was always necessary 
if the central authority was to be upheld in its dealing with a some
what wild and turbulent populace. 

The persons who select a Chief are those who can destool him. We 
have thus two checks upon despotism. There is yet a third. It is per
haps hardly necessary to state that in Ashanti the Stool is greater than 
the Chief who sits upon it. This we know to our cost. The following 

I When the latter has married his cross·cousin. 
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procedure, which I have already described in my last volume,' is a 
further effective restraint on the abuse of its position by a royal house. 
In every Division there are a group of officials whose title must 
never be mentioned during the lifetime of the Chief. These are the 
W irempeJo. The composition of this body varies considerably in 
various localities, as we shall see when an examination comes to be 
made of the separate Divisional Constitutions, but everywhere it has 
one aspect in common. A member of the kindred group which sup
plies the ruler may not be one of the WirempeJo. On the death of a 
Chief, the WirempeJo constitute themselves into an armed body, sweep 
down upon the ancestral Stool-house, and carry off the ' blackened' 
Stools, without which a new Chief cannot be legally enstooled. I shall 
again refer to the subject in some detail later on in this volume, but 
sufficient has been said here to show the effective practical means at 
the disposal of the hereditary Councillors of the reigning house to 
counter the intrigues of ambitious Queen Mothers, or of persons of 
,the royal blood who might be ready to force their individual claims 
to the Stool. 

The Chief's Mpanyimfo take an oath of allegiance to serve him, but 
the Chief also takes an oath to his councillors to observe the unwritten 
laws of the Constitution. The oath, in the case of the elders, is as 
follows: Advancing towards the Chief, who is seated, the 'Safohene 
withdraws the M ponponsuo (or oilier special ceremonial sword) from its 
sheath; he bends his head, which the Chief touches three times with 
the sole of his right foot. Standing upright before him, the subject 
now directs the point of the sword towards the Chief's breast and 
speaks as follows in a loud voice that all may hear: a 

Me ka -- , me -ka ntam kesie, me di Kyidom Hene na me fwe wo 
'kyi ma wo, se die me mpanyimfo boa wo, se me ye wo fwe wo ti fwe wo 
kye, se me ka asem kyere wo na wo ntie, na se me fa abufu ko me fie na se 
mansan ama ma me ka eno ara bio, se wo hyia me anadwo, se wo hyia me 
awia, na se ma mma, ya me ka ntam kesie, me ka --. 

'I speak the forbidden name of--, I speak the great forbidden 
word. I am the Chief of the rear-guard and I protect your back; as 
my Elders help me, so will I assist you. If I act towards you like one 
who says to a man ," Look at your head, look at your hat"; 3 ifl give 
you advice and you do not heed it, and I get angry, and go to my 

• See Religu.n and Art in Ashanti, pp. 146, 178. 
• The actual words may vary slightly in the various Divisiuns. 
3 Meaning one canno.t look both ways at once. 
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house, and do not return and again give you the same advice; if you 
summon me at night, if you summon me by day, and I do not come, 
then (I have incurred the penalty), for I have spoken the great for
bidden word, I have mentioned the forbidden name of--.' 1 

The Chief in his turn takes the following oath before his Elders: 
Standing before them, he unsheathes the ceremonial sword, the point 
of which he raises first to the sky, then lowers until it touches 
the ground.2 He then holds the sword before him and speaks as 
follows: 

Me ka --, me ka ntam kesie Ie nye aman mu pa me nananom ne 
nwo buye, na me ne nwo be buo, se afutuo nwo de ama me se me ntie a, ya 
me to ntam kesie, me to --. 

'I speak the forbidden word --, I speak the great forbidden 
name. If! with you do not rule the people well as my forefathers and 
you ruled them, and if I do not listen to your advice, then I have 
incurred the penalty of speaking the great forbidden word, I have in
curred the penalty of mentioning the forbidden name of --.' 

These customary oaths having been taken by all the parties con
cerned, and after the Chief has been set upon the Stool in the manner 
described, he becomes a fully constituted ruler. At a later date, 
after the grouping of the various Divisions under one supreme head, 
the new Chief had still another ceremony to perform before he was 
considered as fully ~onfirmed in his appointment from the point of 
view of the Central Government. He had now to take an oath of 
allegiance to the Asante Hene at Kumasi similar to that which he had 
received from his Birempon and Mpanyimf~. Until he had done so he 
was known as Nkwankwa Hene, and had not any status in the larger 
national organization. Having taken his oath before the King of 
Ashanti he became a full Birempon of that Monarch. 

A Chief was, as we have seen, ostensibly an autocratic ruler; in 
reality he was expected to do little or nothing without having pre
viously consulted his councillors, who in turn conferred with the 
people in order to sound popular opinion. He was respected by all and 
feared by all in virtue of his close connexion with the spirit world. 
, When a Chief opens his mouth in court he speaks with the power 
of the 'samanfo, and should never be contradicted; in consequence a 
Chief should never speak hastily. Ka preko (Say once) is a common 
title for a Chief.' 

I See R.ligi01l In.l Arl in ASM",i, Chapter XXII. 
I Implying ey, Nya"". gye Asase (Save God and mother earth, 1 have no equal). 
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'A Chiefwill keep his spirit ancestors informed of any important 
case and' will ask for their assistance.' 

Ohene okomfo (a priest-king) is a common title for Chiefs. 'A Chief 
when he sits in court is surrounded by all the 'samanfo (spirits).' A good 
Chief was scrupulously careful to rule through his Elders and to allow 
all lesser Chiefs to manage their own affairs, and was equally careful 
not to weaken their power, and eventually his own authority, byat
tempting to centralize all the government of his Division; he dealt 
with the matters that arose outside the sphere of his direct control 
through the proper channel. Decentralization alone made good 
government possible; everyone knew his task, which in many cases 
he had learned, by precept and example, almost from infancy. There 
was almost complete continuity in office; continuity and decen
tralization combined produced a system of government which will be 
seen to have given surprisingly satisfactory results when we come to 
consider that the elaborate machinery of the State was carried on by 
a wholly illiterate people. 

The person next in order of importance in the Native State is the 
Queen Mother. Where we find an extra capable and ambitious woman 
and a weak Chief, we should not be far wrong in placing her first. 
In any case, the Queen Mother is generally' the whisper' behind the 
Stool. One of these good ladies instigated a war against the British 
Government, and this campaign (among the Ashanti) was called after 
her. I refer to the Asantewa war (the 1900 rising), which took its 
name from Ya Asantewa, the Queen Mother of Ejesu. 

The Anthropological Department in Ashanti may, I think, lay some 
claim to have been the first to voice the claims and to explain the 
position and influence of the Queen Mother in an Ashanti Division. 
Although still not having all the recognition I could wish, we at least 
now know of her existence, and she at last receives some small measure 
of notice in the form of semi-official attention. I would refer the 
readers of this volume to Ashanti (Chapter III), where the position and 
influence of Queen Mothers are more fully set out. Further particu
lars as to their status will also be found in the present work when I 
come to examine the personnel of the various Divisions in detail. 

The next important official-or rather officials, for they generally 
appear bracketed together-are the Ko' ntireI and A kwamu Chiefs. The 
word Ko'ntire is probably derived from ko (fighting) and tiri (head), for 
he was eommander of the army in the event of the Chief himself not 

I Also spelled KlWltlti". 
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going to war. TheA kwamu Hene is his confrere and second in command, 
the offices of these two being almost inseparably linked. In the latter 
title we have an interesting reminderofOsai Tutu's association withAk
wamu. Originally, probably, the two senior advisers and supporters of 
the Chief, after the reorganization of Ashanti on a military basis they 
became the most important of the war captains. We have already 
seen the prominent political position which these officials occupy in 
connexion with the enstoolment of the Chief. Their presence is also 
essential in the Native tribunal, where they must sit side by side when 
any case of importance is being investigated. They, along with other 
'Elders', take the oath of allegiance to the Chief, and the Chief also 
swears before them to observe the rules of the constitution. In most 
Divisions they are equal in rank, but the Ko'ntire is generally primus 
inter pares. The A kwamu H ene calls the Ko' ntire H ene 'M' adamfo', a 
term the meaning of which I shall explain presently. The duties of 
these two individuals generally necessitate their presence in the capi
tal town of the Division, but they may also, as we have seen, rule over 
their own villages in outlying districts. In a powerful and wealthy 
Native State, these two functionaries, like many lesser men, tended to 
become more and more powerful, until in Kumasi we witnessed the 
interesting evolution, or at any rate attempt at evolution, of these 
Mpanyimfo (Elders) into Birempon with respect to the Asante Hene,x 
which indeed they never were or could be. 

In most Territorial Divisions, the political organization of which 
I have so far examined, the precedence of the holders of office has up 
to this point been identical. The rank of these who follow varies 
slightly in various localities, and the order in which the remainder are 
given must therefore be considered as arbitrary. 

The next senior official may be that functionary whose generic title 
is the Abusua Hene (i.e. the Clan Chief), who locally will be given 
a more particular designation, being named after the royal clan, 
over sections of which it is his duty to preside. Thus in Kumasi he 
becomes the Oyoko Hene; in Mampon the Beretuo Hene; in 
Kumawu the AJuana Hene, and so on. His office affords an interest
ing example of a development which it is of more than merely 
academic interest to follow. Originally, as we have seen, the Ahusua 
Hene was the ruler over a particular kindred group, and his authority 
was chiefly concerned with the affairs of that group. Later, as the 

I With respect to the Asa"te Hent in his capacity as Oma"htne of Kumasi, they might 
possibly be BiI'emptm. 
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sphere of his administrative duties widened aRd his kin expanded, he 
came also to be ruler of other groups which were under his territorial 
jurisdiction. At some period-it is not now possible to trace the 
date-a member of the ruling clan, other than the Chief himself, was 
detailed to look after the interests of all the members of the parti
cular kindred group which furnished the Chiefs. Hence we have the 
'Clan Chief' as distinct from the' Head-Chief'. This' Clan Chief' 
might not himself belong to the kindred group, the members of 
which were alone eligible to sit upon the Divisional Stool. The genius 
of this people thus evolved a functionary whose duties obviated the 
necessity for the Chief having to adjudicate in person on matters 
where his own kin were concerned. He would now do so only on 
appeal; he was thus saved the possible danger of being accused of 
nepotism in his dealings with his blood-relatives. The fact that the 
Abusua Hene, although belonging to the royal clan, was a member of 
another kindred group, and thus was not in the line of succession, 
relegated him very much to the position of an ordinary commoner. 

The remaining members of the Mpanyimfo do not here call for any 
very lengthy notice. They comprised as a rul~ the following officials : 
The Benkum Hene, and Nifa Hene, the leaders of the left and right 
wing of the army respectively; the 'Iwafo Hene, leader of the ad
vance-guard; the Adonten Hene, commander of the main body; the 
Ankobea Hene, leader of the personal body-guard of the Chief; 
Kyidom Hene, commander of the rear-guard, and finally the Gyase 
Hene. 

The precedence of these functionaries depended largely upon 
historical events, which a study of each particular Stool history 
will alone disclose. I The majority were officers bearing military tides 
which designated the place they occupied in the old military organiza
tion. In certain. Divisions some of these offices appeared to be held 
by Birempon instead of the Mpanyimfo. 

The Gyase Hene, perhaps, holds the oldest, and in some ways the 
most interesting, post in the household of an Ashanti Chief. The 
origin of his office has already been traced; the etymology of the 
word, as we have seen, is still preserved for us in the name of the open 
compound which forms the courtyard of every Ashanti dwelling. The 
head of the folk who worked or played in this yard was the Gyase 
Head, and the persons over whom he exercised control were the 

1 South of Ashanti, I found the Adontm,Nija,andBenkum Chiefs holding the positions 
of the Ko'ntlre and Akwamu, the latter titles being almost unknown. 
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Gyasefo (Gya.re-people). At the present day, the whole elaborate 
, palace' organization, with the host of servants and minor officials 
who perform the numerous duties in the immediate vicinity of the 
Chief's person, are grouped under the Gyase Hene.' His Stool may 
differ in one important respect from that of other Mpanyimfo, for it is 
often a 'male' Stool, i. e. one to which son may succeed to father, or it 
may sometimes even be filled by nomination, the Chief appointing 
whom he wishes. This nominee is generally chosen from among the 
Gyasefo themselves. The Gya.re Chief may have an understudy, the 
Gya.rewa or lesser Gya.re Chief. The. minor officials under the Gya.re 
and Gyasewa Hene, each in charge of a particular department of a 
Chiefs household, may comprise, among others, the following: Z 

(a) Akyeame (Spokesmen). 
(b) Akonua.roafo (Stool-carriers).3 
(c) Asokwafo (Drummers, horn-blowers).4 
(d) Akyiniyekyimfo (Umbrella-carriers). 
(e) Barimfo (Caretakers of the Royal Mausoleum). 
(f) Agwareyefo (Bathroom attendants). 
(g) Akragwa'fo (Chiefs' soul-washers '). 
(b) Aboprafo (Elephant-tail switchers). 
(.) Papafoafo (Fan-bearers). 
(;) Sodofo (Cooks).5 
(k) Asoamfo (Hammock-carriers). 
(I) Akokwafo (Floor-polishers). 
(m) Sana hene ne Afotuosanfo (Treasurers and sub-treasurers). 
(n) Adabra (Eunuchs).' 
(0) Nseniefo (Heralds). 
(P) Afona.roafo (Sword-bearers)} 
(q) Atumtufuo (Gun-bearers).8 
(r) Akyemfo (Shield-bearers). 
(s) Kwadwumfo (Minstrels).9 
(I) Abrafo (Executioners). 

Some idea of the organization which has grown up from so simple a 
beginning may be gathered from the perusal of such a list. In the 

I In some Divisions, it win be noted, several of such officials may come under another 
Elder other than the Gyase Bene or faD under the direct control of the Chief or Queen 
Mother. . • Each of these groups is known as a lekuo. 

, See Religitm and Art in Asl/1"'ti, p. 129 n. 4 Ibid., pp. I12, I14, 159. 
S Ibid., p. 119. 6 Ibid., p. 119 n. 7 Ibid., p •• 80. 
I Ibid., p. 1J4. , Ibid., pp. 129 n., 143, 181. 
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greater Divisions, the heads even of some of these fekuo (sectionS] 
tended to bdcome lesser Chiefs, and thus the expansion from the lesser 
to the greater continually went on. There is little doubt that the 
Gyasefo were in olden times recruited from the slave class. A' Stool' 
slave became one of the Gyasefo. The descendants of a Gyase woman 
were of course considered as Gyasefo, down the female line for all 
time; not only was this so, but the son of a Gyase man would ordinarily 
also enter the. office to which his father belonged, irrespective of the 
position of his mother. This custom affords an interesting example of 
how a special line of work or craftsmanship tended to break down the 
rules governing matrilineal descent and to prepare the way for a 
patrilineal way of reckoning. 

The advisers, councillors, and servants of a Paramount Chief have 
now been enumerated. In the following chapters I shall endeavour 
to outline their executive and administrative functions and their 
privileges and position with respect to their Head-Chief. 



XII 

TIlE CONSTITUTION (continuer!) 

Birempon and Adam/D. 

THE Head-Chief is nominally the chief Executive and Administra
tive Officer for the whole Territorial Division. He is also the 

supreme spiritual head. In all he does, however, he acts, as we have 
seen, with the advice and assistance of his council of Elders; even 
when the commands which he issues appear to emanate from him
self as an autocratic ruler, such is never really the case. On the other 
hand, without such a Head-Chief, his body of councillors and their 
followers tend to become merely a rabble of rival factions, wholly in
dependent of each other, and ceasing to be representative of any per
sons or things save their own immediate subjects and personal interests. 
There is hardly a connecting link, as we shall see presently, between 
one councillor and another, except the tie which joins them all to the 
Chief whom they serve in common. Many of the Elders under an 
important and powerful Stool may have their own tribunal and pos
sess their own' oath', and hence may hear all minor cases in which 
their own subjects are involved. An appeal from their courts will lie 
to the Head-Chief's tribunal, whose' oath' the Mpanyimfo have no 
right to hear, unless authority to do so has been expressly delegated to 
them by the Head-Chief. These Mpanyimfo of the Divisional Head
Chief may also have their own local Treasuries and a certain number of 
their own functionaries, all on the model of the Head-Chief's court. 
I am not aware, however, that any Opanyini (Elder) had ever the 
powers of life and death, even over his own slaves. This was always 
the jealously guarded prerogative of the Head-Chief. Besides sitting 
in their own inferior tribunals to hear and to give judgement in ordi
nary cases confined to their subjects, and in addition to having cer
tain executive powers in their own villages, Elders have to attend the 
Chief's court to listen to and to investigate the cases which are brought 
before this higher tribunal. Here the Head-Chief, assisted by the 
Queen Mother, presides as judge. In the event of disputes between 
the subjects of two Mpanyimfo or of two Birempon of the same 
Division, the case will be heard in the court of one <:1r other, the venue 
being decided by the locality in which the' oath was sworn'. If the 
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oath were tfe Divisional Head-Chief's oath, the <;ase would generally 
be heard before him. The more important of the Elders of a Head
Chief, e.g. the Ko'ntirc and Akwamu, have, owing to their special posi
tion near his person, generally the right of direct access to him at all 
times. Other persons, either owing to their lesser importance or be
cause of the fact that they are not resident in the capital town of the 
Division, e. g. the Bircmpon or oudying Mpanyimfo, must be formally 
introduced into the Head-Chief's presence when requiring an audience 
of him. The demanas of Court etiquette thus gave rise to the appoint
ment of various Adamfo (lit. friends) at the Head-Chief's Court, who 
acted as intermediaries between him and his neighbouring Bircmpon. 
A correct interpretation of these two terms (Bircmpon and Adamfo) 
is essential to a clear understanding of the Native Constitution. 

Bircmpon. The etymology of this word is doubtful. It may be 
derived from' barima (a man), and pon (big), or its root may possibly be 
brcmo (backbone) and pon. We have already seen how one or more 
lesser Divisions may lie within the boundaries of the larger Territorial 
Division, each with its own complete organization, i. e. with its own 
local Head-Chief, Queen Mother, Elders, and outlying villages. The 
chief of this Division within a Division is a Bircmpon with respect to 
the Head Divisional Chief. The reciprocal of Bircmpon is M' abirima 
(lit. 'my man '). The Territory ruled by a Bircmpon is for all practical 
purposes a complete self-contained, self-organized unit, in fact an 
exact replica on a smaller scale of the greater organization within which 
it lies. The Chief of this miniature state is, however, a subject (nkoa) 
of the greater Chief, and all the former's subjects are thus indirectly 
under the chief ruler. What this subordination actually implies, and 
the obligations it imposes upon them, will be discussed later. The 
Divisional Head-Chief, in all his dealings with such a ' Division within 
his Division " deals only with its Head, whose subjects are thus re
moved from being under the Divisional Head-Chief's direct control. 
An appeal by the subject of a Bircmpon will therefore lie to : 

(a) His immediate Chief, who may be an Opanyini (Elder) of the 
Bircmpon. 

(b) The Bircmpon. 
(c) The Divisional Head-Chief. 

In addition to being a Bircmpon to a greater Chief, such "a les~er 
Chief may sometimes be Nifa, Bcnkum, or Adonten Hcne (right, left, 
main-body commander) to his Divisional Chief. This means that the 
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whole of the subjects of such a Birempon, in time of war, constitute a 
particular unit of the army. Birempon have not as a rule any regular 
place on the Council of the Head-Chief, that is, they are not strictly 
speaking reckoned among his Elders,. unless summoned to discuss a 
matter concerning the whole Division, e.g. war, the funeral of the 
Head-Chief, or the appointment of his successor,&c. In all cases where 
a subject of the Birempon comes before the tribunal of the Head
Chief, the Birempon will be represented by one of his Elders, who will 
watch the case of his subject on his behalf. 

Adamfo. Court etiquette demands that persons, seeking an audi
ence of the Chief should be introduced into his presence with the 
proper formalities. A Birempon may not walk into the Head-Chief's 
palace unannounced. The due observance of this point of ceremonial 
is provided for by the appointment of certain individuals whose duty 
it is to act as liaison officers between the Chief and those persons who 
desire to see him. In every Division certain of the Mpanyimfo are 
detailed to act as intermediaries in all dealings between the Head
Chief and his subordinate Chiefs. Such an Elder is called the Adamfo 
of the person for whom in all ceremonial or official dealings he acts as 
intermediary. This word is translated by the Mrican interpreter as 
, friend'. A better and more accurate translation of the term A damfo, 
in its present context, would be ' patron' or 'friend at Court ., for 
such is exactly the function of this individual. One of the Mpanyimfo, 
e. g.Okyeame (Spokesman) or the Ko'ntire Hene, or another, is appointed 
as 'patron' or 'representative' at the COUft for each Birempon, or 
within the circle of the Elders themselves one Elder may be made the 
Adamfo of another. In certain cases, the fact that a man is the Adamfo 
of another may appear to imply some inferiority in the status of the 
latter. The Adamfo, it is true, even calls his opposite number' my 
man '. Such is, however, generally far from being the case, and any 
demands for precedence or seniority based on the fact that one man 
claims to have been Adamfo of another at Court should not be enter
tained without other corroborative evidence. 

A Birempon may be only a little less powerful than his Divisional Head
Chief. The latter's Okyeame (Spokesman), let us suppose, is appointed 
as Adamfo to this Birempon. This Okyeame, in the Division of a power
ful Head-Chief (and still more when we come to consider the Kumasi 
Division during the regime ofthe Asante Hene), no doubt was a person 
of some importance. He had the ear of his Head-Chief or King, and 
no doubt possessed considerable influence with his royal master. He 
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was, howev:er, only a servant of the royal Stool, and his wealth, power, 
and influence were based upon his close association with his Chief. 
With' his man " the Birempon, it was far otherwise. He was often a 
great Chief, of only slightly lesser power and wealth than the Head
Chief whom he ' served.'. He no doubt found it politic at times to 
curry favour with his ' friend at Court " who possibly could be very 
useful to him on occasions, but he would certainly not consider him
self the inferior of his Adamfo, however much the Adamfo might be 
beguiled into imagining himself the social superior of' his man'. The 
power of the Birempon was real, that of the Adamfo largely the re
flected glory of his master. The term Adamfo in the above sense is, 
therefore, largely a courtesy title; its application to an individual 
inferred no legal rights on one side or disabilities on the other. An 
Adamfo's' man' is in no way liable for his' patron's' debts or actions;" 
the A damfo cannot claim any death duties (ayihuadie) from his estate; 
there is not any appeal to the AdamJo from the tribunal of the Obarima. 

A typical Territorial Division and its component parts have now 
been described, and I think that what has been written can best be 
summarized in diagrammatical form (see Fig. 14). 

The outer circle, A, represents a TerritorialDivision under a Head
Chief (Omanhene) and a Queen Mother, who are represented by the 
centre of this circle. Inside the circle A, and concentric with it, is 
another lesser circle, B, with figures I, 2, 3, and 4 marked on its cir
cumference. These are supposed to stand for four of the Head-Chief's 
Elders, who (with other Mpanyimfo) surround him and form the 
royal entourage. Just outside circle B, but not concentric with it, lie 
four smaller circles, D, E, F, and G. These circles represent smaller out
lying villages which owe direct allegiance to the Head-Chief. Circle c 
surrounds all, and within it lies the hub, as it were, of the Territorial 
Division. Outside this circle c;but eccentric from it, lie four slightly 
smaller circles, marked AI, A"', A3, and A4, which represent four sub
divisions of four Birempon, each of whom owes allegiance to the Head
Chief. Within these lesser circles AI to A4lies an organization exactly 
similar, if on a somewhat smaller scale, to that which is embraced with
in the great circle, A. Each has its own local Head-Chief, councillors, 
villages under these councillors, and finally there are towns outside 
the circles cI, c"', &c., which are represented by the circles AS to A8 and 
are under Chiefs of lesser importance than the Birempon; these are 
subject to him directly, and thus subject indirectly to the Head-Chief. 
With respect to the Birempon of circle A"', the lesser Chiefs of AS to AS 
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are in the nature of miniature Birempon. Let us now follow the lines 
leading from the centres of these circles and observe where they con
verge. One and all meet, some directly, others indirectly, in the centre 
of the circle A, which represents, as we know, the Head-Chief of the 

Fig. 14-

Division. The next condition to note are the points of contact on 
these lines of communication between the distant and lesser circles 
and the centre of the great circle. One such line of communication is 
shown by a dotted line in the diagram. It commences from the 
centre of the circle A6 and represents the Chief of a town directly 
under the Birempon of Division A'. Commencing from the centre of 
A 6, the line goes directly to a point on the circumference of the circle 
B', which is its first point of contact. This point represents one of the 
Elders of the Chief of the Division represented by the circle A'. This 

3350 H 
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Elder is the Adamfo of the Chief who rules over A6. Thence the line 
passes straight to the centre of the circle A'1.,i.e. to the Birempon of the 
Head-Chief. From here it leads to a point marked' 2' on the circum
ference of the circle B. This point stands for one of the Elders of the 
Head-Chief, who is the Adamfo of the Birempon of circle A'1.. Thence 
the line connects directly with the centre of circle A, i. e. with the 
Head-Chief of the whole Territorial Division. It should be observed 
that the only line of communication between the centre of a circle and 
that of any other circle lies by the way of the centre of the circle A. 

Remove this central point of common contact, and all that remains 
is a series of greater or smaller disconnected circles. To understand 
this diagram thoroughly is, I think, to possess the key to an under
standing of the decentralized Constitution of Ashanti. 
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THE CONSTITUTION (continued) 

fJhe restrictions imposed upon the internal and external autonomy of the 
fJarious fJ e1'1'itorial DifJisions by the acknowledgement of the Divisional 
Chief at Kumas; as Asante Rene (King of AshantJ). 

I RAVE now endeavoured to trace how, after the overthrow of 
Denkyira, a group comprising some half-dozen of such Territorial 

Divisions as have just been described were welded together into a 
loose kind of Confederacy to form a Kingdom, thereby completing 
the process which had been continually in progress, of bringing lesser 
isolated groups within the jurisdiction of the greater. The acknow
ledgement of the Chief of Kumasi as King of Ashanti was exactly ana
logous with the trend of events which had brought about. the inclu
sion of the Birempon under the separate Divisional leaders. The latter 
now ceased to be independent petty KiIlgs, and their territory to be 
independent Native States, and they came to occupy a position with 
respect to the Asante Hene exactly similar to that occupied by 
their Birempon fJis-a-fJis themselves; the great Divisional Read
Chiefs now in turn became the Birempon of the central authority in 
Kumasi. To refer once more to my analogy of circles within circles, all 
that is necessary to enable us to visualize the change, diagrammatically, is 
to draw a new and still greater circle within which all other Territorial 
Divisions now lie, and to place one of the Divisions in its centre. (see 
Fig. IS). This middle circle now represents the Territorial Division 
of Kumasi, and all the connecting lines now radiate from its centre, 
which represents the Asante Hene. Each centre of the surrounding 
eccentric circles now represents an Omanhene, Mampon, Juaben, Ko
kofu, &c. Circles A'J to A7 are the Territorial Divisions of the great 
Birempon, each of whom rules a State, no longer wholly independent, 
but in all other respects similar in organization to that found within 
the circle AI. The Asante Hene is also Omanhene of his own Territorial 
Division, which is bounded rigidly by the circumference of the circle 
AI, within which he alone possesses any thing like complete autonomy. The 
figures 1-6 (the numbers are of course arbitrary) around the cir
cumference of circle B represent the Mpanyimfo (Elders and council
lors) of the A/ante Hene. Circle B thus encloses the inner body, which 

HZ 
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comprised King, Queen Mother, an~ councillors; in other words, the 
Central Government of the Kingdom, which on occasions of national 
importance might be reinforced by the addition of the great Birempon 
to the advisory Council. Outside circle c, but eccentric from it, are 

Fig. IS. 

the lesser circles D, E, F, which when Kumasi was being considered as 
merely one of several Territorial Units became the territory of the 
Kumasi Chief's Birempon, but when viewed under the wider concep
tion of Kumasi as the head of a Kingdom became relegated, in the 
national mind, to a position of subordinate importance--the title of 
Birempon then being held to refer to the heads of the greater Territorial 

. Units, the Amanhene. An examination of the diagram will show the 
lines of comm unication an~ the points of contact between these scattered 
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units. These lines were the means by which the whole administrative 
and executive functions of the State were carried on. I again venture 
to suggest that were this diagram clearly understood, our Administra
tion would avoid many of the pitfalls into which it is apt to stumble. 
I have shown in a dotted line the channel down which contact 
would ordinarily have been maintained in former times, between two 
points, x and Y, and at the risk of being tedious I would again ask my 
readers to follow up this line in detail. The point x lies within the 
circle A7, which represents the Territorial Division of an Omanhene, 
who is a Birempon with respect to the Asante Hene (centre of the 
circle A). x is a sub-Chief of a greater Chief P, whom his Divisional 
Head-Chief, It, calls his Birempon. Q is an Elder of this Head-Chief and 
incidentally Adamfo ofp. x, let us suppose, had a serious dispute with 
Y, who is Omanhene of another Territorial Division, A4; the case has to 
be referred to the Asante Hene. x reports to P, his immediate superior, 
who reports to his Adamfo, Q, who takes him before the Divisional 
Chief, It, who notifies the Asante Hene through his (R'S) Adamfo (No. I 
on the circumference of the circle B), who tells the King, who orders 
Y'S Adamfo, NO.4, to summon Y. Any other procedure, entailing 
the jumping over these contact points, would be deeply resented by 
all the persons concerned, and systematic attempts to ignore anyof the 
intermediaries would lead to such dissa tisfaction as eventually to throw 
out of gear the smooth working of the Administrative machine. 

All lines now lead ultimately to Kumasi; every centre, from the 
minute point representing the house-father of a small kindred group, 
was now eventually linked up with that town, though following 
many diverse routes, with many points of contact on the way., 

The next question for consideration is to discover exactly what this 
attempt at centralization implied, and what was the effect of linking 
up units which hitherto had been almost wholly isolated from each 
other so far as their internal affairs and government were concerned;. 
First, each Territorial Division (A'-A1), hitherto unconnected, be
came indirectly linked from a common centre (the centre of the 
circle A). The centre of A, from being a mere Omanhene like all the rest, 
a position he continued to hold, now became King (Asante Hene); his 
Mpanyimfo (Elders), who had hitherto, like any others occupying a 
similar position, merely been the councillors of an Omanhene, now 
came to be regarded as the advisers of the King, and their prestige and 
power became considerably enlarged. From occupying positions of 
negligible importance with respect to all other Amanhene, many of 
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them were now appointed Adamfo of these Amanhene, and thus became 
persons with whom it was often politic to be on good terms. The 
immediate effect upon the great Amanhene was to reduce their status 
from that of wholly independent petty' Kings' to a position, with 
regard to the new King, more or less analogous to that in which they 
had hitherto considered their Birempon, i. e. they in turn became the 
Birempon of the Asante Hene and directly subject to him, their sub
jects in turn coming indirectly under that monarch. 

This subjection implied the following obligations: 
(a) The taking of an oath of allegiance I by all the Amanhene before 

the Asante Hene. The following was the procedure on such occasions. 
It is from a description given by an eyewitness who was in attendance 
on Atakora Kwaku Kuma when he took the oath before King Mensa 
Bonsu. 

The King sat in the courtyard known as Premoso (the place of 
cannons) with all his Nsafohene and attendants. The bearer of the 
sacred afona (ceremonial sword) called Mponponsuo was sent to call 
the Nkwankwa Hene (i. e. the unconfirmed Omanhene), who was await
ing the summons in the room in the palace known as dandwamu. On 
his arrival before the assembly, the King's Okyeame (Spokesman) ad
dressed him, saying: Ma me hirihi ma menka asem menkyere wo (i. e. 
, Give me something that I may tell you some matter '). The Nkwa
nkwa Helle replied, 'How much?' The Okyeame said, Asoanu (gold
dust to the value of £4). The Chief replied, Me sere wofa ('I beg you 
for half'). The Okyeamereplied, r'a gye ('We have accepted '). The 
King then addressed his Spokesman, saying: Womfa akonnua no mma 
no, na ommfa nye me dom, ommfa animensem, ommfa ene me ntwe manso 
me de kye no (' Take this Stool and give it to him, but he must not 
take it to be my enemy, he must not take it to speak words against 
me, and I do not let him take it that he may pull against me in a 
dispute) '. 

The Okyeame repeated these words to the Chief, and the asenie 
(herald) sprinkled white clay upon his back. The Chief now passed 
rouna the assembled courtiers from right to left, thanking them all, 
until he came again before the Okyeame, who asked him for a thank
offering of mpereguan nsia (£48). This, on request, was again reduced 
to half (1Itansa). Various other Aseda were demanded and payment 
promised, e.g. lOS. to the Stool-carriers; £1 6s. (asia) for the bearer 
of the Mponponsuo sword; 7s. to the oponomutoni (doorkeeper); 7s. for 

I This is known in the vernacular as soaye or so'ye and the verb soa kyere ohme. 
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the UJIlbrella-carriers; 13s. for the heralds. Having agreed to these 
charges,! he approached the King, naked to the waist, and slipped his 
sandals before 'mounting the raised dais. He was supported round the 
waist by attendants. The sword-bearer of the Mponponsuo was seated 
on the left, the bearers- of the Bosommuru ajona (ceremonial sword) 
upon the right. He now unsheathed the former sword, leaving the 
sheath in the sword-carrier's hands, immediately raising the point to 
the sky, then lowering it to the earth. He then placed the hand hold
ing the sword behind his back and bent his head, upon which the 
King, who remained seated, lightly placed the sole of his left foot, 
saying as he did so: W 0 ye dom da, abosom nku wo (' If you ever 
become my enemy may the gods slay you '). The Chief now stood 
erect, his left hand upon his heart, his right holding the sword, which 
he pointed at the breast of the King, who sat with his right hand raised, 
pointing the first two fingers at the man who was taking the oath. 
The Chief who was taking the oath first swore his own oath, then the 
great oath. In this case he said: 

Me ka r aoada, me ka ntam kesie, se mammoa wo me ne wo emmu oman 
yi, na se me twa wo nkontompo pen, se me ye wo dom da, se wo jre me 
anadwo, se wo jre me owia, na Ie mamma, ya me to ntam kesie me to 
raoada. 

, I speak the forbidden name of Thursday, I mention the great for
bidden name that if I do not help you to rule this nation; that if 
I ever bear false witness against you; a that if I ever make war upon 
you; that if you summon me by night, if you summon me by day, and 
I do not come,-then I have incurred the penalty of speaking the great 
forbidden word and of speaking the forbidden name of Thursday.' 

During the oration he gesticulated with the sword, pointing and 
repointing it at the breast of the King. Having finished, he handed 
back the sword. The King shook hands with him,3 thanking him, and 
addressing him according to his ntoro.4 

During the taking of the oath the Chief was dressed in an Adinkira 
doth.S He then descended the three steps and was received by his 
sandal-bearers carrying his golden sandals. Henceforth he would not 
be required to stand upon the ground with bare feet. All his drum-

I These payments secured the necessary witnesses. 
• See Chapter XXXVI. 
s Hand must lock in hand (allum da allumu, • five lie within five') is the Ashanti way 

of expressing this. To give the tips of the fingers is considered discourteous. 
4 See Ashallli, Chapter II. 
S See Religion and Arl ill Ashallti, Chapter XXV. 
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mers, sword-bearers, umbrella-carriers, now awaited him and every 
one chanted the hose: 

Osee ye! 
Osee ye! 
'Iweduampon Nyame e, 
re da se 0, 

re da se amene 0 

re na ye ni o. 
(Osee ye! osee ye! God upon whom we lean and do not fall, we 

thank You, we thank You whose day is Saturday, here we are.) 
The Chief, who was now no longer a Nkwankwa Hene, danced 

before them all. 
It will be seen that, in substance, the oath was a military one. To 

employ the language of feudalism, 'the King had the han; he 
could summon his vassal by day or night to come and fight for him'. 
The penalty for violation of the' oath' was death. Ashanti Kings, 
like William I, apparently discovered a weakness in a system which, 
while empowering the overlord to summon his Chiefs, gave him no 
direct authority to call upon the vassals of those Chiefs, for in the Con
stitution of certain Stools there are well-authenticated records of the 
Central Authority having demanded a similar oath of fealty from the 
more powerful of the Amanhene's Nsafohene (war captains). Again 
in the parlance of feudalism: 'the King came to have not only the 
han, but also the arriere-han.' 

(h) Besides the taking of the oath of fealty, the acknowledgement 
of the Kumasi Hene as King of Ashanti implied that his vassals 
held office, Stools, and land from the King, and could be removed 
by him. 

(c) It implied that every subject had a right of appeal to the King's 
court; it made the ' great oath' of the Kumasi Division supreme; 
for, although the Amanhene were entitled to hear cases in which it was 
invoked, the prerogative to impose the sentence was jealously retained 
by the King. The punishment for its violation was originally death; 
later, the sentence might, in some cases, be modified by permitting 
the offender to ' buy his head '. 

(el) It implied a curtailment of the power of the Amanhene to 
declare and wage war upon each other at their own pleasure. 

(e) It restricted the right of the Amanhene to inflict capital punish
ment in case of certain offences, even where their own subjects were 
concerned. 
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(f) It implied the right to impose certain imposts (e. g. aseaa, 
muboma, ayibuadie, oman' luo, &c.) on the Amanbene. 

The above may seem to be a somewhat formidable list of restric
tions upon the autonomy of the Amanbene, but they look more for
midable than they were in actual practice. The great Chiefs remained 
jealous, up to the last, of their privileges and powers, and were ever ready 
to take up arms if the Central Authority proved inclined to act in too 
despotic a manner. Its commands were obeyed and the restrictions 
imposed tolerated so long as these prerogatives of the Asante Hene 
were exercised according to established custom. The King of Ashanti, 
moreover, though overlord of each individual Omanbene, was in reality 
subject to them all when sitting as a court, for the Constitution 
allowed a final appeal from his court to a national tribunal, composed 
of all the great feudatory lo~ds, with their councillors, and the King 
might himself be arraigned before them. I 

The acceptance of the Head of one Territorial Division as their 
King served to quell rivalries between Omanbene and Omanbene; it 
welded the Ashanti into a Nation which carried its conquests to 

• north, east, and west; it satisfied the West Mrican's love for a titular 
Head, and it restricted the powers and ambitions of the great Chiefs. 
Apart from these results, the change from a series of almost wholly 
isolated independent Native States, each with its own petty King, 
to a loose Confederacy under one Ruler, was achieved so much on the 
lines of the amalgamations already made familiar to all, the house
father growing into the Head of several kindred groups, and becoming 
the Chief, the Chief extending his authority over lesser groups and so 
on, that I doubt if the subtle change in the status of the proud Aman
bene was much noticed by them at the time, any more than was the 
case when, in modern times, their King came to be banished. The 
Amanbene's Divisions at any rate, with one exception, suffered little 
disorganization in consequence. With the Kumasi Division it was 
otherwise; it lost not only a King but was deprived of its Omanbene. 

My diagram (Fig. IS) will be offurther assistance in understanding 
the state of affairs that resulted from the removal of the Asante Hene 
in 1895. On the chart will be noticed lines cutting across the main 
lines which link up the lesser circles with the centre of the largest 

I An appeal from the King's Court to this national Tribunal was not heard at Bam· 
panase or Apremoso, but at the house of the Grase Hene at Asekyesu ; the case was con· 
ducted by the AkyealM of all the assembled Amanhene, and judgement was pronounced 
through the OkyealM of the Mampon Hene. 
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circle. These cross-lines represent the severance of the connexion be
tween outlYing Divisions or subdivisions, and Kumasi. Each of the 
great Territorial Units is now again isolated. These Divisions were, 
however, as we have seen, complete self-contained organizations in 
themselves, and severance of the line which linked them all with the 
Asante Hene, and thus indirectly with each other, in reality affected 
their internal affairs very little. All simply reverted momentarily to 
the status quo ante Feyiase, but the broken links were soon mended, 
for the chain was reforged, and the lines again led to Kumasi, this 
time to the representative of the British Government. The main 
effect of the change, in the eyes of the Ashanti, was to make each 
Omanhent! again paramount; every one, as it" were, 'went up one 
place', Amanhent!, Mpanyimfo, and the Amanhene's BiTempon, 
but the administrative machinery within the Divisions ran more 
or less exactly as heretofore. When we come to the Division 
represented by circle A I the effect will be seen at a glance to have been 
wholly different. This circle represents the Kumasi Division. When 
the King of Ashanti was removed, this Division also lost its Omanhent!. 
I have already stated that the Omanhent! was the centre through which 
the administrative, judicial, and executive activities of a Division are 
ostensibly made to function. This Head was now removed; the lines 
leading from BiTempon to Adamfo, and thence to the head Native 
Ruler, no longer led.anywhere; the lines connecting the Elders with 
their Chief were left in the air. These results, which are graphically 
depicted on the chart, happened in reality. Elders became their own 
masters, and claimed titles such as BiTempon, in respect to the 
new central authority, while the former BiTempon, fJis-a-fJis the 
Kumasi Omanhent!, laid claim to be Amanhent!. The whole social or
ganization of what had once been the most efficient of the Territorial 
Divisions now became more or· less chaotic. I think this cannot be 
denied. The remedy is so obvious that I need hardly suggest it. It 
is the replacement of the centre of our Divisional circle. I Here the 
Anthropologist must stand aside and give place to the AdminiStrator. 
I shall pass on to discuss in the next chapter the system of taxation 
employed to raise revenue for such expenditure as was incurred by the 
State. 

I The above was written and embodied in a memorandum some six months before the 
filling of the vacant Kumasi Stool, and I am very proud to be able to state that the 
acting Governor, Sir James Crawford Maxwell, informed me that this important step 
was taken largely as the direct result of this memorandum. 
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THE CONSTITUTION (continueJ) 

Sources of Revenue and System of Finance. 

THIS chapter is mainly concerned with describing how public 
money was obtained and expended in former times. I have con

fined my remarks to a few brief suggestions on the subject of the 
application of these principles to modern requirements. In the 
enumeration of certain main sources of revenue it cannot too often 
be insisted upon that, onerous and no doubt irksome as these taxes 
may sometimes have been, they nevertheless constituted the lesser 
impost levied by a Stool upon its subjects. By far the most onerous 
duty placed upon the Ashanti landholder in olden days does not 
appear in our schedule, i. e. the obligation imposed upon a subject to 
give life or limb, fighting in the service of his overlord, when called 
upon to do so.' 

The revenue of the Head-Stool of a Territorial Division in olden 
days was derived mainly from the following sources, which have been 
classified as far as possible in order of productiveness. 

(a) Death Duties (Ayibuadie): Bowdich mentions that the King of 
Ashanti was' heir to the gold of every subject from the highest to the 
lowest', a and thus, according to Ashanti custom, had to contribute 
to the funeral custom' to validate his claim '. This statement, how
ever, requires considerable qualification. While it is correct to ~tate 
that, theoretically, a Chief (or rather a Stool) would sooner or later 
become heir-within the strict limitation implied in the Ashanti 
meaning of the word-to all his subjects, the majority of such death 
duties were received by a Stool, indirectly. It has been observed 
that a Chief only has direct dealings with a minority of his subordinate 
Chiefs, e.g. with his own Mpanyimfo and with his own Birempon, and 
that these officials have numerous subjects of their own whom the 
Head-Chief only attempts to control through them. Let us suppose 
that a wealthy subject died, who happened to be under one of the 
Mpanyimfo of the Head-Chief's Birempon. The Opanyini would 
succeed to a specified amount of his subordinate's private personal 

I I have dealt with this question elsewhere; see Ashanti, Chapter XXI. 
I See Mission to Ashantee, p. 254. 
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movable assets, gold-dust, slaves, cloths, and such like. On the 
Opanyint's death, the Birempon would take a similar proportion ofhis 
estate. The Birempon's Head-Chief, i.e. the Head of the whole Ter
ritorial Division, would not get anything on these occasions. Later, 
however, when the Birempon himself died, the Head-Chief would 
benefit by receiving the death duties from his estate, which would 
thus include all that he, the Birempon, had collected and accumulated 
in death duties from his subjects. The potential wealth of Ash anti 
Chiefs might thus be very great, the amount of their immediately 
realizable securities very' small. The late Mary Kingsley, whose 
writings oli. West Mrica are remarkable for observation and intuition, 
wrote: 'In the capacity (eventually) to command these things his 
wealth lies. So take the whole together and you will see how you can 
have a very rich Mrican, who could not possibly pay down £20, but 
a real millionaire for all that.' The unfairness of demanding great 
sums as war indemnities at very short notice, which had been the policy 
of some of our civil and military commanders in the wars against 
Ashanti, may thus be realized. I 

It is necessary to understand that when, in Ashanti, we speak of a 
Chief taking part of a man's property on death, only his personal self
acquired movable property is meant. Family property, in the posses
sion of the deceased, which on his death reverted to the family, might 
not be touched. The proportion of the property of a dead man taken 
by a Chief varied in specified cases, and this will be noted when the 
Constitution of individual Stools comes under examination. In this 
chapter I am concerned with general principles rather than with the 
more minute details. Ayibuadie means literally' something to cover 
over or help the funeral rite'. There is a word in the vernacular, 
muhoma (lit. that with which to bind the breasts), which has a signifi
cance very similar to ayibuadie: Instead of a Chief coming down upon 
the estate of a deadsubject,i.e. sending his Sana Hene (Treasurer) to lock 
up his rooms and boxes until the value of the estate had been assessed, 
hemight leave the amount to be paid in death duties to the discretion 
of the relatives of the deceased. The levy then assumed more the ap
pearance of a voluntary contribution on their part, , to bind the breast 
of the Chief', 'whose heart was sore' owing to the loss of his subject 
and friend. This method of allowing the death duty to be paid was a 
more delicate and tactful way of going about the collection of this tax 
than the other more forcible method, but it practically amounted to 

I See Claridge, vol. ii, p. 420. 
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the same thing in the end. It must not be overlooked that the claim 
to receive ayibuaJie or muhoma involved some special obligations on 
the part of the recipient. Both these claims may be traced back to 
the original cell from which most of these more elaborate customs 
sprang. The house-father succeeded to the property ofhis dead kins
man, but he also had to see to it that he gave him a good and proper 
funeral. By a legal fiction, the Chief stood in a similar relationship to 
his subject, and by taking some of the latter's property on his death 
placed himself under the fictitious obligation of having to contribute 
to hiS funeral custom. By doing so he did not, however, become liable 
for the debts of the deceased. I A Chief would also take care to see tha t 
the balance struck between what came in from ayibuadie or muhoma 
and what went out in funeral contributions (nsa or nsawa) was in his 

. favour. There is yet another expression which is sometimes confused 
with the above, i.e. awunyaJie. This term, I think, means the 
inheritance of property by the legal heir. 

(b) 'Trading (Batadie): A fruitful source of revenue in, olden days 
was trading, in which some Stools had a kind of temporary monopoly. 
The main export trade to the North was in kola, the imports from 
that quarter being slaves, live stock, and shea butter. The chief ex
ports to the littoral were slaves and gold-dust, and the imports, rum, 
guns and gunpowder, metal rods, salt, and soft goods. 

The following is a short account of a trading expedition undertaken 
in the old days by the Bata Bene (trading Chief) of one of the Aman
hene: 

'Trading for the Stool was conducted by the following jekuo 
(groups), who were generally subjects of the Cyase Chief, i.e. the 
Akyeremadejo (drummers), the Asokwajo (hom-blowers), the Asoamjo 
(hammock-carriers) and the Agwarefo (bathroom attendants). About 
the month of November 3 in each year, the Omanhene sent these sub
jects, in charge of the Ankobea Bene, to Jamasi, Wiamoase, and Asa
man to buy besi nuts (kola). A man's full load consisted of 2,000 nuts, 
which was called an apakan (load); a lighter load was 1,500 nuts. The 

I Ohme di adie na ohme onlua 'klJ (A Chief may succeed to property, but a Chief does 
not thereby become responsible for the (deceased's) debts). 

• The following, so far as I have been able to ascertain, were the Ashanti names for the 
months of the year. The new year formerly began in September (or October) ? • when the 
Odwi,1J ceremony was held', but they state that King Kakari altered this to December. 
January, Opepono r February, Gyefua; March, Dwengw<ln, or AgyenkWIJ (lit. the De· 
liverer); April, FoSUlJ; May, FwelJnkokonima ; June, Ayt1lJOhomumu; July, KWtJkosu· 
KflllJkWIJwitJ; August, SlJnakese; September, Bompore; October, Ahineme; November, 
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price of a full load varied from as much as a nsoansaja to a nsoansa of 
gold-dust (i.e. from 5s. to lOS.) according to the season's crop. This 
kola was carried to Salaga and retailed for from £1 to £2 a load. A 
slave in the Salaga market was worth 10,000 to 1f,000 nuts! I went 
once to Salaga with 40 apakan. They were carried by free men. It 
was no disgrace for a free man to carry a load while trading. Each 
carrier was allowed to carry as many extra nuts as he was able, at
tached to the Chief's load, and these he could trade on his own ac
count. The extra bundle was known as nsitiri Qit. place on top).2 
The Omanhene sent his heralds with us, carrying an ajona (state sword) 
as an insignia of office to show we had been sent by the Chief. As soon 
as we had passed, these heralds closed the path until we had disp~ed 
of our kola, i. e. for about twenty days. The guards were stationed at 
Ejura and Attabubu. It was a law in olden times that all kola must 
first be exchanged for cowries (sidie), 6,000-12,000 for 2,000 nuts. 
Mter having exchanged the kola for cowries you bought with the 
latter what you had been commissioned to purchase. Mter the road 
was thrown open the heralds remained on duty and exacted a toll of 
twenty-five nuts on each load from all other traders, twenty for the 
Omanhene, five for themselves. There was not any tax on imports 

Obuhuo; December, Opmima. The year (afehyia) is divided into these twelve (SI'ane) 
moons, and is further divided into periods of • 40 days', as follows : 

Nnawolwe Lit. 8 days, i. e. a week of 7 days but counting inclusively, d. 
French method. 

Daduana1lUm "IS " 
Adatluonu. "20,, 

AtlDduasa " 30 " 
AtIaduanatl "40,, 

They then commence again with tlnawoli1Je, but on the • 40th day' call that AduduolflJe, 
lit. 80 days; going back again they.count as before for' 40 days', when they call the 
period noha /I1ku, which is the first half of the year. This last word does not appear to be 
Ashanti (noha probably stands for tina oha, 100 days). At some Chiefs' courts there was 
a special official detailed to check off the months, dropping a cowry shell into a bag each 
new mOOR. In Kumasi it was the Gyase Hene who was responsible. The first new mooo 
after the odwira ceremony commenced the new year (afe foforo). I would also refer my 
readers to Ashanti, Chapter IX. where I gave a oote 00 the Broog Calendar. The various 
Foda (sacred days) were dedicated to particular abosom (gods)-Fo-dwo to Ta Kora and 
his children; Fo·bona to Ta Kobioa; Fo-roukuo to Apia, Akwaba, and Amenano; Fo-yao 
to Ta Vao; Fo:fie to Ta Kofi; Fo-meme to Ta Kwame; Fo-kwesi to Ta Kwesi, Kohi, 
Ateko,OOO Akora, and Oboana; five days after KfD/J-bona falls an Adai Kese, and the 
day after KfD/J-bona is Muru-roukuo or KUI'UfDukuo, the Broog Adai. (See Ashatlli, 
Chapter IX.) 

• Compare the price in Bowdich's time; see Mission /11 Ashanlee, p. 333 . 
.. This was how the carriers were' paid.' 
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from the north. The same group (fekuo) traded with" the Edge of the 
Sea" (i. e. the Coast), bringing back gin, powder, and lead bars, which 
they exchanged for gold-dust. The King of Ashanti had all the roads 
guarded, and all traders were detained until inquiries had been made 
about them, when they were allowed to pass, on payment of 3S. to 41. 
worth of gold-dust. Northern Territory men were not permitted to 
trade south of Salaga. There was always competition to carry a Chief's 
kola, because thereby the carriers had access to the early market for 
any surplus which they chose to carry. All the profits from trading 
were paid into the Chief's Treasury.' A chief who bought slaves and 
sold them again on the Coast would have been destooled, for a Chief's 
slaves were agyapaJie (heirlooms). The selling price of a male slave 
on the Coast was about a pereguan ne asanu (i.e. £12), but this would 
be paid in goods.' 

Trading is, of course, no longer a monopoly of the Stools, and, 
with the exception of some Stool cocoa and kola farms, the produce 
from which goes to Stool finances, this source of revenue is now 
lost. 

(c) Amla and Atitodie: Another fruitful source of revenue was 
derived from what we would term' Court Fines and Fees'. Aseda in 
this sense was the sum paid into the court by the party who had been 
found innocent; it was in the nature of a thank-offering, but also 
served the purpose of securing witnesses to attest to the judgement of 
the court should the result of the trial ever be questioned.~ This was 
probably the reason that the aseda sika (thank-offering money) was 
always apportioned in the manner to be described presently. 

Aditodie me:lns literally' that which buys the head'; it was' blood
money', accepted by the Chief in certain cases in lieu of the death 
penalty. Aseda 3 was a more or less fixed and arbitrary amount; 
atitodie was any sum which a Chief cared to demand; sometimes it 
would be as much as 100 pereguan (£800), and it was not, like the 
Auda, divided among the Mpanyimfo, but Was a perquisite of the 
Head-Chief. Court fines and fees, the modern equivalents of Aseda 
and Atitodie, are among the few remaining lucrative sources of revenue 
at the present day. 

I An Ashanti Chief was not pennitted to hold scales or to open a/ol"O (see Figs. 1-2); 
be would have been fined by his Sana Hene (Treasurer) for doing so. 

• See p. 24. 
S I would also refer the reader to the Chapter OD • Oaths· in Religion and A,t in Ashan" 

for a further Dote OD this subject. 
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(d) Mi1"ing (Asikadie): In a Division where gold was found, mining 
was, as it is now, a valuable source of revenue. The actual tenant on 
whose land the gold pits were worked generally took one-third of the 
proceeds, the remainder going to the Head-Chief of the Division. 

Besides the above there were a number of other ways of replenish
ing the exchequer on special occasions, e. g. Ayituo, a levy to cover the 
expenses of a Chief's funeral; ~sadie, spoils taken in war, which had 
to be placed· in a common pool and were eventually apportioned; 
Fot'obo, a levy on enstoolment of a new Chief; Oman'tuo, a national 
levy for some specific purpose; Apea'tuo, a war tax; Ahum'tuo, trea
sure trove; Asuommoa and Asase'tuo, levies of food-stuffs, game, and 
fish. I 

The system of decentralization, already noted, naturally was in 
vogue in the collection of revenue, as in other branches of the public 
service. Every Chief of any standing-Divisional Head-Chief, Birem
pon, and Mpanyimfo, who were small Chiefs in their own right-pos
sessed his own local Treasury, under the official generally known as the 
Sana Hene. All the revenues eventually paid into the Head-Chief's 
Treasury had been collected through and by these sub-treasuries, 
each unit collecting only from those under its direct control and pay
ing the lump sum into the treasury of its immediate overlord. Having 
decided upon the total amount required, the Head-Chief apportioned 
this sum among those who were liable to subscribe. I give here a con
crete example of the collection of such a tax. First, I was informed 
that none of the Head-Chief's Birempon could have been called upon 
to contribute anything, had they not been consulted previously in the 
matter, and the debt, which had necessitated the levy~ incurred with 
their consent. This, I think, shows how independent many of the 
units still remained, althoug~ in theory appearing to constitute a 
homogeneous Division. On the other hand, the Head-Stool in olden 
times would often be called upon to assist impecunious sub-Stools, 
because if it did not do so ' the lesser Chief might pawn himself and 
his town, villages, and subjects, to another master '.a The heaviest 
obligation was always on the shoulders of the superior. 

The division of the tax was as follows: The total amount to be col
lected was divided into two equal shares--the Omanhene's Stool was 
made responsible for one half, the Birempon for the other. 

r Further details of many of these taxes will be found under the chapters dealing with 
the separate Stools • 

• See e. g. History of Asumegya, Chapter XVII. 
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The Head-Stool's contribution was now divided into five equal 
shares among the following: 

j to the Omanhene. 
" " " Ko'ntire Hene. 
" " " Akwamu Hene. 
" " " A donten H ene. 
" " " Kyidom and Gyase. 

The Omanhene's fifth was again divided into two equal portions, for 
one of which the Queen Mother, heir apparent, and blood royals 
were made responsible, the Chief being responsible for the other half. 
The Omanhene now apportioned out the remaining share which was 
left to him into nine unequal parts among the heads of nine Jekuo 
(groups of palace officials) who, in this case, came directly under him. 
In every single instance the Head, who was made responsible for the 
collection of a certain amount, would collect a little more than that 
amount, and would in reality not contribute anything personally, thus 
actually making something out of the levy. It was the nkoa (ordinary 
subjects) who paid 1 ultimately, not the Omanhene, Birempon, Nsafo
hene or Odekuro (Headman), except in so far as all might have realized 
that they were ultimately the poorer in proportion as the wealth of 
their subjects had been diminished. 

It should be clearly understood that there was nothing illegal or 
dishonest in each Head making something for his Stool out of such a 
levy. To do so was their recognized perquisite and prerogative. It 
was a method of covering expenses in a country where direct payment 
for work done was unknown? 

The next question for consideration was the use made by a Stool of 
the revenues collected. Some of the taxes, as we have seen, were for 
specific purposes, e.g. to cover expenses of buying powder and arms, to 
pay for funeral expenses, or to make regalia. There were, however, 
many other calls upon the Jotuo (purse) of the Stool. A considerable 
amount must have been expended upon hospitality. Food and drink 

I • A Chief may" eat things", but he does not pay a debt', is a well-known Ashanti 
proverb • 

• I recollect, during the war, being at first rather startled when confronted with this 
custom, in connexion with contributions certain Chiefs were invited to make to Red Cross 
funds. Again, heavy fines imposed on a Head-Chief often do not affect that individual at 
all; the levy is merely passed on in the manner described, and the man whom the Govern
ment officer particularly wishes to punish may actually have gained by the penalty 
inflicted upon him. The sanction may, of course, ultimately take effect indirectly, in so 
far as his subjects, who have had to pay, may try to destool him. 

3350 I 
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were always available in a Chief's palace for any man, woman, or child 
who cared to claim it, including strangers. A drum was beaten about 
midday, the adidi 'twene (the dinner drum), when anyone might 
enter the palace and eat his fill. The recipients of this hospitality did 
not need even to thank their host ' unless given palm wine '. It was 
not etiquette to wash one's hands after dining with a Chief. It is 
interesting to note that instead of being an honour, as with us, to be 
asked to dine with one's superior, such an invitation would in Ashanti 
be considered rather derogatory. Many of the food taxes, therefore, 
went in keeping open house, thus finding their way back again to the 
people who had supplied them. The persons who cooked this food 
were often the Chief's wives, which gives us a somewhat new idea of 
the position of women of the royal harem. Men cooks generally 
prepared the Chief's food. The germs of a Public Works Department 
already existed, e.g. the Chief's palace was always built and kept in 
good repair by the various Elders and their subjects, among whom the 
work was portioned out; I paths were kept open, and rude bridges 
were made across streams by felling trees. Although the idea of work 
of any kind being remunerated by a fixed wage was, I am convinced, 
unknown in this part of Mrica,2 every one had ultimately to be re
warded by the Chief in some indirect manner for their neighbourly 
services, and these presents had to be paid out of the Public Treasury. 

A large proportion of the Aseda paid into court went to 'pay' 
those officials and palace attendants who had been present at the trial. 
The first point to notice in connexion with the sums formerly im
posed by Native Tribunals (which we wrongly translate by 'fines ') 
was that the sum demanded and paid was always some odd amount. 
IZS., 23s. 6d., £4- 13S., £9 6s., and so on, i.e. in the gold-dust cur
rency, was made up of two weightS-lOS. and u., £1 and 3s. 6d., £4-
and 13s., £8 and £1 6s.3 The odd amounts were known in Ashanti 
as mataho or kyekyerekon (i. e. something stuck or tied' on the neck ' 
of the larger packet· of gold-dust). Sika kuntunsin nko ahen fie (A 
headless packet of gold-dust does not go to the Chief's palace). 
These little extra bup.dles were invariably the perquisites of the 
Okyeame (or Akyeame), upon whom fell by far the most onerous 

I See Chapter VII. 
a I do not think that the language even contained words to express the English • to 

pay wages'; a Fanti term was borrowed later. 
3 For simplicity I give these amounts in English sterling; they represent of course 

Ashanti weights with which the former currency, gold-dust, was weighed. See ASJUlff/i, 
Chapter XXV. 
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duties in a Native Tribunal. The following was the method of divi
sion of Amla amounting to £4 131., paid by the 1uccesifullitigant into 
the Chief's Treasury: 1 

131. went to the Okyeame. 
31. 6d. went to the Queen Mother. 
21. went to the females of the blood royal. 
31. divided between the Stool-carriers and the keepers of the 

mausoleum. 
21. to the sword-bearers. 
41. to the treasurers. 
21. to the children and the grandchildren of the Chief. 
21. to the gun-carriers. 
31. divided among any strangers or the general public who were 

present in court during the trial. 

The balance was now divided into two-half went to the Chief, but 
out of this he had to give something to the heir apparent and to the 
Oan-Chief. The remaining half was then distributed as follows. It 
was divided into three equal shares: 

One-third went to be divided equally among Ko'ntire, Akwamu, 
'l wafo, and Gyase Chiefs. 

One-third was divided equally among the Benkum, Kyidom, and 
Ankobea Chiefs. 

One-third went to the Nifa Hene. 

All of these had again to divide their share among certain of their 
subjects. The Okyeame, in this particular case, was under the Gya1e 
Hene and would receive his share from him, in addition to the 131. 
he had already taken. . 

This is only one example in a particular Division of the sharing-out 
of Aseda, but it serves to show how such payments never reallyen
riched the Chief or indeed any single individual, but were redistri
buted, sometimes in what to us would be considered almost negligible 
amounts, among Elders, palace attendants, and even strangers, ~nd 
hangers-on at the Chief's Court. 

This was really the manner in which the Court officials were paid. 
Some of these officials, e. g. the more important of the Elders, had also 
their own villages and held their own courts, and would receive th'eir 
share of such fees, not as Elders, but in their capacity of Chiefs, in their 
turn sharing out the remainder among their subordinates. The pro-

• The proportions and methods of distribution varied slightly in different Divisions. 
I Z 
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minent feature of the whole system was that sums of money recei~ed 
in this manner were almost immediately redistributed among a large 
number of persons. ~ven that sum taken by the Head-Stool as its 
individual share was not long in finding its way back again among its 
subjects. 

A Chief never paid for anything; weavers, metal workers, Stool 
carvers, while working for the Chief would feed at his expense, and 
before they left would receive Aseda, corresponding approximately to 
the market value of their wares. 

The revenue collected was thus always circulating; even a power
ful Stool was not really rich in capital upon which it could lay hands 
at a moment's notice. A Stool's wealth was potential and lay in the 
prosperity of its subjects. The idea of a Chief as being a man per
sonally wealthy was unknown. A Stool might have a reserve fund
generally in connexion with the dead I-but this capital did not belong 
to the individual who occupied the Stool. An admirable principle 
prevailed whereby everything a Chief brought with him when he 
came upon the Stool became sunk in the Stool property. If he were 
destooled, he could not take anything away without special permission, 
even what had been his own property before he became Chief. So 
strict was this rule that it applied even to the wives whom he had 
married before he became Chief." In consequence of this law a Chief 
never regarded his tenure of office as a possible occasion in which he 
might enrich himself. A destooled Chief was generally allowed one 
wife, a young boy as servant, and a little gold-dust; he was then banished 
to some small village, and was on no account permitted to return to 
the capital town, on pain of death. 

Not all the proceeds of litigation or all the revenue were shared out 
in the manner now described. A Stool would take for the Stool all the 
profits made in trading, all tM death duties that directly accrued to 
it, all its particular share of mining royalties, as each lesser Stool would 
in turn have its own revenue from similar sources. 

Blood-money (atitodie) was also retained by the Swol, and, unlike 
the Aseda, was not shared among the MpanjimJo. Even in such cases, 
where a Stool ostensibly kept certain revenues for itself, i.e. to enrich 
the Stool, it was nevertheless always paying out. Generosity was an 
absolute sine qua non for an Mrican potentate, and I doubt if the 

I See Religion and Art in Ashanfi, p. 128 • 
• There is a proverb quoted with reference to this law which runs: • One does not place 

leaves inside the elephant's mouth and then take them out again.' 
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wisest and greatest who ever lived would have remained long upon a 
Stool had he not been generous almost to prodigality. This is the 
reason why few Mrican Rulers appear to feel offended or ashamed 
to accept even insignificant amounts from Europeans; what they 
receive is almost immediately again given away. 

It is a mistake to suppose that because the Ashanti were wholly 
illiterate, they did not make any attempt to keep more or less accurate 
accounts. The following is a description of how a Treasury was con
ducted in former times. A large box, known as the Adaka kesie, 
divided by wooden partitions into three compartments of equal size, 
was kept in the room in the 'palace' known as the Dampon kesie.1 

This box was in joint charge of the Chief and Head-treasurer. The 
key of the chest was in charge of three persons, the Chief, Head
treasurer, and the Chief of the Bed-chamber (the Dabere Hene); it 
was kept underneath the Chief's sleeping-mat. The three partitions 
of this box contained packets of gold-dust, each containing one pere
guan (i. e. about £8). This chest represented ~ kind of ' capital ac
count '. All moneys paid into the Treasury were weighed, made up 
into bundles of a pereguan, and deposited in it. There were at least 
three witnesses to every transaction, and a fourth, if necessary, in the • 
person of the official who first received the payments. Nothing less 
than a pereguan was deposited in this box, and nothing less was with
drawn; the Sana Hene (Head-treasurer) accumulated receipts for 
lesser amounts in another box, for which his subordinates were re
sponsible, until these sums amounted to a pereguan, which was then 
transferred to the Adaka kesie (big box). 

With regard to payments from the chest, the following was the pro
cedure. When any official at the Court came to the Treasurer to 
receive cash for some authorized expenditure, the Treasurer would go 
to anoth~r box called the Apim Adaka (Box of a thousand). The funds 
in this box were obtained from the Adaka kesie, and were maintained 
at a certain level by drawing from the latter when necessary. When a 
pereguan was taken from the A daka kesie to replenish the A pim A daka, 
a cowry shell was put in the former. This package, containing the £8 
worth of gold-d.ust, was now made up into lesser packages, each con
taining • small change', e.g. soafa, dommafa, domma (3s., 3s. 6d., 7s ), 
which were put away in their special divisions in the Apim Adaka, 
ready to be handed out to meet future requirements. 

Payments from this • current account' chest were similarly recorded 
I See Chapter VII. 
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by the re,Placement of the amount withdrawn by a cowry shell. At 
the end of each day accounts were balanced. The secret of the 
accuracy of this system lay in the fact that, in the event of any dis
crepancy, every person concerned in any particular transaction could 
be called in. Again, the memory ot these people for such details is 
extraordinary; anyone who has ever had the paying out of Native 
labour gangs will often have been astonished at the more or less in
tricate calculations the workmen are able to make, where money, in 
which they personally have an interest, is concerned. 

Decentralization, once again, with every minor cog working effi
ciently, and generations of continuity in office, son learning from and 
succeeding father,I resulted in a system which we should consider 
somewhat crude, but produced remarkably efficient results.a Every 
circle in the diagrams (Figs. 14-15) .had its finance based somewhat on 
the lines that have now been described. Borrowing terms with which 
we are familiar, the Treasury of the Asante Hene might be called' the 
Head-treasury', and the lesser Treasuries of the Amanhene, Birempon, 
and of the Mpanyimfo (if sufficiently important to have one) Sub
treasuries. All these Sub-treasuries were independent of each other, 
but all were indirectly under the Head-treasury. At any time when 
necessity arose, the Head-treasury would collect contributions to a 
national levy 'through the Sub-treasuries. Every section managed its 
own finance with a minimum of interference from the Central 
Authority, which all, however, acknowledged and to whose main
tenance all contributed. 

As long ago as 1921 I wrote as follows, with reference to the ques
tion of Indirect Rule: 'This, I believe, cannot be satisfactorily intro
duced unless based upon such sound principles as would ensure to 
the Stools of the Paramount Chiefs a steady and adequate revenue for 
the maintenance of their ad~inistration and dignity.' Al}d again : 
, I believe that they (the Ashanti) would willingly undertake their 
obligation to finance their Stools by some form of light taxation. 
They would do this the more readily if they knew that all these con
tributions would be subject to an audit and strict control.' 

I had expressed the above opinions before I read the classic volume 
by Sir F. D. Lugard, in which I find the following: 'Without a tax 

I See Chapter II • 
• We are confronted with similarly surprising results in the sphere of Arts and Crafts, 

where good technique is obtained with the use of primitive appliances; see Religion and 
Art in Ashanti, Chapters XXIII-XXVIII. 
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there can be no Treasury and without a Treasury no real measure of 
self-rule.' I 

We have seen that the idea of taxation, to support the Stool, was 
a firmly established principle in Ashanti; that it was accepted by all 
classes as the basis of their tenure of Stool lands ; and that Native 
Treasuries were everywhere in existence for handling such revenues as 
were collected. The Ashanti did not think in olden days of repudiat
ing their obligation to subscribe towards the upkeep of the Native 
State. A quarter of a century ago we missed a chance of building up 
a Constitution on National lines, and every year we delay in doing 
something of this kind, the more difficult the task becomes. The 
rising generation is already prone to repudiate even the few surviving 
imposts levied upon it by Native Customary Law. A generation or 
less hence, any attempt to reimpose direct taxation on the old tradi
tional basis would probably be a very difficult matter. I should be 
inclined to favour a consolidated levy, in place of many minor taxes. 
This, I believe, the Ashanti would acknowledge to be the just corol
lary of the cancellation of most of his former financial or feudatory 
obligations. 

I The Dual Mandate in Tropital Africa. 
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THE CONSTITUTION (continued) 

War and the Army. 

OF all the peoples in this part of West Mrica, the Ashanti have 
probably acquired the reputation of being the bravest and most 

warlike. A short account of their military organization, which alone 
made possible their greater campaigns, and also the building up of the 
Constitution which has just been described, should therefore be of 
some interest. Mter the battle of Feyiase, in which the Denkyira were 
overthrown, we have seen how the Government of the Kingdom fell 
into the hands of persons who, both in name and in fact, were the 
leaders in the National army. This warlike bond, coupled with their 
common allegiance to the Asante Hene, was in fact the only tie which 
united the great feudatory lords (the Amanhene) to each other. In time 
of peace, for example, Mampon, Juaben, Bekwai, Adanse, Nkoranza, 
Offinsu, &c., were wholly independent inter se; in time of war the 
first-named assumed command, as leader of the right wing, not only 
of his own army, but also of the united forces of these Divisions, 
whose Chiefs called him Adamjo; I he called them Me mmarema. 
Immediately on cessation of hostilities, all again reverted to their 
status quo ante. The privilege of being Commander-in-Chief of the 
forces of another Territorial Division during a national campaign did 
not thus confer any right whatever of interference in the affairs of 
that Division, or imply any subordination, once the armies were 
disbanded, a point :which is well worth emphasizing, in view of possible 
present-day claims to precedence based on the fact of a Chief having 
held such leadership in the past. Before proceeding farther, I give 
an extract from the late Rev. Carl Reindorf's History oj the Gold Coast 
and Asante," which is of particular value and interest: 

, The Tshis alone have an organized order in their army. They have special 
captains appointed for the main divisions: the van, the right and left wings, 
and the rear. The Kings of Asante have not only to appoint captains over 
their army, but they have to organize it and also to increase it, as the occasion 
may be. Before a captain is appointed, the King has to collect recruits in 
readiness. They may be either captives in a recent war, or his own subjects 

I See Chapter XII. • See Chapter VIII, p. 1I9. 
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whom he bought as slaves when they failed to pay a certain sum imposed on 
them as a fine for an oath they had sworn, or they may have been bequeathed 
to him by a deceased chief or captain. Over a number of from 500 to 1,000 men 
thus obtained, the King appoints a captain, on which occasion a grand public 
meeting is held, and the body of men presented to the captain as his soldiers 
and slaves. Those subjects bought have to remain in their own towns, but the 
captives have to stay permanently in the town of the captain, whilst himself 
stays in the capital. Other presents are made to the captain by the King, a 
name is given to the band or asafo, and now the captain and his men are 
handed over to any of the generals of the five main divisions.' 

Reindorf then proceeds to give a list of the different ' bands' or 
tuaJo, the names of many of which still survive in every Territorial 
organization. In other words, the early wars of the Ashanti were, as 
he states, fought by slaves recruited both locally and from the fighting 
tribes of the North, who were organized and 'pushed' into the 
fighting line by their masters. The latter supplied the brain, the Staff 
work. 

The above extract, read in conjunction with my remarks on PP.45-
46, may supply, I believe, the key to the riddle which must have 
puzzled so many students of West Mrican history and psychology, i. e. 
the extraordinary difference in the fighting records of certain tribes 
stated originally to have been of a common stock. 

The war organization of the various Divisions will presently be 
examined separately, when it Will be noted that they varied in minor 
details. They were all modelled, however, on a standard pattern, 
which generally comprised the following units: 

The AkwansraJo (Scouts). These were composed of hunters. In 
addition to guns, they also carried long sticks with wooden hooks on 
the end, with which, when they came in touch with the enemy, they 
shook the trees to draw their fire. It was considered very unlucky for 
the scouts to be killed. As soon as they had made the enemy disclose 
their position, the scouts would retire through the 'IwaJo (advance
guard) and join the Gytuejo or other Jekuo (company) to which tlley 
happened to belong. 

'Iwajo I (advance-guard). They usually contained several men 
whose guns, instead of being loaded with bullets, were charged with 
• medicine '. These were the ahuraduruJo. The 'IwaJo advanced in 
two or three lines; the first fired, then, standing fast to reload, the 
second line passed through them; they in tum fired, when the rear 

I Derivation ,_. to cut; they cleared (' cut ') a path through the bush. 
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line passe~ through both, and became the first line. The Ashanti, 
unlike the Brong, did not allow any man to retire in order to reload. 
Reinforcements for the 'I wafo were drawn from the Gyasefo, .Ankobea, 
and even the Kyidom (rear). Immediately behind the 'Iwafo were 
Heralds and.Afonasoafo (sword-bearers) armed with whips, who flogged 
anyone attempting to retire. Behind these, again, came the .Adontm 
or main body, in the rear of which marched the Chief surrounded by 
his personal body-guard, the Gyase in front; the .Ankobea behind. 

The flanks were guarded by the NiJafo and Benkumfo, the right and 
left wings respectively. These bodies were constantly trying to out
flank the enemy. The rear-guard (Kyidom), in action, faced always to 
the rear. When the enemy were in flight, the rear-guard left its 
position and took part in the pursuit. Each of these divisions had 
what we should term its' leader'. This word becomes in Ashanti 
dompiefo Qit. those who push the army). The significance of the title 
is clear and their duty was exactly what the etymology of the word 
implies; .they encouraged and urged on the body under their com
mand from the rear. These 'pushers' were generally .Adehye, i. e. 
members of the royal blood who occupied minor Stools; they did not 
push the actual combatants, but exhorted the subordinate com
manders of these, who were also in the rear of their men. 'One of the 
royal blood who did not occupy a Stool was expected to fight; if he 
were a Chief· he urged on the fighters,' stated my informant. It 
would be an easy, but not accurate, inference from these statements to 
assume that the aristocratic Ashanti took good care not to expose him
self to greater danger than was absolutely necessary. It seems demon
strably true, that positions which in battle we would consider the 
most honourable, because the most dangerous, were specially assigned 
to the rank and file, in this case largely to the descendants of men 
whose ancestors had been Ashanti slaves, many of whose more 
remote progenitors had also the fighting blood of the Dagomba, Dar
gati, "Fura Fura",Arab,orFulaniintheirveins. Whenan engagement 
went against the army, the rank and file might scatter, but not their 
commanders. The last rallying-point was round the Stool, that is, 
the most important of 'the blackened Stools', which was always 
taken to war. All members of the aristocracy were expected to lay 
down their lives rather than this should fall into the hands of the 
enemy. When the battle was going against them, an Ashanti Chief 
would stand upon the Stool, an insult to his ancestral ghosts to fire 
their anger and make them fight more vigorously. As a last resort, 
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Chief and war captains would blow themselves up along with the 
regalia,' rather than fall into the hands of the enemy or violate the 
'oath' which they had taken before setting out on the campaign. 
There is a well-known Ashanti saying which runs, Fadie ne w'u 
a fanyinam ne owuo (If it is a choice between dishonour and 
death, death is preferable), and again: Me ko a, me to, me gwane me to, 
kampese me ko to dom ano (If I go forward, I die; if I flee, I die; better 
go forward and die in the mouth of battle).~ 

On the eve of departure to a campaign, the Nsafohene took an oath 
before the Chief, which was generally somewhat as follows: 

Me ka --me ka ntam kesie, osa yi wa yi me se menkoro yi, se me ko 
na se me de m' akyi kyere dom, se me soma korabo na se wanko na se manfa 
ho, na se me ko guane, ya me to ntam kesie me to--

, I speak the forbidden name of -- I speak the great forbidden 
name that, if I do not go to this war on which you have sent me forth, 
or if I go and show my back to the enemy, if I send a bullet and it 
falls short, and I do not follow it, and if I run away, then have I vio
lated the great forbidden word, then have I violated the great for
bidden name of --.' 3 

Mter the taking of such an oath, it was taboo to sleep again in the 
town where it was taken; the Chief and his army moving at once into 
a war camp (bo sese). A curious and interesting immunity from all the 
usual consequences of' swearing an oath' was permitted during the 
actual campaign. Anyone might then use these 'oaths' freely and 
even frivolously without incurring any legal penalty whatever. re 
ko osa, na ya bra ntam nsem nni (' When we go to war, we prohibit 
the investigation of any case arising out of the swearing of an oath '), 
or ra hineAsanteHene ntam adaka ('We have closed the "oath" 
chest of the King of Ashanti '). 

Chiefs and soldiers ceased to cut the hair or to shave on war being 
declared. Ashanti fathers, whose wives were enceinte, when they 
set out to war would christen the unborn child by spitting three 
times on the belly of the pregnant woman and saying, ' If you come 
forth a male, your name is So-and-so; if a female, your name is So-and-
10'. Each soldier was his own quarter-master, either himself carrying 
a boto (skin bag) containing dried plantains, cassava, beans, flour, ground 

I Sometimes they would poison themselves; a Safohm. often carried poison in his
pouch for this purpose. 

• Compare the well-known Zulu war-cry. 
, Here the particu1ar Divisional' oath' is mentioned. 
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peppers, or being accompanied by asansafo (persons walking empty
handed), i. e. not carrying a gun, e. g. young brothers who had not yet 
reached manhood or nnonkofo (slaves with tribal marks).I Foraging 
parties also went in search ,of food and the army lived as far as pos
sible on the country which it invaded. Asokwafo (Horn-blowers) and 
Akyeremadifo (Drummers) carried ammunition and the Chief's food. 
I think there was not any attempt at sanitation, with the result that 
standing camps must soon have become insanitary, resulting in the 
epidemics of dysentery and small-pox which often decimated Ashanti 
forces when in the field. Wives of the greater captains accompanied 
their husbands on a campaign. In one Division I was informed 
that the senior wife of the Omanhene carried the most important of 
the blackened Stools. 'Brave women carried water to the firing line.' 
Each army divisional leader had his own horn calls which rallied 
scattered units. These horns' spoke' the messages after the manner 
of the 'talking drums'. a The ntumpane drums sounded insulting 
messages to incense the enemy, e.g. 

Wa, kum nnipa ma nnipa ye 'de ben? Wa kum nnipa ma nnipa ye 
samano Aboa dompo se oda wo ase ne mmerebo. Nyamkompasakyi 
Kwaku Agai se oda wo ase, onyini ko dwo a, oad wo ase, ade ko kye 
anopanso a, oda wo ase, Akuranto, okyena ye be ku wo, anopa hema, 
hema, hema. 

'He has killed men in order to make our men become, what? 
He has killed men to make them become ghosts. The animal, the 
marsh mongoose, declares he is very grateful for your liver. The 
Vulture, K waku Agai, says he thanks you very much; when the evening 
falls cool, he thanks you; when the day dawns, he thanks you, hailing 
you, Akuranto. To-morrow we shall kill you, very, very early in the 
morning.' 

A bosom, i. e. the shrines of the lesser gods, and their priests, accom
panied the army, and the abosom captured from the enemy were 
destroyed 'because they had pelped the enemy'. The sumankwafo 
(medicine men) also marched with the army and dressed wounds. A 
captured enemy general, if alive, was almost invariably killed, after 
trial. If he were killed, or had committed suicide, in battle, the trial 
took place just the same, and, on sentence being pronounced, the 

1 As opposed to the second generation of such peISons who were unmarked and already 
considered themselves Ashanti. A marked slave might not carry a gun; he carried 
drums, state umbrellas, or food. 

a See AsTlan/i, Chapter XXII. 
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formalities of decapitation were gone through exactly as if he were 
alive.1 Had the enemy buried the body, it would be exhumed. The 
Oky~am~ would state the charge, High Treason (Epo), the corpse 
would be pronounced guilty, and then decapitated. The analogy to 
a real trial was carried even farther, for the victorious Chief, who was 
considered plaintiff in the case, would pay As~da. The formula uni
versally employed on pronouncing sentence on a dead enemy's general 
was as follows : 

S~ wamJa anma yamJa asopa yenti~ na wo ma aba bi so, na wo d~ bo 
Okyea~, na wo kum no anka wo di no aboa. 

, Since you (had a quarrel with some one and) did not allow us 
to take good ears to hear the case, it is as if you had taken a stick and 
beat the Oky~a~ with it to kill him; thus have you dealt with him as 
if he were a beast.' 

The body, after decapitation, was cut up and apportioned very 
much in the same way as that of an animal shot by a hunter, whom the 
law compelled to give certain portions of the beast to his superiors. 
The commander of the army took the head as his perquisite, and this 
would generally go to adorn the Odwira Suman," or it might possibly 
be placed on one oftheJontomJrom drums (see Fig. 16). The bones of 
the right leg went to the NiJa H~~ (right wing Captain), those of the 
left leg to the B~nkum H~ (left wing Captain). Wars waged at a 
distance were carefully planned, preparations sometimes extending 
over years, while stocks of powder and guns were procured from the 
Coast. The dry season was chosen, if possible, for a campaign. Strategy 
and deceit were of course legitimate weapons.3 A common practice 
was to cut down plantains, wrap these in cloths, light camp-fires, and 
retire, to entice the enemy to attack what they thought was the camp, 
when the army would take them in flank or rear. All loot had in 
theory to be pooled, when the Commander-in-Chief shared it out. 
A soldier who dared to have sexual intercourse with a captive girl was 

I See also Chapter XXVI. 
I See Religion "nd Art in ASMnli, Ch8pter XII. 
3 As for example the well·known instance where the Nkoranzas persuaded the Teki· 

mans to bury their guns. The Kwahu, a branch of the Ashanti Marnpon, however, 
inform me that, before hostilities had actually commenced, the scouts of the rival 
armies met and on oath (i. e. either by invoking the 'great oath', or drinking 
the gods) disclosed to each other the exact position of their army and the day and 
time when they would advance. Not to do so was considered treacherous and like 
• striking a man from behind'. Only after open hostilities had begun was surprise and 
strategy allowed in subsequent engagements. 
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liable to be killed-'he had seduced the Chief's wife'. There seemed 
to be some distinction, however, between prisoners made during the 
actual battle and those caught in retreat. The former were called 
ogyam Qit. those plucked from the fire), the latter dommum Qit. war 
prisoners). The former went into the general pool, the latter fell to 
the smaller pool of the particular Captain whose men had made the 
capture. The Ashanti have the strongest disinclination to record the 
defeat or death of any of their Chiefs in war. Stool histories are, on 
this account, full of all sorts of evasions. When we hear of a Chief 
going to war and disappearing into' a rock' or ' a river' with all his 
Elders and Stool regalia, we may be pretty certain that he was killed, 
and that his army was defeated; fiction thus crowds upon fact in a 
manner that is disconcerting to the student in search of trustworthy 
information. I The punishment for cowardice in the presence of the 
enemy was generally death, but if commuted for a money payment, the 
man was dressed in woman's waist-beads (toma), his hair dressed in the 
manner called atiremmusem (see Figs. 60-61), his eyebrows were shaved 
off (kwasea-nkome), and any man was at liberty to seduce the coward's 
wife without the husband being able to claim adultery damages. 

I I am all the more indebted therefore to certain Chiefs and Elders, who, often at the 
cost of mental suffering, have so generously disclosed the darker pages of their Stool 
histories. 
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THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OF CERTAIN 

TERRITORIAL DIVISIONS 

Introductory. 

I HAVE now endeavoured to draw a general picture of the Native 
Constitution of Ashanti, in peace and war. Before I proceed to dis

cuss Alan Laws and Procedure, the facts which have now been epi
tomized will be tabulated in somewhat greater detail in an examina
tion of the History and Constitution of seven important Stools, whose 
organization has been subjected to as detailed an investigation as cir
cumstances and local conditions in each case rendered possible. The 
difficulties in the compilation of such data are very great. I find some 
of them elucidated with admirable clarity in a leader in 'Ihe 'Iimes,' 
which, although referring to similar work in the rural communities 
in England, might, nevertheless, apply with almost equal. truth to 
Ashanti. The following is an extract: 

• He (i.e. the inquirer) knows the virtual impossibility of arriving at abso
lute truth in details, and this is particularly the case in the narrow sphere of 
village history. Even when there is no matter in dispute, contemporary evi
dence is far from infallible. In the Heralds' Visitations of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries are many cases where an informant has made obvious 
mistakes in the names of his own living relatives, and the vivid recollections 
gathered to-day from the lips of some forefather of the hamlet are constantly 
found to be baseless gossip which time has hardened into firm belief. The 
Historian knows only too well that many of his facts are no more than hypo
theses which the best available evidence has converted into strong probabilities, 
and that a number of them may require drastic revision. His scholar's con
science compels him to admit as much .•.. The necessary starting-point would 
appear to be the immediate production in each parish of a less ambitious work, 
setting out in simple form the salient facts of local history so far as they are 
known to the best authorities in the place.' 

The inquirer in Ashanti labours under certain additional disadvan
tages, which are, however, here and there counterbalanced by other 
peculiar advantages not likely to be found in Europe. The Ashanti of 

I The Times, 18 Jan. 19.6. 
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to-day, upder British Administration, is extraordinarily SUSpICIOUS 
regarding inquiries of this nature, which he always feels must have as 
their motive the idea of a contemplated political shuffle, on the part 
of the Government, of the Territorial or Stool status quo. Indeed, 
where such inquiries are conducted in order to obtain evidence in a 
land dispute or to determine rights of succession, from my own long 
experience I should say the information so obtained is in many in
stances almost worthless. Again, the inquirer is constantly confronted 
with a.natural reluctance on the part of·the Ashanti to disclose the 
, dishonourable' pages in the local histories, e. g. the slaying or defeats 
of Kings or Chiefs in battle. That such is the case need not surprise 
us now we know the origin of the so-called' Oaths " which,'briefly, 
are nothing more than the public repetition of such disasters. The 
village greybeard, in a country village in England, might delight to 
relate how his grandsire fought and died in some forlorn hope; the 
Ashanti ' ancient' would hardly dare to relate a similar event, lest the 
spirit of his dead ancestor should rise up and take revenge because his 
agony was thus recalled. Many of my informants, who, after weeks of 
close association and friendship, at last disclosed what to them were 
mournful secrets, would afterwards fast for several days. The men
tality of some of my venerable friends and the difficulties which beset 
the inquirer are further well exemplified in the following. I had my 
quarters on one occasion in an Ashanti pato x which was about two 
hundred yards from the house of a very old man who, with others, 
came daily to sit in my yard and give me the local history. I suggested 
to him that my cook should prepare his midday meal, that he might 
rest and eat in my quarters and thus save himself the double journey 
to and from his house. He replied with some heat as follows: 'Since 
I was a young man I have eaten in the room under the floor of which 
my ancestor is buried, and in"whose presence I hav~ daily partaken of 
food, and I do not wish now to do otherwise.' Again, the difficulty of 
obtaining a correct Stool genealogy is immense. The causes of this 
are manifold. The rule which prohibits one person from giving the 
genealogy of another is still law to all the older Ashanti; it thus be
comes necessary to have that individual present whose pedigree is 
being taken down. There are, moreover, skeletons in the cupboards 
of many Ashanti ruling houses-' medicine gourds in the bag,' as the 
Ashanti saying runs. For this and other reasons, the genealogical 
tables sometimes sent in to Government at the request of political 

I See Chapter VII. 
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officers, and compiled by the Native tribunal clerks, are generally 
worthless documents. l Some of the pedigrees contained in the follow
ing pages necessitated weeks oflabour. They are, I think, as accurate 
as it is possible to make· them, although even now several may con
tain intentional or unintentional mistakes. These are a few of the 
disabilities which the field-worker in Ashanti has to overcome. To 
counterbalance these, the inquirer in that country has at his disposal 
(once complete confidence has been won between himself and his in
formants) memories which are quite phenomenal, and material which 
has been handed down with minute care from generation to genera
tion .. Coupled with this, is the gratifying fact that it is never impos
sible to make the older folk understand that this is the last hope of 
saving their priceless store of knowledge, which, if left unrecorded, will 
pass with them into the grave. The following chapters, therefore, 
while making no pretence to be anything but' the salient facts', set 
out 'in simple form', in connexion with the Stool histories with 
which they deal, are nevertheless, I think, unique of their kind. They 
are given for the most part in the words of the venerable raconteurs, 
and are as accurate as goodwill, careful examination, and no little 
patience, have been able to make them. The Divisions will be taken 
in alphabetical order. First, the history of each Stool will be given, as 
nearly as possible in the words of the Elders who recounted it; sec9ndly, 
the personnel of the Divisions, who were actually in office at the time 
that these inquiries were made, will be set down by name, with the 
clan and ntoro to which they belong, and with the towns, villages, and 
fekuo (companies) over which each has direct control. The Birempon 
of each Divisional Head-Chief will be also given. The former war 
organization will be then examined, and a plan given of the old battle 
formation; the horn calls of the various Nsafohene will be recorded: 
many of these calls are still in use. The Divisional' oaths' will be 
next examined, their origins investigated, and the partition of the 
A seda in ' oath' cases will be set down. This last-named information 
supplies trustworthy clues as to the relative position and status 
of the officials who are being considered. The jurisdiction of the 
Divisional Head-Chief, where the Kumasi great' oath' was involved, 
the procedure in connexion with appeals, and other details in relation 
to 'oaths' will be examined. Sources of revenue in olden days will 

I In this context, and as a good example of how easy it is for a new·comer, with 
only a slight knowledge of local conditions and difficulties, to be misled into supposing 
this task an easy one, see Leg. CD. Dehales, 1927-8, para. 2IJ, p. 216. 

335" It 
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be next investigated. Under the next heading the former powers 
of the Asante Hene to interfere in the internal affairs of a Division 
will be tabulated. Finally, a series of interesting and for the most 
part hitherto unrecorded ceremonies, in connenon with the enstool
ment or destoolment of Chiefs or Queen Mothers, will be described. 
A genealogical table is appended for each Divisional Head-StooL 
While, as must inevitably be the case, there will be certain unavoid
able repetitions throughout these Stool Histories, nevertheless the 
result of a method of investigation which has subjected the historical 
events and the Constitution of so many wholly disconnected Divisions 
to a uniform examination under identical tabulated headings may 
serve a useful purpose. It will enable us to collect a more exhaustive 
and trustworthy account than would be possible were the field of in
vestigation curtailed. The very uniformity, which may at times be 
somewhat monotonous, is valuable proof of the authenticity of the 
statements recorded. The whole enables us to view, more or less 
in the concrete, what the previous chapters have recorded in a more 
abstract setting. It should be clearly understood, that while every 
endeavour has been made to obtain accurate and trustworthy infor
mation, complete accuracy is hardly possible of attainment. 



XVII 

HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OF ASUMEGYA I 

THE first Chief who built the town of Asumegya was Kusi Aduaku, 
who came forth from the ground very long ago on a certain Mon

day night (Nkyidwo), followed by seven men, several women, a leo
pard, and a dog (see Alhanti, p. 123). Kusi Aduaku belonged !o the 
Aduana clan and to the BOlomtwe ntoro. Kwadia Amanfi was Chief of 
Kumasi at this time. We do not know anything more about his reign, 
except that it was in his time that the Aduana clan scattered, branches 
founding Kumawu, Wam, Kwaso, Apomase, Gyakye, and Abodom, 
all these towns being founded by 'nephews' of Kusi Aduaku. The 
Aduana clan had several subdivisions [phratriel, see Alhanti, p. 124]; 
Kumawu belonged to the Aduana Ada; Abodom and Gyakye, to the 
Aduana Atwea; Wam, Kfvaso, Apomase, were pure Aduana (Aduana 
pa); the very fire our ancestors came up with from the ground 
is still in the possession of the Wam, and also the figure which the 
'Samanfo (spirit ancestors) brought with them. 

Kusi Aduaku was succeeded by Onomaya Apao (lit. He who drinks 
and utters abuse). It was in his time that the Ashanti threw off their 
subjection to Denkyira.a All the villages we have named looked upon 
Asumegya as their parent village, and shared our funeral expenses, and 
also the Aleda on the enstoolment of our Chiefs. In the war against 
Denkyira, Onomaya Apao was given command of the left wing of the 
whole army, which comprised, besides the Aduana villages already 
named, the Chiefs and subjects of the following towns: Taffo, 
Apiedu, Hyeman, Kwaman, Asianimpon, Asekyera, Boaman, Asakyiri, 
Amoafo, Attabubu, Kwahu, and Agogo. These twelve towns 
were under the Asumegya Hene only for the d~ration of the 
war; they called him Adamfo, and he addressed them as Me 
mmarima (' my men');3 they were actually subject to the Alante 
Hene, and only came under the captain of the left wing in the event 

I Formerly one of the great AmanlO, Benkum Hene (Commander of the left wing of the 
Ashanti National army), sacred to every Ashanti as containing the sacred grove at 
'Santemanso (see Ashanli, Chapter X), this Division has unhappily sunk into a position 
of minor importance owing to circumstances which need not here concern us. Asumegya 
is derived from two words, Asuben and AgY4 (lit. on the other side of the Asuben river). 

I The date of this event was possibly about the end of the seventeenth century. 
, See Chapter XII. 
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of war. J;..ong before the Denkyira campaign~ when Asumegya had 
wished to fight some one, only the two rival Chiefs were actually en
gaged, the weapons of each being a sword and shield. As a reward for 
~ur services in the battle of Feyiase, the Asante Hene promised never 
to claim the children of Asumegya women, by the Kumasi ahenkwa, 
as Kumasi subjects, or to make the sons of such persons follow their 
father's profession. The King of Ashanti also gave us land in Den
kyira, where our people founded the villages of Dominase and Agye
masu. The latter is an Aduana Stool, the former belongs to the Asona 
clan, 'Some of whom had been captured by us in a war. Before the 
Ntim Gyakari I war, the great Chiefs were Kumasi, Mampon, Asu
megya, Aduaben, and Juaben. Mter that war, Bekwai, Kokofu, and 
Nsuta became powerful, because all their Chiefs were ' nephews' of 
the Asante Hene. Ntim Gyakari's body was divided as follows : 

His head was given to the Asante Hene; right leg-bones, to Mam
pon; left leg-bones, to Asumegya ; the vertebrae to Aduaben. These 
three Stools were permitted by Kumasi ta copy the regalia of N tim 
Gyakari, e. g. his fontomfrom drums and horns, and were also, as a 
reward for their services, privileged to stand upon their sandals in
stead of being unshod, when in the presence of the King. The Asante 
Hene also sent a yearly offering to 'Santemanso, 'whence he came " of 
a man, a woman, a cow, white calico, and rice. Onomaya Apao was 
also sent by Osai Tutu to suppress a rebellion in Denkyira which was 
headed by Boadu Akafu, a nephew of N tim Gyakari. Onomaya Apao 
was succeeded by his nephew, Gyebi Kofi I, who was the son of Ya 
Tima. He accompanied Osai Tutu to the war against Akyem Hene, 
Fusu Apenten.~ In this war the Ashanti King was killed, and the 
Asumegya suffered heavily. Mter Gyebi Kofi's return from the war, 
he obtained some powerful dufa (medicine), and on market day, 
which was on a Wednesday, when he saw certain persons who were 
really animals,3 he would seize them, bathe them in the medicine, and 
they would remain men and women ever after, and become his sub
jects. His town thus increased. He was, however, accused of having 
stolen these people, who were supposed to be the subjects of 
some one else.4 The case was referred to the King of Ashanti, who 
ordered odawuru (gongs) to be beaten in every town to find out if 

• The King of Denkyira. 
s His skull was on the Kumasi odwira; see ReligiOfJ and Art in Ashanti, p. 132. 

3 See Chapter VIII. 
4 This legend bas given rise to the saying which is known all over Ashanti,: Gyebl 



Flc. 16. Fontomfrom drums, round which are 
set human crania 

Flc. 17. Odan mum 
A but without windows or doors 
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any Chief's subjects were missing. It was found that no one had 
lost any. His own subjects, however, desired to destool him, so he 
destroyed all the regalia. His subjects then seized him, bound him, 
and built a house around him, which did not contain either doors or 
windows; such a house is known in Ashanti as Odan mum, lit. a dumb 
house (see Fig. 17). Here he was left; a certain palm-wine tapper, 
however, heard him groaning and reported to Kumasi. The King, 
Opoku Ware, caused his release, and ordered the execution of the 
majority of the MpanyimJo (Elders). Gyebi was reinstated, but soon 
after died. He was succeeded by his brother, Gyebi Kuma. His 
sister, Safowa, once asked Gyebi Kuma to give her a cloth, and when 
he refused she slapped him and called him Kwasea (' fool ')! Gyebi 
Kuma, to punish her, destroyed the remaining Stool regalia; he even 
burned the drums, but his subjects were afraid to protest because of 
the events in the previous reign. He died and was succeeded by his 
roojase (nephew), Opon Kofo, who came from the Dominase branch 
of the Aduana. This Chief used to travel about after dark, He would 
descend from his apakan (hammock), discard his fine cloths, dress in 
an old cloth, and go forward a long way in front of his drums, and 
when he came to a village he would listen outside the houses of his 
subjects to what was said when they heard the Chief's drums, after
wards killing those whom he had heard speaking against him. Our 
downfall was brought about by our bad Chiefs, for, after the killing of 
the Elders by Opoku Wase, we were afraid to rebel against them. 

Opon Kofowas succeeded by his brother, Sakodieamim. He founded 
the village called Kyekyeroere Qit.· to make happy). The Stool was 
now very poor; all the agyapadie (heirlooms) had been destroyed or 
105t.3 Sakodieamim was succeeded by his nephew, Owusu Ansa, son 
of Firima. He accompanied King Bonsu Panyin to Gyaman, and was 
in command of the BenkumJo (the left wing). He received the left leg-

akank4nfo, ono na oyi adwo odie (Gyebi, the Stinking one, used to practise panya"ing). 
(For explanation of panyamng see Chapter XXXIV.) 

I See Chapter XXVIII. 
• Some of the aeyapadie of Asumegya are said to have been found by a subject of 

Asansu, who took a share to the King, tied up in a "ede (palm) leaf. To carry such a 
bundle through the streets of Kumasi was taboo, hence a saying arose which is common 
all over Asbanti: Bede mma Kumase a, nye amman "ede (When we say that a bundle tied 
in palm leaves must not come to Kumasi, we do not mean So-and-so's bundle). It is 
commonly stated that after the defeat of Ntim Gyakari, the whole Ashanti nation con· 
tributed towards the grant of • one thousand of everything' to give to Komfo Anotche 
(see Chapter XXIV), but that Asumegya refused to contribute, and in consequence 
Anotcbe is stated to have cursed them and to have predicted their decline. 
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bones of Edinkira, after the whereabouts of his body had been dis
closed by his son Apao. Asumegya returned from this war with many 
captives. In this Chief's reign, one Tibu, a Chief of Denkyira, rose 
against the Ashanti. The Asumegya went to the war, to which the 
King of Asha.nti did not himself go, his army being commanded by the 
Ko'ntire Hene (Bantama). In this war Mankata (Sir Charles M'Carthy) 
was killed.1 Owusu Ansa died, and was succeeded by his brother, 
Kwame Dwekyei, who was the son of an Omanhene of Kokofu and of 
Safowa who had slapped the Omanhene. When he was enstooled, he 
was so conceited at being the son of an odehye (person of the blood 
royal) that he used to go about with a belt full of knives and wound 
people. He was destooled, and went to live in Kumasi, being handed 
over to one Ata Akuako, Kwaku Dua II's Okyeame. He was succeeded 
by his nephew, Kwaku Dome, son of Firima. This Chief made new 
agyapadie (regalia). He married' a royal' of Bekwai, and his son was 
Osai Asibe, who later became Omanhene of Bekwai.~ We went to 
the Fweasa, war against the Ewe [in what was later to become Togo
land]. Kwaku Dome also accompanied Amankwatia (Bantama Hene) 
to the Fanti'sa (187+ war), again in command of the left wing. We 
defeated the Fanti. Following them down the Coast, we met the 
English, who advanced against us and we were defeated. King Kakari 
was destooled, and Mensa Bonsu was made Asante Hene. Juaben now 
declared its independence of Kumasi. Asumegya, Mampon, Nsuta, 
and Kokofu 3 took the side of Mensa Bonsu, and with Kumasi marched 
against Juaben, who were finally defeated. Kwaku Dome was de
stooled by Mensa Bonsu; the cause of the dispute was as follows. The 
Queen Mother of Kumasi once sent the yearly present 4 of a cow, rice, 
&c~, to Santemanso by a slave-girl called Tiwa, who was a concubine 
of the King's; Kwaku Dome is said to have seduced her. This, 
coupled with the fact that Mensa Bonsu broke the promise made to 
Asumegya not to claim fowls, yams, &c., for the Odwira custom, 
caused the quarrel. He was succeeded by his brother, Kojo Agyeman, 
whose mother was Denta (alias Bimma). Soon after, all the Aman
hene rose against Mensa Bonsu, who was destooled. Kwaku Dua II 
was put on the Stool, but only reigned forty days. Two rivals now 
claimed to be Asante Hene, Twereboanna (lit. 'The flint stone does 
not sleep ') and Prempeh; the Stool was vacant for about three 

I Sir Charles M'Carthy was killed at Insamanko on the 21St January 1824, not in 1828, 

as was given' in Religirm and Art in Ashanti. I See Bekwai genealogy. 
S Also Bekwai. 4 See Ashanti, Chapter X. p. 124. 
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years. Asumegya now declared its independence, as did Denyease, 
, the pusher' I of the Kumasi Ko'ntire and Akwamu. Later, hearing 
that we were about to go to Kumasi, and fearing we were going to 
make terms, D~nyease seized our Chief and put him 'in log'. 2 Hence 
our' oath' epa. The Mpanyimfo of Asumegya asked the help of 
Bekwai, and the Denyease released our Chief, who went to Dominase, 
the village of his Ko'ntire Chief. We now went to war with Denyease 
and were assisted by the towns of Pekyi and by Twedie, Tirede, and 
Yabe. WedefeatedDenyeaseatPatase,buttheirChiefescaped. Atthis 
time Bekwai was preparing for war against Adanse, and did not help us. 
The Bekwai were driven back by the Adanse and we went to their help, 
and the Adanse were defeated at Amoafo and were followed up and 
driven over the Pra. Mter we returned home, we went to Kumasi to 
see about the enstoolment of a new King. Asumegya, Bekwai, Ejisu, 
most of the Juaben and Kokofu, were for Prempeh. Nsuta and Mam
pon favoured the rival claimant, Twereboanna. The Bekwai and 
ourselves defeated Kokofu near the river Ada, and their Chief fled to 
Akyim; Prempeh was enstooled. Ejisu were at this time fighting 
against Mampon, and we went to their help, along with Bekwai. The 
Mampon were driven north to Attabubu. All Prempeh's enemies 
were now overcome. In return for our assistance we asked for the 
following rights: 

(I) Kumasi was not to demand Ayibuadie from the next of kin of 
the Asumegya Chief, or from the Nsafohene. 

(2) The villages of Agyemasu, Chechewere, and Batenko were to be 
returned to us.3 

The Kumasi heir apparent' drank the gods' that the King would 
keep his promise to carry out these terms.4 We gave Bekwai a man 
and a woman as Aseda {or witnessing the above agreement. Prempeh 
now declared war on Nkoranza, and we went on the left wing; the 
Nkoranza were defeated. Returning from the war, we .heard of a 
white man called ' Furom ' 5 who had come to Kumasi wishing to 
, make a school' there. We, Bekwai, and Abodom advised the King 

I See Chapter xv. 
I This expression is used of fastening a prisoner to a log by means of an iron staple 

enclosing an arm or a leg. 
, These villages had been taken by Mensa Bonsu in the time of Owusu Ansa in pay. 

ment of a debt incurred by Asumegya. arising out of ill treatment of a King's messenger 
in the village of Sefwi • 

• A big Chief may not himself' drink the gods' ; be does so by proxy. 
, Mr. Vroom. See Claridge, voL ii, pp. 392 et seq. 
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to allow this, but he did not agree. On our return from Kumasi we 
heard that the English were at Prasu with an army. When Prempeh 
heard that they were coming to Kumasi, he sent them his two sons, 
but they still advanced and reached Esankwanta [on the old Cape 
Coast road]. We were now called to Kumasi, but did not go, but 
went to Esankwanta I with the Bekwai and Abodom. Here we each 
received' the Flag'.~ We also received' a book' (a letter), but this has 
been stolen C!r lost with all other Stool-papers. Mter receiving the 
Flag, we supplied five hundred carriers 3 to the English. We reached 
Kumasi on a Friday and stayed at Bantama. Prempeh was arrested on 
Monday.4 'Stewart' 5 now came to Kumasi, and we, Bekwai, and 
Abodom helped to build the fort, carrying stones. A year after re
ceiving this Flag, Kojo Agyeman died. He was succeeded by his 
nephew, Kwaku Bosompim. He abdicated two years later and was 
succeeded by his brother, Kwabena Aboagye, whose name was altered 
to Agyeman, in the hope that he would follow the good ways of that 
Chief. He was, however, later destooled for drunkenness, and was suc
ceeded by Kobina Kakari, his brother.6 

Personnel of Asumegya : 
Chiif:7 Kobina Kakari; Clan, Aduana; Ntoro, Bosomtwe Aninie. 
Queen Mother: Abena Nyanta; Clan Aduana; Ntoro, BOIomtwe 

Atwedie. 
Ko'ntire Hene : Kwesi Gyima; Clan, Asona; Ntoro, Bosomtwe. 
Akwamu Hene: Kojo Dakwa; Oan, Sekyere; Ntoro, Nketea. 
Gyase Hene: Kofi Fofie; Clan Aduana; Ntoro, Adumakodie. 
Kyidom Hene: Akwesi Amankwa; Oan, Aduana; Ntoro, Bosom-

muru Asafodie. 
Ankobea Hene: Kwesi Nyako; Clan, Agona; Ntoro, ? 
1"wafo Hene: Kobina Kwatip.; Clan, Akuona; Ntoro, Bosomtwe. 
Abusua Hene: Kwame Kusi. 

Y illages directly under these officials : 
1"he Chiif has not any villages nor any fekuo (companies) directly 

under him, nor has the Queen Mother. ' 
• See Claridge, vol. ii, p. 408. 
• One of the Elders here asked permission to retire; he returned in a few minutes with 

the actual Union Jack received on this occasion. See Qaridge, vol. ii, p. 406. 
3 The Ko'mire Hene here rose up to state that he was one of these. 
4 See Claridge, vol. ii, p. 4II. S Capt. (later Sir) Donald Stewart. 
6 See Figs. 18 to 21 for portraits of Kobina Kakari and Queen Mothers ofAsumegya and 

Asamemanso. . 
7 He had not yet, when this was written, been • confirmed' by the Government. 
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The Ko'ntire Hene rules directly over the village ofDominase; in 

war he occupied the position of Adonten Hene. 
Akwamu Hene rules the following villages directly: Chechewere, 

Batinko. 
, Gyase Hene: He does not rule any villages, but has theJekuo ofJoto
saJo (treasurers) under him. 

Kyidom: He rules Agyeman, and is over the Akyeame, who were 
formerly seven, now reduced to two. 

AnkoheaHene: Has not any villages, but is over AkonnuasoaJo(Stool
carriers) and is in charge of the Ahenemma akonnua, Chief's children 
and grandchildren. 

tIwaJo Hene: He rules the village of Sefwi. 
Besides these officials there is the Queen Mother of 'Santemanso, 

Abena Ekya (see Fig. 20), who said: 
• I hold the big spoon to feed the 'SamanJo (spirits). Each year, the 

Asante Hene sent me one male and one female to serve 'Santemanso, 
also a cow, eggs, and rice. I sit with the Queen Mother of Ashanti 
and rank with her. On enstoolment, the Queen Mother of 'Sante
manso was always presented to the Asante Hene. I have to keep the 
path clear to the asonyeso (sacred grove) each Monday, for the ghosts 
do not care to tread even upon a leaf.' 

Birempon: He has not now any Birempon. 
War organization: The diagram on p. 138 shows the formation 

in battle. • 
tIhe Ankohea Chief did not accompany the Chief to war, but, with 

the Queen Mother of ' Sante manso, remained to look aftc:r the town. 
His horn .call is in consequence Esa akyi eye ya (fo remain behind, 
when they have gone to war, is hard). The Chief appointed his sons 
• to push' the Ko'ntire and Akwamu. 
Horn and Drum Calls: 

Chief: Muntie die Kotoko ekekaJere (Listen to what the Porcupines 
are saying with regard to --). 

Minni manehere (I have not anywhere to branch off). 
Ko'ntire Hene: B'ako eya (fo be alone is sorrowful) 

Drums: tIwereho pagya (Flint strikes fire). 
Akwamu Hene: Wu nim ewisia yo (You know how to treat 

orphans).J 
Gyase Hene: Me sere Nyame (I beseech the Sky-god). 
Kyidom: Me pe ko maJwe (I love to look for fighting). 
I • One of my ancestors, when he was left an orphan, was brought up by Gyebi.' 
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Asumegya ' oaths': The great 'oath' of Asumegya is W ukuara 
(Wednesday). The' oath' had its origin in a defeat, in the Akyim 
war, in which Osai Tutu was slain. At Asumegya, no one may go to 
farm-work on a Wednesday, nor must the Chief travel on that day. 
Me ka epa (I mention the fetters), referring to the capture of Kojo 
Agyeman by the Chief of Denyease (see history). 

Queen Mother's' oaths' : Me ka amanehunu (I mention the calamity), 
and Me ka ohema yafu (I speak of the belly of the Queen Mother). 

Ko'ntire Hene's ' oath': Me ka 'panyini futuom' (I mention the 
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A. AkwaHSt'afo (Scouts). B. Twafo under Chief of Sefwi. C. Adonten, main body, 
D. Benkum (Left wing) under Akwamu Hene. E. Nifa (Right wing) under the Ko',.
tire Hene. F. Kyidom (Rear-guard) under the Kyidom Hene. G. Abadiakyiri (Heir 
apparent). H. The Chief. I. Aduana Hene. 

empty house of my Elder), referring to the loss of most of his house 
in the Gyaman war. 

Akwamu Hene's ' oath': Me ka 'panyini amanehunu ' (I mention 
the calamity which befell my Elder), in the battle of Kantemansu. 

Gyase Hene's' oath': Me ka 'wu gya, me ka mpete (I say that only 
death remains, I speak the name of small-pox). 

Kyidom Hene's 'oath': The same as that of the Akwamu Hene. 
Ankobea Hene's' oath': Me ka r aoada (I speak the name ofThurs

day); said to date from Onomaya Apao's reign, when one of the an
cestors of the Ankobea Chief did not receive a proper funeral owing to 
all his relations being absent at war. 

Twafo Hene's' oath': The same as that of the Ko'ntire Hene. 
Oath Fees: The Aseda in olden times for the Chief's' great oath ' 

was'from soa nedomma (£z 7s.) to osuanu ne nsano(£4 13s.); the 7s. and 
13s. were mataho or kyekyerekon. I The guilty party was killed (with-

I See p. II4-
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out having to obtain authority from the Asante Hene), or ' bought his 
head', also paying akonnua sika (gold-dust for the blackened Stools). 

Diflilw. of AserJa: The £4131. was divided as follows: 
13/. to the Akyeame. 
8/. to the Queen Mother of Asumegya. 
7s. to the Ahmkwa (' palace' attendants). 

The balance was then divided into two equal parts; half went to the 
Chief, half to the Elders who were present at the trial.I 

Kumasi ' great oath' cases and appeals to the Asante Hene: When 
the King of Ashanti's great' oath' was sworn, (with certain excep
tions) the Chief of Asumegya might hear the case. He must, how
ever, at once report the result to the King, who would pass the sen
tence. Half of the Aseaa in such cases went to the King. He would 
also take any' blood-money' (atitoaie), but would send some of it to 
the Chief of Asumegya. The Chief of Asumegya had, however, not 
any authority to try any of the following cases, even when his own 
subjects were the parties concerned: 

(I) Murder. 
(z) • Blessing' the King (i. e. cursing the King), as the crime was 

euphemistically called, also sometimes expressed by, oae ne nsa 
asi Jam, or, bo ohene aua (i. e. He touched the earth with his 
finger, or, he clubbed the King with a stick). 

(3) Adultery with the wife of the Chief,: commonly known as 
oawenso tuom (urinating into a gourd cup). 

(4) Banishment from the clan (but only if the ntam kese (great 
• oath ') had been invoked). 

Appeal to the Asante Hene: An appeal was lodged by swearing the 
Kumasi • great oath' upon the Okyeame, who, as mouthpiece of the 
Chief, had given judgement. The only persons then concerned in the 
new trial were the party declared guilty and the Okyeame who had 
conducted the trial. Although judgement had been given, sentence 
had not been passed, so atitoau would not have been paid. Whatever 
the result of the appeal, the party originally declared innocent could 
not again be prosecuted, even if the first finding were reversed, the 
punishment, if the appeal were successful, falling upon the' linguist' 
against whom the • oath' had been sworn (the idea being, I think, 

, No doubt to be again divided, but I omitted to ask among whom • 
• The mason being, I was informed, that the Asa,," Hene would have to sacrifice to 

the 'Sa_nloat 'Santemanso. The cost of the sacrifice was paid by the adulterer's kindred, 
the fine being known as Asckanso lUI","o (something for washing the knives). 
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that he must have been in collusion with the man in whose favour he 
had, in tlie first trial, given judgement, and thus violated the oath 
taken by all Akyeame). The unsuccessful appellant was almost in
variably killed. 'Every Omanhene', added my informants, 'was 
authorized to hear great" oath .. cases (i. e. the Kumasi great" oath "), 
but the Kumasi Mpanyimfo might not do so without special authority.' 

Yenue of oath trial ~ The case was decided in the territory of the 
Chief on whose land ' the oath' was sworn. If the subjects. of two 
Chiefs were involved, the Okyeame of the Chief out of whose Division 
the case was being tried would repreSent that Chief's subject at the 
trial. 'A person must be present when an oath is sworn against him' 
to make the ' oath' effective. Obi nka ·ntam ngu obrane atiko (One 
does not swear an ' oath' at the back of a man's head) is how the 
Ashanti express this rule. 
Sources of Reflenue in olrlen times: 

War: Plunder and slaves, after the King of Ashanti had taken his 
share. 

(barling: A rich trade in kola with Salaga, • after the King of 
Ashanti had opened the road '. The Asokwafo (horn-blowers') section 
were the Chief's traders. 

Ayibuarlie: (Death duties) from the Nsafohene; cloths, gold-dust, 
&c., to amount of one half of deceased's personal property. 

Aurla anrl Atitorlie : Already explained. 
Oman'tuo : A contribution of 3s. 6rl. from each adult male, and 21. 

from each adult female, on the enstoolment of a new Chief, 'Eo Ohene 
fotuo (to fill the Chief's bag). 

Afrihyiarlie (lit. things for the new year), i.e. first-fruits: Twenty 
loads had to be sent to the King of Ashanti for his orlwira ceremony. 

'Ireasure'Irofle : Ifa valuable find, the King of Ashanti would have 
to be informed, and he would take what he wanted. 

Nwafie: A yeady tribute in snails. 
Game: A stranger killing an antelope on Asumegya land sends a 

hind leg (sere) to the Chief, a subject sends a foreleg (basa). 
'Ihe power of the Asante Hene to interfere in the internal affairs of the 

Diflision: 
The Chief had to take an oath of allegiance before the King of 

AshantP The last Asumegya Chief to do so was Kojo Agyeman, 
before King Mensa Bonsu. 

·1 The Mpaflyimjo of Asumegya did not take an oath of allegiance before the Asafl/e 
Hem on their enstoolment, but he was informed, and Astda, 13S., was sent to him on such 



FIG. 18. Robina Rakari of Asumegya 

FIG. 19. Robina Rakari of Asumegya 



FIG. 20. The Queen Mother of Asantemanso and custodian of the 
sacred grove 

FIG. 21. The Queen Mother of Asumegya 
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The Asante HeM alone had the power to hear and inflict punish
ment in certain cases. The subjects of Asumegya had the right of 
appeal to the Asante HeM. 

The Asante HeM claimed muhoma, a man and woman (the latter 
one of the late Chief's wives), a cloth, of which he had a choice, and 
gold-dust. The Asante HeM had the right to summon the Asumegya 
Chief at any time. The Asumegya Chief would ask the Asante Hene's 
permission before going to a war on his own account. 
Ceremony in eonnexion with the enstoolment of a Chief at Asumegya 

iti olden times: 
Immediately on the death of the Chief, the Gy41e Hene would send 

for the Ko'ntire and Akwamu AheM and the other Mpanyimfo and 
seize the most important of the blackened Stools, which was taken by 
theWirempefo, under the Ankobea HeM, to a spot on the left-hand side 
of the Bekwai road, where a grass hut was built for it; the Stool, 
covered by a nsa cloth, was placed inside. The Queen Mothers of 
Asumegya and of 'Santemanso were immediately informed, and a 
messenger was sent to Kumasi to tell the Asante Hene, who sent back 
one of his Treasurers with a present of a velvet pillow, cloths, &c., for 
the dead; the messenger presented them on his arrival to the corpse, 
with the following words: . . 

Me ne wo na ede emane yi, ade a nnipa pe, na Nyame so pe, ena nne 
na Nyame ebehyia wo, ena nne Asante Hene fua adie, sumie, ntama, 
sakyekyere, abirimpon nase, ne sika futuru, ne' guan, se mfa megya wo 
kwan. 

• This is a sorrowful thing for me and you, but what man wishes 
the Sky-god also desires; thus to-day the Sky-god will meet you; 
therefore the King of Ashanti holds certain things (for you as gifts), 
a velvet pillow, a cloth, golden shells, golden anklets, gold-dust, and 
a sheep, saying I am to see you off on the journey.' 

The gold is now poured into the ears of the corpse, and a little is 
sprinkled in the hollow of the zygomatic arch, the messenger continu
ing his address: 

Mfa nkotD nsUD nnom. Onyina n'akyi: oko 'sa, oma nni konim; oma 
Asante man nye yiye; mmawofo nwo mma, mmarima ko bata, nye sika, 
mma no kote nwu, mma n' ani mfura, mma n' 410 nsi. 

occasions. Before setting out to war, the commanders would take the war oath. The 
Asumegya Chief took his oath of allegiance with the MptmpottnuJ sword. • In olden days 
the King of Ashanti addressed the Asumegya. Hme as II NanG", as did a.1l the great 
A_nAnle.' 
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• Take it to buy water to drink. Stand behind him; when he goes 
to war let him gain the victory; let the Ashanti nation prosper; let 
the bearers of children bear children; let those who go trading get 
money; do not permit his penis to die; do not let his eye become 
covered over; do not let his ears become stopped up.' 

All the Mpanyimfo took an oath before the corpse. The Ko'ntire 
Hene did so first. He held the afona (ceremonial sword) called 
Bosomtwe. ';fhe oath was as follows: 

Me ka W ukuara, me ka .N tam Kesie, se yadie na ehoo wo ya fwe afwe 
yentimi na Odomankoma wuo ahe fa wo, se ankra 'ko ana na nkana ye 
gyina na s' ankana manto menya wo, ya me to N tam Kesie, me to 
Wukuara. 

• I speak the forbidden name of Wednesday, I speak the great for
bidden name, saying had it not been sickness that struck you down, 
-and we tended you and nursed you, but we could do naught, for the 
great Creator's death came and took you,-but had it been in the 
mouth of battle, and had I not stood fast and been the first to fall, 
then had I violated the great forbidden name, then had I violated the 
forbidden name of Wednesday:' 

The body was buried iIi the middle of the night. The day after the 
burial, the M panyimfo assembled and the W irempeJo brought back the 
Stool which they had taken away; on payment of about £8 in gold
dust, the Stool would be handed over to the Ko'ntire Hene, by whom 
it would be returned to its proper place in the Stool-house. During 
the time the WirempeJo had possession of the Stool, they might loot 
live stock and fowls as' they wished, and they were licensed to sing 
insulting songs, abusing members of the blood royal, and even as
saulting any of them whom they encountered. 

Ankohea oya ! 
Oyae! 
re nim ko, yennim gwane. 
refire he ni o? 
refire ne twe-nini Me. 
Ankohea oya ! 
Oyae! 

We know how to fight, we don't know how to run away. 
Whence did we come forth? 
·We came forth from a male vagina. 

All the Mpanyimfo would now have discussed the question of a 
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successor, and they would approach the Queen Mother through the 
Ko'ntire Bene, asking her to nominate one. She would request permis
sion to talk it over with her kinsmen. In fact, the Elders had already 
discussed the matter with the Queen Mother, and told her whom they 
wished to be the next Chief; their nominee would be the one she will 
pretend to have chosen. ' We will always inform the Queen Mother 
beforehand which of the blood-royals we would accept as a Chief. 
The person she selects she already knows is the one whom we desire.' 
A choice having been made, the Queen Mother and the Aduana Bene 
came before the assembled people, and she addressed them, through 
the Okyeame, saying: Adere bu a, ye bo'bi poma mu, nti nwonfa me 
ba (me nua) aJumaJ; na nfa onananom 'tuo ('When a sickle breaks, we 
put a new shaft to it, so you must take my child (or my brother), So
and-so, and give him the gun pf his grandsires '). The member of the 
royal family who was to be made Chief was now summoned, and when 
he came before them, the ,Okyeame said, 'Give me something that 
I may tell you something'. He would, as is customary, eventually 
promise to pay half the sum demanded of him. He was then told that 
the Ko'nt;re and Akwamu Chiefs and the Asumegya people had given 
him So-and-so's gun, mentioning the name of the Chief whose Stool 
was taken by the W;rempefo. The Chief-elect would return thanks to 
the Mpanyimfo and the Oman (Tribe). The customary admonitions 
would then be recited through the Okyeame. In addition to those 
already given (see p. 82) were the fallowing: 

r empe aboro (We do not wish any burying of property)! 
rempe Ohene a ogye alem to ne tiri mu (We do not wish a Chief 

who, when he knows of some matter, puts it away in his head). 
The new Chief would then take his oath before his Elders~ He 

bared his shoulder but did not take off his sandals. Grasping the 
BOlomtwe Of ana (state sword of that name), he stood before the Ko'n
tire and Akwamu Chiefs and said: 

MI ka Wukuara, me ka Ntam Knil, Ie nyl aman mu pa ml nananom 
ne nwo bUYI na me ne nwo be buo, II afutuo nwo de ama me II me ntie a, 
ya mato Ntam Kllie, mato Wukuara. 

• I mention the forbidden name of Wednesday, I mention the great 
forbidden name, that if I along with you do not rule this peopll: well, 
as my forefathers and you ruled it, and if! do not listen to your advice, 
then have I incurred the penalty of speaking the gteat forbidden word, 

I See Stool History, reign of Gyebi. 
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I have incurred the penalty of mentioning the forbidden name of 
WednesClay.' 

Having taken this oath, the Ko'ntire Hene would lead him by the 
right hand and set him on the asipim chair, lowering him and raising 
him three times, before he finally became seated. The Mpanyimfo 
would now advance and take their oath of allegiance before him, in 
the following order; :Iwafo, Akwamu, Ko'ntire, Gyase, AduanaHene, 
Ankohea, Ahakomagwaso, Kyidom. Mter receiving the oath of fealty, 
the new Chief was carried round the town to the accompaniment of 
the Ashanti national hymn, the Bose.I On the following day he would 
be shown all the musuo die, e. g. any gyadua (trees) and the abodes of 
any of the lesser gods, and the s~oked Stools, upon which a sheep 
would be sacrificed. He would then visit 'Santemanso, resting on the 
way beneath an odum tree which had been dressed in white calico, and 
before which he would pour out wine and say: 

Me na nne ye de me asi akonnuaso, me sere wo akyigyina pa, me sere 
wo 'kwahan tenten, me sere wo animonyam, emma me manfo empa me aha 
ma oman yi nye yiye. 

, As for me, to-day they have placed me on this Stool; I beg you to 
stand behind me with a good standing: I pray you for long life; I pray 
you for honour; d9 not allow my people to grow tired of me; let this 
people prosper.' 

He then proceeded to the sacred grove; here a sheep was killed, 
and wine poured out for 'Santeman Kobina and for Bohemo, the 
Leopard, whose libation was poured with the left hand. The Ankohea 
Chief would have dressed all the trees with white calico. Some of the 
sacrifice was cooked and placed in the pots,~ some was taken home for 
the Chief to eat; he would then have eaten with his spirit ancestors, 
and what came out of his mouth thereafter were their words. The 
remainder of this sacrifice was divided among the M panyimfo and 
Queen Mother. The Leopard, in older times, used to lie beside the 
place of sacrifice and did not fear the people. About three weeks later, 
a cow would be killed at the same spot. Mter the Chief had wounded 
it, everyone would fall upon it and take what he could get. If anyone 
were accidentally cut it would not matter. The kidneys and liver of 
this cow were alone reserved for the 'Samanfo (spirits). A day was 
next selected to place the new Chief upon one of the blackened Stools. 

I See p. 104. 

• See Ashanti, Chapter X, for an account of a very similar ceremony. 
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This ceremony took place in the night, in the presence of the Mpa
nyimjo, Ak01lnullJoajo (Stool-carriers), and Ahenkwa (palace attend
ants) only. He only made pretence to sit upon it, and took great care 
that his private parts should not come into contact with it. Next 
morning a sheep and wine were given to the StooP Until a Chief 
had been enstooled in this manner he had not the real sunsum (spirit) 
of his ancestors. 

About fifteen days after the sora day,Z the new Chief, accompanied 
by his Elders, would be expected to go to Kumasi to take his oath of 
fealty before the Asante Hene. The King would, on that occasion, 
present him with the following presents: Two sheep, £4 13s. (in 
gold-dust), and seven bottles of rum. The Asumegya Chief would 
also present the King with certain articles which, although of no 
particular value, had each a special significance: 3 a few inches of 
white cotton, meaning that the donor's head was white, i. e. free from 
bad thoughts; a miniature ladder (about 6 in. long), which signified 
, I lean upon you'; a handful of ground-nuts, which signified Me 
twa wo nkatie, mentwa fJ)O ahuro (' I plant ground-nuts for you [which 
will continue coming up year after year], not corn, which comes up 
only once') ; a few particles of earth and a leaf of a creeper called 
kagya. There is a saying in Ashanti which runs, Asie fie kagya en; 
aseda (' A few particles of earth and a piece of kagya creeper, these 
constitute Aseda '). Before the Asumegya Chief took an oath to the 
Asante Hene, he was only a Nkwankwa Hene-an unconfirmed Chief 
-to that Monarch; henceforth he became one of his Birempon. 

A Chief and his Elders chose the Queen Mother. 
Destoolment of the Chief or Queen Mother : 

The Elders informed me that the destoolment of a Chief would 
generally be carried out suddenly and without warning being given to 
him; owing to experience from their past history, they were always 
afraid that if a Chief knew he were about to be destooled, he might 
hide or destroy the Stool property. Proceedings to destool a Chief 
might (and still may) be inaugurated by any commoner, e. g. one 

• The white Stool, upon which the late Chief used to sit and eat, and upon which his 
dead body was washed and dressed for burial, was not seized upon by the Wirempefo. It 
had been taken charge of by the Alumnuasoafo, and had been blackened in the sora 
"" on the sora " (see ReligiorJ tml Art ill Ashall';, p. 164). At Asumegya the sora day 
was held not less than three days after the ayiYII (funeral) and might fall on a Thursday 
or a Saturday. 

• See Religillfl tml Art ill Ashaflll, p. 164. 
s The King will already have received muhoma. 
n~ L 
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whose wife the Chief may have seduced. He would conduct an in
sidious campaign among the populace, until public opinion compelled 
the Elders to act. The Chief would then be tried. Ifhis accuser could 
not prove his case, he would, in olden times, almost certainly have 
been killed. If the Chief were found guilty he might possibly be given 
one, or even two, more chances. When destoolment was eventually 
decided upon, two courses were open to his people. The Chief might 
be enticed away from his 'palace', when he would be dragged out of 
his hammock, or he might have his Stool suddenly pulled from be
neath him, so that his buttocks came in contact with the ground; he 
was also liable to be dragged on the ground; he was abused and slapped 
by the women and children. r a ho no pome,. ya jwm 1JI! to ako"nva ,. 
ya tv no adie so, or akonmva so, are common expressions, in the verna
cular, for destooling a Chief.I A destooled Chief was not allowed 
to return to his house. Wearing only the cloth he had on when he 
was destooled, he was at once banished into a village; one wife and 
one boy were allowed to accompany him. Although, on destoolment, 
a Chiefmight be personally abused, no one might curse his ancestors. 
All his private property, which he had brought with him when he 
came to the Stool, became the Stool property. The 'Samanjo were 
immediately informed of a destoolment; wine and sheep were offered 
to them with the words: 

W 0 nana asumasi a ye ma no lena nwoky;ri, wa ye sa y;, wa ye sa yi, 
nti ye tv no so, 1Iwomoa ym, na yempe 1Inipa papa 1Ia oma 1IWO hirihi 1Ini : 

, Your grandchild So-and-so, whom we caused to stand behind you, 
has done such and such and such and such things; in consequence, we 
have removed him; you must help us to seek for a good man that he 
may give you something to eat.' 

A Stool of a Chief who half been destooled is not blackened, nor is his 
name mentioned with those of ~ther Chiefs at the Adae ceremonies. 
Wives who were also the subjects of a destooled Chief, with the excep
tion of one, passed to his successor, unless they were prepared to com
pensate the new Chief, when he might permit them to return to their 
homes. The Akon1lua rermom (Stool wives) were originally captives 
taken in war. Wives from a family which supplied the consorts of the 
first Chief are called ayete wives, and their family had always to re

place these women when they die. The Chief might marry two sisters ; 

I They beat him, bump I they drag his buttocks from the Stool; they take him 011 
the thing, 011 the Stool. 
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this is called Ahen'awadie (Chiefs' marriage); the Chief might also 
marry his mother-in-law, i.e. the widow of his mother's brother, whose 
daughter he may already have married. I A Queen Mother has never 
yet been des tooled at Asumegya. A Queen Mother may, however, be 
destooled for trying to poison the Chief, or for giving him bad advice.a 

I See Chapter IV. 
I A genealogical table of the Chiefs and Queen Mothers of Asumegya is given in Fig. 22; 

LZ 
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HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OF BEKWAI 

THE Bekwai originated fro~ 'Santemanso and later went to Jua: 
ben. The head of the family, who afterwards settled at Bekwal, 

was Otutu Akate, son of Pimpimago Ba Panyin. At that time, th{ 
Chief of Juaben was one Adakwa, and when he died Otutu Akate laid 
claim to the Juaben Stool (an Oyoko Stool), but it was given to hi! 
elder half-brother, who was called Juaben Osai; he was the son of th{ 
elder of two sisters, although himself younger than Otutu Akate. W( 
have been told by our fathers that in these days the Ashanti foughl 
with swords and shields and stones. In consequence of a quarrel be· 
tween two branches of the Oyoko clan, about a child who fell into ~ 
palm-oil pot, Otutu Akate left Juaben and returned to Asumegya witlJ 
all his people, and thence passed on to Bekwai. There they met som( 
of the Asona clan at a village called Akrokoto, and being the stronger, 
took their land. Soon after, Otutu Akate died, and was succeeded b} 
Kofi 'Guayeboafo, I son of Krowa Dwum. He accompanied th{ 
Ashanti King, Osai Tutu, to the war against Denkyira; at that tim( 
Bekwai had only atuo aduasa (i. e. thirty guns). In this campaign, th( 
Chief of Bekwai was given the following villages which came undel 
him: Asokore Mampon, Ahurin, Asokore. These villages formed om 
company, called Pasoa, directly under the Chief. They fought Oil 

the right wing under the Nifa Hene. Mter the victory of Feyiase, 
Bekwai ruled all the land as far as the Offin river; Asokore, and Aso· 
kore Mampon, however, ceased to be under Bekwai, but Ahurin con· 
tinued to serve the Chief. Kofi 'Guayeboafo ruled well until the Sky· 
god met him (i. e. until he died). He was succeeded by his youngel 
brother, Yao Kofo. He accompanied Osai Tutu in the war againsl 
Domina, in which Domina Kusi was killed, and he also went to th( 
war against Arne Yao a of Tekiman. Yao Kofo departed, and was 
succeeded by his wofase (nephew), Asentifo, son of Amankwa. This 
man, before he became Chief, had once killed a certain blacksmith, by 

,name Kwatutu, and had then fled to Kumasi. There, owing to his 
royal blood (Oyoko) and fine appearance, he had been pardoned by 

I See Ashanti, p. 98. • Ibid., pp. 178 and 179. 
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the King, who made him one of his Akyemfo (Shield-bearers), and 
later had allowed him to lead the Bekwai in the war against Akyim 
Anweanwea (Sandy Akyim), in place of the Chief of Bekwai, who had 
become an old man. In this war, the Bekwai captured a large amount 
of gold-dust, which, instead of being handed over,1 was taken by the 
Nsafohene. Asentifo, who was not then Chief, reported this to the 
Asante Hene, who took it all from them. When, later, Asentifo be
came Chief, he regretted what he had done, so he made a drum like 
an apertdt a which he named Nim sa ka akyi (Regrets are vain), re
ferring to the loot about which he had informed the King. Asentifo 
bought the village of Adjaimpra 3 for sixty pereguan (about £480) 
from Offinsu, which is still under Bekwai. Asentifo was succeeded by 
his nephew,Opoku Kwabom, son of Buaben (Kwabom = Kwae-bom, 
'a flat rock in the forest'; he was so called from the shape of his 
head). He accompanied Opoku Ware (Asante Hene) to the war in 
Sefwi, and killed Abrimro, the Chief of Sefwi, and captured the Aya 
Kest and the Kuruwa Kese.4 Opoku Kwabom also fought against 
Akroma Apim of Nyane Duaso, defeating him and capturing his 
ntumpane drums. He was succeeded by his brother, Opoku Kwaku 
Yao. He was only eighty days upon the Stool when he died. He was 
succeeded by his brother, Opon Yao. He accompanied King Bonsu 
Panyin to the war against the Fanti and fought at Anamabo.S He 
received the sobriquet of Kofo (' the fighter '). He was succeeded 
by Boakye Yam. This Chief accompanied the Asante Hene to the 
F anti' sa (war against the F anti) and died of small-pox in that campaign.6 

His brother, Kwame Asare Bafo, succeeded to the Stool. There were 
not any wars in his reign; when he died, he was succeeded by his 
nephew, Kwame Asonane, son of Poma, who was a sister of Buaben. 
He was destooled, the complaint against him being that he was a 

• See Chapter XV. 
• See Religion aM A,t in Ashanli, p. 283. 
, OffiDsu had rebelled against the Asanle Hem, had been defeated, and had been fined 

• large aum; the following villages were sold to Bekwai to raise the amount: Asuoagya; 
Teterim (N. of Kumasi); Asenemaso (near Ejiso); Adanse-Odumase (near Oboase); 
Dome (near Adankrangya) ; Anweam and Amoamo (near Dome). All these villages were 
later taken by Opoku Ware as ayibuatiie, but the last three were handed back to Bekwai 
by Mensa Bonsu • 

• For photographs and a description of the former, see Religion and A,t in Asha",i; 
the latter was a cup bearing upon it the royal arms of Richard ClEur de Lion;. the Aya 
Kese is DOW in the United Service Museum at Whitehall; the cup is in the British Museum. 
See also Ashanti, p. 314 D. 

, See Claridge, vol. ii, pp. 245-8. • 
• I was afterwards informed that he blew himself up after the defeat of Koromantin. 
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tumJuro (glutton). He was succeeded by his nephew, Osai Rojo, son 
of Bima I:>a (alias Mua Bima). He accompanied Bonsu Panyin to 
Gyaman, where Adinkira was killed. King Bonsu Panyin died forty 
days after the victory over Adinkira ana was succeeded by Osai Yao. 
Osai Kojo fought at Akantamasu. He also helped King Kwaku Dua I 
in a civil war against Juaben, in the reign of the Juaben Chief, Boaten. 
A battle was fought at Nkateso. The Bekwai captured all the Juaben 
JontomJrom dJ;ums and -umbrellas. Osai Kojo was succeeded by Yao 
Opoku, son of Akua Sewa. In his reign the Denkyira revolted, but 
were defeated near the Offin and fled to Wasa. The Bekwai captured 
a Wasa Chief, by name Amana. Kwaku Dua I died during Yao 
Opoku's reign, and was succeeded by King Kakari! The Bekwai, 
with all other Ashanti, went with him to the Fant£'sa (Fanti war). At 
the battle of Amoafo a the Bekwai got the heads of seven Europeans. 
King Kakari was destooled, and was succeeded by Mensa Bonsu. It is 
necessary now to refer to the History of Juaben. Mter the burlPng of 
Kumasi by Sir Garnet Wolseley, the only heir to the Juaben Stool was 
a young boy called Yao Sapon.3 A regent was appointed who was 
called Asafo Agai, a son, by an Asona woman, of the late Chief. He 
rebelled against Kumasi. The Asante Hene sent his Okyeame, one 
Boakyi Tintin, and a certain sword-bearer called Amankwa Kuma, to 
Bekwai to summon Yao Opoku, as he feared the latter was about to 
join Juaben. Bekwai had never yet risen against the Golden Stool. 
On arriving at Kumasi, the King informed Yao Opoku that Juaben 
had revolted. The Bekwai Chief then asked the King to allow him to 
call Juaben to come to Kumasi, saying ifhe refused that he, the Bekwai 
Chief, would then join the Kumasi forces. The Kumasi Chiefs would 
not agree to this, and declared war. Amankwatia, the Ko'n#re Hene. 
was in command. The Bekwai also placed their Ko'ntire Hene, Kobina 
Asiedu, in command of their forces; Mampon, Kokofu, and Nsuta, 
were also on the side of the King. The Asante Hene did not wish the 
Bekwai Chief to command in person, as he feared he would go over 
to the side of Juaben. He therefore remained in Kumasi. saying he 
would cut off the heads of any of the Kumasi NsaJohene who ran away. 
The army left Kumasi on a Thursday, and on S~turday the battle 
began near Juaben. The fight in some quarters went against the 
Kumasi army, and several of the commanders, among others Agyai 

I Wrongly spelled Karikari in official documents. 
• See Claridge, vol. ii, Chapter VII. 
S See independent confirmation of this in Juaben Stool history. 
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Kese (A dom H ene) and Asamankwanta (Anata Hene), killed themselves.' 
The right wing, however, was later victorious and entered the town, 
capturing everything, including the fontomfrom drums, which fell to 
Kokofu. The regent, Asafo Agyai, "fled to Koforidua, and the youth, 
Yao Sapon, was ens tooled by the Kumasi Chiefs. Yao Opoku was 
succeeded by his wojaJe (nephew), Osai Yao, son ofYa Pokua, a sister 
of the Queen Mother, Akua Sewa. The AJante Hene at this time was 
Mensa Bonsu. He had a reputation for cruelty. He also, it is alleged, 
demanded more than his ordinary tribute of gold from the mines of 
Mansu Nkwamta and the neighbouring villages which were under the 
Kumasi Akwamu Hene. These villages revolted, but none of the great 
Chiefs of Ashanti joined in the war, which was fought between Kumasi 
and the Mansu Nkwanta. The latter were successful, and after the 
fighting was over, Mensa Bonsu was living in Kumasi almost alone, 
none of the great Amanheni! ever going there or acknowledging hitn, 
all claiming more or less complete independence. Osai Yao was de
stooled because he broke a promise that if certain persons who had 
run away on the death of the late Chief, fearing they would be sacri
ficed, would return, they would not be killed. He was succeeded by 
his uncle, Kakari, son of Korama Tenten, who had previously been 
passed over. King Mensa Bonsu was now destooled, and Kwaku Dua 
II became AJanti! Hene. He died within forty days. A quarrel now 
arose between Asumegya and Denyease.a The Denyease captured the 
Chief of Asumegya and 'put him in log'. The Asumegya appealed 
to Bekwai to help them, which they did, fighting Denyease, Kokofu, 
Mansu Nkwanta, and Adanse, and defeating them all. From this 
time Asumegya came under Bekwai.3 Kakari was succeeded by Yao 
Gyamti, who was killed in a fight against Kokofu. He was succeeded 
by Kwaku Abrebrese, son of Akua Afiriye and nephew of Kakari. 
During all this time there was not any King in Kumasi. Ya Kya, the 
Queen Mother, was looking after the town. The Bekwai now went to 
her and said that all the King's enemies had been defeated, and that 
they wanted a ~g, Prempeh. There were two' sisters', Ya Fere 
and Ya Kya, of whom Ya Fere was the elder. They had a common 
ancestress, Kwadu Yadom. 

Two factions now arose; one wished to enstool Prempeh, the other 
side were for Atwereboanna. Bekwai, Ejiso, and Kumasi 'young men' 

I Defeated captains would seat themselves in kegs of gunpowder, to which they would 
apply a light. 

• See History of Asumegya, which the above confirms. 
I This is denied by Asumegya. 
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(mmerante) were on the side ofPrempeh; Kokofu, Mampon, Nsuta, 
and some of Juaben, were for Atwereboanna. Bekwai defeated Kokofu, 
and Prempeh was enstooled. Mter his enstoolment, he called upon 
Bekwai to help him to punish Mampon. The Mampon were defeated 
at Duromanso, and their Chief, Owusu Sekyere, fled to Attabubu. 
Soon after, ' Furom and Sarto' (Vroom and Captain Donald Stewart) 
came to Kumasi. Abrebeso was made to 'drink the gods' that he 
would not serye the white man, and was asked by the King to give 
him a man to send with a deputation who were going to Europe. He 
refused, but paid a share of the expenses of sending the envoys. It 
was then heard than an English army was marching on Kumasi. Bek
wai was summoned to Kumasi but would not go, sending the King a 
message that he, Bekwai, 'was across the path '. He also accused the 
King of himself trafficking with the English in spite of making him 
(the Chief of Bekwai) drink the gods not to do so. This he said ab
solved him from his oath. The Bekwai met the English at Esankwanta, 
receiving a flag. Asumegya, Pekyi, Asansu, Manso, Abodom,Ofoase, 
Abankyim, Adankrangya, all now came under Bekwai;x formerly all 
had served Kumasi. 

Later, Prempeh was arrested and deported. The next Chief of 
Bekwai was Kwame Asibe, son ·of Firima. He was succeeded by 
Kwame Bonna, his brother, who was destooled for dealing in Moham
medan charms and in suman (fetishes). He was succeeded by Kwame 
Poku, his grandson. 

Personnel of the Bekwai Division: 

Chief: Kwame Poku; Clan, Oyoko; Nton, Bosommuru. 
Queen Mother: Abena Kete; Clan, Oyoko; Nt01'o, Bosompra.'1. 
.1busua Hene: Kojo Berko; Clan, Oyoko; Nt01'o,? 
Ko'ntire Hene: Kojo Kan; Clan, Asona; Nt01'o, ? 
Akwamu Hene: Kwaku Wereko; Clan, Asona; Nt01'o, ? 
'IwaJo Hene: Kofi Gu; Clan, Aduana; Nt01'o,.? 
Gyase Hene: Kobina Nti Amoa; Clan, Asona; Nt01'o,? 
Kyidom Hene: Adu Akwesi; Clan, Asenie; Nt01'o, 1 

Y illages and F ekuo (companies) directly under these officials : 

, 'I he Chief rules the following villages directly: Wamase, Dwemereso, 

• Any such subordination is denied by Asumegya. 
• She has since died. 
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Penipa, Adubirim, Biribiwo.man, Heman, Patabo., Akwabeto.so.,I Nsu
tamu. 

The Akonnuasoajo (Sto.o.l-carriers) and Barimfo (mauso.leum attend
ants) are also. directly under the Chief. 

The Gyase Bene hears all the trifling disputes fro.m the subjects o.f 
the abo.ve; the Chief, all the mo.re impo.rtant cases. 

The Queen Mother has no.t any villages directly under her, but rules 
all the Barim (Mauso.leum) wo.men. She may also., thro.ugh the Chief, 
give o.rders to. the Asokwafo (Ho.m-blo.wers). 'In o.lden times each o.f 
the 'Safohene (Elders) used to. send me o.ne female odehye .(free wo.man 
o.f the Sto.o.l blo.o.d) to. serve me, and all wo.men in the to.wn were my 
subjects.' 

Ko'ntire Bene: He has the fo.llo.wing villages under him: Wio.So. 
(his capital to.wn), Dwumako.ro., Abesesewa, Pampaso., Ako.ko.su, Am
pebame, Heman, Adansemansu, Abo.wiye, Hu, Kro.bo., Mado.ma, 
Abankyimu. He has also. subjects who. reside in Kansere, a village 
under the Gyase Bene:" 

The Akwamu Bene rules the fo.llo.wing villages: Moako. (his capital 
to.wn), Patase (in which also. reside so.me subjects o.f the Gyase Bene), 
Abo.abo.wa, Atase, Nko.duase, Gyako.bu, Feanko.ma (the last two. vil
lages also. co.ntaining some o.f the Gyasefo), Akasu, Do.nkoase, Obo.m, 
Odutuo.m, Bodo.ma, Kwaman, Tweapease, Sukyenso., Adwinase. 
Heralds and adumfo are also. under the Akwamu Bene. 

The Oyoko Bene: He rules two. villages, Ato.biase (his capital to.wn) 
and Ato.tima. He lo.o.ks after all the members o.f the ruling clan, and 
the Chief addresses him as Nana. He' pushes' the Ko'ntire Bene 
in war, and the latter still calls him M' adamfo.3 In the Bekwai Divi
sio.n, the Oyoko Bene's presence is necessary in co.urt when any im
Po.rtant case is being heard, but no.t (o.r so. I was info.rmed) that o.f the 
Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs. The Chief o.f the Divisional Sto.o.l may 
not be cho.sen fro.m the Oyoko Bene's kindred-group, no.r may the 
Oyoko Bene o.fficiate fo.r the Chief at the Adae ceremo.nies, but the 
Head-Chief might do. so for the Oyoko Bene's Sto.o.ls. The Oyoko 

I The people of this village were never !lUpposed to be seen by the Chief during his 
lifetime because to them fell the duty of attending to his corpse after death. They were 
never allowed to enter the capital, except on occasion of a death. 

• A subject of one Chief, living in the village of another, is liable to be called upon to 
help in any public work, e. g. road mending or clearing, but is not called upon to contri· 
bute to any but his own Chief's Stool debts. In case of any litigation in another Chiers 
court, he is represented by some one from his own Division. 

, See Chapter XlL 
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Hene hears all cases in which members of the various Oyoko kindred 
groups are concerned, including those from the group from which the 
Chief is chosen. 

~wafo Hene: His capital town is Bogorase; he also possesses the 
following villages: Besiase, Dawu, Kajase, Hia, Tetirefu, Ankwanko, 
Nemereso, Nerebehye, Pepedan, Mmonsa, Asona, Danyame, Apitisu; 
he has subjects in several other Chiefs' villages. The ~ wafo Hene is 
, pushed' by Chief Kobena Adegya, an Oyoko (the Adwa Hene); he 
is also in command of thefekuo (group) of sodoJo (cooks), under the 
head of whom again are the kyimiekyimfo (umbrella-carriers) and the 
abrafo (executioners). The latter are in this Division distinct from 
the Adumfo, who are under the Akwamu Hene. 

Gyase Hene: The Gyase Hene rules over, directly or indirectly, 
Amponya (his capital town), Amponya Kuma, Adosowa, Domme, 
Moamo, Anweam (the last named he rules indirectly, it being directly 
subject to the Ankobea Hene), Asekyesu, Akasanimu, Asereso (directly 
under Abotikwa), Sanfo, Kuma (both first directly under Ankobea), 
Kansere (directly under Pinanko); Homase-Panyin, Homasewa, Ko
tokyiso, Amamomu, Nyankyerene, Adoyease, Amerewa, Fenasu, Kye
kyeso, Babo (all of which are only indirectly under the Gyase Hene, 
being directly under the Kyidom Hene), and Ajaimpra (directly under 
the Ankobea Hene). Besides all these villages, the Gyase Hene has the 
followingfekuo directly under him: Kyidom, Hyiawu, Ntijo, Asokwa, 
Ankobea, Pinanko, Abotikwa. Each of these companies have certain 
duties assigned to them. 

K yidom: They build one of the four pato rooms surrounding the 
gyase courtyard. I The remainder are built by the A kwamu, Ko'ntire, 
and ~wafo. The Kyidom subjects were also the Chief's miners and 
gold-washers. With the Ankohea, Ntifo, and Asokwa, they formed the 
rear-guard in the Bekwai army: Under the Kyidom, again, were the 
akragwareJo (soul-washers). 

Hyiawu: They also build a certain part of the Chief's palace. 
Their name means lit. ' meet and die '; they were once not distin
guished from the GyaseJo, of whom they form a part, but a body of 
the latter who had greatly distinguished themselves in war were given 
this special title.lI They have their oWn Head-the Hyiawu He~but 
he has not any court; in war he goes in front of the Gyase Hene. 

Ntijo: There is a saying at Bekwai, Gyase Hene nni ho a, Ntijo wo 
ho, Ntifinso nni ho a, Asamanfo wo ho (When the Gyase Hene is not 

I See Chapter VII. • See Reindorf's History, p. 119> 
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there, then there is the Ntifo Hene, and when the Ntifo people are 
absent, there are still the 'Samanfo), i. e. the Ntifo Hene acts for the 
GytlJe Chief, in the absence of the latter. The Ntifo Hene is the soul
washer to the Chief and the Ntifo company supply messengers. The 
Ntifo Stool is sometimes called the AsomtlJomagwa (the Stool that is 
always sent anywhere). The Ntifo form part of the Kyidom (rear
guard). The Ntifo Hene has not any villages, nor has he any authority 
to hear cases. He is responsible for building part of the Chief's 
'palace '. 

A sokwafo (Hom-blowers), A kyeremadefo (Drummers): These fekuo 
of the Gyase comprise the following subdivisions, each with its own 
head; each company is named after the particular hom or drum which 
they use: 

(a) Mmenhyenfo. 
(b) Ntaherafo. 
(c) Nkontwewafo. 
(d) Nkojefo. 
(e) Asokohenfo. 
(f) tj' atweafo. 
(g) Mentiahyenfo. 

The Asokwafo are responsible for roofing the harem. The Nkojefo 
are the Chief's firewood cutters. The Mentiahyenfo (with the Mme
Jiefo) were the Chief's traders; they are also the sextons to the Adehye, 
with the exception of the Chief and Queen Mother, for whom the 
Barimfo, who are directly under the Chief, perform the same duty. 

A kyeremadefo (Drummers): I 
(a) Fontomfromfo. 
(b) Ketefo. 
(c) Nkrawire ne Mpehifo. 
(d) Kukuadwefo. 
(e) Mpintini, Dono, and Gyamadudufo. 
(f) Nimsafo. 
(g) N tumpanefo. 
(h) Etwiefo. 
(i) Kantamantojo. 
G> Mmediefo • 

• See Religion "fIlArl in Ashanti, Chapter XXVI, for illustrations and further particu. 
lars of many of these druma. 
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The AsokwaJo and AkyeremadeJo, although considered in a sense as 
free men (as are all descendants of slaves), instead of being fined for 
minor offences, used to be punished by being beaten! 

The Asokwa Hene has neither oath nor court. 
Ankobea: ThisJekuo includes the following sub-groups: 

(a) Atum'tuJo (Gunners). 
(b) AhopraJo (Elephant-tail switchers). 
(c) AloamJo (Hammock-carriers). 

In this Division (as is usually the case) the Ankobea Chief (as the 
name implies) is never supposed to leave the Chief's side, accompany
ing him even when he goes to urinate. He does not go to war unless 
the Chief also does so? The younger members of the blood-royal and 
the children of the Chief come under the Ankobea Hene for training 
and discipline. Like the other groups, they are responsible for the 
building and repair of part of the Chief's palace. 

PinankoJo: ThisJekuo comprises the following subdivisions: 

(a) FotuosaJo (Keepers of the gold weights and scales). 
(b) MpaboaJuaJo (Sandal-bearers). 
(c) cr asenJuaJo (pipe-bearers). 
(d) NsaJuaJuaJo (Winecup-bearers). 

The FotuosaJo are in charge of the Chief's weights and scales, and 
the bigJotuo (bag), called sana, which contains every weight from poa 
hu to pereguan oha.3 They are also in charge of all the agyapadie 
(regalia), except the mpungwa (blackened Stools); the FotuosaJo Hene 
has neither court nor oath. The winecup-bearers also bathe the 
Chief; a Chief may not hold soap or a sponge in his own hand; they 
also build the Chief's Nyame dan (Sky-god room).4 

AbotikwaJo: They supply the escort for the Chief's Stools when 
he goes out or when he goes to.war. They build the house for the 
blackened Stool in the war camp. 

All the aboveJekuo are under the Gyase Hene and all are collectively 
known as Ahenkwa (derivation Ahene-nkoa, Chief's slaves), hence the 
Gyase Hene is often termed Ahenkwa Panyin (the Elder of the Ahen
kwa). If any male A henkwa marries a woman who is a subject of the 
Chief, and has a male child, the latter succeeds to the office of his 

• The reason possibly being that all were originally slaves and that any fine would have 
had to be paid by their own master, i. e. the Stool • 

• It became quite a customary procedure for Kings and OUefs to send their armies on 
a campaign in charge of the Ko'fIIir, Hme. 

S See Ashanti, Chapter XXV. • See frontispiece, Ashanti. 
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father, but he does not succeed to his property or share in his fa~er's 
debts. The Gyase Hene's duties include the supervision of all these 
fekuo; he should also report to the Chief night and morning and 
inquire after his health. He sits with the Chief and discusses im
pending cases. If a Chief bought a slave, he became Stool property 
and was enrolled among the GyaseJo. When a Chief dies, the Gyase 
Hene locks all the doors to safeguard the Stool property. At Bekwai 
his Stool is an ahusua' gwa (One that descends through the female 
line). The Gyase Hene at Bekwai is not a Wirempeni. 

Birempon: The following are the Birempon of this Division: 
Amoafo, Abodom, Asansu, Pekyi No. I, Pekyi NO.2, Mansoabodom, 
and Adankrangya. (prior to 1895, Bekwai had not any Birempon; 
Amoafo was formerly unde.r the Adum Hene, Kumasi; Obodom was 
under the Kumasi Gyasewa Hene; Asansu was under the Kumasi 
Adonten Hene; Ofoase was under the Dumakwai Hene; Pekyi NO.1 
was under the Kumasi Ko'ntire Hene; Pekyi NO.2 was under the 
Kumasi Gyasewa Hene.) Each of these Birempon has other villages 
under him, and an organization very similar to that of the Head 
Division. 

Bekwai war organization: The diagram on the following page 
shows the war formation of the old army in battle. 

• The black Stool of Guayehoafo was taken to war, and carried by the 
Chief's senior wife.' 

Horn and Drum calls: 

The Chief's Horns: Katakyi pe ko, 
Katakyi pe ko, 
Wo pe ko, ko pa pa, 
Eko ye, Adwo, 
Eko ye, Adwo. 

The hero loves a fight, 
The hero loves a fight, 
You love a fight, a good fight, 
Fighting is good, yes, Adwo. 
Fighting is good, yes, Adwo. 

The Oyoko Hene: Kae, kae die we sese me, 
Me were mfiri 0 ! 

Remember, remember what you told me, 
I shall not forget. 
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The Ko'ntire Hene: Ti aJom e. 
Ti adom e. 

He drives away the enemy. 
He drives away the enemy. 

The Akwamu Hene : Afumu e! ko to 00. 

K 

Afumu e! ko to 00. 

Afumu e (a name), fight and.die. 
Afumu e, fight and die. 

o 0 A 0 o 
B 

C 
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€ 
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A. AkflJaltSf'afo (Scouts). B. T-fo (Advance-guard). c. Gyasefo. D. TM Chief. E. 
Ankobeafo. F. Chief's wives and camp followers. G. Kyidom (Rear-guard). H. Tu_ 
tufo (Gun-bearers). I. Akyeremadefo (Drummers). J. Nkoduase (a royal 'pusher' of 
the left wing). K. The Benk .. mfo (Left wing) under the AkfIJa"", Bene. L The Oyoko 
Bene (' Pusher' of the right wing). M. NiJafo (Right wing). 

Twafo Hene: Kotoko nwa go pe: 
Paraphrased, this means, 'We porcupines, when we are playing 

with you, we are all the time seeking a cause of dispute'. 

Twa, twene me. 

Cut it (the head) and throw it to me. 

GyaJe Hene: Asem kete kete na eye me he. 

I am easily aroused. 

Kyidom Hene: Nwo boniaye. 

You are ungrateful. 
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The Drums' sound: Kantamanto! Kantamanto! 

You may violate an 'oath' without incurring 
any penalty.! 

Bekwai 'Oaths': The 'great oath'; of Bekwai is Kwesida neMpete 
(Sunday and Small-pox); Yao Kofo died on a Sunday, and Boakye 
Yam died of small~pox in a war against the Fanti. 

Oyoko H ene's' oath': He has not any special' oa th '; he may hear a 
case in which a subject has sworn the Chiefs oath only with the per
mission of the Chief. 

Ko'ntire Hene's ' Oath': Wukuara (Wednesday), stated to be the 
day on which the first Ko'ntire Chiif died. He does not share Aseda 
with the Head-Chief. If the other party responds with the Head
Chiefs oath, the case will either (a) be transferred to his court, or (b) 
heard in the Ko'ntire Hene's court (with the Chiefs permission), the 
Head-Chief being represented by his Okyeame. The lesser oath is 
swallowed up in the greater; Esono tiafidie so a, ena enfwei (' When 
an elephant treads on a trap, it does not spring to ') is the saying used 
to describe such a case. The Ko'ntire Hene will then receive only his 
customary share in the court' fine', which he would have received had 
his oath not been sworn at all. Should one party swear the Ko'ntire 
Hene's oath, and another that of the Akwamu Hene, the case is 
heard in the former's court, the Okyeame of the Akwamu Chief being 
present, and the Aseda being shared equally. 

Akwamu Hene's 'oath': Ebenara (fuesday), referring, it is said, 
to the death of the first Akwamu Chief. The same rule, as is stated 
above, applies regarding the swearing of a mixed oath. 

T'wafo Hene's 'oath': raoara (Friday), commemorating the 
death of Adu Akwesi, a T'wafo Hene, in the reign of Osai Kojo; he 
was killed in a war with Juaben. In the event of one litigant swearing 
this' oath' and the other the AkwamuHene's 'oath', the·caseis heard 
in the Ko'ntire Hene's court (the Ko'ntire and Akwamu are' brothers', 
but the Ko'ntire is the elder). 

Cyase Hene's 'oath': Ebenara (fuesday); it is distinguished 
from that of the Akwamu Hene by adding the words Cyase Hene, 
e.g. me ka Cyase Hene Abenara. If a mixed oath, comprising that of 
the Cyase Hene and of the T'wafo Hene, is sworn, the case is heard in 
the T'wafo Hene's court; if the 'oaths' were those of the Cyase Hene 
and the Akwamu Hene, the case would be heard before the Ko'ntire 

I See Chapter XV. 
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Hene. The origin of the ' oath' is stated to have been the death of a 
certain Cyase Hene on a Tuesday. 

The Heads of the numerous fekuo (groups) under the Cyase Hene 
have not any' oath' of their own, all using the Cyase Hene's' oath " 
and the case being tried before him. Every household has also its own 
small private family' oaths', Me ka nana nan, nsa, f.5c. (I-mention 
grandfather's leg, or finger), referring to some scar or wound caused 
by an accident. The small children are taught to observe these' oaths' 
and are whipped for their violation. Osa ne timi na ntam bi ayiye 
akese akese (' War and power made certain oaths become great '), 
added my informant. Another family oath (which probably gives us 
a clue as to the derivation of the word ntam) is Me tan nana (' I hate 
grandfather ').1 

Division of Ajeda in ' oath' cases: The maximum Aseda in former 
times was £6 13S. of gold-dust; as in all other Divisions, it was paid 
by the party adjudged innocent. The guilty partywas either executed, 
or later' bought his head', paying also a fine known as Akonnua sika 
(Stool money) of £2 7s., £2 for a sheep for the blackened Stools and 
7J. for the Stool carriers. The AJeda of £6 13S. was divided as follows: 

The Queen Mother received 7J. 
Die okyere nnadua (the one who arrested the parties) ntaku anan (21.). 
Ohene mma (the Chief's children) Joafa (3s.). 
Sodofo (cooks) ntaku anan (21.). 
Opontuni (gatekeeper) ntaku mienu (IS.). 
Kyimiekyimfo (umbrella-carriers) ntaku mienu (IS.). 
Abadiakyiri (heir apparent) ntaku anan (21.). 
Adehye(certain of the male members of the blood royal) ntaku anan 

(21_). 
The balance was now divided into two equal parts, of which the 

Chief took half, the remaining half being divided among the following 
Mpanyimfo, in five equal shares; the Oyoko Hene, the Ko'ntire Hene, 
the Akwamu Hene, the 'Iwafo Hene, and the Cyase Hene. Each of 
these would again have to share with others, e. g. the Cyase would 
share with the seven fekuo whose names have been given. 

Kumasi great' oath' cases and appeals to the AJante Hene: When 
the Kumasi great' oath' was sworn by subjects of the Bekwai Chief, 
the case was heard before the Chief and judgement was given by him. 
A messenger was sent to the King at Kumasi with half the Aseda, the 
mataho also being equally divided. The guilty party would beg for 

I See Chapter XXII, ReligioN and Art iN Asharati. 
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mercy, and his request would be reported to the King. If the Asante 
Hene wished his death, he would send his executioners to carry out 
the sentence: ifhe desired to claim Atitodie (blood-money), he would 
take the whole amount paid.' 

An appeal from the Bekwai Chief to the Asante Hene was made in 
the manner already described. 

'Oath' hetween a subject of Bekwai and one of another Head-Chief! 
The place in which the 'oath' was sworn decided, the venue of the 
trial. The Chief of the Division in which the case was not being 
heard would be represented by his Okyeame, and the Elder of the 
subject who was being tried would also attend to watch over his in
terests. In such cases, the Aseda was not equally divided, but only 
that part of it which fell to the share of the Chief in whose court the 
case was being investigated, half of this being sent to the other Chief. 
The local Okyeame and the local Mpanyimfo gave a share of their 
, fees' to the visiting Opanyini. 

Sources of Reflenue in olden times: 

War: The Chief took one half of the spoils. 
Trading: Known as Batadie or Agwadie, the Asokwafo were the 

Chiefs traders. They were sent to the Coast to buy cloth, beads, 
salt, and these articles were sent to Bontuku (now in the French Ivory 
Coast) and Salaga, and sold for cowries, with which were bought slaves, 
shea butter, kyekye (blue cloth woven with the indigenous cot;.ton), 
and cotton thread. These articles were again retailed in Ashanti, and 
the profits made went to the Stool. Bekwai had not any trade in kola. 
These Asokwafo who traded for the Chief were never fined, but they 
might be whipped. They were not paid, but made their own profit 
on each transaction; they often became rich. 

Ayibuadie (Death duties): The Chief only received these from 
his Nsafohene. 

Aseda and Atitodie: This source of revenue has been dealt with 
already. 

Oman'to: At the annual Odwira custom, there was a collection of 

I My informant stated that the reason all the Amanhen. have the right to hear cases 
in which the Kumasi great • oath ' is involved, is that this • oath· is a National one; it is 
the Asanle/II NlIJm. An appeal could also be made from the Asanl. Hene's court to aNa· 
tional tribunal, on which sat all the great Amanhene. This appeal was lodged by the 
guilty party swearing the great oath upon the King's Ollyeam<, saying: M. ka ntam ku. 
s. me na tD/1 nn; nkU1'O man anim mu (I swear the great' oath' that I and you must settle 
this dispute before the Ashanti Nation). 

335" M 
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ntaku anan (21.) from every adult male, and ntaku mienu (IS.) from 
every adult female. Food was also collected on this occasion. 

Treasure Trove: If a very large sum was found, the AJante Hene 
had to be informed; smaller amounts were kept by the Chief. 

Mining I (AJikadie) : The Chief's miners were the people of Ako
tokyiJo, under the Kyidom Hene. Every year, at the time of the 
Odwira ceremony, they brought the gold which they had found. The 
Chief might not make them' drink the gods' that they had brought 
all the gold that they had discovered. 

The pOWI!f' oj the AJante Hene to intl!f'jl!f'e in the intl!f'nai affait'! oj the 
DifliJion: The AJante Hene could demand an oath Z of allegiance 
from the Chief on the latter's enstoolment. The subjects of Bekwai 
had the right of appeal to the AJante Hene. The AJante Hene, on the 
death of a Chief of Bekwai, was given two of his wives, one man of the 
jotuoJajo jekuo (company from which the treasurers are drawn), and 
one of the Ajonasoajo (sword-carriers), cloths, and sometimes as much 
as ten pl!f'eguan (£80). A messenger, accompanied by a sword-bearer, 
was sent to Kumasi to announce the death. Once upon a time, the 
King used to come in person to attend ' his brother's' funeral, but 
this custom had fallen into abeyance since the reign of Bonsu Panyin, 
who once had come to Bekwai to attend the funeral of Asentifo, when 
a quarrel arose owing to the King claiming too much ayihuadie (death 
duty). Mter this event, it became customary for the King to be 
represented by his Okyeame. The Akyeame ofthe Kumasi NJajohene 
also came to Bekwai to represent their masters. 

Akyl!f'e (persons marked out for sacrifice) had already been killed in 
Kumasi and twelve more were sent to Bekwai along with the following 
presents: 

Ten cases of gin, ten sheep, ten cloths (four silk, two velvet, two 
white cotton, two fancy prints nkuJa), one velvet pillow, two honno 
blankets, one loin-cloth, called opontontra, two hoadekana mats, and 
gold-dust to the weight of a ntama (£16), and finally some gold orna
ments for putting on the ankles of the corpse (Ahirempon n'ase). In 

I With regan!. to gold mined on land not directly under the Head-Chief, the person 
actually in possession took one·third ; he gave two·thirds to his immediate Chief, who 
gave one;third to the Head·Chief . 

• Me ka Kwesida me ka Ntam Kesie, nkanka na eka nmwfra ne Mpanyiniso, em ya ma 
me akawo wo nananom akyiri, se me ye wo dom da, se me ko to gya WOO su, se me hyia dom na 
lIIanko mma ma wo, na se me gwane 'dom no, se me ka • scm me kyere wo na wantie, na se 
Inemma ma ameka ankyere WD bio, se me ye wo fwe wo Ii fwe kye, se wo hyia me awia na sc 
mamma, ya me to Kwesida. (See Chapter XIII.) 
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return the King was sent the presents already mentioned.' The £80 
was collected by a public levy (ayi'tffo). 

The Asante Hene alone had the right to hear certain cases which 
were regarded as of national importance owing to the violation of 
some taboo, e. g. cursing the King. 

The Chief of Bekwai had to inform the Asante Hene ifhe wished to 
make war upon any of the neighbouring Amanhene, and receive his 
permission before doing so. 

Bekwai sta te that they were given the peculiar privilege of not being 
required to hand over the sons of Bekwai women, by fathers who were 
the Cyasejo of the Asante Hene, to serve in that fekuo (company); 
also that the Chief of Bekwai had permission to execute murderers, if 
his own subjects.3 

With regard to any hidden treasure or treasure trove, they state 
that it was sent to the King, who would take all the gold nuggets, but 
would return two-thirds of their weight in gold-dust to the Chief of 
Bekwai, who would give half to his Elders. 

Account oj the ct!1'emony oj enstoolment oj a Chiej at Bekwai in olden 
times: When the Chief died, the Ko'ntire and Akwamu, along with all 
the other Mpanyimfo, considered the question of his successor, and 
having done so, went to the Queen Mother and asked her to select 
one of the Adehye (royal family) as the new Chief. She would do so, 
but if they did not agree with her nominee they would tell her so. 
She would reply: ' You are the rulers of this land; whomsoever you 
think can carry a gun, name him.' The Queen Mother would agree 
to their selection, unless she knew of some physical disability in the 
candidate chosen. The Oyoko Hene was included among the Mpa
nyimfo who selected the Chief, because, although of the Chief's clan, 
he belonged to a family branch, the members of which might not sit 
upon the Stool. On the death of a Chief, the CyMe Hene became 
responsible for all the Stool property and was in sole charge of the 

I The Bekwai Elders stated these gifts were not ayibuadie, but merely given' to raise 
the King's buttocks' (I .. tie 10), i. e. to cause the King to rise from his seat in retuming 
thanks. They were, in fact, no doubt the customary m uhomo.. 

• I am rather doubtful about this. The punishment for all murderers was to dance the 
Atopert (see Chapter IX, Rtligion and Art in ASMnl'), and this punishment was the 
prerogative of the Asante Htne. They account, however, for these privileges by narrating 
the story of how Komfo Anotche had caused an iron rod, which fonnerly lay upon the 
brass pan which stood at Diakomfoase, to disappear, stating that in whatever Division 
it turned up, that Division should have special privileges. This iron rod, they state, was 
eventually found in the ground near an Ofo tree, which stood near the site of the present 
police station at Bekwai. 

MZ 
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Ahenkwa. The Wirempejo at Bekwai consisted of all the Mpanyimfo, 
with the exception of the Oyoko Hene. During the time the Stool was 
in charge of the W irempejo, there was a general licence to kill fowls 
and sheep, 'and if one were not careful, one might oneself get killed '. 
An ' oath' was taken before the corpse in the manner which has already 
been described. The Chief-designate was known as the Nkwankwa 
Hene. The enstoolment ceremony (Ahensie) took place on the 
nnawotwe da, i.e. the eighth day after the ayiyo (real funeral custom). 
The enstoolment took place at the spot formerly known as Ahen' 
hohoano (in front of the King's doorway) (on which now stands the 
Bekwai Police Station). This was the old site of the 'palace' of the 
Bekwai Chiefs up to Boakye Yam's reign. Here, all the Mpanyimfo 
assembled and seated themselves. The Ko'ntire and Akwamu 'Hene 
sent their own Okyeame to the Stool Okyeame with a message that 
they were ready and awaiting the Nkwankwa Hene. This message was 
sent to the Queen Mother through the Nsenea Hene (Chief of the 
heralds), and through the Afonasoafo Hene (Head of the sword
bearers). The Queen Mother would send back a message saying that 
the Gyase Hene might send for him. The Chief-designate arrived 
accompanied by his half-brothers by mothers not of the royal blood 
(asemma). He was dressed in an Adinkira cloth and had ntwuma (red 
clay) upon his shoulders. He arrived under a small umbrella, which 
was taken away as soon as he reached the assembly. He stood before 
the Stool Okyeame, to whom the Ko'ntire and Akwamu turned, and 
said: Nwonto aso nkyere Ohema ne Oyoko Hene ('Repeat to the Queen 
Mother and Oyoko Hene what we have already discussed and decided 
upon '). The Okyeame would then turn to them and say, Nwo ma 
yen hirihi na yanka asem kyere nwo (' Give us something that we may 
tell you something '). A pereguan was demanded, and on request the 
amount was halved, as was die usual custom. The Stool Okyeame 
now transferred his staff of office to his left hand, to leave the right 
free for gesticulation, I and spoke as follows : 

Ko'ntire ne Akwamu se me ma wo nti 
'I wafo se me ma wo nti 
Gyase se me ma wo nti 
K yidom se me ma wo nti 
Bekwai mma ne mmarima se ye ma wo nti. 
Se adere hu a, ye ho hi poma m'. Nne wo woja odae, wansorie, nti 

I It was an insult to use the left hand for this purpose. 
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yemfa ne tuo ama woo Nne Bekwai man ya ko agyina ye se wo na ye pe wo, 
ye se yenfo Aguyeboafo Akonnua ye de ma woo Mfa mpe mma; mfa nom 
mmorosa; mfa nye adom; ye ka asem kyere wo a, tie; mfa nnidi wo 
mpanyimfo atem; mfa oman ntosedie; yempe animguasie: ye hyira 
Akonnua so kuse! kuse! kuse!; Mpanyimfo se yede Akonnua kye woo 

(Because the Ko'ntire and Akwamu say I must give you the Stool. 
Because the Advance-guard say I must give you the Stool. 
Because the Gyase say I must give you the Stool. 
Because the Rear-guard say I must' give you the Stool. 
Because the men and women of Bekwai say we must give you 

the Stool. 
When a sickle breaks, we put a new shaft in it. To-day your uncle lay 

down and did not rise up, so we have brought his gun 'to give you. 
To-day the Bekwai people consulted together, and they say that you 
are their choice, they declare that we must give you the Stool of 
Aguyeboafo. . 

Do not take it and go after women. 
Do not take it and drink spirits. 
Do not take it and make (civil) war. 

When we give you advice, listen to it; do not take the Stool and abuse 
your Elders .. Do not take it and gamble with the people. We do not 
wish shame. We bless the Stool, Kuse! Kuse! Kuse! The Elders 
say we are to take this Stool and give it to you.) 

No sooner had the Okyeame finished this speech than the Chief of 
the heralds sprinkled white clay on the new Chief's shoulders, and 
every one shouted E! E! E! The Chief now passed along the as
sembled Elders-from right to left-greeting each in turn. He next 
stood before the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Hene and, drawing the Afona 
called Bosomtwe (with the customary actions which have been de
scribed elsewhere), he took the following oath before them: 

Me sere Kwesida, me ka; me sere Mpete, me ka; me sere Ntam 
Kesie, me ka. Nne nwo Bekwai 'man nwo de me nannoam tuo ama me; 
'Guayeboafo nana ne me. Nne nwo de ne tuo.ama me; se nye amanmuo 
pa na me ne nwo be buo, se me de nana no kuro tosedie, se me de pe mma, 
se me Mpanimfo ka asem kyere me na mentie, se me de ye nwo dom; se 
me ko gwane; ya me to Ntam Kesie me to Kwesida ne Mpete. 

I beg pardon of Sunday, the forbidden name of which I speak; 
I implore Small-pox, the forbidden name of which I speak; I supplicate 
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the great forbidden name, the name which I speak, saying that: To
day, you, the people of Bekwai, have taken my grandsire's gun which 
you have given to me ;' I am the grandchild of Aguyeboafo, whose gun 
you have this day given to me; if it is not a good Government with 
which I govern you, or if I gamble with my grandsire's town; if I go 
after women; if I do not listen to the advice of my councillors; if 
I make war against them; if I run away; then have I violated the 
great forbidden name, then have I violated the forbidden names of 
Sunday and of Small-pox.' 

This oath the Chief took standing before the Ko'ntire and Akwamu 
Chiefs as representatives of all the Elders. The Chief was now seated on 
the right hand of the Queen Mother, and the A hmkwa brought out all 
the Stool regalia. The Stool Okyeame would now call upon the Queen 
Mother, theOyoko Hene, and the Gyase Hene to give a thank-offering 
to the people. Aseda, amounting to forty pereguan (£3zo), would be 
asked, but on request the amount demanded would be reduced by 
half. Of this sum, £9 6s. was sent to the Asante Hene, and about £z 4S. 
to each of the Amanhene;1 the remainder was divided into five equal 
shares among the Bekwai MpanyimJo. 

It was then the turn of the MpanyimJo to take their oath before the 
Chief. This they did in the following order: the 'IwaJo Hene, the 
Akwamu Hene, the Ko'ntire Hene, the Gyase Hene," and the Oyokll 
Hene. Mter receiving this oath, the Chief would rise up and go to 

. the house of the Sana Hene (treasurer), which would be his home for 
some weeks. On the afternoon of that day he would go round the 
town, paying a state call on each of the Elders. On the following day, he 
was taken to the Stool-house and shown the blackened Stools, to which 
he sacrificed two sheep. A sheep was also killed over the three cooking 
hearth-stones (Bukyia) (see Fig. 4); another sheep was sacrificed 
at the Barim (burial-place) bo1h of the Chief and of the Queen 
Mother, and the 'SamanJo (spirits) were informed of all that had taken 
place. Until the Chief had been set on the blackened Stools, he was 
not considered as fully enstooled. The ceremony took place at night 
on the Sora da,3 and was spoken of as Nne na wa lena Akonnuaso, or 
Nne na waJoro kokrobo (' To-day he has sat upon the Stool, or To-day 
he has climbed upon the big stone '). The King of Ashanti, it will be 

• Similarly, on enstoohnent of these Amanhem, Bekwai would receive a share of their 
Aseda • 

• The heads of the various fekuo under the Gyase Hme took their oath to him; every 
one of these sections would have to be given a present by the Chief before they would 
commence work. 3 See RtligiOfl aM Art i .. As1lllllli, p. lli4. 
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recollected, had been sent Aleda. His acceptance of this signified his 
approval of the nominee of the Bekwai oman (tribe), but so far, in the 
eyes of the Asante Hene, the Bekwai Chiefwas still only considered a 
Nkwankwa Hene until he had taken an oath before him. This was 
generally done fifteen days after the' eighty day , funeral custom. He 
was presented by his Adamfo, the Asante Hene's Okyeame. He took 
the oath which has been given elsewhere. I Any Bekwal Nsafohene 
who accompanied the Chief, and had not previously been to Kumasi 
and taken an oath before the King, would do so on this occasion. The 
enstoolment ceremony was now completed. 

Enstoolment of a Queen Mother at Bekwai : 2 Mter the Sora da cere
mony and' the closing of the path' 3 the Mpanyimfo would go to the 
Chief and ask him to give them a new Queen Mother, , to give water 
and food to the old Queen Mothers'. The Ko'ntire and Akwamu and 
other Elders, and not the Chief or members of the blood royal, alone 
had the right to choose a new Queen Mother. The Elders would have 
noted the character of the royal women and would know whom to 
elect. The Chief would now call all his ahusua (kindred) and inform 
them that the Mpanyimfo had chosen one of them, and he would 
select a ?ay for the enstoolment ceremony. A first or second Monday 
following a Kwesi Adae (Kwesidae nnawotiwe, or Kwesidae Dwoada) 
would probably be selected. Every one assembled in the big gyale 
courtyard, and the Chief was seated in one of the pato rooms facing 
the yard. The white Stool of the late Queen Mother was in readip.ess, 
in charge of the Barimfo. The Queen Mother-elect was called and 
she came before the assembly; the Okyeame addressed her as follows : 
Mpanyimfo ne Ohene se, yemfa Akonnua yi mma wo na to mmerewa 
aduane (' The Elders and the Chief say we must take this Stool and 
give it to you, that you may cook food for the old women, i. e. the 
ghosts of the late Queen Mothers '). As in the case of the Chief, she 
was given advice (ye ma no afutuo) which includes the following: 

Nnidi Mpanyimfo atem (Do not abuse the Elders). 
Mmo krono (Do not steal). 
Nni nkonkonsa (Do not tittle-tattle). 

Aleda (£80) was asked for, and £40 paid.4 She was set three times 

I The Bekwai Eldets state that the Asante Hene did not place the sole of his foot on the 
Bekwai Chiefs head, as he did in the case of the other Amanhene. 

• As told to me by the late Queen Mother, Abena Kete. 
, See Rtligiors and A" in Ashanti, p. 165 • 
• Part of this sum would be sent to Kumasi and to the other important Divisions, as 

in the case of the Chief, Auda. 
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on her predecessor's Stool. Mter this ceremony, her predecessor's 
blackened Stools, which had been locked up in the Chief's Stool-house, 
were returned to their usual place. The following day, the usual 
sacrifices of sheep were made on the Stools, at the Barim (cemetery), 
and for the cooking-hearth. In the night, she would aJ:;o be set on 
one of the blackened Stools, that of the late Queen Mother. 

Destoolment of a Chief at Bekwai: A Chief might be destooled for 
neglecting to follow any of the admonitions that were publicly recited 
to him on the day of his enstoolment. He was, however, generally 
given two or three chances. A des tooled Chief might not on any 
account take anything with him except what was handed to him by 
the Mpanyimfo. He might not even claim his own slaves privately 
acquired before he came on the Stool. 



XIX 

THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION 
OF JUABENI 

THE Juaben came originally from 'Santemanso. Thefirst man to 
leave that place and to settle at Juaben Mma (Little Juaben) was 

Ampobin Mra. a From there he went to Kumasi with Kwabia Amanfi. 
At this time, all men were hunters. The Stools ofTaffo and Amakum 
then owned all the land around Kumasi. Kwabia Amanfi fought 
against the Taffo Chief in single combat with sword and shield. Am
pobin Mra died, and was succeeded by his brother, Nnam, who left 
Kumasi and went to live near Oti Kuro (Oti village) on the old 
Kumasi-Juaben road. He was succeeded by a nephew called Awere 
Tumfo (i.e. Awere, the blacksmith). In his time, the present town 
of Juaben was founded. A hunter called Boama Koko Boate (Boama 
Boate, the Red) was then living at Juaben. He was of the Oyoko clan. 
Awere Tumfo settled at Juaben with his 'brother' Boama Koko. A 
certain Chief, called N tiamoa Amankuo, was the owner of this part of 
the country; he lived at Abosu ; the hunter, Boama Koko Boate, used 
to hunt on his land. Awere Tumfo died at Juaben, and was succeeded 
by Kofi Agyakum. He in turn was succeeded by a nephew, Eto, who 
was a hunter. At this time every one was under Denkyira. Eto was 
succeeded by his nephew, Kwabi Ame Yao; his brother, Twumasi 
Ankra, succeeded him, and grew to be a very old man. He was suc
ceeded by his brother, Dankwa Mrapo,3 who in tum was succeeded 
by Adakwa Yiadom. [Before the overthrow ofDenkyira, Kumasi must 
already have begun to hold a certain ascendancy over other Chiefs. 
Tradition states that it was to Kumasi that the Denkyira King sent his 
demands for tribute. My informants state that the Kumasi Chief in 
fact did hold such a position of seniority in virtue of his position of 
'uncle' to Bekwai, Kokofu, Juaben, and Nsuta.] Adakwa Yiadom is 

• Juaben is said to be derived from gwa and ben (lit. cut up for us) ; ben = yen in the 
Brong dialect: • We were all originally hunters.' 

• The Juaben claims that he was haIf·brother of Kwabia Amanfi. 
, It must be surmised that by this time these hunter Chiefs had become captains in 

command of fighting men, and that Osai Tutu was firmly established in Kumasi, for 
Dankwa Afrapo went to a war with Osai Tutu, which gave rise to the • oath' Kwadu 
T ... "m. 
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famous as having been the first Ashanti Chief to refuse to pay the 
tribute demanded by Denkyira. At first, the tribute had consisted of 
simple services-the supply of firewood and such like-but the 
demands increased until they came to claim: 

(a) The favourite wife of each Ashanti Chief to act as wet-nurse 
(mmagyegyefo) to the King of Denkyira's children. 

(b) The filling with gold of the great brass pan that stood at Dia
komfoase (near the site of the Post Office and Messrs. Swanzy's store 
in Kumasi). Three envoys came from Denkyira to claim this tribute. 
The Chief of Juaben had been summoned to Kumasi to discuss these 
demands, and at a public meeting he declared he would fill the pan 
with powder and lead, but not with gold-dust. Of the three envoys, 
one was killed, onl? had an ear cut off, and the third, a finger of his 
right hand. The two who were not killed were sent back to Denkyira. 
This was equivalent to a declaration of war. The Priest Anotche I 

prepared a medicine called atim-aduuru (medicine for power) in which 
every Ashanti Chief bathed. The leaves of which this medicine was 
composed were found o~].y at Juaben. It was a Juaben man, Akusa 
Yadom, who, in the battle of Feyiase, captured the Denkyira King, 
Ntim Gyakari. When he was captured, he was sitting with golden 
fetters upon. his ankles, playing Wari 2 with one of his wives. His 
boast had been that he could defeat the Ashanti, whom he called 
Mfana mma (children of slave-women), even when shackled. Akusa 
Yadom struck at Ntim Gyakari, but the blow was diverted by a mas
sive gold bangle which the Ashanti call the Barimfina.3 N tim Gyakari 
was taken to Kumasi and executed after a trial in which Osai Tutu, 
the Asante Hene, appeared as the plaintiff. When judgement was 
given against Ntim Gyakari,4 the Asante Hene and Juaben were found 
innocent and paid the customary Aseda. Ntim Agakari was executed 
and his head was placed on the Kumasi Odwira.S His right arm and 
thigh-bone were given to Juaben, but he did not place them on a 
drum, but put them into a pan, which was covered with an elephant's 
ear. The pan also contained emme and summe leaves 6 and was dis
played at the local Odwira ceremony. At the battle of Feyiase, the 

J See Chapter XXIV • 
• See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapter XXXII, for a full description of how this 

game is played. 
3 I was informed that this bangle is now in the possession of the Akyim Abuakwa Stool, 

having been pawned by Asafo Agai. 
4 See Chapter XV. s See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapter XII. 
6 Emme (Ocimum viride); see Religion and Art in Ashanti, pp. 132, 173. 
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Juaben were on the right wing, and ChiefSaka (?) of Mampon com
manded the whole army! It was from this time that power began to 
come to our Chiefs; they would order neighbouring towns and vil
lages to come under them, and if they refused, would attack them. 
The custom of blackening Stools of dead Chiefs began; aperede drums 
were used for the first time. Adakwa Yiadom was killed in a war 
against Boafo Awusa of Akyim.' He was succeeded by his brother, 
Osai Fwidie, who married a Queen Mother of Mampon, by name 
Saka. At this time, Opoku Ware was Asante Hene. Osai Fwidie fought 
against the Chief of Abosu, N tiamoa Amankuo, one of the original 
owners of the land at Juaben, and Abosu came under Juaben. Osai 
Fwidie also fought against Birebewuo of Nsuoso and defeated and 
killed him, and captured his villages: Nsuoso, Fweremoase, and Mam
poma (the last two, now deserted), Apimso (now under the Oyoko 
Hene), and Monsaagya (now deserted). Osai Fwidie went with Opoku 
Ware to Tekiman, when Ame Yao was captured; he also helped 
Opoku Ware in the Domina Kusi war.3 Osai Fwidie made the offices 
of <[ waJo Hene (commander of the advance-guard), AJonasoaJo (sword
bearers), AkomJore, who are the AhopraJo, tail-switchers; he also 
made the first Jontomfrom and prempeh drums, and created the first 
post of Sana Hene (treasurer). He died at Juaben and shares one 
blackened Stool with Adakwa Yiadom. Osai Fwidie was succeeded by 
his nephew, Kofi Akrasi. In his time, the Juaben had heard of a Chief 
called Subiri of Bassa, who possessed a silver bowl and a gold belt 
(ajuduo). Kofi Akrasi received permission from the Asante Hene to 
make war on Subiri; the Adonten Hene of Kumasi was sent with him. 
Subiri was captured, and the dwete kuduo (silver vessel) and gold 
belt were taken. The Bassa Chief was brought before the Asante Hene 
carrying the stone upon his head which was known as ' the truthful 
stone', meaning that Kofi Akrasi had sworn he would capture Subiri 
and that he had kept his promise. Subiri was later brought to Juaben, 
tried, and executed; his head was placed in the Juaben Odwira. Chief 
Kofi Akrasi's father was the Chief of Dwease (Asante Akyim); he 
presented his son with the village ofDatibi, and also with one half of 
the people in another village called Dwease. Kofi Akrasi died; upon 

• See Chapter XXil. 
I The Elders conferred for nearly an hour before they would disclose this information. 
S The Domina formerly lived at Suntireso (now Bantama); Obiri Yaboa, one of the 

early Cbiefs of Asbanti, fougbt with them and was killed. The Suntireso Chief, Atta, 
removed from Suntireso and went first to Bamperedease, but after the Domina Kusi 
campaign again removed to D~. 
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his Stool rest his belt and a dwete poma (silver stick). Kofi Akrasi was 
succeeded by Akuamoa Kobina (alias Akuamoa Panyin). He was de
stooled for not following the advice of his Elders, and on account of 
his abusive tongue, and was succeeded by Fetua: This Chief had the 
bad habit of presenting villages to his mistresses; in this way we lost 
the village ofDatabi and our subjects in Dwease. Fetua was destooled, 
and Akuamoa Panyin put back on the Stool. He invented a new horn 
call, Kotoko ,nwo be kae me (' Porcupines, you will remember me '). 
He also made a drum which he named Biribi 'ba (' somebody's 
child '); he made the office of Ankobea Hene; he went to war with 
the Mampon, who were at that time at Mampon Akrofonso under 
their Chief, Atakora Panyin. The Mampon left Mampon Akrofonso 
as a result of this war, and went to Mampon. The King of Ashanti 
intervened and stopped the fighting, and the prisoners captured on 
both sides were returned. Akuamoa Panyin's Stool is among the 
blackened Stools. He was succeeded by Sapon Sai, a nephew of the 
two previous Chiefs who were ' brothers'. He did not live long on 
the Stool, but was a good Chief. He was succeeded by Yaboa Kodie, 
who went to the war in which Mankata 1 was killed. He was suc
ceeded by Juaben Kwesi Boaten; he accompanied Bonsu Panyin to 
the war against Gyaman, and also took part in the rising in Denkyira, 
under Kojo Tibu,a which followed the war in Gyaman. Kwesi 
Boaten also went with Osai Yao to the Akantamanso war. In this 
campaign, the Ashanti were fighting the Fanti, Akyim, Krobo, Accra, 
Krepi, Awuna, and Akwapim, who were assisted by the English. The 
Golden Stool was actually lost for a short time during a battle at 
Bawareso (near Dodowa ?), when it fell into the hands of the Awuna 
and Ada. The Chief of J uaben is alleged to have met King Osai Yao, 
who was wounded and about to blow himself up, after the established 
custom of defeated Ashantigenerals. The King informed Kwesi Boaten 
about the loss of the Stool, when the J uaben Chief volunteered to return 
forit. He did so, surprising some hundred of the enemy whom he found 
gazing in wonder at the Stool. On the return of the army to Kumasi, 
the. Chief of J uaben was accused of having stolen a box containing a 
very large sum in gold-dust which the King alleged had been captured 
with the Stool. About the same time as this quarrel about the gold-

I Sir Charles M'Carthy, killed 1824. 
• Kojo Tibo is said to have helped the Ashanti in the Gyaman war, but having learned 

their methods of fighting, he returned to Denkyira and raised a rebellion. He was a 
grandson (nana) of Ntim Gyakar1. . 
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dust, the King of Ashanti and the Chief of Juaben had a dispute 
about another matter. A certain man called Asumi, a native of 
Kubease and a subject of Juaben, surprised one of the Chief of Jua
ben's wives while she was bathing. She reported the matter, and the 
man fled to Kumasi to the King, begging him to save him, and declar
ing that when the affair happened it had not been intentional on his 
part, but that he had been seeking for a lost sheep, when he blundered 
in upon the wife of the Chief in her bath-room. The Asante Hene 
intervened, and the Chief of Juaben promised to spare his subject's 
life, but no sooner did Asumi return to Juaben than the Chief caused 
his head to be cut off. These two events led to a civil war between 
Juaben and the rest of Ashanti. The Juaben were defeated and the 
whole tribe fled, going to Kibbi, where they put themselves under the 
protection of Ofori Atta Panyin. While in exile at Kibbi, they heard 
of the death of Osai Yao and the enstoolment of King Kwaku Dua I. 
This monarch sent envoys to request the Juaben to return, but they 
sent back a message demanding the heads of the Mpanyimfo who had 
fought against them in Osai Yao's reign. This request was granted, 
and the heads of the following Nsafohene were sent to Kibbi-the 
Ko'ntire and Akwamu, Dadeasoaba, and the Gyasewa Hene, all of 
Kumasi, and the head of the Ko'ntire Hene ofKokofu. Before leaving to 
return to Ashanti, the Juaben • drank the gods' with Atta Panyin that 
they would never disclose any private matters that might have come 
to their knowledge concerning the affairs of Kibbi. On the journey 
back to Ashanti, Kwesi Boaten died at a village called Saman in 
Akyim. I He was succeeded by a younger brother called Kofi Boaten, 
but he too died eighty days after enstooIment. There was now not 
any male heir to the Stool, so the Queen Mother,Ama Sewa, became 
Chief.3 She ruled as Chief for about eight years, having use of the 
usual regalia; she officiated at all the Adae ceremonies; she ceased to 
be addressed as Ohema (Queen Mother) and was called Juaben Hene 
(Chief of Juaben) both by her own subjects and by the Asante Hene, 
before whom, wearing a belt of sepow knives, she took the oath of 
fealty; she attended the Odwira rite; she presided in court and 
guided the Akyeame; she rebuilt the town of Juaben. The husband 
of the famous Juaben Ama Sewa was the Ankobea Hene, but he 

I He was buried there for about a year to allow time for the flesh to decompose and 
leave the skeleton bare • 

• What now follows are some of the most interesting and curious pages in Ashanti 
local histories. 
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remained just an ordinary Elder. When Ama Sewa died, she was 
honoured, by being buried in the Barim (mausoleum) of the Chiefs, 
and her Stool was placed in the male Stool house. 1 She was succeeded 
by her daughter, Mrakuma Panyin, who also ruled as a Chief. During 
her time, the Asante Hene, Kwaku Dua I, made war against the 
Northern Territories for the purpose of getting slaves; as the King 
did not himself go to the war, Afrakuma did not go; she sent Sakodie, 
the Abesim Hene, and the Santan Hene in her place. When she died, 
she was burled in the Chiefs' Barim and her Stool wa~ placed with 
those of the Chiefs.2 She was succeeded by her daughter 3 (?) Akua 
Saponmma. Her husband was called Asafo Agyei; he was Ko'ntire 
Hene of Juaben and son of Juaben Boaten. Akua Saponmma bo~e 
three children. Two of these were Akosua Mrakuma and Akua 
Boaten.4 Akua Saponmma died, leaving these two infant girls (the 
third child had already died), and again there was not any male issue. 
Asafo Agyei, her husband, belonging to the Asona clan, was enstooled S 
as Chief of Juaben. At first he was not enstooled with the proper 
formalities. His full enstoolment was brought about as follows: He 
was on the way to Kumasi, accompanied by the Ko'ntire and Akwamu 
Hene. They were in front, and immediately behind came the Stool 
as representing the Chief. On the road they met the Asante Hene 
(Kwaku Dua I) on his way to attend a funeral custom. The King was 
distressed to see the empty Stool, and insisted on Asafo Agyei being 
properlyenstooled. This was done on the road between Krimasi and 
Kokofu. The two children of Asafo Agyei by his royal wife, Akua 
Sapon, were now the only hope of raising male issue to sit on the Jua
ben Stool. The Oyoko Hene, who had been a claimant for the Stool, 

1 This was only possible owing to the fact that she had passed the menopause . 
• She too had passed the menopause before her death. 
3 See Genealogy, Fig. 31. • 
• She died in giving birth to this child, who became mother of the present Omanhene. 
5 This seems a very unusual proceeding. The Juaben themselves explain it as follows : 

There were in fact males in Juaben of the royal clan, but not of the kindred-group from 
which the Chiefs were drawn. The Oyoko Rene indeed did claim the Stool, quoting two 
proverbs: Oyuo da mframa asc, and Etiri wo ho a, ycnnfa akye nsoa kotogwe (' It is only 
thanks to the wind that the black duyker' (' gets plantain leaves to eat' is understood), 
and again, ' When the head is there, we do not place the hat on the knee '). No doubt the 
appointment of a Chief at that time was only looked upon as a temporary measure to 
tide over the period until one of the two surviving royal girls should give birth to a son. 
Political considerations therefore overcame tribaJ custom, and one of a different clan was 
actually ens tooled rather than a member of the royal clan whose kindred group would 
then possibly have laid permanent claim to the Stool. Asafo Agei appointed a son, by 
another wife who was a commoner, to the post of Ko'n/ire Rene. 
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was accused of plotting to obtain it and was executed. Mter return
ing from Kokofu, the Asante Hetle presented Asafo Agyei with an 
aJrma (ceremonial sword), a powder-belt decorated with gold (sika 
ntoa), a gun also decorated with gold (sika 'tuo), and a fly-switch (nku
ni7lkma). Mter these marks of royal favour, the Elders were afraid to 
protest. He was enstooled upon the black Stool, and he officiated at 
the Aaae ceremonies. Akosua Mrakuma now grew up and married 
Kobina Nketea, the OJekuro (head-man) of Kubease, and bore a son, 
Yao Sapon-Okum-Ankama. This child suddenly stopped growing, 
and the £710 Hene discovered that Asafo Agei, fearing he would lose 
the Stool when the child grew up, had procured Mohammedan charms 
to retard his growth. The £710 Hene reported this to the Asa7lte Hene, 
Kahri; Asafo Agei retaliated by killing the £710 Hene and all his 
• brothers' and' sisters'. In Asafo Agei's time there was a war against 
Kokofu. Some of the Kokofu, on their return from the Gyamen war, 
had refused to march again against the Denkyira and had fled to 
Sodoro, a place near Winnebah. The Asante Hene had asked them 
to return and they had promised to do so if sent thirty pereguan (£240)' 
This sum was forwarded and was kept by the Kokofu, who, however, 
still refused to return. The Asa7lte Hene sent an army after them, but 
they fled to Accra. The next war in which Asafo Agei took part was 
against the Ewe. The Asante Hene did not command in person, but 
sent Adu Bofo, the GyaseflJa Hene, in his place, and the Juaben Hene 
was represented by the Abesim Hene. In this war, the' German' 
missionaries, Ramseyer and Kiihne, were captured by the Ashanti. 
Amankwatia, the Kumasi Ko'ntire Hene, now swore the great' oath' 
that he would march to the 'Iimponso-the main road to Elmina. 
This war was sometimes called the 'Iimponso war, sometimes the 'Ioto 
war, from the sound of the English cannon. 'We came to within sight 
of Elmina castle', said my informant. When the English army ad
vanced upon Kumasi, Kakari retired to Akwaboa, not far from Ban
tama. Kahri was destooled after General W olseley retired from 
Kumasi, and was banished to Akropon; Mensa Bonsu was enstooled. 
The Juaben had neither been consulted about the destoolment of 
Kakari or the enstoolment of Mensa Bonsu, nor about the treaty 
signed at Fomina. They therefore communicated with their friends 
at Kibbi and received a 'Flag' through them. This, however, did not 
imply that we were under Kibbi, any more than the fact that Asu
megya received a Flag along with Bekwai implied that Asumegya 
acknowledged Bekwai as their superior. The Asante Hene now sum-
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moned Juaben Hene to ask why he had received this Flag. A civil war 
arose, in which Kumasi and all the other Divisions were against Jua
ben; the Kumasi forces were commanded by Awua, Bantama Hene ; 
the Kokofu army, by Agyeman II; Mampon and Nsuta were not 
actually engaged, but were in favour of Kumasi. [The Juaben accused 
Ejisu and Kuntenase of having promised to fight for Juaben, receiving 
guns from them, but later turning against them.] A battle took place 
near Juaben, near the site of the present rest-house, beginning in the 
evening and lasting late into the night. It was a moonlight night, 
added one of the Elders, with that insistence upon apparently unim
portant detail which is so typical of them. The Juaben were at first 
so successful, that many of the Kumasi Captains blew themselves up ; 
among those who did so were the following: Agai Kese, .AJum Hene ; 
Asamoa Nkwanta, Ananta Hene; Apia Agai, Nsenia Hene. The next 
morning-a Wednesday-the enemy returned with reinforcements, 
and the Juaben, running short of ammunition, were totally defeated 
and fled to Kibbi. Later, they were given land at Koforidua. The 
Stools were,saved, and Asafo Agei also escaped. Yao Sapon, the young 
heir to the Juaben Stool, was captured, and also Akua Boatima; they 
were sent to Kumasi as prisoners. Akosua Mrakuma had fled with 
her father, Asafo Agei, to the Colony. Here she quarrelled with her 
father and reported to the British Government that he was plotting 
to make war against the King of Ashanti, and asked the Government 
to take charge of the Juaben blackened Stools until her son should be 
enstooled as Chief. Asafo Agei was banished to Lata (Lagos), where 
he died. Mrakuma died at Accra. Meanwhile, Akua Boatima had 
married again, this time an Afonasoani (sword-bearer) to the Asante 
Hene, by name Gyawohene; Yao Sapon was now growing up to be a 
man. The Asante Hene collected all the war prisoners he had captured 
in the campaign against Juaben, and gave them to Yao Sapon. Some 
Juaben were also returning from Kibbi, and they too were put under 
him. He was still in Kumasi. The Asante Hene informed Yao Sapon 
that he would not take his land at Juaben from him; Yao Sapon 
therefore sent one Yao Tawia to light a fire amid the tuins of Juaben 
that the 'spirits might light their pipes, and to give them water to 
drink.' I Yao Tawia built a house on the site of the old town (where 
the house of the present Queen Mother now stands). Mensa Bonsu 

I So' gya ma nsamanfo melo ye tasen so, yenya nsuo mom. Yao Tawia is still alive and 
lives with the Queen Mother. 
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enstooled Yao Sapon, but he continued to live in Kumasi. I Yao 
Sapon's mother, Mrakuma, now died; Mensa Bonsu was des tooled, 
and K waku Dua II became Asante Hene. He lived only forty days after 
the ceremony, 'dying of small-pox'. A dispute now arose as to the 
successor to the Kumasi Stool. There were two rival claimants, 
'Twereboanna and Prempeh. Yao Sapon was on the side ofPrempeh. 
Kumasi itself was divided; all the Mpanyimfo, save the Cyase Hene, 
were for Prempeh. Outside Kumasi, Bekwai and Asumegya sided with 
Prempeh, while Kokofu, Mampon, Nsuta, Mansu Nkwanta, were on 
the side of'Twereboanna. Prempeh's adherents attacked their enemies 
in detail. Kokofu was defeated and fled to Akyim; Mampon fled to 
Denkyira. The Cyase Heni of Kumasi, Saman Akyampon, was cap
tured and executed. His head is at Juaben, 'because Juaben was 
representing the Asante Hene in the war'. Prempeh was enstooled. 
Yao Sapon now set out to return to Juaben. He reached Asokore 
Mampon, when he was attacked by the Mampon. Ejisu came to his 
help. He remained three years at Ejisu, being now in constant com
munication with the Juaben who had fled to Koforidua. From Ejisu 
he came to Aboabo. Here he remained about two years, passing from 
there to Konono, where he remained a year.z He founded the village 
of Ahyiam (the meeting-place)) Yao Sapon was at Ahyiam, when 
Prempeh sent him a message saying that the English wished to intro
duce something which they called' schools' into Ashanti. Mampon 
and Ejisu were opposed to this, and Mampon made the historic reply 
that' they could come arid build one on his head but never on his 
land '. Meanwhile Prempeh was arrested and banished. The Juaben 
Chief was summoned to Kumasi, and ordered to return to Juaben. 
He asked that his Stools and subjects, that were still at the Coast, 
might be returned to him. The Ankobea Hene and an Okyeame, called 
Mensa, with attendants, were sent to Accra to bring back the Stools 
and the people. 'There were a great pile of blackened Stools in the 
Castle " said Kwame Ntikwa, an old slave who had helped to carry 
back the Stools; 'we picked out the four that belonged to Juaben 
from among them all, by the sound of their voices.' The skeletons of 
Kosua Mrakuma and of Asafo Agei were brought back at the same 

I Some of the Elders state that Asafo Agei was dead before Yao Sapon was enstooled ; 
this seems probable, as Asafo Agei was never destooled, as is proved by the fact that his 
Stool is among the blackened Stools of the Juaben Chiefs. 

• Upon my inquiring why he did not proceed directly to Juaben, I was informed that 
anyone who has left or been driven from his town should return to it only by slow stages. 

, The present SatllarJ Hene (see Fig. 28) informed me that he was born here. 
m" N 
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time. During the five years between the banishment ofPrempeh and 
the Asantewa (1900 rising), the town of Juaben was being rebuilt, and 
many of the Juaben who had gone to Koforidua were returning. 
When Governor Hodson made the demand for the Golden Stool, we 
were present. The Chiefs of Mampon, J uaben, Agona, Chief Totoe, 
Bantama (Osai Bonsu), and others were taken into the Fort. In con
sequence, state my informants, the subjects of these Chiefs took no 
active part for or against the English: ' A people cannot fight when 
their master is not there to advise them.' Kokofu, Ahafo, Adanse, 
Kwabere, and Ejisu fought the English. The Queen Mother of Ejisu, 
Ya Santewa, commanded the Ashanti army. Bekwai and Nkoranza 
were neutral. Mter the rising, several Stools were filled by the English, 
but not in conformity with Ashanti custom, e.g. Osai Bonsu to Ban
tama, Kwaku Dua,asAtipim Hene; the Akyeame Hette Stool to one of 
the Asokwafo. Yao Sapon incurred heavy debts in his attempts to get 
his people back from New Juaben. They would send messages to him 
saying they could not return until some debt they had incurred was 
paid. The Chief would advance the money and his subjects would 
not keep their promise to come back. I:Ie also expended large sums 
of money on Mohammedan charms to expedite their return. Yao 
Sapon died in 1906. The day he was buried there was an earthquake 
(asasepusue) in Ashanti. He was succeeded by Asare Amponsem, son 
of Akua Boatima, who was only forty days on the Stool. I He was 
succeeded by his brother Kofi Boaten, alias Kofi Serebo, alias Kofi 
Tuo, the present Chief. 
Personnel of the Juahen Division: 

Chief: Kofi Boaten II; Clan, Oyoko; Ntoro, Nketea (see Fig. 23). 
Queen Mother: Akosua Akyama, Ntoro, ? (see Fig. 24). 
Oyoko Hene: Kobina Akyeampon; Clan, Oyoko; Ntoro, Bosom

pra (see Fig. 25). 
Ko'ntire Hene: 2 Kwame Boaten; Clan, Oyoko; Ntoro, ? The 

Ko'ntire Hene is Adonten Hene in war . 
• His Stool bas not yet been blackened, nor his funeral custom held. 
a This official was not at Juaben when these inquiries were being conducted. Upon 

my remarking that it was not surely customary to have a Ko'ntire Bene drawn from the 
same clan as that of the Head Chief, I was informed that this Stool had originally been 
an Ekuona Stool, but that a certain Ko'ntire Chief, named Ampofu, had been degraded for 
alleged stealing of some Stool regalia on the death of a Chief. The Stool then remained 
vacant until it was filled by giving itto a man called Ntonimpa oftheAduanaclan, who had 
originally been a war captive. He was given an Oyoko woman to marry and was succeeded 
by his son, who was an Oyoko. The son was in tum succeeded by an Ohene 'ha, Asafo 
Gyei, who has figured so largely in the history of Juaben. It seems clear that the law of 
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Akwamu Hme : Kofi Boaten; Clan, Anenie; Ntoro, Bosompra. He 

is, however, only acting as a kind of regent for the real Akwamu Chief, 
who is still at Koforidua. The Stool is really an Ekuona Stool, and 
descends through the female line. 

Gyase Hme: Ananem; Clan, ?, Ntoro,? The present holder of 
the Stool is still at Prasu, to which he fled in one of the civil wars. 

Kyirlom Hene: Kobina Ware; Clan, Aduana; Ntoro,? The real 
Chief of this Stool is at Koforidua (near New Juaben),and the present 
occupier of the Stool is really only acting for him. 

Ankobea Hene: Under the Gyase Hme. 
T wafo Hme: The Stool is vacant; the owner of it is still at Kofo-

o rjdua. 
Y illages directly or indirectly under these officials: 

The Chief: He has not any villages under him save the capital; 
Juaben. The Gyasefo are his special subjects (nkoa). In olden times 
any slaves bought by the Chief, or the Stool's share of war captives, 
were put in the Gyase company. The Chief might in theory, there
fore, claim ayibuadie 1 (death duties) from any Gyase subject. 

The Queen Mother: She rules the following villages directly: Ko
nono--this village was sold with all its inhabitants to a former Queen 
Mother by the Oyoko Hme for thirty pereguan {£24o)-and Broferease 
(lit. beneath the papaya tree)-this was originally a village founded by 
slaves of the Queen Motber, who were destined or liable to be sacri
ficed at a Queen Mother's funeral custom. Their children and chil
dren's children were subject to the same fate. The village was under 
a Head-man, also an Akyere, who, in virtue of his position, was exempt 
from being selected for sacrifice. Very young akyere, with the excep
tion only of those actually in attendance on a Queen Mother, were 
also spared. People in the village vied with one another to gain a 
name for being well-behaved and good subjects, as persons With such 
a reputation would not generally be chosen for death. The Akyere 
worked on the Queen Mother's farms. The Queen Mother has also 
subjects in Bakagya, a village belonging to the Ankobea Hene. 

The Oyoko Hme: He rules, or in some cases ruled, the following 
villages: Apimso, his capital town; Monsaagya, Obooso, Fweremoase, 
Nsuoso, Mampoma; all these are at present deserted, their inhabi-

matrilineal descent had completely broken down so far as succession to this Stool was 
concerned, and that it was filled by the successor nominated by the Chief. 

I My informants here stated that ayibuadie is what one claims from the estate by right 
of being master i awunyadu, what one inherits by right of blood relationship. 

N2 
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tants having fled to Koforidua after the civil war in which Juaben was 
defeated. The Oyoko Hene also rules the following villages indirectly 
(they are directly under the Eno Hene), i. e. Behinease, Efrantwo, 
Chechewere, Mowase. He has also subjects at Wiamoase, which is 
a village under Agona. He formerly owned the village of Oposu, near 
Kete-Kratchi. Under the Oyoko Hene are four small Oyoko Stool
Chiefs, each of whom have villages directly under them, and are thus 
indirectly under the Oyoko Hene, i. e. (a) the Pianyinase Hene (the 
people ofPianyinase were the original inhabitants of the land when the 
J uabens came from 'Santemanso). ThePianyinase Hene also rules Kwate, 
Odawu, Tobiase, Fwereso, Odono. (b) The Eno Chief; his villages have 
already been given. (c) Adwuampon Hene; he rules Tweneduruase, 
Sofoase, and Bomfa. The land at Nyameani belongs to the Oyoko 
Chief, but all the people in the village are subjects of the Ankobea 
Hene. 

Ko'ntire Hene : He rules die following villages: Juaso, Atia, Adam
purom, Kokodie (the village of his Okyeame). Pajamsu, near Kratchi, 
was formerly under the Ko'ntire Hene. The following villages, now 
deserted, the inhabitants having fled to Koforidua, belonged to him : 
Adaja, Montenaso, Aduman, Aburaso, Besiase, Amoakowa, Afwede
gya, Akonyanma, Amanase. He has also subjects in Bomfa, the Oyoko 
Hene's village; the following villages also belong to him: Domakwae 
Kese, Domakwae Kuma (now deserted), Asamenya No.2. The Chief 
of Abesim is under the Ko'ntire Hene ; he rules the following villages, 
which are thus indirectly under the Ko'ntire Hene: Wioso, Abetenemu, 
Mafokurom, Abesewase, Ofoase, Fwintaro. The Abesim Hene has also 
subjects at Akyease, which belongs to the Gyase Hene. The San tan 
Hene is under the Ko'ntire Hene. The former has thefollowingvillages, 
which therefore come indirectly under the latter: Odumase Kese, 
Kete Kratchi (formerly), Panpamka, Mamanaso (now deserted), Ad
weaso (deserted), Mpataponoso (deserted), Akankasu (deserted). The 
following fekuo (companies) are also under the Ko'ntire Hene: the 
Akyeame Hene, who formerly owned the village of Trofe, in the 
Kratchi District; the Ntetea Hene, who in tum is over the Barimfo 
and Nkonnuasoafo, who thus are twice removed from the direct con
trol of the Ko'ntire Hene. The Sumankwafo (doctors) were also under 
the Ko'ntire Hene. 

The lJ:wafo Hene: The Stool is vacant, the successor to it being 
at Koforidua; his villages, now deserted, were Kotoku, Kubease, 
Odumase, Kuma, Dome, Kagyase, and Mempeha; the last is still 
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inhabited. The followingfekuowere under the fJ' wafo Hene: the Sodofo 
(cooks), the Aseneben Hene (lit. the sharp-arrow Chief); in war they 
marched before the fJ'wafo and fired the Ahuraduru guns (the medi
cine-sprinkling guns). 

fJ'he Gyase Hene: He is over the followingfekuo (companies), each 
of which again has its own Head: The Brofo Hene, with his village 
Koyiadom; the Afonasoafo (sword-bearers)-the chief of these has not 
any village, they live in the capital; Sana Hene (treasurer), who has 
the following villages: Dome, Akutuase, Bohemo (all deserted). 
Directly under the Sana Hene, and thus indirectly under the Gyase 
Hene, are the soul-washers and the dabere (sleeping-room attendants). 
The Abrafo (executioners), the Atum'tufo (gun-bearers), the Asoamfo 
(hammock-carriers), and the Asuminas~fo (midden-keepers) are also all 
under the Gyase Hene. The head ofthe last namedofthese had the 
training of the young members of the blood royal in his hands. I The 
Gyase Hene is responsible for the upbringing of the Adabiakyiri (the 
heir apparent). He teaches him to be modest and respectful. The 
Atum'mfo (gunners) are also under the Gyase Hene. 

fJ'he Ankobea Hene: He is under the Gyase Hene, but has the fol
lowing villages under him: Dome NO.2, Mreku, Bakagya, Begorase 
(deserted), Adumasa, Nnoboam, Chechewere NO.2, Bramoa (deserted). 
He also has subjects in the village ofNyameani. He is in charge of the 
fekuo (group) of Ahoprafo (elephant-tail switchers), who have a Head, 
called the Akomfore Hene. The Adabra (eunuchs) were also under the 
Ankobea Hene. 

fJ' he K yiJom Hene: He formerly owned the village of Akanim, near 
Kratchi. The fekuo of Asokwafo (horn-blowers) and Akyeremadefo 
(drummers) are under this Chief, and also the two sub-Chiefs of 
Daman and Burase. 

Birempon oj Juaben: There were certain Chiefs under Juaben who 
had the right to be carried in Apakan (hammocks), and hadfontomfrom 
drums of their own. Appeals from these Chiefs lay to the Chief of 
Juaben, but these lesser Chiefs had not direct access to the Head
Chief. They had first to report to, and be introduced by certain of 
the Head Chief's Mpanyimfo. The Head Chief called these lesser 
Chiefs his Birempon. The Elder who introduced the Birempon to the 
Head-Chief called the Birempon 'M' abarima' (my man), and the 
Birempon called the Elder his 'Adamfo'. If the Head-Chief were 

• In some Stools it is the abrafo (executioners) who a", assigned this duty. 
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sending any order to a Birempon, he must pass it through that Birem
pon's Adamfo, and if the Birempon wished to communicate with the 
Head-Chief, he must do so through the same channel. If, however, 
the Adamfo of a Birempon attempted to give' his man' any orders, 
not emanating from the Head-Chief, the Birempon would ignore such 
instructions. Everything a Birempon does, in his dealings with the 
Head-Chief, must pass through his Adamfo, even the giving or receiv
ing of a present. If a Birempon did not like the Elder whom the Chief 
appointed as his Adamfo, he could ask for him to be changed. The 
following Chiefs were Birempon of Juaben: Juaso, Adamfo the Ko'n
tire Hene; Odumase, Adamfo the Santan Hene; Kwaman. Adamfo 
one of the Akyeame; Adwuampon, Adamfo the Oyoko Hene. 

War organization: It was similar to that already described. In the 
national army Juaben marched on the right wing, behind Mampon. 

Horn calls of Juaben: Chief's calls: Nyempene Kasempere obu 0, 

Akuamoa ye gyewo, y' Abina. Nyempene River (beneath) the Kasem
pere Hill, come and help us; to Akuamoa we reply, r' Abina, when 
you call us. (The Ntahere horns.) 
Katakyi, wo pe ko, 
Wo pe ko pa pa. 
Hero, you wish a good fight, 
You wish a good fight. (The Abentia horns.) 
Mate, Mate, Mate, 
Kotoko Mate. 
I have heard, I have heard, I have heard, 
Porcupines, I have heard. (The Abentia horns.) 
Afuru nwoma eka ya so. 
The skin of my belly"hides my sorrow. 
'Ihe Oyoko Hene's horn calls: Wo goro a,fwe fwe me. 
Look well at me before you take me as a playmate. (Abentia horns.) 
Ko'ntire Hene's call: Ho! Ho! Ho! (Supposed to imitate the bark
ing of a dog. A Ko'ntire Hene is called' the watch-dog of the Chief'.) 
Akwamu Hene's call: Me yi w'aye papa. 

I shall be very grateful to you. 
Gyase Hene's call: Saman dada O! toroJo 

Wo wo torofo, 
W 0 wo toroJo. 
Old ghost, you are a liar, 

You are a liar, 
You are a liar. 
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Kyidom Hene's caU: Omanni eye de O! 
It is sweet to be a famous person. 

Juaben 'oaths': The great ' oath' of Juaben is Kwadu 'I wom ; 
the .Aseda was from [,Z 7s. (in gold-dust). The origin of this' oath' is 
stated to be as follows: I In the time of Dankwa Mrafo, the Juaben 
had gone to war in the forests of Akyim. They were being very hard 
pressed and sent to Kumasi for help. The Kumasi .Adonten Hene, 
Aduani Pim, was sent with an army to help them. Both the Juaben 
Chief and the .Adonten Hene were killed. The defeated army subsisted 
on palm-nuts and banana leaves (hence oath of .Adonten Hene, Esan abe 
nefola, and the Juaben oath Kwadu (bananas) and 'Iwum (catch». 

Queen Mother's 'oath': The Queen Mother has the old household 
oaths, e.g. Me ka nana nan, Me tan tiana, Me ka nana yafu, which are 
used in her establishment alone. 

Oyoko Hene's 'oath': Ntwuma (red mourning clay). The .Aseda 
was sum ne domafa ([,1 3s. 6d.); said to refer to the death of the 
mother of an Oyoko Chief, Nyama Amfie. 

Ko'ntire Hene's 'oath': It has already been noted that this Stool is 
filled by a nominee of the Chief. The' oa~h ' of the Stool is based on 
the Ntoro food taboo of the Chief who happens to occupy it, e.g. if 
a Bosompra man, the Stool' oath' will be Me ma nana die afasi (' I 
make grandfather eat afasie yams '). The .Aseda was [,1 3s. 6d. 

Akwamu Hene's 'oath': Also stated to be an 'oath' based on 
N lOro taboos. . 

Gyase Hene's 'oath': Bako (alone), said to refer to the loss of all 
his subjects in a war. 

Kyidom Hene's • oath': I was unable to obtain this. 
Division of .Aseda: The [,Z 7s . .Aseda was formerly divided as 

follows : 
7s. for the Okyeame. 
41. (brofa) for the Sana Hene (treasurer). 
IS. for the Akonnuasofo (Stool-carriers). 
IS. for the Kymiekyimfo (umbrella-carriers). 
IS. for the Opontini (gate-keeper). 
3s. 6d. for the Queen Mother, _ whether she was present or not in 
Court. The remainder was divided into two equal parts, one of which 
went to the Chief; the other half was shared into three equal parts: 
One-third to the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs, one-third to the 
Oyoko Chief, one-third to the Gyase and Kyidom. The Ko'ntire and 

I I think the etymology of the • oath· as here given is possibly not the correct one. 
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Akwamu ~hiefs again divided their shares, themselves taking one 
share between them, giving one-third to the Santan and Ahesim Hene, 
and the remaining third to the Head Okyeame and the 'I wafo Hene. 
The 'Iwafo Bene again divided his share into five equal parts, taking 
one himself, and dividing the remainder equally among the Head 
Okyeame, the Ntetea Hene, the Kuhease Hene, and the HU1'adurufo. 
The Oyoko Bene again divided his share into three parts; one-third 
he kept; the remaining two-thirds he divided again into three, giving 
one-third to the Pinyase Bene, one-third to the Eno Hene, the re
maining third to the Adwampon and Mpampana Chiefs, who shared 
equally. The Cyase and Kyidom, after sharing equally, again distri
buted their share as follows: The Cyase Bene divided his share into 
two; half he kept; the other half he gave to be divided equally 
between the Ahadiakyi1'; (heir apparent), the Afonasoafo (sword
bearers), and the B1'oJo and Ankohea Heads, who shared equally. The 
K yidom Bene took one-third of his share, gave one-third to the Heads 
of the Asokwa (hom-blowers) and Akyeremade (drummers), and the 
remaining one-third to the Okyeame who had charge of the OyokoJo. 
An omantuo (tax on the people) of, say, ten pereguan (£80) was allo
cated for collection as follows : 

The Queen Mother would subscribe about one-tenth. The balance 
required was now divided into three equal shares; the Ko'nti1'e and 
Akwamu being responsible for the collection of one-third, the Oyoko 
Hene for one-third, and the Kyidom and Cyase for the remaining 
one-third. Each of these again would distribute the proportion which 
had fallen to them to be collected among the same persons and in the 
same ratio as the Aseda, the distribution of which has been described. 
The Chief, in this case, did not collect anything, because he had not 
any villages under him. Befo~e such a levy would be made, the 
Mpanyimfo would have to be informed and would have agreed to 
the tax. 

Kumasi g1'eat ' oath' cases: In the event of the two Juaben sub
jects swearing the great' oath • of the Asante Bene-

(a) The case would be heard at Juaben without any special autho-
rity from the Asante Bene for doing so. 

(h) Judgement might be given. 
(c) Sentence might not be passed on the guilty party, but 
(el) The Asante Bene would be informed of the result of the trial; 

half of the Aseda would be sent to him, with a report on the case. He 
would then pass sentence, either 'presenting the guilty party with the 
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" oath" , (ode ntam kye no), i. e. accepting blood-money (A titodie), or 
sente;:ncing him to death. The Atitodie belonged to the King. 

Yenue oj' oath' trial: With regard to the Chief of Juaben's own 
great • oath " he both gave judgement and passed sentence of death 
without requiring any special authority from the King (except 
in certain specified cases which will be noted presently). In case 
of a mixed' oath', that is, one between the subject of the Juaben 
Chief and, say, a subject of Kokofu, the place where the' oath' was 
sworn decided the venue of the trial, unless the party sweariJ?g one of 
the oaths also swore that the • oath' must be tried before a particular 
Chief, when the other Chief must be represented. I A Safohene ofthe 
Juaben Chiefhad not any authority to hear the Juaben Chief's' oath' 
unless specially authorized to do so. 

Certain Kuma.ri great' oath' ca.res which the Chief ofJuahen might not 
hear: The Head Chief might not hear a case in which he and another 
Divisional Chief were involved. He might not hear a case which involved 
• blessing' the King; he might not hear a case which concerned him
self and one of his wives, who was the subject of another Chief. 

In a quarrel between two of his powerful Nsafohene, the Chief of 
Juaben • would sit quietly and not say anything, and allow his big 
Chiefs to settle the matter '.: 

Appeals to the Asante Hene : Appeals were lodged in the manner 
already described. There was also a final appeal to the Oman (Nation) ; 
this was known as Asekanten (the judgement of the knife). The King 
was, however, at liberty to forbid such an appeal by ordering his 
Okyeame, before passing judgement, to raise his staff of office first to 
the sky, then lower its point to the ground.3 If, on an appeal from 
a lower to a higher court, the appellant won the case, he could only 
sue the Okyeame who in the first instance had given judgement 
against him. The litigant, in whose favour judgement had originally 
been given, might not, on the appeal being successful, be again pro
ceeded against. 
Sources of RefJenue in olden times: 

War: Plunder (Asatlie); shared as already stated. 
7'ratling: As already described, the Asokwafo and Akyerematlefo 

• I cannot vouch for this statement as being correct. 
• At Kokofu I was informed such cases were referred to the Asaflle Hene. 
S Meaning, • save the Sky-god and the Earth goddess, there is none greater than I'. 

It is doubtful, I think, if the early Kings could have refused an appeal. With the growth 
of power, they may later have been in a position to do so. I have not, however, been 
able to obtain confirmation of this. 
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(horn-blowers and drummers' companies) supplied the Chief's traders' 
trade in kola; carriers paid themselves by carrying mitiri as already 
described. I 

Ayibuadie (death duties): About one-half or less of a deceased 
Nsafohene's personal private pr~perty. In the case of a Chief claiming 
ayibuadie from a sub-Chief, the former was in a sense really claiming 
Stool property, but he would be careful never to touch agyapadie, 
such as afona (state swords), umbrellas, or drums. He might, however, 
take a gold ring or a gold bangle. The common ayibuadie were slaves, 
wives, cloths, gold-dust. On the death of an ohme 'ba (Chief's son), 
who, of course, cannot be of the royal blood, the A busua (blood rela
tives) might not take away their kinsman's belongings, until the Chief 
had examined them and taken what he wanted. The taking of ayi
buadie implied the obligation to contribute ma (a present towards the 
funeral expeJ;lses). 

Aseda and Atitodie: Atitodie was for the Stool. Aseda was shared as 
described. There were also fines for breaking a law, e. g. 'a Chief says 
people must not go to collect snails on a certain day'; the money taken 
for a breach of this law was called mmara todie (something taken for 
breaking a law). 

Ltfly on Chief's enstoolment : The Elders state that such a tax was 
not collected in their Division. At the time of the Odwira, however, 
many people would give the Chief from a domma to a suru (7s. to £1) 
in gold-dust, to enable the Chief to buy sheep to sacrifice to his an
cestors to ask them to bless the donors. At Juaben there was not any 
levy on crops, but certain villages would supply the Chief with yams, 
others with oil (e. g. Akutuase under the Sana Hene). A levy was made 
to cover expenses of buying gunpowder and guns for war (apeatuo). 

<J'reasure <J'rofle (Ahumtuo) : :;r'he finder was obliged to hand it over 
exactly as found; he might not even remove the earth adhering to the 
kuduo or other pot containing the treasure. The Chief gave the finder 
a share, but he need not share it with the Elders. 

Mining (Asikadie): All nuggets were the property of the Chief. 
After being crushed, a portion was given to the finder; the remainder 
was shared equally between the Chief and the Elders. 

Game: The Head-Chief received a sere (hind leg) of any large ante
lope killed. The person actually enjoying possession of the land on 
which the animal was killed was given this hind leg, which he passed 
on to the Head-Chief, whose Stool was and still is nominally owner of 

I See Chapter XIV. 
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all the land. The Head-Chief would return him a portion of it. If 
the hunter were not a subject of the Chief on whose land he shot the 
animal, he would, in addition to the hind leg he handed over for 
the Head-Chief, give a foreleg (basa) to the Asase wura, the man 
in actual enjoyment of the land upon which the animal was killed. 

tfhe power of the Asante Hene to interfere with the internal affairs of the 
Division: 

(a) The Chief of Juab en took an oath of allegiance before the Asante 
Hene, also the San tan, Eno, and Oyoko Chiefs: 'because these three 
Stools came from 'Santemanso' was the somewhat ambiguous explana
tion given. An oath was also taken up on a captain setting out to war, 
a war oath (osasoaiye).r The Asante Hene alone had the right to hear 
certain cases, even when it was a Juaben subject who was involved, e. g. 
cursing the King. 

(b) Right to appeal lay to the Asante Hene. 
(c) Right of Asante Hene to claim Ayibuadie. 
(d) Right of Asante Hene to summon the Juaben Hene to attend 

the Odwira.a 
(e) The Chief of Juaben might not go to war on his own account, 

without obtaining permission from the Asante Hene. 
(j) The Asante Hene had the power to close the road until his kola 

should have reached the early market. 
(g) The Asante Hene would receive Adidieaseda on the enstoolment 

of a new Chief; he would ask for the twelve pereguan, but be content 
to receive six. 

Ceremony in (onnexion with the enstoolment of a Chief at Juaben in 
olrJen times: 

When the Abusua (kinsmen), gathered round the Chief, saw he was 
about to die, an Okyeame was sent for, to pour water down his throat. 
As soon as he was dead, the Asaio 3 were summoned by the Queen 
Mother. On their arrival, they would send for the Sana Hene (head
treasurer) and the Agwarefo (bathroom attendants). The former 

I See Chapter XV. 
I There was a humorous custom in connexion with the Chief of Juaben's entry into 

Kumasi on these occasions. Upon reaching Denteso (the present Kumasi Zongo), the 
Juaben Chief would declare that he was quite unable to proceed farther. A messenger 
would be sent by the King to inquire the cause of the delay and he was given the message, 
S, fill $1 bafIN abu 1M Ium (Tell him that his royalty has broken my neck). The King 
then sent the messenger back with manu (£16) and the message, Yem/a me lenl wo kon 
tID b,a (Let me straighten your neck, now come). 

S A title often applied to the Ko'"ti" and Akwattlu Chiefs. 
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locked up all the doors of the Nampon,I the latter prepared hot water. 
The doors of the Gyase Kesie (courtyard) were also locked to prevent 
the escape of the young A henkwa, some of whom would be killed, those 
who were impudent being sel~cted. The Akonnuasoafo Hene (head of 
the Stool-carriers) was next ordered to bring the white Stool upon 
which the Chief had been accustomed to sit while' washing his soul'. 
The Ahenemma and Ahenana (sons and grandsons of the Chief) were 
called in. The body was set upon the white Stool and washed down 
by the young , princes' with the water prepared by the bathroom 
attendants. The corpse was washed three times with a new sponge. 
The Dabere Hene (chief of the bed-chamber) would bring a new danta 
(loincloth), in which, before dressing the body in it, he tied up ntanu 
(£16) in gold-dust. All this had taken place in the quarter of the 
, palace' called the Dabere kyiri (behind the sleeping-place). The 
corpse was dressed in white, and either set on a chair or laid upon a 
couch. The Elders we)."e sent for, and as each entered he bared his 
shoulder and saluted the corpse with Nana mo ne ko (Grandsire, 
hail to you in the fight). The Elders warned the Chief's children not 
to indulge in indiscriminate killing. Messengers (heralds and sword
bearers) were dispatched to Kumasi and all the other great Divisions 
to report the death. The Wirempefo now came to seize the Stools. 
They took the black Stool of Adakwa Yiadom and the white Stool used 
by the late Chief. The Wire,mpefo at Juaben were composed of the 
subjects of the San tan and Abesim Chiefs (subjects of the Ko'ntire 
Hene). Before taking the blackened Stool they would pour wine upon 
it and say: Ohene asumasi wa firim', nti oba yi omeye saman pa, 
wunyina akyi ma yenye ayiye, mma kasa kasa biara mma (' ChiefSo-and
so has passed forth; therefore, when he comes, let him come as a kindly 
spirit; stand behind (us) so tlJ.at we make proper funeral rites, and do 
not permit any quarrelling to arise '). A camp was made for the 
Wirempefo near Kofi Arne Yao's burial-place. The body was now 
removed to that quarter ofthe' palace' called the Abenase,a where it 
was seated upon a chair. Here a barber came and shaved the head 
of the corpse and cut the nails. Immediately after performing this 
task he was killed. The state umbrellas were now held over the body, 
and it reclined thus surrounded by all the customary attendants and 
his wives, three or four of whom would be selected to be strangled 
later in their own quarters. Others of his wives, and also the young 
ahenkwa, would swear ,an' oath' that they must be killed to accompany 

I See Chapter VII. • See Chapter VII and Fig. 8. 
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the Chief; the wives who sat around the corpse wept. Until now, 
everything had taken place behind the closed doors of the' palace '. 

The people outside would, however, have noticed the goings and 
comings to and from the' palace', and many persons would begin to 
flee, not returning for forty days. The Asokwafo and the Akyeremadejo 
were sent for, and the Chief's death announced by drumming the 
name and mmerane (strong names or titles) of the late Chief, ending 
with the lament, damirifa! I The Mpanyimfo now sat around the 
corpse; the heads of eachfekuo were asked to nominate one of their 
members to accompany the late Chief to the Samandow Qand of 
ghosts). The sodofo (cooks) boiled eggs, a fowl, and eto (mashed yams), 
and these were given to the corpse with the injunction 'wash and eat'. 
A feast was prepared, of which all pretended to partake (except the 
Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs).~ The young executioners stood before 
the body recounting his deeds in battle (Abrafo apaye-as the pro
clamation of the executioners is called). The body was dressed for the 
banquet in its most costly attire, but every one else was wearing Kun
tunkuni (mourning cloth) and was smeared with ntwuma (red clay). 
Dancing and drumming and singing went on day and night. The 
body lay thus for three to five days, until all the outlying Chiefs had 
come in. On the third day, the Elders took an oath before the dead 
body, each using his own afona (ceremonial sword). Advancing be
fore the corpse the Elder spoke as follows: 

Opanyini asumasi me, Hene, ... Odomankoma 'wuo fa' adie a, oteasejo 
ngye, na se nkra dom anim a, na se 'nkra manto kane, nankra ato, ya me 
to ntam kesie. 

, I am the Elder So-and-so and Chief of . .. When the Creator's 
Death holds something, one who is a dweller in the world of people 
does not take it from him, but had it been in front of the enemy, and 
had I not fallen first and died, then had I violated the great forbidden 
name.' 

, As soon as you have said this, you commence wailing and lament
ing,' stated one of the Elders who was relating these events. The heir 
apparent, who was under the Gyase Hene's supervision, also took this 
oath.3 When Juaben Sewa died, her funeral custom was carried out 
exactly as if she had been a Chief, and the foregoing oath was taken 
before her. When one of the more important Asafo (war captains) 

I See Ashanti, Chapter XXII. • See p. II4 
J This ceremony is sliD practised on such occasions. 
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died, the Chief would also make a declaration similar to the above 
before him. The actual burial took place in the middle of the night, 
and it was a 'very fearful' ceremony; some twenty young boys, 
smeared in white clay, were clubbed to death; their bodies were 
merely cast into the bush. The body of the Chief, which was buried 
in the Saman dan (room of the ghosts), was exhumed after a year, the 
bones cleaned, placed in a new coffin, and put in the Edan Kesie,t with 
the blackened Stool on top of the coffin. On the eighth day the fasting 
was broken, the order being given by odawuru (gong); the Queen 
Mother and the Oyoko Hene would, however, continue a less severe 
fast until the fifteenth day after the death. The interval between the 
eighth and fifteenth day was spent in discussing the selection of a new 
Chief, and in making arrangements for holding the real funeral cus
tom (ayie pa) as opposed to the actual burial, which is sometimes 
known as detie yie (the earth funeral). The Stools had been all this 
time in the possession of the W irempifo. 

Selection oj the new Chiif: The M panyimfo (Elders) were really the 
persons who chose the new Chief; among them all, the Ko'ntire and 
Akwamu Chiefs had the most power. To all outward appearance, it 
was the Queen. Mother who made the selection, and in the majority 
of cases it was true that her nominee was the one chosen, but she 
might not oppose the wishes of the Elders. If she insisted on doing 
so, the Elders had the right to appoint whom they wished. They held 
the Stool which the W irempifo had seized, without which the new 
Chief could not properly be ens tooled. [This prerogative of the 
Elders was always a check on the arrogance and power of the kindred 
group from whom the Chief was selected, for, should occasion arise, 
they might select a Chief from a different branch of the clan.] The 
person to be enstooled was generally the heir apparent (ahadiakyire). 
He would canvass for the Stool (pere A konnua) along with other persons 
of the blood royal. The question of a successor having been settled 
in private between Queen Mother and Elders, the former would sum
mon the Oman (tribe) to a public assembly. This meeting would take 
place about sundown at a spot called Ahemaho. Here, in the presence 
of all the people, the Queen Mother was publicly asked to name a 
successor to the late Chief. She did so, and the Elders, after pretend
ing to consuli together, agreed. The Gyase Hene was then sent to 
summon the Chief-designate. When he came before the assembly, he 
was introduced by the Gyase Hene to the Mpanyimfo. The Gyase 

I See Fig. 3. 
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Bene then turned to the Okyeame and 'addressed him, saying: M' aba
rima nt! die ote abakuma 'gwa so na onua 'panyin odae a, wamore nti, 
osere nt! nua 'tuo akuta (' My man is he who sits on the royal Stool; as 
his elder brother has lain down and not risen up, he begs you for his 
brother's gun to hold '). The Okyeame repeated these words to the 
Elders, who replied: ren nt! yen mma nt! mmarima, nkoko ne 'gwan se 
ye som no (' We, and our women, and men, and the fowls, and sheep, 
say we will serve him '). The Okyeame would then say to the Gyase 
Bent!: Ma me biribi menka 'sem bi menka kyere wo (' Give 'me some
thing in order that I may tell you something '). The Gyase Hene 
would reply Kyere me (' Tell me what it is you want '). The Okye
ame would reply that he demanded a ntanu weight of gold-dust (i. e. 
[,I6). The Gyase Bent! would demand this to be reduced by one-half. 
The Okyeame would then turn to the Chief and addreS'S him, saying: 
re de kye wo (' We present you with it '), and would then begin the 
customary admonitions: 

Nni Mpanyimjo ' ye '. 
Nni mmerante 'ye '. 
Nkyere nnipa asie. 
re so tie. 
Nye WD nkoa, ne wo abusuajo, nt! wo mma, 
basa basa. 
r e ahobrasie. 
Nseyeagyapadie. 

(Do not seduce the wives of your Elders. 
Do not seduce the wives of your young men. 
Do not disclose the origin whence your people came 
Let your ears hear (our advice). 
Do not act foolishly towards your subjects, or your clan, or your 

children. 
Be humble. 
Do not spoil the Stool heirlooms.) 

After each admonition, the Chief would reply, Ma pene so or 
ma te (' I agree to that,' or' I have heard '). The Nsenia Hene (chief 
herald) now came forward, and smeared white clay from the Chiefs 
forehead, across the top of his head, and down to the back of his neck. 
The Chief would be dressed in a white Adinkira cloth.I He would 
then pass down the line of Elders, thanking each in turn. Aseda was 

I See Chapter XXV, Religion and Art in Ashanti. 
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demanded, twelve pereguan (£96); this was reduced by half. The 
Aseda having been paid, the Chief would proceed to take his oath be
fore the Ko'ntire and A kwamu, as representative of all the Elders; Upon 
stretching out his hand to unsheathe the afona (ceremonial sword), held 
by the sword-bearer, the latter would exclaim, Ma me pereguan, ansa 
(' Give me £8 first '). This was again reduced by one-half. The 
sword which,the new Chief used in taking the oathwas the Bosom
muru aJona. He raised the point to the sky, then lowered it upon the 
ground, and then pointing it at the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs, who 
sat with the first two fingers of each hand pointing upwards, he spoke 
as follows: 

Me ka ntam kesie miensa. riadom ne Osai Fwidie nana ne me ,. 
Ako ne Akya ne Juaben Sewa nana ne me, me nua asumasi, Onyame aJa 
ne ba pa,. nne Oman nyina de ne tuo ama me. Se nyo mmoapa, nananom 
di ye Omane yie na me yo bie, na se me hyia dom na me de m' akyi akyere 
dom, ya me to ntam kesie miensa. 

, I speak the three great forbidden names! I am the" grandson" 
ofYiadom and ofOsai Fwidie, of Ako, andAkya, and of Juab en Sewa, 
I am the" grandson". The Sky-god has taken his good son, my bro
ther So-and-so; to-day the whole tribe has given me his gun. If I do 
not rule this people as my grandsires ruled it, and if, when I meet the 
enemy, I show them my back, then have I violated the three great 
forbidden names.' 

Every one then sang Ose re ! Z and each returned to his own house. 
The Chief went back to his own house accompanied only by the Gyase 
Hene and the Ahenemma and ,Ahenana. Early next morning, the 
Elders would go to give him good morning, and a littl~ later the Chief 
would make a circuit of the toWn accompanied by the Queen Mother. 
He was received by each Elder in front of his house. Before he paid 
these visits, a sheep had been sacrificed for the Stools, but the new 
Chief had sat in the courtyard of the Barim gyase, only the Queen 
Mother, the Okyeame, and the Barim Hene having entered the Stoo1-
house, 'for he was not yet fit to meet the'SamanJo (spirits)'. He sent 
them, however, the followhig message, which the Okyeame repeated: 

Nnera na MpanyimJo ye de Akonnua ma me. Ade akye anopa yi, 
ato se nnipa didie na ye nom nsa, nti me 'gwan ni biako,Ja ma NsamanJo. 

I Perhaps Memeneda, Koromanlin, and Yaoar4. 
• See p. 104. 
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• It was yesterday that the Elders took the Stool and gave it to me. 
In the morning, when it is dawn, it comes to pass that men eat and 
drink palm wine, so here is a sheep,' take it and give it to the spirits.' 

The offering was given to the spirits with the customary request for 
long life, fertility of crops and men, and freedom from bodily ailments. 
In the evening of the same day, every one assembled again at the 
Ahnnaho. The Wirempefo now arrived with the Stools which had 
been in their charge. They took up a position opposite the Chief. A 
messenger was sent across to them with a demand that the Stools be 
returned. This they at first refused to do, but eventually agreed upon 
being promised ntanu (£16), and the Stools were handed over and 
replaced in the Stool-house.' The white Stool of the late Chief had, 
not yet been blackened; this would be done later by the Stool
carriers. The new Chief then took a seat on an asipim chair, on the 
right of the Queen Mother, and the Elders came forward one by one 
and took their oath of fealty before him. The 'lwafo Hene was the 
first to do so.3 [The oath taken by the Elders was very similar to that 
already given; it is, therefore, unnecessary to give it again in detail.] 
Mter the Mpanyimfo had taken their oath, they seated themselves, 
and wine was served out to all. Dancing and singing went on for a 
week. Monday was the first day of the ceremony, Tuesday was the 
day on which the Elders took their oath. On the following Monday 
a sheep and wine were sent to the Barim Hene with a message that the 
eighth day had arrived and that the new Chief wished to be intro
duced to the • 'Samanfo' (spirits). The Barim Hene would demand 
a payment of £8, and eventually half this sum would be given, and 
a similar amount to the Chief of the Stool-carriers. When the new 
Chief arrived at the Barim, the Barim Hene ordered him to remove 
his sandals and walk barefooted. The Chief would beg permission to 

I The sheep sacrificed was shared as follows: A s.,.' (hind leg) for the new Chief, a basa 
(foreleg) for the Queen Mother; the head, minus the lower jaw, to the Ankobea Hene ; 
a foreleg for the Okyeame; the neck to the Stool-carriers, the lower jaw to the horn· 
blowers; lungs and heart to the Heralds; ribs to the Barimfo ; the remainder was given 
to the spirits and after being exposed and • eaten' by them was much prized, anyone 
eating portions of it • being blessed with children'. . 

• Compare a very similar ceremony witnessed at Nsoko; see Religion and Art in 
Ashanti, p. 178. 

J He does not, needless to say, raise the sword to the sky or touch the ground with it. 
A newly elected Chief, before the ceremony of enstooIment has been completed, does not 
place his foot upon his subject's head. It is only !ater, after all the rites have been carried 
out, that he does so, when receiving the oath of fealty from some new Safohene who hap. 
pened to succeed to a Stool, and had not previously taken the oath. The same rule was 
observed by the Asante Hene. 

3350 0 
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retain them, and on payment of osua (£2) was allowed to do so. The 
Chief, accompanied by the Barim Hene, the Head of the Stool-carriers, 
and the Okyeame then entered the Edan Kesie (great house I), all slip
ping their cloths from the left shoulder as they did so. Before the wine 
was poured upon the Stools, some was sent to the heralds, who had 
remained outside in the Barim gyase (courtyard). The Barim Hene 
now stabbe~ the throat of the sheep, which was carried round all the 
blackened Stools to allow its blood to drip upon them; the following 
words were addressed to the spirits: 

Nwo megye ogwan ni, wo nana asumasi na wa tena Akonnuaso; nne 
na wa ba ha obe hu w'anim, na ode 'gwan abre nwo; nwongye nni, na 
nwonyina n' akyi akyigyina pa, na onyin nkye na omo akwakora na ne ti 
mfu dweno fita, na ne 'man nye yiye n' aba so; oko, sa, oni nkonim; 
Ohema ne n'adehye nkwa so ; Mpanyimfo nkwa so; ne yere ne ne mma 
nkwaso; obiara ope Hene ne Oman yi bone, ma ede nye no. 

'Come and receive a sheep to eat; your grandson So-and-so is 
seated on the Stool, and to-day he has come hither to behold your face, 
and has brought you a sheep that you may receive it and eat and stand 
behind him with a good standing; let him grow, and endure, and 
reach old age, so that his head may grow white, and. let his Tribe 
prosper beneath his' arm; when he goes to war, let him gain the vic
tory. Life to the Queen Mother and his members of the blood royal, 
life to the Elders, life to his wives and children; should anyone wish 
evil for the Chief and for his people, let that evil come upon himself.' 

The sheep was then carried out and cut up in the courtyard (as is 
done at the Adae ceremonies),~ the wine was poured out before the 
Stools and into the dwete kuduo (see Fig. 30) which stood before the 
skeletons. The new Chief was standing holding an elephant tail, to 
signify that he is an nkoa, subject of the 'Samanfo (spirits). Next, he 
was taken round and shown each Stool and told to whom it belonged, 
and shown each skeleton, and informed which of his ancestors it was." 
The abosom (lesser gods), who with their priests had all come into the 
capital, also had a sacrifice and wine given to them. The shrines of 
the following gods attended: Abrafo Tano, Oyoko Atwere, Atia Tano 
Kojo, Asampon Yoa, Asubonten,3 Dente, Mmerewasan Tano, Ko
nono Ampontua, Tano Aboabi, Gyakahi. They were informed of the 
enstoolment, and asked for their blessing, ' but the' Samanfo have more 
power than the gods; they are men, and the gods met them already on 

I See Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. uS. 
3 See Ashanti, Figs. 89-90' 

• See Figs. 24-5, 30-1 in AslUJnli. 
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the land'. On the death of a Chief, all the nkomoa I of the abosom flee 
away; a priest cannot become possessed until the purification of their 
shrines, which takes place after the new Chief is fully enstooled. Any 
okomfo (priest) becoming possessed before this rite had been performed 
would have been killed. All the power also leaves suman: ASMe Mae, 
anoma nsll ('The Earth is desolate, the birds do not sing '). Mter the 
ceremony in the Stool-house was over, the Chief returned to his own 
house; he had not as yet gone to live in the ' palace'. a In the middle 
of the night, the Barim HI!1lI! sent for the Chief to come to the Edan 
Ktsie. He went there, attended by small boys holding kanea pa (i. e. 
the old Ashanti lamps with wicks floating on oil). The only persons 
in attendance were the Barim HI!1lI! and the AkonnuMofo Hene; not 
even the Queen Mother or the Mpanyimfo were allowed to be present. 
The Barim Chief now picked out the blackened Stool ofYiadom, and 
handed it to the Head Stool-carrier, who placed it on a strip of nsa 3 

cloth which had been spread upon the ground. The Stool-carrier 
then took up his position behind the Stool; the Barim Hene, standing 
in front of the Chief, placed his hands on his shoulders and lowered 
him upon the Stool, saying as he did so, Nne na ye de wo Una riadom 
Nkonnuytuo (' To-day we take you and set you on Yiadom's Stools'). 
He then raised him up, and lowered him again on the Stool, continuing: 
M a wo tiN nye yiye (' Let your head be good '). Again he lifted him 
up, and again lowered him, saying: Ma wo ko 'sa wo di 'konim nya 
adie abe fie (' May you gain the victory when you go to war, and get 
things to bring home to the house '). A third time he set him lightly 
upon the Stool, and finally raised him, saying: Ma wo kote nwu 
(' May you not become impotent,' &c., &c.). Mter this rite the Chief 
returned home. The following day, all the abosom (shrines of the lesser 
gods), accompanied by their priests or priestesses, were carried to the 
palace and set down in the courtyard of the gYMe kesie, each shrine 
being placed upon its own stool with its priest standing by in atten
dance. The Chief then presented two sheep to the senior priest, which, 
after Tano water had been sprinkled on the shrines, were held by the 
priests' attendants, while the Okyeame pricked the throat of each 
sheep, which was then carried, head down, along the rows of shrines, 
so that the blood might drip upon them. The following words were 
addressed to the gods by the Okyeame : 

I See Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. 175. 
• See p. 213, which shows the reasons for this custom. 
3 See Religion and Art in Ashaflli, p. 130. 
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Nne na yenya wura~ na ode 'gwan yi se yenJa mo nwo abegye adi; 
nwo gyina n' akyi akyigyina pa; ne biribiara owo babi a mera, me ka 
ne nsa. 

, To-day we have got a master, and he has brought this sheep, 
saying we must take it and sprinkle you with water, and that you must 
come and partake; you must stand behind him with a good standing; 
let that something which is somewhere return-the spirit which had 
fled on the death of the Chief-that I may again receive it.' 

The priests then rose and took the following oath before the Chief: 

Me ka ntam kesie se nye akompa na me kom se enye die abosom obeka 
akyere me na me ka, nso me twa wo nkontompo, se me de nsa me kom, so 
me kom otan akom, se me tu aauru bone de to obosom yi ho, ya me to ntam. 

, I speak the great forbidden word,x that if it be not true possession 
with which I am possessed, that if it be not the words of the gods 
which I speak, or if I lie, or if I drink wine and become possessed with 
a possession of hatred, or if! pluck any evil medicine and place it upon 
the shrine, then have I violated the great forbidden word.' 

The Chief's 'suman (fetishes) were purified privately. Forty days 
after the Chief took the oath before the MpanyimJo, he should proceed 
to Kumasi to take his oath before the Asante Hene:1. As soon as he had 
done so he was no longer Nkwankwa Hene, he was Juaben Hene. 

Destoolment oj a Chief at Juaben: If a Chief agreed to be destooled, 
he was escorted out of the town accompanied by JontomJrom drums. 
When he handed over the Stool voluntarily, his buttocks were not 
bumped on the ground. Should a Chief raise any opposition, then he 
was roughly handled, and the Stool dragged from beneath him; he 
was abused, cursed, and flogged with impunity. A destooled Chief 
might not take away any property; everything .he brought with 
him became Stool property. He was, however, given one wife and 
one male servant. He was banished, and never allowed to enter 

. the' capital, or to leave the village to which he was exiled. He was 
liable to be shot if he did so .. The Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs had 
most power to des tool a Chief. The Queen Mother had not anything 
to do in the matter, and was herself liable to be destooled if she inter
fered, as was Mua Kobi on the destoolment of Mensa Bonsu. The 
wives of a destooled Chief might immediately commence to cohabit 

• Meaning the local great' oath·. 
• The ceremony was similar to that already described. 
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with his successor, to whom they belonged. The new Chief might 
permit those wives who were old to retire, but they would have to 
find substitutes (ayete).1 All the wives who were not subjects of the 
Chief might return to their homes, but they would first have to ' buy 
clay', which was put on their backs.z In old days, a destooled Chief 
became very humble; he was afraid oflosing his head. The Okyeame 
and Queen Mother informed the 'Samanfo (spirits). The Wirempefo 
did not seize the Stools unless on the death of a Chief. Before the 
appointment of a new Chief, the town was in charge of the Queen 
Mother and of the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs. 

Destoolmmt of Il Quem Mother: A Chief might not destool the 
Queen Mother without the authority of the Mpanyimfo (Elders).3 

I White clay would be put on their backs, but payment for this would not have to be 
made; any children would remain in the Chief's house. 

S A symbol of divorce. 
s See Fig. 31 for genealogy of Chiefs and Queen Mothers of Juaben. 



xx 
THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION 

OF I\.OKOFU 

THE first' person of the Oyoko clan to come fro~ _ the ground at 
'Santemanso was Ankyewa Nyame. She came WIth her two sons, 

Twum and Antwi. She followed the Aduana people who came out 
of the same hole. Ankyewa Nyame had a daughter, Pinaman Panyin. 
Tentia Kwesi and.Oti Akenten were her brothers. Pinaman Panyin 
gave birth to Atea. After leaving 'Santemanso, these people went to . 
Omanso and then to Kokofu, where Pinaman Panyin became the first 
Queen Mother and Chief. Atea married a man named Amofa Datu 
from Asiase (near Kokofu) and gave birth to. Mmua Brayiye and 
Manu; I the latter was to become the mother of King Osai Tutu and 
of Gyami. Gyami became the first male Chief of Kokofu. When the 
Oyoko people first came from Omanso to settle at the place now called 
Kokofu, they found a certain hunter, by name Odabo,and his mother, 
Aberewa Pofi, in possession of the land. Pinaman Panyin requested 
permission to settle there and make a farm. She found, on trying to 

, do so, that the weeds sprang up very quickly, and also that the soil was 
very red; hence she called the place Kokofu (red and weedy). Oti 
Akenten was a hunter; one day he was following a bush-cow (buffalo) 
and he came to a river, later called Subin, near to Kumasi, and there 
he met a man called Kwabia Amanfi already living there in a hunter's 
camp. Kwabia Amanfi asked Oti Akenten whence he came, and was 
told that his village was Kokofll. He asked to what clan he belonged, 
and was told the Oyoko. Kwabia Amanfi then stated that Oti Aken
ten was his kinsman. Oti Akenten lived with Kwabia Amanfi until 
Pinaman Panyin sent for him. He then returned to Kokofu and re
ported he had found' an uncle' near Kumasi and wished to go to live 
with him. Pinaman Panyin gave him permission, and he returned, 
accompanied by his brother, Tentia Kwesi; the latter fell sick and 
died at Asereso. Oti Akenten continued his journey to Kumasi, and 
informed Kwabia Amanfi of the death of his brother. On the death 

• Manu married Owusu Panyin and bore Osai Tutu and Nyako Kusiamoa, who was the 
mother ofOpoku Ware. 'She made three fontomfrom drums; two she gave to Osai Tutu, 
and one to Agyaman.' 
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of Kwabia Amanfi, Oti Akenten succeeded him.I Mter his funeral 
custom, the Chief of Amakum sent a messenger to Oti Akenten in
quiring why he had dared to bury his subject without first informing 
him. To settle the dispute, Oti Akenten and Akusa, the Chief of 
Amakum, fought with sword and shield. The former was victor, and 
Amakum came under Oti Akenten. He was succeeded byObiri Yaboa. 
Gyami, who was a blacksmith, was offered the Kumasi Stool, but 
refused, as he declared he was too old to leave Kokofu. Gyami died, 
and was succeeded by Agyaman Ampromfi.z It was in his time that 
Denkyira was defeated; Agyaman 'Promfi fought in the war, his posi
tion being just in front of the Kumasi Chief (ye tIi Hene a' ase). Prior 
to the Denkyira war, Agyaman had already accompanied the Chief of 
Kumasi, Osai Tutu, to a war against Domina, whose Chief, Domina 
Kusi, later became the King's soul-washer. Mter the defeat of Den
kyira, under Ntim Gyakari, Agyaman went to a war with Osai Tutu 
against Bogweseanso,3 and was rewarded by a gift of land which in
cluded the villages of Abosamso, Batinko, Kwatche, Nsensenho, 
Homapura, Tabeso Kesie, Tabeso Kuma, Anweaso, and Mrensu, all 
of which are still under Kokofu. The remainder of the Bogweseanso 
land was given to Adanse and toAsekyiri; the last named was formerly 
under the Asante HeM, but is now under Kokofu. Agyaman also 
fought, under Osai Tutu, with the Chief of Kwadu Twum, Atrama, 
who had killed a Juaben member of the blood royal as he had.had an 
intrigue with his (Atrama's) wife. Osai Tutu gave the KokofuAtrama's 
town, the name of which was changed from Kwadu Twum to Akyem
pow, to avoid the use of the Juaben oath. (See Juaben History.) Ag
yaman also accompanied Osai Tutu [Opoko Ware?] to the war against 
Tekiman, and captured a shield which became one of the Stool heir
looms of Kokofu. Agyaman inaugurated the Stools of the Kokofu 
N safohene, save those of the Ko'nttre, A kwamu, and f[' wafo, which were 
created by Gyami. He was with Osai Tutu in the war against Akyim, ' 
when Osai Tutu died. He himself escaped and went with Opoko 
Ware, Oaai Tutu'. successor, against the Akyim, when the latter were 

I It is, I believe, common knowledge to all well·informed Ashanti, but considered a 
great IIeC1'et, that Kwabia Amanfi was not of ~e Oyoko clan, but was an Aduana ; Oti 
Akenten should, therefore, not have succeeded him. Had he not done 50, the whole face 
of Asbanti history would have been changed • 

• His title (".;_",..) was AgytI __ II1-"kyi.si; he was famous for his Banking move. 
mmts in war. 

, Now under Adanse. The people of Bogwesean50 fled to Akyim, in the Colony, 
returniog in r!)08, being given back that part of their land which had been given to 
Adanse, on condition that they served that Division. 
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defeated.' Shortly after this he died. Agyaman Ampromfi's military 
position was that of <[ufo Hene (chief of the gun-bearers) to Osai Tutu. 
The Chief of Kokofu used always to hold a gun and walk round the 
Golden Stool; his gun was known by the title of Sen' tuo (the gun by 
the side of ... ). During Agyaman Ampromfi's time, a certain woman, 
called Ampobim Mra, had come to Kokofu from Adanse, with her 
son. She had stated that she belonged to the Oyoko clan. She and 
her son were taken into the household of the Queen Mother. Very 
soon after, some of the male Adehye (members of the royal family) 
began to die. The gods, who were consulted, reported that unless 
Ampobim Mra's son was given the Stool, all the Kokofu Adehye 
would surely die. Upon the death of Agyaman, the Stool was ac
cordingly given to this woman's son. He was called Bayim Koatwa. 
No sooner was he enstooled, than the members of the blood royal 
ceased dying. Bayim Koatwa commenced, however, to steal the Stool 
property. He was a bad Chief; he used to kill people without any 
just cause. He lived, nevertheless, to be an old man, and was not de
stooled; he came to be known as Akora Bayim (old man Bayim). He 
also had a nickname Antoatwa (i. e. a man who had never fired a 
gun, but had nevertheless cut off people's heads). His Stool was 
blackened. At Kokofu we did not like to destool Chiefs. If you have 
a son, and he is a bad man, you do not kill him; moreover, we also 
feared .his mother'~ saman (ghost). When Akora Bayim died, the Stool 
should have gone to Gyasi 'Ko, a son of Koko, who was a daughter of 
Mmua Brayi;' failing that it should have gone to Agai Twum, the son 
of Atea, who was also a daughter of Mmua Brayi. Neither of these 
persons, however, succeeded, and the Stool was given to Kyei Kwame, 
son of Pinaman Kuma, who was a descendant of Pinaman Panyin. 
The reason for this was as follows: The Banna (Banda) war had 
broken out, and Kokofu had been ordered to send an army. Both 
Gyasi 'Ko and Agai Twum declared that they would not accept the 
Stool if they had to go to the war. Kyei Kwame at the time was only 
a young boy, and he was suffering from yaws (due). He nevertheless 
said he would go; he was ens tooled and was carried to the war on a 
man's back. This war lasted three years.I On the return of the army, 
the Kokofu informed theAsante Hene that they did not wish any of the 
kindred group to which Atea or Koko belonged to sit on the Stool, 
but desired the succession to pass to the side of Pinaman Kuma. All 
the Elders took an oath that they would only serve the descendants of 

I During a campaign, the beards of the soldiers were allowed to grow. 
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the last named. As a reward for his services in the Banna war, the 
Asante Hene presented the Chief of Kokofu with the Queen Mother 
of Banna's 11Ipintini drums, and the Queen Mother of Kokofu I with 
her aJosowa (work-basket). While the Asa1!te Hene and the army were 
engaged in the Banna war, Ashanti was invaded by a woman Chief, 
called Abrimro, from Sefwi. She captured the Queen Mother of 
Bekwai and one of the Adehye of Kumasi. When the army returned 
from Banna, they followed up the invaders to Ahafo, recovering all 
the prisoners that had been taken, including the Queen Mother of 
Bekwai. In this campaign, a kind of prickly burr was carried back on 
the clothes and legs of the soldiers and soon spread all over Ashanti, 
where it became known as Abri11lro. Kyei Kwame introduced the 
horns called Ahata'll 1110 ye 11I111a 111' (mother hen, look after your 
chickens). He was succeeded by Asare Bidiako, son of Birago Amma, 
a Queen Mother of Kokofu and a daughter of Pinaman Kuma. Dur
ing his time we were weary of wars.a Kyei Kwame was succeeded by 
his brother, Offe Akwesim, whose • strong name' was Oko-gye-asuo. 
In his time the great war against Gyaman was fought. The Gyaman 
were Mohammedans, and had entered into an alliance with Opoku 
Ware, who was very well disposed to all such, not to fight against 
Ashanti. The Asante Hene had given the King of Gyaman the title 
of me ye (my wife). Mter'the death of Opoku Ware, the King of 
Gyaman had fashioned a Stool in imitation of the Golden Stool; 
this Bonsu Panyin, who had succeeded Opoku Ware, said he could 
not permit his' wife' to do. The Ashanti prepared for the campaign 
for three years. The army was composed of the forces of Denkyira, 
Asin, Fanti from Salt Pond (who were used as carriers), and the fight
ing units of every Ashanti Territorial Division. The army reached 
Bontuku (now French Ivory Coast), which was destroyed. Edinkira, 
the Chief of Gyaman, was killed. There is a tradition that the 
Gyaman had hidden the head of their Chief in the belly of a woman, 
whose stomach they had cut open and, after inserting the head, had 
sewn up again, piling hundreds of corpses upon it. The secret of 
its whereabouts was said to have been disclosed by Apao, the son 
of Edinkira. 

When the war was over, a tax was levied on all the Divisions which 

I • At this time there was only one Queen Mother for both Kwnasi and Kokofu.' 
• • The King of Ashanti would not go to war without fust consulting Kokofu.' This 

perhaps equally applies to any of the great A_nhene whose fighting men the ASQnle Hene 
wished to employ. 
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had taken a part, to pay for the arms and powder that they had used. 
An official, by name Apea, was appointed to instruct the Chiefs about 
its collection, and ever -after a war tax became known as .Apea 'to, i.e. 
Apea's tax. The commander of the Denkyira levies had been Kojo 
Kruku; he had lost one thousand men in the war, and he refused to 
pay the contribution demanded of him. He fled to Cape Coast and 
received the, help of the English, whom at first we did not know we 
were fighting, until we encountered them with the Fanti at ESimanko, 
where we killed Mankata.I Mankata was shot by the Chief of Ma
doma, whose Stool is reported still to have his gun. Mankata's head 
was given to Amankwatia Panyin (the Kumasi Ko'ntire Hene). Bonsu 
Panyin did not go in person to this war, and he died while the army 
was still in the field. Osai Yao enstooled himself, and taking the 
Golden Stool, at once joined the Ashanti army. His haste was -stated 
to have been due to the fear that Offe ~ of Kokofu would be chosen to 
succeed Bonsu Panyin. Osai. Yao was defeated at Koromantin, and 
the Ashanti lost heavily; the army was again defeated at Akantamasu, 
near Accra, but gained a victory over the Fanti, Asin, and Akyim, at 
Onyinabirim. Offe was succeeded by his brother, Asare Dub, i. e. 
C Asare, the eleventh child', son of Birago. He only lived about two 
years. He was succeeded by his nephew, Kwame Apiegyi, son of 
Firima Ototuo, Queen Mother of Kokofu. There was peace in his 
time, and the town of Kokofu increased in size; Kwame Apiegyi was 
destooled at the instigation of the .Asante Hene, who thought he was 
plotting against him. He was banished to Offinsu. He was succeeded 
by YaoBerko,his brother. In his time, the Ashanti went to the Fweasa 
war (in Togoland). The Ashanti army was commanded by Adu Bofo, 
the Gyasewa Hene. The campaign lasted three years, and resulted in 
a great capture of slaves by the Ashanti. The Kokofu army was com
manded by the .Akwamu Hene. Mter this war, the Fanti'sa (1874) 
campaign broke out. The Ashanti army was commanded by Ama
nkwatia and reached the outskirts of Elmina. The Kokofu were com
manded by the Ko'ntire Hene. The Chiefs ofMampon and Asumegya 
were the only great Chiefs to go in person; when the .Asante Hene 
did not go to a war, the great Divisional Chiefs were not compelled 
to go either. In this war the English were fighting against us. The 
Ashanti were defeated in three battles and driven back on Kumasi. 

J Sir Cbas. M'Carthy. This was in 1824. Esimanko is sometimes pronounced as if 
spelled Asamanko • 

• He died of small-pox in the campaign. 
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A battle was fought at Adasu, when King Kakari retreated to Akropon 
near Kumasi. Juaben then commenced to intrigue against Kakari, 
who was destooled. Mensa Bonsu was put on the Stool. The Juaben, 
in spite of having drunk the gods with Kokofu to serve Mensa Bonsu, 
rebelled against him, and Kumasi and Asumegya made war on J uaben, 
and defeated them; they fled to Koforidua. The Juaben Chief at 
that time was Asafo Agei.l Bekwai, Mampon, and Nsuta were not 
actually engaged in the fighting. Yao Berko died and was succeeded 
by Kyei Kwame Kuma, son of Birago. He only lived one year after 
coming to the Stool, dying during the local Odwira ceremony when 
on his way to sprinkle the Stools.3 His funeral was attended by the 
Asante Hene and all the Amanhme. He was succeeded by Osai Yao, 
who was destooled by the Mpanyimfo, who complained that he and 
the Queen Mother, Ata Birago, were overfond of disclosing the origin 
of some of their subjects (i. e. of referring to their descent from slaves). 
Ata Birago was also destooled, the charge against her being that she 
did not give good advice to the Chief. Both died very soon after their 
destoolment. Mensa Bonsu and Mua Kobi were also both des-tooled 
at Kumasi, the former for excessive cruelty, the latter for not advising 
her sons in a proper manner. Kumasi now sent for the Elders of 
Kokofu to come to Kumasi to enstool Kwaku Dua II, but, on the plea 
that they themselves had not any Chief, they refused to go. The 
KumasiMpanyimJo therefore themselves enstooled Kwaku Dua Kuma, 
but forty days later he died of small-pox. Bekwai at this time was 
fighting with Adanse about the villages of Odumase and Esankwanta. 
The Gyase Hene of Kumasi now came to Kokofu and persuaded the 
Kokofu to elect a Chief and Queen Mother to fill these Stools, which 
had now been vacant for about four years. Osai Asibe, brother of 
Osai Yao, was enstooled as Chief, and Ya Dufie as Queen Mother. 
Ya Dufie was the daughter ofOtim. Kumasi was still without a Chief, 
and the town was in charge of the Ko'ntire andAkwamu Chiefs. There 
were two claimants for the Stool-'Twereboanna, son of Ya Fere; 
Kokofu, Mampon, Nsuta, Nkoranza, Ahafo, and the Gyase Hene at 
Kumasi wished him to be King; the remainder of the Kumasi 
MpanyimJo with Bekwai favoured Prempeh. Bekwai fought Kokofu 
near the river Ada and defeated them, and burned the town of Kokofu, 
killing the KokofuKo'ntire Hene. At the same time the Kumasi forces 
were fighting against the Gyase Hene at Sewai, where he was defeated 

I Confirmed by ]uaben History. See Chapter XIX. 
• See RtligiOft and AYI i1l Aslulftli, p. 139. 
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and killed. The Mampon also were defeated and fled to Attabubu. 
The Kokofu now reorganized their forces and attacked Bekwai and 
defeated them? killing their Chie~ Yao Gyamfi, who received a bullet 
in the stomach. The Bantama Hene, Awua, and the Kumasi Nsenia 
Hene, Boadi, were also killed and their heads cnt off. Kumasi now 
appointed Ejisu Hene in command of an army, and they and Bekwai 
again attack~~ the Kokofu and defeated them, causing them to flee to 
Akyim. We were at Akyim when we heard of the captnre and banish
ment of Prempeh. Osai Asebe died at Accra and was buried there, 
but his body was later exhumed and brought to Kokofu. The Kokofu 
returned from the coast after the banishment of the Asante Hene, and 
Asebi II was ens tooled. The Kokofu fought against the English in 
the Asantewa (1900 rising) and Asebi II was banished (retnming in 
Oct. 1924). Asebi II was succeeded by Kwame Asare, who was de
stooled by the English. Kofi Nti, his llephew, succeeded him. He 
built the • palace' at present occupied by the Chief. He was suc
ceeded by Kobina Apia, who was succeeded by his brother, Kofi Adu, 
the present Chief (see Fig. 32). 

Personnel oj the KokoJu Division: 

Chief: Kofi Adu ; Clan, Oyoko; Ntoro, BosommuNl Asafodie. His 
correct title is not Omanhene, but ~arima, a title shared by the 
heir apparent to the Kumasi Stool. He addressed the Asante Hene as 
N ana. His hereditary duty was • to hold the gun to guide the 
Golden Stool' (Ofua santuo ode were Sika 'Gwa Ko.fi). 

'Ihe Queen Mother: Ajua Sewa. 
Ko'ntire Hene: Adu Bobi (see Fig. 35); Clan, Agona; Ntoro, 

BosommuNl Asafodie. 
Akwamu Hene: Kwaku Abonone; Clan, Agona; Ntoro,? 
Oyoko Hene: Kojo Asiedu; Clan, Oyoko; Ntoro, Akyim Ahoadie. 

This Stool is held by the descendants of the kindred group conceming 
which the Elders • drank the gods' that they should never again 
occupy the head Stool. I 

Benkum Hene : (Leader of the left wing of the Kokofu army) Kwa
ku Da-Tano; Clan, Agona; Ntoro, Bosomtwe. 

NiJa Hene: (Leader of the right wing in the Kokofu army) Kwame 
Adakwa; Clan, Oyoko; Ntoro, Bosompra. 

Kyirlom Hene: (Leader of the rear-guard); Clan, Asenie; Ntoro, 
BosommuNl. (See Fig. 36.) 

• Compare Kumawu History. 



Flc. 32. KokoJu Hlnl, Kofi Adu 

Flc. 33. AJokwa Hml, Kokofu 
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.Ankobea Hene: This Stool is at present vacant. It is under the 

K yitlom Hene. 
Cyase Hene: Kwaku Brube; Clan, ?; Ntoro, ? 
.Abatliakyi: The Heir apparent, Yao Bosie, brother of the present 

Chief. 

ITillages and Fekuo (companies) unr1er these officials: 

tfhe Chief: He has not any villages directly under him, but the 
fekuo of .Asokwafo (hom-blowers) are under his direct control. 

tfhe Queen Mother: The Pinankwa Hene is stated to be directly 
under the Queen Mother. In the event of war, he would remain 
behind and help to guide (were) the Queen Mother. She may still 
give him direct orders, and appeals from his court may still be heard 
in the Queen Mother's court. 

tfhe Pinankwa Chief: He has the following villages directly under 
him; they are indirectly under the Queen Mother: Papase, Mono, 
Kesewa, Adome, Anweam, Ac!,uam (his capital town).I 

My informants state that once upon a time Kokofu was ruled by 
its Queen Mothers, who later came to delegate their authority to their 
sons. C The Queen Mother of Kokofu brought forth Kokofu and 
Kumasi ' (referring to the fact that Manu was mother of the great 
Osai Tutu). 

tfhe Ko'ntire Hene: The following villages are directly under this 
official: Dagyanso, Akotokyim, Nsonoammoa, Adunyase, Adumase, 
Nkyekyeam, Nyinam, Amansu, Adeate, Yaopesa, Kyempow (deserted), 
Edwinodwinoase, Dwumakyi, Abomenaso. He has also subjects in the 
following villages: Asiase, Ahurin, and Apento, all under Bekwai; 
Dwoamen, under the Kokofu .Akwamu Hene; Atwereso and Boagya, 
under/the Cyasewa Hene of Kumasi . 

.Akwamu Hene: Under this official is the 'Iwafo Hene (Kwame 
Subunu), who has the following villages directly under him; they are 
thus only indirectly under the Akwamu Hene: Sebidie and Kotwea. 
Directly under the .Akwamu Hene are Dwoamen, Anamrako, Kwani
niyao, Anweaso, Nkwantapon. He has also subjects in the following 
village: Isasoebia (a village of the Gyasewa Hene) of Kumasi. In
directly under the Akwamu Hene, and directly under the tfwafo 
Hene, are the fekuo of cooks (sotlo1o) and umbrella-carriers (kyimie
ky;mfo). The Ko'ntire and .Akwamu also hold the position of Atlonten 
Hene. 

I The Kyidom H_ has subjects living in this village. 
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9:he Oyoko Hene: The following are the villages under this Chief: 
Toamfom, Duase (the Kyidom Hene has some subjects in the last
named village). 

9:he Benkum Hene: His villages are: Ankase, Agwafo, Obo, Patuda, 
Danso. He also commands the followingfekuo, the Barimfo (Mauso
leum attendants) and the Stool-carriers of the blackened Stools (the 
White-Stool carriers are under the Ankobea Hene). 

Nifa Hene : His capital village is Dadease. I 

Kyidom Hene: His villages are: Amansim, Adakaburoso, Anunso, 
Mpatase; he has subjects in the following villages, although the land 
on which they stand does not belong to him: Ntoraku, which belongs 
to the Asakyire Hene; Pramsu, which belongs to the Kumasi Dominase 
Hene; Duase, which belongs to the Kokofu Oyoko Hene; Aduam, 
which belongs to the Pinanko Hent. 

Ankobea Hene: He is under the Kyidom Hene. The S~ool (at 
present vacant) had the following village under it: Onyinase; and it 
had subjects in the following villages: Timiabu, Ahurin; the land 
on which they stand belongs to Bekwai; Z Agyemasu, belonging to 
Bekwai; Dagyanso, belonging to the Kokofu Ko'ntire Hent. The 
Okyeame and Stool-carriers of the ,White Stools are also under the 
Ankobea Stool. 

The Gyase Hene also comes under the Kyidom Hent. Under him 
come the Gyasewa Hene, the Dabere Hene (Chief of the Bed-Chamber) ; 
under whom again come the followmgfekuo: the Ahoprafo (elephant
tail switchers), Atllm'tufo (gunners), Abrafo (executioners), Asoamfo 
(hammock-carriers), Afotuosafo (treasurers). The following Stool 
also comes under the Gyase Hene, i. e. that of the Safohene called 
Kobina Mobra. One of the Chiefs Okyeame is also under the Gyasewa 
Hene. The following village ,is under the Gyasewa Hent: Beposo. 
Directly under the Gyase Hene are the Head Okyeame and two other 
Akyeame, the Heralds, fontomfrom drummers, and the Afonasoafo 
(sword-bearers). The villages directly under the Gyase Hene are 
Mensase, Mono No.2, Kokoben; he has also subjects in the following 
villages: Ahurin and Dompa, which belong to Bekwai; Pantubom, 
which is under the Kokofu Nifa Hent. The Abadiakyiri (the heir 
apparent) has the following villages under him: Okuroase, Tapokyi, 
Adomanu, Bedomase. 

Birempon of Kokofu: Kokofu has three towns directly under the 
Head-Chief, the Chiefs of which he calls his Birempon. All three 

I I omitted to record the remainder. • See Chapter XXXI.II. 
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are modem acquisitions to the Division, having become subject to the 
Kokofu Stool during the civil war which resulted in the enstoolment 
ofPrempeh.J These towns are (a) Asekyiri, which was formerly under 
the Kyidom HeM of Kumasi (the Akyempim HeM); (h) Asaman, 
which was formerly under the Kumasi Adonten HeM; and (c) AholO, 
also formerly under the Kumasi A donten Hene. All the Chiefs of these 
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Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs. G. The Chief. H. The Kyidom (rear-guard.) I. The 
Ankobea. }. The Gyase. K. The left wing. L. The right wing. 

three towns sided with Kokofu, breaking away from their allegiance 
to their former Chiefs, and fleeing with Asibe Panyin when the latter 
went to Akyim. These three Chiefs have also villages directly under 
them, the subjects of which have a right of appeal from their Chief to 
Kokofu. These sub-villages are, of (a), Abinkwakwa, Panyinamissa, 
Konkromase, Kotokoro, Mpaguom, Asibuokurom, Asamanma, and 
Beposo. The following are the sub-villages under (h): Asaman, 
Gyininidowa, Gyapon Adu, Banso, Adumasa, Datiaso, Apao, Hantase, 
Yaase, Patiriamsa, Asuohoadwafo. Under (c) (Abosu) are: Suntireso, 
Abrodwum, Aprinkrase. The Chief of Ejisu has also some subjects in 
the last-named village. 

I On the same occasion Kokofu lost the following villages: Madoma, Adwinoase, now 
under Adanse. 
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War Organization oj KokoJu: In the National army, the Kokofu 
contingent marched immediately in front of the Asante Hene, who 
himself occupied a position on the left of the Adonten (main body). 
Horn calls oj KokoJu : 

Cf'he Chief: Okropon'ha onyini Aserewa 0 (The Eagle's child does 
not grow into an Aserewa bird.) Esono nona na mahuhu da da da da 
(This is th~ elephant, I have destroyed it long, long, long, long ago). 
Menkoto no, me ne no nko (Lefme go and meet him that he and I may 
fight). Wo mmohoro se yamfo 0 0 (You are a miserable thing like the 
yamfo) (a kind of fish). 

Cf'he Ko'ntire Hene: re sura wo, ko ko ko (They fear you, red, red, 
red) (i. e. very much). 

Akwamu Hene : I was not able to record his call. 
Oyoko Hene : I was unable to get his call. 
Benkum Hene: Egua, ma?to ngu (When it is breaking, let it break). 
Nija Hene: Osafo,fa nsa hra (Wine-bearers, bring the wine). 
K yidom H ene: Opanyin didi n' aso tokurom' (An Elder makes a living 

by the holes in his ears), i. e. by settling disputes. 
Gyase and Gyasewa:. Akoko hekye a, akroma mfa no (After the 

fowl has grown up, the hawk cannot catch him). 
KokoJu ' Oaths': The Kokofu great' oath' is Efiara and Dwoara 

(Friday and Monday). The explanation first given to me was that on 
these days the tribute (in firewood) to Denkyira used to be collected. 
Afterwards, however, the Elders confessed that this was not the real 
origin, the significance ofthe ' oath' being, they stated, as follows : 

In the war against Banna (Banda), one of the Odehye (members of 
the blood royal) was killed on a Monday: Pinaman Panyin also died 
on a Monday; Gyami died on a Friday; Agyaman 'Promfi also fell ill 
on a Friday and died on :l Monday. Friday and Monday are the 
Kokofu unlucky days. There is also a less important' oath' used by 
the' palace' attendants: Me ka Barima atikwa (I mention the Chief's 
shaven head), referring to some occasion, e.g. at a funeral rite on the 
sora da, when the Chief would shave his head. The Chief settles such 
cases himself; the person violating the' oath' is whipped, instead of 
being fined. The Queen Mother has an ' oath' of quite modern signi
ficance, i.e~ ·Me ka Ahan mu (I speak of inside the Fort), referring to 
the 1900. rising, after which she and others were kept as prisoners in 
the Fort at Kumasi. 

Cf'he Ko'ntire Hene's 'oath': Wukuara (Wednesday). A Ko'ntire 
Hene was killed in the war against Gyaman. 



Flc. 34. An Oky~am~ of Kokofu 

Flc. 35. Ko'"tire H~, Kokofu 
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Akwamu Hene: OhulJ (fhe Bullet), referring to the wounding or 
killing of an Akwamu Chief at Winnebah. 

'The 'TwaflJ Hene: He has not any' oath'. 
OyoklJ Hene: r aoara (fhursday). This' oath' is said to date only 

from the time of Mensa Bonsu. On his destoolment, there was a fac
tion who wished to restool Kahri, and one of the Kokofu Oyoko was . 
among the persons who plotted to do so. He was alleged to have been 
caught by Asamoa Kyekye (the heir at that time to the Adum Stool) 
and strangled.' This happened on a Thursday. 

'The Benkum Hene: He uses the Akwamu Hene's oath, with the 
former's permission. 

'The NiJa Hene: Wukuara (Wednesday); two of the brothers of a 
former NiJa Hene were killed at Asamanko, when Sir Charles M'Carthy 
was killed. 

Kyidom Hene: Gwanhome (Sheepskin rope). The origin of this 
'oath'is stated to have been as follows: a nephew of one of the 
Kyidom Hene seduced the wife of the heir apparent. He was bound 
with a leather thong made out of sheepskin and taken before the 
Chief. He' bought his head '. Later, on becoming Kyidom Hene, he 
instituted an ' oath' referring to this event. 

'The Ankohea Chiefs' oath': He uses that of the Kyidom Hene, as 
does also the Gyase Hene. 

'The Heir apparent's' oath': Ohuo (fhe Bullet); a former heir 
apparent was wounded at Kantemansu. 

Division of Aseda: Aseda of £4 13s. was divided as follows: 'The 
matahlJ or kyekyerekon ~ was handed to the Okyeame. About £1 worth 
of gold-dust was next set aside, and one of the Fotuosafo (treasurers) 
dipped a sawa (spoon) 3 into the dust and took out about I.f. 6d. 
worth, which was handed to the Queen Mother. In like manner a 
small amount was withdrawn for the heir apparent. . A third time 
the spoon was dipped into the dust, and this time the amount was 
placed in a cloth upon which the fotulJ (leather-bag) rested. This 
amount was added to from time to time (from similar sources) until, 
after eight days, sufficient had accumulated, when it was shared be
tween the Chief and the Gyasewa Hene. The balance of the £I worth 
of gold-dust was shared among the elephant-tail switchers, the Stool
carriers, the executioners, the hom-blowers, and the young ahenkwa 

I I have heard it alleged that Kakari was killed on this occasion with his own chewing 
stick. 

a See p. 114. 
3350 l' 

I See Ashatlli, Fig. 113. 
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(attendants). The balance, £3, was now divided equally; the Chief 
took dwiJa (£1 lOS.); the remainder was divided into four equal parts. 
One-fourth went to the Ko'ntire and Akwamu, ,[wafo, and Benkum 
Chiefs; one-fourth was divided among the Kyidom, Gyase, and An
kohea Chiefs; one-fourth went to the Oyoko Hene; one-fourth to the 
Akyeame. The Ko'ntire and Akwamu, 'Iwafo, and Benkum Chiefs' 
share was ~urther divided as follows: The Ko'ntire Hene took one
third; the remaining two-thirds was shared equally between the 
Akwamu, 'Iwafo, and !1enkum Chiefs. The Kyidom. Cyase, and An
kohea divided their portion as follows: The whole amount was first 
divided into two equal parts; the Kyidom took one-half, the Cyase 
the other. The Kyidom again divided his share into five equal parts. 
One-fifth he took himself; one-fifth went to the Ankohea; one-fifth 
to the Santan; one-fifth to the Apesemka (drummers); and one-fifth 
to the Gyasewa. The Cyase Hene divided his share into seven equal 
parts, taking one-seventh himself. 
Kumasi great' oath' and appeals to.the Asante Hene: 

In olden times, the Chief of Kokofu might hear cases in which the 
Kumasi gfeat 'oath' was involved; the Aseda was from £4 13S. to 
£18 I2S., and half of this was always sent to the Asante Hene. The 
party found guilty was kept a prisoner by fastening him to a log pend
ing sentence, which was delivered by the King of Ashanti. If atitodie 
(blood-money) were taken, it belonged to the King, but he might 
make the Chief of Kokofu a present of part of it. When the Chief 
of another Division swore the Kumasi 'oath' IIgainst the Chief of 
Kokofu or vice versa, the case had to be tried in Kumasi. When two 
of the Chief of Kokofu's important Nsafohene swore an C oath '-even 
that of Kokofu-the case would be tried before the Asante Hene. The 
reason, for this procedure was, it is stated, to avoid the estrangement 
that would result between the Chief of Kokofu and the Elder against 
whom he might give judgement. The .Chief of Kokofu had not the 
right to hear any case which involved' cursing the King' or a case 
arising out of alleged adultery with his wife. Appeals were lodged in 
the manner already described. There was also an appeal to the Oman 
(Nation). Other featutesof 'oaths' were in conformity with the 
procedure already described, which appean to have been common to 
all the Divisions. 
Sources oj Revenue in olden times: 

War: All plunder taken in war, down to the most minute article, 
had to be handed over to the Chief. The penalty for not doing so 
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was death. All guns, powder, and lead supplied to the forces had to 
be paid for by those who used them (apeato). 'That was in payment 
of rent for the land they held from the Chief.' The spoils were later 
distributed by the Chief in the correct proportions .. 

,[,ratlinc: This was carried on for the Stool by the Asokwafo (horn
blowers' section). Its main functions were as already des~ribed. 

Death Duties: The procedure was similar to that already explained. 
Lroy: There was a tax collected on the enstoolment of one Chief 

following the destoolment of his predecessor, called ma'sotuo (dispute 
tribute). 

Ayiasesika: A levy to pay for a predecessor's funeral, sometimes 
known as asekantuo (to demonstrate gratitude for not having been 
killed at the funeral custom); a yearly thank-offering of crops at the 
time of the Otlwira was also made: I hidden treasure was dealt with 
as already described; the sere (hind leg) of animals killed was pre
sented to the Chief, and a basa (foreleg) to the asase wura (occupier 
of the land); fish were brought in on fixed days from certain villages; 
e. g. every Monday three hundred fish from Duase; every Wednesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday three hundred fish from Anamanako, Ankase, 
and Obu, respectively. 
'['he Power oj the Asante Hene to interfere in the internal affairs oj the 

Division: 
Besides the right to intervene in the cases already stated, the Asante 

Hene demanded the customary oath of allegiance a not only from 'the 
Head-Chief, but from the Asafo (Ko'nti"e and Akwamu). The right of 
appeal lay to his Court. He had the privilege of claiming ayibuatlie, 
himself attending the Chief's funeral, and' sitting on the funeral mat'. 
The ayibuatlie consisted of several of the late Chief's wives, an ahenkwa 

I These were presented to the accompanying salutation of afrehyiapa 0 (a good new 
year). 

• The oath taken by the Kokofu Hme was as folloWs: Me ka Fiara me ka Dwoara me 
ka ltiam kesie, me till ye de me alltlll Gyami AhonnUIJSo; se nye die tllltIIIfIOm yeye fI(J me 
yo bi ma boa tIJO; se tIJO fre me owiD, so wo fre me anadwo, se me lwa tIJO nlumlompo j se me 
ko gwane Ie me ye tIJO dom j ya me 10 fIIam kesie me 10 Fia,a ne Dwoara. The ceremonial 
sword used was the MpompOflSUlJ. The King placed his foot three times on the crown of 
the Kokofu Chiers head. A distinct and separate oath was also taken before setting out 
to war. Not only the Kokofu Chief, but each subordinate Commander took this oath, 
which was as follows: Me ka Fiara, me ka Dwoara, me ka Nlam kesie II osa yi wa yi me, 
se mekoro yi " me ko, till se me de m' okyi kyer, dom; Ie me $oma korabo, fI(J se wanko, till 
" "., ko gwane, ya me 10 • •• Mter taking such an oath, it was taboo to sleep again in the 
capital; the army at once moved into a war camp. Chiefs of subordinate positions in the 
anny did not use the MpompOflSUlJ afona, but one called afwefwe 'ba (the beating stick), 
which was used in battle to pia (push) the various commanders. 

p2 
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(boy attendant), a cloth, and gold trinkets. The Chief of Kokofu had 
not any right to execute any of his Elders without the permission of 
the King; he could, however, inflict the death penalty on any of his 
subjects oflesser importance. The Chief of Kokofu might not destool 
any of his Elders without the authority of the King. The Asante Hene 
might summon the Chief of Kokofu 'by day or by night '. The Ko
kofu Chief might not engage in war without the King's permission. 
The Asante Hene might destool the Kokofu Hene even against the 
wishes of the Kokofu Mpanyimfo. 
Ceremonies in connexion with the enstoolment of a Chief at KokoJu in 

ancient times: 
The W irempefo at Kokofu consisted of the Benkum and 'l wafo Chiefs 

and their subjects; about the third day after the death of the Chief 
they came and. took away one of the blackened Stools, sacrificing a 
sheep before lifting the Stool. They carried off this Stool to their 
camp, which was also called Wirempe. Each day the Wirempefowould 
rush into the town looting fowls and sheep. They demanded roughly 
of the Ko'ntire and Akwamu when they proposed electing a new Chief. 
Meanwhile all the Elders had met and discussed the question of 
a successor. [The formalities were very similar to those already 
fully described, and I need not again enter into the details.] My 
informants ended up by saying: 'Europeans sometimes think 
that it was the Queen Mother who selected the new Chief. She 
may have appeared to do so, but it was the Elders who really made 
the choice.' 

The King of Ashanti had been sent for immediately the Chief be
came very ill, and he would arrive sometimes before the burial. All 
the great Chiefs also came, including Nkoranza and Tekiman. About 
the third day after the death, an oath was taken before the corpse.I 

Each Elder who came before the corpse to take the oath first intro
duced himself to it, saying: 'I am So-and-so.' [The various pre
liminaries, preparatory to the new Chief taking an oath before the 
Elders, were very similar to what have previously been recorded, and it 
is unnecessary again to repeat them.] The Elders next took their oath, 
commencing with the 'lwafo and ending with the KyiJom Hene:~ [An 

I The oath is very simiIaI to that already given. The exact words in the vernacular 
were as follows: Me ka Fitwa, me ka DwoaTa me ka fllam kesie sebe AbralllO, se nye 
Odomankoma owuo no wo fua ade nkwa ngye no se nkra tmipa biD,a ne ore adie Ie se yi a no 
se nkra manto kane ya • •• Sebe is used in the above to excuse the use of the word owuo 
(death), which is not properly to be mentioned in the presence of superiors • 

• Precedence in Ashanti, in this Sense, is a sign of inferiority. 
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interesting variation which I noted in their oath was contained in the 
sentence: Se wo yi me ye dom na se wo te se me gwane a, na se manfa 
me ti manto so 'a (' If you appoint me to go to a war, and you hear that 
I have run away and not destroyed myself '). This refers to the obliga
tion of a Commander to commit suicide if defeated.] Mter all had 
taken their oath, wine was served out. The Nkwankwa Hene (uncon
firmed Chief) after the ceremony would go to reside with the Gyasewa 
Hene. He might not return either to his own house or take up his 
residence in the' palace '. The latter place had first to be purified by 
killing a sheep and sprinkling its blood, mixed with sand and mashed 
yam and lumme leaves, in each room. Another sheep was sacrificed 
on the cooking hearth. The words spoken on this occasion were as 
follows: . 

Efie kesie, ye ne yen Hene na owo ha, na wa fir; mu, na ye de fojoro 
asi, oha ahelena ha, se oha a, emma asem hone hiar~ nto no; ye ho wo 
asuo 0 sunsum hone hiara na ewo ha,firi hafi. 

, Great house, they and their Chief who dwelt here have passed 
forth, and we are going to place a new one (in his stead); he comes to 
reside here; when he comes, do not let any evil befall him ; we sprinkle 
you with water; whatever bad spirit is here, get hence, get hence.' 

The following day, the usual ceremonial return calls were paid. An 
interesting rite was next described which had not been recorded in 
connexion with other enstoolments so far noted, although it may very 
possibly have taken place. It was as follows: On that day the Barimfo 
(Mausoleum attendants) took white calico and mashed plantains (eto) 
and dressed the gyadua (trees) in the town. A sheep was also sacrificed 
beneath the oldest gyadua (tree) and the eto placed on its roots while 
the following words were spoken: 

Gye tID ne ogwan yi di, na hoa Ohene iojoro yi ma no nkye, nya sika ; 
mma n' ani mfura; mma n' aso nsi; mma no kote nwu; ma mmawojo 
nwo mma; ma kuro yi die edan nsi da, edan nsi ho; mma Ohene mfom ; 
mma no manfo mpa n' aha. 

• Receive this eto and sheep and partake, and help this new Chief and 
let him have long life; let him get gold-dust; do not allow his penis 
to die; allow the bearers of children to bear children; let houses 
stand where no house stands; do not let the Chief commit mistakes; 
do not permit his people to fall from him like branches.' 1 

I Ceremtmial #llami", Df Inu in Ashanli: In olden times, if a Chief wished to settle 
some subjects in a Dew extensioD of the town, he would go there and plant a gyadua (tree) 
in the middle of the street. This tree appeared then to become a mODument to the Chief 
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The following day, a sheep was sacrificed at the Stool-house and at 
the Barim (Mausoleum). (The Wirempefo had returned the Stool on 
the day on which the oath of allegiance had been taken.) All the 
departmental Heads in charge of the various Departments in the 
, palace' would produce the articles for which they were personally 
responsible, and show them to the Chief upon payment by him of tlIia 
(f.I 61. cd.).in gold-dust, e.g. the .Af01ltlIoafo would produce the state 
swords; the Kyimiekyimfo would produce the umbrellas; the .Akrm
nutlIoafo the Stools; the .Akyeame the staves of office. A day would 
be fixed upon (the tulaJUlJtwe), the eightieth after taking the oath, to 
proceed to Kumasi to take the oath of fealty to the .Asante Hene. On 
the Chief's return to Kokofu, a funeral tax (ayitlIeka) was levied, nsafJO 
(13s.) on each adult male, and dommafa (3s. 64.) on each adult female. 

and to serve as a record of the event. In course of time it was regarded as a potential 
dwelling·place of the spirit of the Chief who planted it. Again,' An obosom (lesser god) 
might tell a Chief to dig a hole and put some" medicine" in it to protect the town, and 
this spot might be marked by a gyadlUl. An Ashanti army, on capturing a town, always 
cut down the gyadlUl, and before a Chief set out to war, he took an oath before them that 
he would never tum his back upoQ the enemy or allow a hostile army to enter his town 
and cut them down. The oath was as follows: Me ka 1JIQ", kesie mints. se Me kore yi se 

Me ka Me gwane"." "ebebu 11_ gil. Yo Me to 1JIQm (" I speak the three great forbidden 
words, saying that if, where I am going, I should run away, so that they should come and 
break you, then have I violated the oath ".' Sometimes, on the return of a victorious 
army, the head of one of the lesser captains of the defeated force would be buried at the 
foot of one of these trees. The following was the infunnation given to me by Kwame 
Affram conceming these rites: • IT there is not a good shade tree in the toWn, you will 
not see the young men and e1deIS sitting in the street. A new Chief, after his enstoolment, 
should plant a tree by which he will always be remembered. The hole in which the cut· 
tingis put may be dug by anyone except the Chief, but the cutting to be planted should 
be put in by a stranger, because he who plants such a tree will surely die before such time 
as men come to sit beneath its shade. The Chief, with all his atteodants. will go to the 
spot, and the OkyeaMe will place gold-dust in the hole and say: Wo gyath.ul yi ye dlUJ_, 
ama IInipa efIJ(J 1uJ alma fI70 ase; _ obiaro ""'" ma kuro yi flyina (" You, gyadlUl, 
we plant you in order that the people who are here may rest beneath you; do not let 
anyone die, let the town grow"). When a Chief dies, the Wirewtpefo break the branches 
of the gyadua trees.' (This explains the ceremony I once witnessed at Nsoko; see 
Religionafld Art in Ashanti, p. 181.) «IT anyone cuts a branch of a gyadua, except on such 
an occasion, the fine is 1.25. IT a branch is blown down by the wind or the tree uprooted, 
the Chief will himself lay a white e10th upon it and a sheep will be sacrificed to it. No 
one may use it for firewood. Its funeral custom will be held, mourning clothes will be 
put on, and nt_rna (red funeral clay), and the drums will beat tlaminfa. An enemy 
entering a town will cut down the gyadua, and when the enemy have gone, and the in· 
habitants return, they will plant them again. All the gyadlUl in the town of Kokofu were 
so destroyed in the time of Mensa Bonso. They were replanted by Kwesi Krapa. At 
Kumawu, when a certain Chief was destooled for incest, every gyadlUl was dressed with 
small pieces of white calico and purified. A gyadlUl in peace has a _til (spirit) which 
keeps a town together; young men sit under its shade and serve the Chief, and Anamesetll 
(spider stories) are related beneath it-' (See Fig. 39.) 



FIc . . 38. Akyeame Hene, Kokofu 

FIC. 39. Gyadua (tree) showing stump of former 
tree that had been cut down by the enemies' forces 
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This tax was sometimes known aSllJekanttlo (the knife tax), and was in the 
nature of a thank-offering for not having had one's head cut off. The 
tax, when collected, was paid to the skeletons to replace the money 
which had originally been borrowed from them. A day was now ap
pointed (a Monday following a Kwesi Adae) to set the Chief on the 
blackened StooL He was accompanied to the Bari1lt by the Queen 
Mother, the Abadiakyiri (heir apparent), the Gyasewa Hene, the Hea!I 
of the Stool-carriers, and the Nsenia Hene (Chief Herald). Gyami's 
black Stool 1 was placed on a nsa cloth. The Okyeame addressed the 
Stool as follows : 

N ana Gyami sebe Abrawo, ye se obi 'lOU a obi ka, ne nne wo nana 
asumllJi ye de wo Akonnua yi ama no, otena wo so yi; onyini nkye, onya 
sika nye Oman yi, na bere so nye se wa bere so. 

, Grandsire Gyami, your pardon" Abrawo, they say when some one 
dies, some one remains, and to-day your grandchild So-and-so has been 
given your Stool to sit with you; let him grow and endure; let him 
become rich; and let his tim:e be as your time was.' 

The Chief was set on the Stool the customary three times. Imme
diately afterwards, a sheep was sacrificed upon it, and its flesh placed 
before this and the other Stools. The enstoolment ceremonies were 
now completed and the Chief was no longer a Nkwankwa Hene: he 
became Kokofu Hene. 

Destoo/ment of a Chief at Kokofu : 
Before a Chief was enstooled~ he was informed of certain things 

which he must not do, and he promised to obey these in junctions. Any 
subject might lay a complaint before one of the Elders regarding the 
Chief's conduct, and if the complaint was well founded, the Elders 
would inform the Chief and he would be publicly admonished, and, if 
necessary, fined, e. g. if it was a charge of adultery he would be 
fined double the usual adultery fees (ayeJere). The Chief was warned 
that for a second offence he was liable to be destooled. The Queen. 
Mother was also told to admonish him. On the second offence, 
the Elders would report the matter to the Asante Hene, • at Kokofu; 
the Elden might not destool the Chief without the authority of the 
King'. The King might, ifit were only the second offence, intercede 

• nus Stool had also been taken to Kumasi when the Chief went there to take his oath 
before the King. It was wrapped in a black velvet bag, given to the King, who handed 
it b&ck to the Kokofu Chief through the Okyeame, who said, • The King of Ashanti says 
I am to give you this Stool' • 

• Pardon asked for using the word "'" (dies). 
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for the Chief, and he might be pardoned a second time. On a third 
offence being committed, the Elders would again report to the King 
of Ashanti, and ask him to send for the Chief. He would do so, 
disguising the real reason for the summons. On his arrival at Kumasi, 
the Elders would make a public accusation regarding his conduct, and 
if, after investigation, the charges were proved, they were given 
permission to take the Stool from him. This was immediately done, 
so that he fell upon the ground. A Kokofu Chief, owing to his close 
relationship with the King of Ashanti, was not assaulted in the 
manner that was the customary lot of destooled Chiefs. 

A Queen Mother might be destooled for: 

(a) Giving bad advice to the Cliief. 
(b) Telling the origin of her subjects. 
(c) Consulting the abosom (lesser gods) with intent to bring about 

the death of the Chief. At Kokofu, any complaint against the Queen 
Mother was passea through the Pinanko Hene, who informed the 
Chief and Elders. 

Note on the .Ahqntan 'Do (The proud Stone) at Kokofu. 
Near the house of the Okyeame is a rock stated to have been sanctified by 

Komfo Anotche. 'who buried an albino (ofin) and a python (oni1ll) within it. 
In this rock was also placed the remainder of the medicine used in sanctifying 
the Golden'Stool. Komfo Anotche stated that this stone must stand for a 
symbol of the Golden Stool, and if that emblem were ever lost or stolen, the 
sumum (spirit) of the Nation would enter this rock. He said it must never be 
stepped upon, and that anyone doing so would be killed. An Ohme nalla 
(grandchild of the Chief) once did so in the reign of Kakari and was at once 
executed.' At the present day the fine for treading upon it is £25 and several 
sheep. The stone has a caretaker; and on the enstoolment of a Chief it is still 
customary to give osua ne 1/1alla (£4 13s.) in gold-dust, of which 131. is the 
mataho for the custodian, and the balance is sprinkled on the stone. A sheep 
is also sacrificed and its blood sprinkled on the stone, upon which white calico 
is spread. The following words are addressed to the stone: K.ro yi gyinae 
me wo, Akoda yi line ye de 110 atena Akonllya so, wa mallO adwenpa ma ode ah. 
Oman yi. Asalltemallllkwaso ••• (' You are the standing (stone) of this town. 
To-day we have placed this infant on the Stool, you must give him good 
understanding and cause him to rule this Tribe. Long life to the Ashanti 
people', &c.). The Asallte He'ne used to send £9 6s. (£8 for the stone, and 
£1 6s. for its custodian) annually. Its caretaker is the Head Okyeame.I 

I A genealogy of the Chiefs and Queen Mothers of Kokofu is given in Fig. 40. 



XXI 

THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION 
OF KUMAWU 

THE Kumawu came forth from the ground at Asumegya 'Sante
manso ; a dog came up first carrying fire in its mouth, then a frog 

[the totem of the A rluana clan 11 then a worm, then a man and woman. 
The woman was Seni Fontom and the man her brother, Adoforowa. 
This was on a Sunday, and by Wednesday the people who accom
panied them had ceased to come forth. We came with our Stool, and 
at first we settled on the land from which we had sprung, but as we 
increased in numbers we went to Adanse Ahensan, meeting at that 
place an Orlikuro (Head-man) called Safo Odifie. Again we became 
too many for the land, and we went to Apienyinase [about fourteen 
miles from Kumasi]. Here we settled for some time, again moving 
on to a place called Ebira. There we remained for about three years. 
All this time, Seni Fontom and Ad~forowa were still alive. Leaving 
the Kyirlom Hnu behind, we next went to Jamase (near Asokore) and 
from there to Bodomase. At Bodomase there was a leopard which 
used to kill some one every Sunday, so we sent off three hunters to 
search out a good land on which we could settle in peace. These 
hunters were called Anow,~ Agyare, and Ba. They found the place 
where we are now living, and we all removed and settled there, leaving 
a few of our people behind us at Bodomase. Kumawu is called after 
a river of that name. The river was an obosom (lesser god) and we were 
advised by its priest to call the town after it. Adoforowa was our first 
Chief, and Seni Fontom was the first Queen Mother. Kumawu was 
built with seventy-seven streets.3 At that time there was a town near 
to Kumawu called Abankafo, which was inhabited by people who had 
come from near Attabubu,4 and they refused to serve us. Adoforowa 
fought with the Chief of Abankafo, who was called Akyea Kwafo, and 
defeated him in single combat. They fought with sword and shield. 
Akyea Kwafo was killed, and his Stool was given to one ofhis subjects. 
At this time we were under Denkyira, Kumasi was not yet founded, 

• See Chapter VIIL 
• The Anow river is stated to have been named after him. 
, The names of these have already been given; see Chapter VII • 
• They would most probably have been Brong. 
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but Kokofu was already a.town. Adoforowa (also called Ahye) died 
and was succeeded by Kojo Twe, who was a famous blacksmith. Seni 
Fontom was his mother. Nothing noteworthy happened in his time; 
he continued building the town, and when he died his Stool was 
placed among the black Stools. He was succeeded by his brother, 
Kojo Yaboa, who in turn was succeeded by his brother, Kofi Akwatia. 
Seni Fontom died in his time, a very old woman. Kofi Akwatia was 
in turn succeeded by his nephew, Kofi FekaLI During Fekai's time, 
Kumasi had begun to assume a position of some importance. Asu
megya was ruled bya Chief ot the AJuana Clan and was AJamjo 
to Kumawu, who always send Asumegya Aseda on the enstoolment of 
a new Chief. The Asumegya, ot all the Ashanti who came from the 
ground, alone remained at that spot whence they sprung. At this 
time, the Fweafo [Ewe, to give them the name by which they were 
made .known by the Germans] were inhabitants of the Affram plain. 
A jade was their town, and their Chief was Atada Ofinam,' whose head 
is now on our odwira. The Kumawu defeated him and drove the 
F:weafo across the river Firao (the Volta), and Kumawu took all their 
land, which was tull of elephants. Kofi Fekai was, however, killed in 
the fighting, and was ,succeeded by his grandson, Kobina Kodia, who 
took command and won the final victory over the Fweafo. The 
Kumawu joined the Juaben, who were under their Chiet, Adakwa 
Yiadom, in a war against Dukoman, in Kwawu, and defeated them and 
obtained many slaves.3 I{obina Kodia also took part in the fighting 
between Kumasi and Domina Kusi, when the Kumasi Chief, Obiri 

.Yaboa, was killed. He also went to the war against Akyim in which the 
great Osai Tutu died. Komfo Anotche had said that Osai.Tutu must 
never die in Kumasi, so when he became ill, he was taken with the 
army to' a war against Akyim, and when he died his body in a coffin 
was still carried with the army. The coffin was struck many times 
with bullets, and this gave rise to the best known of his titles of honour 
(mme1'ane), which is Dankagye abo (coffin, receiver of bullets). It was 
in the time of Kobina Kodia that Ntim Gyakari, the King of Den-' 
kyira, sent demands tor increased tribute. The favourite wife of 

I Given as Kojo FekaIi in the genealogy I see Fig. 50 • 
• A metal vessel of remarkable workmanship was c;aptured from Atada Ofinam. It is 

known as the • abammo pot'. Once a year it is cleaned and polished and carried round 
the town, followed by all the women who have borne twins. Every person who meets it 
must present it with a gift. (See Figs. 41-2.) 

3 Apparently Denkyira, which was nominally overlord of Ashanti at this time, did 
not interfere with the petty wars carried on by her vassal states. 



FIG. 41. Abammo pot 

FIG. 4z. Central head on lid of abammo pot 
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Ntim Gyakari, by name Burube, had given birth to a son, and the 
King had demanded sisters of all the more important Ashanti Chiefs 
to be sent to Denkyira to act as afana (slave women) for his wife. The 
Denkyira also demanded the filling with gold-dust of the Aya Kese, 
that stood at Diakomfoase. The Chief of Juaben was the first to 
refuse these demands.! The heralds from the Denkyira King were 
mutilated and sent back empty-handed. It was about three years later 
.that war came, and meanwhile the Ashanti were buying powder, lead 
bars, and guns from' the Kankan Abrofo (the Dutch). The priest 
Anotche, who had come with Osai Tutu from Akwamu, now prepared 
, medicine' for the war. He made medicine for the akosena (war 
pots) and sprinkled all the soldiers with it. He organized the army as 
follows : 

The left wing he put under Asumegya along with Kumawu and 
Taffo; the right wing consisted of Ejisu, Juaben, Offinsu; the Adon
len (main body) under Boahen Anatuo, Chief of Mampon, who was 
also in command of the whole army; with him were Amakum and the 
Kumasi Adonten Hene; the K yidom (rear-guard) were commanded by 
Osai Tutu and consisted of the Kumasi forces and Nsuta, Bekwai, and 
Kokofu. Juaben at this time was already powerful and independent, 
but Nsuta, Bekwai, and Kokofu were important only as being related 
to the Chief of Kumasi. None of the greater Ashanti Chiefs was then 
subject to Kumasi. Komfo Anotche had insisted, in order to ensure 
success in the impending war, that Mampon must be in supreme 
command of the whole of the various independent units. He also 
declared that it would be necessary for one of the Chiefs to drink a 
certain medicine, but stated that the one to do so would be one of 
the ·first to fall in battle. Kobina Kodia volunteered. He was asked 
what special privileges he would like to claim as a reward for his self
sacrifice, and he said he would ask that his abusua (descendants in 
the female line) should ever be exempt from capital punishment. The 
Ashanti army gathered at Kumasi, where news was brought that the 
Denkyira invading army had reached a village called Adunku (on the 
road from Asumegya to Cape Coast). The Chief of Adunku fled to 
Kumasi with the news. At Pamso the enemy were engaged, but the 
Ashanti fell back to Gyakye, where another small fight took place, and 
again they fell back on Abonten. The main Ashanti army eventually 
met the invading army at Sareso, near Feyiase. The battle lasted 
three days. It began 'on a Saturday; Kobina Kodia fell on the 

• Confirming what baa already been written. 
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Monday.following. The Juaben captured Ntim Gyakari. The power 
of Denkyira now became vested in Kumasi. The other great Chiefs 
in future had to attend the annual Odwira custom in person, and the 
Kumasi Chief began to claim half the Aseda arising out of cases heard 
in other Divisions, in which the Kumasi 'oath' was involved. The 
Adehye Stools, i. e. Kokofu, Bekwai, Nsuta, began to assume greater 
importance, owing to the blood-relationship of their Chiefs to the 
Head-Chief' in Kumasi, who now assumed the title of Asante Bene 
(King of Ashanti). The body of Kobina Kodia was brought back to 
Kokofu. The successor to the Stool, Kobina Asumadu, was very 
young, so a clansman called Akuako Tenten acted as Chief until the 
rightful heir grew up. Asumadu came on the Stool later. He made 
war on a Chief called Mantana of Basa, a Brong, who owned all the 
land up to the Sene River. Mantana was killed and his head cut off. I 
Asumadu died, and was succeeded by his nephew, Kwame Kyere. He 
went with Opoku Ware to a war in Kibbi and captured and killed the 
Queen Mother,~ Dokua, and her brother, Owusu Akyim Tenteflten. 
While the Ashanti army was absent on this campaign, the country was 
invaded by Brumuankama ofWasaw. He entered Kumasi and cap
tured women and children. The Ashanti followed him, however, and 
rescued all the prisoners and captured much gold and many slaves. 
Kwame Kyere also went with Opoku Ware to a war against Ogyawa 
Awere, Chief of Asante Akyim, whom he drove to Nsoayem near Ak
yim Soadru. Kumawu next had a quarrel with Juaso and captured 
and killed their Chief, Moli. In the time of Kwame Kyere, the afona 
(ceremonial sword called Asantrofi) was made.3 Kwame Kyere married 
a Queen Mother of Juaben and had a sori called Akuamoa, who be
came Chief of Juaben (see history of that Division). Kwame Kyere 
gave three villages to this son,~Suruman Kurom (sometimes known as 
Asuogya), Abenaso, and Bajamsu (near Kratchi), which had been ac
quired in the war against Basa. Kyere died at Kumawu and was suc
ceeded by Kodia Koko, his nephew. He died of small-pox in a war 
against Kon [the Western Gonja 1], to which he went with Opoko 

• The Chief states that until comparatively recently Kumawu received half the Sene 
river ferry tolls • 

• This gave rise to the saying: Na me som Dokua fill wa ku me' • Did I serve Dokua 
that you should (want to) kill me? ' 

3 There is a saying about the Asanlr'!fi (the night jar), a gold model of which rests upon 
the hilt of the sword, which runs, Asantroji anoma, wa fa me, wa fa musuo, wo gya me, wo 
gyae saaie, • The Santrofi bird (says) if you take me, you have taken bad luck; if you 
leave me, you have left good luck '. 
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Ware. He was succeeded by his brother, Kwame Basowa, who fought 
against Ame Yao at Tekiman. Kwame Basowa was killed in the war 
against Apo I [Dahomey 1], in which the Kumasi Adonten Hene and 
the Chief of Juaben (Dankwa) also were killed, giving rise to the 
• oaths' of Sanhe (Sabe) and Kwad1/. 'Iwum. In this war the soldiers 
of the enemy were women (the Amazons of Dahomey 1), but we~ were 
ashamed to confess this and said we were fighting against 'Samanfo 
(spirits) to excuse our defeat. The bodies of the Chiefs killed were not 
recovered; Kwame Basowa's Stool is among the blackened Stools. 
He was succeeded by Kwame Gyesawo, who was a contemporary of 
Kusi Bodom. In his time the Kumawu fought against Kwawu in 
order to get their salt-pans. Kwame Gyesawo was destooled, and his 
brother Akwatrafani (he was called after a god of that name) came 
upon the Stool. He accompanied the Asante Hene, Osai Kojo, to the 
war against Banda, whose Chief was Worosa. Akwatrafani was a 
coward (adufo); he ran away and the Asante Hene fined him £1,000. 

He would have been killed but for the promise made in the time of 
Kodia. He was destooled, and Kwame Gyesawo was enstooled. Mier 
he died, Yao Babo became Chief. He went with King Mensa Bonsu 
to the Fanti'sa (Fanti war), in which the King received the title of 
Bons1/. (whale). Many Fanti prisoners were captured whose descen
dants are subjects of Kumawu to this day. Following this war, came 
the campaign against Gyaman, in which Edinkira was killed. Bonsu 
Panyin became ill on this campaign, but did not die until three years 
later [Ashanti traditions generally record that the King died forty 
days after his return from the Gyaman war]. When the army re
turned from Graman, the Chief of Denkyira, who had taken part in 
the campaign-fighting on the left wing of the Ashanti army-re
volted and fled to the Coast. The Ashanti followed and were de
feated at Kantemasu. In this war we encountered the English at 
Kumso, and killed Mankata.3 King Bonsu Panyin died while the war 
was still being fought and was succeeded by Osai Yao, who led the 
Ashanti. It was in this campaign that the Golden Stool was nearly 
lost .• Among the Ashanti Chiefs who were killed were Yao Sekyere 
of Mampon, and the Chief of Nsuta.King Osai Yao was himself 

I It will be noted that the Juaben give this disastrous war as having been fought' in 
the forest of Akyim ' • 

• An Ashanti Chief, in recounting events which may have taken place hundreds of 
years before he was born, in which an ancestor took part, will speak of these happenings 
in the first person as if he himself had been an actor in the drama. 

, Sir Charles M'Carthy, who was killed in 1824. • See Chapter XIX. 
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wounded seven times. Yao Dabo died; his Stool was placed among 
the blackened Stools. He was succeeded by his nana (grandson), Kwesi 
Asabre, who was enstooled by King Kwaku Dua T. The Kumawu went 
to the Fweasa (war in Togoland), but Kwesi Asabre did not go in com
mand. In that war the missionaries Ramseyer and Kuhne were cap
tured. Asabre died while his army was still away at the war. His 
Stool was blackened, and he was succeeded by his nephew, Kwesi 
Krapa. In his ~e was fought the Toto war (the 187+ campaign). 
He did not go in person, because the King of Ashanti was not in com
mand. We were defeated and driven back to Kumasi. Owing to the 
cowardice of Kakari, Kumawu, Juaben, Effiduase, and Asokore threw 
off allegiance to Kumasi. Three years later, Kakari was destooled. 
Kumawu, Ejisu, Juaben, and Offinsu defeated the Mampon, who fled 
to Attabubu. We next, with the help of Ejisu, attacked Kokofu and 
defeated them, forcing them to flee to Akoresu in Akyim. Prempeh 
was then ens tooled.· Nkoranza now refused to serve him, and the Chief 
of Kumawu, Krapa, with the Chiefs of Juaben and Amankwatia of 
Kumasi, went with an army and defeated Efa, the Nkoranza Chief, and 
captured many prisoners who were killed at the funeral custom held 
for Kwaku Dua II. The English now came to ask that 'a school' 
might be built in KumasP All Ashanti, save Bekwai and Kumawu, 
refused this request. We were then accused of being afraid, and 
ordered' to lick the bottom of the Golden Stool' (tafere Sika 'Gwa to) 
and state that we would not sign any treaty with the English without 
the permission of the .Asante Hene. This resulted in both the Chiefs 
of Bekwai Z and Kumawu being destooled. Kwame Affram was en
stooled. He was later destooled, and a man called Kwaku Boaten, 
who had no connexion with the royal clan, was made Chief. The Stool 
had a debt of £700 which this man, who was a stranger, said he would 
pay. Kwaku Boaten was destooled 3 and was succeeded by Kobina 
Kodia, who, although of the .Aduana clan, came from a branch of it 
other than that which usually supplied the Chiefs. He was destooled 
for incest. The Ko'nti1'1! Hene purified the Stools. Kwame Affram 4 

was recalled and was re-enstooled in August 19255 (see Fig. 4-3). 

I It is a curious fact how, among the illiterate and older Ashanti, this 'request' is 
always stated to have been the cause of the expedition leading up to the banishment of 
Prempeh. 

S Abrebrese; see History of Bekwai. 3 His Stool was not blackened. 
4 Kwame AHram calls himself' Son of the AHram river'. ' the Stool and the AHram 

are owners of the town'. . 
5 It, ceremony at which I had the honour to be present. 
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Personnel Dj Kumawu DifJision : 
Chief:' Kwame Affram, Clan, Aduana: Ntoro, Nketea (see Fig. 

«). 
Queen Moth,r: Ajua Sewa (see Fig. 46). 
Ko'ntir, Hene: Kwesi Onwam. The Stool is an abusua (Beretuo) 

StooL 
Akwamu Hen,: Kobina Asumadu. The Stool is an Asona clan 

Stool, but, owing to all the me.mbers of the royal house being very 
young, an AJuana man at present is acting as Chief. 

Gyase Hene: Vacant. This is not an abusua Stool; the Chief may 
appoint whom he wishes. 

Ankobea Hene: Kwaku Aboagye. This is an Asona clan Stool. 
Kyidom Hene: Kwaku Menka. This is an Asenie Stool. 
Aduana Hene: Kwesi Odwira. 
NiJa Hene: Kojo Banno; an Asona clan Stool. 
Benkum Hene: Kwaku Dua Ntonto; an Aduana clan Stool. 
,[wafo Hene: Yao Fofie; an Aduana clan Stool. 

Yillages and Fekuo (companies) directly 01' indirectly under these 
officials: 

'[he Chief: He has not any villages directly und~r his control; 
the fekuo of Abrafo (executioners) are directly under him; the Head 
of these sits on an abusua Stool (Atwea). 

'[he Queen Mother: All the women in towns and villages under 
Kumawu are theoretically under the Queen Mother, but in practice 
they pass any serious complaint through their own local Chkf, and 
thence to the Head-Chief. 

Ko'ntir, Hene: I was informed he had not any villages directly 
under his control.:& The '[wafo Hene is under the Ko'ntire Hene. 

Akwamu Hene: He has a village called Wono. The Ko'ntir, Hene is 
Adamfo of the Akwamu Hene. 

'[he Gyas, Hene: He has the following villages: Tamatete, Basara, 
Abedimensabi (in war the inhabitants of the last named fought under 
the Kyidom Bene), and Domaben; the last was formerly a village in
habited by akyer, (slaves destined for sacrifice) and is now deserted. 
The followingfekuo (companies) are under the Gyase Hene: The Sana 

• He states his correct title is BIJI'ima, a title conferred on all Chiefs of Kumawu 
.ince the self-sacrifice of Kobina Kodia • 

• The Ko'"tire Hette, I was informed, formerly possessed the following villages: Twu· 
mahen, Abutiaso, Atobiase, Teteaban No.2, Subontie, Abumasu, Abebusua, Obodono; 
the inhabitants of these villages were either killed, died of small·pox, or fled with the 
Juaben to Koforidua. The land on which they stood still belongs. to the Ko'"tire Stool. 
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Hene (Treasurer) and his subjects-the Stool is an Abusua Stool 
(Aduana); the Dabere Hene (Bed-chamber Chief), a Bertuo Stool; 
Nkotokua Hene (a subdivision of the Treasurers), an Aduana Stool; 
Nkonnuasoafo Hene (Stool-carriers), a Beretuo Stool; Barim Hene 
(Mausoleum), a Beretuo Stool; Asokwa Hene (Hom-blowers), this is 
a 'male' Stool, i. e. the Chief need not necessarily be a descendant 
through the: female line of any particular kindred group; Afotuosafo 
Hene (subdivision of Treasurers), an. Aduana Stool; Kyimiekyimfo 
,Hene (Umbrella-carriers), a male non-hereditary Stool; the Nsenia 
Hene (Heralds), a male non-hereditary Stool; Akyeremade Hene 
(Drummers), also a male Stool; the Ahoprafo (Elephant-tail switchers), 
who are the younger sons and grandsons of the Chief; Nsumankwafo 
(doctors). The Ahadiakyiri (heir apparent) also comes under the 
Cyase Hene for discipline and supervision. The Akyeame are also 
really under the Cyase Hene, although their Adamfo is the Kyidom 
Hene; Pepease is the village of the Okyeame Hene. 

The Ankobea Hene: He owns the following villages: Asuasu, 
Akosua-Timpon, Kokubo. Under him are the Heads and subjects of 
the followingfekuo (companies): (a) The Tum'tufo (Gun-bearers), the 
Head of whom sits on an Oyoko abusua Stool; the Tum'tufo Hene's 
village is Nteteaban, which is thus indirectly under the Ankobea Hene; 
(b) the Afonasoafo (Sword-bearers), an Aduana abusua Stool; (e) the 
Soamfo (Hammock-men), an Asona abusua Stool. 

Aduana Hene: His village is Bodwease. 
The Nifa Hene: His villages are: Bodomase, Abase, and Ani

nagya. 
The Benkum Hene: He has the following villages: Worasu, Aben

asu, Soroman (called after an obosom (god) of that name). 
The Twafo Hene: His village is Abrofirim; the Sodofo (cooks) are 

under him.I 

Birempon of Kumawu: Formerly the Chiefs of the following towns 
were subject to Kumawu: Kwaman, an Aduana Stool, now under 
Juaben; Agogo, which was lost to Kumawu in King Osai Kojo's time, 
when it came under the Kumasi Cyase Hene. Agogo is now under 
Bompata; Kotosu was lost to Kumawu ' in the time of Mr. Fuller' ; a 
it is now under Bantama. 

I Besides these cooks there is a family belonging to the Aduana clan whose duty it is 
to cook the food given to the dead Chief or Queen Mother (the saman tuluane), and to 
wash the dead body • 

• Sir Francis Fuller, K.B.E., C.M.G., formerly Chief Commissioner of Ashanti. 



Flc. 43. Kwame Affram taking the oath before the Elders, 
on his enstoolment 



FIG. 44. Kwame Affram, Kumawu Hene FIG. 45. Ya Amponsa 
Mother of Kw~e Affram and Queen Mother of Kumawu 
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Kumawu war organization: 
When functioning as a unit in the National army, the Kumawu 

forces marched on the left wing under Asumegya. When acting as 
an independent army, the military formation was as follows: 

0 0 A 0 0 
B 

C 

0 

€ J 

CD 
g 

H 

A. The OkwansrfJfo (Scouts). B. Twafo (advance-guard) ; this body also contains men 
who fire' the medicine-sprinkling guns' (tJhurtJdurufo)_ C. ,The Akwamu, who are really 
part of the Atlonlen, marching in front of the Ko'''liI'e Hene. D. The Adonlen (main body), 
with whom is the KO'n/iI'e Hene. E. The GyfJSefo. F. The Chief, who' pushes' the whole 
army, hence his position near the rear. G_ The AnkobefJ. He only accompanied the army 
when the Chief was himself in command, otherwise he remained behind with the Chief as 
the title implies (Allkobe_he does not go elsewhere). H. The Kyidom (rear-guard). I. 
Benkum (left wing). J. Nifa (right wing). 

Horn taIls oj Kumawu: The Chief's calls: Asante Kotoko wo be kae 
me (Ashanti Porcupines, you will remember me). Katakye wo pe ko 
pa pa (The hero loves a good fight). Ka kae die wo sese me, me were 
mfiri (Remember what you kept saying to me, I have not forgotten). 
Kotoko otan eye ya pa pa (l'he hate of the Porcupine is a very bitter 
thing). Onipa bone, wo se nne' (Bad man you say to-day ... ).1 

Okyeame Hene: Ampate Aburam,'1. menya ko n; (Amp ate Aburam, 
war is my food). 

Ankobea Hene: B'ako eye ya 0 (1'0 be alone is sorrowful). 

• Meaning, you say to-day (you will fight with me, or to-day you will kill me). 
• Ampate Aburam was the Okyeame who was on the Stool when Ntim Gyakari.was 

tried. 
3JSO Q 
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Kyidom Hene: Dodow nkye sa (Many soon come to an end). 
Nifa Hene: Ade kyekye kye a, amane (meaning obscure). 
Benkum Hene: A.ffram Kesie, onipa oni aye (Great AfIram river, 

man is l1ngrateful). 
Kumawu 'Oaths': The great 'oath' of Kumawu is Kwesiara 

(Sunday); the Aseda for this in olden times was from asoanu ne nsano 
in gold-dust (£4 13s. od.). Its origin is stated to have been the death 
of Adoforowa. Another oath is, Me ka Ajade (I speak the word Ajade), 
referring to the death of Kojo Fekan in the war against the Ewe on the 
AfIram plains. A third oath is Feyiase, referring to the battle in 
which Kobina Kodia was killed. Yet another oath is Me tan asumasi 
(I hate So-and-so),. mentioning some dead Chief. The Chief has also 
a small oath, Me ka Barima akora (I mention Barima's old man), which 
is used by the ' palace' attendants. The Chief will settle such trifling 
cases when having his bath. The Queen Mother has the usual house
hold' oath', Me ka nana nan (I mention grandfather's leg). The 
Queen Mother must be present in the Chief's court when important 
, oath' cases are being heard. 

Ko'ntire Hene's Oath: Banda, referring to the death of a former 
Ko'ntire Hene (Kobina Dako) in a war against Banda; the Aseda was 
suru ne dommafa (£1 21. 6d.). (The ex-Ko'ntire Hene at this point 
interrupted the speaker to say that nowadays no one would bother to 
use this oath, as any' small boy' might now use even the great' oath' 
of Kumasi.) 

Akwamu Hene: I was unable to find out his' oath', as the Chief 
was absent. 

Gyase Hene: As the Stool was vacant, I was unable to ascertain 
its' oath '. 

Ankobea Hene: The Chief was absent, so I did not obtain the 
, oath '. 

Kyidom Hene: Futuo (a vacant house). 
Aduana Hene: Has not .any' oath' as far as I could ascertain. 
Nifa Hene: Fiara (Friday); an ancestor was killed on that day in 

the war on the AfIram plains. 
Benkum Hene: Woromra, said to refer to the defeat and death of 

a former Benkum Hene in Kakari's reign at Woromra, near Daboya, 
on the Volta. 

'Ihe 'Iwafo Hene: His' oath' is really only a household one, but is 
interesting. It is Me ka A.ffram so tia (I speak the name of the AfIram 
river's short hoe). The following is the explanation of this curious 
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'oath': 'The river Affram is the Stool of the 'Iwafo Hene; on en
stoolment he jumps into the river; the Affram supplies us with fish, 
but in the dry season people dig with hoes and divert the water which 
lies in the pools that they may catch the fish; the river does not like 
this, hence my oath.' 

Division of Aseda in Head-Chiej's 'oath' cases: Aseda (£4 13S. od.) 
in former days was divided as follows: 13S. to the Okyeame; 3s.6d. 
(tlommafa) to the Queen Mother; 2S. to female adehye; 3S. between 
the Stool-carriers and the Mausoleum attendants; 21. to the sword
bearers. The Sanafo (treasurers) would then address the Chief, saying, 
, Cover your eyes, in order that we may steal',' when they would 
extract about 41. of gold-dust as their perquisite. 21. went to the 
Ahenenama and Ahen'ana (Chief's children and grandchildren); 21. 

to the gun-bearers; 3S. to the damuefufo (strangers) who happened to 
be at the court. The balance was then divided into two parts: one 
half went to the Chief, who gave 3s. to the heir apparent and 3S. to 
the ' clan' Chief; the rem;lining half was divided into three equal 
parts: one-third went to the Benkum, Kyidom, and Ankobea Chiefs; 
one-third to the Ko'nti,e, Akwamu, 'Iwafo, and Gyase Chiefs; and the 
rest to the Nifa Hene. These officials would again share with their 
subordinates. 
Kumasi great' oath' cases and appeals to the Asante Hene: 

, If two of my subjects swore the Kumasi great" oath" I had the 
power to hear such a case and to give judgement. I would then send 
£2 7s. od. of the Aseda to the Asante Hene by my Okyeame, who would 
give him a report of the case. The King would then pass sentence on 
the guilty person, either taking atitodie (blood-money) or ordering the 
culprit to be killed. When such an oath was sworn by one of my sub
jects and by a subject of, say, Juaben on my land, I would hear the 
case, and the Chief of Juaben would send his Okyeame to represent 
him. Half of the Aseda would be sent to the Asante Hene as before, 
but of my own share I would send one-third to the Chief of Juaben. 
My Elders had not any jurisdiction either to hear Kumasi or my own 
great" oath" cases. The latter they might hear if I gave them special 
permission. In my own oath cases, I had power to inflict the death 
penalty only where my own subjects were involved. No one might 
kill some other Chief's subject without first consulting his master; to 
do 80 was murder. Great" oath" cases between myself and another 
Chief were heard before the Asante Hene; the Aseda was £16 (ntanu). 

• See Chapter xxx. 
02 
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I myself heard all cases between my own Elders. Cases between my
self and one of my wives I referred for settlement to the Ko'ntire and 
A kwamu Chiefs. Any. one" cursing" the King might only be killed by 
the Asante Hene. Appeals formerly lay from my own court to the 
Asante Hene, by the appellant swearing an" oath" against the Oky~ame 
who had delivered judgement against him. If, on appeal, judgement 
was reversed, the party who had previously won the case was informed. 
The Okyeame who had given judgement in the first case was arrested 
and became responsible; he would be fined because he had broken 
the oath which all the Akyeame take on assuming office, an oath to 
hear cases justly; his kinsmen would beg the Chief to use his influence 
with the party who had first won the case, to return any person or 
thing which the first judgement had awarded him. The Aseda which 
such a person had already paid was not returned to him, but on the 
other hand he did not stand in any danger of his life, for he might 
neither be killed nor could atitodie (blood-money) be demanded of 
him. "Oaths" in former times were not permitted to be sworn about 
trifling things. Anyone doing so was liable to be punished by being 
made to dance before the King and sing, Agya w' adwom me sibere sie 
na aye me yie (Father, alas! the mushrooms I from my ant-hill have 
brought this upon me).' 
Sources oj Kumawu Revenue in olden times: 

War: Asadie (spoils), both captives and loot, had to be brought 
before the Chief. He would then take half, and hand the remainder 
to the captain of the soldiers who had made the capture, who would 
retain a proportion for himself and distribute the rest among his men. 
In the case of capture made by the Gyasefo, the Chief took all. The 
Chief of Kumawu was exempt from having to share war spoils with 
the Asante Hene, a privilege which is stated also to have beel) ac
corded to Juaben. Apeato, a levy to pay for powder and guns, 
was imposed after a campaign was over in order to refill the Stool 
chest. 

'Irading: One of the Asokwa (hom-blowers' section) was in charge 
of the Chief's traders. He was known as the Ratafo Hene. Each Elder, 
once a year, supplied the Chief with four men who came under the 
Rata Chief to go on trading expeditions. The principal trade was in 
kola. This product grew on the land held by the A kwamu Chief and 
the Gyasi! Hene. The Chief claimed one-third of the Akwamu Hene's 

I It was forbidden to use an oath about mushrooms. Ridicule was the sanction in such 
a case; see Chapter XXXV. 
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crop, but took the whole of that of the Cyase Hene, to whom, however, 
he would make a present of a pereguan (£8). This kola was traded at 
Salaga in the manner already described. The Chief states that Kuma
wu kola was exempt from any levy by the Asante Hene's officials, who 
usually guarded the trade route, because Kumawu was one of three 
Stools, all originally carved out of the same block, the remaining two 
being Agona and Kumasi.' Slaves purchased at Salaga become ham
mock-carriers, or if females, floor-polishers or washerwomen; they were 
given land and their descendants formed whole villages. Such villages 
could be sold en bloc, when the inhabitants became the subjects of the 
purchaser. Trade with the Coast was carried on as already described. 
The Elders also traded on their own account. All the men engaged 
in trading for the Chief or Elders reimbursed themselves by carrying 
a small extra load (nsiti1"), which they fastened upon their master's 
bundle, and traded with on their own account. 

Death duties (Ayibuadie) : The Chief claimed ayibuadie from those 
subjects who served him directly. He could claim all private property 
on death of any gyase who was descended down the female line 
from a gyase female slave. In the case of the descendant of a gyase 
man who had married a free ltoman (but a subject of the Chief), a 
male would enter that company to which his father had belonged, 
but at his death the Chief would claim only one half of his private 
belongings, the other half going to his own kindred. The Chief of 
Kumawu also claimed about two-thirds of the private property of 
the Heads of the following fekuo (the remaining third went to the 
Stool of the deceased), the Atum'tufo, Asoamfo, Asokwafo, Ba1'imfo, 
Obofo, Samanfo, Sodofo. He received from his Mpanyimfo (on their 
death) a voluntary contribution made by the successor which was 
known as muhoma, and generally consisted of one of the deceased's 
wives, a male servant, a cloth, and some gold-dust. The taking of 
Ilyibuadie or muhoma implied an obligation to contribute towards the 
funeral expenses and to present gifts to the dead. In the case of a 
wealthy man, from whose estate a considerable amount had been re
ceived in death duties, this contribution might consist of a velvet 
pillow (agopeky,), a silk danta (loin-cloth), in the folds of which was 
wrapped a SU1'U of gold-dust (£1); lOS. worth of gold-dust, to mix with 
the fat which was used to rub down the corpse; the coffin (which it 
has now become the custom for, the children to buy); two or three 

• See Chapter XXIV, where Kumawu is not mentioned as having received one of these 
Stools. 
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cloths, which were buried with the body; a sheep and about lOS. in 
gold-dust towards the funeral expenses. In the case of a poor man, 
the death duties from whose estate would be a small amount, the Chief 
would give a sheep and a cheap cloth, ' lest ifhe did not give anything, 
the dead should report him to the 'Samanfo (spirits)'. [These obliga
tions are still often observed, possibly from a superstitious dread of 
reprisals on,the part of the dead; the corresponding right to demand 
ayibuadie, or to expect muhoma, has on the other hand almost entirely 
lapsed, and this state of affairs is often given as one of the reasons for 
the impoverished state of Stool finances.] The Chief also informed me 
of another interesting possible source of revenue in olden times of 
which I had not previously been aware, though it is possible the cus
tom was not confined to one Division.x When the Chief had a son 
or daughter (by a wife who Was at the same time his own subject), and 
that child died, the Chief succeeded to all his or her private property 
and not the child's abusua (kindred group) as would ordinarily be the 
case. Only a Head-Chief had this right, not the lesser Chiefs-the 
Mpanyimfo. This rule also applied to the children of the Kyidom 
Hene, because he was known as the ' son' of the Chief. 

Levies: Fotobo, a tax levied on the' enstoolment of a new Chief to 
replenish the treasury, from 3s. a head, in the case of ordinary subjects, 
to £1 to £2 in the case of the Nsafohene. Stool regalia were made 
from the proceeds of this levy, and the funds so raised might not be 
used for other purposes. There was also an annual levy of 6s. on 
each adult male, and' of 2S. on each adult female, to buy guns and 
powder for hunters and to pay for ordinary funeral expenses.a The 
Mpanyimfo on their enstoolment also paid Aseda to the Head Chief, 
£4 13s. od. for a Ko'ntire Hene and £2 7s. od. for every other Elder. 
There was also a fee charged for' drinking the gods'. A titodie (blood
money) went entirely to the head Stool and, unlike the Aseda in 'oath' 
cases, had not to be distributed. Atitodie was used by the Chief to 
give presents to the young Ahenkwa (palace attendants). This was 
instead of wages, which were unknown. The young Ahenkwa also 
received gifts from their own families, who thus kept in friendly touch 
with them. There was also an annual gift of first-fruits, made by 
individual subjects to the Head-Chief and not necessarily through 
their own immediate Chief. All such presents were used at the Apa-

I I have found that a similar custom existed at Juaben, see Chapter XIX, and Mampon, 
see Chapter XXII • 

• Ayituo or Ayiasesika was also collected on the death of the Head·Chief. 



FIG. 46. Ajua Sewa, daughter of ex-King Prempeh 
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FIG. 47. Kodia, an ex-Ko'ntire Hme of Kumawu 
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(see Fig. 45) 
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fram (Odwira) custom. P~lm oil was also given free to the Chief, and 
half of all snails collected. Rice was also given annually, and new rice 
had first to be ' eaten' by the spirits before being partaken of by the 
Chief or Stool-carriers, or Mausoleum attendants. Fish and crabs 
were also presented to the Chief. Of game, the' ground' tusk, 'ground' 
ear, and' ground' foreleg of an elephant, and the tail, belonged to the 
Chief, and of an antelope, the basa (foreleg). If an elephant were 
shot by a gyase subject, the Chlefwould take all [a further proof of 
the servile status of the Gyasefo]. A Kotoko (a porcupine) was royal 
game and must be sent entire to the Chief (Kotoko, nkoa nni, A sub
ject (slave) does not eat a porcupine) (see Fig. 49). Treasure trove had 
to be ~ent to the Chief exactly as found. 
Power of the Asante Hene to interfere in the internal affairs of the 

Division: 
The usual restrictions already noted in other Stool Constitutions 

were in force here. The Kumawu Chief had not any right to execute 
a murderer, even if he were his own slave. In all cases of alleged 
adultery with the Chief's wife the Asante Hene acted as judge. The 
Asante Hene had the power to destool the Chief or even his Mpanyim
fo. On the other hand, the KumaWu Chief claimed that he had cer
tain privileges [some of these were shared in common with all Divi
sional Head-Chiefs]. These rights were: Absolute power of life and 
death over his own subjects [save for the exceptions already noted]. 
In the case of a subject of another Head-Chief, whom he wished to kill, 
he must inform the culprit's Chief before he did so ; the other Chief 
would also have been represented at the trial. An Opanyini had not 
any power to kill his own subject, even ifhe were his slave. The Head
Chief alone might say' I have the knife' (Me wo sekan). The Chief of 
Kumawu states he had the right to try cases of expulsion from the 
clan and atwebene.fie J cases. A sub-Chief might not sacrifice even his 
own akyere (slave destined for sacrifice) without authority from the 
Head-Chief, and a sum of £'2 7s. od. was charged for the executioner's 
fee. 'Executioners are now very poor people,' naIvely remarked my 
informant. A member of the Kumawu royal Stool might not be 
killed, even by the Asante Hene.2 Me ne Asante Hene eni boto m' fwe 
(The Asante Hene had not any right to look into my bag), meaning that 
spoils of war were not divided between them, and that the King had 
to be content with muhoma, and could not insist on making an 

I See Chapter XXVII. 
• The reason for this has already been given; see p. 219. 
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inventory of the private property of a dead Chief, with a view of 
claiming an exact proportion of ayibuadie (death duties). 
Ceremonies in connexion with the enstoolment of a Chief in Kumawu in 

ancient times : 
When the Chief became very ill, he was constantly attended by the 

Ko'ntire, Akwamu, and Gyase Chiefs, and by the nsumankUlafo (fetish
doctors). He might call his councillors around him, and tell them he 
knew that he and the Sky-god were about to meet. He might swear 
the great' oath' that he had obeyed all the admonitions (afutuo) 
given' to him on entering on his office of Chie£ He would name 
favourite wives and Ahenkwa (young attendants) whom he wished to 
be killed to accompany him. Many others would themselves swear 
the great' oath' before him that they would go with him. A Chief 
might know he was about to die by observing that the last of the three 
lumps of nufa (balls of medicine) which he had swallowed long ago 
had been passed, either in his stools or vomit. I A Chief might also 
call his Elders around him and bequeath some of his private belongings 
to his sons. He might have increased the Stool property by trading, 
in which occupation his sons 'had assisted. His dying wishes, as ex
pressed in these nsamansie (things set aside by the ghost), would be 
observed within reason by his Elders after the death. When he was 
about to breathe his last, he was given water by one of the Gyasefo ; 
a woman was not permitted to perform this last service, although his 
adehye awadie a wives were in attendance. The abosom (lesser gods) 
would have been consulted; no one dared say, 'The King is going to 
die', although they might state, 'The house is going to fall' or 'The 
great tree is about to be uprooted '. Young Ahenkwa were called to 
the 'palace' 'on pretence of giving them some message, and when 
they came forward they were seized and locked up. Others, guessing 
what was about to happen, might run away or throw themselves on 
the knees of some other Chief, or hide in the bush until after the 
funeral custom had been held. That was the reason that the death 
of a Chief was never immediately made public. The bodies of the 
young Ahenkwa who were killed were sometimes buried beneath the 
apa (rack) upon which the coffin was placed. The body of the Chief 
was bathed by the bathroom attendants, the Aduana Hene and the 
abusua (kinsmen). The Queen Mother and the Ko'ntire and Akwamu 

I A Chief's stools and vomit were subjected to careful examination in order to find out 
jf he had passed any of the medicine balls (nula) he had once swallowed; • from seven 
days to a year after passing the last ball, he will surely die'. 

• See Chapter IV. 
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selected the persons who were to be killed. The wives who were to 
die were dressed in white, smeared with white clay, and decked in 
gold ornaments; they were not required to fast, but would sit beside 
the body, fanning it. They were strangled on the day on which the 
corpse was buried.' The Sana Hene (head-treasurer) would unlock 
his box and take out the. gold trinkets, and adorn the corpse with 
these. They were not lost to the Stool, for they remained with the 
skeleton, and might be borrowed and worn by the new Chief. The 
body was next dressed and set upright, with all the' palace' atten
dants occupying their accustomed places around it. A feast was pre
pared, but those present made only a pretence of eating. On the day 
fixed for the burial, the Mpanyimfo took their oath to the body.' The 
corpse was carried to the Barim during the night and was buried tem
porarily, that the flesh might be removed from the bones. On the 
Sora da, the W irempejo took the Stools, at the same time looting every
where. The Wirempejo at Kumawu were (and are) the Ko'ntire and 
Akwamu, fJ'wafo, and Gyase. They seized the most important of the 
black Stools, and one white Stool belonging to the late Chief. Their 
camp was on the Odamase road. On the Chiefs death, the Abadia
kyiri (heir apparent) assumed charge of the mmerante (young men) 
and of the Ahenkwa. The day following the nawotwe da (eighth day 
funeral custom), gongs were beaten and the public crier deClared on 
oath that all persons who had fled, fearing that they would be killed, 
might return in safety. 

Selection oj the new Chiej: [The information given on this point 
confirmed the statements of my previous informants, and was to the 
effect that the Asafo (Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs) had the last word 
in the choice of a successor.] In olden times we selected a Chief who 
could fight; that is why his selection lay chiefly in the hands of the 
war captains, Ko'ntire and Akwamu. The successor would generally be 
the heir appareqt. He would take his oath before the Elqers about 
fifteen days after the death, possibly on a Monday following a KweJi 
Adae. The Aseda was paid on a Tuesday, and on the Thursday fol
lowing they would take their oath of allegiance before him. The 
blackened Stool was brought to the market-place, where the oath was 
taken, and placed on a ma cloth, immediately in front of an asipim 

I Their clansmen were permitted to recover the bodies and bury them. 
• The form of oath has already been given. The King of Ashanti also sent his Okyeame 

to represent him with a message to the corpse that' had it been some other Chief who 
had kiUed him, he, the King, would have come with an army and avenged his death'. 
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chair, upon which the Chief sat when he placed his left foot upon the 
crown of the heads of his Elders, who bowed before him, taking the 
oath. The Wirempejo had returned the Stools on payment of £4 13S. 

in gold-dust. The white Stool of the late Chief had been blackened 
by the Barimfo and the Stool-carriers. A new Chief was a Nkwankwa 
Hene in his own Division until after the above-mentioned ceremony, 
when, in so- far as his own subjects were concerned, he became a full 
Chief, but until he had taken his oath before the Asante Hene, he was 
still a Nkwankwa Hene to that Monarch and to other Head-Chiefs of 
the Divisions. The Aseda sent to the King and other Amanhene was 
by way of announcing the enstoolment in their courts and served as 
a record of the event. 

Destoolment of a Chiej: The Ko'ntire and Akwamu would lay any 
complaints regarding the conduct of a Chief before the rest of the 
Elders; theirs was the power to destool. All property, even his 
privately possessed articles, became merged in the Stool property. 
renmu ahahan nhye esono anom'na ye yi (One does not break off leaves, 
place them in the mouth of an elephant, and then take them out 
again). A Chief might be desto9led for blindness, leprosy, madness,' 
or fits, or other serious bodily infirmity, but not for impotency. A 
Chief destooled for any of these reasons would be treated kindly, 
allowed to choose the village where he wished to live, to take all his 
wives (save ayete consorts), and would be sent a suru (£1) and. meat 
every Adae. Kwame Affram states that in old days abdication was 
unknown; '-to be a Chief is to become the servant of the 'Samanfo 
(spirits) and one could not refuse to be that '! 

I A mad man or woman used sometimes to be fastened by a staple to a 'be ten ten (tall 
palm-tree) and left to die • 

• A genealogy of the Chiefs and Q'ueen Mothers of Kumawu is given in Fig_ 50. 
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XXII 

THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION 
OF MAMPONI 

Two clans, Beretuo and 'I ana, lived at Adanse (at which place they 
had come forth from the ground') under a Chief called Kwakye 

Panyin. When he died, he was succeeded by Maniampon. He re
moved from Adanse Ahensan owing to a dispute with the Akrokyere 
Adanse, and went to settle at Behinease. The Chief of Kumasi at that 
tinie was Osai Tutu. He asked Maniampon to help him in a war 
against Taffo, who owned all the land near Kumasi, and against Doma, 
Ekase, and Amakum.3 At this time, all the Ashanti were subject to 
Denkyira. There were five big Chiefs in Ashanti who were known as 
the Amantuo num (the five groups of people), Kumasi, Mampon, 
Asumegya, Juaben-Ajuampon, and Aduaben. All these paid tribute, 
in the form of various menial services, to the King of Denkyira; one 
supplied firewood, another yams, another baha fibre (for lavatory and 
toilet purposes), another red clay, and so on. Maniampon, owing to 
the help he gave Osai Tutu in the wars mentioned above, received 
the title of Amaniampon, ye de akobo gyegye no tata (' Amaniampon, 
whom bullets taught how to walk '). Finding that they were hemmed 
in at Behinase by Juaben and Nsuta, who were at Juabenmma, and by 

• Owing to a somewhat complicated system of succession, whereby this Stool was oc
cupied at various times by descen<\.ants of several different kindred groups, it was some
times found difficult to obtain an authentic history of past events; the natural tendency 
was to suppress aU aUusions to persons and happenings not connected with the line at 
present occupying the Stool. Again, some of these Chiefs appear to have belonged to the 
TaM clan, others to its second moiety, the Bereluo. These various family branches appear 
to be known locally as follows: (a) the Babiru line (Apa); (b) the Wiridu line, also some
times called the Owusu Sekyere line; (e) the Bowse line, that of the present occupier of the 
Stool. There may even be yet another branch, K wadiakurum, but some state this is only 
another name for the Botase line. Asafo Yao, again, is said to have come from a branch 
called SiWUliriase. All Ashanti, at any rate, appear to recognize some irregularity in the 
Mampon Stool succession, for there are many sayings current about it; e. g. Akuamo/J 
Akan .. uya die akrNkUII, 01_ 1_ (Akuamoa's Stool is like the Colobus monkey, it 
jumps aU over the place), and again, Mamponfo se • Yen"", fl/oaso mprenu' (The Mampon 
people say, • We.do not cultivate twice in the same spot '). See genealogy, Figs. 67-8. 

• Another version states that they came down from the sky. 
, Sorneofthe Amakum lied to Nkoranza, and later, in the reign ofOpoku Ware, under 

their Chief Boafo Pim, helped Kumasi to defeat Arne Yao of Tekiman. Nkoranza was 
given the land of the Mo, and served Kumasi directly. 
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Asumegya, the Mampon moved on and settled at a place called Mam
pon Akrofonso. In Maniampon's time the Chief of Apa, called Ba 
Panyin, made war against Brong at Ejura, under their Chief called 
Kurubu Akuma, and was defeated and killed .. Ba Panyin's younger 
brother appealed to Maniampon for help; the Chief of Ejura was 
defeated, but escaped by turning into an Elephant. I Maniampon, 
fearing that the Apa Chief, who was a member of the royal house of 
Mampon, would seize the land at Ejura, appointed one cifhis Safohene~ 
Bonsie, to go and liv~ at Ejura. Maniampon was succeeded by Boa
hinanantuo. It was in his time that the Ashanti overthrew Denkyira. 
The Chief of Juaben brought about the war by refusing the demands 
of Denkyira for increased tribute. The Denkyira were defeated at 
Feyiase. Boahinanantuo commanded the whole national army, at 
the express command of the priest Anotche; he was wounded in the 
stomach, and died later near the granite rock about twelve miles south 
ofKumasi.~ Boahinanantuo is spoken of as having died from the praise 
of his valour in battle (Boahinanantuo a nkamfo ekum). Boahinanantuo 
is alleged to have been the first of the Beretuo to occupy the Stool; the 
three preceding Chiefs are stated to have been descendants of the 
great ancestress, Asiama Guahyia, who, it is said, was a member of the 
7' ana clan, a moiety of which the other half was the Beretuo.3 As a 
result of the victory at Feyiase, Osai Tutu became Asante Hene (King 
of Ashanti). Akuamoa Panyin succeeded Boahinanantuo. He was the 
first Mampon Chief to sit on the Silver Stool, which was given to 
Mampon by. the Asante Hene as a reward for the services of Boa
hinanantuo, with the injunction Me so tiri, woso so nya (I hold the 
head, do you also hold the feet), i. e. of the.N ation. 4 (The original Stool 

[ This elephant, which is supposed. to be the reincarnation of the Chief, is said still to 
roam the district, and is well known to many of my hunter friends. 

• The face of this granite outcrop is covered with curious boat-shaped grooves, which 
may possibly have been caused by the rubbing down of stone celts. (See Fig. 51.) 

3 See Chapter VIII. This is vehemently denied in certain quarters, but is, I am 
personally inclined to believe, a correct statement of the facts. The legend concerning 
these events is as follows: When the Mampon were coming up from the ground at Adanse, 
the Tana came forth first, followed by a daughter of the Beretuo Queen Mother. An execu
tioner came out next with l Kantan (iron neckIace) around his neck, upon which everyone 
shouted, Biribi beba nne (To-day something is going to happen). The Queen Mother 
of the Beretuo, who was just about to come forth, immediately returned into the ground 
and was never seen again. Boahinanantuo is alleged to have been descended from this 
Beretuo princess, and the Tana Queen Mother to have been Asiama Guahyia. 

4 The Ashanti compared the Nation to a load, or to a man who was being carried; 
the King was said to support the head, the Ko'ntire Hene the feet. In Kumasi, 
when the Asante Hene in his capacity of Chief of Kumasi was spoken of, he was said 



Flc. 51. Granite rock with grooves on surface 
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is stated to have been lost in the time of Atakora Kwame.) All this 
time, the Mampon were still at Mampon Akrofonso, but Akuamoa 
Panyin is reported to have visited Mampon and even to have com
menced to build the town. Akuamoa Panyin went with Osai Tutu to 
the war against Akyim Abuakwa, in which Osai Tutu died or was 
killed. Akuamoa Panyin brought back the army after Osai Tutu's 
death and received in consequence the title of Odi Nwisa Hene (King 
of the Orphans). He was himself wounded in the campaign, but 
recovered to fight under Opoh Ware in the wars against Tekiman, 
against Abo, Chief of Gyaman, and in the second war against Akyim, 
when 'Fusu Hene Apenten was killed. Akuamoa died (some say of 
wounds) and was buried at Mampon Akrofonso, where his Barim 
(mausoleum) still stands. Before his death, he had also made war on 
his own account against the Guans, to avenge the death of a nephew 
who had been killed by a Guan Chief, Bankadugyatram. In this war 
the Wiase Hene and the Chief of Yendi, Gyengyenrurudu, were on 
the side of the Guan Chief. The Beposo, who had come from Offinsu, 
helped Akuamoa in this war, and were rewarded by a gift of land.' 
Akuamoa Panyin also founded three Stools, the Adonten, Ko'ntire, and 
Akwamu, upon which he placed his sons,Oti Panyin, Oti Mienu, and 
Oti Amensa, at the same time giving each one thousand guns. Akuamoa 
Panyin was succeeded by Atakora Panyin, who moved from Mampon 
Akrofonso and came to settle. at the present Mampon. He accom
panied Opoku Ware to war against Akyim, against Pobi Asumani. 
Atakora Panyin married Aberefi Ya,the Queen Mother of Ashanti. 
He was destooled because he became blind, and was succeeded by 
Asumgyima, who was also known as Mampon Asumgyima and Asum
gyima Penemo. He was the father of Kwadu Yadom, who became 
the mother of no less than four Ashanti Kings and of Ama Sewa. In 
his time, the Nsuta came from Juaben Mma to Aduman and asked the 
Mampon for land. Mampon referred them to Beposo, who gave ~em 

to carry the head, while the Ban/ama (Ko'nli,. Chief) supported the feet. When his 
position as Asanle Hem was mentioned he carried the head, while Mampon supported 
the feet. There is another saying, Oman Ie se kesua, efoi alo, asai (The Nation is like 
an egg, if it falls it breaks). 

I The Chief of Beposo, Boama Kobi, who had lately removed from Nkobin, volunteered 
to help Akuamoa Panyin in this war, and one of the Beposo royal house was killed. It 
was a custom in Ashanti that if any Chief, who was not under an obligation to do so, 
assisted another in war, he should be given seven peregUlln <£56) and some beads (kyekyere 
kona). Instead of this present, the Mampon Chief made Beposo a present of land, some 
ot which was later given by them to Nsuta. The Beposo Chief has the courtesy title of 
• wife of the Chief of Mampon " which is said to date from the time of Feyiase. 
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some of the land which they had received from Mampon in the time of 
Akuamoa Panyin. Asumgyima died and was buried in the Barim. He 
was succeeded by Safo Kantanka. He married the Queen Mother of 
Nsuta, Akwawe Dokono; the Queen Mother of Kumawu, Dwentiwa; 
the Queen Mother of J uaben, Pankyie; the Queen Mother of Ashanti, 
Aberefi Ya (his uncle's widow), andhe also married her daughter Kwadu 
Yadom.x Safo Kantanka sided with the Nsuta Chie~ Waye, in the 
civil war between Waye and Oduru;~ in the fighting no less than seven 
Mampon Gyase Chiefswerekilled in succession; theresultwas that the 
Stool ceased to be a clan Stool, and was filled by nominees (not of 
any particular clan) of the Chief. [A certain amount of mystery over
hangs the final events of Safo Kantanka's reign; probably legend and 
facts were deliberately intermingled to obscure some unpleasant epi
sode that resulted in his death.] The story as recorded in traditional 
history is as follows: Safo Kantanka went to war against the Dagom
ba, and reached a certain village where he saw a dan mum (hut without 
windows or doors, see Fig. 17). A voice from within said, 'What do 
you want? ' Safo Kantanka replied, 'Gold-dust'. The person inside 
then handed him a bag of dust wrapped in an Oyokoman 3 cloth, 
which Safo Kantanka immediately recognized as being the identical 
cloth which had been buried with his mother. The Chief then 
realized he had reached the Samandow (land of spirits). On his journey 
back to Mampon, he died of small-pox. He was buried temporarily at 
Abase, and the skeleton was later brought to Ejura and finally to 
Mampon, where it was buried in the present Barim.4 He was suc
ceeded by his nephew, Pepra Asiase, and not by the brother ofPepra 
Asiase, who was called Atakora Kwame, and should have been the 
next Chief. War now broke out between Mampon and Nsuta, and a 
battle was fought near the stream called Aburukotua, near Mampon, 
in which Pepra Asiase was killed.5 He was succeeded by Atakora 
Kwame, who, after he became Chief, went to war against the Anwa 
(Dagomba ?), and captured a town about five days north of Yendi, 
called Namomsi. The Juaben, who at this time ruled most of the 
land near Kratchi, claimed this town as being under them. The Jua
ben and Mampon fought near Namomsi. The Mampon defeated 
J uaben, capturing the Chief's fotuo (leather bags used by the treasurers) 

I See foot-note, p. 29. • See History of Nsuta. 
3 See Fig. 132, No. 104, Religion and Art in Ashan/i. 
4 See Ashanti, Chapter XI. 
s See Nsuta History. A Chief who was killed and beheaded by an enemy did not have 

his Stool blackened and placed in the ancestral Stool-house. 
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and their nkrawiri and prempeh drums. The Chief of Juaben tried to 
escape mounted on a cow, and this gave rise to the saying: Wa ma 
Opanyin Je kotromua aka nantwie (' He made the Elder touch a cow 
with his fist '). Mampon released the Chief of Juaben because of the 
tie existing between them. The Asante Hene now intervened and 
took the side of Juaben, and gave them Namomsi. Jamasi and Ef
fiduase rose against Mampon, and the Mampon Chief fled to Abama, 
near Amantin, taking with him all the Agyapadie (Stool heirlooms), 
including the Silver Stool. A civil war now arose; Atakora Kwame 
fled to the Poro river (pro on our maps), into which he threw himself 
with the Stool regalia. The Stool now passed again to the ~ ana 
branch, being given to Owusu Sekyere Panyin. He was a magician 
(wa bin). [The events of his time are obscured in a haze of myth, 
probably created to hide real events distasteful to his successors.] 
When J amasi and Effiduase, who had rebelled, chased him to Yegi, he 
turned into a cat. He finally disappeared by entering a hole in the 
rock near Bohen (known as Boakora Bom). His drums and ntahera 
horns are still sometimes heard on an Adae. He was succeeded by 
Safo Yao, who came from a different line and was a Beretuo. He 
accompanied Bonsu Panyin to the Fanti kan war and fought at Ana
mabo.' The King of Ashanti now accused Safo Yao of plotting with 
Amoako Ata, a Chief of Denkyira, and is stated to have ordered Jamasi 
and Effiduase to attack the Mampon. Safo Yao fled to Nama with his 
Gyase Hene. Here he was attacked and killed. The King of Ashanti 
now took the town of Amantin from Mampon and gave it to his own 
Nsumankwa Hene.a Safo Yao was succeeded by Atakora Kwaku, who 
is stated to have been of the Beretuo clan, but to have come from the 
Botase branch.3 Atakora Kwaku went to the war against Graman, 

I IS and 16 June, 1806. 
• MamplIIt T,ibulary Slales aM Towns: The Mampon state that Amantin, Attabubu, 

Prang, Yegi, Salaga, Yende, Tamale, and the Dagomba country, were all once subject to 
them. Every year, at the Apafram (Odwi,a) custom, the Chiefs of these places used to 
send Guinea grain, fowls, sheep, a tusk of every elephant killed, and sere 60 (whetstones). 
This had been the custom from the time of Akuamoa Panyin. The Mampon account for 
the loss of th_ tributary States in the following manner. They state that Kwadu 
Yadom, the wife of Safo Kantanka, had lent her husband a large sum of money which he 
was unable to repay j Kumasi therefore took possession of these places. Attabubu was 
placed under the Bremafl H .... (an Oyoko Stool) j Yende, under pne of the Gyase (the 
A..aIllaH .... )j Prang, under theA..kobea H .... j Yegi, under Buabasa (theGyastwaH .... )j 
Salaga, under the Head of the Stool·carriers. Some of these later again came to be 
considered 88 within the Mampon Division. 

s I had considerable difficulty, at this point, in obtaining information upon which I felt 
I could rely, and I think my informants were reluctant to disclose all the facts, fearing, 
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when Edinkira was killed. Returning from that campaign, he later 
went with Osai Yao, who had succeeded Bonsu Panyin, to quell the 
rebellion raised by Tibu (alias Kojo Akuruku ?). In this campaign, 
the Golden Stool was nearly lost and Mankata (Sir Charles M'Carthy) 
was killed (1824). The Ashanti suffered a severe defeat at Akanta
mansu, the Chiefs of Nsuta (Yao Sekyere), Mampon (Atakora 
Kwaku), and the Dominase Hene of Kumasi being killed, and the 
Asante Hene being wounded seven times. Hewas succeeded by Oduru 
Firikyi, who came from yet another branch-the Babiru line. His 
nickname was Animunyampe (Stem face). He fought with Juaben 
Boaten and defeated him. This victory gave rise to the saying: re de 
prempeh asi nsoa; ye tie nkrawiri asi agynso; ye tie sana abo sana so 
('We took their prempeh drums and used them as fish traps; we put 
their nkrawiri drums under the dripping eaves; we piled their sana 
(treasury-bags) on top of our own '). Oduru F.irikyi was destooled on 
account ofhis ferocity, and was succeeded by Abonyawa Kojo, a 'I ana, 
from the line known as W iredu. He is alleged to have been a bad 
character (ne suban nye), and is stated to have been killed by the 
Mampon at an Adae ceremony. The Asante Hene punished the 
Elders who were guilty of this act, killing the Gyase Hene, the Ko'ntire 
Hene, the Okyeame, and the Jamasi Chief. These events gave rise to 
a saying which has become known all over Ashanti: F anyinam Oduru 
(Oduru was preferable), which is now used in the sense of' I prefer 
this to that '. Kwame Gyima, a BeretiuJ of the Botase line, succeeded 
Abonyawa Kojo. He only ruled forty days, when he was alleged to 
have been killed by a saman (ghost). Oduru Firikyi was recalled and 
re-enstooled; he died while he was Chie£ He was succeeded by 
Kwabena Dwumo, a Beretuo of the Kodiekurum branch of the family. 
In his time, the Mampon went to war against a Chief called Agyeman 
Nkonto of Akyim. He also took part in the Fweasa [war against the 
Ewe, in what was later Togoland; 18~]. He himself commanded 
the Mampon in the war against the Asins and Fanti. One of my in
formants who had taken part in this campaign here interposed to 
state: 'One day at Abakrampa 1 we lost one thousand men, and we 
then discovered that the enemy were led by the English. A prisoner 
we captured and questioned told us the English were fighting against 
us because Ramsar and 'Bonna and a white woman, Esuan, had been 

perhaps that these might adversely effect the claim of certain persons to the Stool on 
some future occasion. 

I Abakrampa was, according to Claridge, fought on 5 and 6 November, 1873· 
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kept as prisoners by us.' I At Amoafo, near Bekwai, the Ashanti were 
defeated, and later Kumasi was bumed.3 [During the events that 
followed, King Kakari was destooled and Mensa Bonsu enstooled.] 
Kwabena Dwumo fought on the side of Kumasi against Juaben, 
which had revolted; the Juaben were defeated. After this war, Kwa
hena Dwumo remained some seven years in Kumasi, until he became 
blind. The town of Mampon was left in charge of one of the Atlehye 
-he who • pushed • the Akalamu Hene in war (the SiWfltiriase Hene). 
Atakora Kwaku succeeded Kwabena Dwumo. He came from the 
Botase side of the royal clan. He died after being a year on the Stool. 
He was succeeded by Osai Bonsu, but as he did not go to Kumasi to 
take the oath of allegiance, the Asanu Hene caused him to be de
stooled, and Kwame Adwetewa (from the Babi1'1l branch) was en
stooled. He in tum was destooled at the instigation of the Mampon 
AJonte1l Hene (the Ejura Chief), and was succeeded by Yao Boakye (a 
lJ' ana from the W ireJII branch). He in tum was destooled by the 
Atlottte1l Hene,) and Owusu Sekyere II succeeded to the Stool. He 
was defeated by Ejisu in the war which arose out of the enstoolment 
of Prempeh. Mampon was in favour of Atwereboauna. Owusu Se
kyere4 Bed to Attabubu, and Kwame Osokye became Chief. He fought 
against Nkorann, which had revolted against Prempeh. He was 
banished to the Seychelles, where he died. Owusu Sekyere was re
called and re-enstooled, and on his dea th was succeeded by the present 
Chief, Osai Bonsu. (See Fig. 5z.) 

Perso"nel of the Mampon Diflision : 
lJ'he Chirj: Osai Bonsu; clan, BeretllO; N toro, Bosummu,.u. 
lJ'he Qllm. Mother: Afua Sapon, Ntoro, Bosompra. (See Fig. 53.) 
lJ'he BeretllO Hene: Kobina Gyima. 
lJ'he Atlottte1l Hene: Kojo Brenya; clan, Asona; an AJehye Stool. 
lJ'he Ko'nti,.e Hene: Kwaku Ampatakyim. 
lJ'he Akwamll Hene: Kofi Akyigyina; clan, Agona. (See Fig. 54.) 
lJ'he KyUZ- Hene: Mamsin Atta; clan, Asenu; an Atlehye Stool. 
lJ'he Gyase Hene: Kwesi Burube; clan, Oyoko. 

• The Rrv. F.A. Ramseyer, a missionary; }I. Boonat, the French factor of the missiOD; 
Esuan may have '-n the name the Ashanti gave Mrs. Ramseyer. They, along with 
Mr. Kiihne. had '-n captured in J86g by the Ashanti. See Claridge, voL i, p. 579. 

• 6 February, 1874; Amoafo was fought on 31 January, 1874-
, The Mampon ~ Hme was also a Bi"fII#Hm and was the AJa",fD of the Ko'ntire 

and .A __ OUers. His position seemed to be analogous to that once held by the 
.u-/nt Hme of Kumasi before the status of that Stool was reduced by one of the 
Ashanti Kings. • He also fought with Kumawu. 
n~ a 
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<[he Ankobea Hene: (I omitted to note his name.) 11:' is a male 
Stool. 

The Nifa and Benkum Chiefs are Birempon. 

Yillages and Fekuo (companies) under these officials : 
<[he Chief: I He has the following villages: Nokwareasa (near 

Ejura), where his agwarefo (bathroom attendants) reside; Kotobra 
and Kodiekurum (near Kumasi). At Kotobra resides a company 
whose duty it is to sit beside the body of a dead Chief and fan away the 
flies, and to cook in the sora hut.z These people must never see the 
Chief eating, and must not come to the capital unless they have a 
court case. They are known as Bebufo. 

<[he Queen Mother: She states that the Barim Kesiefo (attendants 
of the large Mausoleum) are under her direct control, also the Abrafo 
(company of executioners).3 

<[he Adontm Hme: In this Division the Adonten Hene is the senior 
Opanyin, apparently taking precedence over even the Ko'ntire and 
Akwa11lu Chiefs. He is also one of the Mampon Birempon, which per
haps accounts for this anomaly. The Stools of Adonten, Ko'ntire, and 
Akwamu were originally founded for the three sons of one of the 
Mampon Chiefs-the three Oti (see History). 

The Adonten Hene has the following villages: Ejura (his Capital), 
Boyen, Asomen, Nkrease, Babaso, Abutamso,4 Yoko, Kukutia, Nkun
tase, Nkwantorodo, Mensiedu, Nsuansa, Cyon. The' pusher' of the 
Adonten Hene was the Apa Hene, an Odehye. (In olden times, my 
informants state, the Kumasi Adonten Henewas also senior to Ko'ntire 
and Akwamu, until reduced by the King for an offence.) 

<[he Ko'ntire Hene: He owns the following villages: Botoku, 
Brengo Kesie, Brengo Kuma, Chechewere, Mampon Akrofonso, Da
dease, Fwidiem, Adugwan. (In the last named, the inhabitants are 

I The Chief of Mampon held the post of Nifa Hene (Commander of the right wing) in 
the Ashanti National anny. (At Feyiase, as we have seen, he was in supreme command.) 
In the National army the following Chiefs came under him on the right wing: Juahen, 
Abohyen (i. e. the Kumasi Oyoko), the Akwamu Hene of Kumasi, Bekwai, Asokore (now 
in the Mampon Division), Adanse (Formina), Nkoranza, Offinsu, Ejisu (Dweso), Odumase, 
Abrakasa, and Bonwere. All of the above (with the exception of Juahen and Abohyen), 
• when they cut off heads, brought them to Mampon " i. e. placed their loot and captives 
taken in battle before Mampon. Juahen and Abohyen, the Mampon state, took theirs 
before the King of Ashanti, if he happened to be in co'\lDland, otherwise to the Bantama 
Hene, i. e. the Kumasi Ko'ntire Hene. All call the Mampon Hene, Adamfo. 

• See Religion and Art in Aslranti, p. J 64. 
3 I think they are really under the Gyasewa Hene, although the Queen Mother may be 

able to give orders directly to the females of this f.kuo. 
4 Also contains bathroom attendants directly under the Head·Chief. 
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chiefly subjects of the GyllSe He"" who in consequence hears all dis
putes save those in connexion with land, when he and the Ko'ntire 
Hene hear the case jointly.) The Ko'ntire Hene has also subjects in 
Asem,'where the land belongs to the GyllSe Hene, and in Chiremfaso, 
which belongs to the Kyidom Hene. The Stools of Ko'ntire and Ak
wamu are always set side by side, Akwamu sitting on the right hand of 
Ko'ntire, but on the march Akwamu went in front. The BotllSe Hene 
(K. Gyima) is C pusher' a of the Ko'ntire Hene. Either a sonor a nephew 
might succeed to this Stool, but it was apparently originally an Adehye 
Stool (..Ilona), until Pentempina, a son of the Chief, succeeded, as 
there was not at the time any male of the clan. Pentempina was suc
ceeded by his C brother' Boatin. Mter his death, the Stool again 
came into the ..Ilona clan. The Akrofonso Barim is under the Ko'ntire 
Hene. 

Akwamu Hene: The following are his villages: Benim, Nkubeta, 
Bepoayease, Patiransa, Bosofuo, Daho, Daman, Nwoase, Dinkyin, Bo
ben. The Head Okyeame of Mampon and one other are under the 
Akwamu Hene; the remainder of the Akyeame are under the GyllSe 
Hene. The present Akwamu Hene belongs to the Agona clan, but the 
Stool does not appear always to have been an Adehye Stool, as two 
formerChiefs at least have belonged to other clans, e.g. Mensa Nkotoa 
was an Asona, Kobina Atim was an Oyoko. Nevertheless all the black 
Stools are in one Stool-house and there is a common Barim for the 
Chiefs. C The Stool is greater than the clan.' 3 The Ko'ntire and 
Akwamu divide presents equally. Akwamu calls Ko'ntire his AdamJo. 
Ko'ntire and Akwamu at Mampon are not Wirempefo. The Heralds 
and the sword-bearers are under the Akwamu. 

KyidomHene: This is anAdthyeStool.4 His villages are as follows: 
Besease, Chiremfaso (in which are also subjects of the Ko'ntire Hene), 
Nyinampon,5 Beresua Kuma, Adontiase, Bosomkyekye, Kokoben, 
'Kyeredufa. The Kyidom Hene is one of the Wirempefo. He also ap
pears to be in charge of the town on the death of the Chief, pending 
the enstoolment of a successor. The following Jekuo are under the 

I Asem, in olden times, was divided into four separate quarters,a11 with different names. 
They were Aboaboso, Kukubi, Bamfoa, and Asem. 

• See Chapter XV. 
, This is not the case with the Ko'nlire Chiefs, who are said to be buried in their OWl\ 

clan burial-ground • 
• One non-clansman has, however, occupied the Stool, i. e. Antiedu, an Okyeame who 

was an Oyou. 
, The Nyinampon people were formerly known as the WNe4Sofo (torch-bearers), and 

were, 1 believe, ona! under the AMobea Hme. Nyi,,, .. npon Hme is called Alipim Hme. 
11.2 
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Kyidom Hene: The Stool-carriers,x the Domakwa Bene, who is in 
charge of the Mausoleum attendants, the Minstrels (Kwadwumfo), th;e 
Umbrella-carriers, and the Hammock-men. The Kyidom and Cyase 
share Stool debts. 

Cyase Hene: He is u~der the Kyidom Bene; it is no longer an 
Adehye Stool. Members of almost every clan have at various times 
sat on the Stool. In olden- days, my informants state, the dead Chiefs 
were buried in a common Barim, which was a house, but the bodies 
are now claimed by the clan, and buried in the clan cemetery. He has 
the foll<?wing villages: Beresua Kesie, Penentin, Asem, Krobo, Nin
tin, Nkwanta, Mpenya, Anoben, Biribiwase. The following fekUf) 
(companies) are under the Cyase: The Afotuosafo (treasurers); the 
Asokwafo and Akyeremadefo (hom-blowers and drummers); the 
Atum'tufo (gun-bearers); the Barimfo, of the great Barim; AbraJo 
(the executioners,- under the Cyasewa Hene); the Ahoprafo (ele
phant-tail switchers) live in the Ahen.fie (' palace ,), an~ so appear 
nominally to be under the Cyase, but they are really subjects of the 
Ankobea Bene, as are the soul-washers (OkwagwarenJ). The Akyemfo 
(shield-bearers) formerly resided at Brengo and Biribiwase, and were 
under the Cyasewa Bene. They were allowed all manner of privileges 
and considerable licence was accorded to them. They were said not 
even to have removed their sandals or head-gear (abotim,) before the 
King. 'You are as proud as a shield-bearer' is a well-known Ashanti 
saying. All these fe~uo are commanded by Heads, who sit on what are 
known as mmamma 'gua, i. e. the successor is generally the son of the 
previous Head's elder brother, or the Stool may be filled by a nominee 
of the Chief. The issue of all Cyase females became Cyesefo ; the son 
of a Cyase male, irrespective of the status of the mother, became a 
Cyase subject, but in case of daughter by a free woman, she might be 
claimed by her clan. 

'Ihe Ankobea Bene: This Stool is filled by a nominee of the Chief, 
irrespective of his clan. The Stool is stated to have been instituted by 
Oduro. The Ankobea Bene has not any villages of his own, but has 
subjects at Abupuwa (a village under Agona). The following fekuo 
are under the Ankobea: MpaboaJuafo (sandal-bearers)-who serve 
him through the Akonfore Bene-Mawere, Apente, N amensuro, Awisa 
Mawere. All these Stools are filled by nominees of the Chief, and 
appear to be reserved for his sons and grandsons. Apente, N amensuro, 

I They are, I believe, first directly under the Twahyefo Hene, who is under the Do
rnakwa, who is under the Kyidom. 





.~ 

FIG. 54. Kofi Akyigyina (Mampon Akwamu Hene) FIG. 55. Kwame Sapon, Mampon Ohene 'ba 
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&c., have, I believe, their parallel in Kumasi, where they were known 
as Ahenkwa Kesie. Sometimes troublesome men were given these 
Stools in the hope that office would sober them down and make them 
loyal subjects. In Mampon, all the above-named share a debt with 
the Chief. The Ankobea Hene is a Wirempeni. The Apente Hene is in 
charge of the 10do1o (cooks); the N amenluro is in charge of the wine. I 

The Nifa Hene: At Mampon the Nifa Hene (right-wing Com
mander) is also a Birempon; he is the Chief of Effiduase. 

The Benkum Hene (left-wing Commander) is also a Birempon, the 
Chief of Jamasi. 

Birempon of Mampon: The Mampon Chief has the following 
Birempon: Effiduase and Asokore, Jamasi, Ejura. Each of these have 
many villages under them.3 None of these villages has any dealings 
with the Head-Chief of the Division, save through their own Chief. 
Beposo and Apa are also Chiefs who might be termed Birempon. 
Beposowas formerly under Ofinsu. Mampon calls Beposo Chief, 'wife'.3 
Effiduase and Jamasi are Beretuo Stools; Asokore, an Ekuona Stool; 
Beposo, an ..Ilona Stool. Asokore Chief was formerly a Safohene to the 
Alante Hene and in war came under Mampon on the right wing. 
Later on, incurring a debt, the Chief, after the custom common in 
those times, sold himself, towns, villages, and subjects, to the N anta 
Hene in Kumasi. Then, after European intervention, Asokore was 
first put under Juaben, but finally came under Mampon during Mr. 
(later Sir Francis) Fuller's administration. Apa also formerly served 
Kumasi directly, having, it is alleged, been pawned for £800 to the 
Queen Mother, Adoma. Apa Chief is a member of the Mampon 
Royal House, and eligible to sit on the Mampon Stool. The Chief of 
Apa was always a ' brother' of the Mampon Chief.4 

War organization: 
The Adontnt, 4kwamu, and Ko'ntire Chiefs themselves marched in 

rear of the Adonten. The Twafo comprised the villages 'of Daman, 

• The BiretnpDfl, Ko'n/i,e, Akwamu, Kyidom and Gyase all take their oath on the 
Bosompra AfDfla, while the A"kobta and Heads of the ftkuo (companies) use the cere· 
monialsword called Adagya (the naked one, i. e. without a sheath). 

• Jamasi has seven villages, which is the same number as Agona, giving rise to the 
sBying, lamasi "'DfI, AgDfla rlSDfI (Jamasi seven, Agona seven). The Jamasi villages are 
Tabere, Dawn, Amenase, Dome, Obanim, Yonso, Wono. 

S There was a curious custom in Ashanti whereby certain Chiefs • married' other 
Chiefs; e. g. the Asan/e Heru was the • husband' of the Akwamu Heru, Attabubu Chief 
was • wife' of the Nsuta Chief, Bantama Hme was • wife' of the DomiJlase Hmt, to 
eive but a few eDlllples • 

• Compare Kokofu and Kumasi. 
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Nwase, Nkubeta, and'Dinkyin. In time of peace, the Chief was not 
permitted to see the Heads of these villages, while he was eating; if 
he happened to do so, he must put away the food. Behind the 'l wafo 
marched heralds arid sword-bearers, flogging with whips any onewho 
retired. The 'pusher' of the 'lwafo was the Siwutiriase Hene. The 
Ko'ntire, who were immediately behind the 'lwafo, advanced to 
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A. The Scouts. B. Twafo (who are Akwamu subjects). C. Ko'nlire subjects. D. 
Adonlen (Ejura). E. Gyase. F. The Head-Chief. G. Apenle, Namensuro, Akonfore, &c. 
H. The Kyidom (rear-guard). I. Ankobea. J. Benkum (left wing), Jamasi. K. Nita 
(right wing), Effiduase. 

reinforce them' when they were tired of fighting '. The Botase Hene 
was' pusher' of the Ko'ntire. The Adonten, who came next, were 
, pushed' by the Apa Hene .. The Gyase would not enter the fight 
unless the day was going against the army. The Head Chief was sur
rounded by his body-guard; in front were the Gyase; on.his right, the 
Ankobea; on his left, 'Apente, Namensuro, Akonfore; at his rear were 
the Kyidom. The composition of the NiJafo (right wing) in the 
National army has already been given. The Benkumfo (left wing), the 
Adonten (main body), the Kyidom (rear-guard) were composed of 
the following: 

The Benkumfo consisted of Asumegya (in' command), Kumawu, 
Taffo, Domina, Nsuta, Attabubu, and the Ananta, Gyase, Gyasewa, 
and Benkum forces of Kumasi. The Adonten comprised Amakum (in 
command), Asansu, Asaman, Abankjrim, and the Kumasi Ko'ntire; 



FIG. 56. A daughter of the late Chief of Mampon, 
Owusu Sekyere 

FIG. 57. Yao Berko of Mampon, son of King Kakari 
of Ashanti 
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the KyiJom, the Aky"ntltuU Hene (in command), Dominas~, Akuro
pon, Domakwa, and the Hia Hene (Kumasi). 

Horn Calls: 'The Chief: Kotoko Safo e!; Kotoko Safo elI Asante 
Kotoko Sajo e ! (porcupine Safo e! Porcupine Safo e ! Ashanti Porcu
pine Safo e I). 

'The Ad01ltnt Hene: Olan me,ja wonko,ja wo kokrobodo we (He hates 
me, you have no relatives, take your mother's privates and chew 
them). 

Ko'ntire Hene: Bako aya 0 (fo be alone is sorrowful). Eko da, me 
to aJomji' (On the day of battle, 1 shall die in the midst of the enemy). 

Akwamu Hene: Owu o! ma hu o! (Death, 1 have seen you). 
Kyidom Hene: N1Iipa ta1l wo a, da woho so (When a man hates you, 

you have a care). 
Gyase Hene: Sasa oya (A ghost is sorrowful). 
Adobea Hene: re kyire me, yeno me (fhey hate me, they do not 

love me). 
Mamp01l' Oaths' : The great' oath' ofMampon is r aoara (fhurs

day). It is said to owe its origin to the defeat of the Ashanti by 
Kahri Apao, in the war against Akyim, when Osai Tutu died or was 
killed, and Mampon Akuamoa Panyin was wounded. 

Ad01ltnt Hene: Me ka Opa1lyin1lko (I mention that the Elder was 
left alone), i. e. that all his kin had died. 

Ko'1Ilire Hene: His' oath' is similar to that of the Ad01ltnt Hene. 
Altwamu Hene: Me Ita 'Panyin tie 1Ia1l wabo (I speak of the broken 

leg of the Elder). Said to date from the 1874 campaign, when a 
former Altwamu Hetle was wounded in the leg. 

Kyidom Hene: As that of Ad01ltnt. 
Gyase Hene: Me ka 'gyan (I mention the arrow). A former Gyase 

Hene was killed in a campaign against the Northern Territory tribes, 
in the time of Atakora Kwame. 

Adobea Hene: Me ka 'damfo na1l (I mention my , patron's' leg). 
EffiJuase and J amasi: Their' oath' is ntwuma (red mourning clay), 

and is stated to refer to the same disaster as that recorded in the 
Mampon ' oath '. 

Asokore and Beposo: Their' oath' is W ukuara (Wednesday). The 
origin is stated to be a disastrous campaign against the Guans. (See 
History.) 

Division of Altda i1l olden times: The Aseda for the Mampon great 
, oath' might amount to as much as p"egua1l asia in gold-dust, i. e. 

I saro Kantanka, one of the fonner Chiefs of Mampoo. 
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£9 6s. od. It was portioned out as follows: The Okyeame took the 
mataho, in this case asia, £1 6s. od.; AJot'osaJo (treasurers), 8s.; 
Ohema (Queen Mother), 8s. ; the heir apparent, 8s.; Stool-carriers, 
6s.; Ankobea and Atipim, 3S. between them; Effiduase, Jamasi, and 
Asokore, 13s. each, but only if they were present at the trial; Beposo 
lOS. and Apa 7s. (also only if in court). The balance was then halved; 
one half went to the Head-Chief, the remainder was shared between 
the NsaJohene-one-fourth to the Ko'ntire, one-fourth to theAkwamu, 
one-fourth between the Kyidom and Gyase, and one-fourth to the 
Adonten Hene (to the last named only if present at the trial).I 

Kumasi great' oath' and appeals to the Asante Hene: The proce
dure at Mampon was identical with that already described in the 
previous Stool Histories. 
Sources oj Revenue in olden times: 

War: The revenue from this source exhibited all the usual features 
already described. 

'Iraeling: The description in Chapter XIV refers to Mampon. 
Death duties (Ayibuaelie and Muhoma) : The Chief was heir to all 

the private property of a deceased Gyase a subject whose mother was 
a Gyase woman, otherwise he took one half, the other half going to the 
dead person's abusua (kindred). In the case ofhis AsaJo, immediately 
on his death, he sent the Treasurers to lock up all the boxes of the 
deceased, and after the funeral custom the successor to the Stool 
would hand over about a ntanu of gold-dust, i.e. about £16, one of the 
deceased's wives, and a cloth, to the Head-Chief.3 The same rule also 
applied on the ~eath of the Birempon, the Chief in this case taking 
about one-third of his gold-dust. The Chief was also heir to any of 
his own sons' or grandsons' private property. In return for ayibuaelie, 
the Chief would make the usual funeral gifts.4 These contributions, 

I A sheep taken as a fine was divided up in a very similar way. The Akyearne were 
entitled to the breast (oyan), the Ko'ntire and Akwamu to the right foreleg and shoulders 
(basa); any Birempon present, to a hind leg (sere); the umbrella-carriers and treasurers 
to the meat on the left and right (under the stomach) respectively; one hind leg for the 
Chief and part of the lungs and liver; the Mausoleum attendants receive a foreleg, one 
kidney, the tail, some meat off the neck, half the skin, and some of the lungs; the 
heralds, part of the lungs; the Gyase, the ribs on the right side (called gwabe), those on 
the left were the portion of the Apente Bene; the Queen Mother, the loins (sist); the 
Stool-carriers, the neck; the Asokwafo (hom-blowers), the jaw. 

I As also any of the Namensuro subjects. 
3 Conversely when the Head Chief died the Ko'ntire and Akwamu each inherited one of 

his wives. . 
4 A Chief, to whom the death of any subject has been reported, might give ,lSa (a 

contribution to the funeral expenses), but the abusua of the deceased would be expected 
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which implied a fictitious blood relationship, did not imply any lia
bility on the part of the Chiefforthe debts of the deceased (oheme di 
adie, na ontua ka). The Chief also succeeded to all the private pro
perty of any subject sentenced to death and executed. The same rule 
applied to any person whom the Chief banished (asutwa). 

Leflies: . There were the annual levies to pay for the funeral ex
penses of a Head-Chief, but the Birempon did not contribute directly, 
as each held his own funeral custom for the Head-Chief in his own 
Division, for which he was wholly responsible. This levy was some
times called meko tuo (pepper levy). It was collected by the imposi
tion of a tax of about 13s. on each adult male, and about 5s. on each 
adult female. Very old women, women who had borne ten children, 
or who were the mothers of Chiefs, were exempt. The origin of the 
expression meko tuo was explained as follows: 'Your master has died, 
you were not killed, now you are going to partake of soup again.' 
Treasure trove and taxes levied to pay for war were dealt with as 
already described. First-fruits were brought to the Chief by all sub
jects, but not by Birempon's subjects, who would take them to their 
immediate Head-Chief, i. e. to the Birempon. First-fruits were known 
as adwesase (which literally means 'Palm kernels of the earth'). It was 
a capital offence for anyone to steal first-fruits before some had been 
presented to the Head-Chief; the crime was known as tu adwesase (to 
pluck adwesase). First-fruits are also known as aduankane Oiterally, 
first food). 

Other possible sources of revenue were as already de~cribed in pre
vious chapters. 

Power of the Asante H ene to interfere in the internal affairs of the Diflision: 
The limitations on the internal autonomy of this Division imposed 

by Kumasi were those already fully described; the Mampon Division 
did not present any new features. 

Ceremonies in tonnexion with the Instoolment and ilestoolment of a Chief 
;n olden times. 

When Kobina Dwumo had been on the Stool about fifty years, he 
began to become blind. Atakora Kwaku reported the matter to the 
Asantl Hene. The King sent his Okyeame to the old man with a mes
sage that he had better abdicate (twe neho). He informed Kobina 

.to make a return present which would more than reimburse him for any expenditure he 
had incurred. This return present was known as • raising the buttocks of the Chi~f' (ye 
IN .... /0). 
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Dwumo that he might choose any village to which he wished to retire, 
and that he might take away anythinghe wanted save Stool property. 
Kobina Dwumo summoned his Treasurers to bring his fotuo (leather 
bags) (see Figs. I-Z) and sika adaka (money chest). In these he found 
twelve pereguan (£96), and he took half, leaving half to the. Stool. He 
took his cloth I and dant,a (loin-cloth). He got into his hammock and 
was carried to Hanapanase, accompanied by all the GyaseJo. All this 
happened in Kumasi, where the old man had been summoned by the 
King. 

There were now three claimants for the Stool, one on the Apa 
(Babiru) side, one from the Wiridu ('I ana) branch, and the third from 
the side of the present Chief, Botase. The Asante Hene sent for the 
rival families to explain their respective claims. He found that all 
appeared to have equal rights, so he called on the ex-Chief to suggest 
his successor. When he came before the King, he gave him a proverb: 
Die wakum tafirifa, na wa fa ne mpaboa (He who has killed the leper, 
let him take his sandals). Atakora (a Botase), who had reported his 
blindness to the King, was therefore chosen. He took his oath (already 
. described) before the King and was .enstooled, without any further 
ceremony, at Mampon. This Was :oniy because at that time Mampon 
was divided as to the persoll who should be Chief, otherwise the usual 
ceremony would have taken place. 
Account oj the enstoolment oj Owusu Sekyere's successor: 

The very day upon which OWusu Sekyere died (a Sunday), he had 
summoned his Elders and informed them that he was very sick. He 
told them that he wished to see them all at his court on the Monday. 
That afternoon he sent his Nsumankwafo (fetish doctors) to Apea and 
Ateko (two gods), and to the. Tano god at Bosofuo, to ask them about 
his illness. All these gods informed him that the 'Samanfo (spirits) 
were angry with him because he had taken them with him on a journey 
which he had lately.made, without giving them the usual notice a (Wa 
de yen ko, wankra yen). Owusu Sekyere died that very night. The 
Gyase Hene sent for.the Queen Mother and Mpanyimfo (Ko'ntire and 
Akwamu and Adonten, &c.), and reported the time and day of his 
death.3 The Elders then asked for a keg of gunpowder' to fire a fare-

I A Chief who was being destooled was always permitted to retain the cloth which he 
was wearing on the last day he held office . 

• Before a Chief travels, he should fi~t give wine and a sheep to the spirits and allow 
three days to elapse before setting out. 

3 To die in the heat of the day is considered bad; to die in the morning or evening is 
considered proper. 
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• well to the body', and to prevent the saman (ghost) hearing all that 

was said. 'The noise makes the ghost deaf.' The Cyase Hene then 
said, Nwonfa me Nkonnya me sere nko (' Bring my Stools that I may 
pass away,). The black Stools were then taken to the bush (on the Da
dease road) where the Wirempefo huts were made. One hut was made 
for each Stool, one for the W irempefo I themselves, and one for the 
Barimfo. The white Stool, upon which .the corpse had been washed, 
was also taken. This Stool became the black Stool of the late Chief. 
Stools are blackened with a mixture of gold-dust, eggs, and soot from 
the rafters of the Stool-carriers' rooms. The Cyase Hene now became 
W irempe Hene, but the title could never be given tohim except on the 
death of a Chief; he also assumed charge of the town. The various 
claimants for the Stool, from the Botase, W iridu, and Babiru branches, 
all now laid claim (pere) to the Stool, saying: Me sere nana tuo (' I 
beg for grandsire's gun '). The Birempon had been summoned im
mediately the death of the Chief had been made public. The most 
important and powerful people were now the W irempefo. The various 
candidates went about canvassing and promising people money in the 
event of their becoming Chief. The Awiamfo (ordinary commoner) 
had some say in the choice of a successor, for they had a shrewd idea of 
the characters of the candidates. Before a Chief dies, he may nominate 
his own successor, but his nominee need not necessarily be selected. 
The Queen Mother and the Adonten, Ko'ntire, and Akwamu Chiefs 
then assembled at the house of the senior Birempon (Effiduase). He 
acted as spokesman during the discussion, but the real power lay with 
the Adonten, Ko'ntire, and Akwamu Chiefs. The names and characters 
of the candidates were discussed-the claimants themselves were not 
present. One Elder would rise and say that So-and-so was a miser, or 
too small, and not of good appearance, or had some disease, or was 
impudent (ogwe), or a fool (ogyimfo), or a gambler (seretonz), lit. thrower 
of cowries, or a thief (okromfo), or a rake (bapefo), or a boaster of his 
rank (adehyesem). All that was said and done at this meeting was of 
a confidential nature. A successor to the late Chief was eventually 
chosen. A public meeting was next held, which was attended by the 
whole Division, including the rival claimants. The Ko'ntire and Ak
wamu rose up simultaneously, and the Ko'ntire Hene made a speech 
stating the name of the new Chief-elect and informing the disap
pointed candidates exactly why they had been passed over. The 
selected candidate now became Nkwankwa Hene and was put in 

I The Wir,mp./o at Mampon are: K'Yidom, Gras" Domakwa, Atipim. 
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• charge of the funeral rites. He, along with the Birempon and Elders, 

next proceeded to where the body of the late Chief was lying in state 
and took the customary oath before it. The Nkwankwa Hene took the 
oath last of all, saying: 'They have taken your gun and given it to me; 
if I do not rule this people well, or had you died in battle and had 
I and this people not died with you, but had left you and run away, 
then had} violated the forbidden name of Thursday, then had I vio
lated the great forbidden name.H The Chief-elect then sat down 011 

a leather cushion (ate) and dispensed drink to the assembly. Every om 
now set up a loud lamentation. Next day, at midnight, the body wal 
buried. In olden times, the gun-bearers escorting the body carried guru 
charged with bullets, and any person they met would have been shot 
The body was taken to the Barim (mausoleum), accompanied by the 
drummers and minstrels (kwadwumfo), just as if the Chief were alive 
and paying a ceremonial visit. The Nkwankwa Hene accompaniec 
the body; he was stripped to the waist and carried 'the gun '. Nex1 
morning every one went to salute the Nkwankwa Hene, who was stil 
living in his own house. Drink was served out to all. A day was noV! 
appointed to hold the ayiyo (funeral custom). On that day the 
Nkwankwa Hene would sit"under a tree, upon the funeral mat, anc 
receive th~ nsa (funeral presents). Representatives of all the othel 
great Chiefs were present, only the Nsuta Chiefcame in person, as Nsutl 
and Mampon 'drink the same water ',i. e. are situated near each other 
In Mampon the presents given by a Chief to those who bring funera 
gifts are received beforehand; in Kumasi, after the nsa has been received 
Nsuta was given £8, and his funeral contribution was £1 (nsa), a velvel 
pillow, six cloths, a nsa blanket, and, in old days, an akyere (slave fOI 
sacrifice) ; £8 was given in place of this, a case of gin, and £1 to bUJ 
a sheep. Mter this, gongs Were beaten and a proclamation made thai 
every one might wash (i.e. might break his fast). Next day was th. 
sora aa (day of rising). On that day the Wirempefo returned th4 
Stools, with the exception of the new blackened Stool, which wa 
placed in the sora hut along with the other articles.:l Sheep wer4 
killed in the sora hut, and some of the meat was placed on the grave 
The Monday following the sora aa, which was generally held on l 

I Against the bed, where the corpse lay, were leaning the seven a/ona (ceremonia 
swords)~ Some of these are abosom a/ana (shrines of the gods), some are 1lI'a or ,"oro a/arll!. 
All the senior Elders, commencing with the Akwamu Hene (because he was Twa/o HeneJ 
took their oath, using the Bosompra a/ona; next the Ankobea Hene, who used 81 

ordinary a/ona; and finally, the Bi,empon, who also used the Bosompra a/ona. 
• See Religion and kt in Asha,"i, p. 164. 



FIG. 64. 'The Shrines of the gods were set each 
upon its Stool' 

FIG. 65. Shrines of aboJom assembled to celebrate the 
enstoolment of a new Chief 



FIC. 66. Priest and shrine attending ceremony at enstoolment 
of a new Chief 
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Thursday, was chosen for the Nkwankwa Bene to take the oath. The 
oath at Mampon was taken outside the house of the Ko'ntire Bene (at 
the spot known as Kyenkuduase). Here every one assembled to await 
the Chief. He was summoned by the Chief of the BOIompra cere
monial sword. The Queen Mother was seated, surrounded by the 
Elders. When the Chief arrived, he remained standing. The Birem
pon and Elders next rose and, through the Okyeame, addressed him, 
saying: 'Tell him we do not want him to disclose the origin of his 
subjects; tell him we do not want a greedy person; tell him we do 
not want some one hard of hearing; tell him we do not want things 
done as in Kumasi. There are several other candidates we might have 
chosen, but we have selected you. Rule us kindly, and we shall serve 
you kindly. We do not wish extortion; we do not wish floggings.' 
The new Chief responded from time to time with Ma te (I have 
heard).' The Chief then advanced and took his oath before the Ko'n
tire and Akwamu." Mter he had taken the oath, the heralds sprinkled 
white clay on his back and he passed in front of his seated Elders, 
thanking each in tum. He was then led to a vacant chair on the right 
of the Queen Mother, escorted by an old 'I ana woman, and supported 
round the waist by the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs; He was placed 
upon and raised from the chair twice, and the third time seated upon it. 
The Birempon and Elders next came forward to take their oath. At 
Mam pon, the first person to do so was always the Chief of Daman, who 
tookhisoath with an ordinary cutlass, because he was one of the 'I wafo. 
He was followed by the Nwase Chief. The remainder tookOthe oath 
in the following order: Krobo, Nkubeta, Dinkyin, using an afona; all 
these were members of the o'I wafo (advance-guard); next, the 
Chiefs ofBosofuo, Daho, Benim, and finally, the Akwamu Bene. Next 
followed the Elder of Siwutiriase, who was an odehye (member of the 
royal family) under the Akwamu. Following these, came the subjects 
of the Ko'ntire Bene: Chechewere, Mampon-Akrofonso, Brengo, 
Botoku, and, last of all, the Ko'ntire Bene himself. Next came the 
AJonten Bene, but the heads of the villages under him did not take 
any oath. Next came the Gyasewa Bene, then Nintin. The various 
fekuo came in this order : the Nkotokua, Sana, 'Ium'tufo, Akomfore, 
Namensuro, Mawere, Apenee, and the Ankobea and Gyafe Chiefs. 
Botase Bene and Apa, both members of the royal clan, next took the 

• There is a saying common all over Ashanti, Ma fe, ma fe, yemfa "yo ahenie, or Ma 
te, ma fe, yemfa mmu """. (' I have heard, I have heard, does not alone make a good 
ruler '). • This oath has already been given. 
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oath.. Then came the K yidom subjects, headed by the A konnuasoa) 
Hene; next, Chiremfasu, Nyinampon, and last of all the Kyidol 
Hene. The ceremony lasted from the afternoon until the first cod 
crow (Akokinini kan). On the following Thursday, the Chief, in fu 
dress, attended by all his retinue of drummers, umbrella-carrierl 
minstrels, and sword-bearers, paid a ceremonial visit to his Elders a 
their own homes, where they received him in the open in front c 
their houses. The Chief again thanked them and took the oath befor 
each one individually. Each in turn, after the visit, rose and swelle. 
his retinue. I 

There are certain trees in every town called gyadua, which hav 
been planted by our ancestors. When the Chief and his followel 
reached such a tree, he would stand before it and take an oath, saying 
r e yi me se menjwe kuro yi so, se manjwe wo so jwe pa ya me to r aoad 
me to ntam kesie (' They. have chosen me to look after this town; i 
I do not look well after you, then have I violated the name of Thurs 
day, then have I violated the great forbidden name '). The tree wa 
hung with white calico. In olden days, if a gyadua fell down, sevel 
summum pots ~ were inverted and placed beside it, and a human sacri 
fice might be made to it. Sometimes when this happened, all the god 
would shake. A gyadua is the resting-place of mmoatia (fairies), bayij 
(witches), and abosom (gods) and of such' Samanjo (human spirits) as cal 
fly. As the Chief walked round the town, he was accompanied b: 
women singing Ose r e. Mter this ceremony, he entered the palace tl 
take up his residence there. All the aboso.m (shrines of the gods) ane 
their priests now assembled in the Cyase kesie,3 when the god 
took their oath to the Chief through the mouths of their priests 
They used the gods' ajona in taking the ~ath (which was to the effec 
that they, the gods, would-assist the Chief to rule his people). Afte 
this oath had been taken, the shrines of the gods were set each upon it 
Stool (see Figs. 6+-6 4), and the Chief passed among them, sprinklinJ 
them with water and requesting, as he did so, that they would stane 
behind him and prevent sickness and evil from falling upon him. j 

sheep was also given to the priests. The Chief was now recognized b~ 
his own subjects as Chief of Mampon, but not as such by the Asant, 
Hene, until he had taken his oath before that monarch.S 

I Each Elder presented him on this occasion with a sheep for the blackened Stools. 
• See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Fig. I. 3 See Fig. 3. 
4 These photographs were taken at a similar ceremony which I witnessed at Kumawu 
5 This ceremony has already been fully described. 
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Dntoolment oj a ChieJ: In olden times, anyone who plotted to 

~estool a Chief without just cause was killed. If a Chief's subjects 
were unanimous about his destoolment, theKo'ntire and Akwamu were 
informed. The Chief was summoned to appear before a court of all 
his Elders. He might refuse to attend. If the Gya.refo were on the 
side of the people, the latter would rush into the' palace '. If they 
were on the side of the Chief, the people would await an occasion 
when the Chief came out, when they would seize him and bump his 
buttocks on the ground (ye ae ne to asi Jam). Mter suffering this in
dignity, he was no longer a Chief. I A destoolment was carried out 
very quickly, and after it had taken place the ex-Chief was not per
mitted to return to his 'palace', lest he should hide any of the Stool 
property., (Destoolments, were not, as is so often stated, uncommon 
in olden days. Some nine or ten of the Chiefs of Mampon were, I 
l>elieve, destooled.) A Chief, when retired on account of old age or 
bodily infirmity, was said to tenan kyen (i. e. sit by the side of the new 
Chief). In reality, however, he retired to some village, but might be 
consulted from time to time." 

I U a Chief's buttocks ever touched the ground, even accidentally, it was considered 
• very serious matter, and would call for the sacrifice of many sheep. If such an event 
were caused by the careless placing of a chair or Stool by a Stool·carrier, that person in 
olden times would have beeD killed immediately; • even if he had three heads, all would 
have been cut oft' • 

• Figs. 67-8 give the genealogies of the Tana and Beretuo Chiefs and Queen Mothers 
who have occupied the MampOD Stool. 
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THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION 
OF NSUTA 

KOKOFU, Nsuta, and Kumasi Stools had a common ancestrel 
Ekuru (Apori), who came from the ground at Asumegya 'Sant 

manso. She bore Yita and Anchewa Nyame. Kumasi and Kokofu a 
descended from Anchewa Nyame, and are Oyoko; Nsuta is descendl 
from Yita and later became Dako. The Aduana clan also came fro 
Asumegya 'Santemanso. They first went to settle at Juaben Mm 
Anchewa Nyame remained at Asumegya 'Santemanso. A stream I 
between the settlements of the people who were later to beCOll 
Dako and Oyoko, called the Asuo Adwin (Adwin water). One fami 
[the latter-day Dako] chose Dan~u Abiam, a son ofYita, as its hea 
and carved a Stool and gave Itti{him. At that time there were n 
any other distinctions ofrarit All people were just nnipa (hum 
beings). Dansu Abiam created Mpanyimfo (Elders). Anchewa Nyar 
bore a female child 'called Kwadu [my informants were not qui 
sure of the name] who gave birth to Akyampon Tenten, who was t 
first Asante Hene;I that is why the Kings of Ashanti always.address 
the Nsuta Hene as ' Uncle '. When Dansu Abiam was still at Juab 
Mma, many people joined him, some coming even from Denkyi: 
and he became powerful. The people who were later to be known 
Dako removed from Juaben Mma, leaving a brother of Dansu Abial 
named Gyebi, to lookaftertheabosom, and came to E.kase, near Kuma 
where there was a poweiful Chief called Owusu Ehyia, whom Dall 
Abiam fought and captured. Akyampon Tenten advised Dansu Abil 
to pass on, but he' replied: Me da me ko (' I shall rest and pass on 
Akyampon Tenten in turn said: Me yo, ma ko (' I shall do wl 
I have to do, and pass on '). From these sayings arose the clan nan 
of Dako and roko.z Akyampon Tenten eventually passed on, a 
seeing a tree called Kumnini, camped beneath it; Dansu Abiam n 
him there. All the land in the neighbourhood of what was later 
become Kuma~i was owned at this time by the Chief of Taj 

I My informants perhap~ mean he was the first descendant of the group who were I, 
to become Kings of Asnanti • 

• This derivation of these clan names is not likely to be the correct one; the sl 
accounting for them is probably an aetiologicallegend. 
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Kwaku Domfo, who refused to give the Oyoko land on which to settle; 
he was killed. Dansu Abiam had met his kinsman on the spot where 
Kumasi now stands, and he told him he could not settle there as his 
people were too numerous. He went on and reached a place between 
Juaben.and Asaman called Aduman. Here Dallsu Abiam died. He 
was succeeded by Adu Akyampon, his nephew, son of Amen Adwo. 
He too lived and died at Aduman. Boama Dako succeeded Akyampon 
Tenten at Kumasi. Adu Akyampon died and was succeeded by his 
brother, Tabi Akyampon, who removed from Aduman because of 
quarrels with the Juaben. He left some of his abusua (kinsmen) at 
Aduman, and from them are descended the Asaman and Konya Stools. 
Tabi Himani came to where there were twin rivers (Ns" 'ta). The 
spot had already been discovered by a hunter, Yao Bensin. He had 
reported on the. place, where he had found elephant and buffalo, and 
Tabi sent his younger brother, Kwante Bofuo, to look at the land. 
Kwante Bofuo had found that it was near Beposo. Tabi and his 
people came to the land of the twin rivers. The Mampon, at this 
time, were at Mampon-Akrofonso, and Beposo was independent. We 
bought the land from Bampiedu, the Beposo Chief, for one hundred 
and ten pereguan and some beads called kyekyerl kuna.' Tabi built" 
the town ofNsuta where it now stands. In his time the Mampon had 
removed from Mampon-Akrofonso and gone to settle at Mampon. 
Tabi died and was succeeded by his "rother, Tutu Koko. The Nsuta 
great • oath' Fiara (Friday) dates from his time. Tutu Koko was 
succeeded by Nti Beko, whose mother was Kwatima Aburam. He 
made war against the Brong. The war arose in the following manner: 
In the time of Tabi some of the Nsuta had gone to Droma (not far 
from Kintampo) and settled there. They were hunters and used to 
send meat to Nsuta. Nti Beko, when he became Chief, had ordered 
them to capture a young elephant alive and they had refused. The" 
Droma were joined by the Brong of Ejura under Kurubuakuma. The 
Nsuta were defeated and many of the Atlehye (members of the royal 
family) killed. They returned again, however, and defeated the 
Brong; the Ejura Chieftumedhimselfinto an elephant; theDroma 
Chief, Akasepe, was killed, and many of the Droma fled to Kumasi. 
Nti Beko died, and was succeeded by his brother, Asa Botwe. He 
lived peacefully and died at Nsuta, and was succeeded by Agyin Frim-

I After considerable discussion it was stated that this weight of money was paid in the 
currency then in use, i. e. ttablUJ (iron money), not in the later cunency, which was gold. 
~ust. Itis in fact very improbable that any sale actually took place ; see Chapter XXXIII. 
D~ I 
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pon, whose mother was Kumawu. Gold-dust became the currency i 
his time. One son of Agyin Frimpon, Bereto Panyin, became Chi~ 
of Offinsu, hence Nsuta Hene to this day is known as agya (fathel 
of Offinsu; another son, Berefo Bunyina, became Jamsai Chief, an 
a third, ·Berefo Kuma, became Chief of Banko. Agyin Fr~pon ac 
companied Obiri Yaboa to the war against Domina in which Obil 
Yaboa was killed. Agyin Frimpon was captured along with his mothel 
Kumawu, The Chief of Kumawu, Koterefeni, was also capturec 
They all escaped with the help of a Kumawu hunter, and went t 
Kumasi. Later, the Chief of KumawU killed this hunter, as he feare, 
he would boast about what he had done; this gave rise to the sayin~ 
Boniaye to se Kumawu Koterefeni (' Ungrateful as Kumawu Kotere 
feni '). 

After the deathofObiriYa'boa, the Stool at Kumasi becamevacan1 
and Osai Tutu, who was at that time in Akwamu, ~as sent for. H 
came with Komfo Anotche.X The Domina were defeated, but thei 
Chief, Kyerema Sikafo, instead of being killed, was made sou,l-washe 
to Osai Tutu. Agyin Frimpo~ ;was succeeded by Oduru Panyin. H 
had once acted as Okyeame to Osai Tutu; his staff, called the Abusu, 
poma, is still in the possession of the Gyakye Hene, who was Adamfo 0 

Nsuta at Kumasi. He had the privilege of sleeping in the mmed, 
room Z in the King's' palace' at Kumasi, a privilege held ever sine 
by Nsuta Chiefs. Up-to this time, Nsuta, like all the rest of Ashanti 
was subject to Denkyira; the Nsuta paid a tribute of ntwuma, ree 
clay. [The Elders went on to state how demands for increased tribut, 
in gold-dust' and favourite wives came to be made, and how the Juabel 
Chief, OsaiFwidie, precipitated the war, thus confirming what has beel 
recorded in. previous histories.] At the battle of Feyiase, the Nsut. 
occupied a position on the left ofKumasiAdonten H ene (Benkum nawase) 
The Nsuta captured the Head of the Denkyira Horn-blowers, and hi 
descendants are in Nsuta to-day. Oduru Panyin also went to the wa. 
against Akyim, and to Tekiman with Opoku Ware to fight agains 
Ame Yao. There, many Brong prisoners were captured whose de 
scendants are still at Nsuta. About this time there was a Chief calle( 
Atada Affram 3 who lived in the Affram plains. Kumawu, Kwaman 
and Agogo, who were all' brothers" (Aduana), united and went t( 
war against him. Oduru Panyin's father was Chief of Agogo, and a: 

I See Chapter XXIV, where this statement is confirmed. 
• See Religion and kl in Ashanli, p. 239. 
3 In Kumawu History this name was given as Atada Ofinam; see p. InS. 
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he had been at the war for three years, Oduru Panyin went in search 
of him. Atada Affram eventually fled and drowned himself in the 
Volta. Nsuta was given his ntahera horns, as part of the spoils, and also 
obtained permission for its subjects to settle on the Affram plains. 
That is how Nsuta comes, at the present day, to have subjects in 
Apapas~, KyekyebOJ:i, Kyeyiase, Birim, Anyinofi, Asabuso. We also 
were given privileges about hunting which we sti)l enjoy. It was in 
Oduru Panyin's time that real power came; thus the Stool of Nsuta is 
known as Oduru 111 Agyin Frimpon Akonnua (i. e. Oduru and Agyin 
Frimpon's Stool). Oduru Panyin made the aperede drums and other 
regalia. One ofOduru Panyin's sons became Chief of Agona; another 
son, Kwatin Pete, became Kumasi Adonten Hene; hence both Agona 
and the Kumasi Adonten Hene call Nsuta Agya (' father') to this day. 
Oduru Panyin was succeeded by his nephew, Oduru Kuma, the son 
of Esa Adeao. He was Chief for only one year, when he was killed at 
an Adae. The cause of his death was as follows: There were three 
families .from whom a successor to the Stool might have been picked, 
i. e. descendants of the Queen Mother, Boahema Piesie, from whom 
Agyin Frimpon was descended; Adwutewa Bie, whose grandsons were 
Nti Beko and Asa Botwe; Akuma Dankari's side, from which Oduru 
Panyin came. Agyin Frimpon had a nephew called Waye. Mter the 
death of Oduru Panyin, Waye and Oduru Kuma both claimed the 
Stool. Oduru Kuma was enstooled. On an Akwesi Adae,' Waye at
tacked and shot him while he was riding in his hammock. At this time 
Abena Siabura was Queen Mother. A civil war now broke out. Sia
bura set out for Kumasi with the body of the dead Chief to take it to 
show the Asante Hene (Kusi Bodom 1), but she buried it at Effiduase . 
• as it stank'. She proceeded alone to Kumasi, and remained there 
three years to try and raise an army. Meanwhile Waye ruled the 
town of Nsuta, having killed the head Stool-carrier, Akatakyi, and 
obtained possession of the Stools. This fresh outrage was reported to 
Kumasi. The King of Ashanti sent an army; Waye was defeated and 
killed. The Queen Mother, in return for the help ofKumasi, gave up 
the following villages to the Asante He1ll: Dekyemso, Boakurom, 
Duase, Kono, Adwumakase, Aseremaso, Safo, Domakwae. Kumasi, 
Juaben, and Nsuta Elders now' drank the gods' that the descendants 
of Boahema Piesie should never again occupy the Stoo!'z A gun was 

I See AshaKli, Chapter VII. 
I The B,ofo Hene, who recently laid claim to the Nsuta Stool, came, I believe, from the 

family alleged thus to have been debarred from the succession. . 

82 
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loaded with a hotlom bead and fired into the sky. The ceremony tool 
place in Kumasi at Dwabirim (the site of the present post office) 
Odum Kuma died. and was succeeded by his nephew, Amankwa 
whose mother was Dinkyere Amado. A subject of the Mampon Chie 
(pepra Asiase) came to Nsuta and abused the Chief. This caused ; 
quarrel, and the Nsuta Elders all swore the Nsuta • oath' that the] 
would bring Pepra's head. Pepra Asiase was captured and killed. Hi 
head is on the Nsuta otlwira I and a gold mask of his face is on th~ 
Bosommu,.. afotJa (ceremonial sword). The Asante Hene now inter
vened and stopped the war. Amankwa accompanied Osai Kojo to th4 
war against Bana (Banda) in which W orosa was killed. hence the cal 
of the 1Jtahera horns of Nsuta which say, Mmya hw_ ko floe Ba1J4 
ha1J? Hwa1J 1Ja 0 me se' ('Whom shall I get to go and look at Bana': 
fortress? Who is my equal? '). The Head of the Okyeame of Ban a i: 
also on the Nsuta otlwira. The JuabenHene, Osai Fwidie, went to Bas. 
(near Kratclu) to fight with Basa Subire, and was captured and put iI 
a tla'mum (a hut without doors and windows (see Fig. 17». His whol4 
army retreated. leaving him a prisoner. The Nsuta Chief, hearing of this 
went with an army to Basa, and captured the Chief. The dead bod] 
of the Juaben Hene was found in the tla'mum hut, the floor littere< 
with banana skins with which he had been fed through the roof. Hi 
bones were brought back. The Juaben demanded the bones and skul 
of the Bana Chief to place on their otlwira, but these Nsuta refused t( 
give up. War would have resulted, had not the Asa1Jte Hene inter· 
vened. Subiri's head is in possession of J uaben to this day. Amankw. 
had twin sisters, Ata Panyin and Ata Biom (Ata Kuma).lI Now: 
Amankwa used to eat food prepared at the house of the Queen Mother 
Siabura. One day a lump of tlufa (medicine) was found in the food 
Siabura was accused of trying to poison the Chief. She denied thaI 
she had done so, and fled to' Kumasi, taking with her the umbrella tOI 
called akokohata1J 1Je 1Je mma (' The hen and her chickens '); thaI 
was how this emblem came into possession of the Kings of Ashanti.: 
The Asa1Jte Hene sent help, and a battle, which lasted seven days, wai 

• See ReligiOfl tnrd Art i. Ashaflti, Chapter XII. 
• Later, they were given in the genealogy as being his nieces. (See Ftg. 83.) 
, This emblem was among the exhibits shown in the I924 Exhibition at Wembley 

being, SO fBI as I recollect, among the collection of Sir Cecil Annita.,ae.. The crest ofNsuti 
was later altered (in the reign of Adu Agyei) to that at present in use; about this there il 
the well-known saying, Oyoko fie Doko _ ala ... ftlam (There is no division between th~ 
Oyoko and Doko clans; they are like the _ &nit). (Atam would describe the divisioDl 
of an orange.) 
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fought near Nsuta. Amankwa, along with the GyaJe He7ze, disap
peared into the ground near the site of the Scottish Mission School, 
A stone marked the spot until it was removed by the missionaries. 
Amankwa's Stool is among the blackened Stools. He was succeeded by 
Gyamfi, a Ion of Atta Kuma.' He fought with Mampon, whose Chief, 
AtakoraPanyin, wished to avenge the death ofPepra Asiase. We fought 
between Bonkurom and Mampon, and Atakora Panyin was killed and 
his head is on our odwira to this day. Atakora Panyin was succeeded 
by Owusu Sekyere Panyin, who offended Kusi Bodum, the Asante 
Hene, who appointed the Nsuta Chief to punish him. The Mampon 
Chief fled and entered a rock. Gyamfi was succeeded by Adu Agyei, 
son of Ata Panyin. He was already an old man when enstooled, and 
did not go to any war. He was succeeded by Yao Sekyere, his nephew 
and son of Gyamfua Kwabon. Yao Sekyere's mmerane (title) was 
Aworokoama (' Hand the war over to him '). He was Chief during 
the reign ofBonsu Panyin. When Bonsu Panyin went to the Fanti 
war, Adu Agyei did not accompany him because of his age. The 
Nsuta had in consequence been commanded by Yao Sekyere, who at 
the time was an odehye (member of the royal family). The abediakyiri 
(heir apparent) Peprim had been one, but he had refused to go to the 
war, ao, on the death of Adu Agyei, Yao Sekyere had been given the 
Stool. Yao Sekyere also went with Bonsu Panyin to the Gyaman war. 
Mter that campaign he went to war against the Ewe, to punish the 
villages of Akonya a and Awusuta, which, although his subjects, had 
refused to accompany him to the Gyaman war. Fwea Brefo, the 
Chief of Awusuta, was killed. On the way back from this campaign, 
the Nsuta were met by a messenger who told them of the rebellion of 
Tibu,3 the Denkyira Chief. Yao Sekyere passed straight to Kumasi, 
where King Mensa Bonsu was lying ill. The Nsuta Chief asked for 
the Pompomsuo sword, that he might bring Tibu's head; but Mensa 
Bonsu would not give it to him, as he said all his Elders were away on 
the campaign. Mensa Bonsu died, and Osai Yao.succeeded him. The 
Nsuta Chief and Osai Yao then went to the war, in which Mankata 
(Sir Charles M'Carthy) had already been killed. Osai Yao reached 
as far as Cape Coast, from which he was driven. Yao Sekyere was 
later killed at Akantemansu. He was succeeded by Kwesi Mafo. He 

I The SOD of the elder sister would have succeeded in the ordinary course of events, but • 
he was passed over as his mother, Ata Panyin, had not been on the side of the Queen 
Mother in the late civil war. 

• Akonya had been bought from the Agogo Chief in the time of Ofori Krobon. 
J Whom the Nsuta called Kojo Akurukuru. 
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was on the Stool during the reign of Kwaku Dua II. He did not go 
to any'war in person, but sent his ~rmy against the Akumpifo (the 
Asikuma war). Mafo died at Nsuta and was succeeded by his younger 
brother, Kobina Kokuru. Kakari was Asante Hene in his time. The 
Nsuta sent an army to the Fweasa (war against the Ewe), but the Chid 
was not in command. In this campaign the Basle missionaries were 
captured. I The Nsuta were still away at the war when Kokuru died. 
He was s~cceeded by Kofi Asianowa.!I He went with Amankwatia, 
the Kumasi Ko'ntire Hene, to the ~oto war (the 1874 campaign). The 
Ashanti were fleeing, when, on a certain Sunday, they reached the 
Aporapon river. The Nsuta army may not march on a Sunday, and 
thus escaped a severe battle in which the remainder of the Ashanti 
forces became engaged. King Kakari, on the return of his defeated 
army, accused his generals of cowardice, but he too ran away and was 
destooled, and Kumasi was burned by the English.3 Mensa Bonsu was 
now ens tooled, but Juaben claimed complete independence and re
fused to serve him. The Juaben tried to induce Nsuta to revolt, say
ing: 'An uncle does not serve his nephew.' We remained neutral. 
Juaben were defeated. Asianowa 'drank the gods' that he would 
serve Mensa Bonsu .. He w~nt to Kumasi, where he remained about 
three years and died there. His body was brought to Nsuta and the 
Asante Hene celebrated his funeral custom. He was succeeded by Yao 
Akoma, son of Gyama Poku. He was loyal to Mensa Bonsu, and was 
on his way to Kumasi, when Mensa Bonsu was destooled. The Kumasi 
Mpanyimfo now sent a message to Nsuta, saying that they wished to 
re-enstool Kakari. The Nsuta consulted the Mohammedans, who 
stated that if Kakwu Dua were enstooled he would die within forty 
days, but that if Kakari were chosen, he would reign for seven years 
and the Ashanti Nation would prosper. Kakari was at that time at 
Breman,. where he was attacked by some of the Kumasi forces; Agona 
and Nsuta set out to his assistance. Theywere met on the way by the 
Kumasi Gyasewa Hene, the Sana Hene, and one of the Kumasi royal 
family called Akanase Poku. In a fight which followed, all these per
sons were killed. Kumasi then sent a force to fight Nsuta and Agona, 
who, to avoid capture, blew themselves up along with the regalia. 

I Ramseyer and Kuhne. • Named after an obosom (goel). 
3 6 February 1874. At this point one of the old men who were relating these events 

said: • The English are very foolish in war; when they capture prisoners they use them 
to fetch water, and bury you if you happen to get killed. At a later date I was once 
fighting on the side of the English and was whipped by Armitage (later Sir Cecil Armitage) 
for cutting off the jaw of one of our enemies.' 
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About three hundred men perished in this manner. Kwaku Dente, 
son of Abena Siabura II, was the next Chief. 'Kakari was lost' 
(wayera) ; I Kwaku Dua II was enstooled, but died within forty days. 
Prempeh and Atwereboanna both now claimed the Stool. Nsuta was 
on the side of Atwereboanna, because Ya Kya had refused to listen to 
their advice regarding Kakari and had enstooled Kwaku Dua II. 
Kokofu Bene was also in favour of Atwereboanna, as were Mampon, 
Kwaberefo (a Kumasi village), Agona, and Kumasi 'young men '. 
Juaben, Bekwai, Asumegya, Ejisu, Kumawu, Offinsu, and the rest of 
Kumasi favoured Prempeh's enstoolment. Kumasi fought and de
feated Kokofu, Mampon, and Kwabere, and drove them to the north. 
Ya Kya (the Queen Mothe\of Ashanti) later sent to them to say that 
the Golden Stool would not' eat' while its uncle was in exile. The 
Nsuta sent back a message to say that they would return, but that they 
wished to know what were the intentions of Kumasi regarding Mam
pon. Ya Kya then told the Nsuta that it was only Nsuta they wanted, 
and that a new Chief would be enstooled at Mampon. While these 
negotiations were still in progress, Kwaku Dente died at the village 
of Komkrompe, near Attabubu. He was succeeded by Kobina Adu 
Agyei, whose mother was Ya Kyim. He was enstooled at Kom
krompe. He sent a message to Prempeh stating that unless the villages 
of Dida, Kyebi, and Gyakye were returned to Nsuta, he would not 
return. He also stipulated that Prempeh should. ' drink the gods' 
not to do him any harm. This was done [by proxy, as was customary] ; 
the Bosommuru Bene, Kwaku Aboagye, represented the King and 
Abena Denta, while Kwaku Sekyere represented the Chief of Nsuta. 
Adu Agyei returned to Nsuta and thence to Kumasi, where he arrived 
on a Saturday; on the following Monday Prempeh was enstooled and 
on that day' climbed the mmeda '." The Nsuta Chief took his oath 
and returned home. He rebuilt his town. The Nsuta Chief was not 
in Kumasi when Prempeh was arrested; the English came and gave 
us a flag and' we handed over the knife '.3 When Adu Agyei died, a 
dispute arose about the Stool. The Ko'ntire and Akwamu Chiefs 
wished to enstool Adu Biowuo, the late Chief's younger brother. The 
other candidate was a man called Kobina Ntem, who traced descent 
from Boahema Piesie. He therefore belonged to the family which had 
been barred from succession to the Stool. He went to Kumasi to get 

1 See foot·note, p. 209. 

• See ReligiOfl and A,t in Ashanti, p. 239. 
s i. e. waived the right to inflict capital punishment. 
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the help of the English. Adu Biowuo was enstooled, but the English 
would not confirm him, and gave the Stool to Yao Mafo, a son of 
Adwoa Gyamfua. He was in the Fort during the 1900 rising. He 
died on the way to Accra, and was succeeded by his younger brother, 
Kobina Bruku. He was on the Stool for about D.ve years, when he 
was destooled for drunkenness. He was succeeded by Kwesi Tin, who 
was destooled for a similar offence, and was succeeded by the present 
Chief, Kwame Gyima. (See Figs. ~70.) 

Personnel oj the Nsuta Division: 

'Ihe Chief: Kwame Gyima, clan Dako; Ntoro, Bosomtwe. 
'Ihe Queen Mother: Mosua Nni Kra; Ntoro, Nketea. She is the 

Chief's mother's sister's daughter. (See Fig. 71.) 
'Ihe Ko'ntire Hene: Yao Agei (see Fig. 81), clan Asenie; Ntoro, 

Bosompra; the present occupier of this Stool is the son of the late 
Chief, ~ as there was not any odehye eligible '. He is also Adonten Hene. 

Akwamu Hene: Kobina Aduani, clan Agona; Ntoro, Bosommuru. 
His Adamfo is the Ko'ntire Hene. 

Kyidom Hene: KoD. Dogo (see'Fig. 82), clan Aduana; Ntoro,!1osom
pra; the Stool descends in the female line, i. e. is an Adehye Stool. 

'Ihe 'Iwafo Hene: KoD. Adwedai, clan Agana; Ntoro, Bosomtwe; 
the Stool is an Adehye Stool. The Queen Mother is his Adamfo. 

'Ihe Clan Chief: Also called the Adehye Hen( and BroJo Hene; 
clan Dako; Ntoro, Bosomtwe. . 

Akyeame Hene: Also known as Kyemso Hene, KoD. Tawia, clan? ; 
Ntoro, Bosomtwe; an Adehye Stool. 

Gyase Hene: Kwame Agyei (see Fig. 74), clan?; Ntoro, Boadie; an 
Adehye Stool. 

Yillages and Fekuo (companies) under the above officials: 
'Ihe ChieJhas not any villages directly under his own control. The 

GyaseJo and Barimfo however serve him indirectly (i. e. through their 
Head). In the event of war, the Gyase comes under the K yidomRene 
(Commander of the rear-guard) and calls him Adamfo. 

'Ihe Queen Mother: She owns the following villages: Dida (the 
inhabitants of which are the Queen Mother's Barimfo (mausoleum 
attendants», Kyerease, Kyekyebonso, and Asuboasu (the inhabitants 
of which are her hunters), Bogyease (this village, I was informed, now 
claims to come under Kumawu). The Queen Mother has also subjects 
in the villages of Atonsu and Bima, which do ~ot however belong 
to her. 
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'The Ko'ntire Hene: His villages are Anansu and Dadease; the 
heralds are ~der him. 

'The Akwamu Hene: He has the following villages: Agyeitiase and 
Atwea (the Chief of Atwea calls Akwamu Hene 'Adamfo'; he went in 
front of him in war, but does not share in Akwamu Stool debts). The 
Afonasoafo (sword-bearers) are under the Akwamu Hene. 

'The K yidom Hene: His village is Tadieasu. The Chief of Domakwa 
calls the Kyidom Hene 'Adamfo', but does not contribute towards a 
K yidom Stool debt, though in the event of a Divisional levy he would 
pay his contribution through that Stool; The Domakwa Hene is in 
charge of the Sodofo (cooks); the Atum'tufo (gun-bearers) were, in 
olden times, under the Kyidom Hene, but were later-in the time of 
Yao Sekyere-put under the Gyase Chief. At the present moment 
there is a dispute between the Gyau and Kyidom as to their position. 
The Abrafo (executioners) were under the Kyidom. . 

'The 'T wafo H ene: His village is Atonsu. He is A damfo to the Head 
of the Stool-carriers, the Head of the Horn-blowers, and the Head of 
the mausoleum, but they have not to contribute to a 'T wafo Stool 
debt, although they would pay any contribution to a Divisional levy 
through the Stool Treasury of their Adamfo. 

'The Cltfn Chief: The Brofo Hene. His villages are Abonkosu, 
Apentuase, Kuroyi. The abadiakyiri (heir apparent) calls him Adamf~. 
Danso and Daduako are under the abadiakyiri. 

Akyeame Hene: Villages, Nkwabenemu and Kwaem. The Kyimi
ekyimfo Hene (Head ofthe umbrella-carriers) calls the Akyeame Hene 
Adamfo. 

'The GyaJe Hene: Kwakye Dida is his village .. Under the Gyase 
Hene is the GyaJcwa Hene (a male Stool), who is directly in charge of 
the followingfekuo (companies): (a) Akyrermadefo (Drummers), who 
include groups specially trained to play the various drums (aperedefo, 
mpebi and nkrawirifo, ntumpanefo, fontomfromfo). (b) The Sanafo 
(freasurers); (c) the Bosommuru Hene; (tl) the Asoamfo (hammock
carriers); under the Asoamfo H ene are the agwareyefo (bathroom attend
ants); (e) the Ahoprafo (elephant-tail switchers), who are the sons 
and grandsons of the Chief; (j) the Akomfore, who are the torch
holders and also guard the most important of the blackened Stools; 
(g) the Atenfo, who carry torches made out of faggots of palm branches, 
called atene; (h) the Asebefo, performers of the dance of that name, 
which is danced at funerals, and formerly also at the odwira ceremony; 
(I) the Apesemakafo (whose Head is next in line of succession after the 
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abadiaky.iri; Apesemaka is also a dance; (J) Atipinfo, whose duty it 
is to wash the body of the dead Chief; (k) the Kwadwumfo (minstrels); 
(l) the Ankamadowafo, whose duty it was to guard the road to Atta
bubu, and to refu$e passage to all persons who could not explain their 
business satisfactorily. 

<['he Ankobea Hene: He calls the Cyase Hene his Adamfo. At 
Nsuta, this Stool (the Cyase) has become one of considerable impor
tance. Unlike most Cyase Stools, it is filled by Chiefs who follow each 
other in a uniform: line of succession, instead of being merely nominees 
of the Head-Chief. At Nsuta the Cyase Hene actually calls himself 
, a Birempon ' of the Head-Chief. 

Birempon oj Nsuta: The Birempon of Nsuta, in the customary sense 
of the term, are: The Chief of Asaman, who is also Nifa Hene; the 
Chief of Ntonsu, who is Benkum Hene; the Chief of Ayadwase, and the 
Gyakye H ene. The Chiefs of all these Stools are members of the Dako 
clan. Their Adamfo are, respectively, the Akyeame Hene, the Ko'ntire 
Hene, the BroJo Hene (see Fig. 84), and the Gjase Hene. The Chiefs 
of Banko and Sekyere, who were once under Kumasi, have been placed 
by the Government under.Nsuta, and may therefore be included 
among the Birempon of this Stool. 

War organization: I In the National army, Nsuta oc<;upied the 
position known as Benkum nawase, i. e. they were under the com
mand of Asumegya on the left wing, and on the left of the Asante 
Hene. The Nsuta Chief held a gun known as Santuo or Abakuma tuo, 
a sign that he was related to the Royal House of Kumasi. On p. 267 
is a plan of the battle formation of the Nsuta army when acting as an 
independent unit. 

When Nsuta and Kumasi were on a campaign, Nsuta would not 
fight on a Sunday unless the Asante Hene gave him a boy and sheep 
for the Stool, 'because his Ntoro was Bosomtwe '. 

Nsuta ' Oaths': The Nsuta great' oath' is Duruman, the Aseda 
for which was from £2 7s. od. (soa ne domma). Duruman is a village 
between Nkoranza and Kintampo. The 'oath' refers to the cam
paign in which the Nsuta army was defeated in the time of Nti Beko 
(see History of the Division). 

Fiara (Friday) is another Chief's' oath '. It is said to date from the 
time of Tutu Koko, who, defeated by the Fweafo (Ewe), fled to 
Kwahu. The Chief has also a household oath (ohene akora), which is 

I I omitted to record the Hom ca.lIs of the various commandeIS •. 







FIG. 77. An elephant-tail switcher at the Nsuta court FIG. 78. Queen Mother of the Adebi Stool (Nsuta) 
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I. The scouts, composed of the villagers of Adutwam. 2. The Twa/o (advance
guard), .comprising Atonsu, Kyebi, the Bal'im/o, and men of Danso. 3. The Brofo 
Hene, who is 'pusher' of the Twa/o; with him march the Abadiakyiri (heir apparent) 
and the Chiefs of Mpantuase and Kuroyi. 4. The Akwamu Hene, with Atwae and 
Ageitiase. 5. The Ko'nl;'. Hene, who is Adonlen (commander of the main body); with 
him are Anansu and Dadease. 6. The Akyeame Hene, with the villagers of Kyemso, 
Konya, Juaben Mma, Nkwabenemu, and Kwaem. 1. The Sana Hene, with Duamo_ 
8. The • pusher' of the Sana Hene, the Nsenia Hene. 9.' Pusher' of the Nsenia Hene, 
the Asokwa Hene. (See Fig. 75.) 10. The Head of the Stool-carriers with the Stool. 
u. Akomfore and Atene Chiefs. 12. The Chief, with whom, as a special body-guard, 
is the Gyasewa, with all his ftkuo save the Sana Hene.1 13. The Gyasefo. 14. The 
Kyidom (rear-guard), including Domakwa. IS. The left wing, Ntonsu, with whom is 
the Gyakye Hene. (See Fig. 72.) 16. The right wing (Asaman Hene), with Ayagyease. 

I • Because the /Oluo (leather bags) must be in front of the Chief.' 
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used by $e 'palace' attendants, and the punishment for its violation 
was a whipping and aseda of a bottle of gin. 

There is an oath me tan nana asumasi (I hate grandsire So-and-so), 
which was almost wholly proscribed, only being permitted to be used 
by the Chief on going to war, when it might be invoked to swear 
that, did the war captain who used it not return with the head of 
his enemy, then he had committed the terrible offence implied in the 
'oath '. 

'Ihe Queen Mothers' oath': She had, and still has, the household 
, oaths' which have already been recorded. 

'Ihe Ko'ntire Hene's ' oath' : Bereso Qit. upon the palm leaves). Its 
origin was as follows: The Ko'ntire Hene is Chief of the Wirempefo 
(who at Nsuta comprise Ko'ntire, Akwamu, Kyitlom, 'Iwafo, Akyeame 
Hene, Akonnuasoafo Hene, Asokwa, and Akyeremtule). When in the 
hut built in the ' bush' to house the blackened Stools and the W irem
peJo, he sleeps on palm leaves (here so). The Akwamu Hene has the 
same' oath '. 

Kyidom Hene's' oath': 'Iikwa Qit. shaven head). At the building 
of the W irempe camp, the K yitlom Hene had to carry sticks for build
ing the huts, on his head. 

BroJo Hene's' oath' : Amanehunu (a sorrowful event). 
'Iwafo Hene's 'oath': Kwesiara (Sunday). (I did not obtain in

formation as to its exact significance.) 
Akyeame Hene's' oath': Amanehunu. (See above, BroJo Hene.) 
Gyase Hene's 'oath': Ntoa (a powder-belt 1). It refers to the 

disaster mentioned in the Nsuta History in the reign of Amankwa. 
Gyasewa Hene's ' oath': Futuom (an empty house). 

DifJision oj Head Chiefs aseda in 'oath' cases in olden times: 
The [,2 7s. oJ. was divided as follows: Mataho,I 7s. for the okyeame; 

about IS. 6d. for the Queen Mother ; IS. for the Stool-carriers; cyJ. 
for the Okyeame; IS. for the Sana Hene; IS. 6d. for Juaben Mma 
Hene; 9d. for children and grandchildren of the Chief; IS. for the 
gate-keeper arid umbrella-carriers; 9d. for the young Adehye (mem
bers of the royal blood). All these amounts had just been guessed at, 
being collected from the pile of gold-dust on the finger-nail of the 
Treasurer. The balance of the dust was now weighed, and divided 
into two equal parts;'i one half went to the Stool, i.e. the Chief, the 

• See p. II4 • 
• H any of the BiremfHJfl were actually present at the trial the division would be into 

three parts: one to the Stool, one to the Biremport. and one to the MpanyimfD. 
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other halfwas given to the Ko'ntire Hene, who, after x:emoving a pinch 
with his saflJa (spoon used for gold-dust), divided the remainder into 
seven equal shares, which were distributed among theKo' ntire, A kwamu, 
Okyeame H ene, K yiaom, Gyase, Brofo and 1: wafo Chiefs. Each of these, 
again, would divide his particular share among his own immediate 
dependents. 

Under the remaining various headings, Nsuta ana Kumasi great 
'oath' cases; Appeals to the Asante Hene; Sources of Revenue; Enstool
ment and aestooiment ceremonies, an examination of these subjects did 
not disclose any new or unusual features requiring special notice; 
one and all exhibited the common features with which previous Stool 
Histories have now made us familiar. 

Other Stool Histories: In the course of my last fifteen months' tour 
in Ashanti, I also examined, on the spot, the History and Constitution 
ofNkoranza, Tekiman, Wain, and Banda. Even in these more remote 
areas--remote, that is, from the capital Kumasi-I found everywhere 
confirmation and repetition of the main features of the Historical and 
Constitutional surveys which have now been presented. Further 
repetition, though possibly interesting to anyone who happened to be 
an official in these parts, would, I fear, unduly strain the patience 
of the general reader. I have therefore decided to omit them 
from the present volume, contenting myself with the inclusion of the 
photographs of many of the Chiefs and Elders, both men and women, 
whose names are household words in these parts. These, and the other 
portraits contained in this volume, will serve, I hope, as a kind of 
National picture gallez:y (incomplete, of course, for there are many 
regrettable omissions) of some of the men and women who helped by 
their courage, devotion, and administrative ability, to weld their 
countz:ymen into the Nation whose laws and Constitution are de
scribed in this volume. I 

I Fig. 83 gives a genealogy of Nsuta Chiefs and Queen Mothers. 
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KOMFO ANOTCHE I 

BEFORE I finish what is perhaps more of an historical than a legal 
record, and pass on to an examination of Ashanti Law and Pro

cedure, I will endeavour, as it may be of interest, to fill a gap in the 
annals of this people which every student of Ashanti History, whether 
European or Mrican, must often have wished to bridge. 

Every nation has possessed some great man whose life and work 
have profoundly influenced the future of the race; to this general 
axiom Ashanti is no exception. Osai Tutu, the first Chief of Kumasi 
to become Asante Hene, occupies a proud position among Ashanti 
National heroes, but I think that no Ashanti, with a knowledge of his 
own traditional history, would contradict me, were I to give first place 
among many great Ashanti men and women to the ' priest' Anotche, 
or Komfo Anotche, as he is generally called even by Europeans. Sir 
Francis Fuller, a former Chief Commissioner of Ashanti, has described 
him as 'the Cardinal Wolsey' of Ashanti. Many educated Ashanti 
have, without irreverent intent, spoken ofhim to me as' the Ashanti 
Christ '. I think it is not an exaggeration to state that Ashanti, which 
I have endeavoured to describe in this and in my previous volumes, 
was largely of' his making, in its national and religious move
ments. Komfo Anotche lived and died more than two hundred 
years ago, and his life, work, and death are so much obscured by myth 
and interwoven with legend as to render an attempt at an authentic 
biography somewhat difficult. His direct descendants a are, however, 
still alive. One of them occupies an· important Divisional Stool, 
that of Agona. I thought, therefore, that I could not do better 
than go to this Chieffor the information for which I sought. It is to 
Kojo Apao (see Fig. 85), Chief of the Agona Division, that I am in
debted for the following account of his ancestor's life, and also for 
permission to attend the interesting ceremony at Agona Akyempim, 
which will presently be described. As in the case of the Stool histories 
which have preceded this chapter, I will give the story of Komfo 
Anotche's life as nearly as possible in the words of his descendant, the 

r Also sometimes spelled Anotchi and Anokyi. 
• Through the female line. 
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narrative being recounted in the vernacular, of which the following 
is a free translation: _ 

Kwame Frimpon Anotche Kotowbere I was the son of a Amea 
Gyata, who had come forth from a spot in Adanse called the Bona 
Bom (the Bona rock). Amena Gyata died in Adanse, leaving a daugh
ter, Nana Dufie Gyampontima, and a son, Dampte, who later became 
a priest. Amea Gyata belonged to the Asenie clan. This clan later 
left Adanse and went to 'Santemanso, and later again to Nkuruoso 
(near Bonwere). Various members of the Asenie clan founded Stools 
which afterwards became famous. Thus, Adu founded Aduaben; 
Akosa Yadom founded Amakum; Sa Kodie Date founded Agona 
Akyempim, near the present town of Agona. Anotche was born at 
Adanse Akrokyere, and was the second son of Dwirawiri Kwa (an 
Asenie woman) and of an Adanse man called Kyei Birie. Dwirawiri 
Kwa was the daughter of Nana Dufie Gyampontima. Adu Twumu
wu had married a man called Twumasi Amponsem, who was a brother 
of Owusu Panyin, who was the husband of Manu, the mother ofOsai 
Tutu.a Anotche's elder brother was Yamoa, who also became a priest. 

-He was killed along-with Obiri Yaboa in the Domina war. Anotche 
was stated to have been born already holding two lumps of nufa 
(medicine made into balls or cones) and a bodua(cow's tail) in his hand. 
As a child he would disappear for days at a time; he once jumped and 
stood on a flower called Fwentema. When still a youth, he com
menced to travel. [In these wanderings,_legends grew up around the 
places he visited, these spots being' cursed' or ' blessed' according to 
the reception given to him.] 

At Effiduase lived a weaver, called Babu, whom Anotche informed 
that he would die three days after he had finished a cloth which he 
was weaving at that time. To delay the completion of his task, Babu 
used to pass his shuttle through the shed only once or twice each 
year.3 At Ntonso he was using the village latrine, and was abused by 
the villagers for fouling one of the cross-sticks. He invoked a curse 
upon the town and foretold that quarrels would arise whenever it 
became necessary to make a new latrine. The Ntonso villagers there-

J Ko/OttJbere means literally' (to whom) they weary of kneeling '. 
S Komfo Anotche and the great Osai Tutu were thus related, an interesting and 

hitherto unrecorded fact in Ashanti history. 
, The subterfuge of this African Penelope gave rise to the Ashanti saying which is used 

to designate the work of anyone who is inordinately slow at any task: Wo lIyon Bab" 
a/ama lIyon (You are weaving a cloth in the manner of Babu's weaving). For an account 
pf Ashanti weaving see Religion and.Art ill Askall/i, Chapter XXIV. 
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fore invented a new kind of latrine which did not necessitate much 
constant renovation. At Apa the villagers laughed at him when he 
wished them to adopt the god .Ahoasu as one of their deities, and he 
caused all the subsequent generations to be born with thin lips and 
protruding teeth. The blacksmiths of Fumasua, a village near Ku
masi, once refused to forge him anatiC1'e (sickle), and he prophesied 
that the villagers would always be toilers at the forge and never grow 
rich. At that time when Komfo Anotche was growing to manhood, 
Osai Tutu was in Denkyira, where he had been sent as an elephant
tail switcher to Amponsem, the King of Denkyira. Here Osai Tutu 
had had an intrigue with a woman called.Ako Abena, a sister of Am
ponsem, and wife of one of the Elders of Denkyira. The child later 
born to Ako Abena, of whom the father was alleged to be Osai Tutu, 
became the famous Ntim Gyakari. Osai Tutu, as the result of the 
discovery of this intrigue, had to flee for his life. He went to Akwamu, 
where his spiritual father resided-the god Tutu-whom Manu, 
Osai Tutu's mother, had consulted before his birth. Meanwhile, 
Anotche had wandered to Akwapim,I and visited Awukugua and 
Apiride and learned all about medicines, amulets, and charms. 

Osai Tutu met Anotche in Akwamu. The latter was a prisoner, 
having committed some offence for which he had been fastened to a 
log. Osai Tutu obtained his release. At this time Obiri Yaboa was 
on the Oyoko Stool at Kumasi, and had gone to war with the Domina. 

-He was killed.in the fighting that ensued, as was alsoAnotche's brother, 
Yamoa. Osai Tutu was summoned from Akwamu to come to Kumasi. 
The Chief of Akwamu gave him thirty men from Annum to accom
pany him. These men were under Annum Asamoa, who became the 
first .Adum Hene of Kumasi. Mter Osai Tutu had set out, the Chief 
of Akwamu regretted having allowed him to depart, and sent after 
him; the party was overtaken while crossing the Volta in a canoe. 
The canoe men ceased paddling, when Osai Tutu seized one of them 
and cut off his head, 'casting it into the rapids. a This enabled them to 
escape. Osai Tutu was enstooled at Kumasi, and Komfo Anotche 
succeeded his brother, Yamoa. The powerful Chiefs at this time were 
Kyereme Sikafo-the Domina Chief who had killed Obiri Yaboa-and 
the head of the .Asenie, the Amakum Chief. The villages of Bekwai, 

! This probably gave rise to the report sometimes heard, that Anotche was an Akwapim 
man • 

• This was the origin of the phrase used by executioners when declaiming before the 
Asante Bene: Kantanln-ankyiAyeboafo fJ)(J twa bi ato fweam'ani (Double-edged sword, the 
Helper, you have cut off some one's head, and it fell on the face of the rapids). 
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Nsuta, Kokofu, Juaben, and Kontenase were all ruled by Oyoko, and 
were thus already bound to Osai Tutu by the common tie of blood. 
[What Komfo Anotche now achieved was the amalgamation of the 
other clans-Beretuo, Asona (Offinsu and Ejisu), and Asenie (Amakum) 
-under Osai Tutu, to fight the Dominas, whose Chief was anAduana. 
So remarkable did this achievement seem to the Ashanti, who were 
accustomed to the isolation and strict independence of the numerous 
petty Chiefs, that they ascribed the feat to Anotche's magical powers.] 
He accomplished this unity by means of his medicines. The hitherto 
independent Chiefs met at Amoako, and were given palm wine to 
drink mixed with medicine, the mixture being afterwards known as 
ngyegyesa. Their combined forces met Kyereme Sikafo's at Topere. 
manukwanta [near the site of the oldW.A.F.F. officers' mess at Kumasi] 
and defeated them, k!lling the Domina Adonten Hene,Akyerekokogyan. 
Instead of killing the Domina Chief, as was the Ashanti custom with 
the defeated general of the enemies' forces,Komfo Anotche decreed 
that he should be appointed soul-washer to Osai Tutu, presenting him 
with a gold plate (dwinie) as his badge of office to suspend round the 
neck by pine-apple fibre.I This victory against the Domina had been 
achieved in the following manner. Before the commencement of the 
campaign, the army leaders told Komfo Anotche that his brother had 
promised them the victory in the previous war, which had ended in 
their defeat and in the death ofObiri Yaboa, and they demanded a 
sign from Anotche that they would be victorious. Komfo Anotche 
therefore bade Amankwatia, who had followed Osai Tutu from Ak
wamu, to stand at Diakomfoase,a where he told him he would meet a 
leopard. He ordered Amankwatia to lead the leopard by its left paw 
and bring it to him. Amankwatia did as he was told, met a leopard, 
and led it to Anotche by the left paw. Osai Tutu then cut off its head. 
Its skin was made into a hat for Amankwatia, and he was given the 
title of Ko'ntire Hene (Commander of the fighters). The skull of the 
leopard was buried at Toperemanukwanta. Anotche then asked Osai 
Tu tu for one of his 'sons'. He was given one Saben, a son of Obiri 
Yaboa. A shield was made and given to him, and he was told that so 
long as the front of the shield was presented towards the enemy, 
they would retreat. Saben was also informed that the taboo of the 
shield was palm wine. Anotche then ordered Osai Tutu to make 
afona (swords) and hand them out to his commanders, and he decreed 

J See AshaM, Fig. 52, and p. 143. 
• See ReZigilm and Art in Ashami, Fig. 45, and p. I13. 

D~ T 
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the fo~m of an oath that they should take. This is how the taking ( 
an oath before going to a war was instituted. Komfo Anotche hirr: 
self took one of the swords and, standing before Osai Tutu, swore 
Me ka Osai' se, se me boa wo ama wakyere K yereme Sikafo, na menko 11. 

gwane •.. (I speak the name of the father of Osai, that I will help yo 
to catch Kyereme Sikafo, and that if I do not fight but run away, the 
have I violated the oath). All the commanders took a similar oatl 
The fighting lasted seven days, and the combatants had not anythiIJ 
to eat. One day,Ohene 'ba Saben saw a woman carrying a pot of pall 
wine. He forgot all about the taboo, and drank, and turned the fa( 
of his shield away from the enemy, who rallied and turned upon tl 
Ashanti, who retreated to Apeboso [near the site of the present Scotti! 
Mission Church in Kumasi]. Anotche was accused of having deceive 
the Ashanti, but was able to show how Saben had violated the tabol 
All the swords that had been made were now cast~ by Anotche's order 
into the stream called Awomfana [now drained; it formerly flowe 
near the present W.A.F.F. lines]; new swords were forged and tl 
oaths again taken. Saben was warned that he would be killed in tl 
fighting. This was the origin of the horn call, 'Whatever happen 
Saben will die '. The Ashanti (as related above) were now victoriou 
Komfo Anotche now set out to make the Golden Stool. He ha 
found that, when united under one Head, the Ashanti were stronj 
A test was made to find out who this Head should be. Komfo Anotcl: 
took three cuttings of a tree called Kumnini (kill the python). One 1 
caused to be planted at Ju:tben, one at Kumawu, and the third: 
Kumasi., Those at Kumawu and Juaben died, that at Kumasi grev 
Hence Kumasi I was chosen as the new Head. Anotche next burie 
gold, silver, brass, copper, lead, and iron bars at the spot known ; 
Dwabirim [where the post office now stands], thus making the ne 
power to stand firm. Kyereme Sikafo's obosom (god) was Tano, an 
Anotche captured its spirit and put it in a, brass pan and appointe 
one Dansu as its custodian. Anotche also buried a python under tl 
sumpere (raised earthen platform) upon which Osai Tutu sat on gre: 
occasions. Osai Tutu now exercised a certain authority over othe 
Chiefs, and compelled them to come to Kumasi if called uPO] 
The third Domina war how arose. Kyereme Sikafo had died, and ha 
been succeeded by his nephew, Domina Kusi. He rebellea again: 
Osai Tutu and was defeated. He was not killed, as is so common] 
stated, but was sent to Asokore Mampon, where Anotche had cause 

I Kumasi was formerly known as • Kwaman '. 
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a temple to be built, to be a priest to the Sky-god (Nyame).This 
temple has now fallen down. Domina Kusi had two sisters, Ofuwa 
and Asiedua, both of whom Komfo Anotche married. Asiedua gave 
birth to Agyapa, and Ofuwa to Beresiama. This was before the third 
Domina war. Komfo Anotche had not yet come to Agona ; his vil
lage was Nlruruoso, near Asokore Mampon. At this time the Taffowere 
very powerful; they had not taken any part in the Domina wars; 
their ntahera horns and fontomfrom drums could be heard in Kumasi. 
Osai Tutu demanded that these instruments should be handed over, 
and when the Taffo refused, attacked and defeated them, capturing 
their Chief, Safo Akonton, who was killed. His brother, Koroboa,' 
was put on his Stool. This is how fontomfrom drums and ntahera horns 
first came to Kumasi. Mter the defeat of the Taffo, Osai Tutu heard 
of the great wealth of the Chief of Sefwi, Brumankama. He sent to 
Denkyira to get powder and guns from Ntim Gyakari, who was now 
King of Denkyira.a Ntim Gyakari refused, saying that Brumankama 
could breathe fire from his mouth and was like a sa.sabonsam.3 Komfo 
Anotche advised Osai Tutu to go to Sefwi with his own army. This 
he did; Brumankama was defeated. Among the loot captured were 
many articles of European manufacture, the aya kese and dwete kU1'Uwa, 
and the kU1'Uwa kese,4 which were brought to Kumasi. Brumankama's 
successor, Akesantifo, was enstoo1ed and' drank the gods' to serve 
Osai Tutu. One of the Asafo Chiefs, the Akwamu Hene, was ap
pointed his Adam/o. The King of Denkyira now increased his de
mands for tribute. [Originally, as we have seen, the form this tribute 
took was the supplying of such simple articles as were in everyday use 
among a primitive people, i. e. firewood, red clay, baha fibre, and the 
performance of menial services. We can thus trace the progress in 
wealth and in 'civilization that had already been made in Ashanti, 
which resulted in these primitive levies being changed to demands 
more in keeping with the new era of advancement which had un
doubtedly been in progress in Ashanti for possibly some hundred years 
before the final overthrow of Denkyira.] When the envoys from 
Denkyira arrived with these demands Komfo Anotche caused Osai 
Tutu to summon all the outlying Chiefs who had taken part in the 

I Koroboa was later made a Stool·carrier to the Golden Stool. The genius of Komfo 
Anotche in conciliating captured enemies, and giving them important positions Dear the 
King, is seeD in this as in the previous cases of the Domina Chiefs. 

• According to this traditional history, Osai Tutu's own SOD. 

S See RtligiOtt and Art i" Ashaflli, Fig. 19 • 
• See foot'Dote, p. 314, Ashaflli. 
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Domina wars, to come to Kumasi. Meanwhile he procured some 
medicine which he mixed with palm wine. A great meeting was held, 
Osai Tutu sat on the sumpere (raised mound) beneath which the py_ 
thon was buried. The messengers from N tim Gyakari stood before 
them and renewed their demands. They were answered by a shout 
rentua 0, pa fwi! ry.1e shall not pay, pa fwi l) I The Juaben Hene, 
Adakwa Yiadom, picked up an afona called Domfonsan, and strud 
Berebere (or Abebrese), wounding him and cutting off one of his ears, 
The messengers were sent back to Denkyira. All the people now askec 
Komfo Anotche what they should do. He said he would help them 
provided he was given one thousand of everything in the world. Tc 
this they agreed. Anotche said they must prepare for three years, anc 
meantime not make any other wars. Guns and powder were brough1 
from Korankye Abo (now Grand Bassam). Meanwhile Anotche wen1 
to Denkyira, where he turned into a red-skinned girl and sat in the 
market selling fish. Ntim Gyakari's servants saw her, and reported tc 
their master that they had seen a beautiful fair-skinned girl in the 
market selling fish. The fish Anotche was selling he had mixed wit11 
medicine so that the heart of anyone who ate them would become like 
that of a woman. Ntim Gyakari took the fish seller as his concubine, 
and while he was asleep Anotche took his heart and then escaped anc 
returned to Kumasi; Komfo Anotche next told Osai Tutu to find ~ 
stool carver. A man from the village of Asekyerewa was sent for, and 
he was ordered to make two Stools. A log of wood was cut into two; 
that part which had grown nearest to the roots was made into a Stool 
for Osai Tutu, the other half into a Stool for Komfo Anotche. Osai 
Tutu's Stool was called Osai Tutu Amoampon; Komfo Anotche's, 
Anotche Amoampon. Mter the Stools had been carved, Anotche be
came possessed and danced. Something descended from the sky whicb 
Komfo Anotche caught.~ This, and the heart of Ntim Gyakari, whicb 
had become ashes, were put into the central part of the Stool, and the 
Chief Kuroboa of Taffo was appointed as its carrier. 

An albino was now set upon the Stool. Komfo Anotche strud 
him upon the head, and he disappeared into the Stool. At the same 
time Anotche made the following laws : 

(a) Albinos were not to be sacrificed to the Stool. 

I Pa fwi! is an exclamation always used by town criers at the tenrunation of theil 
proclamation. See Ashanti, p. 158, n • 

• See another version of the origin of the Stool itself in ibid., Chapter XXIII. 
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(b) All albinos were to be sent to Kumasi to become Stool-carriers 

of the new Stool 
(c) An albino or light-skinned man was never to sit on the Stool. 
Anotche ordered seven bells to be made to hang on the Stool, three 

of gold, one of silver, one of copper, one of iron, and one of brass, 
which he said represented seven Kings who would all be powerful; 
after whose time the power of Ashanti would wane. Of the ' medi
cine' which had been used in the making of the Stool, he took what 
remained, and mixing it with copper, distributed pieces to all Chiefs 
who possessed blackened Stools, thus sharing with all some of the 
power which lay in the Stool. Anotche also told Osai Tutu. that 
some one must be selected to command the army in the coming war. 
Boahinanantuo, Chief of Mampon, was selected.1 He had a sister 
(8ab ?) who was barren. Anotche bade her go to the stream called 
Oda and take some sand. This sand he mixed with medicine and 
gave to the woman, bidding her sprinkle it on a mat, upon which he 
told her to lie face downwards for seven days, after which she would 
conceive. This woman eventually bore Mamiampon, who' was the 
child of the Oda.a Anotche now asked for a volunteer who would be 
the nrst to die in the impending battle. Kodia, of Kumawu, caine 
forward. He asked what he should receive in return,and was pro
mised that members of his royal clan would for ever be exempt from 
capital punishment, and he also was given the land up to the Volta. 

Again, Anotche asked for a man who would allow himself to be cut 
into pieces, that each wound he received might save the life of an 
Ashanti in battle. Duku Pim, the Ejisu Hene, volunteered. He, like 
Kodia of Kumawu, was promised that his descendants would never be 
killed. Komfo Anotche also ordered Osai Tutu to give one of his own 
half-brothers who must die in the war. Bobie, the Chief of Bonwere, 
was chosen. His descendants, besides being exempt from capital 
punishment, were to be given the right to use oyoko man cloth on 
their umbrellas.] A national army was organized with the important 
military posts held by the greater Chiefs. During the battle with the 
Denkyira army, Anotche climbed a kyenkyen tree along with his son, 
Agyapa, leaving the impress of his sandals upon the tree. Anotche 
looked down on Ntim Gyabri and saw him playing Wari 4 with one 

• Anotche predicted he would die seven days after the battle. 
• Mampon Chiefs until recently used always to present a sheep to Agona when they 

passed that town on the way to Kumasi. 
, See Rtligitm and Art i. As", .. ti, Fig. 132, No. 104-
4 See ibid., Chapter XXXII. 
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of his wives: golden fetters were around his ankles. Anotche also 
made a' silk cotton tree to expand and spread out like a fence to receive 
the enemies' fire. The Denkyira also had a famous priest on their side. 
called Kyerekye, and one pitted his ~agic against the other. Anotche 
had tied a mot in an elephant's tusk and sent it to Kyerekye I to untie. 
(See Fig. 86.) N tim Gyakarl was exhorted by his kwadwumJo (minstrels), 
whose noses he had cut off to enable them to sing the more sweetly, 
and whose. flesh he had scraped from their arms that they might clash 
their arm bones together in time to their music, while they sang Ako 
Ahena Damua oyi kwan ha Kotoko Ntim (' Ako Abena the son of the 
Bamua bird who clears the path, Kotoko l'9'tim '). The Juaben cap
tured Ntim Gyakari; the spot is marked to this day by a kola tree 
which bears white nuts (Dese Hene), which sprang from a kola nut 
which Ntim was chewing when he was captured. Mter Ntim Gya
karl's death, his nephew, Boadu Akafu, was enstooled, after' drinking 
the gods' that he would serve Osai Tutu. The Okyeame, known as the 
Gyakye Hene, was appointed as his AdamJo. Komfo Anotche was now 
given one thousand of everything; all Ashanti contributed save Jua
ben, who claimed exemption on the plea that they killed Ntim Gya
kari, until Anotche sent a cadaver ant, which entered the ear of the 
Chief ofJ uaben and whispered, 'Bring the award of the priestAnotche '. 
Kumasi at this time was very swampy. Anotche, by his magic, drained 
the Suben river. Its real name was Agyempansu, but Anotche changed 
the name to Suben, calling it after the stream which flows near 'Sante
manso. Anotche now requested permission to return to his village at 
Agona Akyempim. Agyapa,a his son, remained at Kumasi with Osai 
Tutu. Mter the battle of Feyiase, a famine in salt arose, owing to the 
closing of the Coast roads. Komfo Anotche said the shortage could 
be stopped by the sacrifice of an albino) One was accordingly killed 
at the spot in Kumasi knom as Ahoraso. A hut was built here, and 
a young girl, who had not yet had her menses, was set to live in it as 
a custodian and to cook food for the spi~t of the albino. She had the 
right to exact a toll on all market produce entering Kumasi. Her face 
was smeared with white clay.4 Anotche removed to Agona Akyempim 

I Hence the hom call, Me ni Kyerekye so (I make excrement upon Kyerekye) . 
• He was given the village of Ahyeresua, which stood near the site of the present 

Wesleyan College. 
s But see p. 276. 
4 The descendants of this woman actually sat here until 1895, and the last person to 

do so appeared before me, when I took the photograph reproduced here (see Fig. 87). • It 
was good luck for anyone on whose produce I exacted my toll; if she were a barren woman, 
she would bring forth; if poor, she would prosper. My taboos were, being assaulted, or 



FIG. 86. 'Anotche tied a knot in an elephant's tusk' 

FIG. 87. Abora of Agona 



FIG. 88. 'The ground was strewn with a number 
of small perforated pots' 
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about three years after the battle of Feyiase. He became very wealthy 
and had always scales hanging in his dampon, J in which he weighed out 
gold-dust which he lent to others free of interest. Anotche instituted 
the national Odwira ceremony.' Even after he retired to his village, 
Anotche used to travel. He went to Attabubu and gave them a metal 
drum and a metal bowl) He is also stated to have accompanied Osai 
Tutu to a war against Abo of Bontuku. At last Anotche informed 
Osai Tutu that he was about to set out in quest of a medicine against 
death. He asked Osai Tutu to call his nephew, Kwame Siaw, and all 
the Elders of Agona Akyempim to come to Kumasi. When they did 
so, he informed them that he would be absent seven years and seventy
seven days and nights, and that during all that time no one must 
weep or fire a gun, or mourn for him, although he appeared to be dead. 
He returned to Agona Akyempim, and entered his house, which stood 
on the very spot where we visited yesterday,4 and there he 'died '. 
Before he did so he gave orders that he was not to be disturbed for 
seven years and seventy-seven days and nights. The town was placed 
in charge of his Elders. For seven years and seventy days his 
orders were obeyed, when his nephew at length declared that his 
uncle was really dead, and that people should weep and that guns 
should be fired. The door of the room was opened; the chamber was 
found to be empty. On that very day, a man from Mampon was 
passing Agona, when at the place called Abetene (tall palm-tree S) he 
was addressed by a man who inquired what was happening at Agona 
Akyempim, as guns were being fired and people wailing. He replied 
that they were holding the funeral custom of Komfo Anotche. The 
man then said that he was Komfo Anotche, that he had obtained the 
medicine against death, and was returning with it, but as his kinsfolk 
had disobeyed his orders, he would go away for ever, and the Ashanti 
would never find the medicine against death, whose great taboo 6 was 
the holding of a funeral custom. 

The foregoing account does not particularly enlarge upon the work 
of Komfo Anotche as a law-maker. The student of Ashanti law and 
touching a cow. I used to place food for the albino, and ask for children for the childless, 
money for the poor, long life for the Agona Hene, and prosperity for the Nation. The 
king used to come and visit me where I sat.' 

I See Chapter VII. • See Religion and Art in Ashanli, Chapter XII. 
, A description of this appeared in Ashan/i, p. 315. It was found to be thineenth-

century Moorish workmanship. 4 See account which follows. 
, This place was later renamed OuJuoso (the place of death). I was taken to the spot by 

the Chief of Agona; the palm-tree had long ago disappeared. 
6 The word for taboo in Ashanti means, literally, • something hated '. 
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custom, h~wever, continually receives in answer to the question, 
'Why is such and such a rule observed? ' the reply, ' We do not know; 
Komfo Anotche made this a law'. This applies to all such observ
ances as clan exogamy, the keeping of Thursday as a day when no one 
might work in the fields, the forbidding of marriage with grandchil
dren, the prohibition to marry into the other half of the clan moiety. 
It is highly improbable that Anotche was the originator of any of these 
rules. What he probably did was to establish, by edict, long-existing 
customs which were possibly already beginning to disappear. In any 
case, we may be assured, by the success which attended his efforts as a 
legislator, that his utterances and codes of conduct were based upon 
a profound knowledge of the past of the scattered tribes, whom by his 
genius he welded into a Nation. The last words ascribed to this re
markable man almost compel one to see in them an allegorical signi
ficance. The Ashanti would never find' the medicine against death " 
said he, because they had violated its great taboo, which was the 
holding of funeral lamentations for the dead. Death is only death 
because we persist in making that great change ever an occasion for 
mourning. 

A (Count oj a ceremony in the forest at the site oj Anotche's village, Agona 
Akyempim. 

We proceeded first to the Abosomfie (house of the gods), not far 
from the Chief of Agona's 'palace '. The room contained Komfo 
Anotche's obosom, Boboduru, and on the left of its shrine the shrines 
of Ahoma and Tano Ayeboafo. An attendant held a white umbrella 
above these shrines, and the priestess, Nana Ohia, a gun-carrier, and 
a sumankwani (fetish doctor) stood behind them. The room con
tained several Stools. One was a wooden replica of Edinkira's famous 
Golden Stool, and the remainder, I was told,were the Stools ofOpon 
Panyin, Komfo Anotche, and Kwame Boakye. A number of afona 
(ceremonial swords) lay against the shrines, and also a gold disk 
(aawinie). A libation was poured upon each shrine and the following 
words were spoken: 

N' adaworoma, Englis' Bron; one Ohene asase yi so anopa yi ye ne no ye 
be ma wo akye; ye sere kwan ako sra amanfoo, mma bone biara mma; 
yenko na yemera dwo dwo; me kita me nsa m' gwan de ko ma Asamanfo. 

, By your favour, the English white man and the Chief of this land 
have come this morning to greet you; we beg permission to explore 
(where this people came from). Do not permit any evil to befall us, 
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let us go and return in peace; I hold a sheep in my hand to go and give 
to the spirits.' 

The Chief, preceded by the Stools, then set off for the little village 
of Akrofonso, which is situated a short distance from Agona. I fol
lowed later with the Queen Mother and the priestess of the Kyekyere 
ObOIDm, and on the way overtook the men carrying the ntumpane drums; 
we took them alongwith us in the car. On our arrival atAkrofonso, the 
usual courtesies were shown to the Head-man of the village, including 
a brief visit to his Stools, upon which wine was poured. While these 
ceremonies were going on, I walked to the outskirts of the village, and 
was shown a great odan tree, pitted with the marks of bullets. The 
Elder who accompanied me stated that this tree was called the odan 
gye abo (the odan which receives bullets). He stated that shots fired 
by an enemy, even in a battle far remote from this spot, used to lodge 
themselves in the tree. We now set out for Agona Akyempim, which 
lies about a mile from Akrofonso. Leaving the main Asaman road, we 
turned to the left and entered the forest, passing down a narrow path 
that had been newly cleared by the Chief of Akrofonso, who was the 
custodian of the place. We came first to a stone on the left of the path, 
marking the site of the house of Agyapa, 1 Komfo Anotche's son, whose 
descendant is the present Ko'ntire Hene of Agona. A little farther on, 
we came upon a gun-barrel stuck in the ground, beside which lay a 
small pot. This, I was informed, marked the site of the entrance to 
Komfo Anotche's house. Here the path was barred by a man who 
demanded a payment of a domma (7/.) before we were allowed to 
proceed farther. This gun-barrel had belonged to a gun in the actual 
possession of Anotche. Passing on, we next came to a small apa (rack) 
made in triangular shape, upon which rested an old metal vessel. 
I could just distinguish engraved upon it a pair of scales, a crab, and 
the double-headed, single-bellied crocodile symbol, known in Ashanti 
asfulItumfrefu, denkyemfrefu.z This, I was informed, marked the site 
of the dabere (sleeping room) of Agyapa. Here the party turned sharply 
to the left, and presently we came upon a mound which I was in
formed was the remains of the house of Komfo Anotche's favourite 
wife, Bukyia Mansa. We proceeded through the forest; the site of 
the market-place was pointed out; and finally we came to a rude 
fence made of adweno branches, with a narrow entrance through which 
we passed, leaving the ntumpane, mpebi, nkrawira, and mpintini drums 

I His burial·place is seen in Fig. 92. • See Fig. 126, NO.5, Ashanti: 
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on the far ~ide. The Chief walked up to a great wawa tree, between 
the enormous buttress roots of which he took up his position, seated 
beneath his big white umbrella; the Queen Mother sat on the left, 
and the blackened Stools were set, resting on a strip of bark cloth, in 
front. Before him was a rack, upon the platform of which rested an 
ancient metal bowl which contained another but smaller vessel. Below 
the rack were two triangul~r tables upon which were set European 
plates; an old gun-barrel was stuck up in the ground beside them. A 
few feet distant, the ground was strewn with a number of small per
forated pots, known as nkosena (small war pots) (see Fig. 88), in which 
Anotche is stated to have prepared the medicine which he made to 
ensure the victory over the Denkyira at Feyiase. I was told that 
Anotche could put liquid in these pots without its running out of the 
holes. It was stated that there were ~eventy-seven of these vessels in 
all, but that they would' come and go " that is, some days their num
ber would be found not to reach this total. The great wawa tree 
marks the site of the room in which Anotche ' died'. The following 
ceremony then took place. 

The priest of the. god,Bobop.]lru, by name Nkansa, was detailed to 
go and stand in front of the ntumpane drummers and give them the 
names of each of the Chiefs of Agona, commencing with that of Opon 
Panyin, with the mmerane (titles) of each. These were drummed, 
ending with the customary rlamirifa (alas!) (see Fig. 89). On the 
name of Komfo Anotche being called upon the drums, the priests and 
priestesses present began to quiver and shake. Two knel.t down in front 
of the rack containing the metal bowl. Anotche's spirit had come 
upon them. As soon as the drums were silent an old priestess called 
Ajua Ohyia, of the Tano obosom, went round rubbing a little white 
clay upon every one's head, commencing with the Chief, and quite 
naturally and unconcernedly including me while on her round.I 

There was now a short interval, during which the asokwafo (horn
blowers) sounded the following words on their instruments: 

Anotche e! 
Nne ye be hu okomfo nne (repeated three times). 
Wo tiri kyeku, 
Wo nan kyeku; 
Nne ye be hu okomfo, nne. 
Anotche e! 

I She later informed me that this was done to welcome the spirits, and she further 
stated it assured long life to the recipients. 



FIG. 89. The drums at the ceremony 
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(Anotche e! To-day we shall see who is a priest to-day. 
Your head is overgrown (with hair ?), 
Your legs are overgrown; 
To-day we shall see who is a priest, to-day.)1 

Every one now arose, and the Chief poured a libation into the bowl 
already mentioned, first speaking the name of each ofhis ancestors and 
then saying:z • Kwame Boakye, Boakye Tenten, Boakye Yiadom, here 
is wine for you, you and the Europeans walked together. Your grand
sire, Komfo Anotche, made the Ashanti nation, and he made many 
kinds of laws for us that we might rule the people. He foretold that 
when an Ashanti King should break his laws, the red man would come 
and take the Ashanti people, and this prophecy also is fulfilled. To
day we and the English white man 3 are conducting the na!ion's 
affairs, and it is good he is doing for us, and as for me, it is the white 
man's law alone which I obey, since if you obey that law you will find 
peace, and it is a white man whom I have brought to this place; he 
has heard about you and he has come to find out if it is really true. 
Everything you have done I have told him about; indeed, I am still 
engaged upon it, and I beseech you to remind me that I may speak it 
all, and when he goes to the land of the white man far (Europe) and 
speaks, then they will perceive that of a truth you achieved something. 
We beg you for life; we beg you for prosperity.' 

As soon as he had finished this speech, he stepped forward and 
poured the last of the wine upon the blackened Stools. The Ko'ntif'1! 
Chief next rose up and gave the OkYl!ame of the Chief a bottle of gin 
to give to the 'Samanfo (spirits) with the message that he had lately 
been enstooled and that this was the first opportunity which he had 
of visiting this spot. This was duly done, the libation being poured 
into the metal bowl. The Chief of Akrofonso next presented his 
offering, asking the Chief to tell the spirits that it had been his inten
tion to give them a sheep, but that the one he had been saving for 

• This hom cUi is said to refer to the rivalry that once existed between Komfo 
Anotche and the priest of Ntim Gyakari. 

• KIINJ_ Boakye, Boakye Tmten, Boakye Yiadom, UIO rua ni 0, UIO ne Eng/is abrofo 
rtamJeye; "'" rtana Komfo Ano/the na obe ye Asanttinan, na okyeky. mara horOflJ ma ym a 
esl se ye fa so ye bu _... Oky., IIhom ae Asant. Hene se ato 1IIII'a a, tmipa koko ob.ba obefa 
Am .. """, .. , na IISO aha fII'. Nne Englis obruni na y. ne 110 ay •• Nso papa na 0 ye ylll na 
.... die obnmi _a IIko II na me di so. Eft s. "'" di ne _a so a, fDO ho dUlO. Na obrum 
na _ de 110 aha kG yi, ... u rtJO'nka na obepe a"'" $I IIOkware ampa a. NlIOma fDO yoye 
ttyina _ kG _ kyer. 110 "'PO me gu so. M. sw. "'" kohti me meIIko, na se oko Aburokyiri 
II, na oha, ", ku $I "'" y. hi ampa. Y. swe _ 1Ik1lNJ. ", sere II1tI IIkllNJkosa ... 

, i. e. the Governor. 
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this purpose had died, and as his coming there to-day had been un· 
expected, he had only brought a bottle of gin. The Chie~ in present· 
ing it to the spirits, added some words to the effect that the dono] 
was making new Stool regalia and would soon be able to come and 
visit them in a fitting state. Every one now rose up, and, descendin~ 
a slope, we came to a small stream known as Obosom Kobina (the goc 
Kobina). There are several legends as to how this stream first came 
into exis1;ence; one is to the effect that Anotche was boiling some 
medicine and that he quenched the fire which he was using with water, 
which became the stream, while the ashes of the fire became the rive] 
bed. The origin of the last part of this story was soon obvious, fOJ 
all, including the Chie~ began to dig with their hands in the be( 

of the stream, from which they drew out pieces of a black substance 
whic1iI later found to be lignite. Every one who found a piece of ill 
substance smeared three black lines upon his arms. The Chief theI 
r;turned and resumed his seat under the fOafOa tree. A tall priest no~ 
advanced holding a plate containing water, which he sprinkled on the 
Chief with a branch of a plant called sowa, saying as he did so, ' One 
of your wives died not long ago, so I am sprinkling you with water' 
Another man now went round sprinkling water on the assembly anc 
on the Stools and drums. A sheep was next led forwaId, held over the 
bowl which rested on the rack, and its throat was pierced by the Chief 
who said, 'Grandsire, lately Qit. these three days) my wife departed 
here is a sheep from my hands, and I have sprinkled myself wit1: 
water '. The sheep was then removed, its throat cut, the blood bein~ 
caught in a bowl, after which the sheep was cut up. Small pieces oj 
the meat, including part of the lungs, were placed in the bowl, on the 
Stools, and on the perforated pots, with the words: 'This is yours, 
this is yours.' Palm wine was now served out to all. Then the Head 
Okyeame said in a loud voice: r en hyira, hyira, hyira (' We invoke 

, blessings, blessings, blessings j, to which every one; replied, OkflS e. 
This ended the ceremony and we all returned home. I 

I A genealogy of the Chiefs of Agona, showing descent from Komfo Aootche. is giveJ 
in Fig. 98. 









FIG., 99. Begyina 'ba, Agona 

FIG. 97. Ohema, Agona 
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LAW AND PROCEDURE 

Introductory: 

A difficulty whiCh confronts the student of Ashanti Law and 
Il. Procedure is the necessity for considerable readjustment of 
preconceived legal classifications. A casual inquiry may not at first 
seem to reveal very serious differences between our own and the 
Ashanti legal systems. It is true thatwe find in Ashanti offences which 
seem to come under our heading of' civil' or 'criminal '. We find 
that there are types of wrongs which we might feel justified in classi
fying as ' offences against persons and property' and others that ap
pear readily to fall into the category of' Public or Private wrongs'. 
Any over-rigid adherence to classifications on such a familiar basis, 
however, without considerable readjustment, would only serve, in 
dealing with Ashanti Law, to perpetuate certain misunderstandings 
which already exist. There are many other features very familiar to 
us in our own system of justice, which we consider fundamental, and 
consequently might easily imagine would be part and parcel of any 
legal system, until we find that they are either contrary in many in
stances to the Ashanti.conception of justice, or do not find any place 
in their legal system. Our difficulty is accentuated by the fact that 
the 'primitive' African himself did not attempt any very minute 
classification of his own law, though it is hardly correct to state that 
, he accepts it as a whole, a unity, the thought of analysing which has 
never entered his head '.1 Some simple classificatory headings are 
essential for the examination of this subject, and these I shall en
deavour to outline in this chapter. 

In trying to follow, as far as possible, the stages in the evolution of 
Ashanti law, I cannot find any trace of a period which is often popularly 
deemed to have existed at the earliest stage of primitive culture-the 
era. when every man was supposed to be law unto himself, and self
redress was the only manner in which a wrong could be righted. Indeed, 
I am convinced that evolution in Ashanti was not on these lines. I have 
already hazarded the opinion that the African of these parts was, 
originally, essentially a peace-loving person. Within the kindred 

• PrimilifJe Law: E. Sidney Hartland, p. 9. 
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group, it is not improbable that he came as near to the keeping of the 
golden rule as many people in a much higher grade of culture. There 
is not a trace of the vendetta. This is the more remarkable, because 
corporate responsibility for every act was an established principle 
which survived even the advent of a powerful central public authority 
as the administrator of public justice. The causes of this curious 
phenomenon are probably at least twofold. One reason is to be traced 
to the psychology of the people themselves; they have ~doubtedly 
an innate leaning towards the acknowledgement of one of their mem
bers as a judge, a leader, a chief, a King; the other is the West 
Mrican's love of thrashing out a dispute and settling it by forensic 
rather than by lethal weapons: In the earliest period of which there 
is still traditional evidence, we find that redress for the injured and 
punishment for the offender were undertaken by the popularly elected 
'house-father', and not by a process of unlimited self-redress. We 
have thus, then, at this early stage, all the machinery necessary to con
stitute a central authority for a more or less impartial investigation of 
such cases as might be brought before it. My remarks at this juncture 
must be. taken as referring solely to intra-kindred or intra-clan dis
putes. An examination of the nature of the cases which were brought 
for settlement before the Head of the kindred group is of importance. 
We are on sure ground, I believe, when we surmise that the only cases 
on which he was called to adjudicate were in the nature of what, for 
the present, I may term 'criminal' or 'public offences', although 
these terms, as we shall see presently, do not adequately or accurately 
describe the real nature of these offences. The' house-father' was 
not called upon to settle what, again using the same somewhat un
satisfactory legal terminology, we would term' civil ' cases or ' private 
offences', except, as will presently be explained, when brought in
directly before him. The hlarked absence of ' civil' cases in the 
Ashanti unwritten code can readily be accounted for. Causes which 
give rise to the greater part of present-day' civil' actions were prac
tically non-existent. Inheritance, ownership of movable or immov
able property, status of individuals, rules of behavio-qr and morality, 
were matters irrevocably settled by the customary law, with which 
every one was familiar from childhood, and litigation regarding such 
matters was possibly at this stage almost inconceivable. Individual 
contract, moreover, from the very nature of the community with 
which we are concerned, was also unknown, thus removing another 
possible fruitful source of' civil' litigation. In the opening chapters 
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of this volume, I have suggested that the most common causes of dis
agreement in these days were disputes about women, quarrels con~ 
cerning the disposal of such trifling articles as alone were capable of 
being possessed by the individual, and cases of personal abuse. The 
majority of the quarrels arising out of these matters were, and still are, 
treated of asjiestm,i.e. 'household matters', and, as the title implied, 
were settled by the persons directly concerned or were decided by 
argument before any Elder, without reference to the 'house-father', 
who stood entirely aloof. This aloofness was not, however, maintained 
in other cases which, although to our minds sometimes not differing 
from the foregoing class of disputes, raised a much wider issue to the 
Mrican and were thought to result in more serious and more 
widely felt consequences. These cases were of two kinds, each of an 
entirely different nature, but here classed together, as their commis
sion equally necessitated the immediate interference of the central 
authority. The motives for this interference were in both cases iden
tical, and might be summed up in the phrase' the necessity for the 
self-preservation of the kindred group '. The sanctions which neces
sitated this interference were dissimilar; in bne case pressure was 
imposed by human beings, in the other by spiritual agencies. I shall 
take these two classes of cases in tum, dealing first with offences com
mitted wholly within the kindred group, which the litigants had not 
any option but to refer to the central authority, in which the central 
authority was equally powerless to delegate its position of adjudicator 
to anyone else. Within the kindred circle a person might, generally 
speaking, steal or commit an assault without necessarily bringing down 
upon him the arm of the law, as represented by the ' house-father' ; 
on the other hand, let him be heard to upbraid the spirit of some im
portant progenitor of the clan, curse the' house-father', go to work 
on his farm on one of the proscribed days, commit adultery with the 
wife of one who stood in close relation to the ancestral spirits, or 
commit • incest', then, in any of these instances, he had committed 
a crime of which the State in embryo, as represented by the group and 
its head, was immedi:t.tely compelled to take cognizance. The offender 
had then committed what we might call a' crime " whic~ in this part 
of Mrica was another way of saying he had been guilty of a sin or, as 
the Ashanti themselves term such offences, the commission of an act 
, hated by the Tribe' (Oman A kyiwadie). Sins alone were recognized 
as offences which the central authority must step in to punish. This 
gives us our first important classificatory heading, which has the great 
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merit of also being the African's own. With other wrongs the centra 
authority was not directly concerned. There might thus not ap· 
parently appear to be any redress for a member of the communitJ 
who had suffered what we should term' a civil wrong', nor an) 
notice taken of many offences which we would class as ' criminal', e. g 
stealing. Conditions such as these might therefore seem to postulat! 
the necessity for self-redress as the only means of obtaining justic~ 
or of inflicting punishment on anyone guilty of such offences; yet 
as I have already stated, there is not any trace of such a. procedure 
How then did the injured party obtain justice? He did so by de· 
liberately pillcing himself within the arm of the law by committin~ 
a sin, a breach of a national or tribal taboo, of which the centra: 
authority must needs immediately take notice. He violated a triba: 
or family taboo Z and thus endangered the whole of the little com· 
munity. In the subsequent public inquiry into his conduct, 1lli 
private cause of quarrel was aIIDost lost sight of, but it came to be 
investigated indirectly in connenon with the greater offence. 01 
this he was acquitted or condemned, according to the justice OI 

injustice of his original action. 
This seems an appropriate occasion to consider the vexed question 

as to whether the idea of impartial justice was really understood 01 

generally possible of attainment in those early times. There is, I be
lieve, a general consensus of opinion that primitive dispensation 01 
public justice was not greatly concerned with ethical considerations 
of right or wrong; that impartial judgements were rare, and that 
justice in our sense more often than not gave place to what we might 
term' political expediency'. Were such the case it would not be sur
prising, as it is only within comparatively modern times that our own 
courts have purged themselves of similar abuses, especially in political 
trials. I am of the opinion that impartial justice within the kindred 
group or clan was a stronger feature in native tribunals in olden times 
than in the Native courts of a much later date. Byimpartial justice 
I do not necessarily mean the execution of incorrigible offenders who 
might have merited such punishment. The death penalty was pro
bably once unknown in Ashanti for offences committed within the 
Clan; there is tradItional evidence that such was the case. Where 
such drastic measures seemed necessary. the council of Elders would, 
however, bring about a similar result by expelling the unruly member, 
who was then at the mercy of any other group, and at best could on1y 

I In other words, • He swore an oath' • 
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hope to become a slave. This power of expulsion had also far-reaching 
effects where the clansman was expelled for some offence committed 
againstsome one outside the dan or kindred group. Bysuch a measure, 
corporate responsibility for his act ceased to operate, and the vendetta 
or blood feud, so conspicuously absent in Ashanti, was thus avoided. 
My reasons for stating that impartial justice probably existed at an 
early date are briefly as follows: I have endeavoured to show in the 
early chapters of this volume that the 'house-father', who later be
came the Chief and eventually the King, was regarded as the Vice
regent on earth of the ancestral spirits. Such a belief had one im
mediate and far-reaching result. His public expressions of opinion 
and his judgements were regarded, not as emanating from his own 
mouth, but as being the decisions ofhis dead ancestors. He was thus 
placed largely beyond the risk of opprobrium, which a just decision, 
but one displeasing to a certain and possibly powerful faction, might 
have occasioned. It was, moreover, not human agents whom he had 
to fear most. The result of the trial had been staked on the justice or 
injustice of the violation of a sacred law. 'Savage' superstition thus 
tended to guarantee a standard in the ethics of justice and helped to 
bridge the gap until such time as the enlightenment of Christian con
science should bring about similar results from individual and higher 
motives. This is a part often played by the religious beliefs and super
stitions of' primitive' people, which I think is likely to be overlooked. 
It accounts for the degeneracy in justice and morals which follows 
when once the really , primitive' era has been passed, the barbaric 
age has been reached, and superstitious dread of supernatural re
prisals no longer deters men from actions which human ambitions, 
greed, and hatred invariably dictate. 

There is another controversial point which may well be dealt with 
in this place: the question how far primitive man recognizes the 
difference between an intentional and an accidental act. It is often 
stated that he does not make any distinction between, for example, 
accidental homicide, and murder with malice aforethought. I think 
that here again we are dealing with a certain confusion of thought. 
It is perfectly true that an Ashanti, who accidentally shot a man while 
out hunting, would not be deemed to have done so by what we should 
term' misadventure' either by himself or by the relations of the dead 
man. The accident would be attributed to bad luck following the 
commission or omission of some act which had offended a supernatural 
agency; but if the man who had been killed had been a kinsman, the 
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event would not be designated as di awu (murder); it would be at
tributed'to musuo (evil fortune), and the consequences would be very 
different for the offender from those that would have resulted from 
culpable homicide. In the former case he would have to pay the 
funer,al expenses of the dead man, his gun would be forfeited, and 
propitiation would be offered to the spirits; in the latter he would at 
least have been expelled from the clan,and at a later date would have 
been handed over to the central authority for execution in the ter
rible manner I have already described. I The set formula of denuncia
tion by the judge at the trial of a murderer, which is given in a later 
chapter, seems to show that one reason for the abhorrence with which 
this offence was regarded arose from a determination to prevent the 
individual taking the law into his own hands. The power to wield 
'the knife', that is, to inflict capital punishment, always seems to have 
been one of the most jealously guarded prerogatives of the central 
authority. 

So far, I have been dealing with offences committed wholly within 
the kindred group by and against a kinsman. It appears to me to be 
necessary to draw a marked distinction between these cases and extra
kindred offences of t4e same gravity or nature. Failure to recognize 
this distinction is apt to result in the error of generalization from the 
particular. Mary Kingsley is a writer on West Africa for whom I have 
an unbounded admiration. No one before or after her time appears 
to me to have approached, in knowledge and intuition, her remarkable 
writings on this region. I always think that she has never quite had 
her due acknowledgement in official quarters. The policy she was the 
first to advocate laid the foundation for one of the most successful 
attempts ever made to rule a great Dependency of the Crown by the 
methods now familiar to us under the title of' Indirect Rule '. It is 
therefore with considerable diffidence that I find myself compelled to 
challenge one of her findings. In West African Studies she writes: 
., The individual is of supreme importance to himself, and he values 
his friends and relations; but abstract affection for humanity at large, 
or helief in the sanctity of lives of people with whom he is unrelated, the 
African harely possesses.' :l 

We have seen that within the kindred group or clan the central 
authority only took cognizance of sins, and that other offences, even 
some that we would term' crimes', did not come, except indirectly, 

I See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapter IX. 
• See West African Studies, p. ISO. The italics are my own. 
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within its purview. It was otherwise, however, with offences com
mitted by a kinsman outside his own kindred group. Here every 
offence was a potential80urce of danger to his group, for its members 
were all held by the offended party and his group to have been equally 
responsible for the injury committed, and all were thus likely to be 
made to suffer for it, unless they were prepared to refuse the demands 
of the injured party for justice and retribution, a course which would 
inevitably have resulted in fighting and in a general upheaval. Ashanti 
children, even at the present day, are specially admonished to avoid 
quarrels with anyone outside their own immediate circle. 'Pilfering 
from father and pilfering from mother, that is how real stealing is 
learned,' is a aaying which well exemplifies this idea; in other words, 
only theft outside the family group is really considered a crime, I and 
thia applies to all offences save those involving the violation of a tribal 
taboo. It is perfectly true of course, as Mary Kingsley states, that this 
respect, which I maintain an Ashanti was taught from an early age to 
show for the lives and property of others outside his own group, was 
not due to any abstract regard for the' sanctity of the lives' or pro
perty of his neighbours; it was due to purely materialistic considera
tions, a desire for his own preservation and safety; but somewhat 

. similar results were attained, as when man, in a more advanced stage, 
followed the same course of action from different and higher motives. 
It becomes apparent to me once again that Ashanti customary law 
has engendered rules of behaviour and of conduct which were not 
dissimilar in their effect from our own ethical and moral code, though 
the motives for their observance may have been wholly different. 
This, I think, is the explanation of that familiar paradox to which 
I have already referred, the marked decadence in behaviour and morals 
which always appears to set in among , primitive' peoples on their 
first contact with civilization and Christianity. We have been at too 
much pains to ignore the value of their own past beliefs, and to hasten 
to destroy them. Instead of endeavouring to show the Mrican all he 
really owes to his past, we have knocked the bottom out of his world 
before he was quite ready to grasp the fact that we had come, not to 
destroy the lessons of his own immemorial teachings, but to show him 
that our creed aimed at very similar results, but bya method which helps 
the individual to become master of his own fate and of his own soul. 

I have now endeavoured to prove that, originally at any rate, im
partial justice was not so difficult of attainment as investigations made 

I There are, however, apparent exceptions to this; see Chapter XXVIII. 
uz 
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into the workings of Native tribunals at a later date might lead us to 
believe. 'Researches into the workings of early Ashanti law as opposed 
to its more· modem application have revealed another interesting 
point. In olden days, before the rise of a powerful class of aristocracy, 
the chief aim of such central authority as existed seemed to have been 
the avoidance of possible causes of dispute and the conciliation of the 
parties temporarily estranged by litigation. In more modem times 
an exactly opposite result would appear to have become the goal of Q 

central authority, which found itself powerful enough to quell serious 
disputes, if necessarily by force, and came to rely on the proceeds of 
litigation as a fruitful means of replenishing a depleted treasury. 
Litigation, in this somewhat degenerate epoch, came actually to be 
encouraged. Having given a decision, the courts were indifferent 
whether conciliation between the parties took place or not. A system 
of money payments in lieu of the death penalty further encouraged in
justice and extortion. Councillors, instead of regarding a dearth of 
lawsuits as a blessing, came to look upon empty courts as a misfortune. 
Prayers were offered to the gods to send cases, and a Chief in whose 
time court fees dropped to a minimum was likely to be regarded not 
wholly with favour. 

I shall deal with this curious, if not wholly incomprehensible change 
of outlook, in a later chapter, when examining the procedure known as 
mpata (conciliation). For the above-mentioned somewhat unsatisfac
tory state of affairs, which is not unknown at the pres~nt day, we are 
ourselves perhaps partly responsible. Stools have come to rely on 
'Court fines' and 'fees' as one of the few legitimate sources of revenue 
which are left to them to collect, for the maintenance of their retinues 
and the support of the Chief and his Councillors. 

With the rise of Ashanti to power, we find a marked increase in the 
severity of punishments mefed out to offenders, which was probably 
the very antithesis of early justice, when tradition points to mildness 
of regime as having been the predominating feature. It seems indeed 
not improbable that the functions of the early judge were largely 
confined to. the pronouncement of a statement as to innocence or 
guilt, and that punishment was left in the hands of supernatural 
powers. Where guilt was difficult of assignment, the judge might 
even leave the verdict to these hidden powers, and only intervene to 
pronounce sentence after they had manifested their decision. I shall 
deal with these subjects later, under the heading of Ordeals. 

The important place occupied by ridicule as a primitive sanction 
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among the Ashanti is of especial interest, and will be examined pre
sently in some detail. 

The law of evidence presents many curious and unusual features, 
shedding considerable light on the real meaning of ' lying' in the 
Ashanti mind. The method of using witnesses will, in one respect, be 
seen to be very reminiscent of the part played by , compurgators' in 
our own early courts of justice. 

I have devoted considerable space to land tenure and alienation, a: 
subject about which I had written in a previous book, I to which the 
new evidence that has come to light since that chapter was written 
may be taken as supplementary. 

I now propose to deal with those two main divisions of offences 
which the Ashanti alone seemed formerly to recognize, i. e. Oman 
AkyiwaJiI (fribal taboos or sins), and E.fiesem Qiterally, cases [that 
might be settled] in the house). 

J See Ashanti, Chapter XXI. 
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LAW AND PROCEDURE 
SINS OR TRIBAL TABOOS (Oman I Akyiwadie) 

Murder and Suicide. 

THE offences set out in paragraph four of this chapter (among 
several others which may have escaped my notice) were known 

in Ashanti l!-S Oman Akyiwadie, which, translated literally, means, 
, Things hateful to the Tribe '. These acts were looked upon as sins 
of which the central authority was bound to take immediate official 
notice, lest certain supernatural powers, to whom the deeds'were re
garded as peculiarly offensive, should wreak their vengeance upon 
those whose paramount duty it was to protect their interests and to 
punish breaches of immemorial law or custom. 

Up to the time of European intervention, an Ashanti who com
mitted any of these sins was liable to summary arrest and trial, without 
any further legal formality, such as has been noted in the case of other 
offences. If found guilty, the culprit suffered capital punishment. 

At a later date he might have been permitted-in the case;: of some, 
but not all these sins-' to buy his head '. 

I have tabulated these Tribal taboos under certain headings. It 
will be seen later, however, in a more detailed examination of each, 
that the Ashanti definition of many of the terms I have employed 
varied considerably from the meanings given to them in our own law. 
These Oman Akyiwadie then were: 

I. Murder. 
2. Suicide. 
3. A class of ~ sins' which we might describe as 'sexual offences " 

and others of a somewhat similar nature, which we should 
consider possibly as' immoral' but not as' criminal '.:& 

4. Certain forms of abuse. 
5. Certain kinds of assault. 
6. Certain kinds of stealing. 
7. The invocation of a curse upon a Chief. 
8. Treason and cowardice. 
9. Witchcraft. 

lOman, Qriginally used for' the tribe', came later to mean' the Nation' • 
• Law and morals, it will be noted, are inseparably one. 
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10. The violation, by word or deed, of any other recognized Tribal 

taboo. 
I I. The breaking of any law or command, the violation of which 

would not, in the ordinary way, involve the breaking of any 
Tribal taboo, but the observance of which had been enjoined 
on the clear understanding that disobedience would be taken, 
in this particular case, as entailing the violation of a specific 
taboo. In other words, refusal to obey any law or command 
issued and qualified by a ' conditional ctIrse', i. e. by an N tam 
(' Oath '). 

Murder (Awudie): To commit murder is di awuo. Awudie in 
Ashanti included, besides the particular kind of homicide which we 
understand by the term' murder', other offences which in our law 
are not regarded as having any connexion with culpable homicide. 
Awudie is a sin viewed by the Ashanti with particular abhorrence, and 
the first question to determine is the reason for this. It may readily 
be argued that for a man to have killed the person who had offended 
~ was to throw down a direct challenge to one who alone 
o held the knife', and was therefore an act which struck at the root of 
all centralized authority. This aspect seemed the one most em
phasized at the trial which ensued, in which the murderer, in the final 
oration by the Okyeame, was accused of 'not having brought his case' 
before the Councillors that it might have been listened to with' good 
ears', but of having taken' a club to strike and kill the Akyeame', 
thus treating the· council of Elders as if they were' brute beasts '.1 
The blow which struck down the dead man would th,us appear to 
have been regarded as aimed also at the maiestas of the central autho
rity. We must, however, I believe, go farther back to find the real 
cause for the placing of murder among the chief of the tribal and, 
later, of the national taboos. Wo ka mogyagu a, mogya na etene no 
C' If you spill blood, blood alone can straighten (right) it '), runs an 
Ashanti legal maxim. Oku kyiri, ' Ma ye den P' (' It is taboo (for 
any person killed to have to inquire) after death "Whatwas it I did?" ,), 
is another legal maxim. 

o The reason that a man might not be killed without first being told 
what he had done to deserve death was because, if he were executed 
without a trial, his sasa (ghost) w~uld trouble the Chief in his sleep· 
and also the people in the town.' We have seen a how this fear of a 

I Nil _mfa mma ha, ama yamfa asopa Hli., na wo fa aba de bo Akyeame; wu ku ym 
tI, ..... di ym aboa. • See Ashallti, pp. 99-100. 
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dead man's sasa was present in a minor degree, even in the case of a 
prisoner duly executed by a strictly legal process. It seems therefore 
Il;atural to suppose that the revengeful spirit should be feared still 
more when the person had been illegally done to death. That this 
spirit should be considered as likely to take vengeance on a Chief who 
allow~d his death to pass unavenged, no less than on the actual mur
derer, is strictly in accordance with the belief in the corporate respon
sibility of certain persons for the acts of the individual, which is such 
an inseparable feature in the Ashanti law of crime. I think, therefore, 
it is right to assume that it was the dread of supernatural reprisal, 
rather than the outrage upon the central authority, which placed this 
act in the category of a tribal or national sin. Murder for long re
mained one of the offences for which it was impossible' to buy one's 
head'. It was also one of the few sins for, which the punishment was 
death by dancing A topere. 

I have already stated that the Ashanti discriminated clearly 
between murder, i. e. 'unlawfully killing a human being', and ac
cidental homicide. They designated the latter by saying, Musuo na 
ade no, ma asan esan no (' Something causing misfortune has got him, 
causing danger to walk by his side '). The majority of the cases of 
accidental homicide occurred (as they still occur) as the results of 
hunting accidents. Such accidents were investigated, the court going 
carefully into any possible motives for the deed. If it were proved to 
its satisfaction that death was caused by what we should term' mis
adventure', its verdict did not imply that the person causing the 
accident escaped entire responsibility for his negligent or unintentional 
act. He became liable for damages. He was ordered to pay the weight 
of asuasa ne suru (i.e. £7) in gold-dust (which incidentally was about 
the value of a male slave), a case of rum, a cloth, a coffin; all these 
articles were given to the abusua of the dead man. He was also com
manded to give a sheep, which was sacrificed over the ancestral Stools, 
to the Chief, the Okyeame addressing the spirits as follows : 

Ohi na ato 'tuo hone, na ye fwe fwe asem.no mu. Ommoapa, na ye se 
onko si nnipa no. re sere nwo, nwo mma asem 'one hi sa yi mma hio. 

, Some one has fired a bad gun, and we have investigated the matter 
carefully. He (the accused) did not do it with intention, and we have 
said that he must bury the man. We pray you not to permit such a 
thing to happen again.' 

The man himself, who caused the accident, would almost certainly 
go and consult one of the abosom (lesser gods), who would then inform 
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him of the sin of commission or omission which had brought the mis
fortune upon him. Thus far, then, the Ashanti and the English con
ception of what constitutes murder does not appear very dissimilar. 

It is an axiom in our law that mere intention to commit a murder 
is not actionable without the commission of some overt act towards 
the carrying out of that intention, and in this context also the Ashanti 
law may appear to fall into line with our own. It is in an inquiry into 
what, in Ashanti, would constitute' an overt act" that we begin to 
encounter features in their law which are foreign to our ideas upon 
this particular point. Yet again, the Ashanti did not appear to make 
any fine distinction between the actual commission of the deed, and 
an attempt, or even a mere intention, to commit it. Guilty intention 
was assumed upon what, to our thinking, were the most inadequate of 
grounds. Finally, the killing of a person in self-defence, or the sup
posed jeopardizing of a life by the commission of what at most we 
would consider as an indecent assault, were also grouped under the 
title of afIJfUI.ie. I shall now deal with each of these points in turn. 

For an Ashanti to proclaim in public MenniJi bio (' I shall not 
eat again ') was sufficient evidence to cause him to be arraigned before 
his Chief on a ' murder' charge. Such a person was either contem
plating murder or was intending to ' bless' the Chief; he had pub
licly declared his intention in words, and in olden times was liable to, 
and probably would, be killed; for, added my informant, Nnipa brme 
yenkora no c: We do not treasure up (preserve) a wicked man '). 
Intention need not have been expressed or implied in words. 'In 
olden days, if a man (not being a priest) were seen to be permitting 
his hair to grow long, he would be summoned before the Chief and 
accused of "murder". He would then either be executed or made" to 
drink the gods " that " murder" was not his intention.' I 'Again, in 
former times, if an Ashanti were seen in public or in private going 
through the action of cutting anything with a knife laid at right angles 
to the object, it would be assumed that he was contemplating murder, 
and his action might cost him his life.' 

• If anyone killed a murderer even in self-defence,he was heldguilty 
of murder. No man might kill another without express authority 
from the Chief.' • If a Chief caused his executioners to kill some one 
in the street, that was not murder, provided the MpanyimJo (Elders) 
had agreed.' 

I A Chief in oIdm days who let his hair grow would be known to be contemplating 
war; in the onliuary way he would shave his head once a week on his natal day. 
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• For any man. other than the husband, to have sexual intercourse 
with a woman who was enceinte. it was" murder " .• • 

'To have sexual intercourse with a girl before she had reached 
puberty was "murder ... • Should it be found that the girl had in fact 
had her menses. but had not disclosed the fact, the offence was not 
'murder' but was still musuo (one bringing ill Iud) ; it might then 
have been atoned for bya sacrifice upon the ancestral Stools and upon 
the shrines of the gods (a clear indication of the nature of the spiritual 
powers which were supposed to be offended by the greater offence of 
which they had been acquitted). The guilty pair were also made to 
sit upon the ground, while palm oil and some of the bloodof the sheep 
were poured over their heads. The following words were spoken: 
Asase r a. asuo ho 0, mma sa asem yi ehi emma hio ('Ya, Earth-goddess, 
water is sprinkled (upon you), do not permit anything like this to 
come again '). Both were then sent out of the town until the girl 
had her child. If the child were a male he would have to become a 
sumankwa (a fetish doctorV 

These two sins might appear to fall into the third category of tribal 
taboos, i. e. sexual offences, but as the Ashanti themselves class them 
both as awuaie I have dealt with them in this place rather than 
under the other classification. Before passing on to an examination 
of my next heading, I may quote the following interesting reply, which 
I received to an inquiry concerning possible motives for murder: 'A 
man might have a great many debts, but instead of hanging himself, 
he might decide to kill some one first, saying to hims~ cc I shall then 
have a name, and also some one to go with me ".' This reply exhibits 
a mentality somewhat different from our own. 

Ashanti law appears to have made a clearly marked distinction 
between culpable and accidental homicide. It apparendy, however, 
made litde or not a~y distinction between actual murder and the 
attempt, or even the mere intention to commit the act, accepting as 
evidence of intention certain overt acts which, owing perhaps to our 
different psychology. we would not consider as showing any criminal 
intent at all. 'Murder' in Ashanti also included certain acts which, 
in our law, would be at most regarded as' sexual offences " or acts of 
immorality. 

r The outraged 11101'0 (spirit) of the injured husband is expected to kin the woman at 
child·birth. 

• Wen exemplifying the association hetween black magic and the sumatt which was 
pointed out in ReligiDfi tnul Art ill A.sllattti; see p. 23. 
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Suicide~ except under certain peculiar circumstances, was form.erly 

regarded in Ashanti as a capital sin. It was a sin of which the central 
authority took immediate cognizance. These two statements of fact 
exhibit at once the difference and the similarity between our laws a~d 
theirs. Suicide and attempted suicide result, in our own country, in 
both legal and ecclesiastical consequences, but to state that suicide was 
'a capital offence' must at first sight appear somewhat curious. 
Not all forms of what we would term' suicide' were regarded 
as sins; in fact, under certain circumstances, the action of taking 
one's own life was considered as honourable and acclaimed as praise
worthy; e. g. to kill oneself in war' by taking poison, or sitting on 
a keg of gunpowder to which a light was applied, rather than fall into 
the hands of the enemy or return home to tell of a defeat; to take 
one's own life in order to accompany a beloved master or mistress to 
the land of the spirits; and finally, those especially interesting cases, 
where a man commits suicide to wipe out what he considers his dis
honour and because he cannot stand the ridicule of his companions. 
Suicide was considered a sin when it was carried out to avoid the con
sequences of some wrongful deed, or when, after investigation, it was 
not possible to ascribe any motive for the act. In the latter case there 
was always a legal presumption that the motive for self-destruction 
had been evil. In the disfavour with which the central authority 
seemed always to have regarded this offence, it is rather difficult to 
trace any other cause than the desire rigorously to maintain its prero
gative as the sole dispenser of capital punishment. It is just possible, 
however, that the State, i. e. the tribal authority, may have placed 
suicide in the category of sins, owing to a dislike of having an evilly 
disposed disembodied spirit wandering about in its midst. The spirit 
of the suicide became a saman twetwe, a ghost wandering about in 
search of its head, for it was debarred from entering the Samatulow 
(land of spirits) until the expiration of its destined time upon earth, 
which it had itself wrongfully curtailed. Moreover, when eventually 
reincarnated, it would return to this world as a tolo sasa-the spirit of 
one who had died an unholy death-with a cruel and murderous 
nature which would lead it again to meet a similar end in its next in
carnation. The man who had committed an offence, the penalty for 
which he well knew was death, had not any right to balk the central 
authority of its right to execute him. The central authority indeed 
refused to be cheated thus, and the long arm ofthe law followed the 
suicide to the grave, from which, if his kinsmen should have dared to 
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bury hifl, he was dragged to stand his trial before the council of Elders. 
The result of the trial was almost a foregone conclusion, for the dead 
man would either have been found to have committed some offence, 
and fearing the consequences (which might have been more terrible 
than any self-inflicted death, i. e. the Atopere) have taken his own life, 
or if it were not found possible to trace any motive for the deed, then 
the commission of some wicked ac:t was presumed, lmd he was equally 
judged guilty. In the latter case his dead body was addressed by the 
Okyeame in the following words: 

W'akoa yi, obi nnim adie a wa yo. Nne wako hye homa. Obi nnim 
ade koro a ba wo tiri mu. Nti wamfa mma ha, ama yamfa asopa ntie, 
na wo fa aba de bo Akyeame, wu ku yen a, wu diyen aboa, wo di fo. 

(Addressing the Chief.) 'This is your slave, (i.e. subject). No one 
knows what he had done, and to-day he has hanged himself. (fhen 
addressing the corpse.) No man ~ows a single thing that came into 
your head (i.e. your motives), but, because you did not bring your 
case here that we might take good ears to hear it, but took a club and 
struck the Akyeame-and when you kill us (thus) you regard us as 
brute beasts-therefore you are guilty.' 

In the case of a murderer vvho had afterwards committed suicide 
the final summing up was as follows : 

W' akoa yi. Se yoye a wa kum wo yonko, na se wa ye wo bone a, 
wamme kaankyere Akyeame ama yankankyereOhene ma yenambusa asie 
ama woo Na wo ko ku no, nanso wo ku woho. Nti wamfa mma ha ma 
yamfa asopa ntie,na wofa aba bo Akyeame, wu ku yen a,wu di yen aboa, 
wo difo. 

(Addressing the Chief.) 'This is your slave. (Addressing the corpse 
of the suicide.) Since it ha~ come about that you have killed your 
fellow man, and when he had done a bad thing to you, you did not 
come to tell the Akyeame in order that we might have told the Chief 
and caused him to investigate the case for you, but instead, you went 
and killed him and also killed yourself, then because you did not bring 
your case here that we might have brought good ears to hear it, but 
jnstead raised a club and struck the Akyeame-and when you kill thus 
you treat us as if we were brute beasts-therefore you are guilty.' 

As soon as the Okyeame had delivered this oration, the Chief's execu
tioners would step forward and decapitate the dead body. Here we 
have the explanation of the sentence' Suicide was a capital offence '. 
The plaintiff in the case had been the murdered man. The sentence 
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and' execution' of the murderer implied his innocence. The party 
in a trial who is judged innocent pays .Aseda, a thank-offering, to the 
Chief (as we have already seen, really a fee to ensure that witnesses 
would be forthcoming on a possible future occasion to testify to the 
result of the trial). The murdered man could not claim exemption 
to this rule. He (i. e. his kinsmen) therefore paid .Aseda and the kins
men claimed the body of their murdered relation without further 
formality. Not so the blood relations of the murderer and suicide. 
They might not on any account remove his body for burial in the 
clan sacred burial-ground; they might not even mourn for him. His 
headless trunk was cast into the bush, to wander, as we have seen, an 
unhappy headless ghost. Not only so, but his kinsmen could not 
themselves entirely escape the evil consequences of his deeds, a respon
sibility, as we shall see presently, that was even sometimes shared by 
the Chief himself. The kinsmen of the suicide had ' to drink to the 
gods' and to produce every bit of his (the suicide's) personal private 
property, which was then confiscated by the Chief. This might com-
prise the following: . 

I. His privately acquired slaves. 
z. His' bought' wives. 
3. His privately acquired gold-dust,. 
4. Any personal debts due to the dead man (the kinsmen, not the 

Chief, became responsible for any debts owed by the deceased). 
5. Any privately acquired cloths and trinkets. 
6. Such live stock as actually belonged to him.' 
7. The standing crops on any farm cleared and planted by his own 

individual labour (this did not exclude the assistance given 
by children and wives). Mter the crops had been gathered, 
the land itself reverted to the lawful heir. In the case of 
privately owned fruit-bearing trees, e. g. kola, the annual 
crops as long as the trees stood. . 

The immediate superior (if himself a Chief under a greater Chief) 
of a subject who had violated any of the great tribal or national taboos, 
and thereby incurred the death penalty, appears to have been 

I Of a person's live stock, some might belong to the wife, some to the children. A 
parent may tell a son or daughter to look after a sheep or goat, or hen. The first and 
second time the sheep or goat brings forth, the Iambs and kids belong to the owner, the 
third time to the child who is tending it. In the case of a hen, one of each brood 
is given to the child tending the hen. This might not on any account be touched by 
a Chief when confiscating the property of a person who was executed. 
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held responsible that his subject did not escape punishment by com
mitting suicide. There is a well-authenticated case of a certain Sana 
Hene of Mampon, who in the time of the Mampon Chief, Kobina 
Dwumo, and in the reign of Kwaku Dua I, 'blessed' the King,I and 
afterwards committed suicide. The Chief of" Mampon, for having 
failed to arrest him forthwith, was fined one hundred pereguan 
(£800) and thirty sheep 'to sprinkle Kumasi with water' (Bo 
Kumasi fl$u). 

At a later date the custom arose of permitting the kindred of a 
person found guilty of many of these capital sins' to buy the head' 
of their clansman. It is very doubtful if this privilege was ever really 
extended to cases of deliberate murder, even at a late period when 
the majesty of law and the administration of justice were dis
regarded. .By paying this price (atitoelie) the confiscation of the 
offender's private property was avoided, and if, as in the case of 
a suicide, the guilty party were already dead, his kindred also obtained 
the body, the head of which was not cut off; they might mourn for 
him, and hold the usual funeral custom. 

A woman, equally with a man, was liable to suffer capital punish
ment for murder, the only exception being that if she were pregnant 
she might not be executed before her confinement (Opimfo yen ku no). 
Such a person was kept a prisoner by being fastened to a log until the 
child was born, when both the mother and child were killed. 

, A non-adult might be executed for murder; children condemned 
to death were handed over the suman (?) Aserampon as a human sacri
fice.' 'The Asontakoma fly causes us to kill it, because its progeny are 
evil ',?, was the saying quoted in answer to my inquiry as to the reason 
a child should be killed.3 

Drunkenness and madness as an excuse for murder: Drunkenness 
might be taken as an extenuating circumstance in the case of certain 
offences,4 but not so in murder. Awuelie wo wo tiri mu a, na wo boro 

I See Chapter XXVIII • 
• Asontakoma na wo bone mi, na ma :ye ku no. Compare the former consequences in 

our law of sentence of death or outlawry, viz. the corruption of blood. 
3 Another informant stated that this was not the case. 'To kill a child under such 

circumstances was,' he said, 'taboo. Anyone who did so would never have any more 
children.' The child's abusua (kindred) would, he said, be held responsible and fined. 
Yet again, I have been informed that children who committed a capital sin • were not 
executed until they reached puberty'. The procedure perhaps varied in different localities. 

4 Not an excuse for' blessing the King' , but might be pleaded as an excuse in all minor 
cases; osabokwafo asem :yenni, or nsa asem :yenni (' we do not hear cases arising out of 
drunkenness '). 
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SINS OR TRIBAL TABOOS (Oman Akyiwarlie) (continued). 

Certain ' Sexual Ojfences '. 

T" HE few ' sexual offences ' which appear to be capable of being 
classed under the above heading may be subdivided into four main 

groups: 
A. Mogyadie (incest). 
B. Atwebenefie (sexual intercourse with certain individuals other 

than those related by 'blood '). 
C. Baratwe (sexual intercourse with an 'unclean' woman). 
D. Di obi yere (adultery with another man's wife, but only in 

certain specific cases, or under certain particular circum
stances r). 

A. Mogyarlie: Incest (literally' the eating up of one's own blood,) 
has, in Ashanti, a much wider range of meaning than that word im
plies in our own language. It included sexual intercourse with anyone 
of the same blood or clan,however remote the connexion, and even 
cases where it would not be possible to trace direct descent. The 
bearing of a common clan name was considered as conclusive evidence 
pointing to the existence of a common female ancestress. Perhaps no 
otller sin was regarded with greater horror among the Ashanti. Both 
parties to the offence were killed.z Had such an act been allowed to 
pass unpunished, then, in the words" of my informants, 'hunters 
would have ceased to kill the animals in the forest, the crops would 
have refused ~o bear fruit; children would have ceased to be born, 
the 'SamanJo (spirits of dead ancestors) would have been infuriated, 
the gods would have been angered, abusua (clans) would have ceased 
to exist, and all woufd have been chaos (basa basa) in the worl4.'3 

It is of importance to realize the gulf which exists between our 
I In other cases the offence fell under the category of • theft'; see Chapter XXVIII • 
• Here again, however, if the offence had been committed in genuine ignorance of the 

existing relationship, such a circumstance would have been taken into consideration by 
the council of Elders and the judge. 

3 The death penalty for this sin may of course no longer be enforced, but the offence 
is still punished by a fine of £25, two sheep and a casr of gin for the Stools, and twelve 
yards of white calico for the gyatlua (trees). See Fig. 39, which depicts a gyatlua • dressed' 
in white calico, after the Chief of a certain Stool had been destooled for this offence. 
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conception of the term' incest' and the Ashanti interpretation of the 
apparently equivalent word mogyadie. An Ashanti, in olden times, 
would have been executed for marrying or having sexual intercourse 
with his mother's sister's child-he would have committed' incest' 
by doing so-yet, at the same time, he was enjoined to marry his 
mother's brother's child. I would refer my reader'to the first chapter 
of Ashanti, where the whole question of prohibited and enjoined 
marriages have been examined in detail. . 

B. Atwebenefie: The correct spelling and derivation of the central 
root of this compound word is somewhat doubtful. I have also heard 
it pronounced atwe-bere-jie, and atwe-abra-jie,' but the first spelling 
as here given is probably in conformity with the most usual 
pronunciation. Atwe-bene-jie means literally (having sexual inter
course with) , a, vagina that is near to the' dwelling-house " and the 
offence, as the title implies, consisted in committing adultery with the 
wives of certain persons with whom the existing menage necessarily 
compelled close social intercourse orconstant physical proximity; they 
were not otherwise sexually debarred on the ground of blood affinity, 
or even in certain cases on account of any Nto-ro relationship, although 
the term also included the latter cla~s of offence. 

I am now compelled, owing to the apparent eccentricity of Ashanti 
legal classifications, to split up the offences commonly grouped under 
this single heading. A whole class of offences, generally known as 
Atwebenfjie, were not apparently regarded as capital sins, for the 
simple and sufficient reason that they had not come to be regarded as 
• tribal sins '. I shall therefore, in this place, while tabulating all the 
offences commonly called Atwebenfjie, deal only with those which 
were looked upon as Tribal taboos, the punishment for which was 
death, and leave a detailed examination of the, remainder to a future 
chapter. Atwebenefie consisted in having sexual inte,rcourse with any 
of the following persons: 

(a) A half-sister by one father, but by a different clan mother. 
(b) Father's brother's child. 
(c) Anyone of the same Nto-ro. 
(d) Brother's wife. 
(e) Son's wife. 
(j) Wife's mother. 
(g) Uncle's wife . 

• Btl" means' to bring' ; bra as a root means something' forbidden', that' should not 
be done'. The reciprocal of the term is kol,·bme-fi' (a penis that is near the house). 

3350 :x: 
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(h) 'the wife of any man of the same fekuo (company). 
(z) The wife of anyone of the same guild or trade. 
(;) The wife of one's own slave. 
(k) Father's other wife, not being of the same clan as one's own 

mother. 
(l) Own wife's sister (married or single). 

It was qnly the offences grouped under (a), (b), and (c) that were re
garded as sins or Tribal taboos. It will be observed that all these three 
cases of Atwebenefie amount to the same thing, i. e. violation of the 
customary law which decreed that a person of one Ntoro should not 
have sexual intercourse with anyone of the like Nioro. The punish
ment for infringement of this rule was death or expulsion from the 
clan (abusua).I I would again refer the readers of this 'volume to 
Ashanti (Chapter II), where a detailed examination of the patrilineal 
exogamous divisions called N toro will be found. The facts there 
disclosed clearly indicate the reasons for treating this particular form 
of adultery as a sin. 

C. Baratwe: It is unnecessary, I think, to seek farther for the 
motives which brought.this0ffencewithin the scope of a Tribal taboo, 
than the knowledge which we already possess relating to the abhor
rence with which the Ashanti regarded all forms of contact with an 
, unclean' woman. I discussed this question fully in my last volume.' 
Baratwewas essentially a crime against the 'Samanfo (ancestraI-ghosts). 
, They had made a law that no one should have intercourse with a 

. woman in this state.' The guilty parties were both killed. 
D. Di obi yere: We now come to the last class of ' sexual offences ' 

with which the central authority concerned itself, for which the 
punishment wa.s death. We are here immediately reminded curiously 
of one of the clauses in our own law of treason, which decrees the death. 
penalty for anyone violating the consort of the reigning sovereign 
(while a similar act againstthe wife of peer or commoner is not regarded 
in our law as a capital offence), for in both these respects the Ashanti 
law seemed almost identical with ours in conception and practice. 

Adultery in Ashanti, with any woman other than the wife of a King 
or Head-Chief, except where special condi#ons or the peculiar cir
cumstances made it so, was not regarded as a sin. With all such cases 
the central authority was not concerned, unless its interference had 
been specially solicited by the offended party~ by his swearing an 

I Here again genuine ignorance of the Ntoro relationship might be pleaded as aD 

excuse. • See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapte~ VII. 
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• oath' in connenon with the affair.! Adultery, ind~ed, did not even 
appear to fall under the heading of a • sexual offence '; it came, as we 
shall see later, into the category of' theft'. What then was the cause 
of the curious exception to this rule, in the case of adultery with a wife 
of the King or Head-Chief? There cannot here have been any ques
tion of possible complications in succession arising from an adulterous 
intrigue-the son of a King or Chief could not, as we are well aware, 
sit upon the ancestral Stool; the wife of the Ashanti potentate could 
never be of the royal blood of her husband's clan. Results, which it is 
possible may have had some bearing upon our own law upon this 
point, could not therefore have had any influence in the framing of 
the Ashanti rule. 

An Ashanti King or Chief, as I think has now been clearly demon
strated, was not formerly regarded as an ordinary mortal. He was in 
close and constant contact with the spirits of his ancestors, of whom 
he was regarded as the mouthpiece and the Vice-regent upon earth. 
He had, moreover, automatically succeeded to the wives of his prede
cessors. Adulterous intercourse with them .thus became something 
more than mere • theft '3 from a human being; it became an outrage 
not only upon the semi-divine person of the King, but also upon the 
departed spirits. Hence, I believe, the particular law which made 
adultery with the wife ofa King a Tribal taboo punishable with death. 
I believe also it is just possible, were we able to follow the evolution of 
our law on the subject, that it might be traced back to somewhat 
similar ideas. Theoretically, the death penalty for such an offence could 
have been claimed by the outraged Head of any group; in practice, 
however, the supreme penalty would appear soon to have become 
restricted to cases in which the Head-Chief was the injured party. A 
curious legal fiction appears to have arisen in order to bring about 
what was tantamount to the alteration in the customary law, i. e. the 
removal of what had come to be regarded a minor offence from the 
category of a national taboo. Lesser Chiefs, who had been absorbed 
or had come under the jurisdiction of greater Chiefs, and finally under 
one paramount Chief of a Division, were loath to relinquish their 
ancient right to demand the head of the man who had violated their 
wives. Their ancestral ghosts were no doubt angry, but these spirits, 
like their living successors, had sunk to a position of somewhat minorim
portance, now the community consisted no longer of isolated indepen-

I The case was then known as Akanlamoditwe. 
• We have an lIhnost exact analogy in the case of ordinary theft; see Chapter XXVIII. 
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dent grqups. A Head-Chief, therefore, who did not wish to decapitate 
the adulterer in such acase,would allow the accused to swear an 'oath' 
that the accusation against him was entirely false. He would then be 
acquitted, but called upon to pay heavy Aseda' (thank-offering). This 
procedure is of interest as exhibiting, perhaps not so much a decadence 
in the standards of impartial justice, as that striking feature so strongly 
marked in the history of the early law of all peoples-the superstitious 
dislike for the inauguration of any change. There appears to be, be
sides the case of adultery with the wife of a King or Head-Chief, one 
other case in which adultery might involve the violation of a Tribal 
taboo. It is known as Ahahantwe (sexual intercourse in the leaves). 
There were several grades of this offence, which will be examined 
latet; the particular one with which we are here concerned, which 
was regarded as a capital sin, was the forcible seduction of a married 
woman in the bush. As is often the case in these offences for which 
the death penalty was the only punishment, we obtain a clue for the 
motives which caused the act to be regarded so seriously, in an ex
amination of the expiation of a similar, but less heinous offence of the 
same nature. The infliction of capital punishment almost invariably 
removed the necessity for any further formalities in the nature of 
propitiation, thus leaving us sometimes at a loss to discover the true 
raison d'etre for this severity. 

In the present case for a similar act, but one where there was con
nivance or consent on the ~oman's part, the adulterer, besides paying 
the customary 'satisfaction' (i. e. damages), was also fined a sheep, 
which was sacrificed upon the spot where the adulterous act had taken 
place, to the accompaniment of the following prayer: 

Asasa r a, obarima owo dan, owo kete, na obepe oba faduabirim ha, 
nti ye de 'gflJan yi ma wO; '/0 obiara ye sa bio a, ma no mpie mfi. 

, Thursday'S Earth goddess, a man has a room, he has a mat, yet he 
seduced a woman here on the bare ground; because of that, we have 
brought you this sheep. Moreover if anyone does so again, grant that 
the deed may be publicly known and" come out".' 

Here, I think, we have an indication that Mother Earth had been 
thought to have been defiled by the deed. Thus, an act, not in itself 
necessarily taboo, came to be regarded as so, because of the offence 
thus caused indirectly to one of the great supernatural powers. This 
tort thus came to be removed from its ordinary category and became 
a.' thing hateful to the Tribe '. . 

I This, in itself, no doubt acting as a deterrent to others. 
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SINS OR TRIBAL TABOOS (Oman Akyiwadie) (continued) 

Certain Forms of Abuse; Assault; Stealing. The Invocation 
of a Curse upon the Chief: Treason and Cowardice. 

A BUSE (Atendidie): So-called' primitive' man was extraordi
narily sensitive to personal abuse. Probably the great percentage 

of quarrels and lawsuits in Ashanti arose from this cause. The majority 
of such cases, however, does not fall within my present purview, and will 
therefore be dealt with Jater. It seems logical-and most of their laws 
were eminently so-that the sensitiveness in such matters, which was 
such a marked trait in the living, should have been considered equally as 
a characteristic of the dead, of whom it might literally be said nihil 
nisi bonum. Men were regarded as the custodians of the honour of 
their spirit ancestors and as the upholders of their 'good name'; 
hence it came about that whereas slander and personal abuse of the 
living were regarded as (what we should term)' torts', when the dead 
were the object of similar abuse the offence tended to become a sin, 
which the living were compelled to punish to the utmost extent, lest 
those who might be considered directly involved should vent their 
resentment upon all concerned. 

With the expansion of the isolated kindred groups into the larger 
Territorial Divisions, and the absorption of many petty heads under 
one paramount ruler, the evolution in the punishment of this offence 
tended to follow the same lines as has been noted heretofore with 
regard to other offences (e. g. adultery), until the sin came to be re
garded as a Tribal taboo, only when practised against the supreme 
tribal authority. 

To abuse or slander a Head-Chief, even personally-at least in the 
case of the Asante Hene-would, owing to his peculiarly sacred posi
tion, probably have been regarded as a National or Tribal taboo. 
Similarly, abuse of any of his dead ancestors would most certainly have 
been a National or Tribal taboo also. 
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The ;utterance of any of the following words constituted this offence: 

(a) W~ 'ni (your mother).1 
(b) Wo 'se (your father). 
(c) Wo nana (your grandparent). 
(d) W 0 'ni twe ase (the origin of your mother's privates). 
(e) W 0 se twe ase (the origin of your father's privates). 
(f) Wo' samanfo mfa ye ti nwe (May your ancestral spirits chew their 

own heads). 
(g) Wo 'samanfo mfa ye nankasa.(May your ancestral spirits take 

their bones, (and eat them». 
(h)' 'Kwasea 'ba (child of a fool).z 

, The reason that any of these sentences, addressed to a Chief, was 
punished by death in olden times, was because if this were not done 
the 'Samanfo would say, "Did we set you on this Stool that you should 
allow us to be spoken to thus? '" Any of the above-named forms of 
abuse might have been implied without being audibly expressed, by 
merely closing the hands, placing the closed fists together, and holding 
up the thumbs. To call the Chief' the child of a fool' was a capital 
sin; it was an insinuation against the good sense of his ancestors; 
it was also a capital offence for any woman to call any man a fool. 
I have not been able to obtain any very satisfactory explanation for 
this latter curious prohibition. The reason most commonly given is 
that a man must fight to protect a woman, and as a woman cannot 
fight she has therefore not any right to abuse one on whom her life 
and safety ultimately depended. The prohibition to use the term 
Kwasea is curiously reminiscent of Biblical law, where a similar 
offender was threatened with eternal perdition.3 

Assault: This act was ordinarily regarded as a tort. Causes similar 
to those with which we are now familiar brought certain forms of the 
offence into the province of'sins '. It is therefore unnecessary to add 
anything more, except to point out that a wider circle of individuals 
than merely Kings or Chiefs was entitled to claim the death penalty 
for an assault upon their persons. No official, intimately associated 
with the performance of sacred duties, might be struck or suffer even 
what we would term a 'technical assault' with impunity. For ex
ample, to assault any of the following office-holders of a Head-Chief 

I Used in the wider classificatory sense, as also in (b), (c) • 
• Before speaking these sentences my informant said Sebe (pardon); he spoke them 

in an undertone, and during their recitation snapped his fingers round his ears. 
3 Matthew V. 22. 
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would have been punished by death: the Soul-washers, Stool-carriers, 
Custodians of the mausolea. To have done so would have been an 
insult on their real masters-the spirits of departed Kings or Chiefs. 

Stealing (K,ollO): Ordinary cases of theft were not regarded as 
offences of which the central authority need take cognizance. Once 
again, however, we must discriminate between different forms of the 
offence. The main discussion of this interesting subject will be left 
to a later chapter. Here I shall only discuss those particular thefts 
which were regarded as Tribal or National taboos. We might have 
8urmised from the analogies which have already been noted that 
stealing from a King or Chief would be so regarded, and such an as
sumption would have been correct. Stealing from a Head-Chief or 
King was known as K,ono Kesie (big theft) and the' sinner' was liable 
to be killed. Here again, a minor offence became aggravated imme
diately it came to be practised upon the semi-divine person or property 
of the King. Into the same category fell stealing from the abosom (gods), 
stealing from the dead, stealing first-fruits. Several Ashanti, with 
whom I have discussed these last three kinds of stealing, have stated 
that the offence committed was not really Krono, but was musuobo or 
abusutlie, i. e:the perpetration of an evil or unlucky deed. 

Invoking a &1l,se upon the King: Hyi,a Ohene, 'blessmg the King', 
a8 the Ashanti euphemistically designated an offence which was the 
very antithesis of the idiom employed, was one of the most terrible 
sins of which an Ashanti could be guilty. Its perpetration resulted in 
certain death. In addition to this euphemism, there were several other 
circumlocutions by which the offence was expressed-all these were 
used to avoid if possible the employment of the actual words. Eo 
ohene dua, clubbing the Chief; wa Ie bi,ibi (' he has said some
thing '); wa tle tie ns4 si Jam (' he has placed his hand upon· the 
ground') were some of the terms employed. The sin consisted in' the 
invocation of the aid of some spiritual power (generally an obosom) to 
kill the King.' If the would-be regicide went directly to the priest 
of the particular god whose power he wished to invoke, the priest also 
Buffered death. This offence, like many others, might be committed 
without direct invocation. To compel the son of a King or Chief to 
clear a path was taken as sufficient implication of intention, because 
a Chiefs son must never perform such a task, unless when, on the death 
of his father, it fell to his task to clear the way leading to the mauso
leum (Earim). I once asked an Ashanti why any man, well knowing 

I To invoke a simiJar power to kill an ordinary individuai was • murder'. 
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the penalty he must pay for the offence, should ever have wished to 
'bless the King '. He replied that a man might have become exas
perated beyond all measure at another's conduct and declare, , I call 
upon such and such a god to kill the King, and do so on your head, 
and after I am killed may you pay one hundred pereguan, i. e. £800, to 
buy the Bongo's skin with which I shall be strangled '.1 I have noted 
in my last volume how criminals sentenced to death were prevented 
from invoking such a curse by the prompt thrusting of a sepow knife 
through the tongue and cheeks. The execution in such cases usually 
took place on the exact spot where the words had been spoken, or if 
this were not done, then a sheep was sacrificed at that place, a rite 
which may indicate the necessity for propitiation of the Earth 
Goddess . 

• q-reason and Cowardice: Epow (treason) consisted in plotting to 
destool a Chief without just cause. Its inclusion in the list of capital 
sins was possibly a later-day innovation following the growth of power 
and the elevation of the central authority to a position of tribal or 
national importance. Any attempt to transfer allegiance from one's 
own overlord to another-also without just cause--was similarly re
garded as treason. It would appear possible that both this offence, 
and cowardice, may have been relegated to the class of capital sins 
because they would indirectly have involved the violation of an ' oath' 
-the former, the oath of allegiance, the latter, the oath taken by com
manders before setting out on a campaign. In that case the offence 
would then fall into another category-the eleventh in my schedule. 
In the case of cowardice, as already noted, the culprit was sometimes 
permitted to ' buy his head. '; but this remission of the death penalty 
entailed his public degradation, for he was dressed in a woman's etam 
(loin-cloth), his hair was cut in the fashion known as atirimusem, his 
eyebrows were shaved off, and any man might commit adultery with 
his wife without his being able to obtain redress. 

J The culprit was executed in this manner for this particular offence. 
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SINS OR TRIBAL TABOOS '(Oman Akyiwadie) (continued) 

Witchcraft. r.r he r iolation of any other r.r ribal r.r aboo. N on
compliance with any Law or Command, the Observance of 
which was enjoined by the ' Oath'. 

W ITCHCRAFT (Bayz): Witchcraft, all over Mrica, was a sin 
always regarded by the community with particular dread and 

abhorrence. I have written at some length on this subject in my last 
volume, to which I would refer the reader.' A witch was never de
capita ted; a witch's blood might not be shed. After being found 
guilty, either by the ordinary process of a public trial, by having been 
tracked dowri by a witch-finder, or as the result of an ordeal-this 
last means of investigation being regarded as particularly applicable 
to this class of sin-the witch was either driven out with a fire-brand 
in his or her hand, to die eventually of starvation, or was smeared 
all over with palm oil and cast into a fire, or clubbed or strangled, 
or drowned. 

To kill a person by witchcraft was regarded as • murder', and it 
would perhaps have been more in conformity with Ashanti classifica
tions to have placed this sin under that heading. Witchcraft was 
essentially the employment of anti-social magic. The belief in its 
general prevalence was largely due to the fact that certain forms of 
illness resulting in death could not otherwise be accounted for. There 
appears to be considerable logic in regarding killing by witchcraft as 
akin to murder, even if its classification as such by the Ashanti was not 
directly due to an acknowledgement of a fact which was in many cases 
true, i.e. that poison in some form or othe.r was often an important 
stock-in-trade of the professed witch. Although witchcraft in Ashanti 
was not uncommon, and although the offence was undoubtedly re~ 
garded with particular repugnance, one fact stands out dearly, namely 
the absence in Ashanti of hunts for witches, resulting in the extermina
tion of whole village communities, which was such a marked feature 
of the ' smelling out' of witches in other parts of the Mrican con
tinent. This feature was possibly due to the' well-established belief 
that witches were powerless to work their magic against anyone 

I Religion atld A.rt in A.shanli, Chapter III. 
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outside the somewhat limited circle of their own particular kindred 
group or clan. 

rrhe violation of any other rrrihal rr ahoo: Besides those sins which 
have now been specifically dealt with, each Tribe had its own special 
list of taboos, the violation of which would have been a. matter of 
investigation for the central tribal authority, and the infringement of 
any of which would have been punished by death.I I append a list 
of one such schedule of Taboos for the town of Mampon .. Many other 
Divisions had similar laws. Bowdich, more than a hundred years ago, 
tabulated a somewhat similar catalogue of taboos for Kumasi. 
Special tahoos for the rrown or Division of Mampon: ~ 

(a) A dog must be carried through the town. (The origin of this taboo 
was almost certainly due to the fact that a dog was one oftheakyiwadie 
(taboos) of the Bosommuru ntoro, to which many of the royal house of 
Mampon belonged. In Kumasi itself, dogs were once wholly taboo.) 

(b) A head-rest (kahire) must never be made of cloth. 
(c) A fowl must not be carried on top of any load. 
(d) Fish sold in the market must never ,be cut up. 
(e) Whistling was forbidden in the town. CVV e have seen in Religion 

and Art in Ashanti that whistling was' hateful' to cert;lin suman.) 
. (f) A priest must never marry a priestess. 

(g) No one might go to farm work on a Thursday (this was not only 
a local but was a National taboo. Thursday was the day sacred to the 
Earth goddess). 

(h) No one might intentionally break an egg upon the ground. 
(~) No one might intentionally break a pot upon the ground. 
(J) No one might intentionally spill palm oil upon the ground. 

(h), (t), and (J) were indirect methods of invoking a curse upon the 
Chief. Ellis naively suggests that these taboos, which were also in force 
in Kumasi, were enjoined ih order that the town might be kept clean. 

(k) It was forbidden to pour water into palm oil. 
(!) It was forbidden to carry a load through the town upon the 

ihoulder. 
(m) It was forbidden to raise a load, carried on the head, above the 

head when passing through the town. (' To have done so would have 
implied that that person considered the Chief and Elders as light and 
worthless.') 

I Except possibly in tbe case of complete strangers. Ohoho lito _II (A stranger does 
not break a law). 

• The majority of tbese taboos are stated to have been instituted by Komfo Anotche. 
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(n) A woman during her 'periods' might not address a priest or 
any of the ahenkwa (palace attendants). 

The necessity for the observance of these rules did not depend upon 
their promulgation, backed with the threat that the violation of them 
would be taken as the infringement of an 'oath '. They were im
memorial laws requiring no other sanction but that with which cus
tom had invested them. 

The swearing of an ' oath' itself fell into this general category. 
I now come to my last heading: ''I he breaking oj any law or com

mand, the fI;olation oj which woul4 not, in the ordinary way, involve 
the breaking oj any 'I ribal taboo, but the observ~nce oj which had been 
enjoined on the express understanding that disobedience would be 
taken, in this particular case, as entailing the violation oj a specific 
taboo.' 

The possible offences which would have been brought under the 
notice of the central authority by the above process fell into two dis
tinct classes. 

(a) New edicts promulgated by the central authority itself, which, 
from the very facts that they were new, caused them to lack the sanctity 
with which time-immemorial custom alone could have invested them, 
and the violation of which in itself could not possibly have entailed the 
breaking of a taboo. New legislation of this nature, after· being de
cided upon by the Chief and his council of Elders, was proclaimed 
throughout the Division by the Stool town-criers, who were also the 
Heralds. Such proclamations were always made public late in the 
evening, when every one would have returned from the forest or the 
farm. Attention was first arrested by the musical tinkle of the odawuru, 
the elongated bell-shaped gong typical of the whole of this region of 
West Mrica right down to the Niger Delta. 

'Ion, ton, t01lr-Hene se wa ma nwo adwo; ose oma nwo adwo Apeafo. 
ose--ra, obiara ye be hu se--re ku, ana nwo be timi ato wo tiri a, 
mperegwan mia. r a nwo to Kwesiara, nwo to ntam kesie. Pa fwi ! 

, 'Ion, ton, to11r-Chief says he bids you cool of the evening, he 
bids you cool of the evening Apeafo.' He says (here follows the new 
law). Therefore anyone whom we see (breaking this law) we shall 
kill, or if it be that you are able, you may buy your heads for six 
pereguan <£48). For (if you disobey) then you have .violated the for
bidden name of Sunday, then have you violated the great forbidden 
name.' 

I An lltim salutation, also used in addressing hunters. 
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(b) The second class of offences, which in themselves did not call 
for any 'interference on the part of the central authority, was brought 
within its province by an exactly similar process, i. e. by the invocation 
of a' conditional curse' and' oath '. It was a process which might be 
used by all and sundry, and by its employment any man or woman 
could temporarily invest his or her own private dispute with all the 
importance and weight attached to the violation of a tribal taboo. 
In the chapters which follow, I shall deal with these private 
causes of dispute, these' household matters' (efiesem), to give them 
the name bywhich they were known in Ashanti. They were disputes of 
supreme importance to the individuals concerned and to their own 
friends and relatives, but until an ' oath' was sworn with regard to 
them, they were not any concern of the central power. Its duty 
was clear; ~ household matters' were not its concern; it only 
stepped in when a Tribal taboo had been violated; it knew only one 
form of punishment, and that was death. It might appear, therefore, 
that in taboos, their observance and violation, we have the origin of 
all laws, but I think that this is not really the case. There were 
few niceties and fewer legal questions to be settled in the investiga
tions of the violation of aT,ribal taboo. In such cases rules of the law 
were blunt, simple, and decisive. It was in the thrashing out of dis
putes of a less heinous nature that legal precepts and maxims came 
to be evolved by the people themselves, and that 'civil' law, as 
understood in Ashanti, came to take form and shape. In the follow
ing pages I shall deal with theseejiesem, every one of which-let it 

. again be clearly understood-might have been transferred to the 
chapters which have now been concluded, i. e. placed under the 
heading of 'Txibal or National taboos " by the simple formula 
contained in the words, 'I sreak the great forbidden name'. 
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HOUSEHOLD CASES (Efiesem) 

'Iheft. 

SEVERAL of the cases which, from the peculiar circumstances 
attending their commission, have been dealt with under the head

ing of' Tribal Taboos' were, under all ordinary conditions, regarded 
as efiesem, i. e. matters to be settled by the household concerned among 
themselves. I shall deal first with these, thence passing on to an 
examination of other matters which could not under any possible 
circumstances have been regarded as Oman Akyiwadie, save when sub
ject to the universal exception operating when an ' oath' was invok~d. 

In an investigation of all these cases, we come for the first time in 
contact with the civil law proper, and with the law of persons and 
property-with what the late Mary Kingsley, using the parlance of 
pigeon English, called' man-palavers' as opposed to ' god-palavers '. 

The first of my previous classifications to come up for examination 
in this new grouping is the act which, under the heading of Tribal 
Taboos, was classified as a 'sexual offence'. It now becomes necessary 
to transfer the offence from that category and to group it under my 
sixth heading, for it was as rrheft that adultery was regarded by the 
Ashanti.1 

It has been ~oted elsewhere,' that the so-called' bride price' in 
Ashanti, which was really a payment to ensure having witnesses to the 
transaction, purchased what is best described as 'a sexual preroga
tive '. It is the 'taking away' (fa), the' theft' (wia) of this, that 
really constituted the offence. The term' adultery' as understood in 
Ashanti appeared to have a different significance from the meaning 
which we ascribe to the word. I shall therefore first deal with this 
important point. 

To be guilty of any of the following acts constituted the commis
sion of the offence: 

(a) To commit adultery, i. e. the actual sexual offence. This was 
generally idiomatically described as di obi 'ye' (to eat some one's 
wife). 

I To inquire of an erring wife if she has been guilty of adultery is known as bissa una 
(to inquire about a theft). 

• See Religiotl aM Art ttl Ashatl/i, p. 78, foot·note. 
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(b) To pull, or play with, a woman's nose, ears, breasts, or any part 
of her body! 

(c) To pat the beads round a woman's waist. 
(rl) To tickle the palm of a woman's hand. W 0 gwa no, na wo ti ne 

mem (' You shake hands and tickle her palm '). 
(e) Any attempt to seduce a woman by words, known in Ashanti as 

.Asombo (lit. burning a hole in her ear). This offence was committed 
even by trying to persuade a married woman to divorce her husband. 
The latter was entitled in such a case, besides clainiing the customary 
adultery damages, to swear an 'oath' upon his. wife that she must 
never again speak to ~e ' co-respondent' or marry him even after 
her husband's death. Should he so do, he would be guilty of the sin 
known as .Akantamaaitwe (committing adultery after an 'oath' had 
been sworn). This would, in olden days, immediately have transferred 
the offence to the category of a sin, the punishment for which would 
have been death. 

(j) An attempt to seduce a woman while she was asleep. This was 
known in Ashanti as Monato. Besides the usual adultery damages the 
offender' would be held up to such. ridicule that he would be obliged 
to leave the town '. Consent or connivance on the woman's part was 
not generally taken into consideration as mitigating any of the above 
acts, even where the woman had pretended that she was unmarried. 
Dba onya kunu ria and Dba pe wo a, ope wo ama okunu (' A woman 
never has a husband', and' When a woman says she desires you, she 
only desires you in order to hand you over to her husband,) are two 
somewhat cynical sayings bearing on the point. 

It seems apparent from the above examples that, in Ashanti law, 
even a technical indecent assault constitutes to their minds the com
mission of the full offence.Z I may state, without going into details, 
that they adduce certain physiological arguments which to their minds 
supply ample justification for regarding the minor offence as just as 
reprehensible as the greater. 

There were several special classes of' adultery', each entailing special 
damages or for which the sanctions were unusual. These were: 

A. Adultery committed in the 'bush' or' leaves '. 
B. Adultery by a Chief with the wife of a subject . 

• In the case of a Chief's wife, even accidentally to brush up against her. Anyone 
meeting a Chief's wife. should tum his back upon her, or cover his head with his 
cloth. . 

• Oba ho nni ngwa flam (A woman's person is not like the carcass of an animal that is 
divided up). 
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C. Adultery by a master with the wife of a slave. 
D. A tflJebenefie cases. 
A. Adultery committed in the 'bush': AhahantflJe, lit. having 

sexual intercourse among the leaves. This class of ofIence was again 
subdivided into three, according as to whether the act,was committed 
with: 

(I) An unmarried woman. 
(z) A married woman. 
(3) The ofIender's own wife. 

Bowdich, writing on this subject, states: I 'If a man cohabits with 
a woman without the house, or in the bush, they are both the slaves 
of the first person who discovers them, but redeemable by their 
families'. 

He does not make any distinction arising from the exact status of 
the' woman " but not even in any special case have I been able to find 
confirmation of his statement. My informants are emphatic that the 
following was the Ashanti law: 

In the first case, the only sanction-a terrible one to the Ashanti
was ridicule. 'The person discovering the couple in the guilty act 
would cut a branch of a tx;ee and place it on the side of the path near 
the spot where he had discovered them. The next passer-by who saw 
this branch would add another to it, even although he did not know 
the reason for the first branch having been placed there. When these 
people reached the town or village, they would make inquiries, be in
formed of the facts, and laugh heartily. The news would soon be 
spread all around, and before long a huge pile of brushwood would 
mark the site. The guilty ones would become the laughing-stock of 
the town, and in time, of all Ashanti, and no one would ever do the 
like again.' a 

In the second case the punishment meted out to the pair depended 
upon whether the act was committed with or without the consent 
of the woman. Both cases have already been examined. 

The third case was dealt with as the first. Wo didi abontene a,.ye 
bo wo didi dawuru (' If you eat on the street, they make you eat to the 
accompaniment of the gong ').3 

B. Adultery by a Chief with the wife of a subject: 'The whole abusua 
(kindred) of the injured man would rise up and declare that they 
would no longer serve the Chie~ but would transfer their allegiance 

I MissiOfl /0 Ashanti, p. 259. . • This punishment was known as Bosompuo. 
, The odawuru is used for public announcements. 
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to ano~her. The Chief would plead with the aggrieved party through 
his Elders, and say, Me di wo bim (" I declare yours is the just 
cause "). They wOilld reply, that had any of them done such a thing 
with his wife, their heads would have been cut off. The Chief would 
then be asked to pay Birempon ayeJere, i. e. the adultery damages, on 
the scale that would have been due to a Birempon whose wife had been 
seduced. I He would be required to find this amount out of his own 
wallet; the Elders could not be called upon to contribu~e towards the 
fine.' The offence was further aggravated if committed with the wife . 
of a subject's slave. 'The Chief might, in such a case, be destooled.' 
Noblesse oblige should be a Chief's motto, or as the Ashanti say, 
Ohene doe neho ni, te se abeko (' A Chief should deport himself like 
the (beautiful) Abeko bird). 'If a Chief desired the wife of one of his 
subjects, he should summon his Elders, and they would then inform 
the woman's husband. He would be given a present, express great 
joy, divorce his wife, who would then be free to marry the Chief. 
This was the old Ashanti law.' 

C. Adultery by master with thb wife oj his slave: This case has 
already been discussed. 

D. Atwebenejie cases: Some of these offences have been examined 
under the heading of 'Tribal Taboos '. The cases remaining in-
cluded the following: . 

(a) Adultery with a brother's wife. 
(b) Adultery with a son's wife. 
(c) Adultery with wife's mother. 
(Ii) Adultery with an uncle's wife. 
(e) Adultery with the wife of anyone of the samefekuo(company). 
(f) Adultery with the wife of anyone of the same trade or guild. 
(g) Adultery with the w.ife of one's own slave. 
(h) Adultery with a father's wife, other than the adulterer's own 

mother. 
(t) Adultery with wife's sister, married or single. 
Each of these cases will be examined separately. 
(a) Adultery with a brother's wife: Double the customary adultery 

damages were claimed. 
(b) Adultery with a son's wife: As in (a) 'sometimes the man would 

refuse to accept any damages; this would greatly shame the adulterer'. 
(c) Adultery with wife's mother: As above, but' you will also have 

to pata (conciliate) your own wife with a suru (£1 in gold-dust), or she 

I Ntansa-£24. 
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may be taken from you.I To have sexual intercourse with your wife's 
mother is a disgrace. You will be laughed at all your life.' 

(l) Adultery roith an uncle's roife: He would probably not insist on 
any adultery damages, as if the nephew could not pay, the amount 
would eventually have to be found by himself. 'The nephew would 
have to carry a sheep on his shoulders.' " 

(e) Adultery with the roife of anyone of the same fekuo : The officials 
in the entourage of a Chief were, as has already been described, grouped 
in companies or bands (fekuo) according to the nature of their duties. 
Each member of a particular group had the privilege of addressing the 
wife of any other member of the group as ' my wife " but this form 
of address did not imply that he had access to her. In fact, adultery 
under such circumstances resulted in the customary damages being 
doubled. It may also be noted that an outsider having illegal sexual 
relations with any of the Chief's ahenkroa (attendants), besides being 
liable to pay the customary damages, would have to give a sheep for 
the purification of the particular department which was thus 'con
sidered as defiled. 

(/) Adultery roith the roife of anyone of the same trade or guilrl: 
Wives of fellow craftsmen were addressed as ' wife' by other mem
bers of that particular craft.3 As in case (e), this did not imply any 
right of access to their persons. The adulterer in such cases, besides 
the ayefere (adultery damages), had to meet any expenses arising from 
the necessity to purify his fellow worker's tools. In cases of adultery 

I I have a note on the subject of motheIS-in-law in my last volume (see Chapter X) to 
which the following may be added: 'Wives dislike their husbands going to their (the 
husbands') motheIS-in-law' (it seems just possible one reason may be jealousy). I find 
there is a proverb which runs, Wo di fIJO ase a, na fIJO kwan f1IU pi, which may be translated, 
, When you have an intrigue with your mother-in-law, your soup will be thick'. 'Your 
mother·in·law may cook for you-if you have not a daughter-when your wife is "sick".' 
Ase fie " ... nko (' We don't go to mother-in-Iaw's house ') is a man's proverb, stated 
one informant. Ase pini ha, "e kyi (' Mother-in-law draw near to me, we taboo that ') 
i •• wife', saying. Once a year, sons-in-law and motheIS-in-law exchanged gifts. The 
IOR-in·law would give the mother-in-law meat, tobacco, salt, and the mother-in-law 
would present the son·in·law with a fowl and eggs. In presenting his gift the son-in· 
law would say, Fa /0 adlUJn< ('Take this and place it '): 'before the spirits' is undeIStood. 
The gifts to the son-in-law are for his own consumption. These. presents were not de· 
livered in pelSOn. Ya Amponsa (see Fig. 45), a Queen Mother, stated, • I would not 
object to eating with my sons·in·law, but they might with me'. Then with a twinkle in 
her eye, Ale btl nkuro (' Mothers-in-law destroy towns '). Yet another old Ashanti sai!i 
to me, ' U you are always going to your mother-in·law, she will become familiar with you, 
and when trouble comes between you and your wife, she will be more likely to take your 
wife's lide'. • A similar ceremony has already been described. 

J See Asban/i, p. 301. 

3350 Y 
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with the wife of any craftsman who was engaged at the time in making 
some article for the Chief, the adulterer, even if he had not any con
nexion With that particular craft, had to pay a sheep to purify the 
appliance-loom, wood-carver's tools, &c.-which the workman was 
using for the job he had on hand. 

(g) Adultery with the wifl! of one's own slave: The procedure in such 
. cases has already been described. 

(h) Adultery with father's wife, other than the adulterer's own mother: 
Double the customary adultery damages and a sheep for sacrifice were 
claimed. I omitted to inquire who were the offended spirits, but in 
all probability these would be the man's ancestral ghosts. 

(t) Adultery with wife's sister, married or single: The penalty was 
double adultery damages. It has already been noted that unions with 
a wife's sister are permitted in the case of Chiefs.' 

I think it is not improbable that, as I have already suggested, these 
special rules and penalties were instituted to protect the wives of per
sons·with whom certain men were likely to be constantly thrown in 
contact. 

Privileged familiarity between the sexes was sometimes allowed, but, 
curiously enough, it appeared to exist between those very individuals 
with whom the commission of sexual intercourse (in the literal, not 
the Ashanti sense) would have been punished by death. For example, 
a brother might play with a sister's nose, an uncle with that of his 
niece, son with mother's,3 father with daughter's, but similar conduct 
with a wofa 'ba (mother's brother's child) or a sewa 'ba (father's 
sister's child), if married, would have constituted' adultery'. The 
Ashanti explained this by saying that the former class of persons nye 
me warefo ('were not my marrying set,). 

The expression' adultery damages' has been frequently used, and 
requires some explanation .• The Ashanti term is ayeJere sika 3 (i. e. 
money you pay for having taken (stolen) another man's wife). AyeJere 
sika might at first sight appear similar to the damages awarded to an 
injured husband in our own country, but there was one important 
distinction, i. e. in the use to which it might be put. In Ashanti the 
husband who was awarded such damages would not make use of the 
money for his own personal benefit or enrichment. There are at least 
two legal maxims to this effect: Ayefere sika ntua poa ka (' Adultery 

• See Chapter IV. 
• But similar conduct with any of his father's other wives would be alwebenejie. 
3 Derivation y_wife ; I-la, to take; sika-gold·dust, money. . 
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gold-dust does not pay a poa I of debt '), and again, Ayejere sika yenfa 
nko aban mu (' We do not use adultery damages to, go to the forts ') 2 

It was considered dishonourable to enrich oneself by such means. 
How the semi-Europeanized Mrican of two hundred years ago had 
fallen away from this ideal may be gathered from a perusal of Bosman, 
an extract from whose work I quoted apropos this subject in my 
last volume.3 

Ayejere sika was distributed among friends and relatives, no doubt 
with the idea of securing witnesses to testify, if need be, as to how the 
case had gone, and to advertise the shame and discomfort of the 
adulterer. Adultery damages in all ordinary cases amounted to about 
the value of 6s. in gold-dust. 

Leaving these sexual cases which Ashanti law classified under the 
heading of' theft', I shall pass on to deal with the question of stealing 
in the ordinary sense of the term. It is necessary to examine the 
subject from two standpoints: 

(a) Stealing within the family or kindred group. 
(b) Stealing outside the family circle. 
There is a well-known legal maxim which I have already noted, 

, I take something from father, I take something from mother, that is 
how one becomes a thief'. The distinction between stealing under 
the conditions specified in (a), and under those in (b), are indeed so 
well marked, that these acts are designated by different terms. In the 
former case the person simply' takes' (fa) what is not his, or the act 
is known as kroma kroma,4 which I have translated by the word' pil
fering'. In the latter case the much stronger expression, bo krono (to 
steal), with the noun Kronfo (thief), is used. All my informants state 
that in olden days stealing was almost wholly confined to women, 
children, or slaves, and that the articles stolen were for the most part 
standing crops--yams, plantains, and such-like--palm-wine, or live 
stock. Thefts of such valuables as existed, gold trinkets, gold-dust, 
cloths, were, they emphatically maintain, almost entirely unknown, 
except in the very rare instances when a slave absconded with some of 
his master's property.S Such valuables as an Ashanti possessed were 

I About one penny • 
• The castles or forts on the littoral were, some two hundred years ago, the centres of 

the trading settlements. 3 See Religion and Art in Askanti, p. 96. 
4 The derivation of this word is very possibly krono _ = krono' ba, 'child of stealing' , 

'little stealing', 'ba being often used as a diminutive in this sense. 
s In such a case, if recaptured, he might, with the Chief's permissiou, have been 

punished by being sacrificed at a funeral custom, or by having an ear cut off. 
Y2 
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deemed perfectly secure in his hut, which was without doors, bolts, 
or locks. 'Taking' within the kindred group was essentially a matter 
for family settlement; it was what the Ashanti term an Abusua asem. 
A person who took something from a kinsman was never termed a 
'thief' (okronfo); at the worst, he was reproached with being a nnipfJ 
bone (a bad person) or nnipa hunu (a worthless fellow). Such easel 
were not reported to the Chief: abusua asem yenka (a, family mattel 
is not spoken about). There was at least one excellent reason for this 
An uncle who reported a nephew for misconduct would, if the lattel 
were fined, eventually 'have to find the money himself, should hi: 
kinsman not be in a position to do SO.l 

When something was stolen by a member of one group from a per, 
son who was not in any way connected with the thief's establishment 
the matter was more serious; it tended to involve the whole of th, 
rival groups. Even in such cases, however, the Chief was not neces 
sarily called upon to adjudicate between the parties. The heads 0 

the families concerned were at perfect liberty to settle the matte 
between themselves.2 In these disputes the house-father and th 
kindred might repudiate the act of their kinsman and hand him over t, 
the injured group, whose slave or pawn he would then become. On 
of my informants stated, ' It is much more serious to steal somethin 
from some one not belonging to one's own abusua than to take fror 
one's own kinsman. The former conduct will give the whole of YOll 

kindred a bad name, and the offender will be much more severel 
dealt with.' 

The method of dealing with a thief was often the sanction impose 
by ridicule. A person stealing yams or fowls might have the stole 

I A liability of this nature Wa,j; shared as follows: The guilty party became responsib 
for one half of the amount, his' kindred for the other half. The latter share was aga 
divided into three equal shares; one third was found by the house-father, one third 1 
the uncle and other nephews and nieces, and the remaining third was shared among tl 
rest of the abusua. The wives and children of all the above might assist, but their co 
tributions were wholly optional. When the culprit had not any money, the whole h, 
to be met by the abusua. Generally speaking a clansman was given three chances, aft 
which his abusua would refuse to come again to his assistance. No doubt the custom 
giving the three chances to a Chief before he was finally des tooled was based on tl 
analogy. 

• There would appear to have grown up at a later date-at any rate in certain Ter 
torial Divisions-a law against' compounding a felony' of this nature. In these Divisior 
where such a rule exists, a law has been promulgated in the manner already describe 
backed by the customary divisional oath to the effect that if anyone steals from anoth' 
not of the same abusua, and the offended party settles the case personally with the tit 
or through his family, then he becomes liable to a penalty of £8. 
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articles suspended round his neck and be made to parade the village 
street to the accompaniment of derisive shouts of Hu! hu! • This was 
a much more severe punishment than a fine.' For a second offence 
the thief was led naked round the town. A third offence remained 
unpunished, but any person was thereafter at liberty publicly, and on 
all occasions, to call the delinquent' a thief' (okronfo) and, if found on 
his farms, to flog him without further ado: Obi mmisa okronfo se ye 
boro no ('One does not ask permission from a thief before beating him'). 

If the article stolen were under the protection of an obosom, suman, 
or saman I (god, fetish, or human departed spirit), the Ashanti did not 
commonly term such an act bo krono (to steal): it was' known as bo 
musuo (to commit an act that would bring about misfortune or bad 
luck)., Into this category fell thefts from farms protected by suman 
(fetishes), thefts of the property (If a god, and stealing' from the dead. 
, If you commit any of these offences you will fall sick; your kindred 
will consult an obosom, who will disclose the real cause of your illness.' 
Such cases should at once be reported to the Head of the house, who 
may consider it necessary to inform the Chief, even though it be 
realized that the whole family may suffer for the offence or be ordered 
to give money and sheep to pacify the supernatural power that had 
been outraged. • The abusua of the offender could have done all this 
themselves, but the offended spirit might not agree unlesspropitia~ 
tion were carried out through the Chief. Die n' ano so, na wa ka asem 
lusie ('The one who has a big mouth is the one to settle a big case'), 
concluded my informant. Before closing this chapter I may mention 
cases which have come to my notice in which a god (obosom), upon 
being consulted upon some matter, has demanded' a stolen fowl' as 
an offering. 

Again, there is the somewhat ludicrous' licensed stealing' from a 
Chief. A Treasurer, when sitting in the Chief's presence weighing 
out gold-dust, will sometimes address him, saying, , Cover over your 
eyes, Chief; we wish to steal a little of your gold-dust '. This curious 
custom was just a recognized method of taking the perquisites which 
custom permitted, and was in lieu of regular wages, which, as has 
already been noted, were once wholly unknown.a 

J U in any way associated with the Chief the offence at once became a sin. 
"One begins to understand the mental attitude of the cooks or' boys' whose irritating 

habit of taking • perks' out of market money or pantry sometimes annoys us. To 
them such conduct is not perhaps regarded as • stealing'. Untold generations of their 
ancestors had done exactly the same thing in their dealings with their own Chiefs; Ohem 
"" y. sUi ... (The Chief is the man imposed upon) is a well-known Ashanti proverb. 
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HOUSEHOLD CASES (Efiesem) (continued) 

Slander, Abuse, '1' ale-bearing, Assault. 

THE Ashanti was (and is), to our way of thinking, extremely sensitive 
to personal invective of every kind. I To have' a good name' was 

wellnigh essential to his existence; to have' a bad name' rendered 
life, in the narrow community in which he passed his days, unbearable. 
He was incal"able of withstanding an atmosphere of adverse public 
opinion; public ridicule readily drove him to commit suicide. This 
last. sanction was, perhaps, the strongest deterrent known to Ashanti 
law. These were probably the reasons why personal abuse or personal 
slander were invariably and immediately followed by 'legal pro
ceedings '. 

Many expressions of abuse took, as has been seen, the form of 
maledictions directed against ancestors. Here, the reasons for taking 
exception to such execrations were beyond the possibility of doubt. 
If disregarded, the. ancestral ghosts would have been quick to punish 
their descendants on earth, who held their name in such light regard 
that they were not prepared to take up the cudgels in their defence. 

The examples of abusive expressions quoted in Chapter XXVIII 
would also be the cause of quarrels if used against ordinary individuals, 
but the disputes would be settled privately, the arbitrator conciliating 
the parties, if possible, and ordering any necessary compensation in the 
form of sheep, fowl, or eggs where propitiation of offended spirits was 
deemed to be necessary. The Ashanti employ several terms to con
vey the idea of various fQrms of abuse or slander, and it is sometimes 
difficult to giv~ these words their exact equivalent in English, or to 
distinguish between their particular shades of meaning. The Ashanti 
terms ar~ as follows : 

(a) Ahoya. 
(b) Nkyisem. 
(c) Atendidie. 

(d) Nsekuru. 
(e) Nkonkonsa. 
(f) Mpim. 

(g) Nkontompo. 

(a) Ahoya and (b) Nkyisem: These terms may perhaps be bracketed, 
as the words appear very often to be used synonymously. Ahoya 

I Improper or abusive words must never be spoken in the presence of a Begyina 'ba 
see Religion and Art in Ashanti, Chapter VI. 
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means literally' something that makes the body feel sore'; Nkyisem, 
'words said behind the back'. You have a case against the person 
doing so, even if the words were true.! The person has said something 
against you without any good reason, something that has hurt you. 
If you swore an ' oath' and the case were taken before the Chief, you 
might not gain anything but the satisfaction of seeing the slanderer 
punished, perhaps even (in olden days) losing his head. If settled as 
an Efiesem, you will receive pata (conciliation money).z 

(c) Atendidie: The term includes the use of such abusive expres
sions as were quoted on p. 310, supra. It also includes calling a man 
, a fool' (kwasea) or' a thief' (kronfo). 

(d) Nseku1'U: (e) Nkonkonsa: (f) Mpim: (g) Nkontompo: All these 
words appear to be used to designate what the Ashanti consider one 
of the most mischievous and dangerous of offences, i. e. tittle-tattle, 
idle gossip, tale-bearing. The general opprobrium in which this act 
was regarded gave rise to some extraordinary legal consequences which 
will be noted presently. When such a case was heard as an Efiesem, 
the punishment was ridicule. The tale-bearer had his or her face 
smeared with charcoal, was compelled to hold a live fowl between the 
teeth, and to parade the town, beating an odawu1'U (gong). Tale
bearing concerning the private affairs of a Chief was often punished by 
cutting off the lips. This latter offence was known as Nkonkonsa 
Kesie (bit tittle-tattle). The derivation of Nkonkonsa I do not know. 
Nseku1'U probably means' words that are like a sore'; the derivations 
of Mpim and Nkontompo are obscure. This last term is universally 
rendered into English by native interpreters as 'falsehood' or 'lie '. 
J am inclined to believe, however, that its original and only meaning 
was' tale-bearing', the term being employed quite irrespectively of 
the truth or otherwise of the ' tale'. I first came to have some doubts 
about the acceptance of the educated Mrican's rendering of this 
word into English, while making some investigations into the subject 
of ' lying' among the Ashanti. On asking my informants if they 
would supply me with some typical examples of 'lies " I received 
among others the following somewhat startling and suggestive replies: 
, A man is sitting talking to his friend, and in the course of conversa
tion the former remarks that he has paid £4 for the cloth which he is 
wearing, whereas he well knows that the price he gave was £z. The 
friend goes off, and later the little son of the owner of the cloth goes 
to the friend and says, .. You know father only paid £z for that cloth". 

, • The greater the truth the greater the libel.' • See p. 389. 
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That boy is a "liar" (Nkontompom), and his father would beat him and 
say, ,. You have told a lie ".' Asked if it was not the father who was 
the' liar', the answer was, 'No, he had not taken any oath '. 

Second example: 'A man is always abusing his wife in her absence; 
his child reports to the mother what the father has said: he, the child, 
is a " liar".' 

<[,hird example: 'A slave noticed that his master kept his gold
dust in a. basket in his hut, and he went out and told some one about 
it. He would be punished because he ~as a." liar ".' 

I think it is perfectly clear from these replies that the word nkon
tom po, hitherto accepted as meaning' a lie ',' really means tale-bear
ing, and has not any relation to the truth or otherwise of the tale which 
is carried. I shall have more to say on this interesting subject when 
examining the law of evidence. 

, An uncle who has a nephew or niece who has told two or three 
such" lies" would send the delinquent to the Chief for punishment. 
A child js flogged for" lymg". This is the Ashanti law.' 

I have mentioned already that there was a curious result following 
the inclusion of tale-bearing as an offence. !fA committed adultery 
with the wife of B, and C, being aware of this fact, reported the case 
tCl B, and if A heard that C had done so, A would order C to pay the 
adultery damages to B. 'W a kyere obi wia (He has reported some 
one's theft), and there is a law in Ashanti which says, Obi nkyere obi wia 
(No one must expose another's theft).' The Ashanti had a name for 
the debt which the tale-bearer had thus wittingly or unwittingly in
curred. It was known as Asempeka (you-go-in-search-of-trouble
debt). 

There was, however, one universal exception to the operation of 
the above law. The prohibition against tale-bearing did not apply 
within the abusua (kindred" group). It was a nephew's duty to tell an 
uncle if anyone spoke against him or did anything to his detriment, 
and the same obligation was incumbent upon one kinsman (blood 
relation) to another. This obligation, by a natural process of social 
evolution, became extended to include the relationship between a 
Chief and his subjects. How strongly the innate repugnance of such 
conduct was ingrained in their code of social conduct may be seen 
from the ceremony which the licensed tale-bearer had to perform, 
even under these privileged circumstances. Before making his report, 

I Christaller, among other meanings, gives • tale-bearer' as the translation of this 
word. 
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the tale-bearer had to say, Ma san me hwem so na me ka (' I draw a 
line down my nose that I may speak '), qr Nson na en me hwen so yi, 
se anyenhima, na me ka (' Ashes lie upon this, my nose, like the white
nosed anyenhima monkey,). I shall explain both allusions later, when 
dealing with the law of evidence. 'The fie-wuru (house-master) 
would, from the earliest age, warn all nephews and children in his 
establishment not to titde-tattle outside the family circle, but he 
would not punish similar conduct within it, where his own interests 
were concerned.' 

The position, then, appears to be as follows: Some one else's busi
ness, be he right or wrong, is never your own, and every one should 
remain silent about what he has seen or heard, unless the information 
directly affected himself or his kindred. 

Among the numerous admonitions given to a Chief on enstoolment, 
none is more important than Ntwe nkontompo da (never carry tales). 

Assault: Various forms ofinde<:ent assault have already been dealt 
with under the heading of' the~t '; an assault of a father by a son has 
also been discussed,' and there does not remain much more to be 
stated upon this subject. The Ashanti are not very prone to come to 
blows in their disputes, which are, for the most part, wordy duels. 
When an assault did take place, the offence was always of a greatly 
aggravated nature, if the individual assaulted happened to hold any 
post bringing him in close contact with any kind of supernatural 
power. In all such cases, besides pata sika (conciliation money); the 
offending party would be required to give a sheep or fowl with which 
these powers might be propitiated. • 

We look in vain in the majority of these household-settled disputes 
for any very elaborate system of fines or sanctions. The reason was, 
I believe, that the mediator in all such cases had not at his disposal any 
machinery for the enforcement of his commands, such as his successor 
the Chief came to possess. The business of the House-father, or other 
senior member of the kindred group who happened to decide the case, 
appeared to be that of arbitrator and conciliator rather than judge, 
and the question whether even the simple punishments he might 
possibly impose were ever carried out depended largely on whether 
public opinion favoured such measures. 

In the chapters which follow I shall examine cases which were 
essentially' man-palavers' and could not ordinarily ever come under 
the heading of' Tribal Taboos '. 

J See Chapter II. 
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HOUSEHOLD CASES (Efiesem) (continuetl) 

~he Law of Property. ~estamentary Disposition 

SARBA?, in his work on Fanti Law, has written an excellent 
chapter on 'Property '.1 I find myself, with the few exceptions 

which will be noted, generally in agreement with him in his main 
classifications and definitions, and I gratefully acknowl~dge the as
sistance which I have received from reading his notes ~pon the sub
ject. These have helped me independently of my own researches, or 
have confirmed independent investigations, which were conducted in 
another field. 

The late Mary Kingsley has also written, in her own inimitable 
style, an illuminating and penetrating chapter Z upon the s~me ques
tion. Although I may have but little to add in this chapter to what 
these two able writers on West Mrica have given to the public, yet 
I trust that little may have its own particular interest and value. 

There were (and still are) three main divisions into which property, 
movable or immovable, might fall: 3 

(A) Stool Property. 
(B) Family Property. 
(C) Private Property. • 

(A) Stool Property: This may be movable or immovable; ances
tral, or acquired during the lifetime of the Chief. 

M ofJabk ancestral stool property: Incomparably the most valuable 
articles of movable Stool p.roperty were the blackened Stools,4 the 
possession of which alone constituted the title to Kingship, Chieftain
ship, or Family Head. Readers of my previous volumes will under
stand the reasons that made them so. The Stool was in every sense 
greater than the man or woman who' sat' upon it. Thelives of kings 
or queens or war captains were of little value compared with the over
riding necessity for guarding and preserving these shrines, upon which 
were thought to depend the very existence of the Nation, Tribe, or 
kindred group. 

'. Fanti Customary Law, Chapter III. • West African Studies, Chapter XVIII. 
3 The classification was not settled by the nature of the property, but according to its 

origin. 4 See Figs. 34-5, Ashanti. 
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Other articles of Stool movable ancestral property consisted of all 
the paraphernalia of drums, horns, State chairs and umbrellas, State 
swords, sandals, slaves, Stool wives, houses, trees and crops, which 
formed the appurtenances and heritage of everyChiers establishment.' 

Besides these articles or persons that had been handed down from 
a predecessor or predecessors, there were the more recent acquisitions 
which might have accrued to the Stool by conquest, confiscation, 
transference. acquirement as death duties, gifts, natural accretions in 
Stool capital, derived from trading, natural increases in live stock or 
slaves, treasure trove, in fact all the ordinary processes of addition or 
accumulation which might operate in any country. 

There was an immemorial law to the effect that everything which 
became attached to a Stool became the inalienable property of that 
Stool. 'One does not break off leaves, place them in the mouth of an 
elephant, and then take them out', and' Something that has fallen into 
a well does not get taken out again,' are two legal maxims bearing on 
this subject.2 In the application of this law, everything which a Chief 
brought with him when he stepped forth from his kindred group to 
occupy the Stool of a dead or destooled predecessor became ipso facto 
Stool property, e.g. his wives, slaves, and all other private property 
which he had possessed prior to his enstoolment. The idea of his 
trusteeship enriching himself or his blood relations was unknown. So 
clearly was this principle recognized, that it was customary for the 
Chief-elect to hand over such of his personal belongings-gold-dust, 
slaves, and possibly even some of his wives ~to his mother or sister, 
against the day of his possible destoolment, or because he did not wish 
his property to be lost permanently to his family (blood group). The 
curious claims of some present-day Chiefs, on_ destoolment, to an as
sessment of their own private property, which they claim to recover, 
would therefore appear ultra vires and to be wholly without precedent 
in Ashanti Law. 

A Chief, so far as I have been able to ascertain, unlike the ordinary 
member of a family group, had few opportunities, or perhaps, owing 
to his special position, less inclination, to acquire private personal 
property after his enstoolment. Certain perquisites and certain pro
ceeds of litigation were, as we have seen, at his disposal for just so long 

I All such persons or things are known as agyapadi., the derivation of which is stated 
to he adit-pHlgya, something sought after (by ancestors) and then put aside (for safe 
mping). 

• Y 1ft"", aJwJ.a" rJry. IIOtlO anD",' fIIJ )'1 ,,;. Ad;. 110 abUl'U"" a, )'Ift";. 
, Such women were given as servants to his mother or sisters. 
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as he remained a Chief, but I doubt if he would ever have been per
mitted to use this wealth for the enrichment of himself or of his own 
family. The one aim and object of a good Chief was to leave his Stool 
richer than he found it. Under the old law, indeed, it is difficult to 
see how he could have benefited personally, fot the amount of gold
dust and .number of wives, or slaves, that he was permitted to take 
with him upon destoolment into his retirement were definitely fixed 
by customary law. I 

My readers may have noted that I have included Stool property in 
the form of crops, trees, and houses, as ' movable property'. I shall 
endeavour later to explain this unusual classification. 

Stool ancestral immovable property: The subject of land tenure and 
alienation is so important that I shall devote a separate chapter to its 
discussion. 

(B) Family Property: A Chief occupied, in relation to his subjects, 
a position analogous to that of a Head of a kindred group. The estab
lishment of the later-day Territorial Division was modelled on the 
workings and experience gained in the management of the home. It 
is to be expected, therefore, that we should find in the latter a very 
similar classification of property to that which has now been examined. 
Under this heading we have: 

(a) Family ancestral movable and immovable property over which 
theAbusua Hene, as opposed to theFie-wura, had control (i. e. the head 
of the whole kindred group as opposed to the head of one house). 

(b) Family property controlled by the head oj a household who was him
self under the Abusua Hene. 

(i) In the first class, among movables, were included the Stool or 
Stools, the lares et penates, in the shape of any obosom (shrine of a god) 
or suman (fetish); gold trinkets and precious beads, which were heir
looms, and lJl,ight be borrowed by any member of the abusua on 
special occasions~ e. g. at puberty ceremonies, and anything else which 
had ever been acquired by the joint labour or action of two or more 
members of the abusua; these might include slaves, houses, trees, 

I A destooled Chief was always pennitted to take away the cloths which he was 
actually wearing when destooled, an interesting indication of the possible identification 
of a person with his clothes. Any reasonable request to bury the owner's private property 
with him when he died was obeyed. Most persons, when very ill and about to die, will 
point out what they wish buried with them, saying, Ad£. "t~ me wu a, nwo nfa m' adi. ma 
me nko. Nwo nnfa ma me a, me ko a, me d. nwo nsamantoa (This thing which is my Own 
property you must let me take with me. If you do not permit me to do so, when I go 
I shall report you to the spirits). It may be noted that it was taboo to bury silver with 
the dead; the reason I could not discover. 
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crops, &co Under the same heading falls immovable property; this 
will be dealt with in the nat chapter. 

(ii) Family proP"ty (ontrolkd and arlministered by the Hearl oj the 
HousehoiJ, the Fie-fllfWa, as opposed to the .1busua Hene.1 

, In very olden times, when any member of a clan died, everything 
he possessed in his own right went to the .1busua Hene.' There sur
vives an ancient legal maxim which testifies to this rule: Die arlie wo 
no, no odie, na nye die okom de no, which is almost exactly our own 
saying, • To him that hath more shall be given '.3 It would seem to 
have been customary even then, however, that this person, after taking 
what he wanted, should hand over the remainder to the actual next oj 
ki_the die odi n' arlie, as he came to be called (he who • eats', i. e. 
succeeds to his things). Such inherited property did not thus become 
the next of kin's own private property (any more than that kept by 
the .1busua Hene became his very own) in the sense that I shall preo; 
sently describe. Both had control over it and use of it during their 
lifetime, but could not dispose of or alienate it 3 without the full con
sent of all concerned. An important modification, the germ of which 
may already be traced in the original procedure, came later to be in
troduced into the earlier custom. The legal heir, the direct next of 
kin, began to inherit this property apparently as a right, and not neces
sarily the more remote head of the clan or kindred group in the wider 
sense, i. e. brother succeeded to brother's private property, rather than 
a possible uncle or nephew; the custom became crystallized, and the 
saying, Nnuanom mae a, wofase (or woJa) nni arlie r A nephew (or 
uncle) does not succeed provided there are brothers ,), came to have 
all the force of a legal maxim. 

I The tendency, as we have seen (see Chapter VIII), was for the Head of such a 
group to exercise his authority more and more, on a territorial lather than on a kinship 
basis. This class of individual therefore always inclined to merge into the Chief in the 
modem sense. When this did not happen the tendency was for the clan to split up 
again into lesser kindred groups, each under its own local' clan' chief(Abwua Bene). He 
was generally the senior maternal uncle, who, for a time, would remain the acknowledged 
bead of several united households, until, by the same unending process of expansion and 
disintegration, these in tum would throw oft other branches, or until the head of one of 
them, by special ability or force of circumstances, would become a Chiefin the Territorial 
sense. It oeaned impossible that Chiefs, on a great scale, could ever function as • clan ' 
chief's • 

• The exact translation is: • He who has things is given to eat and not him on whom 
. bunger has laid hold.' 

J • A dead man might own property just as a living one. This property may be handed 
over to the heir, but if he (the heir) does not look after it weD, the sarna" (ghost) will 
quickly make him sick.' 
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A distinction remained, however, between succession to office and 
the hereditary faJ;Ilily heirlooms (agyapaJie), and the devolution of 
other property, which before the death of the clansman had been his 
private possessions. The former went, not necessarily to the next of 
kin, but continued to be the family ancestral property of the head of 
the group and in charge of whoever occupied that position. The 
latter became family property in the more restricted sense. The 
cycle seemed unending; private property to-day was to-morrow again 
bound with fetters apparently unbreakable in the hands of the heir. 

Anyone who can show the way to break or loosen this chain (with
out riding roughshod over Man national institutions), in order to 
allow that freedom of play in the handling of property which would 
seem essential to progress under"modern conditions, will have achieved 
something towards evolution and progress on sound lines. The genius 
of the Mrican had, I believe, already shown the way. A stranger can 
only interpret the Mrican's own attempts to do so that those con
cerned may read its significance, and thereby discover a middle way 
to solve this weighty problem, upon which, perhaps, more than any 
other, the future of West Mrican prosperity lies. 

(C) Private Property: Students of West Mrican customs have, I 
believe, in the past been over-anxious to assume the existence of a 
general condition of communal ownership in this country. Possibly, 
although I doubt it, such gen~ral conditions may once have existed; I 
if they did, this aspect later gave place to collectivism, interspersed 
here and there with stark individualism. The struggle is still going 
on, helped and hastened.....:...not always in the right direction-by 
European influences. The chief interest in this important ques
tion possibly lies in connexion with the ownership of land, and all 
which that implies in a country where the main source of wealth is 
agricultural. ~his side of ' the subject will be discussed in the next 
chapter. Here I am mainly concerned with the private ownership of 
chattels. I use the word' private' in its legal sense. 

We have seen in the previous paragraphs how a man might have 
become possessed ~f property, of which for all practical purposes he 
was the owner; that is, he had more or less undisputed use of it during 
his lifetime, but always was subject to the prohibition of disposal 
outside his own kindred group. With regard to the chattels with which 
I am now dealing, there were not any such limitationS'. For anything· 
to constitute private property in this sense,it must have been acquired 
I The only instance I know is the case of the Tribe's hunting land; see Chapter XXXIII. 
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by its owner's unaided efforts. Private property might consist of gold
dust, or anything purchased with individually earned money, slaves, 
slave wives, gold trinkets, cloths and standing crops or trees planted by 
the owner's individual labour! It might include family, or even an
cestral property, lost through adversity and later redeemed by a clans
man with the proceeds of his own individual efforts or with his self
acquired wealth. 

I find myself here compelled to disagree with Sarbah, unless it be 
that I wholly misunderstand his meaning. Mter describing' private 
property '-he gives as an example' a gold ring purchased by a man 
with his own earnings '-he goes on to state: ' 

, With the exception of the Coast towns, where there is much contact with 
European ideas, private property in the strict sense does not exist. In. the 
Coast towns a member of a family may make separate or private acquisition 
and dispose of them as he pleases. in his lifetime, provided none of his family 
nor any part or portion of his ancestral or family property contributed to the 
acquisition of such property.' • 

It is somewhat difficult to understand 8arbah's exact meaning. 1£, 
as his words seem to imply, the ownership of private property 'in 
the .trict sense' did exist in ' the Coast towns' among the Fanti, 
then it was either an indigenous institution, or if not, the custom 
should not have been included among' Fanti Customary Laws' 
without a clear statement to that effect. 1£ this is what is implied, 
then I wholly and unreservedly beg leave to differ. 

Mary Kingsley was nearer the truth when she wrote: 

• Private property acquired in the ways I have mentioned is equally sacred 
in the eyes of the law. I do not suppose you could find a single human being, 
slave or free, who had not some private property ofhis or her very own-I do 
not mow of any King, priesthood or man, who would openly dare interfere 
with the private property of the veriest slave in his district, diocese or house
hold.' 

Her statements are confirmed by my own independent researches 
in Ashanti. 

A better example could not be afforded of the clear-cut distinction 
drawn between a man's family and private property, than that seen in 
the scrupulous care taken by the relatives to separate the former from 
the latter when one of the members had been executed by the Central 
Authority for a capital sin, and the confiscation of his property had 

I An exception to this rule was the assistance given to a man by wife and children. 
• See FaN; Cus/OrtI4ry L4"" pp. SO-I. 
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been commanded. As we have seen, the State had to be careful to 
. discriminate between a mother hen, which was the· property of the 
'sinner', and her chickens which might belong to one or other of his 
children, which the King dare not touch. 

The following were some of the articles which might constitute a 
man's private personal property: 

(a) His gun and powder-belt (tuo and ntoa).I 
(b) His leather bag (fotuo). 
(c) His box (adaka) containing his clothes, silk handkerchiefs, loin-

cloths, rings, gold-dust. 
(tl) Slaves, slave wife,slave children. 
(e) Traps (amJo:Z and others) which he had made himself. 
(j) His axe, cutlass, and hoe. 
(g) Kola, plantain, or other trees, and annual crops, planted, sown, 

and tended by his own labour. 
(h) Domestic animals (agyinammoa), cats, fowls, sheep, &c. 
(z) His kra kukuo, pot in which' he washed his soul '. 
A woman's private property was generally summed up in the word 

adosQa, which might be a basket, calabash, or cloth bundle, contain
ing the valuables which she owned personally, e.g. trinkets, beads, 
gold-dust. The adosoa ,,!:~s. the equivalent of her European sister's 
dressing-case or jewel-case. Besides this, every woman possessed a 
basket called panyo which contained her clothes. A woman's pots 
and household utensils, which often she would have made herself, 
were also her own private property. Some women possessed their 
ownJotuo and gold weights, but the latter in this case seldom were 
higher than a suru (the equivalent of £I value of gold-dust). A 
woman might own her own slaves, purchased with her own' money'. 
A woman might own crops, especially ground-nuts, which it was a 
woman's especial work to ·cultivate. Any outside assistance from the 
husband or her children, especially if the rough clearing of the farm 
and heavy tree-felling had to be done by them, would however make 
these crops her husband's. Women often carry about their most 
valuable possessions in a bundle tied above the buttocks and covered 
over with a cloth. This habit results in giving exactly the appearance 
of the old-fashioned bustle. It is called atojo and gives many 
Ashanti women the appearance of having steatopygia. As has been 
noted elsewhere, when a woman married, all the personal private 

I But not the gun he had inherited from his ancestor. 
• See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Figs. 94-7. 
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property which she brought with her to her husband's home remained 
her own, as also any future profits she might make out of this capital 
by trading, or in other ways, even if her own husband assisted her in 
doing 80. On the other hand, all the help and assistance which she 
expected to give him in the management of his own affairs went to 
increase his personal wealth. The husband, however, in most cases 
made his wife presents from time to time. A wife's private property, 
not disposed of before her death, was handed back, after her death, to 
her abusua, and a husband was often made' to drink the gods' that 
he had not retained any part of it. . 

I stated in Asha1lt; I that a woman was heir to a woman (Oba di 
oba adie 1Ia obarima di obarima adie). I now believe it is necessary to 
qualify this rather too general statement. I think the real inter
pretation of this law was that a woman was heir to such articles as 
were essentially feminine belongings, and that the rule did not 
necessarily apply to all a woman's personal private property. I think 
that there was a distinction made in case of articles which a man could 
use--even between the devolution of a woman's male and female 
slave&-the former going to the male heir, the latter to the nearest 
female next of kin. Oba oye 'kyem a etwene obarima da1l mu (' When 
a woman makes a shield, it leans against the wall of the man's room ') 
was the maxim quoted to me apropos this distinction.a 

Children's Property: Not only might adult men, women, and slaves 
own personal private property, but children little more than infants, 
and possibly even infants, might do so. Every Ashanti child, even to
day, will have his or her own particular hen, or pig, or sheep, probably 
acquired in the manner already described, and woe betide any father, 
mother, or King who, without reasonable cause, tries to take it away. 
A great principle is at stake-the inviolability, under all normal cir
cumstances, of personal private property. 

I now propose to examine in greater detail the distinction between 
what Sarbah calls' private property in its strict sense " and those other 
forms of ownership which superficially appear almost identical in 
nature, e.g. the right of a member of the family during life to what 
seemed to amount to the undisputed right to the personal use of or 
usufruct of certain family property. Such ownership was, however, 
only nominal. The remainder of the family (blood group), especially 

I See p. 40 • 
• This saying must be of considerable antiquity, as it is probably more than two 

hundred yean smtz shields were used in Ashanti. 
D~ Z 
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the potential heir, kept a watchful eye upon it, as Sarbah says
although in another context-' The father is restrained by his brother, 
the brother by his nephew and sisters' children, and the woman by 
her own issue'. Such property could only be disposed of by the per
son in temporary possession, by a joint agreement and understanding 
among every clansman interested. On the owner's death it devolved 
on the next ofkin, along with all profits that might have been made on 
it during its temporary sequestration in the hanas of a particular 
individual. 

With' private property in its strict sense' it was otherwise. Its 
owner might dispose of it as he pleased during his lifetime; he might 
(theoretically at any rate) sell, give it away as a gift, or will it, without 
infringing any customary law. The conveyance might take effect 
either during the owner's lifetime or after his death. Moreover, the 
person to whom it was alienated might be some one outside his own 
ahusua; in theory, this" was the law. I do not for a moment deny 
that in practice several circumstances tended to restrict the free 
operation of several other forms of alienation. Under the conditions 
in which the owner of such private property dwelt, almost completely 
surrounded as he was by his own kin and other relations, the oppor
tunities or inducements to dispose of private property to complete 
strangers would appear to have been few. The influences constantly 
at work to prevent his doing so were also no doubt strong. In the 
majority of cases, therefore, a man's or woman's private goods and 
chattels remained in his or her possession, and on their deaths de
volved upon the next of kin, thus immediately becoming family 
property. In legal phraseology, ' property held in severalty in one 
generation in the next would relapse into a state of joint tenancy'. 
Under suCh conditions it might appear difficult or impossible to prove 
my main thesis, i. e. that in theory such right to alienate did in fact 
exist. There is fortunately one exception-due tQ the peculiarities of 
the Ashanti law of tracing descent-which proves beyond a doubt that 
power of complete alienation outside the kindred group did exist. An 
Ashanti father frequently left part, at least, of his private possessions 
to his son, by a 'will' operating after his own death or"by a convey
ance inter vivos. 

, A man's ahusua did not encourage him to give all his private 
property to his son, either as a gift during his own lifetime or by a 
samansie (will) operating after his death. He (the father) would be 
reminded by his ahusua that when he died, his children might go off 
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to their own homes (1. e. to their own clan) and carry all such 
property with them. He would be reminded that upon his own 
IIlnuIlO would fall the expenses ofhis funeral custom; that they alone 
would be held responsible for the settlement of any debts which he 
might leave; and that ifhis own estate were not sufficient, they might 
even have to pawn or sell one of their members in order to meet his 
liabilities.' 

In spite of all this, many Ashanti fathers either gave a portion of 
their privately acquired property to their sons--the gifts being made 
in the presence of witnesses--or willed'it to them after death. The 
latter procedure was a clearly recognized legal practice in Ashanti. It 
was known as Samatuie (lit. that which is set aside by the ghost). I 
have written more fully on this subject elsewhere with reference to 
wills of land, and I would ask my readei" to refer to the note in ques
tion.1 The article referred to deals particularly with immovables, 
but the procedure would have been similar in dealing with any mov
able chattel. The testator's wishes were generally (but not always) 
carried out. The sanction which chiefly influenced his executors in 
carrying out the orders of the testator was undoubtedly fear of his 
saman (spirit). Osaman kye aJie 0, na wanhll kye a, na oteasejo kye 
hio (' When a ghost has made an improper distribution of his (private) 
property, the living will make a new one '), runs an Ashanti legal 
maxim. The carrying out of the testator's wishes was thus apparently 
sometimes subject to claims of equity. 

An important or valuable conveyance interfJifJOIWaS also in practice, 
probably made after due consultation with kinsmen. In spite of these 
difficulties, and possible restrictions, testamentary disposition operat
ing outside the clan undoubtedly existed, and was exercised iD olden 
times. It was the exercise of a legitimate legal right, even if the prac
tice was not always regarded by fellow clansmen as a moral procedure. 

I See Asll1m/i, pp. 237""9. See also Chapter XXXIII of the present volume. 

zz 
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Land 'Ienure and Alienation. I 

I DISCUSSED this important subject some years ago in Ashanti.2 

The following notes may be taken as supplementary to that 
chapter. In the years that have elapsed since I first began to study 
this difficult and complicated question, several new facts have come 
to my knowledge concerning the Akan-Ashanti Law relating to 
Land Tenure and Alienation. Some of these were chance discoveries 
made while I was studying other branches of customary law, appa
rently unrelated to the question now under discussion; others were 
obtained as the result of direct inquiries. . 

These are, I think, of suffiCient importance to ~arrant a re-examina
tion of the whole subject on a somewhat different basis. The posses
sion of new data has had the effect, in my own case,. of rolling back 
some of the fog which seemed persistently to obscure this question, 
and made the most careful a.~d painstaking presentation of appar~ntly 
in'disputable facts a serir~:~f'statements in which a field-worker, like 
myself, always felt th~t~~?inething was lacking, and that something 
was left unexplairied/' ," 

These new facts Play be summed up as follows: 
It appears to me essential that we should cease to regard land when 

looked upon through the African's eyes as a single immovable entity 
or possession; it is necessary to consider it as comprising three dis
tinct attributes, or as having three distinct aspects: 

I. The land itself, in its most literal sense, i. e. the soil, the earth. 
2. The usufruct, the use to which the soil may be put; in other 

words, the right oj occupation as distinct from the property in the soil. 
3. The all-important fact that crops, trees, and even houses, were 

not regarded as 'part of the realty', to use the legal phrase, or, in 
plain words, were not looked upon as being inseparable from the soil 
in which they had their roots, or upon which they stood. 

Two important factors also remain for examination that have had 
considerable influence upon what was probably the original Akan 

I I am very greatly indebted to a most able general survey of this subject in the 
late Mr. Sidney Hartland's book, PrimitilJe Law, and to Mr. Temple'S little master· 
piece, Native Raees and their Rulers. • Ashanti, Chapter XXI. 
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conception of Land Tenure. I will deal with these latter considera
tions first. 

The story of the first of these influences may be read, I think, be
tween the lines of the Historical survey in the earlier chapters of 
this volume. Several hundred years ago, the old land system (what 
it was I shall endeavour presently to reconstruct) was, in a sense, 
revolutionized. It was feudalism, in the peculiar form in which 
I have tried to show it existed in West Mrica, that must have em
phasized (for I do not think the idea was entirely new) the association 
of personal duties and personal privileges with the, ownership of the 
soil. The final phase of this silent and perhaps unnoticed revolution 
took place when, after the battle of Feyiase (about 1700 A. D.), a Chief 
of Kumasi became for the first time Asante Hene (King of Ashanti). 
Mter this epoch-making event that monarch came to stand in relation 
to the whole of the land in Ashanti in very much the same position as 
the tribal Head-Chief had stood with regard to the land in his Divi
lion, as the lesser Chief to his estates, the head of a kindred group to 
his kin, and finally as the tenant-farmer to his farm. We thus arrive 
at that kind of superior ownership that marches hand in hand with the 
inferior' property' of the tenant, which is sometimes so confusing. 

The second of these revolutionary influences, which was perhaps 
contemporaneous or even precedent to the above, is still at work, and 
has not yet attained its maximum effect. This was the change brought 
about by the advent of, at first casual, and later, more intensive, 
agricultural activities. The goal and the end of this movement, if 
unchecked, are clear. These are the assertion of the rights of the 
individual against communal, tribal, and family claims, and finally 
the achievement of the important distinction between exclusive and 
individual ownership of land. 

I have, for the sake of a clear understanding of this chapter, divided 
it into three main parts. 

In Part I the subjects discussed are grouped under the follow
ing headings : 

A. The religious aspect of Land Tenure. 
B. A retrospect. 
C. The effect of the advent of agriculture. 
D. Transition from tribal to family, and from family to individual 

usufruct. 
E. Security of Tenure. 
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In Part II I give a summary of the answers recorded to certain 
specific questions relating to the subjects discussed more generally in 
Part I. 

In Part III I endeavour to point out the apparent trend of 
events in this country in regard to Land Tenure, and certain pos
sible dangers which I believe exist. 

PART I 

A. lJ'he religious aspect of Land lJ'enure: 

As in my previous chapter on this subject I shall begin with a brief 
reference to the' religious' aspect of this question. It cannot be 
ignored in this, any more than in other branches of customary law. 

The Earth goddess, as we know, was Ya (Asase Ya). Ya, in the case 
of mortals, is a feminine proper name, signifying that Thursday was 
the natal day of its possessor. Asase Ya was a female deity! She did 
not herself taboo menstruation (kyiri bara); II she liked human 
blood; the 'Samanfo (ancestral spirits) taboo it.3 'Asase Ya meant 
the soil, the earth, but not what grew or stood upon it.' 

Here we get the first clue to the distinction which I noted in the 
opening of this chapter, ll"dlstinction which later was embodied in the 
following legal maxiIil: 'Afum eye me dea, asase eye Ohene dea ('The 
farm (meaning really the produce) , or the right to make use of the farm, 
is mille, but the land., i. e. the soil, is the Chief's '). 'We got every-

I She was sometimes regarded as a hermaphrodite; see Religion and Art in Ashanti, 

P·135· 
• Upon being given this information I immediately asked why it was that a woman 

who happened to havec,tied during her menstrual periods was not buried until a week 
later (see Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. 75). My informant replied, • Because a peISon 
could not in olden tim~ be buri~ without the Chief's lISa (funeral contribution), which 
was placed on the corpse, and this might not be done until after six days'. 

3 My informant, at this point, repudiated, with every sign of.horror, the suggestion 
that human blood was ever smeared on the ancestral Stools. Yet, from the days of 
Bosman and Ellis, and right down to our time by the historian of the Gold Coast-the 
late Dr. Claridge (to whom we owe such a debt}--writeIS on Ashanti have peISisted 
in perpetuating this grave inaccuracy. I recollect having seen these Sacred Sltrines 
(Stools), thoughtlessly looted by unthinking subalterns, labelled with the same legend, 
in the cases in which they stand in the British Museum. In connexion with this 
Dr. Claridge wrote, • The Stools that had belonged to the King's ancestoIS stood near, and 
were now thickly covered with the blood of countless victims who had been sacrificed to 
swell the ghostly retinues. It stood on them in great thick clots, from which dense clouds 
of flies rose when anyone approached' (Claridge, History of the Gold Coast and Ashanti, 
vol. ii, p. 142). The' countless victims' , as readeIS of this volume who have done me the 
honour to read Aslumti will be aware, were sheep sacrificed at the solemn rites of the Adae. 
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thing from Asase Ya, food, water; we rest upon her when we die ' : 
IUlUe kotoltlUl obiara obe Ito mu (' every one must pass into the earth's 
wallet '). 

'The great taboo of Asase ¥a was to be disturbed on her day of rest 
-a Thursday; hence men may not cultivate her on that day.' This 
offence, as we have seen, was formerly punished by death. 

• In olden times, and sometimes even to-day, a Chief gave eto 
(mashed yam or mashed plantains) to the Earth deity at the season of 
making new farms. Asase boa de tIS;' I (' The Earth creature owns 
the world '). This would appear to be another version of the saying 
quoted in Ashanti (see p. 215). 

'limi (tum.) nyina OfIJO asase so (' All power is in land '), and Etwie 
ode ns;, (' The leopard 3 owns the land '), are perhaps sayings of a 
somewhat later origin. The Earth goddess was propitiated on the 
occasion on which a young girl, whose reaching puberty had not been 
made public (itself an offence), was found to have conceived: 

Asase Til, asu bo o! mma sa asem yi ebi emma bio (' Asase Va, 
(here is) water sprinkled (upon you), do not permit a case like this ever 
to occur again '). 
B. A Retrospect: 

It is now proposed to examine, as far as it is possible to do so, the 
Ashanti conception of real property before the advent of the changes, 
or perhaps rather modifications, brought about by the two factors 
mentioned, namely feudalism and the introduction of agriculture. 
To pursue this investigation so far back might seem to be a 
somewhat fruitless task, as it would appear to depend for the most 
part on mere supposition, or theorizing, which it has been my con
stant endeavour, when possible, to avoid. In the case of Ashanti, 
however, an attempt to do so is neither so difficult nor so unprofitable 
as might be supposed. I think that no one can have read the simple 
historical facts, or perused other accounts set out in this and previous 
volumes, without realizing that the transition of the Ashanti, from 
what must have been a rude state of neolithic culture, to a compara
tively advanced and complex state of barbaric attainment, was extra
ordinarily rapid once the tide had set in that direction. They appear 
to have stepped, almost literally, from one grade of culture to another. 
Although, of course, this was not actually the case, nevertheless the 

I A.rs_ (spirit) on rebirth might say, Mello nsiet10tD (I am going into the world). 
Anotbet well·known saying runs, Astue bINI ode fISie ",,,u, "" me (' I am the grandchild 
of the Earth creature who owns the world '). • i. e. the Chief: the Stool. 
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transition was so little delayed, that they necessarily brought their 
more· simple past with them almost en bloc, engrafting, remodelling, 
or adapting it, to new conditions in every sphere of social, legal, re
ligious or artistic activity. They worked out this process, moreover, 
by themselves and in their own way. Yet again, a traditional memory 
of far more than ordinary tenacity has retained the recollection of 
that portion of their past which was necessarily discarded. Readers of 
Ashanti may recollect that even the stone age, which probably dis
appeared gradually with the introduction of iron rods from Europe 
(an event which possibly took place some three to four hundred years 
ago), is not wholly forgotten. I 

I apologize to my readers for this digression, but it is necessary if 
I am to avoid the criticism of having departed from a standard of in
quiry which I have endeavoured to make my ideal throughout this 
survey, i.e. the presentation of' crude' facts and the avoidance of 
theorizing except where the available data seemed wholly to warrant 
such a course. 

The first point, then, which emerges from a retrospect on the subject 
of land tenure is the fact thalDJlf modern conception of land, i. e. of 
the soil, the earth, the rocks,;the stones, as being something that of 
themselves could be personally 'owned, something that could be of 
value, something that ~ould be bought and sold, something that could 
have some personal ~sOciation, simply did not exist. I would go far
ther and state emphatiCally that among the old inhabitants of West 
Mrica, who have kept aloof from exotic ideas and European culture, 
this conception still remains somewhat undefined. 

It has been suggested, .and indeed some venerable informants state 
it as an historical fact, that the ancestors of the present Ashanti (or 
just possibly the people whom they may have ousted) were once con
gregated in large communities or townships. 

'In olden tim~s·the Oman (tribe) all resided in one large town.' 
Gradually people wandered farther and farther away to hunt or to 
make farms, but always returned to the settlement to sleep. Then a 
couple would build a hut, a hunter's hut, or a farmer and his wives 
would make a home on the farm, instead of returning to the town. 
Villages thus sprang Up.2 The owners of these farms only considered 
the farms as theirs, not the surrounding forest which they had not 

I See Ashanti, p. 323 • 
• • This is happening all over again to-day,' stated Kwame Affram, • owing to cocoa: 

in my own Division there are as many as fifty new villages, ~ach named after the founder.' 
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cleared; that bdonged to the Stool. These farmers or hunters re
mained under the heads of the families (kiDdred groups) who had 
remained in the settlement and served the Chief through them. 

The part of the statement with which we are at present con
cerned is contained in its first sentence: 'In olden times the Oman 
(tribe) all resided in one large toWn.' I It is well known that the 
Ashanti, once upon a time, were a nation of hunters. The tribal his
tory of almost every Stool records this salient fact; the heroes of most 
of their folk-lore stories, the last remaining branch of Akan culture 
which I hope some day to transcribe, were forest-men who lived and 
supported their wives and families by the chase. Their traditions 
actually record an era when game, fish, wild herbs, berries, and roots 
were the sole food of the people. It appears a logical and correct con
clusion, therefore, to surmise that formerly all the land within a wide 
but well-defined radius of these tribal settlements would be regarded 
loldyas the tribe's hunting ground. Now, roots and wild berries have 
to be sought over a wide fidd, and it is not possible to hunt elephants 
if confined, in one's wandering!\ after them, by physical, geographical, 
or topographical limitations, beyond which one may not pass for fear 
of trespass. The territory over which the tribe roamed must have 
been large, although not unlimited. 

The words' land " 'earth " • soil', could hardly in themselves con
jure up anything else but something which was personified in that 
Earth goddess whom all men worshipped, and on whose broad ex
panse men hunted and obtained the necessities of life. It is highly 
improbable that the hunter of dephants or the collector of snails 
should ever have regarded any particular patch ofland as his peculiar 
reserve, or that the tribe should ever have contemplated the soil as 
anything else but something which bore, and maintained, and con
tained all that man required for his sustenance. 

We thus arrive at a formula upon which, I believe, all sub
sequent rules and laws were founded, i. e. that all land was once in a 
sense communally owned, but that land was seldom or never visualized 
aa the soil of which it was composed; it waS r~garded rather as an area 
of the world's surface over which mankind might roam for food, 

• I am not quite certain if I am right or justified in comparing this statement with 
• suggestion made by Sir Hent}' Maine in his great classic, Aneient Law, when he wrote: 
, We have the strongest reason for thinking that property once belonged not to individuals 
IlOI' even to isolated families, but to larger societies composed on the patriarchal model' 
(Aruiettt Law, p. 222), but the comparison appears interesting enough to warrant atten· 
tion being called to it. 
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in which the intrusion of non-tribesmen would be resented, and if the 
actual soil or earth were thought of at all, it was in association with 
a deity with whom it was personified or to whom it belonged. 

This last idea was perhaps later on merged into the conception 
that the land belonged to the 'Samanfo (the spirits). To these 
general principles there may possibly, from the most remote era, 
have been one exception, which it may be well to record here. 
These' l!ncient hunters' possibly regarded one locality in their wide 
forest hunting grounds as being more particularly their very own, 
namely, the spot where their ancestors had been laid after death. In 
the personal proprietorship to which such an association must almost 
inevitably have given rise, we have in all probability the very earliest 
conception of the ownership, or restriction of the use of land to any 
body of men less than the aggregate of the whole tribe. The dead man 
used it; he continued to use it-for ever. The spot marked by his 
grave was regarded as the particular property of his kinsmen. To 
ancestor propitiation or worship (an account of which has figured so 
largely in these volumes) we)n all prpbability owe the nascent idea 
that anything less thantribd claims, to the use of part of the earth's 
surface, could possiblyexis~; 

The next important point-still assuming the social conditions and 
environment of the\tribe to be those of hunters--was the virtual im
possibility of the idea of anything in the nature of alienation of the 
land. The subject-matter was, in the first place, immovable, in its 
literal as well as inits legal sense; it therefore could not be taken away; 
except for a few feet where an ancestor lay buried, it was wholly dis
sociated fro~ any particular individual; it therefore could neveI 
ordinarily be without some one who was interested in what it pro
duced, becalfse this interest was embodied in a community, a quasi
corporate society which never died. The death of an individual OJ 

the death of scores of individuals did not affect its legal status at all, 
It could never therefore be the subject of individual testamentary 
disposition because every one from birth was a beneficiary under ~ 
kind of universal succession. It belonged absolutely to past, to pre
sent, and to future gene~ations yet unborn. Land could not be sold 
land could not be given away, land could not be willed, or be the 
subject of inheritance outside the tribe.I 

I It is the consideration of such facts as these that causes the student of Mrican La. 
to regard that fait accompli, the so:caIled • dual policy' in South and in East Mrica, wit! 
some misgiving. 
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It would be more correct, perhaps, at this stage in the evolution of 
Man land laws, to substitute throughout for the misleading term 
'land " the expression' use of the land '. The land, the soil, was a 
goddess, and Ashanti deities could not be bought and sold. It was, 
in fact, as I have already stated, extremely problematical whether 
'land', in the sense with which we are familiar, existed in the minds of 
the Ashanti. 

Before I pass on to the consideration of other points, I would like 
to emphasize the fact that the germ of the feudal conception ofland, 
later so widely developed in West Mrica, was already here. Personal 
duties and person,al privileges already centred around, or were asso
ciated with, , the use of the land' common to a tribe. 

C. '[he effect oj the advent oj agriculture: 

I cannot state, even approximately, when the Ashanti began to 
cultivate the products which now form their staple diet. All that 
I know is that their traditional history records a time prior to the 
introduction of the common food-stuffs found in the country to-day. 

With the introduction of yams, cassava, maize, &c., the exodus from 
the central township already mentioned began,and roaming quests,far 
afield, for the vegetable portion of their diet gave place to more or 
less systematic cultivation of defined areas or plots, which in time gave 
rise to the necessity for new laws and customs regulating the pro
cedure in connexion with them. The most notable feature of this. 
period was the transition from the claim of the right to use the whole 
land on a tribal basis to claims to use parts of it on a family footing, 
and finally to claims to its enjoyment by the individual. This' right 
to use' portions of the land-the usufruct-tended more and more to 
become the privilege of individual groups. This stage, it is more 
than probable, saw a dawning of the distinction between the soil and 
the usufruct of the soil. 'The farm (meaning the farm produce) is 
mine, the soil is the Chief's " we have seen to be an Ashanti saying.' 
The soil remained the immovable, unalienable possession of the tribe 
as now represent~d by the Head Stool; the right to exclusive use of 
portions of that soil became the prerogative of kindred groups (com
prising many clans) or even of individual members of these groups. 
The family or individual holders of these plots did not regard the 
land,i. e. the soil on which their huts stood or on which their trees and 
crops had root, as belonging to them. The results, however, of their 

• Again, datlie fI4I pere asase (the iron, i. e. the hoe, is the one to lay claim to the land). 
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labour-the huts, palm trees, kola trees, yams-came to be invested 
with aU the sanctity which in West Mrica renders family and personal 
property inviolate. 

D. 'Iransition from tribal to family, and from family to individual 
usufruct: 

As soon as this principle of families possessing the usufruct of well
defined portions of the tribal reserve became established, the tendency 
was for the whole or greater part of the tribal territory to be parcelled 
out, a result which, as I shall endeavour to show later on, has a very 
important bearing on the situation with regard to land tenure as it 
exists in the Gold Coast to-day. The only portions of the Stool or 
tribal lands that remained the communal property of the whole tribe 
were now confined to such sections as remained unallocated by the 
Stool. This was an ever-dwindling area, and in several Territorial 
Divisions has, at the present day, almost completely disappeared. 

Before I attempt a more detailed examination of these principles 
which I have endeavoured to show lie at the basis of the Akan land 
laws, there is one important point which cannot be too strongly em
phasizeil. The man (or-s6ttletimes woman) who came at a later date 
to sit upon the tribal;fito'dl 'ha~ not more personal or family claim or 
interest in the tribal:'s-Bil which he (with his Elders) administered as 
trustee for the trib~, than any other individual. 

Thus far I have endeavoured to trace how tribal usufruct gave place 
to family usufruct. The next stage in a process of evolution that seems 
to be as sure and"certain as the workings in most of Nature's laws, was 
the transition from family to individual-not ownership, for to that 
term must be attributed, I think, all the existing confusion, but to 
individual usufruct. The battle was here severe, and it is still being 
fought out. 

Ashanti is a country covered for the most part by dense primordial 
forest. To win a plot of land from these sombre unlit depths, to let 
in the rays of the sun, to reach its rich virgin soil beneath the tangle 
of lianas and living, or dead and decomposing, vegetation that covers 
the land, was a task that, with the appliances at the Mrican's 
disposal, might have seemed almost impossible for individual effort. 
Gigantic trees had to be removed, l huge fallen trunks over which a 
man could hardly climb, a few yards of whose surface alone were 
visible, the rest trailing away somewhere for two to three hundred feet, 

I This was done by burning. 
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but completely lost to sight in the matted undergrowth-all this had 
to be cleared before the "yame akuma (stone hoe or 'axe') could reach 
the soil. The assistance of every able-bodied member of the family 
or kindred group had to be called in to give a helping hand. This 
assistance sounded the knell of any possible claim to individual owner
ship of the usufruct of the land which had been cleared by the col
lective eft~rts of the husbandman, his brother, sister, mother, and 
nephews and nieces. Crops and the fruits of kola, plantains, and 
palm oil, grown on the clearing, became the joint property of the 
kindred group which had assisted in the work, and were as far removed 
as ever from being the exclusive personal property, 'in its strict sense', 
of anyone individual. 

I have already hazarded the opinion I that the wish to possess some 
object • over which the individual might possess undisputed control, 
instead of merely sharing it with others', was a marked characteristic 
among' primitive' people. Thus it came about that the apparently 
impossible was achieved; a farm was cleared (possibly in one of the 
rare but not unknown patches or glades found in the forest) by a 
man's 'individual' efforts. (I use this word in its technical sense, 
for we have seen such an effort might still be so classed where the 
assistance of wives and children and self-acquired slaves had been 
called in.) Then, for the first time in Mrica, a new kind of personal 
property came into being. What was it? Every writer whose work 
I have read dealing with this part of Mrica, would answer that 
question by stating it was' land " but that reply is, I think, incorrect. 
The new kind of movable property which was thus created was crops, 
fruit trees, a hut. The land, the soil from which they were won, 
on which the hut stood, remained as before, and so for ever, the 
unalienable possession of the Earth goddess, and of the 'Sama"fo 
(spirits) of the Tribal Stool. Here we have, I believe, the key of the 
whole problem of land tenure in West Mrica. 

E. St!C1lrity of lnIurt! : 

The next question is also of great importance. Did all the labour 
of this family or • individual' effort confer on the husbandmen no
thing more than the yams, or other products of a season's harvest? 
What security of tenure had the worker for his months of toil? I have 
not any hesitation in stating the answer to be that his labour gave the 
kindred group or the individual (and his heirs), as the case might be, 

I See Chapter V. 
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the exclusive possession of the ' right to use' the soil so cleared for 
ever, 'provided they or he at'd in faci so continue to use it, but always 
subject to the rendering all the customary services to the Stool which 
owned the land. 

Here we have reached the last ditch that can be crossed-the gap 
that divides exclusive from purely personal possession. This the 
Mrican has himself learned in part how to bridge. There is another 
uttexplOl;edfield that lies ahead, the realm of individual personal owner
ship--not of a usufruct, however perpetual, however unfettered, but 
the personal ownership, in ' its -strict sense " of the actual soil. This 
conception is so entirely foreign to all the tenets of the West Mrican 
law of real property, that I cannot see that, short of breaking away 
completely from, or riding roughshod over, West African law, it can 
ever be brought into operation. I think, moreover, that our attention 
and our efforts should be directed rather to prevent this happening, 
and to the expansion and adaptation on the lines of the Mrican's own 
attempts at bringing about the solution of this economic problem. 

PART II 

It is next propost'ld. to' examine in somewhat greater detail those 
points to which atteP-rion has been directed in the foregoing summary. 
Much of what nGW follows is more or less a translation of the answers 
to specific questions bearing on the subject. 
Q. How did a Stool or 'I ribe come into possession of its land? 

Am. 'Either'it was not in possession of anyone else when we came 
here, or we fought for it and got it.' 
Q. What was the proper procedure when a subject of a Stool came and 

asked for a piece of land on which to farm? 
Am. 'A subject had not any right to go and farm, even on un

allocated Stool land, without first informing the Stool. A member of 
a family had likewise to inform the Head of his family where family 
land was concerned. When a subject asked for a plot of Stool land 
on which to farm, it was given to him out of the unallocated Stool 
(or unallocated family) land. This Stool (that of my informant) still 
retains a tract of unallocated land, where all my subjects may hunt, 
and from which I now gather snails. I would give my subject enough 
of this land to make a farm, and enough. to extend that farm, or 
make a new one next year. He will have to give me "a sheep" 1 

each year for the 'Samanfo (spirit ancestors).' 
I This expression need not be taken literally; the value was often substituted. 
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I then inquired how it came about that,of all the land in this Chief's 
Territorial Division, this comparatively small area still remained un
allocated. The reply was that it was too distant from any town for 
his people to have wanted it hitherto, and that it was chiefly used for 
hunting. 'Anyone may hunt there, but if not my subject, he must 
first obtain permission, and in such a case I claim a hasa (foreleg); ear, 
tail, and one tusk. It was only in very ancient times that my ances
tors gave great tracts ofland to Elders for their use. That is why some 
Stools have not any unallocated land left, belonging directly to the 
Stool.' 'All land whatsoever belongs to the Head Stool, but the" use 
of it" may have all been given away to sub-Stools, who have again 
redistributed it (the usufruct) to families, who in turn have given it 
out to individuals; but all the land-the soil-belongs to the 'Samanfo 
(spirits). A sub-Stool, to whom my ancestors gave land" to eat upon" 
(this idiom will be explained presently), has full right to give it out on 
similar terms to its own subjects, who serve mt' through the sub-Stool 
without consulting me, but it may not on any account do so to any. 
one who is a stranger (i. e. not a Stool subject) without my consent.' 

'The same rules applied to " the use of" plots given to various 
kindred groups, who had wished to allocate specific plots to certain 
individuals.' At this point I inquired why it was that a subject who, 
at the present day, wished to have a plot of unallocated Stool land, 
should have to pay' a sheep " while apparently the descendants of 
the old original grantees held their land free of any such obligation. 
I was informed: 'Every year my Mpanyimfo send" a sheep" 
for the 'Samanfo.' 
Q. What distinction, if any, was made hetween a grant oj a piece oj land 

to (a) an akoa, i.e. one who served the Stool making the grant, 
directly; (b) an Omani hoho, i.e. a memher oj the t.lribe hut one not 
directly serving the Stool which made the grant; and (c) a grant oj 
land to an ohoho, i. e. to some one not a member oj the t.l ribe? 

..Ins. The tenant of a plot of land may serve the Stool from which 
he holds his land (a) directly, (b) indirectly, or (c) not at all (in theory). 

(a) E. g. A B may be a subject of X, the Head-Chief of the Tribal 
Division, and receive from him land' to eat upon '. A B holds this 
land subject to the performance of all the local customary obligations, 
a8 do his lawful heirs after him for ever. 

(h) A B may, however, marry a woman who is a subject of X only in
directly, .i. e. she may serve X through her local sub-Stool chief, r. 
A B may, in his capacity as husband of this woman, receive a piece 
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ofland from r out of r's Stool land (or he may obtain a similar plot 
from' r quite apart from any question of marriage). r looks upon 
A B not quite as a total stranger, for he is a fellow tribesman and 
serves the Chief whom r also serves. A B will now, in return for the 
land given him by r, have to perform similar obligations to r's Stool 
as a subject who served r directly. Again he holds an asset which 
descends to his heirs for ever, but always subject to these conditions 
of servic;e which the local customary laws demand. AB has now 
incurred two sets of obligations,i.e. those to his Head-Chief and those 
to his Head-Chief's sub-Chief. (c) We come now to the third case 
where A B, being a subject of X, nevertheless holds land which he 
has received from Z, who is another Head-Chief wholly independent 
of X. A B is, vis-a-vis Z, an ohoho (stranger). It should be clearly 
understood that such a case has only become possible under modern 
conditions., It would have been impossible in the past. A B could, it 
is true, have escaped from X and transferred his allegiance to Z, but 
he would then have stood to Z in exactly the position in which he 
had formerly stood to r. At the present day, however, land is coming 
to be held by strangers in this way. The procedure varies in different 
localities: sometimes,the tenant pays a proportion of the crops; some
times so much a tree '(in case of cocoa); sometimes a lump sum is 
paid dowIi.. 

In many such cases the Stool making the grant possibly supposes 
that it is ' the use of the land' with which it is parting to the stranger, 
while often, I believe, the wily purchaser considers he has bought the 
land outright;1 the danger in all such transactions being that to the 
unsophisticated Mrican the very conception of a Stool parting with 
the land itself is generally unknown. I shall allude to this again. 
Q. What was the law with regard to land, cultivated, later abandoned, 

and afterwards reclaimed by the original cultivator or his heir? 
Ani. 'If the original cultivator (or his heir) wished to recover a 

plot which he had once cleared and cultivated, he could only do so 
provided he was able to point out some trees--kola, plantain, palm 
oil-which he had once cultivated, and still grew and bore fruit. 
These were sufficient to establish his claim to " the use of" the land. 
In olden times no one else would have attempted to occupy such land, 
for they would have seen the trees and known it was not abandoned. 

1 And is then free, after an initial payment, 'from every other customary obligation; 
this, if permitted, strikes at the very roots of tribal authority, and in time would 
completely destroy it. 
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Any plot of land once abandoned by a stranger (i. e. some one not a 
(direct) subject of the Stool) immediately reverted to the Stool. Ade da 
kur(J so nil e""i Wtlra, odi kuro dea (Something lies in a town without a 
master; it belongs to the owner of the town.)' Again: A man is 
given a plot of land by his Chief to cultivate. He clears it for a farm, 
and plants com, or cassava, or yams, and continues to do so until they 
will no longer grow. He then leaves that farm and receives another 
piece of land from his Chief. The man now dies, and is succeeded by 
his nephew. He has not any claim on the original farm plot (mfofoa), 
because it was not a "'odie (plantain) farm. Had it been so, the heir 
could have sworn an • oath' on anyone who was cultivating it, provided 
the plantain trees were still growing. The occupier would, however, 
in that case, be allowed to gather any crops which he had planted before 
he was made to give it up. Even the Stool which had given the plot 
could not, without the permission of the family of the man to whom 
it had been given originally, take back the land as long as the trees 
planted by the original cultivator still grew. If the original farmer 
did not leave anyone of his own blood to succeed to him he migh~ 
even have left the right' to use' the land to his odo"ko (slave). When 
the ou"ko died, this right would descend to his heirs, and ifhe had not 
any heirs, tlien to his children, provided their mother was a subject of 
the Stool which owned the land. 

At this point I inquired what the heirs of the original plot-holder 
would have done had the Chief, on the death of the original holder, 
again taken possession of the land. I was told that in such a case this 
person and his whole family (abusua) would have refused to serve 
(som) that Chief any more, 'but', added my informant, • a Chief 
would never have risked losing subjects by such conduct '. 
Q. What was the law with reference to (a) the right of a parent to leave 

the usufruct of II plot which he had cleared by his own individual 
d/orts to his SO"; (b) his right to leave him trees or crops (cultivated 
under similar conditions) , 

Am. (a) 'In olden times, when a man died, his widow" was 
taken" J by his brother. His son, therefore, might continue to cul
tivate his father's plot, and the right might even descend to the son's 
heir. If the son or his heir ever abandoned the plot it would revert to 
the Stool to which the land originally belonged.a If, however, the 

I Sec p. 28 • 
• That is, if the original allocation had been out of unallocated Head Stool land ; had 

the allocation of the right to use the land OD which the plot stood been made to a sub-
1350' Aa 
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widow would not marry her late husband's brother, or if the son 
or his heir ever troubled the real owner of the land, that Stool might 
tell him to leave the plot, but would permit the crops actually growing 
on the land at that time to be gathered.' (b) 'Trees or crops that a 
man gives or wills to his son, saying, Mede kye wo (I present you 
with them), belong to the son absolutely whether his mother marries 
her late husband's brother or not. These trees or crops belong to the 
son, but riot the land upon which they grow. Ahrodesie owo odeku1'o 
(The plantain roots belong to the headman of the village). The 
son may grow up, marry and die, the trees will belong to his heir.' 
The same law applies to land given by a father to a son upon which 
to build a house. Villages may grow up in this manner in which the 
houses and people are subjects of another Chief, while the land on 
which the houses stand belongs to the Stool which possesses the land.I 

1 now come to another important question-the alienation ofland 
by gift, mortgage, pledge, and sale. 1 shall deal with the legal 
formula employed, and the. procedure, when a superior Stool was 
making a grant of lands to a subordinate Stool, when a subordinate 
Stool was making a sub-allocation to a family, when a family was 
allocating a plot to one of its individual members. 

Stool lands were portioned out in olden times by the Chief making 
a public declaration to this effect: Me de asase yi, me ma wo didi so 
(I take this land (i.e. soil) and give it you to eat upon), or sometimes 
Me de asase yi ma wo, fwe so ma me (I take this land and give it to 
you to look after for me '). 

These words were in one sense words of ' limitation', but in another 
they practically conferred a lasting title of' the use of' the land to the 
donee and his heirs for ever. This title would never be disputed so 
long as the donee or his heirs continued to perform all the customary 
obligations which were ~rdinari1y demanded by the Stool to whom 
the land belonged.~ Kwame Affram (see Fig. 44), who is well versed 
in Ashanti law, infqrmed me that there are many persons to-day who 

Chief and then by the sub-Chief to some head of a kindred group, then, on the plot being 
thus abandoned, the right to • use it' would revert to the kindred group. 

x See many of the tribal histories given in this volume. How little this subject is 
understood is made clear by a Supreme Court Judgement, where I notice the learned 
Judge in summing up discredits the evidence of a witness, remarking, • It is difficult to 
see how the town can be distinguished from the land' [sie1 (Kwaku Akuamoa V 
versus Ofori Alta), 

• Wo akoa yi, wo foi he, na wo be dU1'U tn' asase so dupidie! (You fellow, where do you 
hail from, that (you think) to settle on my soil without service ?) 
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are ready to declare that they hold more than the title' to eat upon 
the land " and claim the soil. They will state that their"land was 
given to them with the words: Me de asase yi me kye wo (' I pre
sent, make a gift of, this land to you'); , but " he continued, 'if you 
ask such claimants what Aseda (thank-offering) they had paid, you 
will readily discover that their claim to the soil is without founda
tion, and that they were, like almost every one else, only given the land 
" to eat upon". If one gives a man a present, and he does not return 
A seda, one's heirs can claim the thing given from the donee or his heirs, 
and they will not have any witnesses '. He continued: I 'I would never 
give land to any man using the words me de kye wo (I make you a 
gift), for if I did so, that would mean the donee could sell the actual 
land; ifhe found a nugget upon it he could keep it,Z and he need never 
give me anything from it. I would say, " I give you the land to eat 
upon". The donee knows that, subject to his service and good be
haviour, the title he has to " eat upon the land" will never be taken 
away from him or his successors.' 

The sub-Chief or Elder who received a grant on these conditions 
in turn allocated it among his own subjects, himself using a very 
similar formula in so doing: Ohene ode asase yi, wama me se mendidi 
so: wo'sofa ha didi so (!'he Chief has taken this land and given me 
that I might eat upon it, do you also take (this plot) here and in turn 
eat upon it). The head of the kindred group would again allocate 
lesser plots to individuals of his ahusua (blood-relations). All land in 
Ashanti that has been allocated by any Head Stool would thus appear 
to be held on a kind of perpetual tenure, terminable only by the 
wrongful act or negligence of the tenant, e.g. refusing the customary 
service to the Stool which owned the soil, or, in case of the individual, 
abandonment of the plot. 

A limation of the usufruct of land hy mortgage (awowa) 01' (tramma) sale: 

I again propose to give the gist of the replies to a series of questions 
which I addressed to one of the most learned exponents of the old 
Ashanti law. These replies, as those already given above, may, I think, 
be accepted as more than the mere ohiter dicta of a learned custodian 
of the law and be taken as a fairly accurate statement of the traditional 
rules upon this subject. 

I He was speaking as representing the Stool • 
• The alienation did not therefore include mineral rights. 

Aaz 
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Q. Could a1ty Stqol which, as in the case of a Head Stool, actually owned 
the land (the soi!), or any sub-Stool which possessed the usufruct of 
part of the same, dispose of part of this possession to payoff a Stool 
deM? 

Ans. 'The Head Stool could do so only with the full consent and 
approval of the heads (Chief and Queen Mother) and councillors of 
the Stool. The sub-Stool could only do so with the consent of the 
Head Stool and of his (the sub-Stool's) councillors, and in the latter 
case the ~lienation could only be to some one who was a subject of the 
Head Stool. 
Q. Was it possible for a Chief to own land in a private capacity, that is, 

apart from the Stool land of which he was trustee for the 'l ribe, or 
even land which he had controlled or owned before he became Chief? 

Ans. 'When a man succeeded to a Stool, everything which he had 
possessed privately-gold-dust, slaves, wives-fell into the Stool and 
became Stool property. If the Chief had a plot ofland which he had 
cleared before he became Chief, and the right to use which was his 
personally, then, unless he had handed this possession over to a brother 
or other relative with the words fa no na wadidi so (take it and eat 
upon it), the crops on that farm will 'become the ,property of the 
StooL' 

The next question has been partly answered elsewhere: it is : 
Q. A ",an has received a plot of forest land which he has cleared by his 

own individual labour, and on which he has made a farm; might he 
alienate ih; right to use this plot to whom he wished? 

Ans. 'The answer depends on whether the person to whom he 
wished to transfer his right to use the farm was or was not a subject of 
the Chief who owned the land. In the former case he might alienate, I 
and the person to whom the usufruct was passed had a possession 
which, subject to the usual obligation of "service" and continuous 
occupation, passed to his heirs for ever. If, however, the person were 
the subject of another division, he could only claim this right during 
his own lifetime subject to continuing all customary obligations, and 
on his death, subj~ct to the right of his heir to remove the standing 
crops, the right to use the land would probably, unless the heir. was 
prepared to perform all the obligations carried out by the late 

I The custom being now for the Chief (who must of course be informed) to take 
one-third (abusa) of the valuable consideration paid for the transfer, the vendor 
taking two·thirds. The kindred of the vendor will also be informed that they may 
be witnesses of the transaction. 
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owner, revert to the Stool to whom the soil belonged! That is 
. how a Stool sometimes came to have a plot of unallocated land 
within the territorial area of a sub-Chief.' 
Q. What was the procedure in pawning (mortgaging) land? 

Ans. 'If the Stool io.curred a heavy debt, the Chief would summon 
all his Mpanyimfo (Elders), and they might agree to pawn one of 
themselves to some other Chief. All the direct subjects of the Elder 
so pawned were thus pawned with their master, but asase n'ka ho 
(the land which the Elder held of the Head-Chief) was not included 
in this transaction. In a case like this,' added my informant, ' the Elders 
would prefer to do this rather than pawn the land. If the debt were 
incurred by the Head Steiol, the transaction would be between that 
Stool and another Head Stool, e.g~ between one Oma11hene and 
another, or a subject of that Omanhene. If, however, all else failed, 
and the land had to be pawned, the osikani (mortgagee), after the 
transaction was completed, would have the right to collect all produce 
from, and to make use of, the land. Those who formerly enjoyed 
this right would quit the land, and if they were found upon it, the 
subjects of the creditor would have the right to seize them for 
trespass. Besides this, the creditor might claim interest in gold-dust 
on the sum lent.a This was in case that the okafo (mortgagor) might 
redeem the land before the mortgagee had had time to collect the 
produce.' 3 

Rivers might be pawned (mortgaged) apart from the land through 
which they flowed. Such a transaction was for a fixed period, often 
three years, but at the end of this time the money advanced was 
deemed repaid by the fish that the mortgagee has taken from the 
water. It was not necessary to inform the 'Samanfo (spirits) before 
land was mortgaged, but later they might be told about it, and asked 
for assistance: Asase a nwabere na nwonyae, nne ato kuro yi mu a ma 
yen aton, nti ye sere wo nwonmoa yen ma yenya sika ntua eka yi (The 
soil upon which you once grew weary (with toil) and you left behind, 
to-day something has befallen the town which compels us to mortgage 
it, therefore we beseech you to help us to get gold to payoff the debt.) 
The witnesses to a transaction of this nature, where the amount 

• I do not feel quite certain if this was always the case. I should have thought that the 
right' to eat npon it • possibly reverted to the family or sub-Chief to whom the right over 
the larger area, of which it was a plot, had been allocated originally. 

• See Ashaflli, P. 232. 
s • It is a greedy man who lends money' (Odufurup.fo rra obo hosea). added the 
.~. 
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raised was the equivalent of £300, would receive a ntansa weight of 
gold-dust (i. e. £24). This sum was known as ntiani Qit. take from the' 
top) and had to be found by the mortgagor. It was divided into three 
equal shares, of which one went to the mortgagee, one to the mortgagor, 
and the third was divided among other witnesses. 

Sale of land: Supposing the transaction to pass from mortgage 
(awowa)-with the verb ton or si awowlr--to sale (ton no tramma) the 
following was the procedure: 

(a) If the land to be sold was part of the possession of one of the 
great Territorial Chiefs, who, as we have already seen, were the-Birem
pon of the Asante Hene, then the King of Ashanti had first to be 
informed of the contemplated sale. 

(b) The selling price was agreed upon. 
(c) The 'Samanfo were informed. 'If this were not done the vendor 

would fall ill, because, as he would later be told on consulting an 
obosom (god), they (the spirits) had had much labour in acquiring the 
land which their descendants were now going to sell. The god would 
say: 'Samanfo se na ye gya ho, na wa ton adi, na wamfa nsa mpo ama 
yen kae (The spirits say that they left there, (that land) and you 
have sold it that you may eat, and that you have not even taken wine 
to give them and tell them about it). 

(d) The buyer now produced the sum of money from which all sale 
transactions take thdi'name-the tramma-and this was divided into 
three equal shares ,between buyer, seller, and witnesses. In spite of 
such a sale, if the vendor (or even his descendants) were ever in a 
position to pay back the sale price with an 'overplus', he might do 
so and recover his land (pon asase). The idiom twa 'gwan (cut a 
sheep) was also sometimes used to designate this transaction. A point, 
about which I was not aware when I wrote o,n this subject in Ashanti, 
is that,the land could not be recovered directly once it had been sold. 
A leg~l fiction was employed whereby it was assumed that it had only 
been' mortgaged. This having been arranged the mortgage was re-
deemed in the customary manner. ' 

PART III 

This completes my renewed survey of this interesting and vitally 
important question, and 1 shall close this chapter by a summary and 
short analysis of the information it contains. The West African, in these 
parts, I am thankful beyond measure to state, is not confronted with 
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any' dual policy' such as is found on the other side of the continent; 
nevertheless, although his land is secure from European exploitation, 
the position from other standpoints is not satisfactory, and unless 
steps are taken soon, we shall find Stools and all the wonderful or
ganization they represent broken and, at least metaphorically, bankrupt 
because they will virtually have lost that in which all their 'power 
lay' and that upon which the social organization of this people rests. 
Land was apportioned lavishly in the past, so much so that nowa
days many Stools do not possess any unallocated domains. In olden 
times this mattered little; a Stool's wealth ultimately lay in the 
wealth of its subjects; they enjoyed the Stool lands because the 
Stool wished for, and benefited by, their services and prosperity. 
What is the position to-day l The most onerous services, in return 
for which land was held, no longer exist. The people, under our 
beneficent rule, have thus found themselves relieved of most of the 
well-recognized obligations to their Chiefs. Stool revenues have 
correspondingly diminished and, as a result, respect, discipline, and 
obedience are less readily rendered, and more difficult to exact. 
Side by side with this is the great increase in the value of all land. 
We have, thus, landowners holding land, freed from most of the 
services incumbent upon them-within even their own memory
and now, moreover, in possession of an asset which has assumed a 
new value. I believe that if the West Mrican w~re to know that we 
wish them once again to become a Nation, proud of their race, 
of their traditions, and of their past, and to that end that we wish 
to help them, they would willingly undertake their obligation to 
finance their Stools by some form of taxation. They would do this 
the more readily, if they knew that these contributions would be 
subject to an audit and strict control, and that such an etuo (tax), 
representing only a fraction of their past obligations, was to help to 
restore and to preserve their nationality. 

There is, moreover, I believe, a c~rtain danger in the way in which 
the consideration ofthis question is being allowed to drift. The West 
Mrican in this Colony, as I have already stated, is, in view of the 
often repeated assurances of the British Government, free from the 
menace of exploitation and expropriation by the foreign capitalist. 
He would therefore appear to be given opportunities for advance
ment and progress under conditions immeasurably more favourable 
than those enjoyed by the members of his race in any other part of 
the world. 'The danger to which I allude, however, unlike the menace 
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of the would-be land-grabber from overseas, comes from within and 
is of a 'particularly insidious quality. It is indeed, in its initial phase, 
apt to pass unnoticed even by a paternal Government which has the 
best interests of the Mrican at heart. 

From its very nature and the circumstances under which it will 
operate, it will not call forth any protest from the African himself
until it is too late. This danger is the possible gradual infiltration of 
the instit~tion known as ' freehold tenure'. 

The first important point which I would like to emphasize 
is the West Mrican's love and respect for the ],and. To him, its 
spiritual, not less than. its material significance was, in the past, 
very great. Many examples of the former might be gleaned from 
the pages of this and my previous volumes. I I shall quote, however, 
only one-the message sent forth to call the spirit of the Earth on 
the morning of an A dae ceremony, when the ntumpane drums 
, speak' as follows: 

Spirit of the Earth, sorrow is yours, 
Spirit of the Earth, woe. is yours, 
Earth with its dust. 

Earth, if l·am about to die, 
It is upon~u that I depend; 
Earth, while I am yet alive, 
It is upon you that I put my trust: 
Earth, who receives my body. 

We are addressing you and you will understand. 
We are addressing you and you will understand.2 

With regard to the latteI".,-the material importance of land in the 
eyes of the West African-this could not, I think, be better exempli
fied than in the legal maxim already quoted: 'Land is the essence 
of all power.' The tribe was well aware in the past, and the oldeI 
people still fully realize, how their very existence depended on the 
possession of land. The legal system which they evolved with regard 
to its tenure was framed, in the light of experience, in an attempt to 
obtain the maximum guarantee that so long as the tribe existed it 
could never, under ordinary circumstances, come to want. The whole 

I Ashanti and Religion and Art in Ashanti. 
• See Ashami, p. 278. 
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of Akan-Ashanti history is a story of migrations, ~ounter-migrations, 
and wars, to obtain land or to extend territory for the tribe. From 
this national or tribal outlook with regard to land, there has no doubt 
been evolved the individual African's love of the soil, which, among 
the unsophisticated people, is such a marked trait in their characters. 

This characteristic has been, and always will· be, of such immense 
value, not only to the Africans, but to ourselves, that it is surely one 
that we should endeavour to foster in every possible way. Its extinc
tion will spell the diminution of the small landholder class, which from 
an economic standpoint is the very backbone of this country. The 
system which the particular wants and genius of this people had 
devised may be summed up in a single word, 'Tribalization', or, 
using a term with which we are more familiar, 'Nationalization '. 
Every acre of land belonged to the tribe, i.e. to the State. The 
State in this part of West Africa was symbolized by the' Stool', the 
nature and constitution of which has now been fully explained. All 
land belonged nominally to it, but really to the ;pirits of the ancestors 
of the tribe. It was thus held for them, no less than for the living 
and yet unborn, by the occupants of the various principal and subordi
nate Stools who were constituted as the trustees of the land for the 
Oman (tribe). 

The conception of the actual soil as belonging to individuals, 
whether Kings, councillors, sub-Chiefs, heads of kindred groups, or 
finally, the individual small-holder of a farm plot, was quite unknown 
and was in fact almost inconceivable. It has been seen how, at a time 
before the introduction of cultivated food-stuffs, every member of the 
tribe had equal rights to wander over and hunt upon the land wliich 
belonged to his group, and how, later, with the advent of agriculture, 
but subject to certain formalities, he had a right to make a farm upon 
the land sufficient for his family needs. 

His plot was given to him to the accompaniment of the legal for
mula, ' Take this land and eat upon it'. The usufruct of this plot re
mained his and his heirs for all time, subject only to the fulfilment of 
certain conditions, of which the following were the most important: 

(a) Proof that he was using it. 
(b) Proof that he had not wholly abandoned it. • 
(c) Performance of the obligations demanded of him by his imme

diate superior, as recognized by tribal custom.I 

• See Ashanti, Chapter XXI. 
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Neglc;:ct to observe any of these rules or obligations would have 
been met with prompt ejection, possibly resulting in the evicted 
tenant becoming a slave; otherwise, his tenure and that of his heirs 
was assured. It is doubtful, indeed, if the most powerful Mrican King 
could have evicted the lowest tenant farmer in the kingdom without 
just cause. The right to' eat upon the land' did not and could not 
-indeed, the idea, as I have already stated, was not yet conceived
confer any-title to the soil. 'The farm is mine, the soil is the Chiefs' 
(i. e. the Stool's), was a statement having all the force of a legal maxim. 
In writing on this subject some years ago, I borrowed the term fee 
simple to describe this form of tenure, taking, I thought, sufficient 
care to point out in what respects the West African tenure differed 
from our present-day legal conception of that term. The following 
is an extract from what I then wrote. I refer to it again, because I 
wish to make it clear beyond possibility of misconception, that in 
using the term' fee siIpple ' to describe the security of tenure afforded 
to the tenant in Ashanti, I did not for a moment intend to imply that 
a form of tenure, the -exact equivalent of our freehold or modern 
tenure in fee simple, ever existed in this part of Africa. 

What I wrote was as follows : 

, The fullest forII)/:.of ownership in land known in our law is a fee 
simple. A tenant in fee simple is now for all practical purposes full 
owner of his land. I have borrowed the term fee simple to describe 
the commonest form of tenure known in the past among the Ashanti, 
but in doing so certain modifications and reservations in the term, 
wh~n thus applied, must be clearly understood to exist. 

, That the use of the term is perfectly legitimate, however, will be 
better understood if I outline very briefly the history of such a tenancy 
in English law. A grant in fee simple did not originally empower the 
owner to sell or alienate land. A grant to A and his heirs was con
strued as it was intended by the donor, and A could not alienate 
or part with the land by sale or gift, or on his death, by will. The 
ancient Ashanti law was thus almost identical with the law in England 
prior to such statutes as Quia Emptores and the Statute oj Wills, which 
respectively allowed free substitution of another tenant in fee simple 
in place of the original tenant, and permitted bequests of land to be 
made. The whole history of our own early land laws seems to show a 
struggle to attain the right to alienate land. Every device and subtlety 
of the legal mind had to be brought to bear to destroy the barrier 
raised in the remote past, owing to deeply rooted and perhaps now 
forgotten causes which were in opposition to alienation. 
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'Similar as the Ashanti law seems in this respect to our own, prior 
to 1290, one most important difference must not be overlooked. 

'The" owner" of a fee simple in Ashanti, and the " owner" in 
England in the days of Edward I, occupied a very different legal 
position. It is necessary to remember that when we speak of a Chief, 
a head of a clan, the head of a family group, as being ~he " owners" 
of land we are dealing with a state of society in which individual 
ownership 'in land was absolutely unknown. The Ashanti tenant in fee 
simple neither had nor has anything like the enjoyment and control 
during his lifetime that the owner had in England even before the 
latter gained the right to alienate. The Ashanti owner has to account 
in full, and be subject not only to the control of councillors, clansmen, 
and family, but finally, as already noted, in virtue of his spiritual 
trusteeship, to the dead. It may even be that the dead may return 
again and claim their own. The word" heirs ", when used in this 
connexion, must also of course be construed in the sense in which 
succession is reckoned under a system of matrilineal descent.' I 

We have seen that any Mrican tenant in the old days who refused 
to perform the customary obligations associated with his tenure would 
have been promptly deprived of his holding. This would also have 
happened had he even claimed the right to sell or alienate the usu
fruct of his land-which was all he ever possessed-or devise it, with
out permission from the Stool which owned the land,and consultation 
with his kindred,a even when the purchaser or legatee was a member 
of his own household, e. g. a son. 

When I read of deeds of sale or gift, whereby Mrican Chiefs have 
alienated land to Companies, Governments, speculators, Missionary 
bodies, or foreigners in general, I am convinced that all such transac
tions (even if it were possible that the Mrican parties to the deed 
understood what they were giving away) were ultra vires if judged by 
Mrican customary law. 

It is true, as has already been stated, that in this part of West Africa 
this form of expropriation is no longer possible. 

The blessings of peace and prosperity in which our advent has re
Bulted appear to me, however, likely to bring about a change in the 
nature of tenure of land which is not one whit less dangerous than 
that arising from expropriation of Mricans by Europeans. 

A brief survey of what happened in England during the decline of 
feudalism will supply, I believe, an instructive analogy to what I fore

I See Ashanli, Chapter XXI. 
I Or in case of a Chief, all his counciUors. 
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It has also been shown how, in the past, the State, i. e. the Stools, of 
the great Amanhene had in almost every case made grants to Birempon, 
sub-Chiefs, Elders, heads of kindred groups, and finally to individuals, 
aggregating in many instances the whole available land of the tribe. l 

It was not possible for the Native State to foresee any danger in these 
lavish grants. The more land a Chief gave away to others in olden 
times' to look ~fter for him ' or ' to eat upon " the greater became 
the number and wealth of his subjects. All this wealth, as I have 
shown elsewhere, the Head Stool rightly regarded as eventually accru
ing to it. The result now is, first, that many of the paramount Stools 
have allocated all unallocated tribal lands, and could not now, even 
if they wished, ' cut their losses' so to speak by themselves developing 
any unallocated tribal land for the Stools, and secondly, that the 
subjects, whether lesser Stools, heads of 'families', or individuals, 
among whom all this land had been distributed in the past, have now 
for some time been enjoying their tenancies, relieved of their most 
onerous obligations. One and all are gradually coming to regard the 
land as their own, in a sense that the freeholder in England would 
regard his tenure in fee simple. They will in time, if this has not 
already occurred, come to claim the unrestricted right to ·mortgage, 
sell, and devise. 

There may be some who see in such a revolution nothing but good, 
but there is, I think, a great danger. 

Being now in possession of an asset of considerable economic value, 
the Mrican will be often tempted to divest himself of his heritage 
for the sake of immediate pecuniary advantage. Land will almost 
certainly, unde}." such conditions, tend to fall into the hands of Mrican 
speculators who are able to offer the present holders cash down for 
their holdings. Land will then come more and more to' be worked, 
not by tribesmen for the benefit of the tribe, but by , strangers' to 
enrich native capitalists and Mrican land speculators, in whose hands 
it will ultimately tend to accumulate. 

This briefly is the danger into which it seems possible that we are 
drifting. It may, of course, be argued that the very remedy I suggest 
would tend to hasten and crystallize it. I believe, however, that the 
imposition of a tax to be paid to the Stools in lieu of the services of 
the past would not have this effect; for it would emphasize and 
maintain the authority of the Stool, which would thus continue 

I This is illustrated very clearly in the histories of the various Stools; 
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to be regarded as the trustee for ill land, and the conception of its 
, national' character would be maintained. 

I have been able to show, I trust, that the soil could hardly be 
alienated in the past, but I have also shown that the Akan-Ashanti 
law undoubtedly discriminated between the soil and things that our 
law would consider as part of the realty. The customary law has 
thus, I believe, indicated a way to permit the free interplay of capital 
assets (w~i:h might otherwise seem to be denied that freedom which 
modem financial and economic conditions seem to demand), without 
jeopardizing the land. This always has been the most important 
asset of the tribe, and a perpetual insurance for the people against 
poverty and want, so long as a man was willing to work on the soil 
which had been handed down to him from his ancestors, carefully 
guarded and protected for himself and his posterity. 
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LAW AND PROCEDURE 
HOUSEHOLD CASES (Efiesem) (eontinueti) 

Pawning, Loans, Suretyship, Recovery of Debts. 

nAW N I N G of chattels: The pledging of human beings as security I 
rand the pawning (mortgaging) of land have both been dealt with; 
the following notes have reference to the pawning of chattels. The 
description of the pawning of a cloth is given here, more or less as 
taken down from the lips of my informer. 

One man may say to another, N tama ni ehye me, gye si awowa ma 
me (' Receive from me in pawn this cloth which I am wearing '). The 
man addressed will reply: Ehyia wo miehe? (' How much are you 
in need of l '). The first man replies: Ehyia me sa yi, wo de ma me, 
se efehyia so, na mennya, fa no tramma (' I am in need of so much; if 
you give it to me, and if in a year I cannot get the amount (to repay 
you), then you maybuyit outright'}. All this is said in the presence of 
witnesses. representing both parties.z The price advanced on a pawned 
article is only about half its value. 'One may pawn a valuable thing 
for much less than its real worth, because one needs the money: 
Osikani na odi akono die (' A creditor eats sweet things '). Okafoni 
adie ko amoamu amoamu (' A debtor's things go (away) in great 
heaps '). 

At the expiration of the period agreed upon, the borrower: 
(a) either redeems the pawned article, paying back the sum ad-

. vanced to him upon it; the use which the pledgee had of the 
cloth was deemed the equivalent of interest on the loan, or 

(b) the pledgor asks for a~ extension of the period agreed on for 
redemption, or 

(e) The awowa (pawning) is changed into tramma (sale outright). 

This last transaction was carried out in the following manner: The 
pledgor informed the pledgee that he was unable to find the money to 
redeem the pawned article; he told him that he ·had paid so much 
for the cloth, and asked the 'pawnee' to add something to the amount 

, See Chapter VI. • 
•• In such a transaction, we do not take anything from the top' (yen/jam). This. 

means that the witnesses did not receive anything; they were members of the kindred 
group or groups concerned. 
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originally advanced'upon it when it was pawned. If the' pawnee' con
sented he would then take ntiani (sometimes also called adanse sika, 
lit. witnesses' gold-dust), with which he would buy salt or palm wine 
and sha're it among the witnesses. The sum agreed upon was paid 
over and the cloth now belonged absolutely to the buyer. 

Damage to pawned article while in pawn: The' pawnee' was not 
responsible for any accidental damage to the article which he held 
in pledge,. or for depreciation due to wear and tear, or if the article 
were accidentally lost, stolen, or destroyed. On the other hand, he 
must, apart from accidental and unavoidable loss under these cir
cumsta~ces, be able to produce the pawned article or the remains ofit 
on demand at any period, however remote, as long as the article had 
not been redeemed or bought outright. 

When a pawning transaction of this nature has been changed to a 
sale there is not any further possibility of redemption. 'It was only 
in case of land or persons that a sale outright (ton tramma) could ever 
be cancelled, and the vendor hope to recover what he had sold.' 

Loans and suretyship: To borrow money is, in the vernacular, bo 
bosea; if there is a surety he is known as abasom ; I the lender is osikani, 
and the borrower okafoni. The procedure was (and is) as follows: The 
would-be borrower goes to the man from whom he wishes the loan, 
accompanied QY a friend (the surety).z The sum to be lent is agreed 
upon, the date fixed for repayment and the interest upon the loan. 
The creditor, throughout this transaction, speaks and deals with the 
surety as if he were the principal in the case. The usual interest for 
a year's accommodation was the equivalent of about 6d. in the £. 
Witnesses of both parties were present, and the borrower had to pay 
a sum equal to about zs. in the £ on the sum borrowed to these per
sons. This sum was divided into three equal parts and shared out 
among lender, borrower, and the witnes~es (bagwafo). The sum ber
rowed was now handed over-not to the borrower, but to his surety, 
who would swear an ' oath' that he would repay principal and interest 
on the date agreed upon. 'Such an "oath" was, however, called 
eka'tam (a debt oath), and the Chief would not proceed against the 
person swearing it, as he was already in debt owing to his own kind
ness, and not due to anr extravagance on his part.' 3 

I The modern term agyinamdini is now often used; it is derived from the Fanti. 
• Unfortunately I omitted to ask who might or might not stand as surety. It would 

appear very possible that certain persons standing in certain relationship to debtor or 
creditor were prohibited from acting in this capacity. See Sarbah, pp. 63-4. 

3 See also Chapter XXXVI. . 
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The creditor was now debarred from going direct to the debtor to 
recover his debt (dan 110 ka). Had he done so the surety would have 
claimed to be freed from all further responsibility, and would have 
said to the creditor: Wa hu wo 'kafo, ko gye w' aJie (' You have seen 
your debtor, go and receive that which is yours from him '). The 
correct procedure was for the debtor to go to the surety and ask him 
for the money. The surety would then reply that he would see about 
the matter; he would go to the real creditor along with the original 
witnesses. The debtor would then hand over principal and interest to 
the surety, who would weigh the amount on the scales, and hand it 
over to the creditor. The witnesses did not receive anything further. 
, The debtor, on returning ·home, would take a pot of palm wine and 
thank his surety.' 

Procedure when the debtor could but would not pay: 

The surety would swear an 'oath' against the principal, saying: 
Me· ka ntam se ko yi me abosDm (' I speak the forbidden name that 
you must relieve me of my suretyship '). Having said so, the surety 
would report to the Chief what he had done; the debtor would be 
arrested and his abusua informed. The latter would either pay the 
debt or (in olden times) sell or pawn the debtor (or some other member 
of their kindred) in order to meet the liability. 

In case of an absconding debtor, the surety is liable. 

Other modes of enforcing payment of a debt: 

When there was not any surety, the creditor proceeded against the 
debtor in the following manner: He demanded payment. Me dan 
me ka asumasi so (' I demand settlement of my debt from So-and-so '). 
A creditor who was always being put off with excuses would say: 
WadaJa me (' He is procrastinating with me, deceiving me '). He 
would go to his Chief (gwane toa ohene, lit. 'flee and join with the 
Chief '). The latter would send his fotuosani (treasurer) with the 
creditor and demand the money. If the debtor still refused to pay, 
the Chief would give his treasurer authority to swear the meho tame 
oath, i.e. to say that unless the debt were settled, then' he hated the 
Chief'. The money would be paid forthwith; the creditor would 
thank the Chief, giving a present for the ahenkwa C palace' attend
ants). Again. if the creditor wished, he might swear an oathupon the 
debtor to pay the debt-not to himself-but to the Chief.I In this 

I • Certain rich men used to receive authority from the Chief to use his .. oath" to 
awear that a debtor must pay them. i. e. the creditors. These as it were money·lenders 

3JSO B b 
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case, if the amount were not paid forthwith, the sum that would 
eventually have to be paid was doubled. The creditor might pos
sibly be given something by the Chief out of the sum paid. 

Yet again, a creditor might call upon an obosom (god) that if the 
debt were not paid, then might the god kill him (the creditor). 

The debtor in such a case would at once settle the debt, the amount 
being paid through the obosom (i.e. its priest) whose name had been 
called upon. A percentage in this case would be claimed by the god. 
The curious custom mentioned by Sarbah, which was known in the 
East as ' Sitting' (l1harna) I, is apparently unknown in Ashanti. In 
fact, if an Ashanti creditor by his excessive importunity were to drive 
his debtor to commit suicide, the creditor was always liable to be held 
responsible, the debt was deemed cancelled, and the creditor had to 
pay all the funeral expenses. 

Another mode of enforcing payment from a recalcitrant debtor is 
mentioned by Sarbah under the name of panya"ing.2 In Ashanti 
this procedure was called adwo (the verb yi adwo). The custom con
sisted in the creditor seizing any person in any way connected with the 
debtor, or even sometimes a complete stranger to all concerned. The 
kindred of the person thus made prisoner came down upon the debtor's 
family and compelled them to pay the debt, plus a sum equivalent to 
3S. 6d, to compensate the person seized in order that he might' wash 
his soul '. This pernicious custom was, the Aslianti state, forbidden 
by King Kwaku Dua I. 

On the death of a debtor his heir became responsible for the debt. 
A creditor was supposed to lodge his claim with dea ogye 'yi ketl! 
(' he who receives on the funeral mat') on the nawotwe da (' eight
day funeral custom '), when all the accounts of the deceased were'gone 
into.3 Mter this date anyone lodging any claim had to explain why 
he had not done so at the proper time. The claimant might be com
pelled to go to the 'samanpow (cemetery) with some of the ab'Usua of 
the deceased, and, pouring wine on the grave, say: Se wo nne me ka, 
na se nkontompo na me twa, ma be gye wo abusuafo ho sika hunu, me die 
ya emma nawotwe nto me (' If you did not owe me money, and it is 
a tale I am telling to get money from your kindred fraudulently, then, 
as for me, do not let eight days pass over me (without illness) '). If 
would receive white calico from the Chief, which they tied on the small bundles of 
gold·dust which they lent out. Such men would pay the Chief perhaps £100 for the 
privilege.' 

I See Fanti Customary Law, Chapter IX. • See ibid., p. 95· 
3 See Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. 159. 
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such a person fell sick he would have to pata (conciliate) the saman 
(ghost), and also his (i.e. the spirit's) abusuafo (kindred). The offence 
committed would be described by saying: Wa to saman so (' He has 
made a false accusation against a saman '). 

In another sense, however, there is not any' statute of limitations ' 
with regard to recovery of a debt. Eka mporo I (' a debt never rots ') 
is a well-known legal maxim in Ashanti. 

tj"he Custom known as Do Mmokwa : 

In addition to the loans just examined, there is in Ashanti an ex
pression bo mmokwa, which refers to a loan for some special occasion 
or day between friends, of a cloth or gun or some other article. There 
was generally neither security nor valuable consideration, but in the 
case of a gun the lender would seem to have expected a basa (foreleg) 
of any game that fell to it, for there is a joking allusion to the custom 
which runs, W 0 de wo tuo bo mmokwa gye abasa a, ele (' When you 
lend your gun in hope of getting a foreleg, it will burst ').2 There is 
also a term fame, which means a monetary accommodation between 
two great friends without interest, security, or any specified time 
being named for repayment. 

I Also heard sometimes in the form of Eka kye emporo. 
a The horrower is not responsible. 

Bbz 
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LAW AND PROCEDURE 

THE SANCTIONS IN ASHANTI LAW 

I F I were asked to name the strongest of the sanctions operating in 
Ashanti to enforce the observance of the ' traditional rule of the 

community', I think I would place the power of ridicule at the head 
of these forces of law and order. Indeed, as will have been observed 
by an examination of the substantive law which has now been re
viewed in these pages, the power of the sharp-edged weapon of deri
sion seemed often the only sanction behind the law. Even where we 
find the supernatural or corporal sanctions in the form of punishments 
inflicted by the gods or by man, for breaches of tribal regulations, it 
appears probable that fear of ridicule was also ever present, and it is 
doubtful if even the worst of humanly inflicted punishments was 
more dreaded than this subtle weapon which came in laughing guise 
to rob a man of his own self-respect and the respect of his associates. 
In the social world in which the Ashanti lived, there was not any 
escape for one who had incurred this penalty. What among our
selves, therefore, would be, at most, an unpleasant state of affairs, 
from which we might be glad to escape elsewhere for a time, became 
a punishment to an Ashanti from which there was not any escape, 
and one he could not face. 

The best and, at the same time, the saddest example that I know 
to substantiate the above statement is given below. I have, of course, 
suppressed the exact place, time, and names, and few if any Europeans, 
save only those to whom I }lave related the incident, ever heard of an 
event which was known and discussed all over Ashanti within a short 
time of its occurrence. The story is briefly as follows: 

During the visit of a person of considerable importance, who was 
much beloved by the loyal and generous-hearted Ashanti, the Chief 
and Elders of a remote province, in common with many others, had 
come to do him honour. When it came to the turn of a certain old 
man to be presented, in bending forward to do obeisance, he, un
noticed by all but his immediate followers, inadvertently broke wind. 
Within an hour of the termination of the ceremony he had gone and 
hanged himself. He had ' disgraced ' himself and his following. The 
universal comment in Ashanti among his fellow countrymen was that 
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he had done the only right thing under the circumstances. He could 
never have lived down the ridicule which he might otherwise have 
incurred. F aJie ene ewuo a, fanyinam ewuo (' If it be a choice be
tween disgrace and death, then death is preferable '). It was, in fact, 
this occasion which first made me familiar with a proverb which 
I later found to be universally known in Ashanti. I 

Many other examples of the sanction of ridicule have been given in 
these pages and it is unnecessary, therefore, to enlarge further upon 
the subject. 

The next class of sanction that did much to relieve the public 
authority of the necessity for decreeing penalties which it might often 
-at an early date, at any rate-have experienced some difficulty in 
enforcing, may be grouped under the heading of religious or super
natural sanctions. It has been customary, I believe, for some anthro
pologists to make a subdivision in this category, the distinction being 
drawn between sanctions where the violation of some customary law 
was thought to be visited with punishment by the supernatural power 
immediately concerned, and sanctions where' there was no hint of 
any interference on the part of any supernatural being '. 

As an example of the latter have been given those food or ' ali
meiltary , taboos so commonly found all over the world among so
called' primitive' peoples. I am unable, however, to accept this sub
classification, for I believe that where there may appear a necessity for 
it, the cause will, I think, invariably lie in the scantiness or inaccuracy 
of the evidence at our disposal, which may seem to necessitate such 
a su"bdivision. The very example which is quoted as being repre
sentative of such an 'automatic' sanction, once the full facts are 
known, e. g. the akyiwaJie (the food taboos) in Ashanti," is immedi
ately explained on a perfectly logical, supernatural basis. So, I thidk, 

I To break wind (ata) in public was, in Ashapti. considered a disgraceful act. Their 
traditions record several cases not unlike the above·mentioned more modem example. 
One of such was the occasion on which a priestess of a Tano god from B. was dancing. 
She came forward during the dance to kneel before Chief K. D. of M., and in doing so 
broke wind. She was seized; her head was shaved; drums were beaten over her head to 
drive away the spirit of her god ; she was driven out of the priesthood, and made to give 
sheep to purify the temple of the god and the • palace' of the Chief. Again, if a number 
of Ashanti happened to be eating together, and one broke wind, • the bowl of food would 
be placed upon that person's head that he might be used as a table' ; but, added my 
informant, • if the man were among friends and was well liked, the rest of the party 
might cover their mouths with their hands and go outside that he might not see their 
laughter, because they might fear that the man who had offended would go away and 
hang himself, should he notice that the others were laughing at him:' • 

• See Ashanti, Chapter IL 
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it woul4 be found in other cases, were the evidence at our disposal 
accurate and full. 

In Ashanti all supernatural sanctions fall under one or other of the 
following headings. Examples of nearly all these will be found in these 
volumes.x 

(a) The sanction wielded by the ' Samanfo (human ancestral spirits). 
(b) The sanction of Nyankonpon (the Supreme Being), more es

pecially in· that wielded by His subordinates, the abosomor lesser 
manifestations of His Spirit. 

(c) The power wielded by suman (fetishes). 
(d) The sanction of Asase Ya, the Earth goddess. 
(e) The sanction of the male transmitted Totemic Spirit (the 

Ntoro 2'). 
(f) The sanction of the sasa (spirit) of men, animals, plants, and 

trees. 
(g) The sanction of abayifo (witches), mmoatia (fairies), sasabonsam 

(forest monsters), and black magic in general. 
The real power in all these sanctions lay in the fact that they were 

supposed to be operative not only against the individual, but, if occa
sion demanded it, collectively. A' sinner' might not' sin ' and his 
blood relations or kindred hope to stand serenely aloof from the results 
of that action. All became indirecdy involved, and to this fact ~e 
owe, I believe, the advent of the final and later-day sanctions in the 
form of corporal punishment meted out to certain offenders. 

The kindred and-with the rise of territorial Chiefs and territorial 
Jurisdiction-the community as a body were thought possibly to 
suffer for the ritualistic offence of its individual members. It was
I hazard the opinion-to such a belief that we can trace the creation 
of that important category of offences which have been dealt with in 
this volume under the heading of' Tribal Taboos' (Oman AkyiwaJie), 
the punishment for the violation of which was death, inflicted not by 
the supernatural agency that had been outraged, but by man. At 
first, I believe, the death penalty was the only corporal sanction which 
the higher central authority inflicted. This form of punishment later 
became modified by the march of economic events. Instead of being 
executed a man might ' buy his head " or he might be enslaved or 
banished, or suffer some minor mutilation. The sanctions at the dis
posal of the highest authority also included some that are beyond the 

I Ashafllt. Religion and Art ill Ashflflli. and the present work. 
• See especially .A.sha1lll, Chapter ll. 
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bounds of our civilized secular community to enforce. They included 
not only reprisals upon the living, but the punishment of the dead. 
The defunct criminal in Ashanti was never quite beyond the arm of 
the law. He might, as we have seen, be decapitated, or he might be 
denied the essential funeral obsequies, including burial. 

I shall close this brief chapter-brief because the subject with which 
it deals has already been set forth in the pages which comprise this and 
its kindred volumes-with a list of the common corporal sanctions 
which were once in the power of the central authority to inflict. 

Capital PuniJhment : 

Perhaps the commonest form of capital punishment was for the 
victim to have his or her head cut off with a small knife. Many of the 
old executioners' knives which I have seen appear to have been bread 
or carving knives imported from Europe. The executioner or execu
tioners, for he generally had his young assistants, having seized his 
man, either proceeded to decapitate him by cutting from the front 
of the neck, and working back, or ' if he did not wish to look upon his 
victim's face, he would hold the head down and slice or saw 1 through 
the neck, commencing at the back '. 

A IepOW knife would almost invariably have first been thrust through 
the cheeks in order to prevent the criminal from' blessing the Chief '.Z 
This form of decapitation might follow the preliminaries described 
in a previous volume and known as Atopere.3 Only the AJante Hene 
(King of Ashanti) and the great paramount Chiefs had power to inflict 
capital punishment. A Birempon of a Head-Chief or a Safohene (Elder 
or war captain) who did so, ,even in the case of a slave, without the 
permission of his Head-Chief, would have been guilty of murder and 
liable, at least, to destoolment or a very heavy fine. The King and 
Paramount Chiefs of Divisions alone' held the knife' (Ono owo Iekan). 
A Birempon of a Divisional Head-Chief might, it is true, have had his 
own abrafo (executioners), but they could not ply their trade without 
the permission of the Head-Chief. This right of a Paramount Divi
sional Chief to inflict capital punishment extended also only to his 
own subjects, and not even to all of these, for, without the permission 
of the AJante Hene, a Divisional Head-Chief might not execute his 
own ~afohene, Birempon, princes, or Adehye (blood members of the 

I I use this word purposely, as executionets' knives were not kept very sharp • 
• See Relic"", "nd "'" in Asha,,/i, Figs. 41-2. 

s See ibid., ChapteI IX. 
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royal family). Certain other persons were, as we have seen, also en
tirely exempt from capital punishment. Decapitation was not the 
only way in which a person might be killed. The death sentence 
might also have been carried out by the following methods: 

(a) Strangling (Abomporo). Ahenkwa (young ~ palace' attendants), 
heralds; Safohene (war captains); Adehye (kindred of the ruling 
house); wives of a Chief, killed or volunteering to die on the death 
of their master, were generally executed in this fashion .. The idea 
was to avoid distasteful mutilation or the shedding of blood. 

The strangling was spmetimes performed with a leather thong or 
done by the hands of the executioners (bu no kon). 

(b) Clubbing (Abaporowa). This method of dispatch was also used 
for young' palace' attendants; a pestle was sometimes the form of 
club employed, or the tusk of an elephant (where the victim was of 
royal blood). 

Witches were also sometimes clubbed instead of being burned, 
strangled, or drowned. The last-named form of punishment was 
known euphemistically as ' crossing the river' (asu twa). 

Mutilation. Mutilation sometimes took the place of capital punish
ment. 

(a) Cutting off the ear or a piece oj the ear (Aso twa): A person thus 
mutilated was called Asosine, and in addition to this punishment he 
would probably have become a gyase subject. 

The right ear was generally operated upon' because, otherwise, the 
person, being ashamed of his deformity, would..bunch up the cloth 
which lay on his left shoulder and cover his severed ear '. 

, An uncle might, with the permission of the King of Ashanti, c1:1t 
a notch in the ear of a troublesome nephew.' This punishment was 
sometimes inflicted for impertinence (poa). 'One, Kwame Agyetiwa, 
once struck a soul-washer or'ChiefKwesi Seckyere and was ordered to 
pay a sheep. He replied that he would give something better than 
that-a cow-well knowing that the cow was an animal" hateful" 
to the Bosommuru ntoro to which Kwesi Sekyere belonged. He had 
both ears cut off.' 

, A Birempon, in olden days was permitted to inflict this punish
ment on his own subjects, but an ordinary Safohene (Elder) might not 
do so without special authority.' 

(b) Cutting off the lips (<J'wa aso): The person so mutilated was 
known as Anosini. This was often the punishment for tale-bearing 
and abuse when such cases had been transferred from the die (the 
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household) to the Chief's court, or when the Chief was himself the 
subject of the offence and the guilty party had escaped more condign 
punishment by having fled and thrown himself upon the mercy of the 
Chief's ancestral spirits in the Barim (mausoleum). 'Only a Head-Chief 
had authority to inflict this kind of punishment. Neither a Birempon I 
nor a Sa/ohene might do so without special authority.' 

(c) Cutting oJ! the nose (<J'wa efwe}: This form of mutilation was 
apparently resorted to in the case of conceited, disrespectful, swaggering 
persons, .who, having a well-known reputation for such overbearing 
conduct, had committed some offence which had brought them before 
the Chief. Making this offence the excuse, the Chief might order the 
man's nose to be cut off. 'There were 'also cases known in olden times 
of bad Chiefs who, coveting the mistress (mpena) of another man, upon 
the first opportunity cut off that man's nose so that she would no 
longer desire him.'· 

Castration (r i adabra): Z Apparently certain offences were punished 
with castration. This was probably resorted to to obtain recruits for 
the posts of eunuchs in the various royal harems. A concrete case was 
given, which is as follows :' Two young boys were playing together 
when one "abused" the other by saying, Owonta! (begetter of 
twins). The boy who was called this "retaliated by " swearing the 
great oath" that he had never yet even had sexual intercourse with 
any woman. The case eventually was taken before the King of Ashanti, 
who commanded that the youth who had used the abusive word 
should be castrated.' 

Again, young attendants in the mman' (harem), on entering the 
women's apartments, had always to shout So ho! so ho! for if they 
ever chanced upon any of the Chief's wives naked and were reported 
as having done so, they would be castrated. The head eunuch always 
examined the young uncastrated boys from time to time for any signs 
of pubic hair. 

Flogging (Aboro): A possible punishment for 'saying anything bad' 
against the Chief. 'A Chief who was always ordering his subjects to 
be flogged would, however, soon be destooled.' 

Imprisonment (Apabo): Apabo means literally' putting in fetters '.3 

This form of punishment should not perhaps be included among sanc
r That is, a Birtmpon of an Omanhme, not the Birempon of the Asante Hme, who was, 

as we have seen, himself an OtlllJnhme • 
• To castrate an animal is sa (to cut). The word at1a1wa is stated to be of Dagomba 

origin. See also Religion and A,t in Ashanti, p. u9 n. 
, A specimen of an Ashanti fetter may be seen on the kuduo in Fig. 129 in Ashanti. 
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tions, as it was unknown as a form of sanction in its literal sense or as 
the alt~rnative to fine or other punishment. Persons were, however, 
restrained in this manner pending trial or after trial while awaiting 
the carrying out of the sentence. In fact there are cases known where 
persons were' imprisoned' thus for years. 

, In the reign of K waku Dua I, a young boy was fastened to a log 
and kept there until he grew up" and had a beard.' An AsoJohene had 
not permission, without the authority of his Chief, to keep anyone 
, in log' for any length of time. 

SlafJery: Offenders were often punished by being sold as slaves, or 
by being made the slaves of the Chief. The men generally entered 
one or other of the various gyase companies (fekuo)" often the akyere
madefo (drummers) section, while women became kokwafo (floor
polishers).I 'Even at the present day, when a man cannot pay the 
fine imposed upon him in the Chief's court, he will say, Me soa 
atwene (' I shall carry the drums '). 

Fines: As has already been noted, a man sentenced to death might, 
in the old days, sometimes save his life 'by buying his head'. Fines 
in the European sense as alternatives to other punishments, with this 
exception, were not, I think, often inflicted. 

1 FloOIS are polished every morning with semi-liquid red clay. 
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LAW AND PROCEDURE 

PROCEDURE IN THE CHIEF'S COURT AND THAT 
IN EFIESEM (HOUSEHOLD CASES) 

I T has been seen that all offences which were in any way regarded as 
violations of tribal taboos were investigated before a tribunal which 

consisted of the Head-Chief and his body of Councillors, while all 
other cases were settled more or less privately or unofficially by and 
among the parties concerned-the person who acted in the latter case 
occupying the position of mediator and conciliator, rather than that 
of prosecutor or judge. It will be advisable, therefore, for our present 
purpose, to examine the question of procedure in the former Ashanti 
tribunals, under these two headings. 

Pf'ouauf'e in the case of a trial before the Central Authority: 

Except where a tribal taboo had been directly violated, the history 
of the inauguration of the procedure in such cases resolved itself into 
the history of the Akan institution of the ntam, or so-called' oath '. 
J have already discussed this subject in a previous volume; I in the 
present work many of the Divisional' oaths' and other matters in 
connexion with them have been examined in considerable detail, and 
their repetition in this chapter is therefore unnecessary. The follow
ing is an account of a trial, which, originally beginning, as most of these 
disputes did, as an ejiesem, became an Oman Akyiwaaie (tribal taboo) 
case, owing to ' the swearing of' the tribal' oath'; it is more or less 
a translation in the vernacular. 

Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays were known all over Ashanti as 
eaa-ni"i (lit. male days), for it was on these days that all serious matters 
were conducted, e.g. funeral customs,enstoolments, leaving the town 
and going into the war camp (bo sesie), and finally the heariv,g of the 
more important court cases.' Such a case might have its origin as 
follows : 

Two men were quarrelling and they began to abuse each other; one 
slapped the other (bo no som); he asked, 'Why did you slap me l' The 
other replied, Wo aiai m'atem (' You abused me'). The other man 
retorted. Me ka ntam kesie na menni wo aum ('I speak the great for
bidden name that I did not abuse you '). The second man accepted 

• ReligiDfl 0114 Art itt As!uJflli. Chapter XXII. 
I A court case may not be heard on a do bDfle. i. e. on any fo-do (with the exception of 

Fo_> or Adae. 
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this challenge (de ntam bo so)! It now behoved any person who was 
present:l and heard these words, immediately to effect the arrest of 
both parties; should he not have done so, he would himself become 
guilty of an offence. A recognized fee of nsano (13s.) was attached to 
this duty; it was paid by the persons who were arrested, and ensured 
the matter being reported without delay to the Chiefwhose'oath' had 
been' sworn '. Both prisoners (nnaduafo) were now probably fastened 
with an iron staple to a portable log, for both were treated as guilty, 
which indeed in a sense they were, for each had spoken the great 
forbidden word.3 The two prisoners were now led before the Chief; 
the Okyeame would call on the man who arrested them to come for
ward and state that he heard the prisoners speak the great forbidden 
word and in consequence arrested them. The Okyeame would then 
inquire who wa's the first person to violate the tribal taboo.4 The 
one who did so became what we should term the' plaintiff', while 
the other was the' defendant', although there did not appear to be 
any distinctive terms in Ashanti. 

A day was now appointed for the hearing of the case; meanwhile 
the prisoners might be kept ' in log' and were looked after by the 
person who originally effected their arrest. 

On the day appointed for the trial, the Chief and his councillors 
would assemble in the gyase kesie,S or gyasewa courtyards, according 
to whether the case was considered of greater or less importance. I 

Opposite the Chiefsat the Ko'ntire and Akwamu Elders side by side, 
while other Elders and sub-Chiefs sat grouped on the Chiefs left and 
right, each occupying the exact position assjgned to him by tribal 
custom.6 In most Divisions an important case might not be heard 
unless the councillors known as the Ko'ntire and Akwamu were 
present. 

The prisoners were now led forward, still attached to their logs, 
which were not removed during the trial. Their custodian would 

I Compare the similiter ego Ie in the Roman custom of the Sacramentum. 
• Except a Chief or Okyeame. 
3 Some writers lay stress on the fact that very often' primitive' man treats a prisoner 

as guilty until he is proved innocent, but it is possible, as in this case in Ashanti;were we 
aware of all the facts, we might find that in a sense, as here, both were guilty of the greater 
offence, i. e. the violation of a tribal taboo; the lesser offence, the right and wrong of 
which remained to be determined, being for the time being in abeyance. 

4 There is a well-known saying in Ashanti which runs: Nye die wa ka nlam kane nko 
na wa di bim (' It is not always he who is the first" k> swear an oath" who is inno-
~~ s~~~ 

6 See Religion and Art in Ashanti, Fig. 55. 
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first relate where, when, and why he arrested them. The plaintiff, 
i. e. he who first spoke the forbidden word, would be addressed by the 
Okyeame with the words, Ka w' aJem (' State your case '). This he 
would do without any oath being administered, or any admonition 
whatever to speak the truth. He gave his version of the affair, 
uninterrupted save by the shrill'cries of the heralds, r en tie o! .yen 
to kom! odedew! and the deep ron! with which the Okyeame 
punctuated the oration. The plaintiff, having stated his case, con
cluded with the customary formula: Se asem a me kae, se nye 
nokware, na se me di ye no ayesem. r a me ka ntam kesie. (' If the 
statement which I have spoken is not the truth, and if I have made 
up anything, (then I stand to bear the penalty,) for I have spoken the 
great forbidden name.') 

Next, the' defendant' gave his version of what happened, generally 
ending with an affirmation that all the plaintiff had just related was 
false. He, in turn, wound up his speech with a similar declaration as 
the above to its truthfulness. The Okyeame would now stand up and 
repeat almost word for word all that the plaintiff had said, finishing 
by addressing to him the question, Se wo ano asem mu', me boa f 
(' Were these the words from your mouth, or do I lie? '), to which 
he would reply, Eno ano no (' These were (the words) from my 
mouth '). The Okyeame would next repeat what the defendant had 
said, put a similar question to him, and receive a similar answer. 
He would then turn towards the Elders and say, Se ye se no no 
(' That is what they have said'). The Ko'ntire and Akwamu and any 
one else who had anything to say might now rise up and examine 
and cross-examine the accused; all questions were put through the 
Okyeame. During this interrogation, one or other of the prisoners 
might say, Me wo odansefo (' I have a witness '). The other prisoner 
was asked if he also wished this witness to be called, and h~ would 
agree, or had to give very special reasons for refusing his services; 
The Elders would now ask the Chief for a messenger in order that the 
witness might be summoned to appear before the court. Before this 
messenger departed, he was sworn as follows: The Okyeame addres.sed 
him, saying: Fa obosom asumasi di nse se, wo koro yi womfa nni nkommo 
(' Swear by the god So-and-so that you will not carry on any conversa
tion (about what you have heard concerning the case) at the' place to 
which you are setting out '). The messenger would raise his hand and 
swear, saying: Obosom asumasi nku me se menfa nni nkommo ! (' May 
the god So-and-so kill me if I talk about what I have heard '). 
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-The Okyeame again addressed him, saying: Ka ntam kesie, se '/Co 
koroyi se wo Ji po nkommo ma obi Ie a, obosom yi nku wo, ya wo to ntam 
kesie (' Speak the great forbidden name, saying that at the place 
which you are going, if you talk about the case so that anyone should 
hear about it and this god slay you, then you have violated the great 
forbidden name '). The messenger then said: };le ka ntam kesie se 
me koroyi memfa nni nkommo (' I speak the great forbidden word, 
saying th~t I will not talk about the case at the place to which I am 
setting out '). 

The Okyeame now turned to the Chief and said, Nana ye sigyinae 
(' Grandsire, we are going to set the main support '). The Chief would 
reply, Womi (' You may set it ').' The Okyeame would now 
address the two prisoners and say: Se adnasefo 110 ba, 110 ose sa, sa, sa 
na wu Ji bim; sanso aw ba, na ose wanle a, nsoso wu Ji fo (' If that 
witness comes and says this, and this, and this, you (the plaintiff) 
will be in the right; but if he comes and declares he has not heard 
(understood ?), in that case you are guilty '). 
If the messenger could not return forthwith with the witness, the 

court would adjourn. This was done in the following manner: The 
Chief (who \>y the way was usually dressed in an eJinkira cloth') 
gave the first signal by lifting first one foot and then the other from 
the ground, and slapping his thighs; thereupon the executioners 
and heralds and other ahenkwa (attendants) exclaimed, Bahi kela! 
adow keka! (' Somewhere is stirring, some place is moving '). The 
Chief would repeat these actions, and the third time would rise up, 
no sooner having done so than all the executioners shouted, Sore e! 
(Rise). The Chief and his immediate following would pass out of the 
gyase courtyard, every one remaining until he had gone. During the 
trial, if any Elder or sub-Chief wished to leave the court, he would 
whisper his reasons for wishing to do so to some one next him, and 
retire leaving his Stool behind. 4-gain, if the Chief was seen to be 
holding too frequent conversation with anyone during the trial, that 
person was rebuked, being told that he was distracting the Chief's 
attention from the case. The Chief would reply that he was listening 
to all that was being said and would be ready to prove his statement 

I H the Chief were what the Ashanti disparagingly teon an O/tm'_Okyearne, i.e. a Chief 
who takes upon himself the duties that should properly be perfooned by his Okyeaffll!, 
• he will himself set the support' • 

• See ReligiOll and Art in Ashaflli, Chapter XXV. Such a cloth is mourning or semi· 
mourning, a gentle reminder that one of the two litigants would probably be killed. 
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by repeating the evidence. When the witness arrived, the court again 
assembled and the prisoners were again brought before it. 

The first business in hand was the swearing of the witness. The 
Okyeame addressed him, saying: Pre abosom asumasi ne asumasi di me 
se asem a ye be bisa wo nokware na wo be ka (' Call upon the gods So-and
so and· So-and-so and swear that you will speak the truth about. the' 
matter concerning which we shall ask you '). The witness would then 
say: Abosom asumasi ne asumasi se die me nim tororo na me ka, se 
manks sa na abosom nku me (' Gods So-and-so ~nd So-and-so, I shall 
speak what I know to be true; if I do not thus speak truthfully, may 
the gods kill me '). Next the Okyeame would himself call upon the 
gods, saying: Abosom osumasi ne asumasi, akoa ina obedi adame, se die 
onim wanka, na otwa m' nkontompo, ya nwonku no (' Gods So-and-so 
and So-and-so, this fellow (subject) will bear witness; if he does not 
speak that which he knows, or ifhe tells lies, then must you kill him '). 
Again the Okyeame addressed the witness, saying: Ka nta~ kesie 
(' Speak the great forbidden name '). He did so, again affirming that 
he would speak the truth. These important preliminaries over, the 
Okyeame would bid the witness speak what he knew about the case, 
saying some such words as Nkrofo mienu asem wu nim mu sen f 
(' What do you know with regard to the case between these two 
people? '). The witness then gave his sworn evidence. When he had 
concluded, the Okyeame would address the party against whom the 
evidence had been given, in the following words, which were in the 
nature of a set legal formula always employed on such occasions: 

Wale die wo dameJo aka; se wanfa mma ha ma yanfa asopa ntie 
ya wo ma aba bi so ho Okyeame, wo ku no di aboa; wo di fo. 

'You have heard what your witness has said; had you not come 
here that we might take good ears to hear (your case) then it would 
have been as if you had lifted some stick and clubbed the Okyeame, 
killing him, as if he were some brute beast; you are guilty.' 

All those present broke out into the Ashanti exclamation, e! e! e! 
The heralds came forward and sprinkled white clay on the back of the 
man who was acquitted, who, however, still had to pay the customary 
aseda. The guilty party would commence to supplicate the Elders, 
saying, Me gwane me toa wo me ma nona di bim (' I flee and join my
self to you, and I give grandsire (i. e. the Chief) the justice of his, cause '). 

The Elders would report to the Chief, who would order the guilty 
man to be taken away. He would later pass sentence upon him, either 
ordering him to be killed or perhaps pern:;litting him to buy his head 
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This completes an account of the procedure before and during a tria' 
in the 'old Divisional Head-Chief's court. Several points in the fore· 
going narrative are worthy of special consideration: 

(a) Neither plaintiff nor defendant gave their evidence upon oath 
It is true that they completed their statement with a repetition ofth, 
forbidden word, which in fact they had already spoken, and the men, 
tioning of which had landed them both in a trial for their lives. The] 
were not, ~owever, admonished by the Okyeame to speak the truth, no 
were they made to, nor did they offer to swear on any god that the] 
would do so. They were not in fact ever expected to speak the trutl 
if it were against their interests to do so. Each party, being his oWl 
advocate, was expected to make out the best possible case for himself 
each would' lie ' if it suited his purpose. 

'The reason that they did not give their evidence on oath (i.e. b~ 
calling upon a god) was in order that the Chief himself might be able 
to punish the one who was found to have lied, which he could no' 
otherwise have done had he been sworn on a god, until that god ha( 
first taken vengeance.' 

(b) Very different was the procedure even in case of the messenge 
sent to call the witness; every precaution was taken to ensure that h, 
would observe the instructions given him not to discuss the case witl 
the witness whom he was sent to call. 

(c) The witness himself was carefully and systematically sworn upO! 
two gods, selected not by himself, but by the representative of the Chiej 
He took a solemn oath upon these deities to speak the truth,and calle( 
upon them to kill him should he lie. The Okyeame himself called upO! 
the same powers to punish the witness should he deserve it, and finall~ 
the witness himself was made to speak the great forbidden name tha 
his version of the affair which he was about to give was truthful an( 
correct. These drastic pre<!autions were essential because the resul 
of the trial depended upon the testimony of this one individual. ' 
asked if several witnesses were not called, and was informed, ' No 
only one mutually agreeable to both parties '. 

The idea of a witness being friendly or hostile to one or other 'Of th 
litigants seemed unthinkable. The sanctity and nature of the oath 
taken and the deadly sanctions behind them seemed to the Ashant 
mind to rule 'Out most of the possibility of bias or lying. 

Several old Ashanti to whom I have spoken on the subject of wit 
nesses professed to be somewhat amused at the procedure now com 
mon in the European courts, where Native witnesses, who are no 
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Christian or Mohammedans, are permitted to select the particular 
god or sacred object upon which they are sworn. Such witnesses 
might, they state, purposely select fictitious, harmless, or amenable 
deities, on whom they will swear to speak the truth, and will then 
proceed to lie with complete freedom from fear of any sanction, as 
every one I not properly sworn is fully expected and at liberty to do 
if the position seems to demand it. It will have been observed that 
the court before whom the prisoners were brought itself provided or 
chose the gods upon whom the witness was sworn;z witnesses were 
never allowed to chose these gods for themselves, for if they swore on 
a goq of their own selection it was thought that, even where it was 
known to be a genuine deity, the witness might possibly know he had 
access to it, and there would be private confession and propitiation to 
expiate the perjury. 

Evidence given otherwise than in the prescribed form was con
sidered valueless; indeed, for any person to stand up and, unless 
sworn with all the correct legal formalities, to speak the truth when 
it would be detrimental to some one else, was considered immoral or 
merely ridiculous. An Ashanti, not a professed Christian, who goes 
into the witness-box and gives truthful evidence against a fellow 
countryman after being sworn in the fashion common in our courts 
is, so I am informed, commonly described by saying, N e ho eye hu 
(' He is a wonderful, awful, or fearful individual ') .. On the other hand, 
had he been sworn with the correct formalities, his evidenc~at any 
rate in olden times--would have been deemed beyond suspicion of 
untruth. I am inclined, as I have already stated, to believe that' to 
lie' in Ashanti was only used in a sense in which we understand the 
term when a falsehood was perpetrated after a solemn oath had been -
taken to speak the truth. Actually, as has already been pointed out, if 
a man told the truth when the truth was to the detriment of some one, 
except under these privileged conditions, he was branded as a ' liar' 
or tale-bearer and incurred public odium. Native police detectives 
who give evidence in our courts are commonly known as Aban tro]o 
(lit. Government' liars '). 

• Otro]o is a person who says he has seen or heard something which 
he has never seen or heard, or even something which, having seen and 
heard, he goes and reports without good reason.' 

I There are exceptions which will be noted presently • 
• A form of oath, not uncommon, was for the witness to lick one of the Chief's ancestral 

Stools. 
33511 c c 
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Again, ' a witness, not properly sworn, who gives evidence, truthful 
but umavourable to one of the litigants, is lying (twa nkontompo), so 
far as that litigant is concerned '. 

In olden times an appeal would readily be allowed against the 
Okyeame who gave judgement without calling a witness. for whom 
the litigants had asked, or delivered a judgement wholly contrary to 
the evidence of a witness. 

Odanseni owu n' afu (A witness dies because of his belly) is a well
known Ashanti proverb, which is interpreted as meaning that if a wit
ness has accepted a bribe and lied, the gods on whom he swore to 
speak the truth will kill him. Supposing a witness to die soon after 
giving his evidence, an obosom will first be consulted. If this god 
declares (through its priest) that the man's death was due to hiS having 
given false evidence on oath,I the following was· the customary 
procedure: 

(x) His body, instead of being buried, was thrown into the bush. 
(2) His private property was confiscated and divided between the 

Chief and the priest of the god in whose name he had committed 
perjury. 

(3) The original judgement was,if possible, reversed. 
(4) If the witnesses' abusua wished to buy his body from the Chief 

they might do so, in order to give it a proper burial, but in that case 
they became liable to meet all the expenses and debts which the liti
gant, who had h.een found guilty on the false evidence of their kins
man, happened to have incun:ed. 

Again, if a witness fell ill and went himself to consult an obosom, 
and was informed by the god that his malady was due to the false evi
dence which he had tendered, if he wished to recover he would 
refund all the expenses of the party who had been found guilty, and 
would also have to kill a slieep for the god, to avert its further anger 
(dane dual. 

I have mentioned earlier in this chapter that there were exceptions 
to the rule that to be a competent witness, in the Ashanti sense, a 
witness must be sworn with all the customary formalities. Certain 
classes of persons were either exempt from the taking of any oath be
fore giving evidence, or were actually not permitted to do so; their 
evidence nevertheless was' good' evidence and carried all the weight 
of the ordinary individual's sworn testimony. Sub-Chiefs and Coun
cillors who had already taken the customary oath before their Head-

I Known as danseuna or danse kullumu. 
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Chief were not required either to ' speak an ntam ' or to swear an oath 
upon any god, if called upon· as witnesses, as all such persons had 
already taken an oath. 'If persons in their position were found to 
have given false evidence, they were liable to be destooled.' Secondly, 
an ot1ehye (a member of the kindred group from which the Stool Chiefs 
were selected) might not ever swear on or by any obosom (except by 
proxy), but all such individuals might 'speak an ntam '. On asking 
the reason for this prohibition, I was told by one informant that he 
did not know; that re Kyi (we taboo it); while another declared 
that a man or woman of royal blood who might some day sit upon the 
Stool must be a truthful person. 

The following persons among others were competent witnesses: 

(a) Children. (c) Wife. 
(b) Slaves. (tl) Husband. 

A subject of another Chief was not a competent or compellable 
witness unless his own overlord was informed and an official sent to 
represent him. Similarly, an uncle expected to be informed if his 
nephew or niece was to be called as a witness, to enable him ' to 
stand behind the witness '. 

An interesting formula has already been mentioned, whereby 
certain persons, owing to their relationship or special position 
with regard to some other persons, were considered as privileged to 
report to those individuals any information likely to be of value to 
them. 

This information, under these circumstances, might be given with
out incurring the public odium ordinarily associated with the idea of 
tale-bearing (nkontompo). Before making the report, the' tale-bearer' 
would say, 'I have drawn a line down my nose', or' Ashes stand on 
my nose like the (white-nosed) anyenhima monkey'. These formulae 
bear testimony to the fact that evidence (truthful or untruthful) 
against any individual was only demanded or expected under certain 
particUlar circumstances, and that on all other occasions to bear false 
or true witness against a neighbour was regarded not only as unfriendly, 
but actually as reprehensible conduct. Before I pass on to discuss 
the subject under my next heading, I may note here, that in 
cases where it was particularly difficult to arrive at the truth, or where 
a litigant, who was found guilty, continued to protest his innocence, 
resort might have been made to the ordeal. The procedure in con
nexion with this custom will be described in the next chapter~ 

ccz 
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Procedure in Efiesem (Household cases): The most marked distinc
tion between the procedure in the settlement of ' Household cases' 
and the trial just described lay, I think, in the attitude of the respec
tive tribunals towards the litigants. 

In the higher court the question at issue was possibly generally one 
of degree of guilt. The more guilty was executed, the lesser offender 
paid .Aseda (a thank-offering) that he had escaped with his life! The 
question of possible reconciliation of the parties-which, as I shall 
endeavour to show, was such a marked feature of the lower unofficial 
tribunal-did not enter into the province of the court. It was indeed, 
originally, almost impossible that it should do so. The disputants 
went before the central authority well knowing that the issue joined 
was one of life or death. However trifling the original cause of the 
action, , the swearing of the oath' had rendered both equally liable 
to be executed for the violation of' a capital sin '. 

IIi. spite of this apparent gulf between the two systems, the pro
cedure in the tribunal of the central authority must without doubt 
have grown out of the practices in vogue in the humbler unofficial 
assemblies. It was the growing sense of power, backed by armed 
authority, which had modified the original procedure. The central 
authority, once it began to feel its strength, began to welcome litiga
tion and quarrels as a means of raising reve~ue for the Stool. This 
was an attitude of the official mind which was the direct antithesis to 
that found in the original courts. In the kindred groups and family 
circles every effort had been extended towards maintaining quiet and 
peaceful relations. Hence it appears to have come about that the 
most characteristic feature of these unofficial courts---the mpata or 
conciliation of the litigants---came to drop out altogether from the 
higher courts. 

Ohene (or Okyeame) pataabonten so ntonka a; obuada (' If the Chief 
(or Okyeame) tries to conciliate parties in a street quarrel, he will soon 
be starving,) (lit. fasting). 

Chiefs became wholly indifferent to a reconciliation between rival 
litigants; their interests, i.e. the financial interest of the Stool, were 
in fact all against it. 

Outside the house of many Okyeame at the present day stands a 
suman (fetish) powerful in the stirring up of litigation. At Kumawu 
this suman is called obodiasem (the case-hearing-rock); at Kumasi it is 
known as N yate (let me get it soon). Should there be a dearth of cases, 

• Both had violated a tribal taboo. 
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the Oltyeame will pour palm oil on the suman and say: Obadiasem, 
nansa yi oltom eltu ym, menya asem nni (' Case-hearing-rock, these 
days hunger is killing us,let me get cases to settle '). Small sums will 
later be deducted from the .Aseda taken in cases resulting from this 
appeal, and these amounts will be accumulated until sufficient has 

• been collected to purchase an offering for the suman. 
Yet again, in a Division in which litigation dwindles and the per

quisites of the Elders become correspondingly reduced, the follow
ing opinion on the situation may often be heard: Ohene no, ne tiTi 
"ye, obedi die; yennya asem nni (' That Chief has not a good head; 
since his succession we cannot get court cases to settle '). In spite, 
however, of this radical change in outlook, which is easily accounted 
for, the procedure in Efiesem was not really different from what has 
already been described. Trifling quarrels were settled by any person 
who had a reputation for wisdom and common sense. More serious 
disputes were taken before the ' house-father' or head of the kindred 
group by an exactly similar process to that with which we have ~ow 
become familiar, i. e. the 'oath'; in this case the little family or 
household • oath' of the senior who was asked to arbitrate. Almost 
anyone might apparently act for the litigants in these household cases, 
just so long as the Head-Chief's oath was not involved. As soon as that 
happened asem alto altese m' I (' the matter entered the realm of big 
events '). These unofficial arbitrators, unofficial so far as the central 
authority was concerned, not only had their own little' oaths', but 
they might, and in fact did, accept .Aseda, probably a pot of palm wine, 
or later a bottle of gin; they might give a judgement, although they 
had not any means to enforce it, save perhaps public opinion and the 
religious sanction implied in their oath. Their main endeavour was, 
however, to effect conciliation between parties who brought their 
disputes before them. 

Pilla in Ashanti means • to reconcile " and mpata, the noun, came 
to be applied to that visible symbol of reconciliation which was 
tendered by one party and accepted (or refused) by the other. Mpala 
might have consisted of a fowl, or eggs, or the weight in gold-dust of 
a Jomma (7s.); the highest form of mpata once known was the pata 
'pan (the sheep of reconciliation), or its equivalent in gold-dust 
(nsoansa), i.e. lOS. The acceptance of pata by the injured party sig
nified that he had publicly accepted the apology of his late adversary 
and that he was willing to let bygones be bygones. The acceptance, 

I The.e was apparently one exception to the above rule, which will be noted presently. 
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in fact! placed the recipient under a kind oflegal obligation to do so ; 
it signified an end of the dispute, and the reassumption of mutual 
friendly relations between all concerned. This reconciliation was fur
ther sometimes made even more binding by the late litigants agreeing 
to swear the arbitrator's private oath that they would henceforth be 
friends. There was not, it is true~ any corporal sanction for its viola
tion. If broken, the arbitrator, when he happened to meet one or 
other of the parties, might greet him with a satirical mo (congratu
lation), which no doubt contained a veiled allusion to possible super~ 
natural consequences resulting from the violation of his ' oath'. To 
effect the settlement of a household dispute was idiomatically known 
as Kora kora fie, ama e.fi awo (' Repairing the hQuse, so that it be
came dry~. A' wet' house in Ashanti signifies one where its head is 
in trouble and sits moody and brooding. Pata sika (conciliation 
money) might be used by the donee in any manner that he wished; 
it need not be shared among others. The original idea in the custom 
was, I am informed, the presentation to the injured party of some· 
thing with which he might' wash his soul' and thus find peace aftel 
the late unpleasant events. Mpata might be refused; the donee con· 
ferred a favour on the donor by its acceptance.' 

I have mentioned that there was an exceptio~ to the rule that thl 
, swearing' of the Head-Chiefs' oath' always necessitated the trans· 
ference of the case to his court. The custom now to be noted appear: 
to bear the stamp of a later date, when the fears of supernatural sane· 
tions were in some cases giving way to more mundane and materialistic 
considerations. One or two of such exceptions have already beel 
referred to in this volume, e.g. how on a campaign the speaking of al 
ntam did not result in any legal consequences; also the case of thl 
creditor's' oath' (etam ka), yvhich might be' winked at '. The furthe 
example is as follows: 'When afiewura (house master) was going t. 
hear a case privately, he would sometimes ask the Chief to allow som 
representative to be present during his hearing of the case, lest th 
litigants in the heat of their arguments should happen to swear th 
Chiefs" oath", which, in all ordinary circumstances, would entail th 
case being transferred forthwith to the higher court. In such a caSE 
however, the Chiefs representative might be empowered to say Kat. 

I The conception of Mpala as a form of damages, which the unsuccessful litigant i 
compelled to pay to the successful one by order of the court,has arisen out ofthis old·tim 
custom. I am not, however, here ~oncerned with the practice of modern times, so 
merely draw attention to this fact. 
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m' ani (" Cover over my eyes ''). The party who had sworn this" oath" 
might then, ifhe wished the matter ignored, pay the sum of £'271. orl. 
to the representative of the Chief. This amount, which was commonly 
known as ohene abotom rlie (" something which went into the Chief's 
bag"), was handed to the Chief, who returned 71. (the mataho) to 
his official who had been sent to watch over his interests.' 
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PROCEDURE (continuetl) 

Ordeals. 

THE ordeal was a recognized form of judicial procedure in Ashanti 
for the determination of guilt. In this chapter I propose to give 

an account, by an eye-witness, of the' chewing' of odom, I at once the 
most deadly and the best known of the ordeals practised in Ashanti, in 
olden days. 

The ordeal, as a means of reaching a decision in difficult cases, was 
not ordained to be carried out by the Chief; it was the accused him
self who might demand it in order to prove the innocence which he 
affirmed, but which others refused to believe. Men and women 
accused of witchcraft often demanded the orkm ordeal in an en
deavour to clear themselves of the charge, and it was also resorted to 
in adultery cases, in which as a matter of course a witness was not likely 
to be forthcoming. 

The follo'W-ing is an account of the' chewing' of odom, as witnessed 
(and described) by K. S. in the reign of the Mampon Chief, Kobina 
Dwumo: 

'The Chief's Stool-carrier, one Bonenwen, accused a man called 
Kwaku Wusu, who was my brother, of having committed adultery 
with his (Bonenwen's) wife, who was Kwaku Wusu's own half-sister 
by a different mother. Kwaku Wusu denied the charge, declaring 
that the woman was his "sister". An" oath" was" sworn" and 
" responded to" (bo so); the case came before the Chief, and eventu
ally Kwaku Wusu swore the " oath" that he should be tried by ordeal 
(lit. given odom to chew). The Okyeame repeated this request to the 
Chief, who inquiredl" Does he really wish to chew odom ? " to which 
the accused replied, Nana me tumi awe Amu (" Grandsire, I am 
able to chew Amu ").z The Okyeame then turned to Bonenwen (the 
plaintiff) and said, Se osie no no, nti to ma no (CC Let it be as he says, 

. so buy it for him "). Bonenwen brought lOS. and gave it to the 

1 I. regret I was unable to obtain the botanical name cf this tree; it should not be 
confused wi th the odum tree. 

• Amu, an nton sa,lutation. 
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Okyeame, who gave it to one of the treasurers. A day was chosen for 
the ceremony, a " male" day. Meanwhile, the treasurer had to pro
cure two newahma (water-pots) and another smaller pot for theodom 
(the odomkuruwa). The Chief nominated the officers who were to 
take an official part in the ceremony, i. e. the Okyeame (the prosecutor), 
who in this case was known as die oho hahadua (lit. "h~ who knocks 
the haha stick"); the fotuosafo (treasurer), who would carry the odom 
adaka (the poison-bark box); another treasurer, who would hold the 
"little odom pot" (odumkuruwa). Neither these persons nor the ac
cused might sleep with their wives the night before the ordeal; the 
accused had in such cases to be specially careful not to be impure in 
this sense. 

'Very early in the morning of the trial the Okyeame came to the 
treasury official who was in charge of the odom poison, and received 
from his hands three pieces of the bark, wrapped up in edwino leaves. 
These had to be carried in the right hand until the odom we (the odom 
chewing-place) had been reached. It was not customary for the Chief, 
Queen Mother, or Mpanyimfo to be present on such occasions, but 
the Okyeame's presence was essential. 

, The man who was to drink odom was always naked. In the case of 
a woman, she would not have worn either beads or loin-cloth (etam), 
but would have been allowed to wear a short skirt round her waist. 
The prisoner who was about to drink odom was not allowed to clean 
his teeth, wash his face, or have a bath on the morning of the ordeal. 
When all had arrived at the spot where the ordeal was to take place, 
the accused was sent to draw water in the new water-pots. A person 
on such an occasion might break as many as three pots before he would 
finally bring the water. To do so is a sign that you are innocent. 
Kwaku Wusu was now set on the ground, in a sitting posture, with 
his legs straight in front of him. A pot of water was set by his right 
side; the Okyeame sat upon his Stoo1, facing him, holding a haha stick 
in his right hand. A kinswoman of Kwaku Wusu stood behind him, 
holding a fowl in each hand by the legs. She then began to brush the 
ears and shoulders of the sitting man with these fowls, saying all the 
while: 

Bosomtwe Ie wo ho, Kra r ao Ie wo ho. Se wo hogya sa nse wo yi hiara 
aye wo hone a, ya gye (nkoko) hyira w' ano. Kra ne' hosom nwontenase ma 
110 "we odom yi na omfe. 

" Bosomtwe (ntoro) sit aside, Spirit (soul) Yao sit aside. If any of 
your blood or any of your wives have done you wrong, then accept 
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(the fowls) and bless your mouth. Soul and totemic spirit, sit ye down 
and let him chew this odom and let him vomit."· 

, While this was being said the three pieces of odom were placed by 
the Okyeame in the small water-pot. As soon as the prayer was ended, 
an afonaJoafo (sword-bearer) took the bark out of the water and gave 
it to the man to chew, at the same time giving him the water to drink. 
All the while he was doing so the Okyeame kept tapping the ground 
and saying: Se aJem yi se wa yo nil. wogye akyingyie a, ya odom yi 
nyina wo, safJSO wonyoye nil. ye to so a, ya fe (CC If you have committed 
this deed and are merely denying it, then let this odom stand within 
you, but if you have not done it and they are bringing a false charge 
upon you, then vomit ''). 

'The man kept drinking potful after potful of water. His blood 
relations (abusua) kept exhorting him, Mia wani (lit. press your 
eyes), and the Okyeame kept repeating the words already given. 

, Aman who was drinking odom after swallowing about three pots of 
water would either begin to vomit or he would die. No sooner did 
people see that the odom drinker was about to die, than they shouted 
OW1UJ! Owuo! (Death! Death I). The Okyeame would immediately 
begin to recite the usual formula, and as soon as he had finished the 
abrafo (executioners) would rush forward and CUt off the head of the 
dying man. The heralds sprinkled white clay on the litigant who had 
won his case. 

, Should the odom drinker vomit, the Okyeame would immediately 
recite the same formula, ending in this case with w. tIi him (ccYou 
are innocent ''). The abwua (blood relations) of the man who had 
successfully undergone the ordeal would lift their kinsman on their 
shoulders (si akonkon) and sing the ahose : a 

Oseeye, 
Osee ye 
Otweaduampon e 
Te tIll. se 0 

T e tIll. se amen. 

'To this Ashanti national hymn they will add a line, Opeyen, wuny" 
yen (He who wished to catch us has not caught us). The person who 
had "bought" the odom (i. e. who had brought the charge which had 

I I do not undeIStand why the Kra Yao should have been c:aIled upon, if the man's 
name was Kwaku; unfortunately I did Dot notice this apparent anomaly at the time 
and omitted to ask for an explanation. 

• See p. 104-
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resulted in the accused man demanding the ordeal) was now arrested 
and fastened to "a log, and unless his abusua "bought his head" would 
be killed, any further trial not being necessary. 

• In this particular case Kwaku Wusu vomited, and the Stool
carrier wh6 had brought the charge would have been killed,' but 
during that same night the okomfo (priest) of the god Apia, one Kwaku 
Ketewa, became possessed and rushed before, the Chief, saying: Nnipa'lo 
na wo de no ato dua m', ma yenko tu no se se se (" The man whom you 
have taken and fastened to a log, let us release him at once "). The 
Chief did so, but he had to pay ntansa (£24).' 

In some cases of odom 'chewing', when the person's relatives thought 
that their kinsman looked as if he were going to die, they would 
quickly offer to ' buy his head'; if the Okyeame agreed, the drinker 
was immediately treated with an antidote in the form of an emetic, 
and an injection of red peppers up the anus. Even when a man came 
successfully out of this ordeal he had always to give the customary 
A seda to the Chief. 

There were several other forms of ordeal which were officially 
recognized as methods of deciding difficult cases. Mter the odom 3 

ordeal, the nkontwuma (sometimes called homa twe) was perhaps the 
best known. This apparatus (at any rate the one I examined) con
sisted of seven strips of otwe (duyker) skin about one foot six inches 
long by about half an inch wide. The owner informed me that' Not 
just any skin would do; it must be a duyker that had " talked" 
(cried out) when wounded '. Some objects were fastened at the 
middle of each strip of the skin: 

(a) A small piece of the bone of an elephant; this strip was named 
after an ohosom. 

(h) A small piece of iron; this strip was called katrema nokwafo 
(the truthful tongue). 

(c) A suman called tonto ehoa 'Man (tonto that helps the Tribe) and 
composed, I was informed, of some stone or hard substance 
found in the intestines of the animal. 

• • A Stool-amier may not be struck, nevertheless if he does wrong he may be killed' 
(Y __ /JIll Ie, flSOSO ye kum /JIll). 

• • It was the spirit of Apia speaking.' 
J I have heard it stated, but do not vouch for the fact, that there are only two odom 

trees in Ashanti: one at Mampon, known as Ma,.iamptnJ odom, the second at TafIo, 
ealJed TaOo oJom. The person demanding to be tried in this manner was allowed to 
choose the tree from which he wished the bark to be taken. The odom ordeal could only 
arise out of an action in the Chief's court. 
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(l) Small disks of brass, called kra and obosom. 
(e) Tne claw of a 'pTa (armadillo); this strip was called obarima 

(the man). 
(j) The hoof of a duyker i this strip was designated oba (the 

woman). 
(g) Three teeth of the mampam (iguana); this strip was known as 

mota (the child). 

Method oj using the Nkontwuma: The skin ofthe same duyker from 
which the strips were cut out is spread upon the ground. The man 
who is to manipulate the nkontwuma hands it over to the person con
cerning whose affair it is being consulted, and he touches his forehead 
and breast with it, and hands it back. The professional H omatweni 
(draw-the-string man) now gathers up the seven strips, holding them 
bunched up about the middle in his left hand; with his right hand he 
gathers up the seven loose ends between the thumb and fingers, with 
the back of the hand upwards; he then swings over the hanging ends 
from right to left, at the same time turning over his right hand, which 
brings the palm upwards with the strands now lying underneath the 
back of his hand. According to the sequence and order in which they 
have fallen, so he will interpret the question to be decided. These 
homatwifo were (and are) generally priests, hunters, or medicine men. 
Such a man is called in by the Okyeame and elders when they find diffi
culty in arriving at the truth about a case. Again the request has to 
emanate from the person who is on trial. The nkontwuma men were 
often consulted privately, i.e. quite apart from the official patronage 
of the higher courts. When the nkontwuma has proved the guilt or 
innocence of the party the Okyeame immediately steps in and delivers 
the judgement in the customary way. The professional nkuntwuma 
man was paid about a domma"(7s.) for the part which he played. ' 

There were many other forms of ordeals and lots: Wosuo (molten 
lead), said to have been introduced from the Ewe, across the Volta; 
Pannie, passing a needle three times through the tongue:: C If the 
needle refuses to pierce the tongue that person is guilty'; Boa, said 
to be a Mohammedan charm; it consists of a forked stick, which is 
pushed with the hand, the thumb being pressed into the fork and the 
end of the stick pushed among certain objects till it knocks one or the 

. other away. 
In all .these cases, even where the ordeal might itself have been of 

a deadly nature, the idea that lay behind its employment was never 
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that of punishment. The ordeal was employed solely to determine 
guilt or innocence, and in the event of its indicating the former, the 
secular power (as was seen in the account given here) quickly took 
charge, and a corporal sanction hastened the end which the wisdom 
and judgement of a supernatural power had decreed. 
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SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES IN THE ASHANTI 

CONSTITUTION 

I PROPOSE to summarize in this final chapter some of the conclu
sions at which I have arrived as the result of the survey which this 

and previous volumes now complete. I have chosen as my heading the 
title, , Some Basic Principles in the Ashanti Constitution'. Into the 
word' Constitution' in this connexion it is necessary to read a wider 
meaning than is generally applied to this term. 

Among the Ashanti-and indeed the Akan-speaking race as a whole 
-the word must be uaderstood to embrace something more than a 
body of legal and traditional principles governing the relation of the 
native sta'te authorities to each other and to the people they govern. 
The word ' Constitution' means to these people their attempt to 
correlate nature's laws with the human laws and regulations to which 
they are subject. 

The' ancients' who framed the Native Constitution, and indeed 
their more modern descendants almost up to the present day, were, 
as my readers must have observed. burdened with a weight of respon
sibility, from which those who framed European laws and the Con
stitutions with which we are familiar might well have recoiled in 
hopeless despair. 

The Ashanti law-makers' task entailed the ultimate acceptance of 
the responsibility for the even and normal working of forces which we 
regard as wholly beyond our power to control. They had to see to it 
that the' Constitution' of their Tribe was such that it would ensure, 
or at least not flagrantly militate against, the normal functioning of 
what we regard as nature's immutable laws. The assurance of bounti
ful crops; the continued fertility of the tribe; the even cycle of the 
seasons; the course of the heavenly bodies and the protection from 
some cataclysm which would destroy them and mankind; I the control 
of other forces of nature-rain, lightning, floods; the onslaughts of 
wild beasts; sickness, and finally death itself-all these were concerns for 
which human beings were considered directly or indirectly responsible, 
for which, in consequence of such beliefs, the Elders of the Tribe had 
to legislate. 

I e. g. in an eclipse of sun or mOOD. 
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While we may possibly. correctly assume that such an outlook upon 
life must have had a paralysing effect on the mind, it must not be for
gotten that the supernatural sanctions such beliefs imposed 011 the 
conduct of individuals may have served possibly in no small measure 
to keep the race from moral lapses, which might have resulted 
eventually in deterioration and ultimately perhaps in tribal ex-
tinction. . 

I believe that most of what must now be considered unnecessary, 
evil, or foolish in the West Mrican's past beliefs arose from this con
fusion of the natural with the social order. The cult of the suman 
(fetish), witchcraft, black magic, would disappear before the teaching 
of elementary scientific facts. I would therefore advocate the inclusion 
of such a course in the curriculum of every school and mission. 

I have elsewhere pointed out that' fetishism' is not and never 
was the dominant feature in Akan-Ashanti religion. Were fetishism 
abolished from the Ashanti creed, the people would still bc!'left with 
a Supreme Being, with the lesser nature gods, and with their ancestor
worship. The value, to missionary bodies, of the first belief is obvious 
and is now acknowledged almost universally. With regard to the second 
belief, animism may seem to be a difficult and dangerous path to tread 
and one almost wholly incompatible with Christian teaching. There 
is something, however, in the old Ashanti belief in a ' living universe' 
that, coupled with modern scientific knowledge, should go to produce 
a blending of the scientific outlook with a love of, and understanding 
and communion with, Nature, which seems to me to be much preferred 
to an ultra-material and purely scientific outlook upon life. 

With regard to the last of these three beliefs-i. e. the cult of 
ancestors-with which so much of these volumes has been concerned, 
I have not the slightest hesitation in pleading with missionary bodies 
for tolerant and sympathetic treatment of this important feature in 
the Native Constitution. The attitude of mind that formerly lumped 
the cult ot'Samanfo (ancestral spirits), abosom (the lesser, gods), and 
suman (fetishes) together and relegated all of them to the category 
of' fetish' worship and of ' devils' is not scientifically correct and 
consequently is not tenable. 

I think the most critical inquirers must have failed to find anything 
inherently objectionable in the Adae ceremonies-those ceremonial 
occasions when ancestors are called to mind-which have been de
scribed 80 fully in a previous volume.! It is not, however, on this 

I Asbanti. 
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I propose first to recapitulate just sufficient evidence to show: 
(a) How the kingly office grew up in this part of Mrica. 
(b) The Ashanti conception of that position. 
(c) The meaning of citizemhip to an Ashanti. 
(d) Wherein the Ashanti conception of democracy apparently differs 

from our own. 
The danger of assuming or accepting our own preconceived ideas 

and our own definitions as being more or less also the same as those of 
the Ashanti is very great, because the differences which exist between 
the two standpoints are often so subtle as to escape even careful 
examination. They were sometimes even deliberately obscured by the 
Mrican himself as part of the political game. 

The first training the Ashanti wiemfo (man-in-the-street) received 
in what we term ' citizenship' was gained in his family circle, i. e. 
among hisfiefo. 

The prototype of the modern Chief had also his place in this inner
most circle of what I shall hereafter call' concentric circles ofloyalty '.1 
He was the fie-wura or 'House-master', the head of the family group, 
whose position I have endeavoured to describe in this book. 

The effect of early training in both cases lasted right down to the 
time when the family had expanded into the clan, the clans into the 
tribe, and the tribes into the nation, with an apparent corresponding 
change in the status of the h~ad of each group with every expansion 
of his sphere of influence. This experience has never been lost sight of 
for a moment; it remained and became what may well be called' a 
basic principle'. 

It is with this innermost circle-the family-that I have therefore 
first to deal, for it was here the Ashanti learned a lesson, and became 
accustomed to an institution which he never forgot and has never 
really changed (although in later times it was often almost wholly 
obscured by high-sounding titles and confusing terminologies), for it 
was from this family tradition that he came to insist upon being 
governed patriarchally rather than aristocratically." 

The head of the family in olden times (and indeed to-day) succeeded 
to his position, as we have seen, by an almost identical process by 
which a Chief finds himself on a Stool at the present day. The law of 

I I am very much indebted to the very valuable book by Professor Zimmern entitled 
TIJI Greek Commonwuw., in which I find a really remarkable likeness between the 
constitution of ancient Greece and that of the Ashanti • 

• However much the outward trappings of the government might seem to point to the 
latter as being the state of affairs. 

3350 
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primogeniture aid not necessarily settle the election, save that he 
would ordinarily have been chosen from the descendants of the senior 
ancestress from whom he traced descent. To what did he succeed? 
This question, as we have seen, may be answered in a sentence: He 
succeeded to obligations rather than to rights. This may be accepted as 
a second' basic principle '. He enjoyed no more property or right to 
the movables or immovables of the family than any other of its mem
bers. He controlled his household always and without exception, sub
ject to consultation with all or at least with its most senior members, 
bu t he did not control all equally. The House-master, owing to the fact 
that the family was necessarily a bi- or a multilateral unit,' had less 
direct authority over those members of ' it who were not of his own 
abusua (blood). The powers which this 'House-master' wielded were 
apparently very great, but all this authority and any sanctions which 
he was authorized to impose rested upon the essential fact that his 
was a kind of corporate authority in which every blood-relative had 
a voice. 

Again, outwardly he appeared more wealthy than any othermem
ber of his household, but this was only because he administered the 
whole estate for others. In that estate every member of his kinsmen 
had a stake. His special position did nQt confer upon him any special 
monopoly. In a sense, indeed, so far as personal possessions over 
which he had complete control were concerned, he was really worse 
off than the most humble member of his group, for everything he 
possessed privately when he assumed the headship of his house, and 
everything he earned or made after accepting that position, fell into 
the family pool on his death. 

What was the 'House-father's' sp~ial claim to demand respect and 
to exercise authority? It was ultimately due to his spiritual position. 
He was the selected custodian of his family's ancestral spirits, and in 
this lay his chief claim to command obedience and respect, and to 
exercise authority over a little democracy, wherein all free men were 
equal and the only real aristocracy recognized were the dead. 

It was in such a little community that our Akan-speaking Mrican 
first learned the lessons ,of chieftainship, and that his willing subjects 
gained their first experience and obtained their particular conception 
of what to them formed the elements of good citizenship, i. e. a sense 
of equality and brotherhood which was based on the knowledge that 
all shared common human emotions and on the proved usefulness of 

lOwing to the incidence of exogamy. 
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one human being to another. It was here he learned to expect and 
to render all the '.lesser loyalties' which later served to link him with 
the head of his State (Oman). It is' a lesson which the Mrican can 
well teach the European, who finds it difficult, if not impossible to 
carry out the dispositions which alone :render family amenitieshar
monious into his service and dealings with the State. To break down 
a single one of ' these lesser allegiances is,in my opinion, a very grave 
mistake. It would be a policy which would have far-reaching and 
serious consequences, for it would be: cutting at the roots of the 
Ashanti conception of citizenship. lJ" he fostering OJ efJl!f"y lesser loyalty· 
thus becomes yet 4 third • basic principle'. 

This family was a corporation. Action, even thoughts, certainly 
speech on all special occasions, were corporate affairs. It is not easy 
for us to realize what must have been the effect of untold generations' 
of thinking and acting and speaking, not in terms of one's own self, 
but in relation to a group. One result has been that to an Ashanti the 
idea of what we should term 'moral responsibility' is perhaps far 
more developed than among ourselves, where individualism is and has 
been for so long the order of the day. This is an important point 
to note. 

Every germ of the more advanced system of government with which 
we have now to deal already existed in this little fainilydemocracy. As 
one example only, of many that might be given, the methods by which 
serious disputes were brought before the 'House-father' for settle
ment were, as we have seen, the exact prototype of the procedure of 
later days, when a higher central authority came to supersede in cer
tain cases the commands of the' House-father '.1 

The routine-the half-formulated rules binding the conduct of 
individuals within the family circle, rules relating to property, inheri
tance, ownership of land, the collection of family contributions-be
came the customary laws with which the Mrican is now familiar, and 
govern the larger groups. The lares et pmates of the ' house-father' 
became the sacred agyapaJie (heirlooms) of the Stool ; the various 
duties assigned to the different members of the family gave rise, as 
those duties became more onerous, to the appointment of officials 
whose business it became to supervise and to be responsible for their 
performance. 

The family may be likened to a circle, and there we~e many such 
circles, but first eccmtric to each other, and each one Jealous of an

I See ReligiOfl GMbl ifl As"",,", Chapter XXII, • Oaths·. 
3350 Dd2 
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other. They were, indeed, though not isolated, more or less insulated 
communities. Later on, lines of contact, always rather weak and un
defined, came to stretch from the centres of many such circles and I 

converged upon another point which was the centre of a greater circle, 
the' House-father' of which, at least nominally, came to control all 
the lesser circles. These latter now assumed very much the nature of 
satellites grouped around the greater body. This central body was 
itself ev~r expanding and throwing out wider and yet wider concentric 
circles, each new ring embracing fresh family circles until, finally, the 
circumference of the outermost circle of all formed the boundary of 
what is known to us as ' the Paramount Chiefs lands'. 

This society (now the tribe), the composition of one of whose units 
has been sketched, must not be regarded as composed of so many per
sons, but as consisting of an aggregation of units, each of which is the 
original family group. These aggregations at first consisted of the 
little hamlet composed of three or four families under an odekuro (a 
kind of Headman). Then several such hamlets came under a larger 
village, i. e. under a Sub-divisional chief. Mterwards a greater town 
claimed to be over all these;. its head became the Divisional Chief. 
A still greater township then claimed to be over all, and we have 
arrived at our P,aramount Chief. This process of amalgamation (a 
kind of centripetal process, to continue by analogy of circles) went on: 
in many diffeJ,'ent localities, and in such manner there sprang up the 
numerous territorial divisions, each"under its own Paramount Chief
each 'Paramount Chief' wholly independent and often jealous of 
another. 

Only in Ashanti was this process carried one stage farther by one of 
these ' Paramount Chiefs' throwing a circle round all the rest and 
making the circumference of that circle embrace many tribes. In 
other words, he controlled a Nation instead of merely a Tribe. The 
'Paramount Chief' of a Tribe now came to stand in relation to 
Divisional Chief, to Sub-divisional Chief, and to Headmen under Sub
divisional Chiefs, in very much the same position as the 'House
father' had stood vis-a-vis the various members of his household. He 
could neither demand nor expect more service or allegiance from 
these than they had been prepared to exact or expect from their house
holds, and the claim to any authority over them at all lay in their 
corresponding right to be consulted about every matter having a bear
ing on their affairs in which the Paramount Stool wished to interfere. 

Everyone Of these subordinate Stools (our concentric circles 01 
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loyalty) possessed a history, a tradition, a genealogical tree, and an 
organization which was an exact replica of those possessed by the 
Paramount StooL The smallest of these Stools was as jealous of its 
traditions as the greatest, and but for the dangers of the age in which 
all these amalgamations took place, would possibly have continued to 
remain more or less insulated. It was only the quest of common 
safety, summed up in the words' unity is strength " that made the 
Ashanti accept a form of government that superficially might seem 
to savour of an aristocracy. He kept this aristocracy, however, and 
allowed it to function as such, only on the very rare occasions of a great 
emergency. Rulers and ruled well understood that such was to be 
the case. The tribal or national danger having been averted, each 
unit went back largely to the management of its own affairs, as long as 
those did not affect a wider group. When they did so, the machinery 
was ready for the transfer of the dispute from Tribunal to Tribunal 
right up to that of the' Paramount Chief'. 

The policy adopted to govern the Native State may be summed up 
in a single word, Decentralization. This idea was another fundamental 
of the Ashanti Constitution. Upon it, in my considered opinion, lay 
the whole success and wonder of this loosely bound confederacy. 

A ' Paramount Chief' who endeavoured to centra,lize too much in 
olden times generally paid with his life for his folly in having allowed 
his ambitions to override his knowledge of his own Co,\stitution. This 
quick and drastic treatment always prevented the serious spread of 
an innovation which was wholly foreign to the Constitution, and one 
which, if persisted in, would very soon have broken up the smooth work
ing of tribal affairs. Ashanti history illustrates this again and again. 

I now come to consider more particularly the functionary whom we 
call' Paramount Chief'. This official traced descent down the female 
line from some remote ancestress, who is supposed to have been the 
founder of his kindred group. His office has been traced back to that 
of the simple' House-father' who ruled over his undivided household 
and was pri~st, in a sense, as well as arbitrator. 

In this and almost every other respect the position of the modern 
Ruler has altered but little. The latter is still intermediary between 
the'Samanfo (ancestral spirits) and his subjects and performs the cere
monies of the .Adae festivals. His person, just so long as he is on the 
Stool, is sacred. In spite of this reverence and religious awe, however, 
his subjects had always very distinct ideas as to the manner in which 
he could exercise his authority constitutionally. When officiating in 
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any Tribunal, his role was expected to be that of a judge, who sits and 
permits others to do most of the talking, he himself only interfering 
very occasionally to correct some illegality or to guide the case. 
Ohm' okyeame (i.e. a Chief who takes upon himself on any occasion 
the function and duties of a ' spokesman ') is recognized as a term of 
universal opprobrium among the Akan-speaking people. 

The authority of a Chief became limited and severely defined, as 
time went on, by a whole series of injunctions which were publicly 
recited before him on his enstoolment. For our present purpose, the 
most important of these admonitions I was, never to act without the 
advice and full concurrence of his councillors, who were in turn sub
ject to similar restraints. Failure to accept such guidance or advice, 
or the least attempt to act upon his own initiative, was always a 
legitimate cause for destoolment. To all outward appearances and to 
the superficial observer, the fiction indeed was often encouraged that 
he was a despot and an autocrat. In reality, every move, every com
mand which appeared to emanate from his mouth, had been discussed 
and agreed upon in private by every councillor who had a say in the 
affairs of State. These councillors, in turn, would also have taken 
care to sound their subjects right down to the Asafo." Nominally 
autocratic, the Man constitution was in practice democratic to a 
degree, of which even now not many have any correct conception. 
I have already on several occasions used this word' democratic', and 
it is time to explain what the term implies in this part of Mrica. 

We pride ourselves, I believe, on being a democratic people and 
flatter ourselves that our institutions are of a like nature. An Ashanti 
who was familiar alike with his own and our Constitution would deny 
absolutely our right to apply this term either to ourselves or to our 
Constitution. To him a gemocracy implies that the affairs of the 
Tribe (the State) must rest, not in the keeping of the few, but in the 
hands of the many, i. e. must not alone be the concerl,l of what we 
should term' the chosen rulers of the people', but should continue to 
be the concern of a far wider circle. To him the State is literally a 
Res Publica; it is every one's business. 

The work of an Ashanti citizen did not finish when by his vote he 
had installed a Chief in office. When we speak about the action of any 
Native Ruler as necessarily being' constitutional' because he has been 

[ That such were necessary shows us clearly that there has always been a striving of 
Chiefs to gain individual authority and that the Oman stepped in to prevent this • 

• Not to be confused in any way with the newer organization, the Asafo Kyenku. 
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duly elected by the votes which placed him in office as the chosen 
• mouthpiece of his State', we come perilously near to talking non
sense. No Chief, however constitutionally elected, or any body of 
Chiefs had in the past authority to pass any decree or to exercise any 
legislative or executive function until the whole matter had been 
submitted to their people (Oman). The rights and duties of the 
Ashanti democrat were really only beginning after (if I may use a 
homely analogy) the business of the ballot-box was over. In England, 
the Government and House of Commons stand between ourselves 
and the making of our laws, but among the Ashanti there was not any 
such thing as government apart from the people. This was perhaps 
the most important of the 'basic principles' which I have so far 
mentioned. 

The old Oman or national councils did not meet and sit to pass 
laws or give judgements, but to discuss policy, which was then 
referred back to the respective Oman or Omansin (sub-tribal 
Division) before a final decision could be taken constitutionally. 
A Paramount Chief and such of his councillors as attended with 
him were never anything more on these occasions than vehicles of 
communication. 

I think the word Ambassadors or counsel best describes their func
tions on these somewhat rare occasions. By these terms I mean to 
imply clearly that they ceased, for the time being, to have any authority 
to exercise the executive and judicial powers which each had a right 
to exercise, when at home in his own tribunal and surrounded by his 
particular subjects by whose votes he had been elected. Here then 
we have a far more real equality than any which our laws confer upon 
us. To the Ashanti our equality would seem a fictitious fellowship. 
Theirs was the real fraternity based from time immemorial on common 
needs, a common daily intercourse, in market,· farm, hamlet, or forest, 
and a common outlook upon life. This free community and its open 
air existence created that great force which we call' public opinion '. 
It may seem unreasoning and unreasonable at times, but it has to be 
reckoned with, and it is our business to try to understand it. I believe 
that our inability to reach far below the surface in an examination ?f 
• the' kingly office' in West Africa, as in many other cases, notably m 
the field of religion, has been due largely to a confusion of ideas caused 
by the terminology we employ to interpret words from the vernacular. 

• Their very expression for a maaket and a meeting-place in CXluncil was the same. 
i. eo atlllltlbo, swe1y lID extraordinarily significant fact. 
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, Paramount Chief' is a term for which I do not know any equivalent 
in the' Akan language; even the term Omanhene is a coast-made title. 
Our words 'King' and 'Prince', so often employed by the old 
writers, and used in so many former treaties, are wholly misleading. 
It is absolutely essential to free our minds from almost every pre
conception which these words convey to us almost unconsciously. 
In this part of West Mrica, there was not any such gulf between 
, Kings' .and their peoples as we almost inevitably think their re
spective status must postulate. An Ashanti' King', with apparently the 
power of life and death, with a great army at his command, the pos
sessor of great wealth, the lord of a hundred wives, when his office 
termina ted for any particular reason, would often go back to his farm 
plot or to his hunting in the fOl'est. I know several powerful' Kings' 
who are hunters-that oldest of the world's brotherhoods. Among 
the Akan-Ashanti the young' royals' (adehye), 'Princes' as we call 
them, were often placed under the keepers of the dunghills to prevent 
them becoming conceited. Sons of a King of Ashanti were once set 
to carry the hammock of the King's favourite slave. 

I lay some stress upon this because I notice on many sides that there 
is a tendency for' Paramount Chiefs' themselves to forget, or ignore, 
or obscure these facts, and to wish apparently to set themselves up as 
, petty Kings' in the sense in which such titles would be understood 
in the Western world. When they do so, their subjects, who have 
lagged behind and do not understand these innovations, but know 
only the old Constitution, protest. Their Rulers then appeal to OUI 

Government to maintain their dwindling authority. We, seeing that 
it is the case that their subjects seem lacking in loyalty and obedience, 
feel vaguely that we must uphold the authority of the Chief Rulers, 
and proceed to do so, sometimes I think without quite clearly com
prehending the deeper causes of all this unrest. 

This brings me to the second heading which I promised to in
vestigate, i.e. the causes which are operating to diminish the power and 
authority oj the greater Chiefs. 

I think that these causes may be grouped fairly accurately under 
three headings: 

(I) The decline of the old religious beliefs and the preaching (With
out very much thought or care of results in many cases) of the 
doctrines of Christianity. 

(2) The non-observance and non-enforcement by subjects and 
, Paramount Chief', respectively, of the rightful obligations enjoined 
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by Alan customary law, more particularly in relation to the question 
of land tenure and taxation. 

(3) The attempts being made to centralize the government of a 
State at the expense of many lesser loyalties, and the fact that Para
mount Stools, while on the one hand neglecting to enforce legitimate 
obligations due to them on the part of their subjects, in other spheres 
claim greater powers and authority than those conferred upon them 
by the original Constitution. 

With regard to the first of these causes, I would refer to the preface 
of this volume, which deals with this aspect of the subject, which 
I believe to be vital in Mrica to-day. 

The second of the causes which I have mentioned as lying at the 
root of the present unrest is so important, so intricate, and apparently 
10 little understood, that I have devoted considerable space to it in 
this volume.I 

The third cause I have already dealt with. I have for several years 
past been coming more and more to be of the opinion that' Para
mount Chiefs' are forfeiting much of their old authority over Sub
Chiefs and their people, because they are themselves losing sight of 
what their real position was under the old Constitution, and are 
endeavouring to exercise their authority in such a manner that it may, 
looner or later, cause them to lose what still remains to them of it. 
I shall end this chapter by giving a simple example of what I mean. 

A District Commissioner instructs a ' Paramount Chief' to clear a 
portion of road in his Division. Now, the person responsible for the 
upkeep of this particular section is, let us say, A. B., who is an odeku1'o 
of Z., who is directly under a Sub-divisional Chief, X. Y., who in 
turn is directly under C. D., a Divisional Chief, who serves the 
Paramount Chief directly. The Paramount Chief, wishing to show 
how powerful he now is under the aegis of our Government, sends 
a messenger direct to A. B. and orders him to clear the road. Among 
his own immediate following, the Paramount Chief had greatly en
hanced his reputation for power; incidentally, he has strained, if not 
estranged, the loyalty of every one of the lesser links between himself 
and A. B. If Head-Chiefs could only be made to realize all they ulti
mately lose by such conduct, I think there would be fewer cases of the 
breaking away of so many of the lesser of our 'concentric circles 
ofloyalty '. 

I See Chapter OD Laflll T enur' aflll Alimation. 
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THE FAMILY 

killed at funeral customs (with the permission of the Chief). Ohene. 
nko a, na owo sekan (' It is only the Chief who has the knife '). 

Slavery in West Mrica has been aptly described by Mary Kingsley 
as ' a state of servitude guarded by rights '. There were so many ap
parent serious disabilities attaching to the status of a slave, that the 
numerous and sometimes striking rights he enjoyed may easily be over
looked. There is a saying, Akoa nkwa ne ne wura (A slave's life is his 
master's), but a slave, whatever his offence, might not be killed by 
his master without the full consent of the central authority, who, 
as we have noted, would empioy his own servants to carry out the 
sentence. To kill a slave in Ashanti without such permission was 
'murder', and the offence was liable to be punished as such. Even 
the powerful Mpanyimfo (Elders) in Kumasi had no power to kill 
their slaves. I The mutilation of a slave without similar authority was 
forbidden. A slave might marry; own property; himself own 
a slave; swear an 'oath'; be a competent witness; and ultimately 
might become heir to his master. Each of these points will now be 
examined in detail. 

Marriage: A male slave (i. e. an odonko or akoa pa) might enter into 
a contract of marriage. The union might be with: 

(a) A female slave owned by his own master. 
(b) A female slave owned by another master. 
(c) A free woman (but possibly only in case of an Ashanti slave, 

akoa pa). 

In case (a) the master, in case (b) the master of the slav~-girl, and 
in case (c) the father of the woman, would receive the aseda, which 
would enable the slave to claim adultery damages from any person, 
free man or slave, who' took his wife'. Not only so, but the Ashanti 
law further decreed that the' adulterer " if the master, should pay 
double the customary' satisfaction ','1, and the adulterer, if a Chief, was 
liable to be destooled. In the case of a slave's master committing 
adultery with the wife of his own slave, the following additional cere
mony sometimes took place. The master was ordered by the Chief to 
find a sheep and place it across his shoulders. He then knelt down in 
front of his slave, who was seated, brought the sheep over his head,and 

I Pennission having been obtained to sacrifice a slave at a funeral custom, a fee had 
to be paid to the Chief' to buy the knife', this amount being the equivalent of i,I 3S. 6d. 
and two bottles of gin; the latter was for the executioners . 

• On the analogy that a Chief's subjects are his nkoa, a Chief who commits adultery 
. with the wife ohucb is at the present day ca1Ied upon to pay double adultery damages. 
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SINS OR TRIBAL TABOOS 

nsa a, wo bobo ale (' When murder is in your head, and you have be
come dt:unk with wine, you strike to wound '). 

With regard to madness, Ashanti tradition records that once upon a 
time this affliction was regarded as a sufficient excuse, for the madman 
who killed anyone was fastened to a tree and left to die, unless his 
relatives chose to bring him food. It is possible, of course, that the 
disinclination to execute the homicide who was seen to be mad might 
have arisen owing to a superstitious horror of killing a person so 
affiicted. The following story, however, would seem to point to his 
exemption from capital punishment having been due to a recognition 
of the absence of mens rea. 'Before the reign of Osai Yao, madness 
was regarded as an excuse for murder. King Osai Yao made a test to 
find the justice or otherwise of this exemption from the consequences 
of an act. He caused a drunkard and a madman to be placed in a house 
which was then set on fire. The madman soon began to scream, "They 
are burning me", and ran outside; the drunkard lay still and was 
burned to death.' 

It has already been noted in many of the Constitutional Histories, 
that Head-Chiefs, even those who had authority' to wield the knife' 
-i. e. to execute those of their subjects who were guilty of capital sins 
-were forbidden to carryout the sentence of death upon a murderer, 
although permitted to pass sentence of death upon him. This was 
because the highest central authority, the Asante Hene, had instituted 
a particularly terrible punishment for the offence. The Atopere dance 
of death has been fully describc:d in my last volume. No doubt this 
gruesome form of execution was thought to deter others; many of 
my informants stated that murder was a much rarer offence in former 
times than at the present day. ' 



LAW AND PROCEDURE 

see seems likely to take place here. In England under feudalism, land 
was at first h~d on conditions of service very similar to these obtaining 
in Ashanti before 1896. As I have already pointed out,I by far the 
most onerous of these conditions was the obligation to fight when 
called upon by the overlord and to obey his summons' by day or by 
night " as the Ashanti oath of fealty ran. 

The establishment of Government control in West Mrica auto
matically rendered this aspect of feudal service a dead letter. In 
England, as we all know, a similar obligation gradually gave way to 
the payment of scutage. The great Barons (who occupied a position, in 
relation to the lords of the manors and the peasantry, in many ways 
almost analogous to that of Amanhene (Paramount Chiefs) vis-a-vis 
lesser Chiefs and the small-holders) were confronted with the very 
danger that now seems to me to threaten West African Chiefs. 
The Barons realized that they had lost or were losing control over 
tenants and land alike, and hastened to seize the unallocated com
munallands, which then became their own private estates. It is 
hardly possible for anyone with an intimate knowledge of condi
tions and tendencies, on the Gold Coast to-day, not to see the pro
bability of very similar processes setting in here. There is the danger 
that Stool lands, i.e. the lands of the tribes,~ will cease to be held 
in trust for the tribes by the paramount Stools and gradually become 
the freehold property of individuals. As a natural corollary of this 
will follow the inevitable impoverishment and final collapse of the 
Stools', i.e. the Chiefs' power, the very essence and most visible out
ward sign of whose authority was their control of all land in their 
capacity as trustees. It is perhaps here necessary for me to state that 
I postulate as the ideal for these people, a race, the bulk of whose 
population is settled on the land; the maintenance· of the revenues 
necessary for the advancement of their country and countrymen se
cured by agricultural pursuits, not as paid labourers, but by each man 
working his own holding; and, finally, the possession of all land safe
guarded by trusts as constituted in the Tribal Stools. 

It is this ideal that I fear will be likely to be seriously menaced in 
the not remote future. We have seen how, owing to the peace which 
a stable government has brought, the most onerous service which the 
landholder was called upon to perform was almost literally wiped out 
in a day. Nor was it thought fit to substitute anything in its place. 

I See Ashanti, Chapter XXI. 
• Now the Territorial Divisions under Amanhene. 



SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES IN 

account alone that I would advocate extreme tolerance of such rites, 
and even the fostering of the spirit which they manifest. The time
immemoriah:espect shown to the 'House-father', developing ata later 
date into the traditional respect for those in authority over the larger 
group, had its roots in reverence for and remembrance of the dead. 
The firm belief that the departed continue to take a lively interest in 
the affairs of their descendants bound the people together and enabled 
them to attain to a considerable standard of culture. Propitiation of 
Ancestors has been and still is an essential part of the whole social 
system, and the foundation of unity, respect, and obedience to 
those in authority in the family group, which is really the basis of all 
civilization. 

I propose now to turn to the question of government as understood 
by the Ashanti in the past, and to try to arrive at some conclusions 
which may be of value in the sphere of practical local politics to-day. 
It has been realized, and has been noticeable for some years past, 
that the power and authority of the greater Chiefs over Sub-Chiefs and 
people have tended to dwindle, and consequently that the loyalty 
and obedience of their subjects in many instances have weakened 
somewhat seriously. This state of affairs has resulted in numerous 
cases of friction and in many' destoolments' of Chiefs. Every Political 
Officer is to-day familiar with the dictum' the power and authority 
of the Paramount Chief must be upheld " and most local legislative 
measures have had this end in view. 

I think we may accept as an axiom, that before any body of law
makers sets out to define and to regulate the exercise of certain powers 
and jurisdictions by Native Authorities, it is esseptial that it should 
grasp quite clearly the basic elements in the old Constitution upon 
which it is endeavouring to frame its more modern laws. These new 
measures may not, and indeed cannot in many instances, conform to the 
letter of the old Native laws if free play is to be granted to modern ad
vancement and progress. The ultimate cheerful acceptance and smooth 
working of any new law will, however, possibly depend on the careful 
preservation of some essential or basic principle, which, although often 
obscured by a mass of non-essential principles, is realized by the 
people to have been one of the foundations of their ancient and. 
venerable Constitution. 

It is the basic principle, or principles, in the Ashanti Constitution
(now using the term in the more restricted sense with which we are 
familiar) which I now will endeavour to describe. 
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